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A Ja-luo man with ear-rings
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teeth, due to the lower incisors being removed) .

Ja-luo fisherwomen and their baskets ....
Ja-luo out fishing in Kavirondo Bay with seines of papyrus

stalks

Emptying the fish-baskets (Ja-luo) . . . . •

A medicine man from Nyakach, south side of Kavirondo
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.i-.r/.-i-m. GM'as’ Ngislui Masai (iKiwineii) Pll

440. Pastoral Ma-sai (\van’K»rs) of Naivasha .... Pllllflltfj'ti j'l/ 'i' Mr. 7*. Ill

441. Ellj.amiisi (Nyarusi) agricultural Masai .... Ni)

442. A Ma.sai warrior (Naivasha) A J i I’lf fi' 1 t>)i K.r A ,so2

44.3. A Masai warrior (Naivasha) .. Si »;!

444. Tattooing round a Masai woiuan's eyes .... • SM(

445. Masai elder with fur eape .. St 1.

1

44l>. Atasai woman of Naivasha SI u;

447. Young Masai women. (Cue of them i.s ahnnf to marry,

so .she is having iron wire cc>ih*d round her legs) . Mr. v )7

448. !Masai matron .1 Sli'.l

440. ELou.ses of the pastoral Masai .. sn
450. Houses of tile agricultural Masai (Enjamiisi) ..

451. A village of the :i,grienlturiil Ma.sai (Eiijr'mmsi) . >i;:

452. ^Masai eatt’e, Nalcuro .. si 1

453. Masai sheep and goats

454. ^[a.sai .sheep sp;

455. ^Masai donkeys si:

45(j. Spears of Masai ivarriors. (Some of the men are playing

the game of draughts, illustrated on p. 7*.)5'i . Pll titnili'ifjt/i .1/r. sr.i

457. A Masai warrior witli long sjiear Photnijt'if i>li th' A 'A/! O’ S-JU

458. Bows of Gwas’ Ngishii Masai bn .1/r. s2]

450. Warriors of the Gwas' Ngislui Masai rnjih bn fir, Arthur S’*'!

4G0. ]Masai shields ..

4G1. Masai warriors

Plofinfl rtli>li

<• si>,*)

4G2. Masanhief and medicine man (tiie late Torere) .
.

j

bn Ur. li. T. t

i

s31

4f>3. A Masai forge and 1.»lacksnutli (Enjaupisi) .... P/ii>t>></r>(j>h bn .Mr, Jtuo,}'ft Sl'r.N

404. Karamojo people Ph'd'itj {,h b >i U’ * *1 r •*/(
, , r S.’lt)

485. A Karamoio woman ,, .. s.”.;

4G0. A Karamojo woman ,, , . ,,

407. Turkana and Sak men from the vicinity of the Bibo hlills

and the River Kerio >311

408. A Silk from near Lake Sugota ,, .. S4u

•401). A Suk ekif/non ,, . . .. S42

470. Two tall Silk elders
•

S43
471. A Suk chief from north of Baringo ?• .. sG
472. A gi’oup of Suk (showing tattooing on arms) .. Sin

473.

•

Ostrich egg and antelope “ knnckle-bone ” necklace:
C PluAniin^fh

f fmnth Mk
bn tio Udin-'.

r* n m of Sr.i> t,i\i f

Turkana, River Kerio
'

1

and Art^ U'om Anfhor^ i

s-ir

474. A Silk stool

h cnfUeti'.in

A Dmn-ifuj

I

bn Mr. iJfxMf tf 84S

475. A Turkana shield

C Plndatti'njih hn thr Kdin- \

1 hnrffk Mn^rnot of Sra:tif't f
8.5*

1

(trul Aft, front Anthor .'t i

476. Snk dancing
coihction

Photofiniph

j
bn the Author

j' m

851
477. Sok dancing 852
478. Suk about to dance. (Note the lip-ring in one man’s

upxier lipj 853
479. A dance of the Suk people. (Note the figures juminng in

the air) 854
480. Elgumi people (sometimes called Wamia) .... A Drnv:iwj htj the Anthm 855
481. An Audorobo man of the Hamitic type .... Photofjraph btj the A iithf^r 85t>

482. Two Andorobo of the Hamitic type ..... „ „ ,,

483. An Andorobo of the Pygmy type ..... „ „ 851)

484. An Andorobo (same as No. 481) . . . . . . ,

485. A Nandi . . . . . ... .
. „ „ ;;
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,, 863
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s'.
‘1 i

.

.1- .4 Dniiviny by Mr. Doggett 873

“T::- Ni \
,
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THE UGANDA PROTECTORATE

CHAPTER XIII

ANTimOFOLOGY

A LL the researches made into the natural history of the human race

practically result in our agreeing to recognise three main types,

which here and there have interbred and produced hybrid peoples

difficult to classify. These types are the yellow -skinned Mongolian, with

narrow eyes, high cheek-bones, narrow, flattened nose, a tendency to paucity

of hair on the face and body and, on the contrary, to long and coarse hair on

the head (Mongolians, Chinese, Malays, Polynesians, and American Indians)

;

a brown or white Caucasian type, with a distinct tendency to be hairy

about the face and body, with head-hair long though inclined to be curly

and usually fine of texture, of handsome features, full eyes, straight well-

developed nose
;
and the Negro type, never lighter in colour than dark

yellow, and strongly inclining to be black, with flat, bridgeless, wide-

winged nose, high eheek-hones, poor chin, and, above all, with head- and

body-hair closely curled, woolly, and differing in this particular sharply from

the Caucasian and Mongolian races of men.*

The Negro race certainly originated in Southern Asia, possibly in India,

not far from the very centre where man himself emerged in some foim

similar to the PitJiecanthropos erectus from a branch of the anthropoid

apes. Perhaps on the whole the Negro retains more simian characteristics

than any other existing type of humanity. On the other hand, some of

his peculiarities depart from the simian, and would indicate a line of

development on his own account, possibly somewhat on the down-grade.

As regards hairiness of body, the Euroj)ean and Asiatic races belonging to

the Caucasian type come much nearer to the anthropoid apes than does

the Negro, though all Negroes perhaps exhibit more body-hair in a

natural state than is usually supposed to be the case, it being a widespread

custom throughout most Negro tribes (except the most degraded) to remove

by artificial means the hair on face and body. The crimped or woolly

* There are anatomical details in which the Negro approximates more to the

white race than to the Mongolian.

yoL. ir.
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appearance of Negro Lair is not, of course, an ape- like characteristic*:

indeed, the anthropoid apes have head-hair more resembling in appearanci*

that of the Mongolian type of humanity, though in some chimpanzees I hiwi^

noticed a tendency to wavy, “crimped” hair. Tn the shape of tlie skull.

254. A PYGMY OF THE CONGO FOKh^ST

in the foot, in the relative proportion of the limbs, the Negro species
(which, it must be remembered, includes the ancient inhabitants of
Tasmania, the Negritoes and Papuans of Eastern Asia and Polynesia) is less

divergent from the ape than other living races of mankind.
The Negro type which originated in Southern Asia was possibly of an

under-sized^appearance, his sEn, however, being rather yellower than black.
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He must have wandered across

i^ie peninsula of Arabia, follow-

ing, no doubt, the anthropoid

^ipes which preceded him along

the same route (Arabia then

being well watered and covered

with vegetation) into Eastern

Africa, and in all probability he

made his first permanent home
within the limits of the Uganda

Protectorate. In Arabia he either

mingled with the Caucasian race

from the north, or himself evolved

a nobler and handsomer type.

In one or other w-ay arose the

Harnite,"^ that negroid race which

was the main stock of the

ancient Egyptian, and is repre-

sented at the present day by

the Somali, the Gala, and some

of the blood of Abyssinia and

of Nubia, and perhaps by the

peoples of the Sahara Desert

The Negro who first reached

Uganda was an ugly dwarfish

creature of ape-like appearance,

very similar, I fancy, to the

Pygmy-Prognathous type which

lingers at the preset clay in

the forests of Western and

Central Africa. From some such

stock as this, which is the under-

lying stratum of all Negro races,

may have arisen, in Somaliland,

perhaps, the ancestors of the

Bushmen-Hottentot group, which

found its way down through

Eastern Africa to x\frica south

255. A PYGMY OP THE CONGO FOREST

of the Zambezi, in the western parts of which Bushmen and Hottentots

still linger. Then developed the high-cheek-boned, tall, thin-legged Negro

of the Sudan, and the blubber-lipped, coarse-featured, black-skinned Negro

* And from this possibly the Arab or Semitic type.
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256. A PYGMY Ob’ THE CO-VGO FOREST

of the West A{Vit^•ul eon.'t-iaiels,

aiui later tlie llaiitu ty)>e, wisiek

is little elst‘ than the

African Nes^ro liiieeti in varviiiir

degrees with the re'^u^t" t'f

Hamitie intennixiiire itlie Hanw
ites being either a half-way

stage in iia* tAadutitHj e!' a

white man from ilie Nee^ve. m-

an invasion frrnn Asia uf a
<

'%i-

casian peo]*le which age> ac**

mixed eoHsid(‘i’ab]y wiilt Nrg-tM*-

till it had acquired very inarkt d

negroid characteri>t ic.-).

At the }irt‘st*nt day the neer-f

and negroid inhaiatanis in-

digenous to the Tganda Ihi'tec'--

torate nmy for geiicral

he divided into h\e race> er

types, tliese di\ isioti< aiid grer.o-

ings being; I a.-ed mainly ^n

measurements r»i‘ the hodiy auil

other pliysii'al (‘harae'erisr ies.

though to sonii* extent ti*ey :;re

also snpjiorted by co’nnnnd? rd

hal)its and ctt>t«,un>, rual e ,

m
relationships iti language. I .-no

fully aware rltat language

often a tinisleading guide in

anthropol(4gieal clas>itiej!non. A
Xegrc) may ft anal s| eah ;j;g

an Aryan languagt* or a, rteuni tG

of the white race may bau*

adopted a form id' spec*ch ns u; illy

associated with Mongolian i.'ien.

Still, I should say that in about

six cases out; of ten, especially

in the minor divisions of human-
ity, community of language accompanies physical characteristies ijtdd

* I write advisedly white man, because 'ivbite races may have amen twice
or thrice or four times independently from Mongol, Negro, and the. Neanderthal-

IAustraloid type. 0
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in common. Thus Dr. Shrubsall, in analysing my anthropometrical
observations, has discovered an interesting fact in regard to the two
sections of the Kavirondo people who dwell in the Central and Eastern
Provinces of the Uganda Protectorate. For some time past it has been
obser’^ced that one section of the Kavirondo people spoke a language
which was practically identical with the Nilotic Acholi tongue, while the
other folk in the Kavirondo country used Bantu dialects, the languages of
the two sections being as far apart as English and Turkish. Now in all the
Kavirondo people speaking a Nilotic language, Dr. Shrubsall has found that

I®

257. NATIVES OP WESTEEN SLOPES OF MOUNT ELGON (BAGESU)

the physical characteristics were those of the Acholi people, living liOO or

300 miles distant in the Nile Province
;

whereas the measurements of

the Bantu-speaking Kavirondo classed that people with the general Bantu

type of the southern half of Africa. On the other hand, we have the

Bahima, a race which physically is most closely allied to the Somali, the

Gala, and the ancient Egyptian—all of which peoples spoke what we call

Hamitic languages—using at the present day the Bantu dialect of Unyorp,

a language closely related to the tongue of Uganda, and belonging to a group

of tongues usually associated with a Negro people.

The five main stocks from\ which the elements of the native races in
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Uganda are derived are the following: (1) The Pygmy-Prognathous type

;

^2) the Bantu; (3) the Nile Negro
; (4) the Masai; (5) the Hamite.

The “ Pygmy-Prognathous” type would include not only the Dwarf races

of the Congo and other Central African forests and the Dwarf element met
with m other parts of Uganda, on Mount Elgon, among the Andorobo,* and
perhaps the Doko tribe of Lake Stephanie, but also those people of normal

height which are found on the fringe of the Congo Forest from the Semliki

River to the vicinity of Lake Kivu. This was the pariah race of Banande
which Messrs. Grogan and Sharp and the author of this book have been

iTjstinctivelv and independently compelled to call “ ape-like ” from their

strange, wild, degraded appearance and furtive habits. An examination of

the measurements made of this supposed ape-like people, however, and
a criticism of the photographs taken of them, does not establish the

existence in them of any feature that is exceptionally simian, more than

is the ease with many other Negro types
;
but there seems to be sufficient

community of physical features between them and the Pygmies to enable

one to class them together, and as prognathism is a marked feature in

these ape-like individuals, I propose to class them with the Congo

Pygmies as the Pygmy-Prognathous” group. It might perhaps be stated

briefly here (though the question will be discussed at greater length in the

next chapter) that after careful consideration the author of this book is not

inclined to assert the existence of any close relationship between the

Pygmies of the Congo Forest and the Bushmen tribes of South Africa. As

often occurs amongst the Congo Pygmies, individuals or sections of tribes

amongst the Bushmen not infrequently attain a height that may be called

normal. A. great many of the primitive races of mankind, no doubt, who
are struggling under the disadvantages of their environment develop

dwarfed or stunted forms, but in all probability the earliest' types of

humanity when emk'ging from ape-like creatures were not Dwarfs from our

point of view. Therefore, the mere fact that most of the Pygmies and the

majority of the Bushmen are below the normal height does not necessarily

establish a direct relationship between them.

This Pygmy-Prognathous element forms, I am convinced, an element

more or less obvious in the Negro population of Africa, and it probably

resembles pretty closely the original type of Negro that entered the African

continent from Arabia and India, Just as in our European population

there crop up from time to time Neanderthaloid and Mongolian types,

reminiscences of and reversions to some earlier stocks which peopled

Europe, so the Pygmy-Prognathous type may show itself in most parts of

* The Pygmy element in the Andoroho and some other East African tribes may be

due to a “ Bushman-Hottentot ” stock rather than to the differently featm’ed, Congo

Pygmy,
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Negro Africa among races in which the normal individual Iielongs ti> a

much handsomer example of the Xegro race. But in some parts oF tin'-

Uganda Protectorate, as in the Congo basin and jungle district# of West
Africa,* the Pygmy-Prognathous type is so marked and of such

•Dr.fiobiMon inhis travels through Hausaland remarks on the veryape-likc apjrtsar-
anee of the wild mountain tribes in the Bauchi country, north of the River Benue,
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occurrence as to suggest that these regions have only been partially

overrun by later invasions of superior Negro types. This is the case in

260. A BANTU NEGRO (MNYAMWEZI)

Uganda as regards the population on the western flanks of Mount Elgon, in

the Kiagwe Forest, here and there among the Andorobo, and in the Senaliki

Valley and. on the ,western slopes of Ruwenzori. According to this

evidence, and also to native tradition, it would seem as though the first
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inhabitants of the Uganda Protectorate liad belonged to a type ahno>t

identical with the existing Dwarfs of the Congo Forest.

To these succeeded invaders of the big lilack "' Uantu Negro raee, a.

Negro cliftering only slightly from the well-known esf Alriean type. Inn

sSi. A B.v.vn; negro (mnyamwk/j?

tempered in varying degrees of intermixture with Hajniiic races

from the northern half of Africa. Tliis. Bantu type furnishes maiti
element in the population of the Western, Uganda, and Cirntral 1*mvisices,

* Often chocolate-colour in skin, but called black in eontmAt to the reddish
Pygmies,

" '
'
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and is usuall}^ but not always, associated with the speaking of Bantu
laffguages, an exception to this rule being the people of Karamojo, in the

262. A BANTU NEUBO (MNYAMWEZl)

north-eastern part of the Central Province. This folk speaks a language

related on the one hand to Masai, and on the other to the Bari of the Nile,

but its physical characteristics differ wholly from those of the Suk, Masai,

and Nile .Negroes, and agree closely with the Bantu type. Sir H. M,
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Stanley, amongst others, foi* some reason difficult to understand, set himself

with such vehemence some years ago to dt'uoinice tlie usi* ol the

‘‘Bantu” and to deny that there was any homogeneous Nogro t y]u‘ whielt

could be divided off from the other Negro families under that designat ion.

that many writers on Africa lost courage, and although, it was in>]Ktssii‘h‘.

in deference to the wishes of l>tanley and others, to give u|» tiie u>t‘ oft ho

word “ J^antu ” as representing the most ch'arly marked and homegt neons

division of African languages, the use of the same word lo deserii*e a iy|M'

of Negro like the Zulu Kaffir, native of the Congo, or of South Central

Africa was abandoned. ^

Recently, however, owing to the researelies of ])r. Shrul^sali, who ha>

examined a large number of skulls of Bantu Negroes and has <-ompared t];t m
with other sections of the Negro race, such as the peoph* of A^hajiti (a>

rejavsenting a West African ty]>e), tln^ Nile Negroes, and tin* Mu'-ai. 1

have come to the conclusion that amongst most of the Negroe> who >p«*'ik

Bantu languages tliere are more ])hvsieal characieristies shan*d in eoiunam

(between, say, the Muganda and the Zulu, the native of Angola and of

Nyasaland), than is the case between any of tliese ]H*oph‘ and tin* folk

of We.st Africa and the I pp^*!' Nile. 1 am therefore encouraged <»nrr more ir»

speak ' of the Bantu type as a physical distinction as wt*!i as applying to

that sharply defined family of languages. Dr. KSlirubsall considers tlau t!;«*

average Bantu represents a Negro stock like that of tlie. west (*oast of Africa,

which has received more or less intermingling with negnad races wlii* ‘.avo

invaded the southern half of Africa in ancient ami modern ti?ne> frotu

various points between ^^oinaliland on tlie east and Senega! on thr west.

It is probable, however, that the .Ifamitic intennixiure with thy fnil-hliMMloii

Negro wdiich has created the modern Bantu type has coim* a]nn4>t ciiJiroiy

from the northern parts of the Uganda Protectorate, though it nta\ huvn

penetrated due west to the vicinity of the Cross Kivtu* (Old (‘ahiitart atei

.south to Zululand. Every now and then there are sj.*eciim*n> in inemgo
Bantu tribes who resemble Congo Dwarfs, others who an* hardly to U* t^4d

from the most exaggerated type of West African on th<* coast of < rnin<'a,

while others, again, have the clear-cut profile, tlie finely devdopetl Jtost* and
European features of the Hamite. The avemge Bantu, however, resembles

very much the picture which I give here of a Bantu Kavirondo from tlie

Nzoia River.

The third element in the Uganda population i.s tlie Nilotic Negro,
This is a tall type of man with long legs but poorly developed calves,

rather prominent cheek-bones, but not as a rule a repulsive physiognomy
or a great degree of prognathism. The Nile Negro constitutes the bulk
of the population in the valley of the White Nile from Lake Allx^rt Xyauxa

.

:* Of St. Bartholomew's Hospital and the Anthropological Tn.stituta
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2tJ4. AfiUjM NlI.K NKM.OKS

down to within a oonplo i>f

hundn'd inih*s i>i' Kli^ir-

timi. atid iVinn t ho wr>t t^rn

slopes of tin* Ahv''>iiiiriU

lM:itt‘an aont>s the Baiir-

al-dl'.a/al to ^^h^<folai atui

Lake (‘had. d'ho typo

tnay o\'en extend thrtmo;;

ilaiisalatei toward> St^ne-

LCandna. Ilt-re aiid i h^*r-‘.

oi' cr-nr.^e, th.eve f,a- h'-eli

int erndxt nro. ahri.-iM ^r

n'orijt , wit !: Haniites. arid

(A>tl>e. jiaait ly thr- I'l-'ilOi

inav l‘t* an inipriAfinetit

in jdiV'jeal in-atny : or

there ini'; been inittolittL:

with the I h ojo;. - Ih'oLi'na-

t iioii-, <.»r tit*' .\fr;«’an.

Neofi.*, « *i' llaiitn.

From llar-e ro'i--'

trioes liko t!ie N^an.-

N vam. t i.e l.i'titin. ano t no

Madi. Thi'^ Nih";i •

IVjM' rat ov

e;j>t into t i.t- I o-a-tia

ih'os oet (, ivat o, ^o; t
;

p.*»

an i^olatofl ei,io;;\ ]: t (.»«

i'onnt riev routai Ka'- irojido

l>ay.

'i'he fomaji of F;e.>o

racial divisions is the ]\lasai, a section wldeh stand> very mtn li apart froni

other iXegro races. Perluqjs on tiie whole its pis\sica! appearanee may i
*-

explained by an ancient intermixture between the Hamite and

followed by a period of isolation which caused the Masai tt^ devt'!u];t speeial

features of their own. Kelated to the Masai are the >hk**l urkana- The

tall, almost gigantic tribes that dwell between Lak*^ Ikivingo jiihI the

north-west of Lake Eiidolf—and the Xandi-Liunbw'a, with their otTshn*oL the

somewhat mongrel tribe of Andoroto,

The fifth and last amongst these main stocks is: the Haniiticn wbicii

* Many of the Hausa and of the Kanuri {Bornu)arc strikingly like the N ile

in appearance.
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3 negroid rather than Negro. This is the division of African peoples to

-’high the modern Somali and Gala belong, and of which the basis of the
lopulation of ancient Egypt consisted. These Hamites are represented by
he remarkable Bahiraa aristocracy of the western portions of the Uganda
h’otectorate, and possibly by certain tribes at the north end and on the
ast coast of Lake Eiidolf. Of course the Bahima of Western Uganda
lave mingled to some extent with the Negro races amongst whom they
iwell, and the descendants of these unions have influenced the modern
ype with Negro characteristics that are slightly more marked than is the

265 . HOIA AND BANTU

(1) Hima of Ankole. (2) Moiro of Ankole.

•ase amongst the Somali or the ancient Egyptians. The head-hair of

lie Bahima is often quite woolly, though it may grow longer than it would

11 purely Negro races. Yet there are individuals among the Bahima who,

v’oolly hair notwithstanding, are nearer to the Egyptian type in their

acial features and in the paleness of their skins than is the case even

.mongst Gala and Somali. If deductions from native tradition and

egend are trustworthy to any extent, the Bahima entered what is now

he Uganda Protectorate from the north-east between two and three

housand years ago, remaining for several centuries in the Lango (Acholi)

•oimtries east of the Yictoria Nile. But the ancestors of the Bahima

vere probably only the last in a series of Haraitic invaders of Negro
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Africa, Yet, though in this way superior races coming from the more

arid countries of Southern Abyssinia and -Galaland have continijidly

leavened the mass of ugly Xegroes pullulating in ^the richly endowed

countries between and around the Nile lakes, it is very doubtful whether

the ancient Egyptians ever penetrated directly up the Nile beyond the

vicinity of Fashoda, or had any direct intercourse with Fganda"' (tliough

their traders may have gone south-westward towards the Ikilir-al-tlhazal ,).

Eather it would seem as tliougii ancient Egvjit traded and cmninunicated

directly with what is now Abyssinia and the Land of Punt (SoinalilandX

and that the Hamitie peojdes of these countries facing the l\ed St-^a^and

Indian Ocean carried a small measure of Egyptian culture into tlie lands

about the Nile lakes. lu thivS way, and through Uganda as a half-way

bouse, the totally savage Negro received his knowledge' of smelling and

working iron, all his domestic animals and cultivated plants (except those,

of course, sirbsecpiently introduced by Arabs from Asia and Port uguese from

America), all his musical instruments higher in development than the

single bowstring and the resonant hollowed log, and, in short, all tin'

civilisation he possessed before the coming of the white man—Moslem

or Christian— l.OtK) years ago. The

establishment by sea of gold-working

coloniesof South Arabians in Southern

Zambezia, that commenced to take

place perhaps 2,001.) years ago. in-

troduced a local civilisation which

did not spread to any a]>precial,)le

extent, ])erhaps because it was jdanted

among brutish ilottentots anti apish

Bnshmen. These Sabtean colonies

in Soiitli-Eastern Africa wmv finally

swamped between the fifth and

seventh centuries of the ])resenr era

by the Bantu— at any rate l\v the

Zulu—invasion of Southern Africa.

Their influence, from whatever cause, *•'

Perlia]}S because the treml of Negro

and negroid migrations and race move-

ments has always lieen—with only two

well-known exceptions—the eastward

inarch of the Fulahs and the northward

raids of the Zulus—from north to south

and from east to west, and it would be

difliralt for foreign^ influence to triivel

266. A MUHisiA OF MPORORO against the cuvreiit.
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was singularly restricted and fruitless, and died out, leaving no permanent

legacy of religious beliefs, arts, and industries, domestic animals, or

cultivated plants among the Negro races.

The Negro, in short, owes what little culture he possessed, before the

advent ^of the Moslem Arab and the Christian white man, to the civilising

influence of ancient Egypt; but this influence (except a small branch of

it in the Bahr-al-Ghazal) travelled to him, not directly up the White Nile,*

but indirectly, through Abyssinia and Somaliland; and Hamites, such as

the stock from which the Gala and Somali sprang, were the middlemen
wh©se early traffic between the Land of Punt and the countries round the

Victoria Nyanza was the main, almost the sole, agency by which the Negro

learnt the industries and received the domestic animals of Egypt, and by
which the world outside tropical Africa first heard of the equatorial lakes

and snow mountains.

REMAEKS ON THE ANTHROPOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS

MADE BY

SIR HARRY JOHNSTON and MR. DOGGETT;

With thh said Obsehvatioxs beduobd to Tabulae and Compaeative Foem

By FRANK C. SHRHBSALL, M.B.,

Fellow of the Antheopological Institute.

The anthropofiietric observations faU naturally into two groups, dealing with the
proportions of the head and body respectively.

The measurements of the cranium taken comprise the maximum length and
breadth and the vertical projection from the vertex to the tragus of the ear. These
enable an estimate to be formed of the size and shape of the head proper. The table of

measurements appended shows that the largest individual heads are to be met among
the Masai, Karamojo, and Bahima, the smallest among the Acholi and the Congo Dwarf
people. By adding together the three dimensions, length, breadth, and height, and
dividing by three, a number known as a modulus is obtained, w’hich expresses the

average dimension, and the volume is found to vary proportionately with this. From
this it would appear that the Lendu have the smallest and the Masai the largest skulls

in the series examined. Greater interest attaches to the relative proportions of the

different dimensions, and especially to the cephalic index, obtained by multiplying the

maxiqium breadth by 100 and dividing by the maximum length
;
a similar index is also

constructed to show the relation of the length and height. The average results for this

series are showm in the table appended. The longest, most dolicnocephalic head,

occurs among the Lendu (index 69), the broadest among the Suk (index 84). The
index numbers are divided into groups, heads with an index of 75 or under being

known as dolichocephalic, those between 75 and 80 as mesaticephalic, and those of 80

* Doubtless because the Nile of Uganda in
.
those days created vast, untraversable

swamps betw’een Fashoda and the fourth degree of north latitude.

VoL.' Ti. V .,2-
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3

1

and over as bracliycepbalic. The distribution of the series now under exaininat ion in

these groups is as follows :— ^

TarnR. Doi-iCHOCEPHALir. Mbsaticephalic.

Banande .... — —
Banibute .... 1 4

Baamba .... — 1

Baganda .... T 1 —

^

Basoga .... 2 2 —
Bahima .... 4 I

Wanyainwezi ... 2 4 —
Swahili .... 1 — —
Kavirondo, Bantu speech.1 2 1

Kavirondo, Ja-luo speech .
— 4 —

Acholi, Bari, Aluru . . 2 .3 1

Lendu .... 2 4

Karaniojo.... 4 1
—

Silk .'.... r> 4 1

Masai .... 6 2 —
Andorobo .... 3 8

Kamasia .... 1 3 1

Nandi .... 5 2 —
These results may be usefully compared with Count Schweiiiitz’s (1) ob.servations

on living natives of German East Africa, and with ^fcnse s (2) studies of the people of

the Middle Congo, e.viaessed in similar tabular form below.

1. “Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie,’*' 1893.

U 11

-Tribe.

,, 1887.

Dolichockphalic. Mesaticephalic. Hbachvckp
JS'ast Africa.
Wagogo

^

. 7 6
Wangoni 9 5 2
Wanyema . 4 2 2

•

'Wanyainwezi 3 1 1

Watusi 2 2 —
Wasukuma . 3 7 —
Wasiiija . 7 4 —
Wasiba . o 2 •

40 29

Congo.
—

Bateke 30 16 —
Bayansi 6 8 2
Bakongo 8 4 —
Bangala 10 i.)

Balali A. _L
57 34 T

Bantu Crania (Shrubsall) 90
Masai Crania (Virchow) 13

30
3

1

From these tables unifonnity rather than diversity of head form would seem to be
the great characteristic of the African black races, while a broad-headed element can
he seen to affect the population of the Nile Valley and forest zone.

Turning from the cranial to the facial skeleton, a greater range of variation becomes
apparent.
A similar tabulation of the length-height index is subjoined.

Tbibe. Cham/ecephawc. Obthocephalic. Hypsicephalic. HypEimvp.sicr,piui.ic.

_ ,
(Under 60.) (60-1—6S.) (05*1—70.) (70*1 and overA

Banande .... — — 1 1

Bainbute — 1 ,5 2
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Tribe.

Eaaniba
Bagancla
Basoga .

Wanyamwezi
Baliinia

Kaviro^do, Bantu speech
Kavirondo, Ja-luo speech
Alum, Acholi, Bari
Lendu .

Karamojo
Silk . . .

Masai .

AiTdoroho
Ivamasia
Nandi .

Cham^cephalic. Orthocephaho. Hypsioepuauc. Hyperhypsicephalic.
(Under 60.) (60*1—65.) (65*1—70.)

1

6
3

2

(70’1 and over.)

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2
8
1

3
3
1

1

3

1

2

3
3
4
3

3
3

1

4
3
1

2
1

7

1

3
compared with Schweinitz

;

Wagogo
AVangoni
AVanyema
AA^'anyamwezi

Watusi

.

AVasukuma .

Wasinja
AA^asiba

.

4
9
2

2
6
5
5

6
3
3

1

4
2

1

1

1

1

Considerable importance in anthropometry is attached to a study of the nose.’

This is described as being negroid (Form No. 7 of Table in iVbfes and Queried, broad
and hatj with prominent alse in all the series examined save the Masai and the Bahima,
among whom it is more prominent and more arched.

The various measurements are most easily contrasted by means of the nasal index
obtained by dividing the nasal breadth between the alae, by the height from the root

of the nose to the septum, and multiplying the quotient by 100. This index also may
be divided into groups, and the distribution among them of the individuals examined
during Sir H. H, Johnston’s travels is as follows ;

—

Leptorhire. Hesorhine. Platyrhine. Hyper- Ultra-
Tribe.

(under 69*4.) (69*5-81*4.) (81*5—87*8.)

PI.ATYBHINE.

(87*9—108*9.)

PLATYRHINB.

(109 and over.)

Banande — — — 1 1

Bambute — 1 4 3

Baamba — — 2 — —
Baganda — •— — 7 1

Basoga.... -

—

— 1 3 1

Wanyamwezi — — — 5 2

Bahima .
— 3 — 1 1

Kavirondo, Bantu speech — — — 3 1

Kavirondo, Ja-luo speech . 1 1 2 —
Lendu .... — — — 3 4

Acholi, Bari, Aluru — 1 2 3 —
Karamojo — — 1 4 1

Suk .... 1 2 2 5 —
Masai .... 1 3 2 1 —
Andorobo — 8 2 1

Kamasia — 2 2 1 —
Nandi .... — 1 2 4 —

By this means a group comprising the Suk, Masai, Andorobo, and to a less degree

the Nandi, is clearly separated off from the Bantu, Baganda, Basoga, AVanyamwezi, and
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Kaviroluio. It is interesting’ to contrast Count Schweinitz\s obstTA ations wirli tin* al m >\v ;

lie found the distribution in Geniiau territory to be™

Tkibe. Leptouhine. MF.!50UHISK. Pi .ATYRUIN K.

Wagogo

.

2 7 2

Wangoni 1 1 5

Wanyema — — 2

Wanyamwezi — —
^Yatusi . 1 2 1

AVasukuina .
— 4 1

Wasinja — 4 3

Wasiba .
— 1 4

n Yiv.urLArYisiiis'i:.

I

f>

f)

1

I'i.rii.M-; A i\ f.iii VI'.

1

!

I
•

4

4
•7

I

It is unfortunately impossible, from the measurements taken in 1 ganda.

accurately calculate the facial index, but it would np])ear that the taet' is burner in

the Y)eoT4es dwelling in the Xile district than in other ])arts of the 1/roteetorate. 1 he

Andorooo also would seem to ditferfrotu their neighbours in this re>pe(‘r.

The transverse prominence of the face is a feature of groat impnrranc<\ but Ihto

again the ordinary method of estimating this feature is not available, ilowcvor. by

dividing the distance between the inner angles of the eyes taken bv a tapt* passing «>\ t r

the nose by the distance between the same points taken in a straight liiu* l>y rallipt'rs,

some indication of the prominence of the bridge nasal (n'gaii is obt aim ‘<1. 'hio lojilts

^)f these oliservations are recorded under the heading 3'hoeulo-nasal Index*. ' Tin* results

are scarcely sutticiently concordant to allow of much stress to be laid on this imh-x «*f

character, but a few points seem to be emjdiasiseil by it. The imlex is high in the

Baliima in accordance with the statement in the ])reliniinary observations.

The Masai present a much lower tigure than might have beeii^ e.xpected fnun a

study of their nasal index, which seems to indicate that, although their nose is long and
thin relatively to suiToimdiiig jieoples, it is not very ]>r<.>minent in jn’otile. Tim Kariunojo

and Suk, in some respects closely related in ]>hysuial characters, are by this im-tlmd

sharply separated, the bridge of the nose standing out far more in tin* former. Tin*

Bambute and Banande exhibit, as would be expected, a low imlex correspomliug with

absence of bridge referred to in the general descrii>tion.

The bigonial index, or relation betweeji the inaxiinum bizygomatic width (U’ the faee

and the width at the angle of the jaws, divides the.scvics into threi* groups, *,me witli a

very narrow chin comprising the llambute, Banande, Baamba, and JAfiidn. in wlmui tin*

index is under TO
;
the 8uk, Kamasia, and Bahima, with an index in tin* neigh bnm-linuil

of 70; the remaining individuals having much broader chins. Xnnu'rieidly this imi* x

may seem of little imt|OVtanee, but the effect of the width of the lower jaw i»n tin* facial

ovoid, as seen in full-face view, is extremely marked. In this feature tin* 1 >\v:irf prMpi,.>

are further removed from tlio ape than their neighbours.

The aural index, or relation between the length and breadth of the ear. leads in

closely similar grouping, the Bambute, Banande, atld Lendu being separated widely fnan
the remainder, with the exception of the Bahima. It is interesting to note that iu this

feature also the occupants of the forest zone more closely resemble the Knrope.in and
recede farther from the simian type than do the surrounding population. Topinani in

his text-book points nut that this index is lowest among the yellow races, interme«liate
in Europeans, and at a maximum in the negroes of Africa and .Melanesia. In tin* apes
it is still higher than in man.

The proportions of the body are no less interesting than tho.se of the head. Tin*
average height varies from 145*2 millimetres in the Bambute to 1847 milliiiietre.^ in the
Bahima, though the tallest individual actually measured (ISHT inm.l belougcii to
tlie Logbwari tribe. The Masai and Nilotic negroes are deci<.ledly taller tlian tln-ir

neighbours, next in order being the Karamojo, the Andorobo, Nandf, and Bantu triln s,

forming a group of moderate height intermediate between these and the Dwarf pcnple.
The span in most cases is relatively greater than in Europeans, ]»robabiy Because of tin*

proportionately greater length of the forearms in the negro races, the 8fik forming a
notable exception, being somewhat narrow-chested. The umbilicus in nearly all cases
is a little ahove the centre of the body; the Dwarf peoples, however, stami ojit
prominently, for in them the mid point of the body is above, and not bt4ow^ that
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landmark. The head has rather smaller vertical relative dimensions than in the
J^uropean, the Dwarfs and the Nilotic negroes approaching most nearly to our mean
canon. The neck is relatively longer and the trunk shorter than in the wdiite races, the
latter feature reaching its acme among the Bahima and Masai. Both limbs are
relatively increased, but whereas in the upper limb the excess is in the distal segnaent,
in the lower iti is in the proximal. The hands are smaller and the feet often relatively
larger^tlian those of Europeans

; considerable racial variation, however, occurs. The
IVfasai have hands and feet both absolutely and relatively large. The Dwarf peoples,
Nilotic negroes, Ja-luo-speaking Kavirondo, Kamasia, Nandi, and Sukhave relatively
smaller hands and feet than the average Avhite, while the Bantu peoples in the series,

the Lendu, Karamojo, and Andorobo, have smaller hands but larger feet.

Should more extended observations confirm the present series, the relative pro-
tjprtions of the limbs and of the hands and feet would afford valuable evidence towards
a classification of the peoples of the Uganda Protectorate.

Applying the above-mentioned facts to purposes of classification as far as can be
made out from the limited material at present at our disposal, a few groups can be
distinguished.

The Bamlmte^ Baamha^ and Bmmnde form a class to themselves, characterised by
a brachycephalic skull, broad depressed nose with a high index, flattened face, narrow
chin, small ears, short stature, slender limbs, and small hands and feet.

The Masai, who are tall, dolichocephalic, mesorhine, with a low bioculo-nasal index
with relative great span, long lower limbs, feet and hands relatively greater than
Europeans, though their feet are relatively smaller than those of the Bantu group.

The Acholi and Bari: tall, mesaticephalic, platyrhine, with a small bioculo-nasal
index, relatively long lower limbs, legs, and forearms, but small feet and hands.
A grc^) somewhat less well defined than the foregoing, comprising the Baganda^

Basoga. Wanyamioezi, intermediate in most respects, yet with close mutual agreement,
with relatively large feet and small hands.
A few other groups remain to be discussed. The Kavirondo fall into two series,

those of Bantu speech and those of Ja-luo speech, the physical characters of the two
approximating to the Basoga and Acholi groups respectively.

The Lendu in most features would seem to be intermediate between the Nilotic

negro and the small races of the Congo Forest zone. In stature and in the proportions

of the limbs they agree with the Acholi, in face and ears they more closely resemble the
Bambute. In cephalic index and the relatively large size of the feet they agree with
neither.

The Kardmcdo in their bodily proportions would appear to closely resemble, if they
have not afiinities with, the Bantu-speaking group. In their cranial and facial characters

they seem to be intermediate between the Bantu and the Masai, though in the proportions

of their limbs and the size of the hands they differ widely from the latter people.

The Silk stand in a somewhat similar relationship to the Acholi.

The Kamdsia, Nandi, and Andorobo are a somewhat aberrant group with inter-

mediate characters best expressed in the tables. This is a very heterogeneous group,

combining characteristics of other negro types. They are obviously a people of

mixed origin.

The Bahinia are distinguished from the other groups mainly by the prominence and
length of the nose. In this feature they approach the European or Hamite. The lower

part of the face is narrower than the average negro, the ears approach the European
type, and the head is actually larger than in the average negro. In short, in many
respects they are negroid rather than negro. In other measurements than those

instanced they approximate pretty closely to the Bantu.
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Average Ixiur KS ('ALn LATEO

TRIBE . . .

1

•
; Bambl tk.

BaIWBI'TE.

6c?
Baxaspk, lUnAN'DA.

;

BAsnti K.v\ i •.

Number and Sex . . i
6(? '3

s
1

•' ? 1
I

;

74*4
:

72*6
;

4 cJ Baviv-

Cei)halic,

I

t

.
1

T8*7

Baamka.

'2S
79-4 75*4

:

^rFAKivt;

‘c<

, SiTAK'N.'

1 J
7 1

*5

Length-heiglit . 1
067 ’ 68-4 86-0 ! CvS-4 69'2 6!i*5 72*1

Nasal .

' 1097
;

I

10 ‘)*s i 93*9 : 1037 106*1 lo-n ^6*;J

Bigonial . 60*2
1

6T*7 75*3 73*7
,

80*5 S()*3 70'3

Bioculo-nasal . .
,

113*9 115*6
:
127*0 ,115*3

:

118*3 ll(ri 11 1*8

Aural
.

1

56*9 57*0
: 69*6

;

64*4 62*0 5!rn 62*3

Modulus . 154*1 ! 158*3 150*1 15f)*7 1 57 *8 iHl*2

Average Peoportio>”}=< of the Different Se<;mi:nt< hf the

! Basandf;.

TRIBE . . .
:

1

Bambute.
1

6 (? ;

i

j

Bambutk.
i

6 6 i

Baamba.

2 S .

Bagakda. Ba.suga.

i

Wav. r.i-v:':;.

Number and Sex.
.

j 3 c? 5 Banti:
;

SrEfA'tf.

4 c? :

.lA*r.ro

•Si'Ki:* M.

4 6 .

Wi KI.

r?

Actual standing height ! 1452 1497 1692 1560 I68r. 1722 ! 1791 1732 ITD

Head .... 13*2 i 13*3 : 12*6 12*9 1-2-0 —
1
2*5 121

Neck .... 6*2 57 5*4 5*1 5*5 -- 4*7 5*1

Trunk .... 31*0 32*0 32*4 32*9 32*4 —
* 31*8 3<rs

Span .... 103*5 104*2 107*2 104*1 106*5 — lo;>/u H>;*i

Upper limb .
47*8 47*8 48*4 47*5 4vS*5 47*8 47*4 46*9

•JS'K

Arm .... 19*6 19*2 19*3 19*2 19*4 — is -4 1^7

Forearm 17*1 17*6 17*9 17*6 18*3 — ““ 17*9 19*0

Hand . . . . i
111

;

10*9 111 10*9 107 11*1 10*8 lo'O U'l

Lower limb . . . 49*6
1

49*3
:
497 49*1 50*1

;

50*5
;

53*0 50*9 5 1*6

Thigh .... 24*0
j

23*9 i 24*1
’

23*9 24*1
,

i

i

— 24*8 260

Leg .... 19*9
,

20*1 20*2
1

20*1 20*3
;
—

j

—
, 21*2 2i*J

Foot .... 14*5 14*6 15-4 14*9
i
151 i 15*3 i 14*6 15*6 )51

Breadth of shoulders . 22*9 23*3
1

24*2 23*0
i 237 1

j

22*8 240

Breadth of hips . .
|

16'9 17*2 177 191
i

17*0
1

:

— 17*4 17'3

Height of umbilicus .
1

58*4 58*8
1 627 59*9

i 60*3 —
i

--
. 6Cr3 mti

Girdle index 74*2 74*0
i

73*3 82*8
;

71-5 ^

1

’

1 __
;

76'5 (>9*5

Antebrachial index 87*2 917 i 927 917
i

94'3
j

— 07*3
;

lortJ

Tibio femoral- index . 82.9 84*1 83*8 84*1
1

i

1
.

;

85*5,
:
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Measurements op the Head.

Wan-
YAM-
WEZI.

Sc?

Lendu. Acboli.

3(?
Bari.

1 (?

Kara-
MOJO.

4c?

SOk.

9<?
Masai. Akdorobo. Kam-

ASIA.

5 c?

Bahima.

3c?
><? 4 ? 5c? 3 $ 8 c? 3 ?

75*7 73*6 74*1 78*1 73*3 76-3 73-3 75-9 76-0 76-2 78-0 72*8 73*1

65-3 60*3 65*9 71*8 62-5 68*1
1

66*5 67*6 70*0 73-2 67*3 68*8 65-3

9S*S 112*7 105 -6 86*7 897
;

84*3 82*6 76*9 83*6 77*6 81*0 88*5 92-0

7:f*5 67-4 70*3 74*7 75-4
;

70*8 74-3 80-8 76*5 79-3 69*4 74-2 70-0

120*4 121*4 110-9 121*0 126-0
’

118*1 116*4 117*3 123-6 121*7 128*8 1307 140-5
!

63*3 54*8 58*7 65*6 63-6
I

66-9 — — — — — —
1

58*4

156*3 150*5 153*4 158*1 157-0 157*3 159*9 153*5 156*2 146*9 155*8 155*9 159*4

Body to the Standing Height = 100.

Lexdc. Achotj. Kaka- SCK.

9 c?

Masai. Andorobo. Kam>
ASIA.

Nandi.

5 <?

Bahima.

3 c?

Mean Bcropean
Canon of

4 $
2 S
BAnr.

MOJO.

4c? 6 c? 3 $ 8 c? 3 ? 5 S Proportion
(Topinard.)

1

1 c?
C?

1621 ! 1763 1725 1716 1778 1642 1663 1530 1692 1680 1847 —
12-6 ^ 13*2 11-9 12*3 12*6 13-0 13*5 12*6 12*5 127 12*2 13*3

5*3 3*7 4*5 4-7 4*9 4*9 5*0 4*8 5*1 5*1 6*2 4*2

32*2 30*6 32*1 29-5
1 287 28*0 30-4 31*8 29*5 31*0 29-1 35-0

104*4 105-5 iiai-s 101-9 i
107-3 102*6 103*4 99-7 107-1 103-7 105*5 104*4

47*5 47-8 48*8 467 46*5 47*7 47*4 45*9 48*4 47*1 48*0 46-0

187 18-9 19-8 19*1 17-6 19*1 18*9 18*4 19*6 18*9 19*3 19*5

17*8 18*4 18-0 17-4 16*9 167 17-3 16*8 17*9 17*4 17*8 14-0

11*0 10*5 10-9 10*3 12*1 12-0
.

11*3 10*6 10*8 10*9 10*9 11-5

49-9 53*2 51*4 62-9 54*1 56-0
;

51*3 507 52*9 51*2 51*9 47-5

24-3 ' 25*4 25*1 26'3 26*9 26*5 25*4 24-2 26*7 25*0 25*5 20-0

21*9 i 22*1 21*3
i

21*8 21-9 .
22*3 20*7 21*7 ' 20*9 21*3 22*3 23-0

14*7 i 14*7 15-6 14*7 15-0 14*3 15*7 14*4
.
14*7 14*8 15*2 15-0

22*6 ' 23*4 23*0 22*8 23*8 22*4 23*4 21*6 23*8 22*9 22*2 23-0

1

24*4
1

17*1 17*9 16-9 17-8 18*3 17*4 17*6 17*4 17*1 17*7 18-8

61*4 i 61*5 60*9 60*8 61*6 63*7 60*7 62*0 62*0 61*9 59*8 600

80*8 73*0 78*1 74-3 74-9 81*7 74*0 81*7 ' 73*0 74*8 80*4 817

95*2 97-3 90-9 911 96-0 87*4 91*5 91*3 91*3 92*1 92*2

90*1 87-0 84-9 62-9 81-4 84*2 81*5 89*2 78*3 85*2
1

87*4
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TFJBE Baxande. Ba.MIU TK.

Xumber .... /

—

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Age 40 45 30 34 35 20 ^ ->

Sex ..... (? s 6 6 6 c?

Standing height .... 1 .47.0 1460 1418 1428 1472 1523 1 138 1434

Height of head from vertex to'\

ehin .... f
192 210 174 1.93 205 206 IT6 {u:>

Length of. neck in front 83 — 77 91 90 89 I,k3

Length of trunk .... r)34 no7 453 470 48:> 410 451

1

397

Span of arm^ .... 163’) 1.441 1436 1532 1548 15.59 1443 1501

Length of upper limb . 738 688 686 707 702 737 659 675

Length of arm .... 284 24.J 273 29f> 280' .308 28) 26,5

Length of forearm
:

208 254 242 253 2<J2 225 2.52

Length of hand .... 170 : 145 150 :
169 163 167 1 53 158

Length of lower limb .

;

760 702 714 674
,

695 779 719 710

Length of thigh .... 377 334 344 320 328 38,5 3:0 369

Length of leg .
1

306 (0
1

288 282 28':> 30.8 287

Length of foot .

1

234 204 104

:

219 220 201 22‘ t

Height from internal malieolus\
!

83
I

CO
i

o*> ‘T.> w.") s** ''3

to ground ... J
1

oil i s oJ. t't V

]Maximuin breadth of shoulderfj

,

360 359 3<.)2 333 360 36*9 313 31'^

Maximum breadth of hip.s . 271 275 230 255 255 2i;6 231 21»'

Height to umbilicus . 931 881 826 826 850 !.n >5 s;)5

Circumference of chest 780 800 70<.) 73<

)

4 4* 1 760 7* »2

Minimum su]>ra-malleolar

cumference of leg.

cir-1

)
103 175 170 170 162 193 169 i6n

^Maximum supra-inalleolar

cumference of leg

.

cir-1

i
323 285 245 26U 2SU 2I.*0 24 i 23' >

Proportions to heiffht = 100.

Head .... . 12*2 14*4 12*3 13*5 13*9 13'5 1
2*2 i:r6

Xeck .... .
5*3 — 5*4 6*4 6'i .5*s 6'5 T’l

Trunk .... 33*9 : 34*7 : 31*9 32*9 32*7 29*5 3r3 27’7

Span .... 103*8
:
105*5

:

101*3 107*3 ln5-2 102*4 i6M'3 b.'-r;

Upper limb .
i

46*9
:

47*1 48*4 49*5 47*7 48-.t 45VS rn
Arm .... !

•
j

I
18*0 : 16*8 19*3 20*7 19*4 2M'2 19*5 1.V5

Forearm •
1

18*0
;

20*4 17*0 16*9 17*2 17*2 1.V6 .17*4?

Hand .... 1

•
1

1

10*8 :
9*9 : 11*2 ^ 11*8 iri iru 10*6 U'O

Lower limb .
i,

48*6 - 48*1
1

50*4 47*2 47*2 51,'l 50*t t

Thigh .... 23*0
:

22*9
i

24*3 22*4 ; 22*3 :
;

25*3 24*3 ' 25*7

Leg ... .
.

'
i

1
10*4

;

:
iJ) i

20*3
;

10*7 10*4 2t.r2 2O'0 20*1

i oot
: 14*9

j1

14*0 i 13*7 — 14*9 14*4 14*6 15*3

Breadth of shoulders . i 22*9
i:

24*6
!

21*3 23*3 24*5
'

24’2 2l> 22'2

Breadth of bins .

Height of umbilicus .

1

17*2
j

1
59*1

1

I

18*8

!

60*3
i

16*2

1
58*3

17*9

57*8
i

17*3 17*5
;

rtn
16'

i

bTt
50*2

Girdle index
i

75*3
i1

76*6
i

76^2 :
;

76*6 ; 70*8 72*1
g «

i5 •*
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BAMUrTE . Baamba . Baganda . Basog.^

9 10 11
!

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 '

21

20
!

30 45 40 25 40 50 24 28 30 30 35 48

?
: 6 3 (? c? (? ? ? ? ? $ (?

1427 leeo 1562 1613 1658 1804 1554 1578 1610 1498 1559 1688

192 204 224 218 207 210 221 206 206 209 195 190 221

riO 60 58 84 88 90 94 80 83 83 77 72 80

412
:

471 545 506 554 516 572 507 533 540 476 614 589

1329 1491 1828 1587 1719 1772 1949 1627 1597 1617 1563 1726 1799

o90 , 666 812 748 766 807 884 769 724 729 707 788 833

228
1

251 323 315 302 328 352 317 298 285 278 319 326

230 2oo 304 265 283 300 328 298 248 273 260 290 326

142 160 185 168 181 179 204 154 178 171 169 179 181

629 692 833 754 764 842 917 761 756 778 750 783 798

301 318 401 367 361 416 447 372 354 384 364 393 359

255 296 343 324 309 338 378 317 317 315 309 306 325

212 ' 221 267 220 249 256 277 233 235 234 227 235 ,257

73 78 89 63 94 88 92 72 85 79 77 84 104

299 328 408 364 423 385 417 356 367 352 349 370 408

241 I 267 301 261 311 278 309 311 304 303 277 291 303

751 841 998
1

914
1

975 1015 1199 941 939 942 903 944 977

700 830
1

906 ! 7r30 870 815 ; 891 830 888 762 740 803 847

180
; I

210 178 208 189 209 197 194 195 ' 185 175 184

270 1
I 335 310 345 321

1

338 320
!

318 340 292
1

307 310

34-9

i

14*3 13*5 14’0 12*8 12*7 12*3 13*2 13*1 13*0 13*0 12*2 13*1

4-6 4*2 3*5 5*4 5*5 6*4 5*2 6*1 5*3 5*2 5*1 4*6 4*7

31*9
I

33*0 32*8 32*4 34*3 31*1 31*7 32*6 33*8 33*6 31*8 33*0 34*9

102*9 104*5 — 101*6 106*6 106*9 108*0 104*1 101*2 100*4 104*3 110*7 106*6

45*7 46*7 48*9 47*9 47*5 48*7 49*0 48*8 45*9 45*3 47*2 50*5 49*3

17*6 17*6 19*5 20*2 18*7 19*8 19*5 20*4 18*9 17*7 18*6 20*5 19*3

17*8 17*9 18*3 17*0 17*5 18*1 18*2 19*2 16*7 17*0 17*4 18*6 19*3

11*0 i 11*2 11*1 10*8 11*2 10*8 11*3 10*0 11*3 10*6 11*3 il *5 10*7

47*9 48*5 50*2 48*3 47*4 50*8 50*8 49*0 47*9 48*3 60*1 50*2 47
*

3 -

23*3 22*3 24*2 23*0 22*4 25*1 24*8 23*9 22*4 23*9 24*3 25*2 21*3

19*7 20*7 20*7 20*7 19*2 20*4 21*0 20*4 20*1 19*6 20*6 19*6 19*3

16*6 15*5 16*1 14*0 16*4 15*4 15*4 15*0 14*9 14*5 15*2 15*1 15*2

23*1 23*0 24*6 23*3 26*2 23*2 23*1 22*9 23*3 21*9 23*3 23*7 24*2

18*7 18*7 18*1 16*7 19*3 16*8 17*1 20-0 19*3 18*8 18*5 18*7 18*0

58*1 58*9 60*1 58*5 60*4 61*2 66*4 60*6 69*5 58*5 60*3 60*6 57*9

80*6 81*4 71*7 71*7
,

73*5 72*2 74*1 87*3 82*8 86*0 79 3 78*6
.

74*3



496 ANTHROPOLOGY

TRIBE BascHiA. Kavikon ih>.

Nuinbcr 22 CO 24 j 25
:

26 ! 27 28 29

Age .... 20 5°
;

i

jo
!

40 ; 26 ^5 26

Sex .... 3 3 !
3 ^ 3

'

3 ; 3 3
Standing height . . - 1657 1679

1

1715
•

1714

;

i';'87
‘

1687
;

1702 1839

Height of head from vertex to\ !

chill .... J
201 179

!
210 ;

j

i

229 : 228 221 215 221

Length of neck in front 75 118
1

99 56 1 97 : 70
i

76 69

Length of trunk . 538 515
;

540 553
{

560 537 567
,

571

Span of arms 1773 1792 1815 1849
!

1825 1787 1706 1867

Length of upper liinV)

.

798 811 825 865
:

837 815 1 1

1

851

Length of arm
i

330 322 1 333 363
j

324 330 305 344

T^ength of forearm
j

293 309
;

309 305 i 313 295 . 293 319

Length of hand . 175 180
1

183 197 200 190 179 l.KS

Length of lower limb . 843 867 866 876 902 859 814 97s

Length of thigh . 406 439 423 420 427 432 41 i 49i»

Length of leg . . . 333 353 . 356 357 386 — i05

Length of foot . 252 •250 ! 257 •248
1

281 2flo* 257 264

Height from internal malleolus\
to ground ... f

94 78
i

87 99 89 — 83

Maximum breadth of shoulders. 393 385 414 425 443 4iS 401 411

Maximum breadth of hi]>s . 274 286 1

1

281
,

296
I

324 ,

2S4 2S6

Height to umbilicus . 1035 1014
i

1038 1033 i

;

1063 994 KH.H I13i>

Circumference of chest • 1 835 864
j

907
1

948
!

<182 S83 9)4 •H91

Minimum .supra-malleolar cir-)
165 175 i 194

:

1

2U5 222 22‘ >

cumference of leg

.

J 1

Maximum supra-nialleolar

cumference of leg

.

cir-")

/ !

277 280
'

316 1 342 3 4 8 345 3-10 :53s

Proportions to keiakt = 100.
i

1

i

Head .... 12T 10*7
i

12*2 13-4
1

12*8
,
i:n 12*0 12'U

Neck .... 4‘5 7*0 ' 5*8 3-3
!

5*4 4*1 4*5 3*8

Trunk .... 32*5 30*7
i

31*5 32-3
1

31*3 31*8 33*3 31-0

Span ....
Il])per limb .

107'0 106*7 , 105*8 107-9
i

102*1 105-9 10t»*2 101*5

48*2 48*3
[

48*1 50*5 46*8 48*3 457 16*3

Arm .... 19*9 19*2 i 19*4 21*2
!

18*1
,

19*6 17*9 * 18*7

Forearm 17*7 18*4 18*0
j

17-9
i
i

17*5 1
17*5 17*2 17*3

Hand .... 10*6 10*7 107
!
irs 1

11*2
:

11*3 04*5 1*1*2

Lower limb . 50*9 51*6 50*5
i

51*1
(

50-5 ^ 50*9 49*6 53*2

Thigh .... 24*5 26*0 247
1

24*5
1

23-9 ' 25*6 24*1 21-2

Leg .... 20*1 21*0
i

20*8
1

20*8
1

21-6 — < —
i

22*0

Foot .... 15*2 15*2 15*0 ' 14T) ; 157 = 15*8
: 15*1 ^ 14*4

Breadth of shoulders . i
23*7 22*9 24*1

i
24*B ;

24-8 i 24*8
.

23*6
^

22*3
Breadth of hips .

Height of umbilicus ,

Girdle index . .

16*5 17‘0 16*4
;

17*3
i

18-1
j
167

i

16*7 15 6
62*5 60*4 60*5

:
60*3

1
59*5 i rsv ;

58*8 : 61*4

697 74-3 67*8
,

69*6
1

73*1 67*5
;

70*8 r nmy
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WaNYAMV\T2ZL
giwAHru Lendit.

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38"^
40 41

’

42

"

jO 55 5^’ :>o 30
’

25 ^ 40 35 45 25 28 30 24

cJ J S (J : c?
;

<? c? c? $ ? $ ?

1S13 iTii'! 1T.S"> 1721 1785 ^ 1637
1

1145 1745 1757 1548 1563 1683 1603

221 -10 215 212
j

J

219
1

!

225 207 222 225 205 210 197

81 S!t 1(19 92
^

65 ' 73 92 85 52 81 81 87

.il8 .'.17 .'.49 m 525 ! 531 i 564 549 574 549 526 510 512

18.'!1 1838 181.5
;

1781 1801
'

1688
;

1750 me 1880 1596 1665 1767 1646

847 8.52 .S39 sou 850. 760 1 809 792 847 724 743 808 754

346 37 1 31i
,

313 338 ! 293 311 328 333 298 288 329 298

290 297 304 318 323 291 318 281 329 253 279 311 273

2U 184 193 ! 178 :
198 176 180 183 185 173 176 168 183

99(1 914 911
'

860 i 056 822 883 897 876 722 751 882 807

48.5 464 433 : 414 ! 462 407 430 440 425 341 355 437 398

417 :i.51 382 350 i 416 337 359 376 362 298 315 862 336

27.5 249 2.59 268 i 278 255 282 262 272 244 225 236 .247

88 99 96 ' 87 i 78 78 04 81 89 83 81 83 73

417 431 422 ;
406

i

306 377 395 369 434 394 371 368 369

.309 293 29D
,

312 i
311 264 319 301 309 334 301 301 291

111.5
;

106.5 1077
;
1010 ; 1134 978 1040 1065 1048 913 961 1067 960

912 888 920 j
060

' 910 1

1

875 012 812 970 849 818 840 866

20r> 2(X) 212 220 ! 217 200 230 200 212 194 203 185 210

347 330 330
‘

380
;

350 332 356 320 365 343 335 315 330

12‘4 11'9 12'1
1

I

12*4
1

11*0 13*4 12*9 11*9 12*6 14*5 13*1 12*5 12*3

6*1 i
5*1

i

5*2 3*4 4*2 5*3 4*8 3-4 5*2 4’8 5*4

iJO'O
' 30*8

i
32*5

j

29*4 32*4 32-3 31*5 32*7 35*5 33*7 30*3 31*9

iftO'n 101*7 f
103*3

i

105*9 103*1 100*3 98*3 107*0 103*1 106*5 104*4 102*7
J| VPriM *1 JSiV” ''

«

•

lfi'7 47*1 46*9 48*1 46*4 46*4 45*4 48*2 46*8 47*5 48*0 47*0

^ 21*5 ' 19'2 18*2 18*0 17*9 17*8 18*8 19*0 19*3 18*4 19*5 18*6

iffO i
17*2 ' 17*0 18*4 18*1 17*8 18*2 16*1 18*7 16*3 17*9 18*5 17*0

iQ V/ ' A •
1

* •

11 ‘fi
' 10*7 10*8 10*3 11*1 10*8 10*3 10*5 10*5 11*2 11*3 10*0 11*4

J.JIU Jll/I *ww
SiA'ft '

: 51 *0
1
49*9

1

53*6 50*2 50*6 51*4 40*9 46*6 48*0 52*4 50*3
D OO M ^

<>rt'R 2ft*Q i
24‘'3

t

24*0 25*9 24*0 24*6 25*2 24*2 22*0 22*7 26*0 24*8
ao o o 1

*** ^
: S0*3 1

21*4 :
20*8 23*3 20*6 20*6 21*5 20*6 19*3 20*2 21*5 21*0

1V9 i 14.*4 ’ 14*5 i
15*5 15*6 15*6 16*2 15*0 15*5 15*8 14*4 14*0 15*4

iO Z ; *•* **
1

"

,

O'Sl'A ! 9fi‘A 23*6 23*5 22*2 23*0 22*6 21*1 24*7 25*5 23*7 21*9 23*0

i7*n ifi’A ’ 16*5 18*1 17*4 16*1 18*3 17*2 17*6 21*6 19*3 17*9 18*2
1 j( V '1 Iv V

j

w
,

! ^l’7 ' 60*3 58*6 63*5 50*7 59*6 ‘ 61*0 59*6 59*0, 61*5 62*8 59*9
d1 o !

,oi i
:

vv*'

7fl i 67-7
i
m 76*8 78*5 70*0 80*8 81*6 71*2

,

84*8 81*1
1

81*8 78*9
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TRIBE . . . . LKXor
Lfxi-

HWAKl. Aluiu-. A(‘Hor.i.

Xiimber 43
j

44
45~"

1 47 : 48
;

49 50

Age . . . .
1

20
!

28
i

30 i 25 ' 22 20 ' 36 40

. . . .

I

?
I

^ ! S ;
c? :?:?•(? C?

Standing height .

1

1«34 ; 1757 1665 1887
;

1554 1588 1697 I8iJ2

Height of head from vertex tod
chin .... J

: 208

i

. 209

i

;

216 i 225
1

, 192 : 206 225 25*.J

Length of neck in front
j

83 ; 82
!

01 ; 78
, 75 51 ' 62 52

Length of trunk .
^ g40 i 534 520

;

603
;

507 532 509 535

Span of anil?; '

1702 ! 1843 1786 ,
196*0 '

If,*43 1676 1810 1913

Length of H]'»per limb .
^

778 ! 850 821 : 892 ; 715 779 Sll SS3

Length of arm .
i

300 ' 320 314 367
i

267 318 317 361

Length of forearm
;

293 337 ' 314 ! 320
j

28.9 286 314 333

Length of hand . i 185
;

187 . 193 199
j

159 175 186 I8i*

Length of lower limb . 803 932
i

838 : 9Bl
j

780 799 901 965

Length of thigh .

;

390
;

469
!

423
:

482 389 376 443 46* 1

Length of leg . . . 343 i 386
'

337
1

428
1

318 338 361 il 2

Length of foot . 248
;

270 257
;

273 i 235 230
,

254 •Jflli

Height from internal nialleoliisl
70

i

i

i

;

92to ground / t

*
~

1

73 85 ST

^Maximum breadth of shoulders . 357
,

429
1

425
I

444 327 3o7 385 433

Maxinuiin breadth of hips . 291 308 i 286 : 317 278
,

277 2X2 :un

Height to umbilicus . 1003 1099 903 1174 964 inn if>2n U22
Circumference of chest 775 902 902 922 77*

> ^
760 ! Sin 923

Minimum siipra-malleolar

cuniference of leg.

cir-"!

J 193

i

205 215
i

205
i

ITS 17s I9u 2!<.»

Maximum supra-malleolar
cuniference of leg

.

cir-)

J 302 345 380 330 290 283 34M :$25

PropoHlom to Imtfht = 100.
1

i

Head .. .. 12*7 11*9 13*0
1

11*9
;

12*4
;

13-0
,

13*3 13-9
Xeck .... '

5*8 4*7 5*5 * 4*1
;

4*8 3*2 3*7 2'9
Trunk .... 33*0 30*4 31*2

!
32*0 32*f> 33-5 30*1) 29-7

Span . . 104*2 104*9 107-3 103*9
!
105*7

i

105*5 106*7 10fr2
Ipperlimb . 47*6 48*4

1
49*3 47*3

1
45-4

,

49*1 47*8 49*0
Arm .... 18*4 18*6

i

18*9 19*4
1

17*2 ! 20*0
!

18*7 < 20*0
Forearm 17*9 19*2 18*9 17*3

1 18*6 i 18*0 18-5 18*5
Hand .... 11*3 10*6 11*6 10*5

!
10-2

i iru 10*0 10*4
Lower limb . 49*1 53*0 50*3 ! 52*0

! 50*2
!

50*3 : 53-1 ^ 53*6
Thigh . . . . 23*9 26*7 25*4

1
25*5 i 25*0

: 23*7 i 26*1
i

25'6
Leg ... . 21*0 22*0 20*2

1

22*7
I

20*5
;

21*3
;

21*3
1

22*9
Foot .... 15*2 15*4 15*4

i

14*5 15*1
;

14*5 1 15*0 . 14*5
Breadth of shoulders . 21*8 24*4 25*5

:
23*5

1 21*0
;

19*3 ; 22*7
! 24*0

Breadth of hips . 17*8 17*5 17*2 16*8
! 17-!) ! ,7-4 ! 16-6 i 17*2

Height of umoilicus .

Oirdle index . . .

61*4

81*5

62*5

71*8

59*6

67*3
62*^

j

71*4 1

62-0
i

63-7 60-1
'

85-0
: 90-2

;
rs-a :

02*2

71 *e
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a.hom. l>,Aia. K AI^AMU.lo, SOk.

51 63 53 54 65 56 67 58
'

fsg 60 61 62 63

30 45 30 -5 -5 -5 30
i

3S 60 50 30 50

i cJ, 0
j

A 6 4 s i c? (? c? s c?

i TS,4 17SI 1020 1777 1571 lOTf
; me 1758 16*58 1819 1622 1779

±21 222 2« »3 2< »2 217 213 193
1

210 210 200 — 198 221

sij M TO :*7 75 43 80 62 66 71 — 83 94

iU?. rjO*n 400 :»:j8 503 433 . 543 >48 553 524 506 492 561

1 sr^") 17f#l l7r»o 1*^83 18.V2 1538 1780 1780 1771 1719 1806 1586 1775

s:3l> 830 783 8h1 801 738
i

825 ‘ 796 826 774 837 726 840

334 320 304 358 »I3 333 317 339 315 357 293 359

;i:LM 317 273 330 310 272 303 296 312 296 293 265 286

173 178 If #2 130 163 i 189
1

183 175 163 187 168 185

{n:>. 321 837 320 01 e
;

822 1 860
j

846 929 863 1019 849 903

437 43S 337 4r>4 454
;

410
!

414
1

411 450 414 538 430 429

:if)3 403 330 3H2 376 : 333 1 362
j

351 394 371 403 350 378

2“*4 241 273 276
:

208
J

264
1

261 245 250 247 249 283

83 80 70 80 86 79
i

«
1

84 85 78 78 69 96

4 If# 417 ;538 378 416 357
i

378
1

416 382 395 405 368 412

ail 307 334 314 317
;

2B8 ‘ 298 i 309 290 289 301 284 311

ilUT 10)3 1003 1081
'

1074 : 958 1 1029
1

1028 1103 1013 1051 985 1086

sra 870
^

883 : 831 899
1

839 ; 817
f 1

922 870 840 800 823 915

•4»»1 217 173 ' 208 212 182 : 220
i 198
1

200 190 200 179 218

a-yjs 34*;) 320 i 333 335 I 307
1

357

i

1

I

350 320 325 298 303 355

iii-4 12*4 12*3
' 11*3 ^ 12*2

'

13*6
1

11*5 12*6 11*9 12*1 12*2 12*4

4'f; 47* 4*3 r>*4 4*2 ' 2*7 4*8 3*7 3*8 4*3 — 5*1 5*3

:i2v 31*4 30*1 / 31*3 ; 32*0
I

31*4 32*4 32*9 30*9 31*7 22*3 30*3 31*5

Kia-T 100*4 107*0 10o*3 ^ 104*2
1
101*7

!

106*2 106*8 100*7 103*7 99*3 97*8 99*8

46*:» 4<r7> :
48*2 - 49*7

;
48*6 47*0 49*2 47*8 46*4 46*6 46*0 44*8 47*2

lT-9 * 18*7 20*0 : 20*4
i

20*1 19*3 19*9 19*0 19*3 19*0 19:6 18*1 20*2

18*1 17*8 ^ 17*2 ;
18*5 17*8 17*3 18*1 17*8 17*7 17*9 161 16*3 16*6

10*“* 30*0 10*3
;

10*8 10*7 10*4 11*3
!

11*0 10*0 9-8 10*3 10*4 10*4

.71*0 52*7 ' 51*9 51*5 52*3 51*3 50*8 52*8 52-1 560 52*3 50*8

:ii'4 ^ 24*0 24*4 : 25*5
1

25*5 26*1 24*7 24*7 25*6 25*0 29*6 26*5 24*1

•2±0 : 22*0 24*0 I
21*4 21*2 21*2 21*6 21*1 22*4 22*4 22*2 21*6 21*2

14*5 ! 14*2 14*8 ’ 15*3 16*5 13*2 15*8 15*7 13*9 15*1 13*6 15*4 15*9

23*4
‘

23*4 24*5 21*2 23*4 22*7 22*6 25*0 21*7 23*8 22*3 22*7 23*2

17*4 '! 17*2 20*5 ;
17*6 17*8

,

18*3 17*8 18*5 16*5 17*4 16*5 17*5 17*5

cro •

fil*8 62*1 i- 60*6 60*4 61*0 60*8 61*7 62*7 eri 57*8 60'7 61*0

74*2
: 73*6 ; 81*0 'r 83*1

i

76*2 ,8Q*7 78*8 74*3 75*9 73*2 74*3 77*2 75*5
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TEIBE ....
i

SUK. Masai.

Number 64
i

65 66 67
;

68 69 70
;

71

Age ....
j

6o
I

25 !
30 30

! 2S
I

42 30 20

Sex .... c? ^ <?
,

c? ^
1

? c? 1 .c? c?

Standing height . 1698 ; 1646 ; 1670 1792
1

1669 1858 1781
1

1654

Height of head from vertex
chin .... ...}i

j

196
I

196 231 227 : 227 218 231 : 203

Length of neck in front 95
,

77 70 79
:

—

*

! 76 . lOl

Lengtli of trunk . 526 : 481 fiOO 519 1
536 — 506 478

Sjjan of arms 17-23 1803 1675 1865 i
1716 1973 : 1850

^

1700

Length of upper limb . 815 826 755 829 792 915 ' 859
;

7<{9

Length of arm 338 335 296 322 329 374 348
;

2{)7

Length of forearm 306 314 287 321 296 CD
: 304 267

Length of hand . 171 177 172 186 167 232 207 205

Lengtli of lower limb . 881 892 869 967
;

878 1040 968 872

Length of thigh . 432
:

451 435 486
1

441 513 482 430

Length of leg 368 364 352 389
1

367 — 406 ! 357

Length of foot 242
I

251 244 263

;

229 266 273 ' 264

Height from internal uialle

to ground
olusl .

J
81 T7

;

82 92 ! 70 -- 80
,

85

Maximum breadth of shouklers

.

362 . 384
’

392 422 375 ' 430 451 390

Maximum breadth of hip.s . 280 .
297 267 295 316 314 320 3(.0

Height to umbilicus . 1006 i 1038 982 i 1118 ^ 1045
1

— 1090 1027

Circumference of chest 856
,

859 793 i 872
'

891 885 790 S.-10

Minimum supra-inalleolar
cuinference of leg

,

cir-1 ;

/
• 178 187

1

189
1

195 : 192
;

195 20(» VXi

^laximum vsupra-malleolar
cumference of leg

.

cir-1

/
^

302 !

1

330 302
;

328
i

331
i

1

340 320 310

Froportiom to heiaht = 100.
i

!

'

! «

Head .... 11*5 11*9 '

i

13*8
i

12*7
i

13*6 11*7 130 12*3

Neck .... 5*6 4*7 4*2
I

4*4
;

— 4-3 6*1

Trunk .... 31*0 29*2 29*9
;

29*0 i 32*1 28*4 2S*9

Span .... 101*5 109*5 100*3 i 104*1 102*8 106*2 103*9 102*8

Upper limb .
48*0 50*2 45*2 46*3 47*5 49*2 48*2 46*5

Arm .... 19*9 20*4 17*7 18*0 19*7 20*1 19*5 18*0

Forearm 18*0 19*1 17*2 17*9 17*7 16*6
:

17*1
i

ie*i

Hand . . , .
10*1 10*8 10*3 10*4 10*0 12*5 iro ;

12*4

I.ower limb .
51*9 54*2 52*0 53*8

1

52*6 56*0 54*4 i 52*7

Thigh . . . .

i

•
1

i

25*4 27*4 26*0 27*2 i
26*4 27*6

;
27*1

i

26*0

Leg .... 1

21*7 22*1 21*1 21*7 22*0 —
;

22*8 i 21*6

Foot .... 14*3 15*2 14*6 14*7 13*7 14*3 1 15*3 i
16*0

Breadth of shoulders .
21*3 23*3 23*5 23*5 22*5 23*1 25*3 23*6

Breadth of hips . .

Height of umbilicus .

16*5 18*0 16*0 16*5 18*9 16*9 ^ 18*0 : 18*1

39*2 63T 58*8 62*4 62*6 —
:
61*2 ;

62*1

•Girdle index
1

77*3 77*3 68*1 69*9 84*3 73*0
;

71*0
!

76*9
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Masai. Andorobo.

72
1

73 74 75
s t

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

00 38 20 17 23? 21 22 26 24 35 30 25 40

<? <?- ? ? ? <? S c? (? ? .
? <? ?

•

1710 1888 1741 1583 1603 1677 1652 1684 1665 1474 1576 1589 1540

228 238 218 223 201 227 228 212 227' 192 184 218 200

85 80 90 73 — 95 74 95 70 66 91 83 65

511 521 453 429 495 489 533 536 511 465 497 474 501

1722 1907 1811 1603 — 1779 1773 1723 1705 1427 1600 1606 1554

721 880 831 730 791 785 805 801 791 667 719 742 719

239 308 337 287 316 __ 332 318 311 261 280 283 304

273 352 290 251 279 — 270 302 292 252 267 275 201

209 220 204 192 196 200 203 181 188 154 172 184 164

886 1049 980 858 872 866 817 841 857 751 804 814 774

440 535 522 445 342 421 390 419 429
I 369 373 397 368

364 — 388 — — 362 354 344 339 310 354 324 332

253 277 250 230 224 255 257 273 255 212 223 258 228

82 — 70 — — 83 73 78 89 72 77 93 74

397 450- 366 .370 366 390 383 391 393 330 333 362 329

312 338 313 282 305 300 . 276 295 304 248 273 273 289

— 1109 — — 1007 1007 1029 1007 901 988 952 957

— 870 860^ 810 800 822 860 860 855 690 770 812 755

220 — — — 230 190 200 204 198 180 192 185 182

330 — — — — 340 300 333 340 285 285 320 290

13*3 12*6 12*5 14*1 12*5 13*5 13*8 12*6 13*6 13*0 11*7 13*7 13*0

5*0 4*2 5*2 4*6 '

—

57 4*5 5*6 4*2 4*5 5*8 5*2 4*2

29*9 27*6 26*0 27*1 30*9 29*2 32*3 31*8 30*7 31*5 31*5 29*8 32*5

1007 101*0 104*0 101*3 — 106*1 107*3 102*3 102*4 96*8 101*5 101*1 100*9

42*2 46*6 47*7 46*1 49*3 46*8 487 47*6 47*5 45*3 45*6 46*7 46*7

14*0 16*3 19*4 18*1 19*7 — 20*1 18*9 187 17*7 17*8 17*8 19*7

16*0 18*6 167 15*9 17*4 — 16*3 17*9 17*5 17*1 16*9 17*3 16*3

12’2 11*7 117 12*1 12*2 11*9 12*3 10*7 11*3 10*4 10*9 11*6 10^6

51*8 55*6 56*3 54*2 54*4 51*6 49*5 49*9 61*5 50*9 51*0 51*2 50*3

257 28*3 30*0 28*1 21*3 25*1 23*6 24*9 25*8 25*0 23*7 25*0 23*9

21*3 — 22*3 — — 21*6 21*4 20*5 20*4 21*0 22*5 20*4 21*6

14*8 14*7 14*4 14*5 14*0 15*2 15*6 16*2 15*3 14*4 14*1 16*2 14*8

23*2 23*8 21*0 23*4 22*8 23*3 23*2 23*2 23*6 22*4 21*1 22*8 21*4

18*2 17*9 18*0 17*8 19*0 17*9 167 17*6 18*3 16*8 17*3 17*2 18*8
— — 63*7 — — 60*0 61*0 61*1 60*5 61*1 62*7 59*9 62*1

78*6 75*1 85*5 76*2 83*3 76*9 72*1 76*4 77*4 75*2 82*0 75*4 87*8
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TEIBE .... . Akdokobo. KvVMAsr.v (Xaxi>u.

Number . . 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

Age .... , 28 40 25 30 24

Sex .... <? s C? c?

Standing height * 1G6'7 1762 1607 1750 1615 1713 1676

Height of head from vertex to chin 215 260 217 215 213 206 2(MI

Length of neck in front 90 72 94 72 TO 96>

Length of trunk 516 483 498 499 485 52 1 517

Span of arms . 1733 1852 1584 1869 1622 1833 1 ss3

Length of upper limb . 800 864 725 842 741 821 8.47

Length of arm 314 301 282 341 289 331 357

Tiength of forearm , 293 316 270 314 269 298 318

Length of hand 193 187 173 187 183 192 172

Length of lou'er liml) 840 970 820 042 845 913 857

Length of thigh 416 486 419 467 437 4Ti) 417

Length of leg . * 341 392 306 373 321 352 355

Length of foot 259 282 255 256 249 251 213

Height from internal malleolus
ground

tol
./

89 92 95 102 87 86 8.5

^Maximum breadth of shoulders
•

1

393 410 393 412 405 382 no

Maximum breadth of hips - 289 305 272 316 294 296 291

Height to umbilicus , 1016 11U5 ;

j

954
^

1101 969 1070 1043

Circumference of chest . 832
;

868
1

840 848 790 840
,

903

Minimum supra-malleolar
ence of leg

circumfer- \
. . J 189

1

1

193 193 195 190 102 L93

Maximum .supra-malleolar circumfer-\
^ 307 328 328 328 ' 300 346 327

ence of leg *

!

Proportions to Iteight — 100.

Head 12*9 14*8 13*5 12*3
!

13*2 12*0 12*3

Neck 5’4 — 4*5
,

5*4
:

4*5 4*1 5*7

Trunk .
31*0 27*4 31*0 28*5 i 30t)

,

30*6 3tr8

Span 104*0 105*1 98*6 ! 106*2 100*4 ^ 107*1 112*4

Vpper limb 48*0 49*0 45-1 48*1 s 45*9 47*9 :
50*5

Arm 18*8 20*5 ITT) 19*5
i

17*9
.

19*3 21*3

Forearm .
17*6

i

17*9 16*8 17'9
1

16*7
I

17*4 I 19*0

Hand 11*6 10*6 10*8 10*7
!

11*3
i

11*2
:

10*3

Lower limb 50*7 55*1 51*0 53*8
;

52*3 53*3
;

r,ri

Thigh 25*0 27*6 26*1 26*7
!

27*1 27*7
:

24*9

I.eg . ... !

20*5 22*2 19-0 21-3
1

19*9
i

20*5 21*2

Foot 15*5 16*0 15-9 14*6
1

15*4
1

14*7 14%5

Breadth of shoulders 1
23*6 23*3 24-5 23*5

i
25*1

.
22*3

;
23*9

Breadth of hips

Height of umbilicus
Girdle index ... .

17*3 17*3 16*9 17*5
1

18*2 ' 17*3
j

17*4

60*9 62*7 59*4 62-9 f 60*0
j

62*5 ^ 62*2

1

73*6 74*4 66*7 74-3 72*6
:

!

77*5
: 72 fi
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Kamasia
(Nandi). Nandi.

^umbwa
Nandi). Bahima.

9492 93 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104

28 30 24 26 • 3S 50 18 30 30-35 30? 25 .
40 — '

c? <? ? <? c? <? s c? c? $ ?

1705 1720" 1607 1657 1808 1712 1551 1754 1798 1919 1553 1591 1823

219 210 211
;

216 223 229 195 228 225 — • 207 216 233

96
1

99 70 69 97 78 79 72 111 — 79 89 —
470 523 510 532 571 524 476 576 502 648 542 498 465

1867 1799 1700 ! 1733 1860 1794 1558 1772 1933 1973 1647 1581 1937

842 824 762 778 848 791 731 816 871 895 751 748 892

342 327 312 330 335 310 301 332 342 358 295 299 366

318 310 278 . 280 318 293 260 295 326 332 265 274 330

182 187 172- 168 195 188 170 189 203 205 191 176 196

920 888 816 840 917 881 801 878 960 916 725 788 994

463 427 388 414 445 424 412 408 488 433 350 359 480

372 373 355 352 380 365 313 385 384 412 314 373 430

247 258 233 233 274 249 227 256 293 276 .241 223 273

80 88 73 74 92 92 76 86 88 71 61 56 84

410 390 375 386 367 415 376 408 401 416 346 330 399

279 278 290 311 302 288 277 308 321 304 288 292 352

1062 1079 1005 1004 1130 1052 940
;

1057 1101 1074 244 912 1136

833 810 899 915 880 890 830 894 880 840 789 790 920

180 190 155 177 183 191 200 198 221 200 — —
! 200

308 315 367 302

i

325 322 320 362 350 295 295 290 835

12*8 12*2 13*1 13*6 12*3 13*4 12*6 13*0 32*5 11*4 13*3 13*6 12*8

5*6 5*8 4*4 4*2 5*4 4*6 5*1 4*1 6*2 — 5*1 6*6

27*6 30*4 31*7 32*1 31*6 30*6 30*7 32*8 27*9 33*8 34*9 31*3 25*5

109*5 104*6 105*8 104*6 102*9 104*8 100*5 101*0 107*5 102*8 106*1 99*4 106*3

49*4 47*9 47*4 47*0 46*9 46*2 47*1 46*5 48*4 46*6 48*4 47*0 48*9

20*1 19*0 19*4 19*9 18*5 18*1 19*4 18*9 19*0 18*7 19*0 18*8 20*1

18*7 18*0 17*3 16*9 17*6 17*1 16*8 16*8 18*1 17*3 17*1 17*2 18*1
1’0*7 10*9 10*7 10*1 10*8 11*0 11*0 10*8 11*3 10*7 12*3 iro 10*8

54*0 51*6 60*8 50*7 50*7 51*5 51*6 60*1 53*4 47*7 46*7 49*6 54*5

27*2 24*8 24*1 25*0 24*6 24*8 26*6 23*3 27*7 22*6 22*5 22*6 26*3

21*8 21*7 22*1 21*2 21*0 21*3 20*2 21*9 21*9 21*5 20*2 23*4 23*6

14*5 15*0 14*5 14*1 15*2 14*5 14*6 14*6 16*3 14*3 15*5 140 15*0

24*0 22*7 23*3 23*3 20*3 24*2 24*2 23*3 22*9 21*7 22*3 20*7 21*9

16*4 16*2 18*0 18*8 16*7 16*8 17*9 17*6 17*9 15^8 18*6 18*4 19*&

62*3 62*7 62*5 60*6 62*5 61*4 60*6 60*3 61*2 66*0 .

—

57*3 62*3

68*0

' VO

71*3

L. n.

77*3 80*6 82*3 69*4 73*8 75^5 80*0 73*1 83*2 88*5

3

88*2
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TRIBE .... Baxaxdk. Bamiu'tk.

Number . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Age 40 45 30 34 35 20 ^2

Sex.... cf 6 <? c?’ c?

( Maximum length . 179 177 184 192 182 JS6 • 18

H Qraximum breadth . 148 143 149 151 141 153 14

Bizygomatic breadth . 140 136 130 139 133 143 13

Bigoniai breadth . 100 95 85 91 89 91 .s

External biorlutal breadtli 14.) 142 150 156 152 Kid 15

Internal biocular breadth 30 34 31 36 35 35 3

Length of ear 61
1

62 58 54 58 59 5

Breadth of ear 33
I

32 31 32 31. 34 3

Length from nasal spine to root . 37
I

45 48 41 40 43 3

Breadth „ 45
1

41 44 5(,) 46 1

Cephalic

.

82*7 80*8 81*0 78*6 77*5 82*3 7>i'

Nasal 121*6 07*8 85*4 107*3 125*0 lOfn.) i2s*

Bigoniai ,
75*0 69*9 65*4 05*5 66*9 63*6 ;3-

Aural 54*1 51*6 53*4 59*3 53*4 57*6 61*

!

TRIBE .... .
;

Basooa. K XVXRi »M m.

Number .

\ 22 23 24 26 26 27 28

Age 1 20 50 29-0 30 40 26 -5

Sex.... •

!

cf 8 8 8 8 8
(Maximum length . 183 195 193 182 193 1.9

(Maximum breadth . 146 139 152 14C 149 MS 14

Bizygomatic breadth . 129 132 135 140 147 136 13

Bigoniai breadth . 98 111 108 105 117 IRJ 11

External biorhital breadth 142 138 147 145 172 165 16

Internal bioculav breadth 32 35 34 33
;

46 40 3

Length of ear 52 51 54 67 57 53 6

Breadth of ear 32 : 32 34 i 39 34 32 3

Length from nasal spine to root . 37
;

42 ! 45 ' 40 i

:

4

Breadth „ „ „ 40 41 48 43
[

50 43 4

Indices.

Cephalic

.

79*8 71*3
1

78*8 80*2
;
77*2 75*1 73*

Nasal 108*1 100*0
1

114*3
i

95*5
,

125*0 104*9 91*

Bigoniai . 76*0 84*1 80*0 75*0 ' 79*6 85*3
'

81*

Aural 61*5
::

62*7 63*0 58*2
1

59*6 60*4 56*
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J5.UIEm^ BaoANDA.
j
BAsm«r^

9 10 11 12 13 15 16
:

17 ! 18 ! 19 20
i

21

20 30 45 40 25 40 50 24 28
i

. 30
1

30 ' 35 i
48

? ¥ . <? c? <j d ?
1

? ? : ? : ?
1

c?

164 174 193 189 198 189 206 LS5 189 194 179 187 198

133 139 158 144 146 143 m 1*35
: 136 141 131 , 135 142

127 133 151 139 137 134 146 126 132 129 ' 126 136 133
— 82 110 95 103 100 117 94 97 9.6 ! 95 96 109

137 145 135 , 151
;

160 140 170 132 135 130 121 143 145

37 — 34
;

34 36 31
i

38 34 32 34 31 32 35

50 57 59
:

55 63 .46 58 49
!

56* 53
!!

50 i 47 57

32 34 , 35 35 , 38
,

33
i

38 34 31 31 , 32
!

35 36

30 3G
,

50 : 43 . 43
;

42 i 46 35 38
1

41 ! 35
1

40 46

37 40 44 40 38 : 41
;

44 39
1

36 45
1

35 41 47

81-1 79'9 ' 81*9 76*2
i

1

757 73*8 73*0
1

72*0 72-7 73*2 72*2 717
105*4 nil : 88*0 93*0 88*4 97*6

i

95*6 111*4 ! 94*7 1097 100*0 102*5 102*2— 617
’

72*8 68*3 75*2 ! 74*6
’

80*1 74*6
I

73*5 74-4 75*4 70*6 82*0
54*2 59*6 59*3 63*6 717

;

717 i

1

65*5 69*4 55*4 68-5 64*0 74*5 63*2

Kavieondo. Wanyamwezi. Swahili I*ENDir.

30 ; 31
:

32 33 34 35 36
;

37
!

38
'

39
'

40 41 42

30
; 35 i 36 30 30 25 40 35

j

45 25 28
i

' 30 24

d d : d d d d d ^ d d ? ?
;

$ ?

190
1

194
;

198 201 : 195
,

195 193 • 189 194 190 205 ^ 189 187

147 = 150 154 154 1 153 147 151
!

136 143 142 141 141 144

133
;

139 138 138 I 139
i

137 144 137 136 131 135 135 136

107
1

111 111 96 102 106 106 96 105 96 89 98 99

145 147
j

155 143 146
1

142 137 142 142 137 142
1

150 148

36 37
j

33 37 37 1 36 38 31 38 33 38 35 40

63 60 58 66
'

62 62 69 62 53 58 56

33 38 41 39 37 36 42 : 39 39 41 30 34 33

51 46 49 47
i

45 1 44 45 42 50 36 35 45 40

42 42 38 44 43 41 48 47 46 44 38
1

42 40

77*4 77*3 77-8 76*6 78*6 75*4 78*2 72*0 73*7 74*7 68*8

1

i

74*6 77*0

82*4 91*3 77-e 93*6 95*5 93*2 106*6 111*9 92*0 122*2 108*6 93*3 100*0

80*5 79*9 80-4 69*6 73*4 77*4 73*6 70*1 77*2 73*3 65*9 72*6 72*8

67*9 60*3 68-4 67*2 66*1
i

69*3, 67*7 62*9 56*5 661 56*6
I

58*6 58*9
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TRIBE Li:xi>r. MV xi:;. Ai.rni . A* iito.i.

N'umbpi* 43 44 46
^

46 47 48 49 so

Age CO c8 30 :2 20 3''’ 40

Sex ? i
0 0 r-

•

"1
\
Maximum length . 187 194 192 196 ]S9 loi !>o

H 1 Maximum breadth 14:2 134 150 i IS 135 131 1 a 153

Bizygomatic breadth . 133 13^ !3S 13s 121 13n 1 35 136

Bigouial breadth .... 03 9:2 94 ln2 92 0 '^ !.on

External biorbital breadth . 1 E> 150 152 165 135 i a 135 { :.f

)

Internal biocular breadth . 37 35 35 37 31 35 ;a 31

Length of ear .... .-il . 57 50 51 .5»; 57 54

Breadth of ear .... 31 3:2 30 35 27 3»2 1

1

3,3

Length from nasal spine to root . 34 41 3s 44 35 35 17 IT

Breadth „ ,, 41 45 44 IS 35 37 3^ 4n

Indictuf.

Cephalic..... 75*9 60T 781 75 ‘5 711 70*2 76*6 SI *t ,»

Xa.sal 120-0 109*7 115-8 109* I l<Hn< 105*7 si»*n S5'l

Bigonial 69-9 66*7 m'i 73*9 72'<J 7U*S 72*6 73»‘5

Aiiral fiO\S 59‘T 53’6 5S’3 50'0 57*1 i i
*2 61*1

TRIBE • SC K. Masai.

Number 64 ~65 67 ““er ^
70 71

Age 6o 25 30 30 25 42 3^‘> 20

Sex s c? 6 cJ
0
T c? 6 c?

's I'Maximum length , 190 1S9 : 190 194 IsT
;

i9fi 2* '3 195

iMaximum breadth . 14G 148 , 139 139 139 i 17 M9 143

Bizygomatic breadth , 131 13G 131 139 132 140 143 139

Bigonial breadth .
i 98 . 104 99 108 ' 99 — ioo 93

External biorbital breadth . loo 162 160 150 153 160 175 15U

Internal biocular breadth . 3o 35
.

31 34 37 35 42 31

Length of ear 54 : 51 58 57 ' 49 ;

— — —
Breadth of ear 44 i 35

1

36 39 ! 34
:

— ' — —
Length from nasal sjune to root . 51

’

43
;

43 46
’

39
j

49 55
^

50

Breadth „ „ „ 40
;

38 39 39
:

40 ‘

!

40
1

44 43

Indices. 1 !

i

I1 i

:

Cephalic 76-8 7853 73*2 : 71*6
1

74*3 i

1

75*0
; 73*4

'

73*3
Nasal 78'4 88*4 90*7

; 84*8 102*6
1

[

81*6
1

80*0
i

86*0
Bigonial 74'8 76*5 75-6

i
77*7 75*0 j' 69*9 ;• 66*9

Aural . . . 81*0 68*6 62*1
!
68*4 i 69*4

I

L'

•*

—
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OHOLJ. Baei. Kaeamojo. Sue.

5r 52 53 54 55
1

56 67 58
'

'
69 60 61 62 63

30 4S 30 50 25 25 25 30 38 60 so 30 50

(? c?
*

$ c? c? ? (? $ s (? c? c? a
196 190 173 200 203 193 — 196 185 195 197 203 195

153 146 132 147 l.’jO 141 141 142 155 143 149 152 ,154

137 134 136 140 146 135 137 141 142
!

142 142 139 144

104 103 114 102 107 no 109 107 85 92 87 99 109

172 155 145 165
1

150 150 150 156 162 160 163 155 ^ 170

32 36 32 38 36 32 35 34 44 37 47
1

35 36

06 68 60 58 58 56 60 54 63 54 63 59 70

35 42 35 41 33 35
1

35 37 37 38 40 39 44

45 48 39 49 43 33 46 44 53 52 55 46 49

43 41 37 42 39 41 41 41 41 43 38 43 46

781 76-8 76*3 73'5 73*9 73*1 72*4 83*8 i 73*3 75*6 74*9 79*0

95*5 85*4 94*9 85-7 90*7 124*3 89*1 93*2 ITZ I

82*7 69*1 93*5 93*9

75*9 76*9 83*8 72'9 73*3 81*5 79*6 75*9 59*9 64*8 61*3 71*2 75*7

62*5 61*8 68*3 70-7 56*9 62*5 58*3 68*5 58*7

j

70*4 63*5 66*1

i

62*9

Masai. 1 Atooeobo.

72 73 71 76 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

38 38 20 17 23? 21 22 26 24 35
1

30 25 40

a a $ ? ? a a a 1 c? ? ? c? ?

207 203 193 181 193 194 189 198 194 182 176 189 172

150 147 148 142 140 150 139
:

147 149 188 135 147 131

130 134 128 126 134 125 133 144 139 131 127 143 128

103 109
]

94 103 117 100 90 116 96 100 102 113
,

104

160 155 155 130 95
*

160 155 155 162 160
;

162 155 142

43
1

40 35 33 32 37 30 34 34 32 1 34 37 30

50 54 53 41

34

47 50 50 48 46 45 43 44 41

43 43 36 38 33 40 40 39 37 33 35 43
i

32

72*4 72*4 76-7 78*5 72-6 77*3 73*5 74*2 76*8 76*8 76*7

1

77-8 76*2

86*0 79*6 67« 92*7 70-2 80*0 80*0 81*3 80*4 73*3 81*4 97-7 78*0

79*2 81*3 73-4 81*7 87-3 80*0 67*7 80*5 69*1 76*3 80*3 79-0 81*2
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TRIBE Axdoroho K VM.VSIA < Nandi).

Number 85 86 87 88 89 90 91

Age . 28 40 ^5 30
'» 2 -4

Sex . J c? c?' d
7

0 '
7) d

^ jAraxiinuni length 18P IS6 IS.') 188 2 i »2 IS'i lUl

l^^axinu^m breadth . Ml 118 148 Ml MU 1 \u 107

Bizygomatic breadth 144 140 MU !4U
1 n 101

Bigoiiial breadth .... 106 1 18 1 12 KV) !»:i io i 02

External biorbital breadth I.M 102 i :)2 1 IS 10 ."* IT'i ]7U

Internal biocular breadth 80 8 ') 8s 84 :r» 10

Length of ear — — -- .... --

Breadth of ear .
— 8S 80

Length from nasal spine to root 47 4H 47 40* :iu r>\ 1 !

Breadth „ 41 88 8!i 41 8s 87 8*;

Indices.

Cephalic . 74*6 76'0 77*8 78*7 78*'- 7ir8 S2'2

Nasal . 87-2 70*2 88’0 KIM 70'n 72'."»

Bigonial .
80-8 78’.'> 76*7 7.VU <;o*4 OtO'O 07*.’)

Aural — — — — —
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IamXsia
Nandi). Nandi.

LtJMBWA
(Nandi). Bahima.

92
j

93 ! 95 96 97 98 99
"

100 101
I1

102 103 104
’

28
1

30
!

24
i

26 35 50 18 30 30-35 30?
'

1 25 40 —
c?

!

^ c? i ? (? s c? c? 3 !1 ? ? 3
189

j

193 182 183 199 199 199 190 204 201 1 188 193 197

144
!

141 130
j

133 151 144 142 148 149 144 ; 143 139 147

143 134 123
j

128
'

143 143 130 136 135 135 i 131 125 135

103 97
,

100
1

98 102 103 — 110 92 65 145 140 97

160 152
i

ISo
1

145 164 1 163 165 150 153 155 92 90 152

35 i 33 29
i

32 34 31 34 32 34 32
1

33 34 36

—
1

— - — — — 51 — 68 61
,

1

67 48 61

41
:

— — — — — 31 41 38
1

32 33 32

48 1 43 38 35 47 48 44 44 33 52 :

! 47 46 41

41 i 41 36 35 37 43 37 36 37

i

37
,

1

35 33 38

76*2
1

731 71*4 727 75*9 72*4 71-4 77*9 73*0 71*6
i

761 72*0 74*6

85*4
1

95*3
i

94*7 100*0 787 89*6 84*1 81*8 112*1 71*2
,

74-5 71*7 927
72*0 •' 72*4

.
81*3 76*6 71*3 72*0 — 80*9 68*1 — — — 71*9

1

1

— 60*8 60*3 62*3 56*1 687
[ 1

52*5



JPYGMIJSS AND FOREST NEGROES

SUIMMING up the experiences of many African travellers, together witli

my own observations, I should venture to say that there is a

prognathous beetling-browed, short-legged, long-armed— ape-like tyjie

of Negro dwelling in pariah tribes or cropping up as reversionarv

individuals in a better-looking people, to be met ‘ with all down Central

Africa, from the Bahr-al-Ghazal to the upper waters of the Zambezi, and
westwards from the Bahr-al-Ghazal to Portuguese Guinea. I have seen

during my experience in British Central Africa very prognathous, ape-like

Negroes coming from the regions round about the Congo-Zainbezi water-

shed. They were slaves in Arab caravans. Messrs. Grogan and Sharp
noticed this strange simian type between Lake Kivu and Luke Ali)ert

Edward, on the eastern edge of the Congo Forest.* Knowing nothing at

the time of their observations in this respect, I was much .struck on
entering the countries west of Ruwenzori at the ape-like ap|)earanee of some
of the Negroes whom I encountered. These were either ostensildy members
of the Bakonjo or Baamba tribes on the western flanks of that sru>wy

range, or they were pariahs dwelling by themselves on the fringe of tlie

great Congo Forest, west of the Semliki River. This ape-like "type was
generally known to the surrounding negroes as Banande/' f Whenever I

* Dr. Stuhlmann met with it amongst the Basongora in the Congo watershed
west of Lake Albert.

t This being a designation in the Bantu language would in the singular be
Munande.” The root would be ‘‘-nande,’’ a word offering a strange similarity to

“ Nandi,” which is the name given to a particular tribe on the forested plateaux to
the north-east of the Victoria Nyanza. The Nandi, however, of this part of the
Protectorate are anything but ape-like in appearance, and are of a Negro or Masai
stock which has received a strong intermixture in times past with the Hamite, the
result being in some instances handsome and almost European features.

Note;—

F

or convenience of reference, in the following six chapters dealing with
anthropology I shall print, in italics an occasional word or phrase giving the subject
of the paragraph. Thus a reference to marriage customs” will be facilitated if
marriage^ (when specially dealt ^th) appears in italics. The same will occur wjth

“ indastrie^”;“physical characteristics,” etc.
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encountered a rather brutish

individual in this part of the

country, he always turned out

to be a Munande, hut I am
not able to say that there was

any definite ape-like tribe known
as Banande ”

;
on the con-

trary, whilst here and there

prognathous, short-legged in-

dividuals existed in separate

communities in a pariah-like

condition, very often they might

be the offspring of Bakonjo,

Babira, Baamba, or Bambuba
peoples, who in their ordinary

type were decidedly not simian,

but who may have mingled in

times past with the lowest

stratum of the aboriginal popu-

lation, with the result that the

ape-like type still cropped up

by occasional reversion. I should

also observe that similar progna-

thous, long-upper-lipped, short-

legged Negroes reappear, though

in a less marked form, among
the Bantu people on the western

slopes of Mount Elgon, in the

dense forests clothing the flanks

of that huge extinct volcano.

The illustration on p. 513

was drawn from an individual

whom I found lurking in the

forest near the Belgian station

of Fort Mbeni, to the west of

the Semliki Eiver. His skin

was a dirty yellowish brown.

He was accoihpanied by a wife

or woman companion, differing

267. A MUNANDE

little in appearance from the ordinary negroes of the forest. I was told

that individuals like himself were not at all uncommon in that district,

though they .were pariahs dwelling on the outskirts of native villages^
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almost destitute of any arts or human accomplishments, living to a great

extent on the raw flesh of siicli creatures as they shot with arrows or

trapped in the forest, and also subsisting partially on wild honey and

3^8. A MUXANIJE INDIVIDUAL AS NO^ SsS?)

bee-grubs. The man was timid,

and it was very difficult k'> elicit

any particulars from iiiiu. He
appeared to speak imperfectly

the language of the Babira or

forest people (a degraded Jiantii

dialect).

So far I have given the re-

sult of a general im|»ression on

the eye of various travellers wlum

I have spoken of these negroes

in the forested regions and

border-lands of the Bganda Pro-

tectorate being ‘‘ ape-like.*’ But

I should state that the skulls

examined, the photograplis of

the physical appearance studied,

the measurements of head anti

body analysed, do not enable

scientific anthropologists to en-

dorse the term “ape-like” which

has been used by myself and

others to describe these negroes

of degraded aspect. I)r. Shrub-

sail, for instance, though admit-

ting the low standing of these

examples in the scale of negro

development, does not hold that

they are appreciably nearer the

fundamental simian stock than is

the average Negro. He considers,

however, that they offer sufficient

general resemblance to, the forest

Rygtny type to be classed with

them, perhaps in a group which

I have styled (for want of a better

name) the “ Pygmy-Prognathous.”

The resemblance betw’een : the

Pygmies and these Banande
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would appear to be osteological. Outwardly there is no special likeness

between the two groups. Further evidence may show that the ape-like

type may crop up in any Negro race,

whereas there can be no doubt that

the forest Pygmies are a well-marked

and distinct type of Negro.

Even before the Negro quitted

Arabia to invade and occupy the greater

part of Africa he may have developed

a Pygmy type, or have had a ten-

dency to generate races of stunted

stature. Remains which have been

found in Sicily, in Sardinia, and the

Pyrenees, including a curious little

statuette fashioned by men of the

Stone Age discovered in the last-

named locality, hint at the possibility

of men of this Pygmy Negro type

having spread over part of Europe : it

has been even hinted by more than

one anthropologist of authority that

a Dwarf negroid race may have, at

one time, existed in Northern Europe,

and by an exaggeration in legend and

story of their peculiar habits—habits

strangely recalling the characteristics

of the little Dwarf people of the Congo

of the present day—have given rise to

the stories of kobolds, elves, sprites,

gnomes, and fairies. Like some of the

Bushmen (who are, however, an inde-

pendent development or an arrested

type of Negro) who inhabited South

Africa when it was first discovered by

Europeans, and who still exist in

the south-western part of that con-

tinent, like the European and Asiatic races of the early Stone Age,

these Negro Dwarfs in bleak or poorly forested regions no doubt lived

in caves and holes, and the rapid manner in which they disappeared into

these holes, together with their baboon-like adroitness in making themselves

invisible in squatting immobility—a faculty remarkably present in the

existing Dwarfs of the Congo Forest—they gave rise to the belief in the

269. AN “ APE-UKE ” NEORO PROM THE VERGE

OF THE CONGO FOREST: MUBIEA OR
MUNANDE
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existence of creatures allied to man who could assume at will invisilnlity.

Traits in the character of the Congo Dwarfs of the present day recall

irresistibly the tricks of Puck, of Robin Goodfellow, of the gnomes and

fairies of German and Celtic tradition.
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The little Pygmies of the Congo Forest do uot themselves cultivate or

till the soil, but live mainly on the flesh of beasts, birds, and reptik\<, on

white ants, bee-grubs, and larvie of certain burrowing beetles. Nevertheless,

they are fond of bananas, and to satisfy their hankering for this sweet fruit

they will come at night and rob the plantations of their big Idack agricultural

neighbours. If the robbery is taken in good part, or if gifts in the sliape of

ripe bananas are laid out in a likely spot for the Pygmy visitor who comes

silently in the darkness or dawn, the little man will show Iiinistdf grateful,

I Is

272, THKKK HAMIilTE I’YtiSIIES

and will leave behind him some night a return present of meat, or he will

be found to have cleared the plantation of weeds, to have set traps, to have

driven oflf apes, baboons, or elephants whilst his friends and hosts were

sleeping. Children, however, might be lured awa}^ from time to time to

follow the Dwarfs, and even mingle with their tribe, like the children or

men and women carried oif by the fairies. On the other hand, it is-

sometimes related that when the Negro mother awoke in the morning her

bonny, big, black child had disappeared, and its place had been taken by a

frail, yelloWj wrinkled Pygmy infant, the changeling of our stories. Any one

who has seen as much of the Central African Pygmies as I have, and has

noted their merry, impish ways; their little songs; their little dances;

their mischievous pranks ; unseen, spiteful vengeance
;

quick gratitude

;

and prompt return for kindness, cannot but be struck by their singular
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hide in the forests between the Sahara and the Zambezi watershed,

and the other to range over the prairies, steppes, and deserts of

Eastern and Southern Africa. Perhaps the forest Pygmies of to-day

are more nearly allied to the West African Bantu and Nile Negroes

than they are to the Bushman-Hottentot group, which last is a section

of the Negro sub-species somewhat clearly marked off and separated from

other Negro races.

Many centuries ago these stunted little Negroes—of yellowish skin and

somewhat hairy bodies, of large heads, and of noses not only flat but with

the wings much developed, and rising as high as the central cartilage of

the nose—must have been the principal inhabitants of the Uganda Pro-

tectorate, sharing these wide and varied territories of forest, swamp, steppe,

and park-land with the prognathous type above described. At the present

28c. BAMBUTE PYGMIES (TO SHOW ATTITUDES)

day, however, the number of actual typical Pygmies existing in the Uganda
Protectorate is very small, and their range is probably confined to a belt

of forest lying to the east and west of the Semliki Eiver, and perhaps to

the dense woods on the south-east shores of the Albert Edward Lake. They

are much more abundant in the Congo Free State, in whose forests they exist

in a more or less undiluted type southwards to the verge of Angola, and

north and north-west to the vicinity of the Bahr-al-Ghazal and the Grerman

Cameroons. This Pygmy type is also found within the territory of the

German Cameroons, and in the interior of French Congo and Gaboon.

It may even be found still to exist in very remote parts of British

Nigeria.

Dwarf Negro races possibly related to the Congo Pygmies are found iii

the vicinity of Lake Stephanie, in North-Eastern Africa, while the Dwarf
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type also makes its appearance here and there in the eastern part of the

Kingdom of Uganda (in the forests of Kiagwe), in the nomad tribes of the

282. an MBUTE PTGMT, upper ITUllI

Andorobo. (a people of hunters which, in half-servile connection with the

Masai, waiiders over the greatk part of Eastern Africa between the Victoria

Nyanm and the Vicinity of the Indian Qcean), and amongst the people
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on the west and north of [Mount Klgon.'^ No doult', as Africa lua-onics

more closely exaniinerlj the Pygmy ty[)e may be found to cro}> u\>
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elsewhere, either living

as a separate people

or reappearing as a re-

versionary type in tribes

.of more typical Negro

appearance who in times

past have absorbed ante-

cedent Dwarf races.

The Pygmies on the

verge of the Uganda

Protectorate offer usually

two somew’hat distinct

types as regards the

skin colour, one being

a reddish yellow and the

other, as hlach as an

ordinary Negro.^ . The

reddish yellow type has

a skin which in the disr

tance often looks dull,

and this appearance

ai'ises from the presence

of very fine downy body-

hair. This hair is not

unlike the lanugo which

covers the human foetus

about a month before

birth, and would almost

seem to be’ the, con-

tinuation of a foetal

character. The < body-

hair in question is short

and very fine, and is of

a yellowdsh or reddish

tinge. Where it grows

to any length, as oc-

casionally on the legs

or on the back, though
284. A PIGMY WOMAN OF THE BABIBA GROUP, CONGO FOREST

(west of albert EDWARD)

* Itwould seem asthough
. i 1

the pure-blooded Pygmy was always of a dirty reddish yellow.ih skin colour, and_ was

invariably covered all over his body with light-coloured downy hair, and that the black

type appearing amongst these Dwarfs is-due.to intermixture with bigger Negro races.
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it may be sliglitly crimped or wavy, it is certainly not tightly curh*d.

The blacker type of Pygmy also hiclines to he hairy on the body, hut

the permanent body-hair in his case is closely curled, and much likt^ the

hair of the head,*^ though thicker and more liristly. In tlie case of

tlie yellowish Pygmy,

the l‘Oily-haii\ though

only ajiparent on clost>

examination, is found Xo

grow most tiiickly and

markedly on the ]'>a.ck

and on the arms and

legs. That peculiarly

lunnau feature, thick

hair in the armpits and

ill the pulac region, is

also prest‘nt in the

yellow Pygmies, ])ut it

is remarkulde tliat: the

liair in tliese ]iarts is

(|uite different from tlie

fine tieeey down on
the liody, ami resend.'les

I lie hair on the heail,

chest, and stomacli in

the black ih'gmy tyju'*,

which, as in all otiior

Xegnies, is closoly curietl.

The tine liody-hair in

the yellow Pygmies is

present in men, women,

and cliildren. The
women of tiie yellow

type also exhibit faint

traces of whiskers. The
males of the yellow and

black types develop a

little monMitcht\ and

sometimes quite a con-

siderable beard. I have

myself only seen one

Pygmy with a beard of

285* A Py0Mt W034AX OP THB GROUP aHJ ^ize ;— perhapS SIX
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inches long—but in con-

versation with these

Dwarfs,and with Belgians

Avho had visited their

country, I was assured

that Pygmy men often

grow quite considerable

beards. It was further

told to me that the

Pygmies I was able to

examine personally were

by no means as hairy

as other examples to be

met with further away

in the recesses of the

Congo Forest.^

One physical feature

(already alluded .to)

which is common to all

the Pygmies, whether

black or yellow, and is

j)eculiarly characteristic

of this group, is the

shape of the nose. There

is scarcely any bridge

to this organ, the end

of which is large and

flat
;

but the remark-

able size of the wings

(the cartilage of the nose

above the nostrils), and

the fact that these wdngs

rise almost as high as the

central part of the nose,

differentiate the Pygmy
markedly from other

Negro physiognomies.

Some of these Pygmies, it may be mentioned, come very near in stature

* I would, however, advise my readers to be on their guard, and hot to, attach too

much importance to stories of very hairy Pygmies, or to lay too much stress, on the

distinction between black-skinned and yellow-skinned Dwarfs,, which seems to he the

result of individual; and not tribalj variation. .

,

286, A PYGMY WOMAN, MULESE, STOCK (SAME AS NO. 285)
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to an ordinaiy under-sized negro, but wherever this broad, large-win getl nose

is seen, the individual possessing it either belongs to the Pvginy-Prognat lions

group by birth, or is a member of a superior negro tribe, reverting by

atavism to this primitive stoek. Another marked feature of the Pygmy-
Prognathous negroes is

2S7- TWO BAMBUTE PYti.MIKS. {THE FIGURE OX THE U5FT Is’THE

OXK WHO niEO IX UGANDA IX MARCH, I900,.AXD WHOSE
SKELETON IS DESCTUBED OX P. $59)

the louif liiijti'r Njk a

distinctly simian char-

acter. Tlu^ upper lip

is not largely evert t'd,

as in the onH nary negro,

nor is tlie lower ii[>

perhaps quire so nnich

turned outwards, to shi^w

its inner in neons surface.

Tiie nKjitfh is large and

ape- like, the chin weak

and receding, the neck

is ordinarily short and

weak. It lias l>een men-

tionefl that the I/itlr (.»/

the heat I is of the ehisrly

curled Negro typt% hut:

a curious ieatiire in many
of the.se Pygini4*s (a

feature, so far a> I am
aware, cuniined to the

yellow-skinned type) is

the tendency on tiie part

of the liead-hair to l.e

reddish, more (‘Sjieeially

over the frontal i^art of

tlie liead. In all the

red or yellow-skinned

types of IVgmies whieli

I have seen, 1 luive never

observed head-hair whicl’t

was absolutely black

;

it varies in colour between greyish greenish brown and reddish. This is

illustrated in mj coloured drawing of two Pygmies,

In the blacker type of Pygmy the buttocks sometimes attain considerable

development and prominence, recalling, in a slight degree, a feature which
is pushed to an extraordinary exaggeration in the Hotteatot-Biishmen race
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of South Africa
j
hut the yellow Pygmy (to judge from those which I have

seen) not only never has this feature exaggerated, but, on the contrary,

tends rather to a poor development of the buttocks, this adding considerably

2S8. A DWAKF WOMAN FROM MBOGA

to his simian appearance ;
for, as the late Professor Owen pointed out, the

anthropoid apes are “ bird-rumped,” without the great development of the

giuteal muscles characteristic cf man, and caused by his erect carriage of

the' body.
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A Pygmy’s; arms are proportionately longer and the let/s proport ionatt'ly

sshorter than in \vell-cleveloped Negroes, Europeans, and Asiastics. TIk' fed

are large, and the toes comparatively iongei* than in the higher races.

There is a tendency in some of the Dwarfs for the four smaller toes of the

foot to diverge somewhat from the big toe, and when the feet are firmly

planted together, the two big toes turn inwards towards each otiier.

Although these peculiarities of the foot are often strongly marketl in thr"

Congo Dwarfs, they are not infrequently seen in other Xegro typt‘s, and

must not he regarded as peculiar to the Pygmies. These Dwarfs are adroit

in climbing, and to a slight extent make use of their feet in grasja’ng

branches between the big toe and the rest of the toes.

The average height of the Pygmy men whom I measured was about

4 feet 9 inches; the leverage height of the women about 4 foot (>

inches. One male Pygmy was a little over 5 feet; another, an ehlcriy

man, was scarcely 4 feet 2 inches in height. One adult woman only

measured .4 feet.*

Before concluding tliis description of the jihysical aspect of the

Pygmies, it should be mentioned that, even when forced to keep them-

selves clean (they ‘iierer wash naturally), tliey exhale from their ^kin<

a most offensive odour midway between the smell of a monki^y junl of

a Negro.

The Pygmies apparently have no laoigaage peculiar to tlna'r race, Init

merely speak in a more or les.s corrupt form the language of tiio other

Negro tribes nearest to them, with whom they most associate. f)ne gron]>

of the Pygmies on the borders of the Uganda Protectorate, (Iwelliiig mure

or less to the south of the equator, speaks the Bantu jargon of the Balara

or forest Negroe.s. The Pygmies dwelling to the nortli of the cquarc»r,

on the border and within the limits of the Uganda Protectorate, .speak a

dialect of tlie INIbuba language, a non-Bantu tongue in whicl) i can traci*

no affinities to any other great group of Negro languages, though it is

related to Nlomfu, a tongue spoken on the Upper Welle. Tlu* Dwarf

pronunciation of the 51buba language differs mm'kedly from tliat of the

Bambuba themselves. It consists mainly in the substitution for certain

consonants, such as k,” of a curious gasp or hiatuis, a sound whieli

occasionally approaches a click, and at other times has a rasping, faucal

explosion like the Arabic “ain” (€.). They also have a peculiar singing

intonation of the voice when speaking which is noteworthy. It con.^ists

usually in beginning the first syllable of a word on a low note, raising the

* The Belgians at Fort Mbeni gave me the height measurements of four males*

and two female Pygmies which they had taken. These amounted to (in English

measures) 5 feet 1 Inch, 4 feet 6^ inches, 4 feet inches, 4 feet 44 inches for thc^.

four males, and 4 feet 0| inch and 4 feet 1 inch for the women.
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fact that, the Pygmies, though so distinct a race, have no language

iuliar to their race, but, wherever they are, speak (often imperfectly) the

igue of their nearest agricultural, settled, normal-sized neighbours. Again,

s strange that this little people should speak imperfectly these borrowed

igues,. because individuals transported from the Pygmy milieu have

iked up rapidly and spoken correctly Sudanese Arabic, Eunyoro, Luganda,

Swahili, and Kinyamwezi. It is, however, less singular an anomaly than

? contrast between the brutish lives led by the Pygmies in their wild state

lives, perhaps, in absence of human culture nearer to the beast than is the

;e with any recently existing race of men known to us—and the vivacious

-elligence, mental adroitness, almost fairy-like deftness they exhibit when

'elling with Europeans. No one can fail to be struck with the mental

periority they exhibit

der these novel cir-

mstances over the big

?gro, whose own culture

his own home is

stinctly higher than

at of the forest

;'gmies.

The Dwarfs are

arkedly intelligent

uch quicker, at

vining one^s thoughts

d wishes than is the

dinary Negro. But,

len, look at the
tiazing natural intelli-

mce of the baboon

id the almost human
iderstanding of the

limpanzee : both en-

)wments to a great

[tent wasted, unde-

iloped, not called forth

r their natural sur-

•undings.

The Semliki Pygmies

we a good idea of

rawing, and with a

larpened stick can de-

neate in sand or mud »93- xvvu ijAMiJUTJa jcjcwmijics
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the heasts and tfoiue of tlie birds witli wiiich tliey are taniiliar.

it would seem to iik\ was a very early development of t lie

language, and may liave beiui [»nicrised by tlu' Iniman pr<*[t*‘y|

almost before they could articulate a detinite spt'eclt. l>ut rla.mt:!, !

I*vginy has this innate appiwiation of form in him. hr* has in Id*' narti

state bur little a}>pvecmtion of colour, and ignores prrstaial decorat ii

Almost alone among African races, he mdiher tattoos nor >c:tr> hi-

he (h.iorns hny*-'^e!f *rllh (wears no ear-rings, m‘ckl;iec, !»raerl

waist-belt, or anklet), unless it may he tingov-rings of iron— au'l tie

linve pro)>ably i'R/en l^orrowed of lati* from Ids logger and inure civil ih

friends, the IMbuba and ihiarnha cult ivatorsA Tiie males of all tin- t *on

l\vgmies seen by me wen* elrcith)ctSf'ih ami all in Ifotli >ext‘> ha<I :‘h

iTUBI iDWTiRicr) .

Uppry fufistn' f a

('O /////#•>' tfi~J fn

jifAitl, alter tiie fa^iti

i»f t he Jiahira aii<i I’la

<’ongt» tribes. In ih

forot lionu's tbev oft

go //o/.vJ, botli Mien a

woimai
:

yi*! in the

sence of strangers fl

don o stTuAi

the men a Mnai! jd

of genet, monkey,

antelope >kin, or a w

of bark-clot In and t

w'oinen {eaves or ba

cloth—over tlie j>mh‘n

They tell nie that in t

Ibrest they wear notliii

but 1 cannot say t i

the Pygmy men stn

me as being so callou

and unconsciously nul

as the Nilotic Xegroe?

^ Some of the Pygin

however, do imitate

agricultural Mbuba {

Babim Negroes in pu-tt

their upper lips with la

into wiiiehtiiey thriast sii

nodules of quarts;

even tioweiu
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They have practically

0 religion, and no trace

P spirit- or ancestor-

orship. They have some
lea that thunder, light-

ing, and rain are the

lanifestations ofaPower,

a Entity in the heavens,

ut a bad Power; and

hen (reluctantly) in-

uced to talk on the

ibject, they shake their

eads and clack their

mgues in disapproval,

)r the mysterious Some-

ling in the heavens

2easionally slays their

Dmrades with his lire

ightning). They have

ttle or no belief in a

fe after death, but

imetimes think vaguely

lat their dead relations

ve again in the form

F the red bush-pig,

hose strange bristles are

mong the few brightly

Dloured objects that at-

;act their attention.

They have no settled

overnment or hereditary

kief, merely clustering

)und an able hunter or

iinning fighter, and accepting him as law-giver for the time. Marriage

1 only the purchase of a girl from her father; polygamy depends

Q the extent of their barter goods,* but there is, nevertheless, much:

ttachment between husband and wife, and they appear to be very fond of

aeir children. Women generally give birth to their offspring in the

nest, severing the navel string with their teeth, and burying the placenta

1 the ground. The dead are usually buried in dug graves, and if men of

ny importance, food, tobacco, and weapons are buried with the corpse;*

•
^ * Such as honey, skins, arrow-heads, tobacco.

295, A PYGMY CHIKl!’ AND HIS BROTHER (BAMBUTE). (THE OHIEP

IS THE INDmDUAL ON THE LEFT, AND IS $ S’EET I INCIt

IN HEIGHT)
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The Dwarfs keep no dornestic trnluutls except (anil tliis not evorvwlu're'^;

prick-eared, fox-yelknv dogs similar to those possessed hy the llamhnhiu

Momfn, and other tribes to tiie north. They neret* fill fh*^ *jiuynnd, not

cultivate aiiv food plant. They are passionately fond of h;/,

and Avill also take the herb as snntY. The pipes they use are either

earthenware bowls obtained in trade front their liig neigiihours, er tlie

stem of a banana leaf. This is also a pipe in use among the jlakonjo

of Knwenzori, and will be found illustrated in thi' tiext cijaprer.

As regards /bu(/, E have already instanced the meat of lu*asts and binls

W'hich tliey obtain in the chase, f do not think any oi’ them an* ennnibal:

—

they repmdiate the idea with liorror. They eat the gnihs ut lu'es and certain

beetles, dying termites, and possibly some other insects. bom'V. !nU'ilnMMn^.

many kindvS of roots, wild beans, fruits, and, in slmrt, wliaitAa-r xegfiab]**

food is pialatable- to man, and procurable by other means tiian eultivaliem

Of course they like to obtain grain, sweet potatoes, or batianas front their

more civilised agricultural neighbours. Tliey eat their vt'gctable ft.vod raw;

but where tliey live in friendly ]>roximity to agricultural nt*gvoes, liiey

borrow earthenware pots and boil leaves, roots, and beans ov(*r a lire. Meat

is broiled in the ashes. This is their otdy form of cooking when unieuehed

with outer culture.

It is said that the wild Dw'arfs those that are thus imititiuencrd by

their more civilised neighbours) an* unuhle to inohy firt* ibr iherasclvps

by the usual process of the wooden drill, or any other means. 1'!ie tradition

among tiie forest negroes to the north is that several centurie> ago, whcni

their ancestors penetrated into tlie great forest, the l)warfs were witliout

the use of fire, and ate their food raw’. Nowadays {'it is said) the wild’'

I,)warfs, when requiring to renew’ their fires, obtain .smouldering brands from

their nearest neighbours among the agricultural negroes, or steal thr* saim.*

from plantation tires. It is, however, quite conceivable that the l^vgmies

and other early forms of man may have know’u and used fire in tln^se

tropica] forestdands before they learnt to make it for theinscdves. On an

average, I should say, lightning sets fire to dry stumpis and brandies, or

to huts, about three time.s a year in every part of the Uganda Protectorate,

Fire thus descending from heaven may spread wherever there i,s fuel to

meet it. In savannah regions bush fires may thus be started. -Man would
first be attracted to the wake of the blaze by the roasted remains of

lizards, snakes, locusts, rats, and other small or large mammals surprised

by the conflagration. From this source he might learn to perpetuate fire

for his own sake long before the chipping of flints over moss or the earliest

attempts at boring holes with pointed sticks gave him a clue to the

manufecture of flame.

Some Pygmies dweUing near the Semliki River are apparently now
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able to shape iron implements and weapons, though from all accounts

they seem unable themselves to smelt iron. They obtain the pig-metal

from their bigger neighbours by negotiation, and then forge it into the

required forms.* I have reason to believe that some of the Dwarf tribes

in the very far interior of the forest do not even use iron, but entirely

confine themselves to weapons and implements made of sharpened wood,

reeds, or palm shreds. It is also probable that even in the case of those

who now use iron for their axes, knives, daggers, and arrow-heads, the use

of this metal is of quite recent origin, and that all the Pygmies of the

Congo Forest until a few hundred years ago (when they were forced more

296. PYGMIES DANCING

into contact with the bigger agricultural negroes from the north and south

through the invasion of the Congo Forest) were unacquainted with the use

of metals. I do not think there has been yet found amongst them any trace

of stone or flint implements.

Their hoiises are curious little structures not more than three feet high

in the centre, roughly circular in shape. These huts are made by planting

the lower ends of long, flexible branches into the soil, bending over the

withe or branch until its upper point is also thrust into the soil, thus

* This is what the Pygmies tell me
;
but Dr, Stuhlmann, who has carefully observed

them, denies that they use a forge in any way. He says they purchase their iron arrow-

heads and knives from their neighbours, the agricultural forest Negroes.
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describing a flattened semi-circle. At the to]> or apex of tlu‘ hut tlu-sc

w'ithes of the framework cross one another, or occasiomiUy the wiiiies may
be bent over, the one ]:ara]lei to ihe other, thus forming a soimovhal i»hh.mg

2^7. rViJiUK.S OANtiNi;

tunnel. But the round liut is the commoner sliape. Mhthes. rcnl

or tiiin branches are fastened liorizoutally against the circular fra!ta*wurk

to receive the thatch, whicli is composed of <[uantitics larg** leaves.

jH’incipally the leaves of a zingiberaceous plant all it-d to tia*

banana. Sometimes tliese leaves may be affixed in circdcs In* i>emling l ack

tiie lower third of the leaf over the liorizontal withes, ami ])inning the

folded leaf by wooden splinters, thus forming a rough ’-tiling'* r*f ovt-r-

lapping leaves. In any case the Pygmy has only got to flirow o!i enough
leaves over his roof to ensure a fair protection witliin from tl;e trt.pical rain.-.

A small hole near the bottom is left uncovered, and throiigli this tlic l*ygniv

crawls on all fours. There is insually one hut to each growii-u]» person, imui

or woman, though husband and wife will sometimes share tin* same hiu.

Tiny little huts are usually made for each weaned child.

Their musical instrumerds appear to consist mainly of small drums made
of seetion.s of hollowed tree-trunk covered with lizard or antelope skin.

They also, however, have trumpets made from the horns of antelo|'>es or the
tusks of small elephants. Where they dwell near tribes of superior culture,

they like to borrow or obtain stringed bows or other stringed instruments,
which they twang with great gusto. As the Dwarfs do not understand the
ait of twisting fibres or gut into string, their own bows are not. suited to
be musical instruments, because they are fitted with long strijis of the rind
of the midribs of palm fronds instead of gut or string.
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This little people is evidently innately musical, although, so uninventive

as regards instruments. They have many different songs, some of

which have a melody obvious even to European ears, a stroj)he and anti-

strophe, a solo part and a chorus. The men’s voices are alto, or a high

tenor : the little women sing in the shrillest soprano. The men often

hum a tune with their closed lips in accompaniment to one of their number
who is singing at the top of his voice. They sometimes prefer to give musical

performances seated (as in the illustration, where they have borrowed

instruments from our camp), two or three thumping drums, all singing,

and most of them accompanying the song with the drollest movements of

the head, arms, and body. They will, in fact, “ dance ” sitting down,

rolling their heads, striking the ground with their elbows or the outer side

of the thigh, twitching and wagging their round bellies and I'ocking their

W'hole body backwards and forwards, and all with an irresistible rhythm and

bright-eyed merriment. Their upright dances are also full of variety,

differing thus from the dull monotony of movement which characterises

most Negro dancing. On these occasions their gestures are almost graceful

(in some dances) and stagey,” irresistibly recalling (in unconscious parody)

the marionette action and affected poses of the short-kilted, brawny-

298. PYGMIES DANCING ; A HALT TO OONSIDBB THE NEXT PIGUBB

limbed Italian ballet-dancers . still to be found wearying London audiences

at the Opera and in Leicester Square. One at least of the Dwarf dances is

grossly indecent in what it simulates, although it is danced reverently
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and as if the original motif had been forgotten and tht‘ gesiuros and

writhings were merely traditional. Actually 1 never noticed any likintj; for

deliberate indecency on the part of these Pygmies, who shoviltl cortuiiily be

299, PYiiMIKS KATI^•G

described as strictly observing the ordinary decencies of life, perhaps rather
punctiliously. Amongst themselves they are said to be very moral. Their
women* however, soon degenerate into immorality when they come into
contact with iSudanese or Swahilis. But even then they observe c»utward

decorum and assume an affectation of prudishness.

I have referred already to the agricultural forest negroes who dwell
alongside the Dwarfs. Native traditions, as recorded by Schweinforth and
Junker and other early explorers of the Bahr-al-Ghaml region of the Congo
watershed, would Seem to show that the Congo Dwaifs^ far more
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)undant and powerful in former times, and inhabited many regions along

le water-parting of the basins of the Congo and the Nile, where they are

) longer seen. The belief of the present writer is, as already expressed,

lat the black Negroes of ordinary stature, who entered Africa from the

rection of Arabia after the invasion of the continent by a dwarf yellowish

egro type, spread -at first due west from the Nile to the west coast of

frica, and due south beyond the Nile sources down the eastern half

‘ Africa, being for a long time repelled from any south-western extension

Y the dense forests of the Congo basin and of that part of the Nile

atershed abutting thereon. The pressure of Hamitic and negroid races

om the north and north-east forced in time the big black Negroes to

ivance into the Congo Forest from various points : from Tanganyika and

s northern Eift Valley, westwards and north-westwards; from the basin

the Shari and the region of the Bahr-al-G-hazal, southwards and south-

istwards.

The best distinction to draw between the full-sized agricultural forest

egroes on the one hand and the Pygmy-Prognathous negroes on the other

that the former till the soil and cultivate food plants, are “ agricultural

DO. PYGMY WEAPONS AND IMPLEMENTS *. DAGGER AND SCABBARD, KNIVES, CHOPPER, ARROWS AND

QUIVER, A SOFT .
LEATHER PAD OB GLOVE TO. GUARD LEFT HAND WHEN THE ARROW IS BEING

SHOT FROM THE BOW, BOW AND ARROWS

nd the others are not. These agriculttiral negroes are of decidedly mixed

bockj sorhe of them showing traces of the recent infusion of Hamitic blood,

ide by side with Pygmy-Prognathous characteristics; mmy belonging to
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tlie Bantu stock (which is an ancient blend of West African anti

Hainite) ; others connected with the rvlauhettu (Moinhnttu), N vain-Xyaiu,

and Mndi—all these, again, being races variously coinposed of crosses

between the Xilotic and West African Negroes, daslied witii Hainite and

Niilhan. In language the forest Negroes of the rganda n(»rderland aial

the adjoining territory of tlie Congo Free t^tate Ixdong to two unelas>itit*d

groups (Lendu and Aloinfii)—tongues very distantly alliinl to MaulH-ttri

and -Macli—and to two distinct divisions of the Bantu language hunily, the

Kibira section and the Lihukii (divided into two very iiistinct diaieets.

301, IMGMY WKAi'OX.S, AXJi TWO TIU'.AU'KTS MAUK FUUM la.K!MIAXT>

Knamba and Libvanuma, or Lihuku). The names of the tribes of forest

Negroes coming under this purview are the Lexdu and iSAMariU (or

AIbcba)
;

the Babira (Bagbira, Bavira), with their different cognomens of

Basongora, Badumbo, Bandesama, Bandusuma, Babusese, Basinda, etc.
; and

the Baamba, with the allied Bahuku (Babvaniuna).

The Lendu form a distinct group somewhat by themselves, and so do
the Bambuba.^ The last-named are closely connected in origin with the
Momfu tribe which dwell about the northern sources of the Welle.

Linguistically speaking, I have not as yet been able to trace marked

^ Or perhaps more properly the MbuW’ “Ba-” is the plural prefix of their Bantu
neighbours.



are more pleasing than among the other forest tribes. The Lendu inhabit

the country which lies to the west of the southern half of Lake Albert.

This country is mainly grassy upland, but part of it where the land slopes

towards the Congo basin is covered with dense forest, and in many of their

affinities, physical and ethnological, the Lendu are more closely allied to

the forest tribes than to the people of the Nile yalley. Their neighbours

in this direction are the Alulu, or Aluru, who will be treated of in that

section of the book dealing with the Nilotic Negroes. To the south the

Lendu go by the name of “ Lega,’^ or Balega.” Why this name should be

given to or assumed by them in the Upper Semlild Valley I have not been

able to ascertain. It is the -name belonging to a tribe of Bantu-speaking
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affinities between the Lendu and the Mbuba languages and any other

well-known group of African tongues. On the whole, perhaps, they are

more connected with the Madi group than any other. Physically speaking,

both tribes offer some diversity of type. Amongst the Lendu one

occasionally sees individuals with almost Hamitic physiognomy, due, no

doubt, to mixture with the Banyoro on the opposite side of the Albert

Nyanza. Others, again, among the Lendu offer a physical type resembling

the Pygmies and the Banande. There is considerable correspondence in

body measurements between the Lendu people and the Pygmy-Prognathous

group. On the whole, how’ever, the faces met with amongst the Lendu

302. DWARFS GIVING A MUSICAL? PERFORMANCE SEATED
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[)eople wlio (hvoil to tho

north-west of tiio iiorih

end of Tanoarivikn, in

that part: of (he Coiiir^^

Forest wliieli lies to the

west of the Huanda
couMtrv. Possibly tlie

real Balen-a once halted

in one of their niii^Ta-

tions at the south end

of I.ake Alijcrt, inal a

remnant of th(*m whii-h

was coin, { uered 1 ly 1 1 1 o*

invading Leiidu has ptu'-

petiiated its namt* though

it has lost the nst* of a

j;>antu latiguagu. The
i>endu as a raet‘ liave

come into rather jiro-

mineut iiotiee lately,

because tliey became to

a great extent enslaved

])y the soldiers of Kmin
Pasha's Ivjuatorial Pro-

vince when these
tSudanese were driven bv

tbe IMadhist invasion of

the <‘{|iiatorial Nile re-

ingions to take refuge

303- A LKXDU, OK LEIJA, FKO^f SOUTtOWEST COJRXEH OF LAKE
ALBEltT

the wild cuiuitries to

the west of Lake All^eit

;

and when the Sudanese

were traiisferrcHl to

Uganda by Captain
Lugarcl they brought

with them hundreds of Lendu followers, who now form thriving colonies

at Alengo and Entebbe.

Like almost all races in this part of Africa, tlie migration of the
Lendu has been more or less from north to south. Emin Pasha used
to expi-ess the opinion that the Lendu had come from the north-east,

and were the original inhabitants of Unyoro, having been ejected from
that country and driven beyond the AlbWt Nyanza by the
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invasioiisi of Nilotic Xegroe?, Bahiina (Gala), and .Baiirn. P)in tho

general tradition among the Lendii tlieni^elves i?; that they canu* from

the countries to thc^ west of the White Nile, and were forced hy utlna*

tribes pressing on them from the north to establish themselves on the

])latean countries to the west of Lake Albert. Here tiiey found tiic

Dwarfs (as already related) existing in nnmhers. Tiiey drove the Dwarfs

out of the grass country of the high plateau, and then, again, hcing

attacked by the Alum and tlie Banyoro. tlie Lmnlu were forced to

the forest. wTiicii to a great extent they inhabit at tin* ]jresi‘nt day,

living in fairly amicable relations with tlie Pygmies, the Mi)nba. ami tiit*

Bantu-speaking forest folk.

I liave already stated that t\xamples of the so-called Lendu aiv* o\' a

distinctly superior physical type, with almost Bamitic featuri's, and I

attribute this to mingling with or receiving settlers from Lnyoro ami tin*

Nile countries. But as regards the bulk of the Lendu population, both Dr.

Stuhlinann and Dr. Shnibsall (who has contributed a most valuable analysis

of my anthropometrical observations) considered tliat they sitowed distiiM'f

signs of affinity to the Pygmy-Prognathous type. No doubt the exp]anati<»n

is that some ordinary race of .^udaiie.s'e Negroes came down from tin* imrih

and mingled so much with the Pygmies, whom they srqMav'^efit^,!, as to

absorb many of their phy.sieal cliaraeteri>tics. Dr. .Shnibsall clas.-cs the

Lendu with the Pygmy group a.s regards some of the measurements of the

head and body. The phfffiiad idifcraclrrhiici^ of this type c»f Lendu an*

shared hy many of the Baamha, Bahuku, and Ikibira peo[>le of fon->r

borderland, thoiigli all these three trilies speak Bantu languages, 'i'hey

may lie de.-eribed briefly as a great want of proportion f'eiweeu the mass

of the body, and tlie short, feeble legs which supjioit it. not my
]>liotograpljs there to attest the proof, it would be t bought, if tlicy were

drawing.s, that the artist had in serious error attributed limbs to tiu* torso

wliich were three times too small. The arms are long, the face is lud

generally so simian in appearance as among the Pygniy-Prognatlious group,

yet the nose, by its broad tij> and large raised wings, often shows affinity

with the fore.st Dwarfs, The colour of the skin is usually a dirty chocolate-

brown. The hair is allowed to grow as long as po.ssibIe,andits length is added

to by the addition of string, so that the face is often surrounded by a mop
of little plaits, which are loaded with greese, clay, or red camwood. There is

a scrubby beard on the face of every man of twenty-five years and upwards.

Most, of the Lendu young men, like all the forest folk round them, bore the

iil>per lip with from two to eight holes. Into these holes are thrust rounded

pencils of quartz or sections of the stems of reeds, or small brass rings may
pass completely through the upper lip. The Pygmies also have their lips

bored in this fashion, and sometimes stick small flowers into the holes.
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The men practise circumcision, but they are not given to knocking out

any of their front teeth, which is such a widespread custom in varying

degrees amongst the Nile Negroes and some of the adjoining Bantu tribes.

As regards clothing, the women often go perfectly naked, and at most,

even on the confines of civilisation, wear a small hunch of leaves tucked

into a girdle. The men do not generally affect complete nudity, and are

seldom seen without at any rate a small piece of bark-cloth, which is

passed through their string girdle in front and brought back between

the legs to the string girdle at the back. Mantles of monkey skin

are often added, especially on the lofty regions, where the climate can

become at times very cold. A string to which amulets or little medicine-

horns are attached is worn by every man.

The hilts of the Lendu seem more to resemble those of the Aluru and

Nile people than the dwellings of the forest folk in that the thatch is

generally of grass and disposed in overlapping rings like flounces. The

doorway, however, is prolonged into a porch, a condition very characteristic

of the huts in the forest. The fireplace is in the middle, there is one

bedstead at the furthest end of the hut opposite the doorway, and generally

another bedstead (for a wife) inside a little enclosure which is surrounded

by a reed screen on the left-hand side of the interior. The Lendu do not

appear to be cannibals. Their food consists of grain (maize and sorghum),

beans, collocasia arums, and various kinds of spinach grown in their

plantations, of bananas (when they live near the forest), and of the

produce of their herds of goats, sheep, and cattle. As regards domestic

animals, a few of the Lendu far away from the Albert Nyanza still possess

cattle (it is vsaid). Those dwelling in the forest keep none, and those

anywhere near the Semliki Valley or the shores of Lake Albert have lost

their cattle at the hands of the Banyoro. They keep goats, often • of a

long-haired variety, sheep, and fowls, besides pariah dogs, which they use.

in hunting. Slain animals are roughly cut up, and large pieces of flesh

with the hair still adhering to the skin are roasted over the fire. The Lendu

^ve fond of hunting.

They are adroit in basket-^nahi/ng and mat-weaving. They plait baskets

in such large quantities that they use them as articles of barter with other

races less well supplied. They make pottery which resembles somewhat

closely the types found in Uganda and in the Nile Province. Their musical

instruments are also very similar to those of Uganda, and have the same

origin—namely, from the countries of the Upper Nile. Dr. Stuhlmaun in

his notes on these people gives an interesting account of the ceremonious

way in which the huts are built; the men undertaking, definite portions of

the work and the women the rest. Stuhlmann statesjthat wlien a house

is built it is the ,busbau;d who must first introduce fire,
. v:

VOL. n. \ ^
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As regards the union of the sexeSy it would ajDpear as though among
the Lendu there was a certain freedom of intercourse among the young
men and young women before marriage. When a young man is satisfied

that a girl with whom he has had intercourse would suit him as a wife,

he makes a formal demand for her, accompanying it by a gift of hoes and

goats to the girPs father. The latter almost invariably consents, and the

marriage then takes place amidst much drinking of beer and eating of

fiesh. The young couple, once the bride has been brought to the home
of the husband’s parents, must remain in their hut and its adjoining

courtyard for a period of a month. After the married pair have entered

into their house, before the husband consummates the marriage he must
first sacrifice a fowl to the ancestor spirit of the village.

At a birth no men are allowed to go near the hut vrhere the woman is

about to be delivered except the husband and, perhaps, the witch doctor,

and only then if there is likely to be a difficulty in the parturition. These

are not allowed to help in the delivery unless there are complications,

but the witch doctor makes a sacrifice of fowls and anoints the woman’s

forehead with the blood. The woman is usually delivered in a kneeling

position, .with the body bowed horizontally. After birth the child is washed

with warm water and laid on large fresh green leaves by the side of the.

mother. Should it be silent after birth and not cry, it is taken as a bad

sign. It is laid between two sheets of bark-cloth and a bell is rung over it

until the child utters its first cry. During ten days the mother and child

must remain quiet in the house, and during this period the woman is

forbidden by custom to set her hair in order. Also during these ten days

no live brands or glowing charcoal must be taken out of the house or into

it. On the tenth day the woman makes some kind of a toilet and seats

herself in the doorway with the child on her knee, so that its naming may
take place. At this juncture the father, accompanied by the men of the

village and by the grandparents, if there are any, comes up to the woman,

and, if the child is a boy, places a little bow and arrows and a knife in his

hand. While be is doing this, the grandfather, if the child be a. boy, gives

it a name. If it is a girl, it is named by the mother’s mother, the name
of a boy being given in like manner by the father’s father. Names are

generally chosen to illustrate some peculiarity or characteristic of the

child or of its parents. Feasting in the form of a friendly meal on the

part of acquaintances and relations takes place on the eleventh day after

the child’s birth. The people invited bring most of their own provisions

with them already prepared, and the guests either eat in the hut where the

child was bom or in the adjoining houses of neighbours. The;day passes

with song and dance, and in the evening the father takes the child and'

exhibits it to the more important guests, asking them earnestly whether
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As regards hayrtf trre-

ifiOH f i f tlie dead person

is of iini#onanee or a

chief, his successor—his son, or, in the absence of children, a brother

—

conducts the ceremonies. In the dead manks hut a large grave is dug, one

end of which is prolonged into a tunnel under the floor of tlje lint. Into

this tunnel the corpse, which has been wound up into a sitting position

with many folds of bark-cloth and fresh skins, is laid on a bed of skins.

The grave is then filled up, and a feast of beer and flesh takes place.

The hnt in which the personage of importance is buried~SK>»ietitnes th^

whole vUiage in which h abandoned after the burial cerempnies.

The mmmon j>eople are buried in much jpethaj^,
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being executed for tbeir supposed crimes, are thrown into the bush and

left un buried.

The Lendu have no very clearly marked religion^ though they have a

distinct ancestor-worship, and are accustomed to remember the dead by

placing roughly carved wooden dolls (supposed to represent the deceased

persons) in the abandoned hut where the dead lie buried. They have many
doctors in white and black magic of both sexes, and firmly believe that

307. NATIVES OF THE UPFEE CONGO, NEAR ARUWIMI MOUTH {SHOWING CICATRISATION AND
tbeth-sharpening)

certain people possess the power of making rain. The rain-maker is either

a chief or almost invariably becomes, one.

Much of the foregoing summary of the industries' customs, and

belief of the Lendu may be applied without variation to the, other forest

agricultural Negroes, such as the Babira stock, the Baamba and Bahuku,

and the non-Bantu Mbuba. The Mbuba, in fact, except in language,

resemble the* Lendu very closely, though in physique they are taller

and
,

better-looking. The houses of the Bambuba and most of , the

Bantu-speaking forest trib^^ of the Semliki and Ituri forests are some-

what the same shape as' the houses, of the Lendu, (in that , they have a
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the Hahira), TiiO Ihunhuha. who are elo-ely rtha'r*-! ?•» th*- Moiufr. farther

in ti’ae interior, often rie epper in tuuelj tht- >a!nt' way a> rh>ne

by the Dwarfs, the Haaiaba. and sotut* af the Daiara. hut the* Ihun nilNi

have a rather peculiar hcH.>k of iron whie’n they insert int*.'* ^!“;e^e ht>le,s.

The llahukn and llaatiiiui. whu liv..» aiong''ido the Ihinilcf cu picreo ti^

upper li}» and insert a number t»f iron or i»rass rbig-. t U

Bauibuba do very litth- in tiiO way of scarring or •* omanicsiting tic I'ody.

The Babira, who dwell to t lie north-west of the SetnUki l evuud the |>;urd;niba,

have a cairious practice in the Wunum which recalls tlo* nf Nyasalatid

and the Zaniliezi, the ** pehdt*," Tije wurneti pierce the upp.i^r lift wnth

one hole, in which they insert a huttun of wood until the hub* is widt.uler!

to admit of a large wooden disc which stretches otit tijc r.pprT Sipi in ri

stiff manner like a duck's l.nlL All these Hanttz-sj^^^akitig fu:v.^t fu;k he; ween

the slopes of Kuweniiori, the SeiuHki, and the Tjiper Dongt> jiractise

cicatrisation^' to a rcznarkable extent, in most of tbe.'i* tVntral African

tribes there is no tattooing '*—that is to s«ay, the >kin i.- not panierured

and then rubbed with a colouring matter, i^eores ajui wenU ttf skin are

raised either by burning or by cutting with a knife, and introdtudng thr-

irritating juice of a pdaiit into the wound. The effect of this is to niis«

on the surface of the body large or small lumj^s of skin, Sometimes thest

raised weals are so small that they pjiroduce almost the effect of t:attooiiig

At other times, as can be seen by my illustrations, they are large excres*

cences. The Babira people of the forest near the Semliki cicatrise theii

chests and stomachs, but farther away in
,
the forest tow^ard^ the waterj

of the Congo the faces are hideously scarred in the manner illusirateii bj

the photographs of a man and Woman on p. 555, All these forest jicoph

and none of thein go ab^lutely mhitite maj
p.'. be!'.^theppiece - of; 'JiarjkroJoth; ;tbe

'

waist../giTdlep'ii
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308. AN MBUBA PLAYING ON A BOW-STRING, THE MOST PRIMITIVE OP MAN’S INSTRUMENTS

the south-west—the Bakonjo), who are quite indififerent as to whether their

covering, large or small, subserves purposes of decency.

None of the forest people (except the Lendu) keep cattle. Goats, sheep,

fowls, and dogs are the only dcmieatic animals. In their agriculture, besides

the banana they cultivate maize, sorghum, beans, collocasia,^ pumpkins,

and tobacco. Many of these people are said to indulge in cannibalism, b^t

the practice, if it still exists, seems to be dying out. The agricultural forest

Negroes make pottery and ivorh i/n iron. About their dwellings roughly and

sometimes grotesquely carved wooden figures are met vrith,' similar to those

alluded to in the description of the Lendu. These are even more abundant

among some of the Babira, and approximate in marry respects to the West:

' A/'kind of’arum. '
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groups. These have now absorbed almost all the antecedent population

except the Pygmies, and have imposed on the mass of the forest people

more or less degraded Bantu dialects, and two other languages, the Lendu

and the Mbuba-Momfu, of uncertain affinities, but possibly derived from

the same stock as the Madi in the western Nile basin.

EF3IARKS ON THE SKELETON OF A BAMBUTE PYGMY FROM
THE SEMLIKI FOREST, UGANDA BORDERLAND.

Bv KKAXK C. SHKUBSALL, M.B., M.B.C.P.,

Fellow of the Anthropological iNS’mrTE.

The skeleton of the Bambute Pygmy from the forest zone on the frontier between the

Uganda Protectorate
and the Congo Free

State is of great in-

terest owing to the

paucity of osteolo-

gical material from

Aat district. Up to

P&e present our in-

lorrCSffRhY is chiehy

based on two Akka ^
iskeletons sent to the

l^ritish Jklusemn by
Dr. Emin Pasha in

and fully de-

scribed by the late

Sir William Flower

in the Journal of*

the Anthr^ypolocfical

Imtitute^ vol. xviii.

These skeletons Avere

unfortunately im-

])erfect, whereas that

recently presented to

the Museum by Sir

H. H. John.ston is

practically perfect,

a fcAv small bones

of the hands and

feet alone being
missing. Though the

|

Bambute skeleton

differs in some de-

gree from the Akkas,

it is best studied in

relation to the for-

mer specimens,, the ^lo. an mbute pygmy op the, upper itubi., {this la .TiiE individual

^details of Aybieb are whose s^ileton’ xs here described)
,

m i.'
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The cephalic index, or the relation between the length and breadth of the cranium,,

is 79*2, as compared with 74’4 in the male and 77*9 in the female Akka. This agrees

with the index 78*7 derived from measurements of living Bambute, and may serve

to indicate affinity with the short brachycephalic peoples of French Congo described

by numerous French observers. Some skulls of this type were sent to the British

Museum from the Fernand Vaz by Du Chaillu, and were described by the late

Professor Owen in an appendix to the former author's narrative. The vertical indices,

are as follows

Length-Height. Beeadth-Hbight.

Bambute .... 70*2 88*7

Akka, ? . . . . 76-1 97*7

Bushmen, $

.

70-8 96*0

Bushmen, ? . 71-2 91*4

^
The prognathism, clearly indicated by the gnathic or alveolar index of Flower,

a feature in which it resembles the Akkas and is widely separated from the

PY.chmen
; the latter, however, are also prognathous, according to other methods

of investigation.

Bambute .

Akka, (J .

Akka, ? .

107*4

108*7

104*3

Bushmen, (J .

Bushmen, ? .

Adamanese, c?

101*5

99*2

102*0

Prognathism seems to be a marked feature of all skulls from the Congo district

as contrasted with those of other Negro tribes.

Upper Ubangi

.

Nyam-Nyam .

Manbettu....
Osyekani (French Congo)

104*6

101*2

106*7

105*0

Ashanti .

Mandingo
Kaffirs

Bantu of lake district

101*4

100*0

100*4

100*5

The face is short, inclined to broadness, with malar bones less prominent than

might have been expected; the naso.-malar index of Oldfield Thomas- is 111*6, as

compared with 108 in the Akka, 106 in the Manbettu, and 107 in the South Africa

Bush race. Whether or no this is a racial character cannot be decided from one

specimen, which may be abnormal in this respect, but the feature cannot well have

been derived from neighbouring peoples, who present the following average indices

:

Nyam-Nyam, 106 ;
Bantu of the Upper Congo, 106*8

;
Bantu of the lake district, 107*6.

A study of the measurements of living Bambute suggests that in reality the face is

more flattened than would appear from this individual.

The orbits are short and broad, the index, 82*5, being practically coincident with

that of the Akkas. The interorbital space is wide and flattened, though not nearly

to the extent met in the Bushmen. The nose is short and broad, the aperture large

and pyriform, the nasal spine poorly marked, and the maxillary border characterised

by simian grooves.
,
Themasal bones, are flattened from above downwards, and from

side to side, so that there is but little bridge to the nose. The indices are contrasted

in the following table ^
^

'
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entirely derived from Professor Flower’s above-mentioned communication. The
skeleton now under consideration is that of a fully grown adult, .ill the teeth are

cut, hut not worn down
;
the occipito-sphenoidal suture is closed, while the coronal,

sagittal, and lambdoid sutures are still open. Ail the epiphyses of the long bones

are fully united to the shaft, so that, judging from the standards of other raccvS, this

individual must have exceeded twenty-five years, but not yet have attained to forty

years of age.

Skall.-—The skull is small and slight
; but, though it presents many characters

of inferiority, is not infantile in appearance. The glabella and superciliary ridges

are fairly prominent, the lineie temporales and other muscular attachments well

marked, yet not extreme. Seen from above, the cranium is oval in outline, the

zygomatic arches just vixsible, and the parietal eminences prominent. The frontal

eminences have fused across the middle line, though the forehead has not (juite the

bulbous appearance so characteristic of the Negro. There is some thickening of the

bone along the line of the former metopic suture. The coronal and sagittal sutures

are simple, the lambdoid is more complicated, and there are warmian bones both in

the course of this suture and at the asterion or posterior inferior angle of the parietal

bone. Seen in profile, the chief features noticed are prognathism, a fair degree of

prominence of the face as a whole, flattening of the bridge of the nose, and the

ill-filled character of the cranium, especially of the temporal fossa, giving rise to the

condition known as stenocrotaphy. The small size of the mastoid processes, together'"^^,

with prominent posterior, temporal, and postglenoid ridges, so that the
*

of the mastoid bone appears deeply channelled, are features comm^n^-tcT^is skull

and those of the Bushmen of South Africa. The ocpiput is ov^idr^Hcfthe conceptaculje

cerebelli full, so that the skull rests upon them when plac^ upon a plane surface.

The sagittal curve passes upwards from the nasion over a moderately developed

glabella, then rises nearly vertically over the anterior half of the frontal bone, hen^
gently round to the bregma, and runs nearly horizontally along the anterior half of

the parietal bone. Behind this point the curve slopes downwards and backw’ards,

being distinctly flattened in the region of the obelion. The occipital region is prominent

and ovoid, the inion and occipital curved lines clear but slight, and the whole bone

smooth and not greatly roughened by muscular attachments. The percentage distri-

bution of the components of this curve (the total curve = 100) is shown in the following

table compared with the average distribution in other and possibly allied races :

—

I

Feontal. Paeietal. I Occipital. *

The cranial capacity, 1400 c.c., is moderate, approximately that of the Manbettu,

but more than that of the other Pygmy races.

;'/
?'

Bushmen . . . . .
• 1330 126a

; Akkas , . . > ,v . 1100: ^ 1070

Andamanese ,"
^ : YiW

Bambute 35-7 32*9 31*4

Manbettu 34-5 34-3 31*2

Akka, S 34’6 32*3 33*1

Bushmen, $ .
35-2 34*0 30*8

Bantu, cf *
i

34*9 34*4 30*7
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The cephalic index, or the relation between the length and breadth of the cranium,,

is 79*2, as compared with 74*4 in the male and 77*9 in the female Akka. This agrees

with the index 78*7 derived from measurements of living Bambute, and may serve

to indicate affinity with the short brachycephalic peoples of French Congo described

by numerous French observers. Some skulls of this type were sent to the British

Museum from the Fernand Vaz by Du Chaillu, and were described by the late

Professor Owen in an appendix to the former author’s narrative. The vertical indices,

are as follows

Length-Height. Breadth-Height.

Bambute .... 70-2 88-7

Akka, S . . . . 76-1 97*7

Bushmen, (J

.

70-8 96*0

Bushmen, ? .

i

71-2 91*4

The prognathism, clearly indicated by the gnathic or alveolar index of Flower,

i:' a feature in which it resembles the Akkas and is widely separated from the

Bushmen
;

the latter, however, are also prognathous, according to other methods
of investigation.

Bambute . 107-4 Bushmen, c? • • . 101*5

Akka, (J . . . . 108-7 Bushmen, ? . . . .
99*2

Akka, $ . . . , . 104-3 Adamanese, S • • . 102*(>

Prognathism seems to be a marked feature of all skulls from the Congo district

as contrasted with those of other Negro tribes.

Upper Ubangi.... . 104*6
j

Ashanti .... . 101*4

Nyam-Nyam .... .
101*2 Mandingo . . . 100*0

Manbettu .
106*7 Kaffirs .... . 100*4

Osyekani (French Congo) . 105*0 Bantu of lake district . 100*5

The face is short, inclined to broadness, with malar bones less prominent than

might have been expected; the naso-malar index of Oldfield Thomas is 111*6, as

compared with 108 in the Akka, 106 in the Manbettu, and 107 in the South Africa

Bush race. Whether or no this is a racial character cannot be decided from one
specimen, which may be abnormal in this respect, but the feature cannot well have

been derived from neighbouring peoples, who present the following average indices

:

Nyam-Nyam, 106
;
Bantu of the Upper Congo, 106*8

;
Bantu of the lake district, 107*5V

A study of the measurements of living Bambute suggests that in reality the face is

more flattened than would appear from this individual.

The orbits are short and broad, the index, 82*5, being practically coincident with

that of the Akkas. The interorbital space is wide and flatten^, though not nearly

to the extent met in the Bushmen. The nose is short and broad, the aperture large

and pyriform, the nasal spine poorly marked, and the maxillary border characterised

by simian grooves. The nasal bones are flattened from aboye downwards, and from
;

side to side, so that there is but little bridge to the nose. The indices are contrasted

in the following table
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Bambute . 58*7 Bushman, $ . .
00*2

Akka, (J

.

. 63-4 Congo Bantu, (J . .
56*0

Akka, ? . . 55*3 Lake district Bantu .
5;->*2

Ashanti, <J

!

. 57*9 Osyekani, c? • . 78*3

This indicates that although the nasal index is higher in the northern than in the

southern Negro, yet in the Dwarf races it reaches an extreme which constitutes a

very definite racial character, bi’ouglit out equally clearly by the measurements of

the living.

The palate is long and narrow, the teeth large, both actually ami relatively, to

the size of the skull. The mandible is slight and characterised l:»y shortness of the
condylar and coronoid processes, shallowness of the sigmoid notch, and the pointed
nature of the chin

;
in all of which features the Bambute resemble the Akkas and

Bushmen, but differ from the Maubettu and all surrounding Negro tribes.

Measxteements op the Mandible in Millimetres.

Bicondylar breadth . . 112

Maximum bigonial breadth . 80

iSymphysial height . . 32

Molar height .... . 23

Bigonial arc 108
Minimum height of ascending ramus 4i»^
Minimum breadth of ascending ramus 40

Collognon's index, 71*9
; gonio-zygomatic index, 64*0.

PELVIS,
Measurements in Millimetres.

Maximum breadth between the outer lips of the iliac crests
Breadth between the anterior superior iliac spines . . !

Breadth between the anterior inferior iliac spines
Breadth between the posterior superior iliac spines !

Breadth of ilium anterior superior to posterior superior spine
Breadth of innominate bones, posterior superior spine to top of symphysis
Height of innominatum from summit of crest to lowest part of the tuber ischii
Vertical diameter of obturator foramen
Transverse diameter of obturator foramen
Antero-posterior diameter of brim of pelvis
Transverse diameter of brim of pelvis
Length of sacrum
Breadth of sacrum .... *

Breadth-height index (Turner) .

Breadth-height index (Topinard)
Obturator index .

Innominate index
Pelvic or brim index .

Sacral index

191

181

143
70

117

171
4.7

27 7>

92
90
101

91

89-0

111*7

on

97*8

SOT,

The pelvis is slight, the bones but poorly marked with muscular impressions,
•and the Iliac crests less sinuous than in the higher races. The resemblance to the
pelvis of Akto and Busmen is close, but detailed comparison with the former is
^possible owing to the difference in sex belrw-een the individual specimens available-

:ihe pelvic or brim index, 95
'8, plac^ the iSambute iii.the round, or dblidhopelyie,.
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company with the Bushmen and Andamanese among Dwarf races, and with

3 and Australian Negroes among the taller races. The average pelvic index

an male skeletons is 80.

'eadth-height indices (89 ‘5 and 111*7) show the great actual and relative

the pelvis in the Bambute, though in this respect they do not exceed the

measured by Sir William Turner. In the height of the pelvis the Dwarf
roach the simian type, as is evident from the following table of indices

n Topinard’s “Elements d’Anthropologie,” p. 1049:

—

46 Europeans 126*6

11 Melanesians 122*7

17 African Negroes 121*3

20 Anthropoid apes 105*6

icrum presents the not uncommon anatomical peculiarity of imperfect

of the first with the remaining sacral vertebrae. Beside this there is an
element united into the sacrum so that it is composed of six vertebrae

'

five. The index shows that it falls into the doliehoLieric group in company
other Dwarf races.

ebral colnmn.—The heights of the lumbar vertebrae are as follows

Bambute. Akka, cJ (Flower).

r

Axteriob Subface. POSTEEIOB SUKFACE.^
(
—
Antebiob Subface. PosTEBioB Surface.

20 22 22 23

.
i 20 22 22 24

;
20 21 23 26

1

21 21*5 23 1 24

! 21 17*5 24 i1 21

102
i

1

104*0 114 ^

1 1

102 ' 102*6

ambute, like the Akkas, Bushmen, and many African Negroes, fall into

:achic group of Turner, in which the concavity of the lumbar curve is

orwards instead of backwards, as in the European.

t of the Limbs.—The clavicles are slender, short, and poorly marked,
^ curve less obvious than usual. The right clavicle is 117, and the left 119,

js long, the claviculo-humeral indices being 41*9 and 43*8 respectively. The
the arms and forearms are similarly small The femora are slight, very

tero-posteriorly and markedly pilastered. The angle between the neck and
2°. The lengths of the individual bones are indicated in the table :

—

Right. Left. Eight. Left.

nerus . 280 272 Femur . 387 386

ins . 222 218 Tibia . . . . 809 309

230 232 Fibula . . . ,
'297 298
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The following indices have been calculated^ and are t'ontrastcii with tlu'*sr t»i

other races:

—

Bambutk.
jj

Akka (FimverL Xr.ituu

i Hsiiuphvvi

,

;

E[<.;ht.

s

!
Left. (? ;

?

Hadio-humeral
1

T9-3 80*1 76*2 82*9 79*4 73-7 T:vt

Humero-femoral . .
j

72'4 70*5 720 71*9 09 — T'JD

Tibio-femoral 79*8 80*1 83*0 81*1 84*7

Inter-membral (hume-
rus and radius

:

femur and tibia) . 72*1
:

71*9 67*7 72*9 ...... n;r:.

The dimensions of the scapuhe are :

—

j

Kniscr. 1 .i;i' r

Total length . Ill li!

Subspinous length . 91 9i

1

Breadth .... 07 90

j Scapular index 87 '4 SO*;

! Infraiipmom index . 100-0

Professor Flower, in the table shown below, draws attention the rt nun kahie

characters of the Akka scapuUe
;
those of the Bambute are still more remro’kablc *.

*

1

200

1

Europeans?.
21

,

Andamanese.: XKrju<'K,<. Akh\.

Scapular index 65*2 69-8 71-7 80';5 •^7

Iiifraspirious index . .
89-4 92-7 100-9 H2'2 IMO

However, as has been pointed out by Turner in the Chaflnnjrr reports, tins in«b-\
shows great individual variation, and much stress must not be laid on any sase iartre

series of observations.

Proportions According to Height. (Stature = lOO.)

Akka, $
(Flower).

8
BuSHMESr

(Hiunphiy *),

25
Nsgkoes

(Humphry*).

25
Europeans
(Humphry*),

4

;
Oii;Mi‘ANy.f.j:s

;

(Humphry

Humerus 19*8 20-0 19o 19*5 24*4 >

Hadius

.

'15*7 15-4 15-2 141
I

'

22-0
1 Not ve

Femur . 27*5 27-8 27:4 27*5 24*8
'

h taken.
Tibia . ^ . 22*3 23-9 23'2 22*1

:: .20*0 J

* Humphry, A Treatise on the Human Skeleton.”
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From the foregoing we may conclude that the Bambute are intermediate in

character between the Akka and the taller races, but are more nearly allied to the

former
; that although these Dwarf races in some respects are more simian in type

than other Africans, yet they are essentially and entirely human, and approach more
nearly to the Negro than to any other race.

Measurements op Crania in Millimetres.

EACE Bambute, Akka. MAf5-BETTU.

Museum and Catalogue \
Number . . J

B.M.

1. 8. 9.

1

(

B.M. B.M.
'

K.O.S.

1257b.

R.C.S.

1257a

Sex .... (? 3 ? S 3
Maximum glabello-occipital \

length . . . . J
I'lS 168 163 178 176

Maximum breadth 141 125 127 136 137

Basi-bregmatic height

.

125 — 124 124 134

Bi-zygomatic breadth . 125 118 1C9 129*5 135

Naso-alveolar height . 67 — — 65 75

Orbital breadth . 40 35 35 37 38

Orbital height 33 29 . 29 35 34

Bi-dacryc breadth 22 21 20 26 28

Nasal height 46 1
41 38 47 50

Nasal breadth 27 i 26 21 24 28

Internal bi-orbital breadth . 95 91 90 98 101

Basi-nasal length

.

94 92 92 95 99

Basi-alveolar length . 101
!

100 96 103 105

Dental length 42 45 — 45 43

Naso-malar curve 106
' — — 103 108

Frontal curve 125 118 108 128 115

Parietal curve 115 no 120 112 130

Occipital curve , no 113 107 107 113

Total sagittal curve 350 341 333 347 358

Total horizontal curve

.

505 468 462 495 500

Cranial capacity in c.c. 1400 1100 1070 1320 1390

Indices.

Length-breadth .

Length-height
Breadth-height
Upper facial (Kollmann)
Orbital . . . .

Nasal ....
Alveolar.

Dental . . .

Naso-malar . . .

79-2

70*2

88*7

53-6

,

82'5

58-7

107*4

44*7

iii'e

74*4

82*9

63*4

108*7

48*9

107*9
,

77*9

761
97*7

82*9

65*3

104*3

108*0 .

76*4

69*7

91*2

50*2

94*6

611
108*4

- 47*4

1061

77*8

761
97*8

55*5

89*5

66 .

106*1

43*4

i06*9



CHAPTER XA'

BAXTU yEGBOES

(1) Tjie Bakukjo, J>anyoko, Bahima, Krr.

The Western Province of the I gancia Protectorate, whieii nielnur' tie*

Districts of Uovoro, Toro, and Aiikole, is inhabited in the main bv

Bantu Negroes who are overlaid with an aristocracy of Iluniitie de^eeto in

varying degrees—that is to say, by a race akin to the tJala and

Somali. I write '"in the main” because in the upp.er ]«irt uf tin* Seiniiki

Valley, and perhaps round about the eastern shore of Lake Alf^ert ICtlward,

there aie a few Pygmy or prognathous people differing sono^wiiat in tyjie

from the average Bantu, and speaking languages not related tv tiuii

stock. It is perhaps advisable at this .stage to again n^iMUt tiiat hy

“Bantu” Negro the present writer means that average Negro tyjie which

inhabits the whole southern third of Africa (excepting the Hot tent uts^ant!

Bushuien). He would have hesitated to give a racial distinction the

term “Bantu” (the fitness of which as a linguistic definitioii is beyond

question) w^ere it not that the careful researches of Dr. Shriib>ali into tlif*

body and skull measurements of Africans tend towards the of

a distinct Negro type or blend Avhich differs slightly from the Nhgro of

the Nile or of West Africa. But in the Vgarida Protectorate the jdtysical

Bantu type is not confined .solely to those tribes whicli speak Bantu

languages. It reappears among the Karamojo and among the sotuiiern

tribes of Nilotic Negroes, and again to the west of the l’]j[>er Nile and

along the Nile-Congo water-parting.

The Bantu Negroes of Unyoro, Toro, and Aiikole may be divided aiiproxi*

mately into two stocks ; the Bakonjo, who inhabit the .southern flank?? of

Euwenzori and the grass country on both sides of the Upper Semliki and to

the west of Lake Albert Edward ; and the mass of the Negro popnilation in

Unyoro, Toro, and Ankole. This original Bantu Negro stock shows no
distinct traces of recent intermixture with the Hamite, with the Bahima
aristocracy. Of such a type are the Bairo, who constitute the bulk of the
population in Ankole, the Batoeo (who may be sub-cliyided again into the
Batagwenda and Bahyamwenge)^ and the Banyoro

:

(who again, are sffbr
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Basindi in th6 6ast of Unyoro, the Japalua* on the north, and the

Bagungu on the north-west)/ It is said that the Bagungu of north-west

This word was corrupted by Emin Pasha’s Sudanese into “ SMfalu.” Tho

Japalua are Nilotic in their language.

. VOL. II.- ^
.
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Unyoro, near Lake Allwt, ?peak a Jkintu iWih'vvj^^ wi.L;y tit^rn

the Nyoro tongue: probalA'* is a iliaUvt o\ Liliukii/ 1 iio Ikuj'u.ru

seem to have extended their conquests :uul >»'Ui«‘]niuus rigiJ acios- fia-

Upper Semliki into the ]Mhoga, Bulega, and Ihusongwra ri* > tes ta**

edge of the Congo watershed, and also all along ihr we>ten: eoa^t-lins' n!

the Albert Nyanza as far north as Maliagi. On liio oast r<l I nyr?r«t i Ur-

^i{'!uria Nno i**' nrru'!:-

", ra I ly t]:r b*< innl a vy

i'O! wrrn 1 1\*'' Ban: u-

-poaliiiig 1 •nph* aiai : :.«•

Niiotir N.-ro.v H;;‘

'

t hi> no!
]
rr\. 'nt

312. A TORO NEGRO FROM THE EAST SIDE OF RUWENZOUI

'lonai n.igri!? ;• " f Oi*’

way aiiti t]i<‘ o’i'.Mr . :uivl

ihfi*t* av*' ;-v-:ik-

iiig Mint !C - !<•

the suuth and \vr -t # *f

the \*icturia Nil*', v.i ;ih* a

f<‘W h»lk w'hu >5 ill 3 «'?ain

tht‘ n-c of tia' LrU'iiyt»ro

Bantu laii'jnai:*’ ar» * na‘t

with tn ar t !i<* Mnn-

Fill s to tin* ra,‘rf

ilif Nile.

in jthlislrnt/

Cin'ro i> tn.-T,

jn'rha[»s. v<*rv nironn

( 1 i ft (
‘rei 1 1\‘ ru ' t W( ‘i ‘a tin*

first grou]) of lijuitu

Negroes, undov t.Mvn>idora-

tion, the Bakonp^, aiul

tlie second group, whieh

comprises the mass of

the po]ailat.ion in rnyta'o.

Toro, luid Ankole. Tite
Bakonjo, perhaps, where they live on high mountains such as Kuwenzori,
are shorter in stature and of stouter build, wdth better developed calves
than the population of the plains. Some of the Bakonjo have rather
pleasing features, and do not exhibit as a rule those degraded types met

* Lihuku (Libvanuma) and Kuamba are two allied and very ancient Batitii
tongues spoken in the forest belt of the Upper Semliki. They are thomughlv
Bantu, but differ considerably from the other Bantu dialects of Uganda.;
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with to the west of Euwenzori or on the eastern shores of Lake Albert

Edward. Among the Banyoro may be seen people of handsome counten-

313. A MUKONJO (SHOWING EAISED WEALS—CICATRISATION)

ances who still retain the Negro physical characteristics in the main.

This, no doubt, is due to the ancient infiltration of Hamitic blood as

apart from the recent hybrids between the Bahima aristocracy and their
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Negro serfs. The Ijjiiro, who form the agrieultuuil aipi.

the serf population of Aiikoh\ ro?etnhh* iho Hnuaiela in n;*; an<l

31+1 A MVKOXJO WOMAN WITH GHASS AKMUTS

are usual y a people of tall stature, with rather projecting brow ri<h
full or slightly prominent eyes, and in the men a considerable grot
of whiskers, beard, and moustache. Almost ^ all these Bantu Negros
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the Western Province are well-proportioned people, not (except, on the

fringe of the Semliki Forest or on the shores of Lake Albert Edward)

exhibiting any want of proportion (according to our ideals) between the

body and the limbs.

Amongst the true Eaii-

yoro the mouth is some-

times ugly because of

the protrusion of the

teeth in the upper jaw,

caused by the removal

of the lower incisors.

For the rest, the physical

characteristics of these

people can be sufficiently

ascertained by reference

to the photographs of

the principal types illus-

trating this chapter, and

by a glance at the anthro-

pometric observations at

the end of Chapter XIH.
Some of the Bakonjo

ornament the torso and

stomach (generally on

one or both sides) with

a cicatmaation arranged

in patterns. An ex-

ample of this is given on

p. 569. The southern

Bakonjo extend these

ornamental scars or weals

to the forearm. The true

Bakonjo neither file their

upper incisors to sharp

points nor do they ordi-

narily remove any of the

incisors. Oircumcision 315. two bakonjo

is not practised by them.

The adornments of the body in the women offer one special feature (some-

times also seen in the men). Rings of very finely plaited grass or fibre*

* These rings of finely plaited grass or fibre are also worn by, the Baamba, both

men and women, but generally only bn the left arm.
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or of innumerable circlets of shells from a kind of fresh-water mussel.

These thin segments are drilled with a hole in the middle and packed
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iron \viro aro wiaimi un In \]a^

iori'arins o( tlso woiiicn, niui

r^oiufiiint's al.'o ou tio*

parr of tlio arm iiru]oriit*aT 1; thf

i^rass riiii^r, ]»rat‘ph*ts of irnn

are also worn l>v rot:; :t rii and

wouieiL Somotinie< ilu* W( >niorr>

hrueelets are <»!* petailiar ‘•liai-e.

SOnu't llilliX like a lio;’se-!ioe

l^rovii^lit to a Iron risers

are plaeiMl on anv m- all of t!u*

iineev.< ami soinetimos on the

thmnh. A wire uinile is wortj

round the waist, and into this

is tlirnst a small Hap (o^' ti^t-

ease of the \voim*n a verv short

pettiectjit
) of hark-ehals. 'fhe

intat will sometimes wt»ar a pieee

of (dot It or skin passed iteTween

the legs and Itrought np at tlie

hack and in front through tin*

318. A Miaioxvo (sH0\\a.N\j BAWOOK SKIX MAXTUE) ^yiro belt, thus forming a seat

bcdund and a small t*overing in

front. The men among the mountain Bukonjo often wear notldng in front

wdiieh answers any purpose of decency, and confine their clothing moMlv to

cloaks of ononkey, baboon, ov hyrax shin thrown over the siioiilders ov over

one shoulder. The mountain Bakonjo set great store by the hyrax; and in

pursuit of this little animal they climb uj) Kuwenzori as far as t he snow
level. Both species of hyrax on Einvenzori have thick woolly fur, and the
little skins are sewn together to form cloaks and mantles for the otherwise
naked people. A large baboon will occasionally furnish a tine fur cape,
and a man thus accoutred has a wdld aspect, with Ids shoulders l>ristling

with this long coarse mane.

The houses of the Bakonjo are neatlj' made, and offer in design more
resemblance to those of the forest agricultural Negroes in that they have
a porch in front of the door. The structure of the house and roof is one
building

;
it does not consist of circular walls on “which is poi.^sed the

separate funnel-shaped roof. Numerous pliant but strong, smooth branches
or saplings are placed in the ground round the circular site of the hut.
They are upright to the height of four feet above the ground, and then
are slightly bent over towards the apex of the roof. Horizontal bands of
withes and many additional upright

. sticks convert this skeleton of the



3use into a firm basketwork, supported perhaps by one strong pole in

le middle of the hut. Banana leaves make a singularly neat covering,

id are kept in their places by long, lithe bands of bamboo. Grass thatch

lay in some cases be added over the roof. This style of house is well

lustrated in the accompanying photograph, which was taken by the late

[ajor Sitwell.’^

The food of the Bakonjo varies according to whether they live in the

lains or on the mountains. In the plains between Euwenzori and the

319. A KOXJO HOUSE, SOUTH-WEST SLOPES OP EUWENZORI

lountains to the west of Lake Albert Edward the Bakonjo cultivate most

f the Negro food crops, such as bananas, peas and beans, sorghum, sweet

lotatoes, maize, pumpkins, and collocasia arums. On the mountains their

lod consists mainly of bananas, sweet potatoes, and collocasia; but the

aountain people are very fond of meat, and to obtain animal food they

ange far and wide through the forests, tropical and temperate, up to the

now-line in pursuit of hyraxes, monkeys, rats, and small antelopes. Their

avourite article of diet undoubtedly is the kyrax, and in pursuit of this

* Major Sitwell did a great deal to establish British control over the Toro District,

le was killed in one of the earlier battles of the South African war.
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animal they will face the rigours of a snowslorni. lu ilp'ir it i<

the principal inducement to ascend the inouiitaiiis as fai’ as w!:ite

stuff” which to these naked people is almost syijoriymous with dratij. ’lije

only other motive which impelled them iu times [>ast.: to {uit. tne i eh of

forest and shiver in the caverns near tlie snow-line wa^ the piiwirJ of

Kabarega’s raiding soldiery. The Bakonjo for centuries have heeu raidiud

and robbed by the Banyoro peo[)le of Unyoro, Toro, and .Vnkuh\ Ai one

time, according to their traditions, they kept large herds of cattle: Init

all their cattle were taken from lliem by the Baiganda and Banyoro in

their incessant raids on the mountain [leople. The Bakonjo of trie

mountains have always been very friendly to Europeans, I asked one of

their chiefs once why this excessive friendliness was manifested towards

us, of whom they knew so little, other than that we came to th.eir country

to ascend their snow-mountains and to worry them for sujjplies of food

for our porters. The chief replied, ‘^From the moment we saw the first

white man we felt sure, that this was the power which would defend us
against the constant attacks of Kabarega*s soldiers. We were right, for

since you have ruled in the land pur lives and property, have been 1 ItT
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safe. Why, So-and-So (mentioning a Bakonjo head-man) is now able to

keep cows

!

Cattle, in fact, are gradually reappearing amongst the domestic animals of

the Bakonjo. Sometimes they are of the zebu (humped) breed, obtained from

the direction of Lake Albert or of Uganda
;

here and there, however, the

long-horned cattle of Ankole have been obtained by commercial transactions.

They keep goats, sheep, and fowls, and the usual kind of pariah dogs,

which they use for purposes of hunting.

The Bakonjo, as will be related in Chapter XX., speak a most interesting

language, one which, together with the dialects of the western slope of

Mount Elgon, may claim to be the most archaic example of Bantu speech

existing at the present day. It is an oiDen question which of the two

tongues—Lukonjo or the Masaha speech of Elgon—comes nearest to the

original Bantu mother-tongue, as it existed some 2,000 or 3,000 years ago

in the very heart of Africa. In many respects the Bakonjo appear to

have been the first Bantu-speaking invaders from the north, the precursors

of the nearly allied Baganda and Banyoro; or, as it is always dangerous

321. COtLOOASIA ARUirS, .THE ROOT OP WHICH IS EATEN 'EY NATIVES OP- WEST

AND WEST CENTRAL APRICA
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assoi'intiiiLi \oo

wit 11 qur>tioiEs t*t'

nuv, tliov I t •present very

netiriy t’he N«‘^'ro >tt>ek

whieli itivuih'j

eountrit'S we.-*! :n;d nertii-

wesi »>[' tin*

Xyaiiza in siit*ee>'inn r«»

t i 1 \v e n 1 y- 1
*

i la t 1 st, ui s

ty[u.‘. 'riit'V !H‘iray little

or no >ie'n of iiaviuL;

mingled at: iiny time with

tiie suhsf,'f[net.t 1 {limit ie

invaders re}*rereHt.-«l hv

the modern Ikiiiima.

In matters uf

they jiraclisr* a vagtie

ance>tor-\vorshii» sueh as

is universal among ail

]:>antu Negroes, 1 ut tht‘y

do not appear to have any actual religion or Ixdief in gods a- (iististei,

from ghods and ancestral influences; nor do they worry themselves umeh

about magic, though of course there are amongst them tlie usual black

and white ^Yitch doctors—that is to say, the sorcerers who tise thcdr

knowledge of poison, their unconscious tnesinerie powers, ami their (‘harla-

tanry for bad purposes; and the real medicine men or women who apply

a knowledge of drugs and therapeutics to the iietding of disea^es.

Amongst these, as amongst nearly all Bantu Negroes, there is tlie

lingering suspicion that the sorcerer or the person desiring to become a

sorcerer is a corpse-eater, a ghoul who digs up the bodies of dead [)eo[de

to eat them, either from a morbid taste or in the belief that this action

will invest him with magical powers.

Mcirriage amongst the Bakonjo is little else than the purchase of a

likely young woman by the young man who, through his own exertions

or the generosity of his parents, is able to present a sufficient number of

goats, iron hoes, or other articles of barter to his future father-in-law.

But the Bakonjo seem ordinarily to be a moral race, and in their ease it

was generally reported to me that intercourse between young unmarried

people was not a matter of common occurrence.

The Bakonjo smelt and. work iron, make pottery

^

weave Tnats, atid

carry on most of the industries customary among Bantu Negroes. On the

upper part of the Semliki River they make, and use small dug-out canoes.

323. A MUKONJO SMOKING TOIJACVO KKOM A l*n*K

IMAlJE or DANANA-LKAF STALK
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On Lake Albert Edward they construct rafts of arabatch, which they use

to assist them in fishing or in moving about the shores of the lake. They
also make small and clumsy canoes on the shores of this lake, somewhat
like those of the Baganda in that they are made of hewn planks fastened

together with leather thongs or string. Their tveapons are bows and arrows

and spears. They are not a warlike people. Of late years they have taken

somewhat kindly to the Belgian Government in the adjoining Congo Free

State, and large numbers of them are settling round the Belgian stations

on both sides of the tipper Semliki Eiver. Here they become industrious

agriculturists. The range of the Bakonjo tribe is somewhat curious, and

has never been rightly understood by travellers in those regions. As a

general rule the Bakonjo do not live in the forests, but occupy the grassy

or park-like land lying to the east of the great Congo Forest. But a

considerable section of the tribe nevertheless inhabits the flanks of the

southern half of the Euwenzori range from the south-east round to the

south-west, and here their settlements are made in the forest up to an

altitude of about 7,000 feet. But the woods which clothe this part of

the Semliki range have nothing like the density of that real tropical

Congo ” forest which is to be met with in the lower or northern half of

the Semliki basin, and thence

uninterruptedly to the Congo.

The woods of the Konjo part

of Euwenzori are thinner, and

are interspersed with - grass-

covered hills and slopes. The

Belgians therefore regard the

Bakonjo as the people of the

grass country, in contradistinction

to the Baamba and Babira, who

are the forest Negroes. Begin-

ning in the country of Toro, on

the eastern side of Euwenzori,

and extending thence over the

mountain range westward to the

edge of the Semliki Forest,

the range of the Bakonjo
continues in a wresterly direction

across the Upper Semliki along

the western shore of Lake

Albert Edward, and over the

high mountains which rise to

the west of that lake. In this
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way the Bakonjo tribe reaches in a south-we.-ierly direetiun Jh vvifldn a

short distance of Lake Kivu, always skirting the ^vl•^te^]y trend of tiit‘

forest wall.

The Batoko, together with other and scarcely distingni>lia(«le triin’s of

the district lying south of rnyoro. east of lluwenzuri, aia'i imrtli of

324. TOBO PR;iS^LNTS tTAI.I. AND SHOUT)

Ankole, are really only a section of the Banyoro, without, perhaps, quite
so much original mixture of Hamitic blood. Tall men are very common
amongst the Batoro, even where this is not due to recent Hamitic inter-
mixture. The average Toro peasant is rather a degraded type of negro.
The men dress themselves somewhat carelessly in roughly cured skins;
the women in a piece, of bark-cloth wound round the hips. Thev are apt
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to suffer from skin diseases, due possibly to poor food, much of their

sustenance being derived from sorghum porridge and eleusine ruimbi ”).

The Banyoro differ in physical appearance from the • Batoro, the

Bakonjo, and the Bairo. This is due to a greater fundamental mixture

in the past between these negroes and Hamitic and Nilotic invaders of

Unyoro. As a rule the Banyoro are rather nice-looking negroes, tall and

well-proportioned, with faces W’hich would be very pleasing were it not a

custom amongst them (a custom

which, as a rule, is not met with

south of Unyoro proper) to extract

the fonr lower incisors
;

this is a

practice learnt, no doubt, from the

neighbouring Nilotic tribes. As in-

dividuals of both sexes grow old,

their upper incisor teeth, having no

opposition, grow long and project

from the gum in a slanting manner,

which gives the mouth an ugly hippo-

potamine aj)j)earanee. The Banyoro

do not circumcise, nor are they as

a rule given to ornamenting the

skin by raising weals or cicatrises.

On the whole it may be said that

the Banyoro are not very dissimilar

in appearance to the average in-

habitant of Uganda, and, as wdll be

seen in Chapter XX., there is a

fairly close relationship between the

Urunyoro and Luganda languages.

They are not a oiaked peopjle, but

wear much the same amount of

clothing as is worn in Uganda,

though the bark-cloth manufactured

is inferior in quality, and a much
larger proportion of the people w'ear skins. Both skins and bark-cloth

^

however, are ra^Didly being replaced by the calico of India and America.

It is, however, still the custom in Unyoro that a man and wroman of

whatever rank must, for at least four days after the marriage cei*emony,

wear native-made bark-cloths. In the north of Unyoro, however, especially

amongst the Bachiope (Japalua), absolute nudity is the characteristic of

both sexes, no doubt owing to their Nilotic afiSuities and the influence of

^ Pennisetmi,

325. A WOM.\N OJj’ TORO
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the ‘‘ Naked iPeo] lie " on tin* north ami east (.f t'ae N'ietivria Ni;**, Xi»

striking ornaraei'ifs are worn, only a few* yomhU and : ra>' hr:u‘fir-!>.

strings of beads, and little Ifatiier mUoLvIs wuvktii with I t ails arai

containing charms.

The of the Paityoro are >imilar to tlioso ff T^'andii, lint nf nnu'h

rougher and less skilful construction, wirlmut any of th.o ivat ronlvo.Tk

that decorates the buildings of ll.e Ihigandn. Tlio rnyon* hoii^o-; orn r w^rv

little comfort or attein[it at rkvetit division by ]>artitio!i- int<t

places for individuals or inarviiMl conj'h^s. A whole fainilv n.av -'o-fp

promiscuously in one hut. The chietV dwi*lling< are not \orv niiu'h bi ttfO*

than those of the peasants. The ivsidone.s of Kahuroga, the fornit-r king.

326. A chief’s wife, TORO

and the enclosures round them, were well tjuilt, but this was due to the
presence at his. court of Bagauda refugees^ who erected these dwellings.

In likMtiaunet the Banjoro,. until, .quite .recently, were;
.

cototenied
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tration throughout UnyorOj the people have taken readily to the task of

making good roads, both as main lines of communication and from

village to village, together with fairly strong bridges across streams and

swamps.

Their weapons and means of defence are light spears, plain and flat

wooden shields, throwing spears or assegais, and bows and arrows, besides,

of course, the guns which are now very common. As regards the im-

plements of peace, they manufacture iron hoes and choppers and a small

knife, but none of these tools hears the neat finish characteristic of

Uganda manufactures.

The navigation of streams and sheets of water is carried on mainly by

VOL, II. 8

vith footpatJiS of the most primitive nature as means of communication,

Blere and there swamps are bridged after the fashion of Uganda. Since,

lowever, the exile of Kabarega and the establishment of a civil adminis-

327. A icing’s messengeb, tobo
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dug-out canoes, some of which iu times j-ust wo.e tumr-imliy ;ari<e, wj-.h

room for seventy men us rowers suul j.u<se!>.ecr>, Ti.e liiujyi.rM aU.>

construct rude rafh of bundles of {'Ujiyrns. 'i’hi-s,' ^erve li;,. oj

crossing small sluggish streams, lieing aeries t lie water with a

long pole. The canoe-making imhe^try. however, ha< .iuite e.ieil ..m

lately in nearly every jwt of Unyoro. exeeju ttie -nut aeru |ir.ivniee ot

that kingdom, which is now annexe.! to rganda. I,ikesvi-e but little

hunting is carried on in this country at the pre'eni ttrne, suiec toe

population has been decimated liv civil w.irs. !llrme!• inetii.ni'. tor

328. CHlEt’S or MBOOA (A TEUlllTOHY WEST Of THE SKM1.1K1 lilVEK)

slaying big beasts such as elephants were the game-pit and the heavily

loaded harpoon, which was suspended by a cord across the road along

which elephants, hippopotamuses, or buffaloes would travel It was-

formerly the custom for a hunter to pei'ch on a tree overhanging one
of these beast-roads, which traverse the bush in all directions. In this-

position he would hold a heavy spear ready to send it with force into the
hack of the animal behind the shoulders. Mr. George Wilson, when
collector in Unyoro, was assured by the Chiope hunters in the northern
part of that district that expert hunters were accustomed to catch puff-

^ders in a noose. They then nailed the living snake by the tip of ila
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tail in the middle of a buffalo track so that the enraged reptile might
strike at the bodies of the buffalo as they passed by. In this manner it

329. A MUNYOKO MAN (OB’ KABAREGA’S EAMILY)

was asserted that as many as ten buffaloes have been killed in one day by

one puff-adder. The body of the first buffalo killed would be discarded

as being poisoned, but the bodies of the other victims of the snake would
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»:
'ft' .

A- V?

.,x-

A'

hr W'-^i *!rSt*n;*' ‘rr

It i' ^ai«i hv i hr sa’iir atK h«»r

the liiirivuna !.;ur ur\r:' m

CUsh^lUril \o ItUli! ri? l;rr

tho lt»n|»anl. Aii*r!(*|tr< arr i*

aiiy raiir'lit iii \\rl<,

niraiis <ii' li'iat -''liart* t;.a^

with ia niiiay part^ nf AiV

Iniirx;. ’rin> rna^i-t u". a ^

rin'lr <.'l jujiitN ii .Trnu'a? ^

or roriK o!i wliiri; i- |tlarr<i a

iiuosr (»l It'athrr. I'i-ii arr

ill baskrtwork

Tiir ilotnf\shr tf ft >

?:hrO]), anti !4'i«at>, h

coim* srarrr ^incr tio* ircft

numbers of tluun ha\ ini( hern

off Id linketH anti l ^amla.

are not uunieroiis, and arr

kept as |H*ts, btdnu; very

eaten In- tin* |>t‘ople. Tin*

sheep, and <^oats are thost' ef

—tliat is to >ay, ilie t^mats an

are of tlie ordinary Tentrai

type, and the ealtU* helone

humped, short -horneti iireet

and tiien% ho\vevt‘r, showing

of having mingled in tiin

with the long-hurneil (iala ox

ally brought in l\v tin* Jhibi

The staple food at the

day is the sweet potato a

eleusine grain. The sesamum oil-seed and red sorghum corn

grown, besides a little maize. The people make a great deal of he

eleusine grain, and its consumption not infrequently leads to c

bouts and quarrels.

The marriage customs, so far as any now exist, are similar to t

force in Uganda, where the people have not changed owing
acceptance of Christianity.

As regards special customs connected with the birth of childr
present writer is informed by the Key. A. B. Fisher that Mien a
gives birth to a child she is placed on the floor of the hut before

330. A MUNYOEO SIAN (OF KABAREGA’S FAMILY)
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and remains inside her hut and in proximity to the fire for three days

after the child’s birth if it is a female, and four days if she has given

birth to a boy. When this period of rest has expired, her head is shaved

and her finger- and toe-nails are cut. The child’s head also is shaved.

The mother then seats herself in the courtyard of her hut with the child on

her lap. The husband and father brings friends to visit her and inspect

the child, much in the way already described in connection with the forest

Negroes. Then the husband makes his wife a present of bark-cloth,

and with the aid of his friends cleans out her hut and strews fresh grass

round the fireplace. When night comes the child is solemnly presented

to the ancestral spirits, or “Bachwezi.” The soTcer&r or priest, to whom
is delegated the cult of the particular “ muchwezi,” or spirit of the clan, to

which the family belongs, appears on the scene, prays aloud and intones

songs or hymns to the ancestral spirits, asking that the child may have

long life, riches, no illness, and, above all, that it may be a faithful believer

in the tribal and ancestral spirits.

He accompanies each special request

by spitting on the child’s body and

pinching it all over. The priest or

medicine man is then presented with

108 kauri shells, which are said to

be calculated on this allowance : nine

for each of the child’s arms, and

ninety for the whole of the child’s

body.

The Banyoro bury their dead in

much the same way as that already

related in connection with the forest

tribes.

No such thing as cannibalism

is ever heard of amongst them,

unless it be occasional allegations

of corpse-eating on the part of

wizards.

The Banyoro are divided into many
clans, which would appear to have

totems as sacred symbols or ancestral

emblems like the similar clans in

Uganda. This institution, however,

like so many other customs connected

with the Banyoro, has lately been

much defaced and obscured by the 331. a munyoeo
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appalling clepopulatioi I ni' ih.o fonv.trv iii,-;

invasions. Thp aniinais or piaiils a-' a/.f aria.’;, t.;*

as in Uganda, varying. Ijowovfr. witii t!o' r-r

symbols in the flora and fauna of I wynv^K Th'-r-* a

preponderance of ant floprs as tot4*ni> ooivi] an 'U w-t;, f t i

It is unlawful by custom h»r a Munyon* n> kisl I'V t-at t ;,

Thus, if the hartebeest sliouhl bo ttn* u^U'iw uf a oi.in or »;

of this elan must not kill or rjit tho i.artot-* *'-:
. i nr .i-r ; rt

to ascertain eitlu-r from jhinyia-o ov I'agau^ia tl.nr

any time believed the clan lo bo a«!ualiy tir-ei'inirij bi.r

chosen as a totem. The mattvu* rciuain> \ta;. nb.^ruri*. I* !i av !’>* r»

connected with ancestor-wor>hi|). whu-ii i- c'ertaiiti^ t!i<* -ti t

religious beliefs as are lieUl i.iy the Ilanyoro, as ;y Uio'! *<r!ier Xegr*

Each tribe or elan has its own ** iinieh\ve/.i.'‘ 'fl is wuni :r:n*d:i

the missionaries as '‘High Prie^t." Muehwfzi." ri-e.liv m

33 • A RAai AND BWE OF THE LARGE FAT-TAIIJEI) UNYOliO .BREEI> OF HHEEF

mean two things, or the same thing with two meanings. It ir
onginaUy both the ghost of an ancestor or chief and the indivit
t e superior, light-coloured Gala race of a,lmpst: Caucasian stock
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•entered these lands at different periods in remote and relatively recent

times, and which in the modified and more negroid form of the Bahima
constitutes the aristocracy to-day of all the lands between the Victoria

333. A RVT-TAILED SHEEP PROM UNYORO

Nile on the north and Tanganyika on the south. The muchwezi,” or priest,

who conducts this ivorship of ancestral spirits (each tribe or clan has

its own ancestral spirit, who is sometimes confused with the totem) is

equivalent to the sorcerer, medicine man, or witch doctor so common
everywhere in Negro Africa. But besides the accredited priest of the clan,

many individuals may set up to be doctors in white or black magic. More
will be said about the religious beliefs of the Banyoro when the Bahima
aristocracy are dealt with in the latter part of this chapter, since the

Bahima seem to have largely developed the religious beliefs and practices

of the aboriginal Negroes.

The ferocious thunderstorms which occur in Unyoro, as in most other

parts of the Uganda Protectorate, are not unnaturally associated somewhat

specially with the manifestation of spiritual power. Cases of people being

struck by . lightning are far from uncommon, and whenever such an event

occurs it is a signal among the Banyoro for a great ceremony connected

with the worship of the “Bachwezi.” The individual killed by lightning

is not moved from where he fell dead, but 7dne witches or old women
are sent for.^ These old women surround the body on all sides, each of

them holding a spear which is pointed downwards towards the earth. The

* The reader may note with interest how in Unyoro and Ankole in the religious

practices of the people the number 9 constantly occurs as a sacred number.
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women take up a croiu-ltiug -tiuaniriU i'U ! w’tn iiiviv

backs to the body. Then tlu? special inneawe/i, i*;- pra-'* n? ‘at* tvii^r to

which the dead man belonged, is sinniin‘ia>d. Wic-n iio arrive-, he hritsi^s

with him a small gourd basin tuii of water. The rrrnvii v/aie}. hri- hy

this time assembled draws near, and tlie priest spriukh- nf th»* people

with water as a sign of puritieation. Tiien he annonie't - it. a. h tnl voire

that the Bachwezi '' are angry becau>e >unie wrong-th .ino orrnrred

either on the part of the dead man or on th.e part <*f of h.i.- tdan.

For this wrong-doing the ancestral spirits have domajoieii a sirMin. l!ie

dead body is then wrapped up in the burk-c‘!otl: or -kin> airl ‘-atried out

into the long grass. Amidst the grass an ant-hill is for. and wla-ri

one of the right shape is found the corpse is [dated on tin* top oi it and

left there unburied. ’When this is done, the old wi»men-witeiio> together

with the priest assemble to investigate the I'an.se of tia- .'[Writs' aiiger. If

they can arrive at no clear decision as to the can.-e tatal if tht‘v do. inefi^nreji

are to be taken to remedy the wrong-doing), the j»riest of tin- iian d.einaiids

as a sacrifice a cow without blemish, and a slieep. a goat. a?jd a fowl,

which are one-coloured, without a spot. The.-e «animals are tio'n platted

in the centre of a circle formed by the witches, after whicii tie* iiag." daiice

round the sacrifice, chanting a chorn.s to the effect of 'M »

’

lhacliWo/i.’ aeccjit

these our offerings and let your wratli cease." It is .-can'oly necessary to

add that the ceremonies conclude by the priest and the wiicin^s laaking

a hearty meal off the sacrificial offering.

The Banyoro are not a jjartkolnrhj utijrfff ivct\ and imdt‘r the former

rule of their kings they were essentially immoral. Intitif-lity on the part,

of wives was readily condoned by the present of a goat or a jar t>f beer, or

a few kauri shells. But transgressions of tliis kind witii women belong-

ing to the big chiefs (the “bakama”) or the king Idmself were puni.shed

with death. Nevertheless, the king usimlly su[»porttHl in connect ioTi with

his own establishment a large number— }jerhu[>s — pioh'ssiunal

prostitutes, whose existence as an organised ci^rps was recorded bv all

travellers in Unyoro from the days of Sir Samuel Baker until the complete
upsetting of the native Government of Unyoro in 1895. Tltese women
were accustomed to go into the market places of big centre.s of popuilation

and openly shout their trade and ply for custom. In addition to these
women, whose ostensible status was that of servants of the
Kabarega and his predecessors would own from 1,000 to 3,000 wives uiid

concubines. Kabarega claimed to have been the father of 700 .children.

On the other hand, the Banyoro have generally been regarded as (M
honest mce—the exactions and raids of their chiefs and kings excepted.
Mr. George Wilson declares that theft is peculiarly rare amongst the
Banyoro, and they are honest to a degree which is exceptional in the
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Uganda Protectorate, where, as a rule, the people are a very honest lot

of negroes. Under the old native Government, if a case of theft took

place in the daytime, it was punished by a fine, but if at night, the

culprit was left to the mercy of the people he had robbed, and this

usually meant his being beaten to death with clubs and his body thrown

on to the main road. Nor are the Banyoro at the present day quarrel-

some, the race seeming to have spent its vigour and exhausted its energy

in the continual fighting which has gone on in that unhappy land for

the last forty or fifty years- Their chief vice at the present day is

drunkenness. Philanthropists in England who have never visited Africa

seem to imagine that the negro of the far interior who is carefully

shielded from contact with European forms of alcohol is a total abstainer*

On the contrary, he is far more frequently drunk on his own fermented

liquors than is the case with the negro of the west coast, who may have

easy access to European gin, rum, whiskey, or wine. Mr. Wilson describes

the Banyoro as “ splendid liars,” proud of their powers of deception, though

he considers that this duplicity was chiefly exercised in the past to evade

the intolerable exactions of their own chiefs, and that in contact with

Europeans who attempt to treat them justly they are fairly truthful.

The population of the District of Unyoro is estimated at the present

day as not exceeding 110,000. From the native point of view—an

arrangement which has received some ofEcial cognisance for the purposes

of tax-collecting—the country is divided into the following sub-divisions,

which correspond a good deal with tribal territories: Bugoma, Bugaya^

Kibanda, Kihukya, Bugungu (Magungu), Kahara, Bisu, Busindi, Buruli,

Chiope, Kikangara, and Kibero. Bugoma, which is largely forest, is the

most populous sub-division, as it has received and sheltered a good many
refugees from foreign and civil wars. Bugaya was formerly the name of

a very large country which is now divided between the kingdoms of

Unyoro and Uganda.* The people of the Chiope sub-division, which is a

region in the north of Unyoro bordering on the Victoria Nile, are largely

mixed with the Nilotic Acholi people from the north bank of that river,

and this mixture makes them quarrelsome and independent, besides filling

their speech with many non-Bantu words derived from the Acholi tongue^

though the basis of the Chiope dialect is Urunyoro.f This mixture with

* It would be interesting to inquire into the meaning of this name “ Bugaya,” which

is most widely spread (sometimes misspelt as Bugaihya or Ugaya), not only through-

out the Bantu-speaking regions of the Uganda Protectorate, but also reappearing on

islands and coast-lands all. round the Victoria Nyanza, even in regions which at the

present day are inhabited by non-Bantu Negroes.

t Ainong the Chiope are a people calling themselves the Japalua (the “ Shifalu ” of

Emin Pasha), who speak the same Nilotic dialect as the Alum of Albert Nyanza and
the Ja-luo of Kavirondo.
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Nilotic Negroes is also evident in the Buruli countrv tVoni tlie same cause

—proximity. It is, however, stated by Jlr. George Wilson that the

language of the largeish country of Bugungu (usitally. hut incorrectly,

given on the maps as Magungu) is quite different from the I’ninyovo speech.

The same statement is made by the missionaries, but no one has given

any examples of it as yet. From what the present writer can learn it

would seem to be a Bantu language of a very archaic form, closely .illied

to the Lihuku of the Lower Semliki Valley near the south end of Lake
Albert. Magungu was once a rich and well-populated country. Init it

was devastated and depopulated by the abominable Kabarega for no other

reason than that the Bagungu had assisted white irien from the north to

enter Unyoro in the days of Sir Samuel Baker.

The aristocracy among the Banyoro is locally known as the “ hakama
"

(“mukama in the singular meaning a chief). These nobles are either of
pure or mixed Hima (that is to say, Gala) descent.* This aristocracy
dining the last half-century has been a curse to the country, as its

members were peiqietually fighting one with the other when they were
not aiding there supreme king, Kamurasi or Kabarega, to raid, ‘ravish,
and destroy. In their internecine wars the Hima aristocracy must have
destroyed during the last fifty years a quarter of a million people
according to native accounts. When Kabarega grew more desijotic in his
intentions, he reduced the power of these nobles by setting one prince
against another, or by calling in the Lango or Acholi (Nilotic Negroes)
from the north to attack and reduce his too powerful vassals. These
Nilotic Negroes crossed the Victoria Nile at Kabaiega’s request and
massacred man, woman, and chffd, sparing none. Kabarega, for such
tofhng reasons as hearing that his feudatories showed undue kindness to
Europeans, would also depopulate large stretches of country. AU this
time Kabarega or his nobles with their undisciplined bands of vouna
wiuTiors would raid the northern prts of Uganda. This brought about
letuin raids of the Baganda, whose massacres and atrocities were second
to none. On one occasion not many years ago the Baganda drove anumber of Banyoro refugees- about 600-into some caves in the countrv
of Bugangaidzi, and then suffocated them by means of fires at the
entrance of the caves. On the whole, however, the survivors at- thepresent day who are sufficiently intelligent to review the past condition
of their country decide that their ex-king, Kabarega, had the dolefulhonour of exterminating a larger number of his own subjects by his own
massacres than was accomplished by any of his foreign foes or alb
During the warn between Unyoro and Uganda which followed the firs^

* It should be remarked here that the Bahiirm of Ankole are UsuafiiiEahuma or Bachwezi in Unyoro. ,

y oalled
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establishment of the British Protectorate over the last-named country, in

addition to the loss of life there was a further drain on the population of

Unyoro by the large emigration which took place into the Acholi country

and across to Belgian territory on the west side of the Albert Nyanza.

As if the. misdoings of their fellow Negroes were not sufficient for their

misery and destruction, that Providence which so strangely aftiicts the

African world visited this wretched country with appalling epidemics of

disease^ with droughts which caused famines and floods which caused

fevers, new diseases starting or old ones reviving after the famine and the

flood. The bubonic plague which is always simmering in these countries

near the Victoria Nyanza has visited Unyoro rej^eatedly, having largely

brought about the depopulation of the Buruli sub-division. In Bugoma
and Bugaya dropsy has attacked large numbers of natives, who have also

been scourged with dysentery—dysentery of such a virulent type that the

natives put it down to witchcraft. Smallj)ox has swept the country once

or twice within recent yeai*s, clearing off several thousand of victims.

Unyoro is said to have a form of leprosy peculiar to itself (“bibembi”),

which is so contagious that it may be caught merely by breathing the

air surrounding the leprous person or by passing through dewy grass

where the leper has j^receded. Syjihilis, introduced in all probability from

the Nile regions in the north (but a long while ago), is rife throughout

Unyoro. In the Bugoma forest the natives state that they suffer from a

malady which kills the skin and ultimately withers the nerves and

muscles.

It is i^robable that all these diseases are simply the result of famine

and of such a disorganised state of society as has obliged wretched human
beings to live in the greatest discomfort, often herded together in small

and filthy caverns. It may be stated briefly that since the capture of

Kabarega in 1899 and the establishment of a settled Administration the

population of Unyoro has been rajudly advancing towards health and

prosperity.

The original inhabitants of the Unyoro country^ (putting aside the

possibility of the land having once been occupied by a Pygmy-Prognathous

* It is perhaps advisable to mention that no native of this land calls it anything

hut “ Bunyoro.” The term “ Unyoro” is due to the fact that Speke, Grant, and Stanley,

and all the earlier explorers only spoke the Swahili language, and carried on all

their intercourse with the natives by means of Sw’ahili interpreters. In the Swahili

language the “ Bu-” prefix as also the “Lu-” prefix have both degenerated to “U-.”

Thus a Sw’ahili of Zanzibar speaks of Uganda instead of Buganda, Unyoro instead

of Bunyoro, Uddu instead of Buddu, and so on. British Governments are nearly

ahvays on the side of illogical and incorrect spelling, and therefore it is hardly

necessary to say that Uganda and Unyoro have been perpetuated by the British

Government for all time.
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race) are known as the Basita, and fi‘om all aceoiints were \'ery >iinilar

to the average Banyoro, Batoro, and Bairo (and no doubt to tlie P»a<>‘ancla),

who forna the main stock of the population of the districts of Unvuro,

Toro, and Ankole. To this day the Bairo race of Ankole soiuetinies styles

itself Basita.

There is a tradition among the old men of I.hiyoro tliat at a very

ancient period the whole of their country, including tlie forests, was

destroyed by fire after a long period of drought. This c‘iiuse(l a total

exodus of the Basita aborigines for the time being. But tliey were ruled

over at that time by a queen called Nyamwengi, whose original country

seems to have been the sub-division of Mwengi, now included within the

limits of the Toro District. But at that time this tarnily rnleil over

much of modem Unyoro, over the noithern part of Uganda, Toro, and

even a part of Northern Ankole. After this devastating tire Nvamwengi
revisited Unyoro and re-established the Basita in that country. Nvamwengi
was succeeded by her son Saza, who died without issue. But vSaza liad

a cook, and in all these countries at all times the king’s cook w'as a noble

or prince of high rank, a ‘‘ mayor of the palace.” Saza's cook, therefore,

(he was named Mukondo) seized the throne of Unyoro and founded the
house of Baranze, being succeeded by Hangi, Ira, and Bukuku. Bukiiku
was killed by Ndaula, a half-legendary person of Hima blood, or, as he is

locally styled, “ Muchwezi,” Bachwezi ” being, as already stated, a svnonvinous
term for the Hima or Gala invaders of the country and their descendants,
and a mysterious race of supernatural beings who are often now confounded
with ancestral spirits. The following is the legend current in l^nyoro
(according to Mr, George Wilson) regarding the advent of Ndaula

The last king of the house of Baranze, Bukuku, who, of course, was a l^Iusita-
an ordinary Negro-had a daughter called Nyinamiru. The sorcerers of the countr
told the king Bukuku that if this daughter bore a child that child would be tL
cause of the countp^’s destruction. Thereupon the “inukama,” or king, caused h
daughter to be isolated in the forests near the north end of Lake Dwern an
here she was attended by a woman servant. One day when this servant was i

the forest she was suddenly confronted by a man who informed her that his nanwas Isimbwa and that he was a hunter from Bugoma.* Isimhwa questioned tlwoman ns to what she was doing in the forest, and she tnl/i v.^rv. -u

entrusted with the teak of attending the daughter of Bnkuku the kina
follow=i the woman tak to whew, the king’, d.oghte, ™ SSd„ In^^time he had seduced Nyiuammi, who m due time bore him » .at. +i„^ 4.

Ndaula. Nyinamiru, in dread of her father’s angeT^”^ Tlf
”"‘^1

child into the waters of Lake iJweru. In her fear and haste she did I
she was doing : the bark-cloth in which the child was
mile the child was thus susiiended, the servant drew near^to: dig dly formate

NyL?a"®"“'
of Lny6ro.:near tie AjZ
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pots, and, seeing the child, and being struck by its beauty, rescued it and took

the babe to her home. She informed the mother that she had found a beautiful

thing in the lake. The mother, conscience-stricken, and recovering her maternal

feelings, arranged that that the woman should tend it. To prevent suspicion she

made the woman a present of a barren cow as a reward for the pot made, by the

woman, and subsequently repeated the jpresents in the form of milch cows until

the child was full grown. As Ndaula was nearing maturity, he met and quarrelled

with the mukama’s herdsmen, whose cattle drank from the same salted water holes.

So overbearing was he that the king was drawn into the quarrel, and went one

day wuth his herdsmen, placed his seat near the holes, and ordered the men to

wait for Ndaula
;
when he came they 'were to fall upon him and spear him. The

men did as they were told, but when they lifted their spears, their arms fell

powerless beside them. The king was very angry when they fled back to him with

their strange news, and, leaving his seat, he took his spear and went himself to

attack Ndaula. Ndaula thereupon killed him and, coming into the circle of

herdsmen, placed himself upon the king’s seat and proclaimed himself the king.

The herdsmen then ran to the daughter of Bukuku—she was his only child—and
cried out that Bukuku had been killed by Ndaula. She raised her voice and said,

“ To-day I have heard both evil and good—my father is dead, but my son is king.”

Ndaula was the first of the house of the Bachwezi.

He at once divided the country into eleven parts. Bwera he gave to Waniala
;

Buruli to Lubanga (rather half-witted) *
;
Mwengi to Mugeni

;
Kiaka, being a good

hunting country, to Ibona, a hunter
;
IBunyara (now in North Uganda) to Mugarra

(known as having a rolling walk); Burega (west of Lake Albert) to Mulindwa (he

was credited wdth exceptional supernatural powers, even for his race-bringing death

at a word)
;
Chumya was given part of Uganda, as he had trading tendencies

;
the

Sese Islands were given to Mukasat (until recently there was a praying stone

—

iron—called Mukasa on one of the islands)
;
Bugoma "was given to Nsinga

;
Kahauka

had Toro
;
Bugaya, Bugungu, and Chiope were given to Kilo. With the exception

of Mukasa, these were all brothers of Ndaula. Mukasa is supposed by some to

have been a brother, others say a follower of the family.

About this time Isimbwa (the father of Ndaula) ^vent hunting in Bukedi. There
he was attracted by a young woman whom he saw in the field, made overtures to

her, and later on the woman bore a child, Lukedi (or the “ Man of Bukedi,” the

Land of Nakedness). There was a severe law in force in Bukedi against

seduction, and search was made for the seducer of this woman, but she refused to

expose him, and taking her people to a tree, said she had conceived as she slept

under that tree. This tree has been called Nyabito. The BakediJ race were

known in Unyoro as “the bad people,” principally on account of their fierce

demeanour, accentuated by their peculiar head-dress and very black complexion.

Lukedi, as he grew in years, was noted for the habit he adopted of going alone on

the bank of the Nile, leaning on his spear whilst standing on one leg with the

other bent and the foot resting on the upright knee, his eyes ever on Unyoro

* The peculiarities and characteristics of these brothers are still recorded in

songs and dances.

t First an ancestor, now a great ancestor spirit ruling the lake waters,

t “ Bakedi ” means “ the naked.” It is the name given by the Baganda and Banyoro

to the Nilotic Negroes. Bukedi is equivalent to the modern districts of Acholi

and Bukedi (the Lango country).
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opposite. A story told by the old men, and in their songs, says that in Nilaula’s

reign a few Bakedi crossed the Nile, raided the cattle, and were ]»ractii-ally uninolestod

until Ndaula’s brother Kagora, a mighty man in wav aiul in hunting, rallii'd the
people together and attacked the Bakedi raiders, killing all hut two, a lUiUi and a

woman. These, by some sort of stratagem, recovered a lot of the i*atrh.‘ and took
them into the forest, w'here they resisted all efforts to dislodge them, Tlu* people
in the vicinity were exasperated by finding that every day their salted water pans
(for cattle) were destroyed. So Kagora took the matter in hand, and eanght and killed
the Bukedi man. The woman, pregnant at the time, on seeing this, struck Kagtn-a
in the stomach with a stick, cursed him, foretelling that he shoultl nev^.-r iiave
issue. A mark peculiar to females appeared on his forehead, and being thus sljanicd
before men, he resolved to leave the earth, and disappeared heavenwards. From tliat
day lightning is regarded as the symbol of his wrath. The woman went into the
Budonga forest, where she gave birth to so many devils that the country became
noxious to the Bachwezi. Other signs of ill -fortune api^eared, so, rendered desperate,
they appealed to their oracle—in which ceremony fate was read in tlie entrails of
a cow. On this occasion they could find no stomach. A Bukedi medicine man
(who hajjpened to be a friend of young T.ukedi) visited the Bacliwezi. lie was
appealed to. He cut open the head of the slaughtered cow, in which lie foinui the
missing stomach, told the people that its presence there signified loads on the head
and indicated the necessity of the Bachwezi packing up and moving elsewiicre'
This appealed to the Bachwezi, now tired with supernatural ])ersecutioiis, but on
leaving they suspected the Bukedi man’s motives, and made ready to kill him. He
was warned, and fied to an adjacent hill, saw the caravan file off. and at onee went
to tell Lukedi there was a country without rulers, and which waited only a strom^
mans effort to secure it.* By this time Lukedi was made aware of his’ v»arenta‘--eHe crossed over to Chiope ostensibly to hunt, went across the country amiapared at the usual, mukama’s settlement, and found that the Basita, a's thea origin^ race was called, excepting only the women, were all away Imntim-, thatbeing a time of exceptional famine. In the principal house was a woman who had
just given birth, and was seriously sick. Lukedi cured the invalid and ivon thewomen over, and by a trick secured the royal drum, which was in their koeuhvramongst others, and on the return of the men assumed such an attitude, lielped l>vthe possession of the drum, that they at once accepted him.

'

Thus Lukedi became king. His house is called after the name of the tree

From hzm springs tlie present race of Bakama (“big chiefs”), who have comedown m direct line as follows

®

1. Lukedi.

2. Olimi.

3. Sansa.

4. Luhaga I.

The Bachwezi went through Bugoma to the Albert Lake Tim id i:. ^

race. Some followers of the R«i>'hwe
•

^^here they became the dominant

«P ' again. ThSe TXrfed lake had closed

Bahima). All evidence points to
ancestors of the Unyoro Bahuma. (or

havingU a
1“"“’ of Unyoro kin^
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5. Chwa.
6. Wingi.

7. Luhaga 11.

8. Kasoma.
9. ^Kyebambe (or Nyamutukura).

10. Nyabongo (or Mugeni).

11. Kamurasi.

12. Kabarega.

Of these Bahama only two have reigned long—Luhaga I. and Nyamutukura.,

The terms of the others generally reached only nine or ten years. Kabarega’s case

is also exceptional.

In the case of Kyebambe, otherwise called Nyamutukura, son of Sansa, he lived to be

so old that his w’omen occasionally caused spikes to be hidden in his bed so as to hasten,

his end.t Mugeni, sou of Nyamutukura, had a troubled reign, although lasting only

nine years. There were constant rebellions. Being old at the time of accession, his-

women, to avoid his following in his fathers footsteps and becoming a useless

encumbrance, overlaid him whilst sick, and thus killed him. Since then a law has

been eij^orced that when a king is sick his women must be excluded from his enclosure.

Before Mugeni’s death, his son Kamurasi was given the plantations of Pauka, his cousin..

The latter rebelled in Bugungii, and Kamurasi went to fight him. Pauka fled to an

island on the lake. Kamiirasi’s followers refused to go after him there. Not caring-

to take Pauka’s cattle, he took the people’s instead. This caused them to rise. He
was defeated and wounded in his arm. While Kamurasi was absent, Mugeni died, and.

the people placed his brother Nakubari on the throne. Kamurasi heard this at Buruli.

He marched to Chiope, joined forces with Luyonga, the chief there, and allied himself

with the Bakedi. They fought and conquered Nakubari, who was killed. Kamurasi
ruled Unyoro coincidently with the reign of Suna in Uganda. He then returned

with the Bakedi to Bngunga and defeated Pauka, wko was killed. He reigned nine-

years only. His ruling was regarded as oppressive. Early in his reigii his six brothers

rebelled and defeated him. He fled to Buruli, but was followed, and was obliged to-

take refuge on a small island hidden in the sudd. His young brother, of the same
mother, went to him and upbraided him as a cow^ard, threatened that if he did not

recover his manhood he himself would collect an army and fight the rebels, and if he-

won he should seize the throne. Kamurasi, regaining courage, followed him, joined

forces, and killed the six brothers. That left three relatives (probably cousins), who
seized Chiope. The people there welcomed them. Kamurasi repeatedly sent armies,

to Chiope, until the people fled to Bukedi. A year’s residence there tired them, and
they returned. They fought three battles, in each of which one of the relatives was.

killed. The Chiope people, loyal to their choice, placed Tibulihwa, a son of one of

the relatives, on the throne as their king. (He was afterwards killed by Kabarega,)-

Kamurasi, however, merely ignored him. Soon after he died.

Kabarega then reigned. His brothers objected, rebelled, defeated him, and placed

Kabagomiri in his stead. Kabarega fled to Buruli with a brother, Kabagonga. They
returned against Kabagomiri and defeated him. He fled to Ankole, soon collected an
army there, returned, and was defeated by Kabarega, and a great number of the

Bankole were slaughtered. (Ireta was captured here as a boy.) Kabarega got help

from Mutesa in this fight. (Kangawo was sent.) Kabagomiri quietly went round the:

* Koboyo, his son, rebelled and took possession of Toro,

t He was too old and feeble even to retaliate.
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outskirts to Chiope, where he somehow got twenty “Turks" Kgypt. At tlu* same
time Kabarega secured thirty Sudanose soldiers. In n light Kabagomiri was shot in

the chest, and Kabarega was secure. Soon after Baker i^tsha arrivt.-d, and from that

time the history of the country is well known.

The story may be worth adding that Xdaula was a man of ivxnaordiuury taUer-

prise. Among other things, he built a house so large that it took four years ti> iinish

it. A great point handed down is that it had eighteen doors, and that than- was
no equal to it within knowledgeable distance.

Another version of this legend of Lukedi and tlie historv of tito I'liyoro

dynasty has been furnished to the present wu-iter by the lun“. A. B. Fishtn-,

of the Clinrch Missionary Society's mission in Unyoro:

—

Lukedi was a great hunter of supernatural ])Owers, greatly feared by all. One
day he crossed the river, coining south into a strangers coniitry. hhuering a large
enclosure, he Saw there a beautiful w^oman whose name was Kilemera. This woman
betook to be his wife, and first built his house in Chiope, l.mt onlv remained there
two months, and finally made a big capital at Miiduma. Lut here lie had troulde
with his mfe Kilemera, who finally left him and emigrated to rgamla with a
large following, and became the mother of many children. After the separation
from his wife Lukedi was taken ill and died. His eldest son, by his former wife
Kilemera, whose name was Lukedi Lw’‘aingalaki, became the head of the pe«'»}»]e wlioui
Lukedi had ruled. He became a great king, and made his capital in llugaehya;
afterwards moved to Biijawe, and there died. Kyebambe, his son, was made king
in his place. He moved his capital into Bugoma, and there died. Linvaga reigned
in his stead, but being dissatisfied wdth the country of Bugoma, he inoverl back again
to Chiope, and then finally settled in Bugaya

;
here he died, ami his son >Sansa

roamed the country, never stopping long in one iilace.
While at Kilimba he fought with a great Uganda king called Semakokiro, and
during the fight Semakokiro was killed. Soon after this one of Kansas servants
seduced his masters wife. He was called up for trial before the kius, and when
judgment was given a^iust him he seized a spear and killed the king. Then

Luwanga followed. Then

S2 Pat This last .sent
his wn Patino to fight the Balega, who retumed.with many slaves and much cattle.

feiuftir 5 ««‘«ed in Toro and became

hi^caSaASl^il Bunyoro and madehis capital at Kilagula, At his death his son Kabarega became king. Kabare^m at

TelSd'a ZTt Z then the rebel kfng of Toiuand

trw3 Hot ! A
Mugenyi, his son, to fight. The battleSH” s

rSljBSt™ Cg ft.™* “ •* ‘rS-

‘”"5 “i abo,.
When Olimi heard of tlii»

®™'» y®8nlekwa, to try and reconquer the country,wnen Miimi heard of this, he sent messages to the king of Ankole, Mutambqkk,
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and asked foi* help. This was
readily given. Instead, however,

of going to light Kabarega, the

army Avent into Busongola,

fought with the people there,

and conquered the country.

Kabarega’s second attempt also

failed. However, there was
much dissatisfaction amongst

Olimi’s chiefs. Kalikula, a -big

chief, rebelled and fought against

him, and conquered his army.

Then Kabarega sent off Mate-

bere and Lusongoza with a great

force, and wdien Oliini heard of

it he fled to Bada. Then all his

chiefs fought against him, and
betrayed him into the hands of

Matebere, who, having conquered

the whole of Toro, returned to

Kabarega with Olimi as his

prisoner, leaving Mukalusa, one

of his under-generals, to guard

the country. Finally, Kabarega
sent Kikukule to take his place.

All the princes then escaped to

Ankole, and were kindly treated

by the queen-mother (Namasole),

whose name was Kiboga. During this period the Baganda made many raids into

Toro, a notable one being that led by the Mukwenda, Kiyega, who brought with

him Kakende, and left him there to be the king. The Balusula Avere driven from

Toro during the raid, and Kakende built his capital at Kisomolo. But he did

not remain there long, for Kabarega, after two attempts, drove him from the

country, and he returned to Uganda. Kasagama, who was then quite young and
living in Ankole with the other refugees, also went into Uganda. After a few

months Captain Lugard brought Kasagama back to Toro and made him king.

Ka!?agama, the king of Toro (of Uiiyoro race), gave the following

additional legends about the coining of Lukedi, his partly mythical ancestor

(the translation was supplied so me by Mr. Fisher, C.M.S.) :

—

. . . Wamala, king of Bunyoro, sent off a messenger, wdio went and stood on

the shores of the lake and called aloud to Isimbwa’s son to come and take possession

of the country. Then came Lukedi himself to the lake shore, bringing with him a

goat and a fowl and a child, who was decked out with numerous beads on liis

neck, arms, and L^gs. They put a crown of nine beads on his head, and a large band
of nine beads on either leg

;
then they threw him into the lake as an offering to the

gods. Lukedi then crossed the lake into the country of Kanyadwoli, and while

resting in the shade of a tree a man brought to him a pipe of tobacco to smoke,

which he did, and then knocked the ashes out on to the ground. Immediately a

plant of tobacco sprang up. He then xiroceeded towards Wamala’s capitial,

VOL. II.
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who came out and greeted him heartily. The chair on which he sat in tlu* Ir

w’as afterwards called Kaiezire. Waiiiala died, and laikevli iiecaine, ki!i.'.r. Lu
made a great feast and sacrifice to the “Bachwezi ” as a prn|»itiat*>ry ntriTinii'. Ik*

sent for nine fowls and killed them, one cow without hlcinish, and nuc si

These also were killed, and the intestines of those animals were taken and ]»l

on the side of the main road. Several men wore then jilai't'd watch tn

that no insect touched them. After some time Lnkodi sent n messe-npi’ with
large bark-cloths to wrap them up in. After this he selertcil nine cows,
elderly women, nine j^oung women, nine loads of beads. Tiiesc. thinju^-^ were
taken to the top of a large hill called Abulii. The women and rows wen*
killed, and their bones burnt with fire; the beads were made into a head-dress.
Lukedi wore it, and the ashes from the bones of the women wore scattered u}m»i

head. And the sacrifice Avas finished, and the “Bachwe/Zr' prujati a ted.

The real reading of riivoro's past liistorv stu-ius to riiii (»n t

lines: Long ago, perhaps 2,000 or 3,000 years back. In-gan a stu’ie;

invasions of Unyoro by a cattle-keeping Gala }>enple iVom the math-'
the ancestors of the modern Eahima. These folk apja^ar tu have o
from the north-east, or countries to the south (.>f Abyssinia, and the
of Somaliland. Apparently they came round the north end of .1

Eudolf and then directed their course south-Avestwards into the conn
which are now knoAvn vaguely to the Bagauda as Bukedi for the Lan
Nakedness). But the land of Bukedi w'as then, as now (though, m^t per
to the same extent), peo];)led by a Avarlike race of Nilotic Negroes,
modern Acholi, Lango, Llmiro, etc., and (according to tradition)
Eahiina did not find the means of settling cloAvn eondVatubl v in t

lands to the east and north of the Victoria Nile. So tb(‘y c'rosseil
into Unyoro, but for various reasons—possibly the hostility V)f the B
Negroes aaTio^ had preceded them—did not at first remain there,
pushed steadily south till they reached the healthier plateaux of

'

Ankole, and Karagwe.'^ It is possible that in all these lands to the
and south-Avest of the Victoria Nyanza they did not meet Avitli sm
determined resistance from the former occupants of the soil, Avho niav
been the pioneers of the Bantu Negroes, and Pygmies, like tliose of

l^ealthy uplands which lie between the Avest

“S'*
'““‘y Tms««yika the Gal, im,

o iqiiatopial Africa dwelt in seentity with theit herds of lojig-hf
mttle, incTeased and mulUplied, and began to stretch out their 1

Z "if
“ *'“ *•“ (*» * Sneat entent

g toiest barred tbeir progress westwards). Their pioneers, i

coast of tLt lake, a«d so on S Se Sem£ V
of the Congo PorW ^ *<>
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after the fashion related in the legends, must have I’etraeed the path of

their race to Unyoro.

At the same time, no doubt, subsequent to the original invasion, other

bands of Gala people had quitted the Acholi and Lango countries to

establish themselves in Unyoro. The original source from which these

G-ala herdsmen came must have become exhausted, while the multiplication

and increased vigour in arms of the Nile negroes of the Masai-Turkana

stock and of certain sections of stranded Bantu negroes to the east of the

Victoria Nile probably barred the way to any further intercourse between

the lands of the Gala and the Somali on the east and the Victoria

Nyanza on the west. So it came about in time that l-nyoro was added

to the kingdoms or states which were governed by kings of Gala descent,

or at any rate by an aristocracy or ruling caste of Gala blood—blood, of

course, with -which inevitably that of the indigenous Negro was mingled

in varying degree. Leading men of this Bahima stock must have founded

dynasties in Unyoro, Uganda, Karagwe, and other countries between the

Victoria Nyanza and Tanganyika. At one time, no doubt, there w’as a

“ kitwara,’’ or emperor, of Hima blood who gi'oiiped together under his rule

the countries of Uganda, Unyoro, Toro, Ankole, and Karagwe. This was

probably the heyday of PEainitic civilisation, which subsequently declined

through internecine wars and the gradual “ negrification of these countries

—that is to say, the decline in proportionate numbers of the people of

pure Hamitic stock and the disproportionate increase of the Bantu Negro.

There seems early to have sprung up a separate dynasty in the

countries which are now grouped together as the Kingdom of Uganda,

.and some cause at the same time brought about a distinct separation in

language between those wdioin we may call the Baganda (the people of

Buddu, Sese, the home districts of Uganda, Kiagwe, and Busoga), and

both Negroes and Hamites in the domain of Unyoro. The speech of

Unyoro extends at the present day with very little variation from the

^'ictoria Nile and the Albeit Nyanza on the north through Toro, Ankole,

Karagwe, Kuanda, and Businja to the south-west shore of the Victoria

Nyanza, and to within a short distance of the north end of Tanganyika.

This language also reappears on the Bukerebe Archipelago in the southern

part of the Victoria Nyanza. It may safely be assumed that wherever the

Unyoro dialects are found at the i)resent day there the allied dynasties of

Bahima origin have ruled— are, in fact, ruling now. But in Uganda (as

will be seen in the following chapter) the dynasty, though it sometimes

claims descent from an Hamitic stock and to have had the same founders

-as started the royal houses of Unyoro and Ankole, nevertheless has

remained much more negro in features (judging by its recent kings) than

is the case in Ankole and Karagwe. It is quite possible that the kings
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of Uganda descend from an aiicMov who was ji Ihimi ]irgn> witli

or no Hima blood in liis veins, and that sutdi sliL»}it ndinmifitf (•{’ jb

as some of the Baganda princes or jndnccsses dis) is nirrclv di

their Bantu progenitors having Tuarricd woiut*n of {{{ina un'gin. In

for the matter of that, the ex-king of Unvuro. Kabavi-ga. wiio r

descent from an Hamitie ancestor, is quite a negro in a{i|i«‘aianee. a

his father. Kainurasi. It is only in Ankole, Karagwo. and <a}ier coni

to the south that the iwal families seem to he uf moviiiietl <iala I

even though many of the subsidiary chiefs and imicli <»r tin* arisiiKTa

all these countries (excepting Uganda) are of such chair llamiiic di

that many of them strangely resemble ancient ami ino»lern Kgvjt

In Uganda proper the Bahima never seem to have nhraiiied sacli a

over the country as farther to the north and west. Tlie Hima idtmio

the dynasty is, as I have already said, dui‘ to kings of I gamia h;

married handsome slaves or princesses from Unvor<j or Ankoh*. in it
the people of Hima stock at the present day have become a c.

herding caste which marries within its own limits, and mixes iuit

with the Bantu Negroes.

Mr. George Wilson^ has been kind enough to forwarti me
following fables, stories, and legends which he has obtained iV<»in

Banyoro. It should be premised that the beast stories nuich rest
those of other parts of Negro Africa, besides certain fables of Europe;
Asiatic origin. In all the African stories, however, the liarr* take:
place of the fox as the embodiment of astuteness, and the le
replaces the wolf of European folk-lore.

Fables.

day a hyaena went to visit some of his friendhouse there ^yas a small calabash standing, in which oil had beenstraightway ate the calabash. Whilst walking over the room he saw’caterpillars T^se he also ate. In fact, everything he saw-skins refusehe devoured. His friends said to him, “Why do you eat thus grossly ? "yc

reSeTfte hv»nr^ if
greediness.” “ 1repaed toe liysna, I badly need such medicine; I am verv ereedv” “T

tSeSrJJSo Sesifeet” ho,

time, until he reached%ho hous^ of thrMuTumat
asked the hvsena “ f ^-an you cure greedin

A sheep was brought aid kiUed. At 3! ^A
eat ! I \V2

a cur

tt”" hy*ua exefaimed “ Ahtit. Well, Im snre !” saad the Muhuma. “You come he^e for

t I? Protectorate.

The Muhuma hero is a fmShwi't'tiST Ba-h
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greediness, and immediately you Avant to begin eating. Keep quiet, be patient.”

The sheep wa.& cut up, and the nice fat tail tied round the hyaena’s neck. A water-
jar having been given him, he was told to fetch water in which to cook the tail

for the medicine. On the way lie said to a friend who had gone with him, “Why
should I carry this tail which smells so nice ? Come, let us eat it.” “ Nonsense !

”

said the friend. “You must be cured.” Again the scent of the meat overcame him,
and again the friend said, “No

;
you must be cured.” “Hang the cure!” said the

hyaena, and, bursting the cord which held the tail, promptly demolished the meat.
Until this day the hyaena is still possessed with the disease of greediness.

(2) I'he Leo'parcl—ln olden times leopards never caught their victims by the

throat, always by the arm. One day a man, on being caught by the arm, and
having the good fortune to escape, boasted publicly of his great luck, saying,
“ WJiat a foolish beast the leopard is ! If ivith its enormous strength it caught by the

throat, it would be sure of eveiy victim, whereas now what harm is done when it

only catches the arm?” The leopard, who happened to be passing, heard the

boast, and in its turn said, “ What a fool is man to teach his enemies how to kill

him !
” From that day the leopard has caught its victims by the throat.

(3) The Hycena's Cry.—This fable is the Unyoro version of “A bird in the hand is

worth two in the bush.” A hysena, whilst wandering in search of food one night,

passed by a but in which a sick man was lying, being tended by his friends. The
hyiena listened to their talk. “Why,” said one man, “does he not die when he is

so sick and let us bury him quickly, instead of keeping us waiting here throughout

the night.” “Ah,” thought the hyaena, “why should I tire myself wandering on,

when I have a meal so near at hand. It will be but little trouble to me to unearth

him after he is buried.” So he waited on till the man should die and be buried.

The man, however, recovered
;
and in the morning, on looking out, the hysena was

seen by the friends to be walking away disconsolately. A little later they heard

it howling and crying out, “ The owner of that house is crazy
;
he has been drinking

liquor (‘mwengi’). He kept me from searching for my food last night, saying the sick

man was about to die. The man has not died, and so I have had no food, and am
hungry. Are they all drunk?” Until this day this is the hytena’s cry.

(4) The Hare and the Tortoise .—A hare and a tortoise were great friends. One
day, having decided to search for their food, they went out and dug a hole in an

ant-heap to trap the ants as they came out. As the time drew near for them to

collect them, the , hare thought, “ Why should an old fool like the tortoise share

the feast with me; I can easy outwit him.” Thereupon he told his friends to wait

in a quiet place for the tortoise, to fall upon him, and, being careful not to hurt

him, carry him into the long grass, through which he would have great difficulty in

pushing his way back, then the hare might enjoy the feast alone, and directly he

had finished scamper off home. The tortoise, already tired and vexed with the

struggle of making his way through the long grass, went to the ant-hill and

found nothing left. He w’as interested, however, in seeing the footprints of his

comrade there, and more vexed as it. flashed upon him how he had been outwitted.

“ Ah, my cunning friend,” said he, “ I will be even with you for this.” On reaching

home he was met by the hare, who effusively received him. “My dear old

comrade,” said he, “ how thankful I am to see you safe ! I feared you w’ere killed

!

I only escaped myself by the merest chance. Three spears fell quite close to me

;

we must not go to that ant-hill anymore.” “Never mind,” said the tortoise, “our

enemies are not likely to be at the same spot again ;
it will be quite safe to go

another day.” The tortoise, knowing the selfish hare would sneak out to feast

alone, arranged with his friends to catch the hare when engrossed with his meal,
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“Wait for him,’’ said he, “and when he has Ms head deep in the hnkM^ouiuv np<.n

him' But” he added, remembering the friendship the have had slnnvn him in

not ordering him to be killed, “do not kill him/’ “Oli/’ remonstrated tin- tnends.

‘^ve like hare, we want to eat him.” “Very well,” said the tortoise, “but il ><.u

kill him quickly, he will be tough. You must take him home, make a ynt remly

half-filled with fine oil and salt, put the hare in it, and leave a hole in the vover so

that you may add cold water from time to time, for if yon let tlie oil gc-t Imt you

will completely spoil the hare, so be very careful not to let it boil." The friends

did exactly as they were told. They trapped the hare and carried him bm-k with

them, put him in the pot with the nicest of oil and the i»ro])er anmuiir of salt,

and placed it on the. fire. Water was added occasionally through the hole made in tlie

cover. After some hours, wdieu all was thought to he ready, the friends having

washed their hands and nicely laid out the dishes and seated themselves expectantly,

the pot was placed in the middle of them, the cover withdrawn, when In y :
]iresto.

out popped the hare and to their horror scrambled off. “Dear me,” said the tortoise

as he received him, “where have you b3en?” “Alas!” said the hare, “I, liave been

in great danger
;
I nearly lost my life. I have been caught, cooked, ami only liy a

miracle escaped with my life.” As he said this he began to lick himself. The

tortoise, noticing a look of pleasure rapidly succeed that of fright with wliicli he hatl

first entered, went across and also began licking the hare. “How delicious !
” said

he. “Getaway!” said the greedy hare; “you have not been in the i>ot, nor been

through all the trials I’ve been through. Keep off!” The tortoise, feeling that his

cunning had supplied the oil and salt, began to w’ax angry. “Let me have y<nir

left shoulder and side to lick.” “ I will not,” said the hare, more and more enjo> ing

himself. The tortoise left in a great fury, and ran into the arms of his friends, who
were coming to him in a towering rage. “ What did you mean ? ” said they. “ Through
your advice ^ve have lost not only the hare, but also all our beautiful oil and salt.

When we uncovered the pot the hare jumped out and ran off* with it all clinging to

him.” “Dear me,” said the tortoise, in his rage lost to every feeling of friendslii]K

“this is very sad. Now, I will tell you what to do. Arrange a dance ami invite

the hare, and when he is danchig to your tom-toms, seize him, and this time kill

him.” This was done, not a moment being lost, when once the hare was trapjicd,

in killing, skinning, and cutting him up, so as to ensure Ms not this time escaping.

And thus the hare himself was outwitted, and perished through his greediness
and selfishness,

(5) The Hare and the Elephant.— day a hare came upon an elejihant standing
expectantly at an ant-liole which had only that morning been dug by himself with
a view to Ms evening meal. “ What hard luck !

” said the hare. “ What can I do
against that big hulking brute, who wants to steal my dinner ? I will try a plan.”
He returned to his home, made a torch of four reeds, and passed by the elephant
at a great pace. “Who are you said the latter. “Pm a hare.” “Where are you
going*?

’ “ Oh,” said the hare, “we hear that an elephant is stealing our ants,”
and then scampered off. A little farther on he put out the torch, and sneaked
round by a by-way to his home, relighted the torch, and again went to the elephant*
“ Who are you ? ” said the big beast. “ A hare.” “ Where are you going ?

” “ Oh ”

said the hare, my comrades called me because an elephant is stealing our ants,”
and again went off quickly. As before, he sneaked round to his home, and then
passed the elephant. “Who are you?” said the elephant. “Pm a hare.” “Where
are you going ?

” “ Haven’t you seen my fellows pass this way We are meeting
in numbers, as we mean to have our meal which an enemy is trying to steal,” and
again ran off. Goinground once more to his home, he again came up with the elephant
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“ Who are you?'' said the big animaL “Tin a hare.” “Where are you '

“Are you blind that you haven’t seen iny comrades passing? However, Tve no"^"
time to talk.” The elephant, affected by the air of mystery, became uneasy, and
tliouglit it time to be off. 'When tlie hare came round for the last time he saw
nothing but the wagging of the elephant’s tail in the distance. So he screamed
out, “ There he is ! there he i.s ! After him ! after him !

” and laughed uproariously

as lie heard the big brute crashing through the woods. He then went quietly

back alone to his feast, chuckling as he thought of the splendid success of his

stratagem.

(6) The Bird and the Elephant.—Just as the season for sowing grain was drawing
near, the bird and tlie elephant met, and became involved in an argument as to

who had the bigger voice. The dispute getting heated, they decided to lay the

question before the big assemldy. “We have come,” piped the little bird, “to have
the iinestion settled as to who has the bigger voice, my friend the elephant or

myself?” “Yes,” grunted the elephant, “this insignificant little thing has the

impudence to say his little s<iueak is more pow’erfiil than my trumpeting.” “ Well,”

said the little bird, “ our homes are tw’o hours a\vay. Do you think that, if you
bawled your loude.st, your people w’ould hear you call from here?” “Of course,”

sneered the elephant :
“ but what do you think you are going to do, you puny little

thing?” “Now, don’t get angry,” chirped the bird. “To-mprrow morning \ve will

meet at dawn, and both call to our friends to have our dinner ready
;
but, as you

sneered at me, we will make the stakes ten eow’s, to be paid by the loser to the

winner.” “ Eight you are !
” clmekled the elephant. “ I want some more cattle.

Good-bye, you little fool !
” and w^ent off laughing. The bet was confirmed by the

“baraza.” The cunning bird at once made arrangements. He got his mates to perch

within heaving distance of each other along the line to his house, “Now w^e will

see,” said he, “ how' wit can triumph over brute force.” At dawn the next morning

they met as agreed. The elephant w’as given “ first try,” and bawied four times in

his loudest voice. “Have you quite done?” chirped the little bird. “Yes,’^

sneered the elephant
;

“ squeak aw^ay.” The little bird gave his orders, and they

tramped off together. They decided that the elephant being the bigger, they would

visit his home first. As they drew near, the elephant became uneasy at the quiet that

reigned, and w’as extremely angry to find not a soul about. One w-as aw^ay getting

food, another drawing water, another gathering firewood, and the rest, not expecting

anything to occur, w’ere also out. “ Now,” said the bird, “ we will try my luck.”

As they a]>})roached they heard great sounds of bustling
;
the patlnvays were clean,

the courtyard swept, the bird’s friends w’ere all neatly arranged in lines to do honour

to the gue.st ; mats w’ere laid down in the house, and an abundant feast was

prepared. “Ab, my friend,” piped the little bird, “do not be down-hearted. Be

thankful you have learnt at so small a cost not to despise a rival, how^ever small

he may be. 8o now' let us ‘eat, drink, and be merry.’” Next day the elephant

handed over the cattle to the bird.

]\IlSCELLANEOUS STORIES.

At the beginning of Kabarega’s reign there was a man called Miiguta, who

refused to obey any of the orders of the king. Any messengers sent for taxes, or

to call him for labour even for the king, w’ere ahvays met with the .same answer

:

“I wdll obey no man. Wait till I call my servants, the lions.” Muguta was all-

pow’erful. If he \vanted anything—whether food, cattle, or any other thing—he
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tlu’eatened tliat if it were not forthcoming lie would seiul Iiis lions tn jtuuisli

who had refused him. Several of the greater chiefs doiiod him, 1»ut iu evi-r^

they were brought to their knees by the losses iuHieted ou tlieir }»eO|>le or cat

the lions he sent"* Kabarega became interested, and sent a nu*sscngev to M
challenging him to send his lions. Three days after two of the Hons apj

inside the king’s enclosure and killed a cow. The people ^Yel’e ren<ly in

numbers, and as a lion attacked a man it was riddled with bulhts, wliih

other escaped. Kabarega placed no signihcance ou the death of the lioi

admitted Muguta had proved his power by sending the lions. Kal>ari*ga re

his talisman, and thenceforth exempted iluguta from all obligations. i>yabn

the present chief, was one of the party sent by Ival.mrega to wait for the

In Major Thruston’s time, about 1894, four of Mnguta's women were captnr
the Sudanese. Three days after nine lions a]ipeared in Hoima. T'he Sm
released the women, and paid Muguta four goats on receiving the talisman. M
is still living, now very old and decrepit. His whereabouts ha\'e l)0en rccentl

sight of.

The following is one of the versions most current in Vnyo}\> o

oft-told Uganda legend respecting Kintii, the founder of the Un
Uganda dynasty:

—

Kintu was immortal. He was in the habit of periodically visiting (lod fc

purpose of reporting on the work he had done on earth. These visits were
on a hill called Magonga, which has consequently been carefully guarded up
commencement of Mwanga’s reign. There was one condition always laid do^
the Divinity, which was that on no account was Kintu to turn back or pay a
visit unless he Yvere called. His orders were that “he was to do no evil : he
not steal, God gave him a bag w’hich was not to be separated from him <»

be touched by any other person. One day, whilst under the etfects of li(,u
went to the hill Magonga, where he dropped his bag, not immediately notici

back for it, to find God very angrv witl
^hy did you come back here, when I gave you strict orders not to Vome

you were called? Some versions of the legend say that he was foi-biddon to
to his home and a young man, symbolical of the Spirit of Death,t was ordc
be continually beside him. In any case, he never did return. The veop\Q rei

an indication of God’s wrath, and to provide for him in c*was still ahve^ they built a large house in the forest on Magonga andnine days earned food there. This custom, as well as the guard was
^fjanga s tune, when the intestine wars interfered with "most’ of t)usages and habits. To propitiate God’s wrath in His anger against Kintu

that nobody should S
ToThis

''''
be perpel

1
^

1

^ person, no matter what his offence may have been or in

!;* ^ ™ «"
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Some description lias already been given of the physical aspect of the

Bairo,’"' who form the bulk of the Negro population of Ankole. For the

most part they are regalur Bantu Negroes in appearance, though occasionally

presenting types which recall the West African Negro or even the Pygmy-
Prognathous element that fonns the lowest stratum of most of these

populations. Tlie word Bairo ” is apparently the Hima designation of those

whom the proud Hamitic invaders regard as their slaves. The Avord is

said really to mean “ slaves,” and its root ‘’-iro ” or “ -iru” to be the same as

the -ddii ” t whicli is the root of the Luganda Avord for slave. (“ Maddu ”

is a slave, '' Baddii ” means slaves, and Buddu ” the country of slaves.)

Amongst themselves the Bairo, Avho ai-e divided into numerous clans, take the

names of Basita, Ngaiido, Basambo, Baitera, Bayondo, Abagaihe, Bawobogo,

Basliikoto, Balisi, Bacliawa, and Barendi, though all these clans have now

become so mixed as to be fused generally under the common race-name

of Bairo.

Tlie Bairo ’fvear dressed skins or harkdotk However little they may
ha\e in tlie Avay of clothing, they generally so arrange it, as do the

Baganda, to safeguard decency
;
Avhereas the men of their Bahima aristo-

cracy are more like the Masai, inasmuch as they rarely think it necessary

to use their body coverings as tegumenta 'pudendorum. The Bairo wear

ivory, copper, and iron bracelets, and anklets of the same materials.

The Bairo are agricidtiirists, as opposed to the Bahima, Avhich last-

named caste rarely if ever culti\^ates the soil under any conditions. The

food crops of the Bairo are bananas, sorghum, eleusine, maize, beans,

sweet potatoes, and pumpkins. Tobacco is grown both to be smoked and

taken as snuff. The domestic aoiinmls of the Bairo are cattle, sheep,

goats, dogs, and foAAds. Fntil the British poAA-er grew strong enough in

the country to control the Bahima, few if any among the Bairo would

have been permitted to keep cattle, these being regarded as the special

prerogative of the Hima aristocracy. The Bairo are great hunters. When
food is scarce (such as between the seasons of crops), it is a general custom

for the Bairo to organise a hunt of big and small game on a large scale.

Nets about four feet broad and of indefinite length are made ot rope

manufactured (apparently) from the bark of a Hibiscus tree. A large

number of men proceed to the vicinity of the ascertained presence of

^ Lieutenant M uiidy, who has fumished some of my information about the Bairo,

•spells the name Ba-hiro. Other travellers spell it Wiro or ^'hiro. When I Avas

^amongst these people myself and Avrote doAvn their dialects, it seemed to me that

the AA^ord was pronounced exactly as I now spell it (Ba-iro), though, there was. a

islight hiatus between the “ Ba-” prefix and the “ -iro” root.
^

,

t In all these tongues ‘*r” and “d” and “1” are practically interchangeable in

pronunciation.
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game and erect their net<; in long lines, supporting them by means
of canes. Some of tlio men cut a few branches and i)laee them in such
a position on the (Opposite side, of tlie net from that on which the drive

takes i)lace that they may hide behind the hrushwood. A considerable

section of tlie party is then sent, oat to drive the game towards the nets,

which tliey do by shouting, blowing horns, setting their dogs to bark,

and heating tlie gras.s. The frightened animals flee before this noisy

crowd in the direction of the nets, and when they are brought up by these

obstructions the negroes who are hidden under the brushwood at the

hack of the net rise U]) and despatch them with s])ears. Occasionally

lions and leo^iards are driven up with the rest of the game, but these

are ordinarily allowed to escape }.)v the Bairo, though a ]\Iuhima will

fearlessly approach ami spear these flevee beasts.

Besides these 1 units on a large scale with nets, pitfalls are dug and
are c(jvered with twigs and grass. Converging fences of branches are

constructed leading to these pitfalls as the only exit, and drives take

place to urge tlie game towards them. Slip-knots hung from the branches

of trees are also used as snares; and the weighted harpoon suspended

point downwards o\ei’ the track of elephants, hippopotamuses, or buffaloes

is also in use, though it does not seem to be a very successful device.

The Bairo l^uild their houses singly or in groups in or near their

jdantations. The hut is very similar in appearance to that of the peasant

in Uganda, with an untidy haycock roof coming nearly down to the ground

and a low doorway. Inside there is little or no attempt at division by

screens, nor is there much furniture. Very often the only bed is a skin

spread on tlu.^ floor.

In the ^’iciuity of Lake Albert Edward the Bairo construct canoes which

are almost square in shape, like squai'e tubs. They are made of thin, hard

hoards—boards tliat are split and adzed—sewn together wuth the tendons

of animals. The paddles are about four feet long, more than half of which

is a narrow blade.

The af/ricidtnral hnpleiuents of the Bairo are hoes (heart-shaped with

an iron tail, which is made to pass through a hole in the end pf the wooden

handle and is secured by means of wedges), a sickle with a long handle,

axes with blades about an inch and a half broad, and small pointed knives.

The lueapons of the Bairo are poorly made spears, bows and arrows, and

clubs of hard wood. The Bairo do a little smelting and welding of iron.

They make poor j)ottery and weave grass mats.

When a young Muiro wishes to he presents the father of the

girl with ten grass bundles containing flour, several jars of beer (made

either from sorghum or from fermented bananas), and a number of sheep,

according to his means. After the bride is conducted to her husbands
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house, she is supposed to remain within tlie Imii.-e ur its dose viciiiit v for

& whole year. When this peiiod has elapsed she visits !ier father, who

makes her a present of anklets and a hoe. She then returns t.. lier

husband, and thenceforth goe.s out constantly to work in tlie idamutions.

The Bairo Sun?/ their dead. The former custom was lliat the th-uth of

any man of importance should be followed by his wives eonitniti ing suicide.

Those women who did not kill themselves over their liiisliands' graves

were regarded as outcasts.

Among the Bairo there is a Ion: staiolanl ot mui'ftlthf. Ii is tltought

little or no harm for an unmarried girl to havt^ intt‘m)nrst^ with ii yt»nng

man; and if, without being i)roj)erly married, she lu‘e(,)iiu‘s |»n‘giiant, means

.are taken to produce a miscarriage.

The Bairo suffer from fever, dysentery, ophthalmia, smallpox, ncra-

fiionally from elephantiasis, but very rarely from vtmereal disease, tiiis last

immunity being probably due to the small extent to which their emintrv

has been visited by Arabs and Swahilis.

As vegsivis religion, the Bairo have very little. Occasionally tla'V build

little fetish huts in the vicinity of their iiouses. Such l,)(di<ds as they

have are subordinated to the practices of the Baliima witch doctors, wiio

are continually fussing about supposed eases of witchcraft.

It is difficult to say at the present time whether the Ihiiro speak the

Bantu language introduced by their Hima conquerors or wliether (as .seems

more likely to be the case) the invading Bahima long ago, tliruagh inter-

marriage with the Avomen of the country, adopted the ])revailing Bantu

language. As will be related in Chapter XX.. tliere is but little ditVerenee

between the dialect of Unmyoro spoken by tlie Bairo and that in use by

their aristocracy, except in pronunciation. The prominciiitiou of the

Baliima is curiously rough, and displays a great tendency to <lroj> the

vowel which should always be present at the end of a Bantu word.

We now come to the special consideration of these JhvHiMA. of whom
much has already been written, in regard to their relations with the

conquered Negro tribes of Uganda’s Western Province. At the present

day more or less pure-blooded Bahima are found as a sort of ovistocvaqj

in Unyoro, as cattle herdsmen in Uganda, as an aristocracy or ruling caste

in Toro, and as the dominant race with dynasties of kings in Ankole,
Karagwe, and Businja. Individuals of Hima extraction may also be met
with as far west as the Mboga country on the western side of the Lower
Semliki, and at various points on the west coast of Lake Albert. This
type also appears with less puiity in aU the countries lying between
langanyika and the Victoria Nyanza. The influence, however, of this and
•of other and perhaps earlier invasions of East Africa can scarcely be over-
estimated; nor can the extent to which they have modified and impiroyed
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336, lUHIMA ANJ» BAIRO {THE TWO MIDIILE FIGUBES ABE BAHIMA)

the Negro type a? far south as Zululaiid, and perhaps along the edge of

the Congo watershed as far west as the Cameroons, be overlooked by the

student of African anthropology.

As regards the name which is borne by these Gala-like negroids, it

varies according to the country in w'hich they dwell, and also, no doubt,,

according to the clan to which they belong or from which they are

descended. The name employed by the present writer is “ Hima,” that

being the pronunciation most common in Uganda,^ Toro, and Ankole;.

“-hiina^' being the root, ^^Bahiuia'^ would be the name given to the

* As the Luganda pronunciation does not adinit an “h/' the word “ Bahima ” iu

Luganda becomes “ Bayima,” and the root is
“ -yima ” or “

-inia.”
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are said to go by the name of Eatusi in the vicinity nf Tanganyika.

Lieutenant Paul Kollniann, who wrote an oxeellent book on tl

Victoria J^yanza some three years ago. states tliat tin* ** i’ahiiuia were a trii

of Hamitic descent independent of the Bahima, aitd t>niy one ainon

several tribes of Gala origin wiiich invaded tlie wi*stern jwirts of tl

Uganda Protectomte in ancient times. A.s already meiitiraieil in Unyci

the traditional name of these Hamitic invader.s is Baeliwezi/’ (The rot

would he ‘^-chw.ezi”^ In Ankole, which luv< long teen the inudeu.s ai\G

* George Wilson writes this more correctly and giv legcndai

origin
, to, the name.
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BaViima power uiid nice, these people (now perhaps reduced in numbers to

20.000") are divided into two tribes, which style themselves “Oraganda”
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and ‘‘Ungura.-’ The Baliima mv mure numerous in )u-o}n)riion tu

negro inhabitants of the land in the disrrit-r of .MiM'»n>vo. whioii is
{

British and partly German territory, to tiie south-west of Ankoh*,

type is sprinkled less frequently over the large eoiii]* ry «.>f Hn

(Bunyaruanda), tt> -Mpth’uro. and roappears :ig:ii!j with

frequency in Burundi, Ihilm, Karagw<\ and Businja. Almost jiUre-hU

Bahima are also met with on the islands ojqir^siti* the stmtlt-west coa

theMctoria Nyanza. I have even seen traces of tltis typi^ amongst

negro tribes down the west coast of Tanganyika, find amid tin* >[nn\

and perhaps also here arid there on the Nyasa-Tanganyika Platea

could quite imagine that the superior and less Negro-Ukt* h^itures

met with among the Zulu Kaffirs and the Bantu tribes of tVto to-.*

Zambezi may be explained by these tribes having migrated not very \

centuries ago from some locality in East < Vutral Africa, when?

ancestors had received an infiltration of Hima blood.

In physical appeamnce a more or less pure-blooded ]\Iiihiina ma
described as follows: Both sexes incline to lx* tall and possess remarl

graceful and well-proportioned figures, with small hands and feet,

feet, in fact, are often very beautifully formed, quite after the elu:

European ' model. Under natural conditions tliere is no tendenc

corpule'nce, nor to the exaggerated development of muscle so eharact.<*

of the burly Negro. In ftiet, the Bahima hav’e the figures ami projxir

of Europeans. The rather rounded head with its almost European fea

rises on a long, graceful neck well above the slioulders, wlncli inclin

be sloping. The poise of the head is, therefore, very unlike tlmt of

ordinary negro, whose neck is short. The superciliary arch is

marked, though not exaggerated. The nose rises high from the depre

between the eyebrows, is stmight, finely carved, with a prominent tip

thin nostrils. The nose, in fact, in a pure-blooded Hima might be
of a handsome Berber or European. Tlie lips are somewhat fuller tha
Europeans, but perhaps not more so than amongst the Berbers or Soi

The mouth is often small, and the upper lip is well shaped, with no
j

distance between it and the base of the nose. The chin is well devek
Ihe ear is large, but not disproportionately so, compared to European
Berbers. The colour of the skin in all people of more or less pure I
blood is much lighter than in the average Negi’o, being sometimes c

a pde yellow or reddish yellow. The present writer has seen indivic
whona he mistook entirely for natives of Egypt, thinking them to
been stranded in Unypro in connection with Emin Pasha’s service. . Qt]

hg^-iuj he took for Arab traders fio^ the epash, An L^yofe princess,!
was a relatipn of SKasagama^

;

j|:ing of Torci, was ceHainiy no darker in
colour of her skin than an.Egyptian peasant woman. ^ -

'
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The one feature in which the Eahiina resemble Negroes rather than

the Caucasian race, tlie one irrefragable proof that they have at one tima

mingled considerably with the black .racfi is the elm hair <mv > ?

the head tod body. This hair is netoly as woolly as in the ordihary
, , 1,

.

^,'Ne^,: tod has .alsp;%e\k^m0'.:ap|>eaEtoiE^ j,^iEeeiaiiy>b¥e5:Jt!,^^^

fore
,

part of tie skrill, of gr^wii^ in separate tufts, '.‘All body-hair is" -
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plucked out with tweezers, so that it is difficult to say what character ;

assumes. In the case of the women (as will be seen by two of m
photographs) the head-hair, if allowed to grow freely, becomes rather lon^

andithough tightly curled is less woolly and more fuzzy than the negi

woman's hair. These 'natural ringlets, indeed, are an approximatio

towards the curly hair of the Somali and Abyssinian. All moustache an

342. A MUHIMA WOMAN Oy ANKOLE

normally pull^ out amongst the men, but I beUeve tha
oth^ise they might show a considerable growth of hair on the fece.

itie ^ma weeer practise cwcumci^OTi, neither do they pierce nc
mutilate the ^^mauy:^yoji.o^ their teeth. In some district

nnsLd +
4^“ ^ ^tot of sccw-omwmwto^iimv but. this is no^ed to the s^e as amongst the forest negroes and the servil

races dweUing m proximity to the Bahima. -As regards their' drm m
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OT)\(XTii0fit8i) t;b6V probably wor6 skin iiiEiitlcs 6xc*liisi\ 6lv in 0tirl\ cia\ &.

Tbe men disj)lay little or no anxiety to cover the pudenda. The women

covered themselves most elaborately with skins (especially out of doors)

in tbe days before either bark-cloth or the calico of Europe and Asia was

used among them. Ever since the Arab traders of Zanzibar came to these

countries (first in about 1845), the use of Bombay, American, or Manchester

cotton goods has spread widely amongst the Bahiraa, especially among their

women. In parts of Southern Ankole, however, the girls customarily go

quite naked until married. The married women at their poorest wear a

short skirt or apron of palm fibre or grass, an illustration of wdiich is given

amongst the Hima weapons on p. 625. Men and women both wear

charms round the neck hung on strings. These consist of little pieces of

polished wood which have been blessed by the medicine man, or else other

substances supposed to have magical qualities, which are tied up in closely

wound leather thongs. Iron, copper, and brass wire are beaten out to make

necklaces, which are hung with kauris or large beads. They also make

armlets of wire, and bracelets of ivory, iron, copper, brass, and anklets of

the same materials. Tight wire armlets are often fastened round the upper

part of the left arm, and below the knee of each leg. Necklaces and head-

rings are also made of innumerable fine circles cut from the shells of

water molluscs. The women not infrequently employ kauris to decorate

these head- and neck-rings. The Bahima men when herding cattle will

—

like the Masai and other cattle-keeping tribes in the east of the Protectorate

—cover themselves all over with white kaolin till they look like lepers,

for some purpose I have not been able to understand.

The food of the true-blooded Bahima is, as a rule, restricted to the milk
of their cows, and the flesh of such cattle, sheep, and goats as they kill.

Barren cows are generally fattened up for killing. In default of such meat,
where disease or misfortune in warfare has brought about the loss of their

herds, they will eat (reluctantly) unripe bananas or even the sorghum com.
Besides milk, they drink largely two forms of alcoholic beverage. One is

museru,’’ a thick beer made from grain (sorghum or eleusine), and the other
marwa,’^ the fermented juice of the ripe banana. The Bahima never, under

any circumstances, till the soil.
^
All agriculture which may be carried on

iu the countries they inhabit is the work of the Bantu negroes who live

with them as subjects or friends. Besides cattle^ sheep^ and goats^ the
Bahima keep a few dogs, and occasionally possess fowls, though both the
dog and the fowl are much more commonly kept by their subject negro
peoples. The Bahima, in fact, take little interest in any creatures but their
cattle, which they almost worship. The Hima ox . is of that Gala type
already refeired tq several times in The, pure; breed has a straight
back without a hump, and is of a fawn, dun, grey^- or white coloutv sometimes
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34S, A MUHIMA WOMAN, UGANDA

variegat3d with blotches or spots^ of white or, colour. The horns are

enormous in the adult aiiimd, are usually longer in the cow than in

the bull, some bulls having hoxhs of no groat length. The breed not being
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everywhere free from intermixture with the zebu or humped type (which

constitutes the alternative cattle in tropical Africa), the Hima ox occasionally

exhibits a humj) on the shoulders and an exaggerated dewlap. This breed

of ox seems to reach its typical development in the Gala countries forming

the southern half of the Abyssinian dominions. It may be connected in

origin with the long-homed cattle of Southern Europe and Hungary,
There is, as far as I am aware, nothing like it amongst the domestic oxen
of Asia. This big long-horned ox is rather curiously distributed in Africa.

347. hima cattle

In a somewhat dwarfed form it may be met with in the interior of Sierra

“ Kano andBomn. It IS found m Abyssinia and Southern Somaliland
j in Uganda asan im^rted animal; in Ankole, and on most of the high plateaux\etween

mie^iiT
Tanganyika. South of Tanganyika it does not

SrJ 7
again until one has crossed the Zanlbezi. TVom theW dominant type of ox whereEuro^an breeds have not been introduced. It is. also found in a foS<tal, re.eUbU„g th. Hi™ „ « ^ tel

™
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Soiitheni Angola, from which point thi-s type of cattle penetrates eastwards

into :tlie soutliern l)asin of the Congo. Elsewhere in Africa the other breed

'348. WMA ;wiBAPdKS

, ,

'
- SHIELDS,' women’s GBASB - AJPBONS, ,

JflLK ” BASKETS, CHO^fJBS
,

of OX kepi by the natives is the Kui3a]^(i, zeb%^^a^ appwahce

with that , of India, The two vaneties or cn^ip.usly inter-*

,

ealatea'. iW the domestic, rattle of Zuluknd formerly belonged to the
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humped type, while the western Kaffirs and the Hottentots possessed the

big long-homed ox. Humped cattle in Africa are more characteristic’ of

the low-lying, well-wooded regions, whereas the long-horned, straight-hacked

cattle flourish best in grass-lands and on lofty plateaux. The third breed

which is found in the Dark Continent is the ordinary JMauritanian ox of

!North Africa, never seen south of the Sahara. This is the most common

modern type in Egypt, and is a sub-species of ox nearly allied to Southern

European breeds of cattle, of which the Jersey is a dwarfed example. In

ancient Egypt we. know from the paintings and sculptures that all these

three types—the Mauritanian, the straight-backed and long-horned, and

the humped zebu—were present.

Thirteen years ago the cattle jplague, which devastated so much of East

Central Africa, swept through Ankole and carried off three-fourths of the

cattle. The Bahima, who then depended almost exclusively on their

cattle for food, perished from starvation in great numbers, and the

following year still more of them died from a visitation of smallpox,

which proved very fatal to them in their weakened condition. Lieutenant

Mundy states that from the information given to him by intelligent

Bahima, he believes the Hima population and their stock of cattle at the

present day to be not more than a third of what they were fourteen

years ago.

The Bahima live in collections of ten to twenty houses inside a strong

fence built of thorn bushes or euphorbia. These hedges have two or

three entrances, which are blocked uig at night by logs or thorn branches.

Iha. young, calves usually sleep inside the houses, arid when Tery yoting

are kept within the people’s dwellings all through the day. When the

men who are guarding the cattle take them to the water in the evening,

they (as already stated) plaster their faces and bodies with white clay,

and at the same time stiffen their hair with mud into separate lumps.

This mud is left on the head for days, until it gradually falls off in dust.

The unmarried men sleep to the number of ten or twelve in one

house. A chief, or a man of any wealth or importance, always has a

number of young boys attached to his household. It is the universal

custom for the boys of poor J)6<>pl6? when they reach the age of eight-

or nine, to leave their parents and attach themselves to the following of

some chief or rich man, who feeds and clothes them in return for their

services. They sleep in the chiefs house or houses, separated from the

bed of the principal occupant by a screen. The ordinary Muhima hut

is an untidy affair, round in shape, constructed of sticks and wattle, with

a loosely thatched roof and one or two low doorways. Some of the chiefs^

houses are plastered with mud on the outside of the wattle framework,

;
and are liiied inride with’ closely arranged sticks or reedsj which from
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the smoke of the fire soon assume a glossy dark brown tint. The clay

covering of a chiefs house is sometimes extended under the verandah

into clay settles. Tlie clay chosen is usually of a dark or bluish colour,

and is decorated l\v l>old designs in white kaolin. These designs are

usually cut into tiie black mud and iminted with the white clay. The

floor of the chiefs house is covered with clean grass. The bed is merely

a raised block of hard mud, which is shut off from the rest of the house

by a screen of reed.^. A chiefs house is always placed inside a cattle

349. SIMA AND ntO SPBAW

fence, and is generally surrounded in addition by a roughly built enclosure

of reeds simito, but much inferior^ to the ** bisikati ” of

The spear is the principai

to this race, and which is found everywhere in East Gen^

they or their iiifiuence; have penetrated, has a; long wooden shaft and a

spear-head with blood-cuurses" on

this point they differ from the spears of the,:^o, whic|i ar€^c p

ruder ' amstruction, with ; a depre^ioh, -in; the . .middle , on ohe side . w le 1

answers to a ridge down . the middle ' on the , other ride. The accompanymg
'

-
.

' ^ j,.' ^ f
' '

'
,
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photograph gives examples of Hima spears mixed with a few of the

ruder weapons of the Bairo. The bow is about four feet long, with a

string made of the gut of cattle, antelopes, or sheep. The arrows are

about eighteen inches long, with barbed heads, but as a rule not poisoned.

The quiver in which the arrows are kept is sometimes a very artistic

piece of workmanship. It is

^ made of hard white wood, like

:•
: r a long tube with wooden caps

/ at each end, and is slung by

a string across the shoulders.

:? ^'.i The white wood is burnt into

by red-hot irons, and in this

, kind of pokerwork striking

designs of black cover the

white wood. Inside the quiver

^ fire-stick is usually kept,

as well as a selection of

0^ arrows.

The skidd of Ankole proper

and some of the surrounding

countries is small, very convex,

made of tight basketwork, and

with a large central boss of

wood, or in some cases of iron.

Along the eastern coast-lands

of Lake Albert Edward the

shield, presumably of the Bairo,

is larger, not quite so convex,

and is made of hippopotamus

hide. Both shields are oval in

shape.

As regards implements
rather than weapons, the Bahima
use a small sickle (illustrated

350. jEUMA QUIVER AND ARROWS iu the photogTaph of weapons)

and a broad knife-blade fitted

on to the end of a long pole with which they can chop at the
branches of trees. As they never by any chance till the ground, they
have no hoes or agricultural

, implements. Occasionally long knives are

carried in rather pretty basketwork sheathes. - In many of the Hima
villages of Ankole there are sniithies, generally separated from the rest of

the village by a low fence*, Ironstone containing iron ore is broken in^^
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small pieces and mixed with charcoal The forging furaace is blown by
bellows, which are somewhat, different from those used by surrounding

negro tribes. There is a
.

long mouthpiece of baked

clay or of drilled stone

which goes into the char-

coal iire. Into the broad

outer end of this is in-

serted a long pipe, which

is somewhat ingeniously

made of corn-stalks or

reeds, tied tightly by

parallel bands into a

strong pipe. This is

made air-tight by re-

peated coatings of wet

clay or kaolin. To the

further end of this tube

is fitted, not the bellows

made of goatskin or

banana leaves in general

use amongst the Negi'oes,

but a pot of baked clay,

one side of which is

furnished with a long

spout, into which is fitted

a long cylinder of reeds.

A skin is stretched over

the top of the pot, and

in the centre of this skin

is fastened an upright

stick. The man who

blows the bellows squats

on the ground and works

the stick and the skin

up and down.

A gi’eat deal of beauti-

ful basketwork is done

by .the-Bahima. 'Sotne.

of this
,
work is woven so fine as ;

.without

leakage^,; Milk is also in, wobdki ho,llow^d s^nt frosa the^

solid block, and also^^ iti^ finely: shaped clay vessels usually coloured - black
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with plumbago, and carried in a pretty basketwork cover. Beer or banana

wine is usually carried in gourds. The cows are generally milked into

a long wooden funnel, from which the milk is poured into one of the

wooden vessels for storage. The milk vessels are also surrounded

sometimes by a neat netting of string, by means of which they can be

suspended on a rafter. I give a photograph here of a beautiful piece of

pottery made by the Bahima in Ankole, with a basketwork stopper. The
clay has been blackened with plumbago, and attains a beautiful shiny

gloss. It has been deeply incised with a graceful pattern. A certain

amount of tobacco is smoked, as well as what is taken by the men as

snuff. The women appear to smoke a great deal, especially when old.

The pipes, however, are often of rude manufacture, with rough clay bowls.

I did not notice among tliem the handsomely worked pipes made in

Uganda.

As musical instruments the Bahima use flutes (similar to those of

Uganda), lyres, and drums. Great importance is attached to the drums.

In the modern Kingdom of Ankole there are three special drums
considered to be hundreds of years old, and invested with fetishistic

properties. The drum, in fact, is often taken as the symbol of sovereign

power. In Ankole proper the big drum is called Bugendanwe.” A
smaller drum placed alongside it is styled its wife, and a yet smaller one
its prime minister. Attached to the big drum is an ornamental i'taff

or walking-stick and a bundle of medicine composed of dry herbs,

peculiarly shaped sticks, and the skins of two genets stuffed with grass.

These drums are made like those of Uganda—a great hollowed block of

Virhitish wood which tapers towards the base, and over the mouth of which
a piece of ox skin has been strained. But the wooden body of the drum in

these special cases is carved with patterns, and is further ornamented by the
symmetrical cords of twisted hide which hold the skin firmly in position

over the mouth of the drum.

The Bahima are perhaps a more moral people than the surrounding
negroes, and there is generally chastity amongst the young women before
marriage. They are domineering in attitude towards subject negro races,
and are a very proud people, but are generally courteous towards
Europeans, with whom they claim a certain kinship in origin. They are
usually very honest and truthful. Unfortunately, when of nearly pure
Hima blood they tend to be indolent, a feeling of pride and national
superiority preventing them from indulging in much manual labour. The
men of Hima blood are born gentlemen, and one is so struck with their
handsome bearing and charming manners as to desire ardently that this
fine race may not come to extinction; Of this there is great danger, as
the women of pure Hima blood are nbt very fertile, and the men augment
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their households with wives or concubines from the negro tribes around
them. Thus the Hima race is gradually becoming absorbed by the
prolific negroes, and simply remains another instance of the attempts
(there have been many similar unconseious efforts in the far-distant past)

of the Caucasian species through its Hamitic or Libyan branches to modify
and improve the physical appearance and intellectuality of the naturally

ugly and degraded Negro.

As regards relifjion, the Bahiraa have no very clear idea of an over-

ruling God, and but little definite belief in a future life on the part of any
individual man or w'oinan; though it is to be assumed that they believe

in the spiritual continuance of chiefs and prominent jiersonages, since they

worship tliein as spirits. They have, however, a name for God, though,

when questioned, they can only associate the overruling Power with the

sky, the ]*aiii, and tlie thunderstorm. In every village small fetish huts

are built close to the houses, in which bundles of medicine are hung.

yexy often tliere is a hard clay floor to this hut, or roof with open sides,

•and on the floor are placed offerings of food and libations of beer. In

many respects their worship of the Bachwezi, or spirits of their ancestors,

is similar to that described in connection with Unyoro. But whether or

mot their ]3elief in and propitiation of spirits arose from the worship of

-dead chiefs and ancestors, some of these spirits in which they now believe

Appear to have acquired a specialised existence as devils or evil influences.

The names of those who are believed in and proimtiated in Ankole are

Wamarra, Kagora, Ncherro, !!\Iagaso, Biangombi, Chome, Kiteta, Ndonra,

Ewona, Murindwa, and Mugenye. Some of these are also believed in by

the Bairo, wdio, however, in addition, quote devils of the names of Irungo,

Euunga, Kasasera, Enainweru, Mwegara, Muhoko, Mulengera, Kahegi,

Nabuzana, Lutwo, Enakawona, Nyaurase, Kaumpuli, and Muregusi. Some

of these devils are said to cause people to eat earth in large quantities

—

A tendency very common in many parts of Negro Africa. Most of the

spirits, however, are identified with the maladies from which the Bahima

or Bairo suffer, such as neuralgia, fever, bubonic plague, and smallpox.

The devil Magaso makes himself specially annoying by visiting the banana

plantations at night and eating bananas. He is therefore more of an

Affliction to the Bairo than to the Bahima. It is not improbable that the

origin of this myth is the large fruit bat, which is particularly diabolical

in appearance when it shrieks and cries at night among the banana groves.

If a man is thought from sickness or other causes to be possessed of

devils, he is advised to sleep on a new bed at night, as the devil is very

conservative, and will probably continue to return to the old bed. To

strengthen this cure, however, a white sheet must be kept in the hut at

night. Other evil spirits are said to make their existence particularly

- Y0L.T1.
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felt during inclement weather, when rain is falling in abundance and the

air is cool and damp. It is thought by the Bahima that the spirits are-

propitiated if fetish houses are erected for their frequentation. It is

believed by most of them that the food placed on the clay floors of these

little dwellings is really consumed by the spirits, though, as a matter of

fact, it is carried off by rats and other scavengers.

Apart from all this, however, the Bahima have a profound belief in

witchcraft, and until two years ago the country of Ankole was continually

agitated by the smelling out of witches and wizards and their execution.

A xJi'ominent chief in Ankole had even to be removed by the present

writer from that country and sent into exile on the east shore of the lake

because he was continually accusing harmless individuals of witchcraft

practices and having them executed. He himself was a great priest of the-

Bachwezi. There are, in fact, many fetish men or priests amongst the

Bahima w’ho, besides carrying on the worship of the spirits and indulging

in witchcraft on their own account, also act as doctors or “ medicine men.”'

They collect a certain kind of grass, of which they make hay. This hay is

put into a jar of mead or banana wine, or beer made from sorghum, and

left for twenty-four hours in one of the many fetish huts. The liquor is-

afterwards removed and drunk as a medicine. The fetish men also cut

little oval-shaped pieces or cubes of vrood, and, after muttering an incanta-

tion over them, sell them to persons who are ill or who are troubled by
bad dreams, to be worn round the neck as a charm. Nearly every adult

Hima in Ankole wears one or more of these diamond or cube-shaped pieces-

of wood hung from the neck, generally on a ring made from the tendons

of an elephant.

As regards marriage^ this ceremony is usually conducted as follows

:

The young ]Muhima who wants to marry must first obtain the permission

of his tribal chief or of the head-man whom he follows. His father, or
in some cases his chief, then provides about ten cattle, and these are

delivered over to the father of the girl, whose consent has generally been
obtained before the present is made. The bridegroom then builds a
house and decorates the exterior with black and w^hite clay. When the
house is finished, the bride’s father takes her there, and at the same time
brings back three out of the ten head of cattle. A rnaniage feast at the-

bridegroom’s house follows the arrival of the bride.

The Bahima do not, as a rule, h%iry their dead, but tie the corpse to-

a branch and expose it in the grass at some distance from the village to
be eaten by hya?nas. Chiefs, however, are buried in the ground at the
bottom of the huts in which they lived.

The Bahima of Ankole are, as I have already stated, divided into
two principal clans and into at least three important minor , states, on&
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of which is Ankole proper and the others Rusumburu and Eyara. But
the king or principal chief of the relatively small district of Ankole has

for a century or more generally ruled over not only what is the present

administrative District of Ankole, but portions of Toro to the north and
Mpororo to the south-west. The present king of Ankole, like the sovereigns

of Toro, Unyoro, and Uganda, though he claims pure Hima descent, is

quite a negro in features. He is, for instance, a strong contrast in this

353- A MAN Oh' TORO

respect to his present prime minister, who might very well pass for a
Berber of Southern Tunis. The royal families of the countries just mentioned
no doubt had their origin in Gala founders of the dynasty, but each one
of the long line of kings has kept a large harim of negro concubines,^d very often the concubine has given birth to sons where the beautiful
Hima consort has proved childless. However that may be, it is a curious
fact tha.t in all these countries which possess an aristocracy so strongly
resembling Galas, Abyssinians, and Egyptians in their features and the
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colour of their skins, the royal family, though often good-looking, is

nevertheless quite negro in appearance. It is, however, the Hima element

which seems to have given rise to the careful ceremonial and rigid etiquette

of the negro courts, and to have instituted a hierarchy of court officials

resembling in the quaintest of parallels what grew up in Europe during

the Middle Ages. The x)i‘incipal office, as in Uganda, is that of the Katikiro,

or first minister. Then comes the Kasegara, or steward of the royal

household
;
the Omolinzi, or controller of the king’s harim

;
the Mwobisi

wamarwa, the king’s cup-bearer or provider of fermented drink
;

the

Muchumbi wanyama, or meat-cook
;

the Mugaragwa, who carries the

king’s chair or stool
;

the Mugema wa taba, keeper of the king’s pipes

and tobacco (who is always required to light the royal pipe)
;
the Mukumurizi,

or door-keeper
;
the Mutuma, or messenger

;
the Mugurusi, or provider of

firewood; the Omutezi, or drummer; the Omutezi wa nanga, or harpist;

and the Omutezi wa inbanda, or flute-player.



CHAPTER XVI

liANTU ISiEQ'ROm—Ccontmued)

(2) The Baganda and Basoga

The Kingdom of Uganda is tlie most important province (politically)

ill the Protectorate, and perhaps one of tlie best organised and

most civilised of African kingdoms at the present day. In fact, putting

aside the empires of Abyssinia and Morocco (as entirely independent states

ranking witli other world Powers). ITgaiida would take a high place among

those purely Negro kingdoms which retain any degree of national rule,

and would compare favourably in imiiortance with Sokoto, Wadai, Lunda,

or Barotse. It is difficult to fix on a jAysiccd type of Negro peculiarly

characteristic of Uganda, there being no such thing; but Uganda

civilisation, arts, and crafts have a certain distinct cachet of their own,

not to be altogether explained by the ancient introduction of an Hamitic

civilisation, though this undoubtedly vras the main stimulus which caused

a land of Pygmies and West African Negroes to emerge into the semi-

civilised, refined, and, in some respects, artistic people who have risen to

such prominence in the polities of Central Africa under that long line of

astute kings of whom Mutesa was a striking example.

The present population of Uganda is composed of three main elements.

The countiT undoubtedly was first inhabited by people of the Pygmy-
Prognathous ty}ie similar to those already described in connection with

the Congo Forest. To the present day in the great forest of Kiagwe,

which covers a large proportion of South-Eastern Uganda, near the Ripon
Falls, there are individuals of stunted growth, broad, flat noses, and long

upper lips, who might ^'ery well be classed as Congo Pygmies. The next

element to be described is that of the West African Negro type, which
constitutes the bulk of tlie i)opulatioii at the present time, and which, no
doubt, invaded Uganda in succession to the original Pygmy-Prognathous
settlers when the land was mostly covered with great forests. I call this

element ” West African,” because many of the Baganda are strikingly like

that rather pronounced form of Negro characteristic of the west coast of

Africa. The West African Negro type is undoubtedly the foundation of
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the Bantu, thougli the Bantu race—if there be any such racial distinction

—is ])rohablv comi^osed of a West African stock that has been modified

and slightly improved (in some cases) by ancient Hamitic intermixture.

Baganda of the West African kind are tall, loose-limbed, muscular people,,

and this type is well repjresented by the present Katikiro, or prime

minister. Men of this description are often met with o\^er six feet in

height, tliougli somewhat clumsily built, and entirely lacking the grace

and suppleness of the Kima. The third element in the composition of

this population is the Gala herdsman from the north and north-east.

Portions of the modem Kingdom of Uganda belonged to Unyoro and

to an Hamitic aristocracy down to within four years ago ;
but, according

to tradition, neaidy all the present Kingdom of Uganda, except some

districts actually bordering the Victoria Nyanza,’'^ were at one time part

of the 1-Iiina kingdoms founded in Ankole, Toro, and Unyoro. Never-

theless, it would seem as thougli the districts bordering on the lake shore,

which are characterised by a good deal of marsh and very rich forest, and

are consequently somewhat unhealthy to the European and the Hamite,.

were never occupied by the Bahima. Eepiresentatives of this race,,

however, have affected the physical aspect of the people of Uganda by

their introduction into the country as herdsmen, and by the fact that it

has been the constant practice of kings and chiefs to obtain beautiful

Hima girls as their wives or concubines. Consequently, a few pure-

blooded Baliima and a great many half-castes between the Hima and the

Negro are to be met with at the present day in Uganda, while not a few

individuals amongst the more or less pure negroes bear testimony in their

greater refinement of features to the intermingling of the Gala with the

Muganda.

Meaauremenis of a few Baganda are given in the tables of anthropo-

metrical o]-)servations. The average of twenty measurements of men and
twenty of women taken by Mr. J, F. Cunningham give the average

man’s height as 5 feet 4^ inches; chest measurement, 33^ inches;

length of foot, 10 inches; measurement round the neck, 13^ inches
j

and round the oiates, 35-^~ inches. The average height of the women
was 5 feet inches. Round the chest they measured 32^ inches.

The length of the foot was 9^ inches; the measurement round the
neck, 11^ inches; and round the oiates, 35 inches. The expression of
the features in the negro Baganda is mild and agreeable. A good deal of
hair grows on the men’s faces, especially in the form of whiskers. The-
physiognomy of the average Muganda is thoroughly negro, and the skin
is usually very black, except where there has been distinct intermixture

* The Sese Archipelago and the Bukerebe Islands were both at one time under
Hima domination.
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with the Bahima. In the royal family of Uganda the features are quit

negro (though in a pleasant form), and the skin is a peculiar golde:

brown. The hair of the head, if allowed to grow, becomes very thick, bu

it is usually cut short. There is a moderate growth of hair on the bod}

much the same as in the West African Negroes.

Tlie Baganda never circumcise unless they are converted to Muhamma

danism. Before the advent of Islam, the teaching of which began t

penetrate the country about forty years ago, there were, of course, n

circunicised men amongst the Baganda. I'hey had, indeed, a great dislik

to this rite; and it was i^ossibly the imposition of circumcision which i:

the earlier days made Muliaminadanism so unpopular, and which to

great extent has kept it from spreading at the present day. Likewise th

Baganda neither knock out their front teeth nor sharpen them to j^oints

as is done by the forest tribes, the Banyoro, and the Nilotic Negroes
;
no

do tliey drill or mutilate the ears, or cicatrise the body with raised scar>

It would almost seem as though the Baganda had lost much of thei

original vigour as a race through the effects of former debauchery and th

appalling ravages caused among them by syphilis. It is difficult to ovei

estimate the damage done by this last disease. The French Bisho]:

]\Ionseigneur Streiclier, \mting to the author of this book, describes thi

disease as ‘‘ une plaie desastreuse pour le paysy Dr. Cook, of the Churc'

Missionary Society, in one of his reports to the Bishop of Uganda in 1901

remarked, In Uganda syphilis is universal.” So far as can be ascertainec

this plague did not exist in the country until communications were, opene

up with the Zanzibar coast-lands and with the Sudan provinces of Egyp

between 1850 and 1860. It would be rash to say that the malady wa

unknown to the country before these dates, hut it was certainly introduce

in a new and ravaging form by the Arabs and Nubians. Now it is becomin

somewhat more benign, hut is appearing in a congenital form amongst th

children. JNIothers do not recognise this malady when it breaks out in thei

offspring, but attribute it to the results of their having eaten salt durin,

pregnancy. If the child dies of this disease, the mother is beaten, as it i

taken to be lier fault. ]\Ionseigneur Streicher, who knows intimately th

Banyoro and Baganda^, informs me that although this same terrible disease i

equally present in Unvoro, it does not appear among the children.

The same authority has drawn the present writer's attention repeated!

to the stationary character of the Baganda population at the present da}

The Kingdom of Uganda in the time of Mutesa, though then of smalk

extent politically than at the pre.sent day, probably numbered 4,000,00

people. In 1901 I was not able to estimate the population at much ov€

1,000,000. This decrease is partly due to the appalling bloodshed an

massacres which went on between 1860 and 1898 aind were caused by th
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wars, raids, and civil wars which took place under the kings Mutesa, Kiwewa^

Kareina, and Mwanga, and which resulted from the counter-raids of Unyoro-

But another cause seems to ha\'e been the exhaustion of men and women

bv premature debauchery. From some cause or another the women of

Uganda have become very poor breeders. If a woman has more than one

child she is looked upon as quite remarkable, and is given a special honorific

title. In former days, the Baganda women being so frequently barren, it

was the custom of tlie men, at any rate amongst the chiefs and aristocracy^

to raid tlie neighbouring countries of Unyoro, Toro, and Busoga for wives,

or to obtain large numbers of women by the slave trade. Since this means-

of recruiting for the marriage market has been put a stop to, even though

at the same time wars and massacres have come to an end, the present

population remains in a rather stationary condition. If the Baganda are to

be saved from dying out as a race—and I cannot but believe and hope they

will—it will be entirely through the introduction of Christianity and the

teaching of the missionaries, both Eoman and Anglican. The introduction

of monogamy as a universally recognised principle now amongst all people

who desire to conform to mission- teaching may be the salvation of Uganda,

strange to say. The people, through this teaching, are now becoming-

ashamed of maiTving girls who have led a bad life before marriage. The
appreciation of female chastity is distinctly rising, while at the same time

young men find debauchery no longer fashionable, and endeavour to marry

early and become the fathers of families. If ever a race needed a Puritan,

revival to save it from extinction, it is the Baganda, and if ever Christian

missions did positi\’e and unqualified good among a Negro race, this good

has been accomplished in Uganda, where their teaching has turned the

cuiTent of tlie more intelligent people’s thoughts towards the physical

advantages of chastity.

The other diseases to which this people are subject are numerous. They
suffer from malarial fever, but not to the same extent as Europeans. It

is a mistake to suppose that they are immune from hcemoglobinurie, or

hlackwater fever. They do enjoy, apparently, immunity from this

disease within tkeiv oivn land^ but if a Miiganda goes (for instance) to

the Congo Forest, or to the south shore, of the Victoria Nyanza, he is a&
likely as any European to get hlackwater fever and die of it. Small-
pox is a constantly recurring plague which ravages this country, as it

does most parts of tropical Africa. The people also suffer from a mild
form of chicken-pox and from mumps. Dysentery is not often met
with amongst the

.
natives of Uganda itself, but the Baganda are

particularly subject to this disease if they quit their own country and
travel to other parts of the Protectorate. Under these circumstances the
disease is a very fatal one. The Baganda suffer much from that
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disgusting disease known as framhesia, or yaws.’^ The “ yaws develop

usually first in the feet by the unknown infection (the source of this

disease, is not yet asceitained) gaming entrance through a crack in the

skin or a small S(.)re. The sores reappear on the face, arms, legs, back

of the neck, chest, abdomen, and armpits, never on the back. The disease

may run for twelve months or more if no measures are taken to cure it,

and long after the disease has disappeared from the body the feet still

remain affected. Altliough Dr. E. U. JMoffat, who has inquired into

the cjuestion of this skin disease, is of opinion that it has nothing to

do with syphilis in its origin, it nevertheless yields before the internal

administration of inevcmy.

Le]»vosy is not an infrequent occurrence amongst the Baganda. The

so-called bubonic plague has from time to time been the cause of many
deatlis, and it is a disease much dreaded by the Baganda and adjoining

peoples. Curiously enough, although it is incessantly talked of by the

natives, no ascertained case has ever come under the observation of trained

medical officers, and the Baganda are apt to apply their word for “plague"’

to any virulent disease which caiiies people off suddenly. Still, from

the accounts of the English and French missionaries and the German
authorities to the south of the Uganda border, there is little doubt that

in Buddu, and perhaps also in Busoga, the bubonic plague, or some

disease related to that malady, exists in an endemic or chronic form.

There have been several epidemics of influenza, introduced, of course,

by Europeans and Asiatics from the coast of the Indian Ocean. This

malady proved very fatal amongst the Baganda in 1899, 1900, and 1901.

Pneumonia is a common complaint, and a very fatal one amongst the

Baganda. Phthisis is scarcely ever met with among these people, so

far as iny information goes. Skin diseases of all kinds are exceedingly

common amongst these people, who ai-e not, as a race, as cleanly as is

usually supposed (from the fact that they are often seen clad in snowy

white cloth). The Baganda swarm with lice both on their heads and
bodies, and in their houses fleas and even bugs are common. The
jigger, or burrowing flea, at one time between 1890 and 1899 caused

great distress among the people by the festering wounds it caused in

their feet. But the insect, for some reason, has become scarcer during

the last few years, and the natives are more diligent than formerly in

eradicating the flea and tending the sores it creates. In addition to

syphilis the Baganda suffer much from gonorrhoea and its sequelm.

Apart from syidiilis, the doctors of the Church Missionary Society are

of opinion that the worst enemy of the Baganda at the present time is

the sleeping sickness. This mysterious disease was formerly unknown in

Uganda, but seems to have travelled there slowly from the west coast of
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Africa, where it has long been in existence. The disease is characterised

by a gradually increasing drowsiness and prostration, which soon render it

impossible for the sufferer to carry on any of his usual duties. In its

later stages he becomes continually somnolent, and ultimately unconscious.

The disease comes on in a slow and insidious manner, and may last for

two or even three years. The result seems to be invariably fatal, no

authentic case of recovery from the disease having yet been published (I

quote from ])r. A. R. Cook). In 1901 200 persons on the Island of

Buvurna died of this disease, which has now extended its ravages as

far east as the Nandi Plateau. The Bagaiida fear the sleeping sickness a

greal deal more than smalli)Ox, The disease ap[iears to be caused by an

organic alteration in the structure of the brain, and it is accompanied in

nearly every case by the presence of a peculiar and active little, worm in the

blood known as Filaria perstans. Enteric, cholera, scarlet fever, diphtheria

are up to the present moment imhnoivn to the Baganda, nor do they

apparently suffer from nervous diseases. Epilepsy is rare, and insanity

still more uncommon. Facial paralysis sometimes occurs as a sequela of

malarial fever. Diseases of the liver are rare. Dyspepsia and various

affections of the digestive organs are common owing to the “gross and

filthy habits of the natives ” (Dr. E. U. . Moffat)—that is to say, the

natives are so careless in the way in which they give full rein to their

appetite for large quantities of food that, even with their strong digestions,

they suffer from dyspepsia and diarrhoea.

All things considered, it must be agreed that the Baganda have

certainly their share of this world’s troubles. They live in a beautiful

and exceedingly fertile country, which is, however, not healthy for either

Europeans or natives. In a measure they have become inured to its

special type of malarial fever, though they suffer almost as much from fever

as do Europeans if they proceed to another part of tropical Africa. Thei’e

is, of course, an enormous death-rate among the children, who are very

badly looked after by their mothers. One point must be stated emphatically

in favour of the Baganda, They are one of the few Negro races who
attempt anything like sanitary measures to keep their surroundings free

from filth. They are often dirty in their persons, and sufficiently careless

about their food and drinking water to justify Dr. Moffat’s allusion to their

gross and filthy habits ”
;

but they attempt as a rule to keep their

houses clean, and the surroundings of their houses very clean. Before

ever the influence of European civilisation was felt they had (unlike all

the surrounding tribes) instituted the plan of the construction and use of

privies for purposes of defecation. Nearly everywhere else where I have
travelled in Africa, with the exce|)tion, perhaps, of Muhammadan Africa

and certain countries like Ibo and Old Calabar near the mouth of the
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Niger, the average negro generally resorts to the open ground in the

vicinity of the village or the adjoining forest for defecation, with the result

that the surroundings of every native village become indescribably filthy and

evil-smelling. In Uganda, on the other hand, every one, from the peasant

to the chief, will take care to have a privy built in a yard behind his

house. This will be surrounded by a fence, and from time to time the

pit dug is filled up, and a fresh one excavated at a little distance. The

influence of the missionaries in i:)romoting morality, of the missionar}’' and

Government doctors in teaching the people the cure and avoidance of

disease, the im2‘>roved food-stuffs w’hich European civilisation will introduce

and cause to flourish in the country, the instruction from English

missionary women and French “sisters” as to the proper care to be

bestowed on young children : all these means of grace may, it is hoped,

prevail in arresting the downward progress of a nation which is in many
respects the most interesting in Negro Africa—a people so naturally polite

and artistic that they may in time justify the title which the author of

this book has several times applied to them—“the Japanese of Central

Africa.”

It has been already mentioned that the Baganda leave their bodies

alone as nature made them, neither X)ractising circumcision nor any methods

of cicatrisation, tattooing, ear-piercing, knocking out of teeth, or other

mutilations. Neither do they fuss mucli about their hair. This is very

abundant in growth, but they generally cut it short. There are certain

occasions, however, on which the hair is allowed to grow. A widow” is

expected to lea\”e her hair at least two months uncut after the death of

her husband. She may even let the growth of the hair extend uninter-

ruptedly for five or six months, if she wishes to show that her sorrow is

intense. It is sometimes noticed that there is a circular bare patch on a

man’s head w’here the hair has been shaved, almost like a tonsure. The
explanation of this is that the tonsured individual is subject to fever or

has frequent headaches. He therefore keeps a i^ortion of his head shaved,

so that it may be readily scaidfied and cupped. Both men and wromen wear

iron bracelets, or occasionally bracelets of cop2)er and ivory. Small ]>ieces

of hard w^ood or of iron may be threaded and worn as a necklace, and there

are, of course, numerous strings of little beads worn in some way round

the neck, wrists, and haunches. Eings of iron, coi)per, or brass are worn
on the fingers

;
but the Baganda are not, as a rule, as much given to all

these adornments as other Negro races.

From time immemorial their men have had a most scrupulous regard

for decency. Indeed, the Baganda used to be squeamish on this score,

and in the time of Mutesa a heavy fine was inflicted on courtiers who
exposed their legs to view wheu in the king’s presence. Women were less
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Ijarticular, and at Mutesa’s palace young women, stark naked, used to walk

about. They acted as the king’s valets. Nowadays it is not thought

right that a woman should go naked, and she is generally clothed from

her hips down to her ankles, but no shame is felt at showing the breasts.

On the other hand, it is thought improper (unless he be a porter carrying

loads or a man working in a plantation) that any considerable part of a

man’s body should be exposed to view between the neck and the ankles.

In former days the Eaganda wore dressed skins. This has long since

passed out of fashion anywhere on the shores of the Victoria Nyanza, but

an allusion to the practice is made in a common taunt: “Go to the

interior and wear skins!” This would mean, “Go and show yourself to

be the rustic person that you are.” The use of skins for clothing was

followed by the wearing of bark-cloth, and the making of this is quite

a national institution, as they export what they do not wear to Unyoro,

Toro, Ankole, and parts of German East Africa. This cloth is usually

obtained from a species of fig-tree, the “mubugo ” (the root is “-bugo,”

and the bark-cloth itself is called “ lubugo ”). Bishop Streicher, however,

informs me that the trees producing bark which can be turned into bark-

cloth number 197 species! Any such tree producing bark-cloth is called

“omutuba” in the native tongue. Bark or bast (for it is really that) of a
red colour is usually preferred. The bast from the inner side of the bark
is stripped off the tree to the length of perhaps six to ten feet. The strip

is soaked for some time in water, till it is a damp, soft mass. It is then
spread out on skin mats, and is beaten thinner and thinner by hammering
with a mallet, and also by gentle pulling at the sides, till it has become
a strip of fairly even breadth. These strips ai*e sewn together with
exceeding neatness, so that they become the size of large shawls. Pieces
of this description are large enough to be made into voluminous curtains
for cutting off a room or a partition. As already mentioned, the material
becomes a reddish brown, but pieces which are intended for use by the
royal family are decorated with bold patterns in black dye. Until the
trade wdth Arabs became an established thing in the country about forty

years ago, the upper classes wore nothing but bark-cloth, and even at the
present day the use of this cloth is de rigueur for certain purposes and on
certain occasions. I believe it is considered a matter of etiquette that all

princesses and 'women about the king’s court should wear nothing but
bark-cloth. A Muganda man begins his clothing by winding a strip of
bark-cloth round the hips and jjassing it between the legs, even though
he may wear garments or a pair of trousers over this.

The foreign cloth goods which are the most affected are ordinary white
calico from America, Bombay, or Manchester. This is kept wonderfully
white by constant washing with soap. The Baganda may have under-
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garments of bark-cloth

(shawls and strips 'wound

round about the body),

or they may wear, as

many of them now do,

European and Indian
clothes; but any Muganda
of good position wears over

and above everything else

a garment like a toga

of white calico which is

knotted over the right

shoulder. There is a grow-

ing partiality amongst the

Eaganda men for dressing

in white. They like to

have long, trailing gar-

ments covering them from

their neck to their feet.

A turban of twisted strips

of white cloth is worn

round the head. Attired

in this way, wholly in

white, a Baganda crowd

moving amongst the
stately groves and emerald-

359. MAKING BAKK-CLOTH

green la\\Tis of their fertile country recall in-esistibly (as I have already
related in Chapter III.) the conventional pictures of evangelical piety which
represented the Blessed walking in the Yales of Paradise. The' women
rarely don white cloth. If they quit their native “ lubugo,” it is in order
to wear Manchester calicoes of gaudy colours. The Baganda when
travelling, and the upper classes at all times, use sandals. These are
made of very stiff ox hide, are very thick, and curved upwards at the
edps so that the foot rests in a sort of boaWike hollow. Usually this
thick leather is gracefully ornamented by intricate designs in colour.
Amongst the upi^er classes the sandal is kept on to the foot by strips of
soft otter fui- drawn through holes in the edge of the sandal.

The house in Uganda, or in countries subject to Uganda influence
differs from any other in Negro Africa. The huts of the peasants, of
course, come back somewhat closely to the common beehive shape, though
they exhibit a larger porch. The typical Uganda house, however, is
constructed as follows: The ground plan is an almost perfect circle with.
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generally, two doorways, one opposite the other. Outside the front

doorway the roof is prolonged into a kind of porch which o^'jons out in a

great horseshoe shape, something like the old “ coalscuttle bonnet. The

doorway is fairly lofty— much more so than in any other type of Negro

house—but the door-posts, wdiich are generally small tree-trunks encased

in a reed covering, com^erge somewhat in their upper extremities, so that

the shape of the door is a very long oval. The interior of a chiefs

house has the general level of the floor raised at least a foot above the

ground by a hard structure of clay smeared over with mud and cow-dung,

so that it is absolutely smooth, and in some places is shiny and black

with the polish of feet going to and fro. Other daises often rise in steps

above the level of the floor. The roof is relatively very high in the
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centre. It is composed of a vast framework of palm-frond steins or flexible

sticks lined inside with closely tied canework. This framework of the

roof really extends uninterruptedly to the ground, and round the edge of

the hut and its narrow^ verandah, if it has one. It is strengthened from

the ground upw’ards a circle of poles which are placed perpendicularly

in the ground all round the periphery of the liouse, and wdiich fit into the

roof just where it begins to slope upw'ards towards the apex. The roof is

supported in the interior by tall, straight poles made of the stems of the

Avild date palm. In the fore part of the hut, near the main door, at

about an equal distance betAveen the projection ov^er the porch and the

apex of the roof, there is a screen or partiti<m Avail with supports in the

centre made of these date-palm columns going right up to the roof.

In all Uganda buildings of the old type (I am obliged to put in this

proviso, because the Baganda are changing their customs so rapidly, and

many of them are now building houses after the European style in bricks)

the i)alm-trunk column is an ever-present and picturesque feature. The
dAvellings of kings and chiefs, churches, mosques, and schools are all

distinguished by this forest of smooth, straight, slender palm-trunks.

Tlieir use enables the Muganda of the better class to give his roof a high

pitch and his dwelling

a stateliness which

makes it something

far superior to the

ordinary African hut,

1 1oAvever extensive

may be the ramifica-

tions of tliese loAA-

pitched dwellings. Of

course the houses of

the peasantry are

greatly inferior in

appearance to those

of the gentle-folk,

and many of them at

a distance look like

untidy haycocks. The
thatch of the better

class of dAvellings is

in itself a special

feature of Uganda and such countries to the west as follow Uganda
fashions. The thatch is extremely thick, peihaps as much as a foot in

density. It is of fine long grass, and all over the fi'ont of the house,

361. AN UGANDA CROWD
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over the porch and a portion of the verandah, the grass is shaved off

with sharp knives to a smooth edge. This gives the house a very neat

aspect, and is a great improvement on the untidy, weeping straws which

usually terminate an African's thatch. The interior of the house and

the outer walls of the porch and front verandah are most neatly covered

with canework. This is made of the long stalks of the elephant grass

packed closely together in an upright position, and bound by transvexse

I

362, THli SPECIAL COJBIISSIONER AND A CROWD OF BAGANDA GUESTS ON THE LATE

QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY

bands of bast. This canework is almost a speciality of the Baganda, and

with it they clothe unsightly poles, which then become glistening columns

of pale gold. Doors are even made of this canework. The apex of the

roof is usually finished off by a cap composed of several flounces of

thatch, one on top of the other.

A large house may contain, besides the central fireplace (generally

a raised dais of hard clay on which stand the three big round stones which

compose the African's grate), from one to five sleeping berths, usually
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prevents any one s’azins’ direct from ^
enongli, in many of the houses, even of thTbJt f

® “mates. Curiou.

on the left of the inteiior from tbp • • ®' Partiti

enclosure for cattle, one or more milch"*''^'^^

entrance which serves as

calves. Some of these cows are extmLw!
the houses with gi-eat care and deftn

^

fniil screens through which they have to pa^these tame cows introduce a *
P . It may be supposed th

wuse, but » „g..rdL;s;" s‘"“‘ “»« !»»»

«

a domestic dog or cat.
^ seem to be as well trained

At th, back of th, priudpal dw,.,i„*.h<,„,u thd.
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less neatly built lints which serve as cooking places, and sometimes as

separate dwellings for supernumerary women or children, and attached to

every establishment is a privy. In the courtyard W'hich contains the

366. FBAAfEWORK OF AN UG^VNDA HOUSE

principalrdwelling there may still be seen a small fetish hut near the

house and close to the gateway leading into the courtyard. Every

Uganda house of importance has attached to it a series of neatly kept

courtyards surrounded by tall fences of plaited reeds. In \isiting a

chief one may pass through four or five of these empty courtyards, in

which followers of the chief stand or squat under shady trees. Any
really big chief or the king of Uganda w’ould have in one of these

courtyards a band of music, a number of men with drums, fifes, and

horn trumpets, who would greet the arrival of distinguished strangers by

striking up some melody. Or a couple of these may be seated on the

ground playing tunes on the “amadinda,” a xylophone which will be

described later among the musical instruments of Uganda. These court-

yards are called in the native language “kisikati” (in the plural “ bisikati ”)*

The reed fencing that surrounds them is usually of the pattern given

in the accompanying illustration, and this style of fence will follow

roadw^ays in towns or settlements for miles, enclosing the plantations and
settlements of well-to-do individuals. These fences, behind which rise

handsome shade-trees or bright green bananas, give a singularly civilised

aspect to the broad roads which traverse townships.

The Uganda town is a series of villa residences surrounded by luxuriant

gardens. Occasionally there is an open square formed by the meeting
of two broad roadways, and this may be the site of a market or a place

of reunion for the people. Narrow paths may circulate between the huts
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- ffanda
make

of peasants or as by-ways, but as a rule the JNWo
present day.

roads as broad as those in vogue in civilised counto®®
vegetation, but

The public ways are kept fairly free from the gr®^
consequently the

no attempt is made, of course, to metal their surfac®)
roads in their

heavy rains cut deeply into their clay soil, so tn®

present condition are quite unsuited to wheeled or attempts to

The Uganda road is like the old Eoman road.
gjjjj downs,

aim, straight at its destination, perfectly regardl®®® round it

The natives never dream of negotiating a hill by
^ to the wearied

by a gentle gradient. On the contrary, it always see
horizon

traveller that the person who laid out the road
steepest ascent. As

for the highest point and made straight for it by
^ correctness from

as matter of fact, the roads are carried mth tolera
gaganda come

point to point along the shortest route. It is when

367. A HOUSE AND COURTYARD, UGANDA*

, ^ both, perseverance

to one of their many thousand marshes that they sn
Uganda

and skill. It has been already remarked in
bills and broad

is a sort of “switchback-railway country,” with 1® ^
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valleys which a

marshes choked wit

vegetation and ofte

fillecv-vvith magnificei:

forest. Across thes

marshes the Bagand;

build causeways

which, thoughperhaps

not sufficiently strong

for heavy wheeled

traffic, are generally

quite solid enough for

foot passengers and

people on horseback.

The causeway is

usually made by

driving poles into the

marsh and building

along these two rows

of piles a coarse

basketwork of withes

and canes. Between

these ^yalls of basket-

work are thrown down

a quantity of papyrus

stalks and branches of

trees. Poles are

fastened at short

intervals above this groundwork of indiscriminate vegetation, and

ke^ep the opposite walls of basketwork from falling in. An immense

quantity of mud and sand is then thrown down along the cause-

way, and gradually built up to a high, hard road some six feet aboye

the surface of the marsh. At intervals tunnels are make in the basket-

work as rough drains through which the slowly percolating water of these

choked rivers may find its way. The weakness of this plan seems to lie

in the perishable nature of the foundations. The immense quantity of

papyrus leaves and branches which are thrown down at the bottom of the

causeway rot by degrees and shrink in volume. This causes holes to form

in between the poles. At the same time, one has only to travel in

countries like Uganda outside the limits of Uganda civilisation to realise

what boon these dry roads are across the interminable marshes. When
travelling in the northern part of Ankole I was frequently stopped for

368. INTERIOR OF A NATl\Ti: CHURCH, UGANDA
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days by the necessity of cutting a road through the marsh and then

filling it in with a sufficient amount of ihled-up stalks and branches to

enable my caravan to traverse it without becoming hopelessly stuck in

the bog.

The Uganda canoe^ like the Uganda house and road, is a thing peculiar

to Uganda. The germ of the idea possibly may be seen in the tub-like

vessels which ply on all parts of the Albert Edward, and which, like the

canoes of the Baganda, are made of boards sewn together with thongs.

The foundations of the boat consist of a keel made from the long, slender

stem of a tree, which may be as much as fifty feet long. The keel is

straightened and slightly warped, so that it presents a convex aspect to

the water. This long tree-trunk is a semi-circular hollow, the interior

having been burnt out with fire, aided by the chipping of axes, and it is

of sufficient girth to form by its breadth the bottom of the canoe. The

prow end of the keel projects for a considerable distance out of the water,

sloping upwards, as the Baganda generally load more heavily the after

part of the canoe. Along the rim of the hollow keel the first long plank

of the canoe side is fixed at an angle of perhaps twenty degrees. Its

f
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bottom edge is firmly seivn to the upper rim of the keel by fine wattles^

made generally of the flexible rind of the midribs of the ra2:)hia palm.

Innumerable holes are pierced in the lower edge of the board and the

upper rim of the keel with a red-liot spike of iron. A small pair of iron

pincers draws the thin wattle through these holes, and in this way the

board which is to form the first plank of the canoe sides is firmly fixed to

the edge of the keel. A second and broader board is again sewn to the
upper edge of the first one. When this has been repeated on both sides,

the canoe is made, but it is rendered firmer and more stable by the
insertion of the transverse poles which serve as seats and stays. The
prow and the stern are finished off by another hollowed half-cylinder of

Avood stitched to the ends of the planks. The prow end of the keel is

also strengthened by a long bent pole with a backward twist being

370. MODEL OF AN UGANDA CANOE

securely fastened to the keel. The top of this prow is generally ornamented
by a pair of horns, and it is steadied by a stout rope being carried tightly
from the uppermost point of the prow to the nose or beak of the canoe.
Along this string hangs a fringe of banana filaments or bunches of grass.
The joins in the planks and between the lower planks and the keel are
generally covered by narrow rods on both sides, over which the bast which
makes the stitches is tightly tied. Finally, the outside of the canoe is
given a coat of grease to stop up chinks and holes, and is further
smeaied with red clay both inside and out, so that the canoe is sometimes
almost the colour of vermilion.

It is curious that with all these ingenious notions about boat-building,
the Baganda have never conceived the idea of using sails, and even now'
when they are familiar with Ai-ab dans on the lake and European sailing
vessels, they still prefer to propel their canoes entirely by paddles. The
paddle, unlike so many Uganda implements, is not particularly artistic in
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shape or design, nor has it that charming ornament characteristic of the

canoe ]>addles of Benin. The paddles are stout and strong, with a heart- or

spade-sliaped l)lade, about three to four feet in length, and cut out of a

solid i)iece of wood. Idke the canoe, they are generally smeared with fat

and red clay. All these canoes and planks are hevjn. No such thing as a

saw exists anywhere in Negro Africa, unless wliere introduced by Europeans.

Planks are often obtained by splitting tree-trunks by means of Avedges, and

adzing down tlie thick layers of wood to the required thinness.

The Baganda certainly make artistic jpottery. Their country provides

tlieni with many different kinds of clay. The i*ed soil makes the large red

earthenware, the kaolin gixes them a white clay, and a black soil provides

them with a dark bluish clay, a substance much favoured for making certain

articles. This black pottery is further beautified by a plumbago glaze

which is made from the graphite which occurs so frequently in the rocks of

Uganda. Very handsome cu])S, vases, and milk-i^ots made with these black

clays may be seen in the British Aluseuni among the collections made by

my expedition. They show particular taste and variety in the construction

of pipe bowls. These are decorated with bold patterns in black and white

or red and l‘)lack. In one kind of tobacco pipe there is a simple bowl which

is fastened on to the pipe stem, and which contains the tobacco. On this is

laid a second and larger bowl which fits tightly over the tobacco. It is

perforated at the top, and contains live embers from the fire. This second

and removable bowl is fitted with a small handle so that it can he easily

detached.

The Baganda carpenters now make chairs after the European model

—

in fact, a curious relic of the Speke and Grant expedition remained in the

perpetuated caniY> stools. These useful articles were mucli admired by the

Baganda, and after tlie departure of Speke and Grant two or three which

were left behind in the possession of Mutesa were imitated over and over

again by the carpenters, and now no person of im]:)ortance is without one of

these portable seats. In like manner the Baganda soon began to imitate

in their pottery the shapes of European cups, candlesticks, and goblets.

In all their x>ottery they show’ such taste and artistic skill that it is quite

possible they may eventually produce schools of pottery like those of Japan
and China. Gourds are cut into many different shapes for drinking vessels,

or are left in their natural form to serve as bottles and beer calabashes.

Tlie exterior of these gourds is also covered with ornament drawn by means
of red-hot needles.

Another article in which they display exquisite taste is the long tube
made simply of a hollowed cane with which they suck up banana beer (the

object being to draw up only the liquid into the mouth, and not fragments

of pulp or rind). This cane is enclosed in a covering of tightly plaited straw,
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many different colours being used in the plaiting, the result being a reallj

exquisite piece of workmanship. Wooden spoons of quaint shape are cui

out of solid blocks of the same hard wood which is used for canoe planks,

and ladles are made of the same material. I have already described the

making of bark-cloth and the w’ooden mallets (their sides scored with parallel

ridges or a criss-cross file-like surface). Long wooden receptacles are also

carved out of a solid block of wood, and are fitted with a rounded caj),

stoj)per, or lid. Tlie favourite white wood of which these things are

37 • 1 li. i’lRST ATTEJIPT OR TG.VNDA CARPENTERS TO IfARE A WHEELED VEHICLE. (THIS LITTLE
CART RELONGS TO THE PRIME 3IINISTER, APOLO)

made is decorated with all manner of j)atterns by means of red-hot iron
implements.

Basketivork is also much developed amongst these people, and is much
the same as that already described as in use among the Bahima, though
there is greater variety. Many of the plaited baskets of black and white
straw are charming in design. It is difficult to realise that the exquisite
workmanship of some of these baskets comes from the hands of a coarse-
looking negro. Some of their workmanship makes one imagine that a
fine

, cbainwork of hast or the stiff rind of palm midribs may have
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led goldsmiths’ work in early days, and have been imitated by the

niths subsequently. The Baganda will make necklaces composed of

of palm rind fitting one into the other, and resulting in a chainwork

.raordinary suppleness and finish.

le Baganda make mats of three kinds ordinarily. In the Sese

.s bundles of papyrus stalks are roughly fastened with bast string,

esult is a soft mat of great springiness and by no ineans of ugly

ranee, as the dry papyrus fades to a pleasing grey-green. Elsewhere

^anda very finely-plaited mats are made, the finest form of all being

372. UGANDA POTTERY (a MILK-POT AND TOBACCO PIPES) AND AN UGANDA FLUTE

liing like the Swahili “mikeka,” which is varied by charming
ns of different coloured dyes. The material out of which most of

iner mats are made is the fibre derived from the fronds of the

dx or raphia palms. The Baganda make excellent
.
ropes, almost

enough for exportation ; also string of various degrees of fineness,

rope is generally made from the fibre of a species of Hibiscus^ of

mera^ and of the bast of raphia and date palms. The string is

of various kinds of bast or hemp.
rather is dealt with successfully in the making of sandals, and
onally of caps, boxes, or the tops ^ of drums. Skins of wild beasts.
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are beautifully dressed, being rendered perfectly soft and supple on the

under-surface. The hide is continually scraped with a knife till all the

fibres are loosened, and it is then rubbed with sand and fat. Lion

and leopard skins, the skins of many antelopes, wild-cats, and monkeys,

are dealt with in this manner. Especially notew^orthy are the beautiful

rugs that are made of the skin of the little blue-grey Cephalophus antelopes

so common in Uganda. These are sewn together with exquisite fineness,

so that the joints are scarcely observed.

There is a good deal of irmicork carried on by the Baganda, who
make hoes of the usual African shape, elegantly shaped knives, spear-

heads, pincers or tongs, finger-rings, chains, axes and choppers, sickles,

needles used in the making of bark-cloth and the plaiting of grass, and

sometimes iron bells. The best iron (which apparently is haematite) comes

from Busindi.

As regards musical instruments^ the Baganda are great flute-players.

They make flutes out of the thick canes of sorghum, elephant grass, the

Phragmitee reed, sugar-cane, or bamboos, and play on them very agreeably.

The shape of their drums may be seen from the accompanying illustration.

The type of the Uganda drum is met with all down Eairt Central Africa

from the Upper Nile regions to the Zambezi. A description of it was
given in the last chapter in relation to the Eahima. Another kind of

drum is also in use, especially in Buddu. This is more of a West African

type. It is a hollow tree-trunk about three feet long, covered at the top
with the skin of a Varanus lizard. It is slung by a cord round the neck
and one shoulder of the man, who plays it with his hands. There are
also small hand drums, which are easily carried about. Then there is a
kind of drum not often seen nowadays, of a singularly elegant shape,
with a circular stand, from which rises a round column of wood about a
foot in length. This wddens out again at the top and forms a basin-shaped
drum, over which is strained a skin neatly fastened by strings round the
neck of the column.

Another musical instrument which should be catalogued is of a kind
which the coast natives call “kinanda.” An example of this is w’ell

illustrated in the author’s book on British Central Africa. A number of
thin slips of iron or of resonant wood with the ends turning up are
fastened to a small sounding-board, and are twanged with the fingers.
Horns are made of long gourds open at both ends, the opening at the
narrow end being very small. The blow-hole is cut into the gourd at
about six inches from the small end, and the sound is modified by the
player closing or opening the small end of the gourd with his finger.
Other trumpets are made of the horns of Tragelaphus antelopes, which,
are well suited for this purpose by their convolutions. Small horns of
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this kind are, like the

bottle gourds, open at

both ends, with a large

blow-hole cut near the

2>oint of the horn. The

bigger horns of this kind

have their large apertures

partially closed with
skin. In the eastern

part of Uganda and in

Busoga 2)an -pipes are

made out of the reeds

that are suitable for

flutes.

The harp of Uganda
is interesting because

its identical form is re-

peated in the paintings

of ancient Egypt, where

the instrument must
have had its origin,

reaching Uganda by way
of the Nile, or by the

roundabout route which ancient trade followed from Egypt to Somaliland

and from Somaliland to Uganda. This type of Egyptian harp may also

be noticed in the possession of the Sudan tribes along the Congo watershed

and in the vicinity of the Niger, and I am not sure but what it does not

turn up again in West Africa. The harp is constructed as follows; A
eurved, shallow basin of wood, in shape like the shell of a tortoise, has

a thin piece of sheep or antelope skin strained tightly over it. To one

•end of this basin or sounding-board is securely fixed a long, smooth,

curved stem of wood, the skin being neatly fastened by some kind of glue

all round the junction of this stem of the harp with the sounding-board.

There are usually eight strings, which are strung from the turning-pegs

along the stem to the opposite end of the sounding-board, where they are

securely fastened. The turning-pegs tune the strings to the requisite

note. The Baganda have also a lyre of a kind very common in Negro
Africa, and met with in many other countries besides Uganda. Jn this

there is a sounding-board with a hole in it, composed of a shallow basin

of hard wood, across which skin—very often a li2ard’s skin—has been
tightly strained. This sounding-board is of an oval shape. !Two smooth,

^ And tortoise-shells are often used for this purpose. .

Vi
.'t

373. A BAND OP 3rUSIC : DRUSfS AND TRUMPETS
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well-polished sticks are fastened securely against each long side, with their

points converging and crossing inside the sounding-board. Outside the

skin cover they diverge to a considerable distance, and a cross piece of

wo6d connects the two diverging ends. From this cross piece eight

strings usually are fastened to a bridge on the sounding-board. In the

Sese Islands there is a slightly different form of lyre, in wdiich the strings,

after being gathered together and fastened on the sounding-board, radiate'

again to a frame of sticks which is fastened along the lower and short

side of the sounding-board.

Then there is the “ amadinda,’’ which is well illustrated in the

accompanying photograph. This, xylophone is made of long, flattish

segments of very hard wood, which are placed on the cylindrical trunks*

of bananas, with or without little cup-like sounding-boards. These flat

slabs of wood are adzed to slenderness in the middle. They are usually

kept in position ,when placed across the banana stalks by pegs being

driven into the soft banana trunk to prevent one slip of wood from

touching another. They are beaten with little hard sticks, and give out

a very melodious sound.

The xveapons of the Baganda (apart from guns, which are now in the

country by thousands and much used) are spears and shields. The
Baganda have no throwing-spears, nor do they—unless it be among
the children—use bows and arrows; neither do they carry the swords or

daggers used by the people in the eastern half of the Protectorate and

in parts of the Congo Forest. Clubs were formerly in use in warfare in

shape like the knobkerry. These were used until quite recently as one
of the weapons of execution, men and women being frequently clubbed to

death. The spear-head is not usually very large, and is ofteri of the

Hima type, with two blood-courses. Sometimes spears were used which
were practically pikes fixed on long, stout wooden stems.

The shield of Uganda is quite characteristic. Its shape is a pointed

oval which has a bend right down the middle—that is to say, the two*

sides are bent back, leaving a central ridge. In the very middle of the-

shield a large pointed boss (answering to the handle at the back) is fixed,

generally made of wood, but occasionally of iron. The foundation of ther

shield is sometimes wood with an interior cover of wickerwork, but orna-
mental shields are occasionally made which are of wickerwork throughout.
The handle of the shield is in the middle of the under-surface, just
under the frontal boss. In Busoga and in Buddu the shield is bordered
wdth the long hair of the colobus monkey. The shield is a very faivourite*

ornament. Miniature shields are sometimes kept by the woiiiem as charms
about their bed-places. In the Sese Islands the front of the shield i&

often rudely painted with white, r^, and, black clay. Although the-
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Baganda carry no sword or dagger, properly speaking, they sometimes

stick a small knife in the armlet worn on the upper left arm, and a

knife with a wooden or ivory handle is thrust into the waist-belt.

In former days the Baganda hunted with a good deal of bravery the

wild beasts of their country. They surrounded the elephant, the lion,,

and the leopard with hordes of spearmen. Nowadays, if allowed by the

Administration, they would attack the same animals with rifles or muzzle-

loading guns. The smaller antelojies are still caught in vsnares. There is

the suspended harpoon, weighted with a huge block of wood, which is

placed over the path that hippopotamuses may follow. Pitfalls of various

sizes and a snare (made of a sapling bent downwards by a stout cord,

to which is fastened a slipknot placed over a game track) are also in use.

In the last-named device the slipiknot is kept in p>osition by pegs, which

are easily disturbed. A p^assing beast puts his foot into the slip)knot, the

sapling springs back, the knot tightens, and the creature is found

suspended by one leg. There are also rop)es fastened across these game
pDaths in such a way that if a beast presses against them a heavy lance

enters his body. The Baganda are very adroit at catching young
hippopotamuses, elephants, zebras, and antelopes

;
but, strange to say, with

all their intelligence they have hitherto shown themselves very poor

hands at taming the wild creatures around them, and they have hitherto

had absolutely no idea of domesticating beautiful birds and useful beasts.

Those of the Baganda that dwell on the shores of the Victoria Nyanza,
and still more the islanders on the lake, spend a good deal of their time
in fishing. They use weir baskets, usually made of the stiff rind of the

raphia palm fronds or of the stems of certain wiry creep)ers. A •wide-

mouthed basket with a short funnel stem p^asses into another basket

with a long funnel, and this discharges again into a largeish chamber
of the same wickerwork, which has a hole at the back through which the
fish are taken out. These weirs are usually fixed in a horizontal position

with stone weights, and are often pdaced across the neck of a small
inlet or gulf. The natives sometimes fish with rod, line, and hook, and
they lay out night lines with floats. Very often fish are driven tovrards

weir baskets by the men wading out into the shallow w^ater of the
lake and carrying after them a rude kind of seine made of long strips of
banana leaves fastened to a floating or to a sunken line. This seine is

gradually drawn in towards the narrower part where the baskets are
pdaced, and the fish are in this way driven into the baskets, or may be
driven right on to the shore without the use of baskets at all. Fish is

a good deal eaten by the Baganda, especially near the lake, but it is also
roughly cured, smoked, and taken inland as an article of barter. Locusts

eaten in the. usual -way—by pulling off the wings and roasting the
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bodies. WhiU ants^ at the time when they begin to fly from the ant-

hills are much liked. Here, as on Lake Nyasa, the kungu fly (a minute

species of gnat) rises in its millions from the lake waters, and is

collected by the Baganda on screens of matting, made into paste and

eaten as an agreeable condiment.

The Baganda keep as donieatic animals the ox, goat, sheep, fowls, and

dogs. Here and there ma}’'

be an occasional cat, the de-

scendant of breeds introduced

by Europeans, or coming from

tlie Egyptian establishments on

the Nile. The cattle are usually

of tlie humped zebu type.. In

the west and south long-horned

Ankole oxen or half-breeds

between these Gala cattle and

the zebu are met with
;

but

as a rule the Gala oxen do not

thrive in the damp, hot climate

of Uganda. The cattle of a

chief are always herded for him

by a Muhirna, the Baganda not

being very skilled in the care

of cattle. Cattle-keeping, in-

deed, has never taken the same

hold over these eaters of the

banana as has been the case

with the people of less dis-

tinctly negro character to the

east and to the west. The
Baganda nowadays appreciate

milk more through the teach-

ing of Europeans than from any 375. AX UGANDA SHIELD

original fondness for this liquid.

The vessels in which the fresh milk is kept are generally filled with Tvood

ash to cleanse them, and are smoked over a fire to keep them sweet. This

gives the milk a very smoky (though not a very disagreeable) flavour. It is

doubtful whether they made butter or “ gbi ” on their own account before

being taught to do so fifty years ago by Arab traders. Their goats and sheep

are of the ordinary type common to tropical Africa, the sheep, of course,

* The flying termites enter considerably into Uganda and Unyoro folk-lor,e as a
delicacy that is universally relished by men and beasts.
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being hairy. In the west of Uganda and in Toro the sheep grow to a

very great size, and have enormously fat tails. These very large sheep

are often hornless,'^' They sometimes develop a mane down the front, like

the domestic sheep of Western Africa. In Busoga and Eastern Uganda a

breed of domestic goat is often met with that is prized for its strange

appearance. The hair grows extremely long over the back and sides and

on the top of the head. It falls over the eyes like the hair of a Skye

terrier. This seems to be a breed that came from the Nile regions,

and it is one which reappears again to the west near the north end of

Lake Albert.

Fowls in Uganda belong to the usual small mongrel type so common
throughout Negro Africa. Occasionally cocks and hens revert to the

original colour of the wild breed, and are scarcely distinguishable from

the jungle fowl of India. Eggs in large numbers are sold to Europeans.

I cannot say that they are much eaten by the natives. I suppose as a

general rule the hens would be allowed to hatch them if they were not

in demand for the Em'opean market. When a European is travelling

through Uganda a present of a thousand eggs from a chief is thought

nothing of; though, of course, a large proportion of these eggs have been

already sat on or are addled. Women are allowed by custom to eat

eggs until they are married, or if they are living alone as wddows
; but a

•woman who is married is not allowed to eat eggs any longer. The Baganda
women are equally disallowed fowls as an article of food, and also mutton.

They may, however, eat beef or veal.

The dog used to be heard a great deal of in Uganda as a pet. Most
persons who have read anything about African travel will recall the

description given by Speke of king Mutesa and his pet dog. This pet

dog of Mutesa appears to have been white, and Speke mentioned that a

white dog, a spear, a shield, and a woman the cognisance of Uganda.
Although dogs are still very common throughout the country, they do not
seem to be held in such special favour now by the natives. Sometimes
they are used for purposes of hunting down antelopes. So far as I can
see they mostly belong to the ordinary African pariah breed with reddish"

yellow hair and prick ears. Sometimes there are black and white
specimens. During the past twenty years a good many dogs of European
breed have been introduced into Uganda and have mingled freely with
the native stock, giving rise to many types of mongrels.

It is strange that so intelligent a people as the Baganda should, before

.

This last-named is evidently the oldest breed of domestic sheep that entered
Africa. It is noteworthy that the sheep of Western Africa from the Congo basin
and Angola through Nigeria to the Gambia is without a fat tail, and has a long
throat mane.
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the advent of Europe^ins, have done nothing whatever towards domesti-

cating the interesting, beautiful, valuable, and eatable beasts and birds

with which their country abounds. Mutesa and Mwanga had slight

leanings towards the keeping of menageries. Mwanga caused a swamp at

the bottom of his palace to be excavated and made into an ornamental

lake in which he kept crocodiles. Mutesa and his predecessor Suna were

said to have had tame lions and young elephants at their court, but no

European observer ever saw- these, and it is doubtful whether these

creatures lived long in captivity. Occasionally a native catches and tames

a young baboon or a colobus monkey. Until the last few years it never

occurred to any of them to domesticate tlie Egyptian and spur-winged

geese which swarra on the shores of the Victoria Nyanza. Yet these birds,

if caught young, are most easily tamed and become just as fearless of man
as the domestic goose. Ouinea-fowls, if caught young, are equally easy to

domesticate. There is no reason why (as the Baganda are handy enough

at catching anything, from a hippopotamus to a snake) they should not

capture and tame all the interesting creatures round them, and domesticate

such as are actually of use to man.

As regards the /oo<i of these people, they are fond of meat when they

can get it, either by tilling goats, sheep, cattle, or wild animals. Meat
is sometimes cooked in water with red pepper and the spicy grains of the

amomum, or it is grilled over the fire on a rough gridiron. A common
practice is to run lumps of flesh on to wooden spits and stick them up in

a slanting position over the fire. Fish, of course, enters largely into the

diet of the people, and I have already mentioned that locusts, white ants,

and the kungu fly are also eaten. A kind of thick soup or curry is

made of meat or fish, which is eaten with banana “stodge” as a relish.

The staple food is bijunanas. Sweet potatoes are also eaten, boiled or

roasted, and ground-nuts and grains, such as Indian corn, but to a very

limited extent. You fi'eqiiently meet children herding goats in the fields

or along the roads, and these invariably have a roasted potato in one

hand and a small store of raw ones in the other. They are very quick

at answering questions as to the correct road to any village, and munch
away at the roasted potato in the intervals between question and answer.

These random snacks of bananas or potatoes seldom answer the purpose

of a regular meal. The fixed repast consists of bananas, or rather

plantains,^ prepared in the following way ; A large earthenware pot is

filled with plantains, then covered over with banana leaves, and a little

water added. The plantains are first of all peeled, and as they grow

* "Banana” is more the name of the short, sweet fruit of which wine is made.
" Plantain ” is the long banana which is nearly always eaten unripe and cooked, and
which is not sweet.
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limp in the boiling, they fuse into a solid mass. The pot is supported

over the fire by three stones of sufficient size, piaeed in position to serve

as a tripod. Instead of stones for this purpose one occasionally sees three

old pots, inverted, placed round the lire, and the cooking-pot set on top

of them. When the mass is cooked, the pot is taken otf the fire, some

fresh banana leaves are put on the ground, and tlie contents is turned out

on to the leaves by inveiting the cooking-pot. The cooked bananas have a

mashed appearance, but you can still detect the shape of the original

fruit in the heap.

If they can afford it, they have a soup, curry, or gravy to eat with the

bananas. Some meat is boiled down, or some fish is cooked in a small

earthenware ]*pot, not much bigger than an ordinary sugai-bowl. When
the family has gathered together for the meal, each member of it washes

his or her hands by ponring water out of a jar on the fingers, one person

pouring the water whilst another twirls and rubs his fingers. Then the

person who pouredithe water hands the jar to the other, so that he in turn

may rub and wash bis hands. There is no towel for drying; it is

sufficient to give the hands a few violent shakes. They then sit round
the mass of banana pulp, men, women, and children altogether. The
soup or gravy is snb-divided between one or two other small earthenware
bowls, so that a 'person has not to lean across the food to reach it. The
heap of food is then parcelled out into a number of little mounds, and
each person has one in front of him. He takes up a piece of the mashed
plantain, forms ait more or less into a ball in his hand, then dips it into
the gravy. If he considers that there is little chance of the gravy
dripping from the hall while it is on its way to his mouth, he raises the
ball quietlyuand disposes of it. If he suspects that there is to be a drip,
he casts a hurried glance at the ball of food as it is raised out of the
gravy, and regulates the pace to the mouth so that it arrives just before
any drop has fallen. If a drop has fallen on the ground, he disposes of
the ball first, and then casts a rueful glance at the spot where it fell.

Every drop of the soup is precious, and very little of it is wasted. The
youngsters of the family, having had less experience and less tact in
regulating the quantity of soup each time, and the rate at which the
piece of food (should be conveyed to the month, frequently waste some;
but this is soon noticed, and the elder members of the family charge the
younger ones with the waste, especially if there are several dipping in the
same^ bowl The youngster admits at once the heinousness of the offence,
and in order to guard against a repetition of it he first of all dips the
ball in the bowl, then touches it on his mound of banana pulp in
^der to catch any loose drops of gravy, and then conveys it to his mouth.He takes care next.time to pick up the part of the mound, oh which ho
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touched the loose drop on the last occasion, immerses it in the bowl,

touches it again on the mound, and so on ; so that by this method none

at all of the gravy is lost. The pieces of meat or fish used in making
the soup are allowed to remain for the end, and are then distributed so

that each j>erson gets at least one morsel. When the meal is over, the

hands are again washed.

Plantain pulp is nourishing food. Thousands never eat anything

else. It does not follow that the people are not hardy because they are

fed on this soft, bulky food. have seen,” writes Mr. Cunningham,,

‘‘boys and men w'hom I have overtaken on the road start off to race rny

bicycle, and keeping up the race for a distance of five miles without

effort, even at the rate of eight or nine miles an hour.”

The favourite drink of the Baganda is “ mwenge,” a kind of sweet

beer which is made from the juice of the banana. For this purpose a

small kind of banana is usually employed which grows very sweet, as it

ripens after the bunch has been cut from the tree. This liquid, when
first brewed, is perfectly delicious. After twenty-four hours it begins to-

ferment, and may become a very heady, intoxicating beer. I am not

aware that the Baganda make that porridge-like beer from various - kinds

of native grain which is so common elsewdiere in Africa
;

nor do they, as

is done both to the east and to the west, make a fermented drink out of

honey. As soon as the Sudanese from the Upper Nile settled in the

country as soldiers or soldiers’ followers, they introduced the bad practice

of distilling a beady spirit from bananas, and this when drunk by the

Baganda renders them quite mad. They get tipsy over their banana

drink when it becomes fermented, but not stupefied or frantic.

It is said that there are no fewer than thirty-one distinct kinds of

bananas cultivated in the Kingdom of Uganda. Some of these are short,

squat bananas prized for their sweetness and beer-making qualities.

Others, again, are of the kind known to us as pdantains—of considerable

length, not excessively sweet when ripe, and used by the Baganda in an

unripe state, and consequently without any sweetness at all. The banana

is too much the main stapde of food. When on rare occasions a drought

visits the country, and the bananas fail to bear fruit, the people are on

the verge of starvation, since they grow a very insufficient supply of any

other vegetable food. Sweet potatoes are cultivated, and the English potato

has been adopted with ap)p)roval, but it is cultivated in large quantities

more for sale to Europeans than to he eaten by the p^eople themselves.

A little maize and still less sorghum is grown for food. Eleusine is rare.

There are practically two harvests of everything in the year (excepft

* There are said to be no less than fifty-three kinds of sweet potatoes, and twelve

kinds of Indian corn.
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There are three kinds of “doctors” in unso2)histicated Uganda settle-

ments.^ The “Musawo”is a real doctor, a man who has acquired a

knowledge of the curative power of certain herbs and plants, and who

knows how to treat ulcers, wounds, or skin diseases empirically, if not always

with practical benefit. The “Mulogo” has an evil reputation. He is said

to travel about at night stark naked, and is then believed—and believes

himself—to be in some respects a ghost or disembodied spirit. If he has

a spite against any one, he will dance naked at midnight before their

banana plantation. The trees will then become withered and the fruit

shrivel. The “ Mulogo ” has some power of self-hypnotism, and undoubtedly

exercises a mesmeric influence over weak-minded j)eople. He is used as a

detective of criminals, and his aid is invoked when love channs are required

or "when an injury to an enemy is to be worked by secret means. Before

the bulk of the people became converted to Christianity, the “Mulogo”

was often confounded with the priest, and carried on the worship of spirits.

There is also a class of individuals known as the “ Mwabutwa.” He is a

poisoner, either on his owm account or for hire.

The Baganda have a great belief in blood-letting as a relief to pain or

inflammation, or even as a prophylactic measure. The cupping is done

with a small antelope or goat horn that has a hole pierced at the tip.

The place where the cupping has to take place (on the back of the head,

back of the neck, or elsew’here on the body) is first of all scarified with a

razor. The mouth of the horn is then j)laced over the incisions, and the

blood-letter sucks hard through the tip of the horn. The blood of the

patient cannot enter the mouth of the man who operates because there is

a wad or coil of banana leaf fitted inside the horn. The Baganda also

believe that there is much good in both massage and sweating. Patients

suffering from dyspepsia have the stomach kneaded not only with the hands,

but actually trampled on with the feet. No doubt they occasionally cure

some small complaints by shutting themselves up in a small hut with a fire

and causing themselves to perspire freely. They j)rofess to be acquainted
with native remedies for both syphilis and gonorrhoea

;
and no doubt there is

something to be said for their treatment, if one may judge by the results

effected on those who submit to it. Many of their remedies are purely
empiric, but it is possible that the herbs, bark, and roots of which they make
their native medicines may often possess valuable therapeutic qualities.

Theoretically, the whole of the Kingdom of Uganda is now converted to

Ghnstianity in its Eoman or Anglican forms, with the exception of about

* It is necessary to WTite “unsophisticated,” because the manners and customs
changing so rapidly under the spread of European and Asiatic

civilisation that old beliefs and practices are fast disappearing in favour of more
enlightened procedure.
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a twentieth part of its population, which is Mtihainrnadan. That is to say,

that all the chiefs and aristocracy and a large number of the peasants

have become more or less professing Christians, and any open adherence

to pagan beliefs is practically at an end, though, no doubt, a great deal

of belief still exists in outlying parts in the ancestral spirits and in

witchcraft. When Si>eke first entered Uganda the chiefs and ^jeople

firmly adhered to a someivhat elaborate religion, based, no doubt, like all

African religions, on the original worship of ancestors, but actually developed

into a cult of numerous spirits or supernatural agencies (about thii-ty-seven

in number), who were associated with the lightning, the hurricane, the

rain, various diseases, earthquakes, and other natural phenomena.

No doubt the religious beliefs of Uganda were at one time identical

with those of Unyoro and Busoga. Now'adays, the word in general use for

the Supreme Deity is Katooida. It is doubtful, however, whether, before

the Baganda came under the influence of Muhammadans and Christians,

they recognised one supreme god high above all the other deities.

The spirit which came nearest to occupying such a position was Kazoba,

who was the god of immensity, of the firmament. His name is interesting

etymologically, as its root “-zoba” is a variant of an old Bantu word for

“ sun,” a root which, with other prefixes, is sometimes applied to the sky

in general. The most influential of their gods was Mukaaa, who seems

to have been originally an ancestral spirit,* and whose j)lace of origin and
principal temple was on the biggest of the Sese Islands. Mukasa became

in tinae the Neptune of Uganda, the god of the lake, who was to be

propitiated every time a long voyage was undertaken. In former times

—

in fact, down to the conversion of Mwanga to Christianity—Mukasa and
some of the other gods were provided with earthly wuves. Virgins were

set apai't to occupy this honourable position, and lived under the same
disabilities as the Vestal Virgins, though it is to be feared that their

infraction of the rule of chastity was far more frequent.

Among other gods was Musisi, who was identified with the cause of

earthquakes; Kiwamika, the god of lightning; Nakayaga, the deity who
rode on the hurricane.

.
caused the rain to descend, or withheld it.

Ndaula w’as the smallpox fiend.t Kiwiika and Nenda viere the gods of

battle.t Many temples to Mukasa existed in the coast-lands of the Victoria

Nyanza and in the Sese Islands. There was one large house dedicated to

* According to tradition, Mukasa w'as one of the companions of Lukedi,. the

“William the Conqueror” of Unyoro.
t Note that this evil spirit is developed from the worship of the real or mythical

person Ndaula, of Unyoro, who founded the Unyoro dynasty. Vide p. 594,

t Besides the ancestral spirits and demi-gods, the Baganda, especially those dwelling

in the Kiagwe Forest, believed vaguely in the existence of elves, or sprites, whom
they call “ Ngogwe.”
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this Spirit of the Waters on a headland about twenty miles to the west of

Entebbe, which was destroyed by Mw-anga, more with the idea of seizing

the vast stock of goods which had accumulated there by religious oiBferings,

than because iof his conversion to Christianity. The men—apart from

doctors and wizards—who were specially attributed to the cult of the various

deities and ancestral spirits in the Uganda religion w'ere termed “ Bamandwa.’^

Their functions, clothing, and practices W'ere very similar to the priests of

the Bachwezi in Unyoro. They usually w^ore little white goat skins as

aprons, and w’ere adorned with various charms, such as antelope horns,

containing mysterious rubbish believed to be medicine. Tlie “Mandwa,’^
or priest, w^as also a diviner, able by supernatural means to answer questions

put to him as to an oracle. If a man was travelling and wished for news
of his parents and his wife, he went to the Mandwa, who, furnished

with his nine kauri shells sewn on a strip of leather, w^ould with this strip

(which was called ‘‘ Engato ”) make the sign of the cross and fling

it before him, and then, as if inspired, w’ould reply to the questions.

Some diviners naturally enjoyed greater repute than others for the fidelity

of their predictions or prognostications. It is a curious fact, attested by
several missionaries who are authorities as to the practices of the Baganda
before Christianity was introduced, that the cross w’as often employed as a
mystic symbol by the priests who directed the worship of the spirits. The
priests of the Uganda Neptune (Mukasa) carried a paddle as the emblem
of their office or as a walking-stick.

Eistonj in Uganda goes back with a certain proportion of probability
and truth to about the middle of the fourteenth century of our era, when
the western coast-lands of the Victoria Nyanza were regarded as loosely held
appanages of the two or three Hima kingdoms which stretched over Unyoro,
Toro, Ankole, and Karagwe. Possibly for reasons of health the Bahima did
little to occupy the richly forested countries of Kiagwe, Uganda, Buddu,
Kisiba, etc. They applied the term ‘‘Bairo,” or “slaves,” to the Negro-
races living in these well-forested countries from which the Bahima aristo-
crats on the interior plateaux derived coffee berries and bark-cloth. Some
450 years ago (if one may venture to estimate the lapse of time by native
tradition as to the number of kings that have reigned since then) a Muhima
hunter from Unyoro, who went by the name of Muganda, or “ the brother,”^

“brother” or
Uganda, means, with the prefix “Mu-,

mean
fathers brother). ‘^Buganda” should theoreticall;

(Urunvoro'i
means nothing in the language of the Bahimi

of theL eoiintHps that Uie first sovereigi

of the southern sihntp
^d gave his name to the land. On part

“Biiffando” and if ^ Vmtona Nyanza there are lands or districts calle(

hanS aknt^lhP^
“ Buganda” may have long beei

placfr-name before
Victoria Nyanza, and that it existed as iplace name betore the Baganda.had deflected the root to mean “brother.”
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came with a pack of dogs,* a woman, a spear, and a shield to the Katonga

valley. The Katonga marsh-river is a long watercourse, which at the

present day separates the Kingdom of Uganda from its dependent Province

of Buddu. This hunter, Muganda, was a poor man, but so successful in

hunting that large numbers of the aboriginal negroes, the Bairo, flocked

to him for flesh. They became so attached to him as to invite him to

become their chief, complaining that their distant Muhima sovereign in

Unyoro lived too far aw’ay for his sovereignty to be of any use to them.

Muganda hesitated, fearing to come into conflict with the Bahima aristocracy,

who looked upon these lake countries as their hunting ground for slaves.

But at last he consented, became the ruler of the country between the Nile

and the Katonga Eiver (the modem Uganda), gave his own name to the

country, which he called Buganda, and himself took the new name of

Kimerci, The legend runs that the kings of Gala blood in Unyoro and

on the Ankole Plateau received the news of a Hima wanderer having become

the elected chief of Uganda with equanimity, saying, What does it matter

to us what goes on in those lands from which we draw our slaves ? ” How-
ever, this Norman of Central Africa soon erected his principality into a

strong and well-organised power. The people of the coast-lands between

Busoga on the north and the Kagera River on the west formed a group of

Bantu Negroes somewhat distinct from the Unyoro stock to the west of

them (that group of Unyoro Bantu Negroes which stretched, and stretches

still, its range from the north end of Lake Albert right round to the south-

west corner of the Victoria Nyanza and its southern archipelago of Bukerebe,

and also south-westwards towards Tanganyika).

Although the two great languages of Urunyoro and Luganda (with

their derived dialects) are very near akin in general structure and

vocabulary, still they are as different one from the other as Spanish is

from Italian, perhaps a little more so. In one small point the language

of Uganda is more primitive, comes nearer to the original Bantu mother-

tongue than the Urunyoro or Kavirondo groups on the west and east of

it. Among the sixteen or seventeen original Bantu prefixes there is a

very w’ell defined one applied to place, the locative prefix. This in the

original tongue was Pa-,” and in that form it is still met with in a large

proportion of Bantu languages at the present day. But in the regions of

the Victoria Nyanza there is a strong dislike [to the consonant “P?’ as

an initial, and the “Pa-” prefix has nearly everywhere became “Ha-.”

But for this detail the Bantu languages of the regions round the northern

half of the Victoria Nyanza would come very near in structure and

vocabulary to the original Bantu mother-tongue. Now in Uganda the

* Some say “ a white dog.”,

VOL. II. 14
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‘‘Par” prefix has become “Wa-” which is, perhaps, a degree nearer

the original form. This may seem a trifling matter to occupy so mi

space in print, but taken in connection with other features of the Lugai

language it argues that there has been a marked separation for eentm

between the Negro people of the northern and western coast-lands of i

Victoria Nyanza and the countries behind them to the north and w<

which for a period of untold length have been permeated and ruled

a Gala aristocracy.

The Baganda historians of the last forty years who have told i

traditions of their country to European inquirers have, however, i

been satisfied to commence the dynasty of their kings with Kime
They trace the descent of Kimera further back, through several mythi

monarchs of the demi-god order, to a being named Kintu, who (as m
be seen in the last chapter) exists also in the traditions of Unyo
Kintu may be a personification of the first influential emigrants frc

Gala countries who gave an impetus to civilisation in Unyoro. Offic;

Uganda genealogies have adopted this mythical Kintu and a number
his ancestors, who were Gala kings or chiefs in Unyoro, as the fi]

monarchs of the Uganda dynasty, which would be the same thing

though in Great Britain we recognised the Electors of Hanover befo

George I. as Kings of England.” The first real king of Uganda was tl

Kimera, who, at a rough guess, must have reigned over a portion

Uganda about the time that Henry IV. of Lancaster W’as King of England-

that is to say, about the beginning of the fifteenth century. In the da

of Kimera and his immediate successors the kingdom of Uganda was
small tract of country about an average fifty miles in breadth, extendir

along the lake shore from the mouth of the Katonga River on the wes

to the vicinity of Mengo (the modern District of Kiadondo) on the eas

Later on, but not so very long ago, the forest district of Kiagive (which
bounded by the Victoria Nile, and in which remnants of a Pygmy ra<

still linger) vras added to the dominions of the king of Uganda, thoug
its own native ruler was apparently recognised as a vassal prince, and th

governor of Kiagwe to this day is a very important, semi-independei
functionary in the kingdom.

On the west and north by degrees Uganda stretched out its hands ov€

Singo, Busuju, and Mawokota; and, finally, B%ddu, the largest district i

the Uganda kingdom at the present day, which lies on the west coast c

the Victoria Nyanza, was conquered by a king of Uganda named Junji
who lived in the latter part of the eighteenth century. Nevertheless
though this kingdom has been gradually built up by the conquest of
number of lakel coast provinces formerly attached to the western Him
kingdoms, its extension until comparatively recent days was apparenti
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mainly co-ordinate ’with the area over which the Luganda language was

spoken. Had Uganda definitely included at the present day a part

of Eusoga on the east and the country of Kisiba on the west (which

lies to the south of the Kagera River), it would include all the Luganda-

speaking countries. As a matter of fact, it is the British Government,

which for various reasons decided not to include Eusoga within the limits

of the Uganda kingdom, and which assented to a small portion south of

the Kagera River coming within the German sphere, that has brought

about the existence of an “Uganda irredenta.”

The following is a list of the kings of Uganda from the present day

back to the name of Kimera, the assumed founder of the dynasty. This

list is compiled by me from such information as could he obtained from

intelligent chiefs who were still versed in their country’s traditions. It

cannot claim to be historically accurate any more than any other rendering

of floating traditions. Some of the names may be synonymous for the

same individual, or they may be the names of independent and rival

monarchs who reigned simultaneously. Local tradition points to the

graves of nearly all these monarchs as still existing in the district of

Busiro, which, in some respects, seems to have been the nucleus of the

Uganda power. Monseigneur Streicher informs me that in travelling

about Eusiro he has counted thirty-eight tombs alleged to be the burial-

places of successive kings who reigned before Mutesa. The following is a

tentative list of the Uganda kings. This list differs slightly from the

previous catalogues given by Wilson, Stanley, and Stuhlmann.

Kimera (said to have been called “ jSIuganda ”).

Ternbo.

Kigala.

Nakibiiigo I.

Wampamba, or Matebe.
Karnanya I.

Suna I.

Zemba.
Kimbugwe (? a mayor of the palace, a powerful minister. See p. 683).

Kainia „ „ „ ,, „ ,,

Kakibingo 11.

IVIulondo.

Tewandike.

Juko.

Kaemba.
Kalemera.

Ndaula,

Kagala.

Mawanda.
Mwanga I.

Kaiterega.
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Namugara.

Kiawago.

Junju.

Semakokiro.

Kamanya II.

Suna II.

Mutesa (“The Measurer”).

Mwanga II. (deposed).

Kiwewa (killed).

Karema „

[Mwanga II. (restored)].

Daudi Ohua (a minor).

Apolo Kagwa
j

Mugwanya > regents.

Zakaria Kangawo

)

According to tradition, Kimera^ the founder of the Uganda dynasty,

laid down the constitution of the kingdom and its main features as it

exists at the present day. He ordained that his descendants, who were

numerous (for he kept a large harim), should bear the special title of

“BahLngira,” or princes, and this title is always given now to the

descendants of the royal house. “Bambeja’’ is the term applied to the

princesses of the royal family. From amongst the warriors who had
helped him he created a peerage of barons styled Bakungu.” Next in

rank to the “ Bakungu,” who have become an aristocracy, are placed the
“ Baton goli,” a sort of upper middle class of minor functionaries "who are

recruited from the ranks of the “Bakopi,” or peasants.* Kimera^ the

Hima founder of the Uganda dynasty, also brought with him into that

country the practice initiated by the Gala conquerors of Unyoro and
Ankole of founding a court of officials round the person of the sovereign.

Some of these dignities subsequently became hereditary, because they were
conferred on the conquered or feudatory princes of outlying districts, such
as Buddu and Kiagwe. Thus the “ Pokino,” or governor of Buddu (though
the present occupant of the post may be descended from a Muganda who
replaced the hereditary prince of Buddu), is considered to be an heredi-
tary title. The governor of Kiagwe is called the “ Sekibobo.’’ The
“Kangawo” (governor of Bulemezi), the “Kitunzi,” “Luwekula,” and
other dignitaries became the governors of provinces— Abamasadza ”

—

Some authorities on Uganda are of opinion that the word “Bakopi,” which is
applied to the mass of the population, the peasant cultivator class, at the present
day, was the name of an aboriginal population which inhabited Uganda and Unyoro
in ancient times,^ and which was conquered and enslaved by the original Bantu
invaders and again by the Hamites. In Unyoro the root “-kopi” becomes “-chiope.”

present day of a’ large tribe in the north of Unyoro, and the
word reappears m similar forms to the .west of Lake Albert.
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and are nowadays rulers over districts. “ Kasuju,” now a governor, was

formerly “ guardian of the king’s sisters.” “ Mukwenda ” was his treasurer.

The “ Kimbugwe ” was the keeper of the big drums and the royal fetish.

The “ Jumba” (now the ‘'Owesadza” of Buvuma) was formerly the admiral

of the canoe fleet, this post now being occupied by the "‘Gabunga,” who is

also governor of the Sese Islands. The “Mugema” was the commissioner

in charge of tombs
;

Mujasi ” was the commander-in-chief of the army

;

Kauta ” was the steward of the king’s kitchen
;

‘‘ Mufumbiro ” was the

377 UGANDA CHIEFS. THEY ARE (BEGINNING ON THE LEDT) EMBOGO, THE MUHAMMADAN CHIEF
(brother of mutesa); mugwanya (.\ regent); kangawo (a regent); an “owesadza”
(governor of a district) ; Paul mukwenda ; and another owesadza

king’s cook
;

“ Seruti ” the head brewer of “ mwenge ” (banana beer).

The principal personage in the kingdom amongst officials was, and is

still, the “ Katikiro,” formerly styled Kamuraviona.” The Katikiro

seems to have been originally the commander-in-chief of the army,

but he gradually moved to the position of a prime minister or vizier.

“ Kunza ” and “ Busungu ” were the first- and second-class executioners.

In addition to these functionaries there were established castes attributed

to special professions about the court, such as the “ Banangalabe,” or
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drummers; tlie ‘"Nsase,” who rattled the gourds full of dry peas; the

“Bamilele,” or flute-players; the “Bakonderi” or trumpeters; the

‘‘Bananga,” or harpers; the whistlers; the singers. There was the

“Sahakaki,” or doorkeeper; the “ Mutuba or head bark-cloth manu-

facturer; the “Musali,” or king’s guide (on journeys); the “ Sabadu,” or

overseer of the slaves
;
and the Mumboa,’" or principal hangman. The

mother of the king became and remains still a great person in the land.

She is entitled the “ Namasole,” and keeps a little court of her own. The

King’s eldest or chosen sister, both in Uganda and in Unyoro, was another

personage of great importance at the court. She is generally called

“ Nalinya,” or the “ Dubuga.” The princesses, as distinguished from the

king’s sisters, are sometimes called “ Bambeja.” A personage of great

importance under the old regime was the woman, the midwife, who had

charge of the king’s navel string.

The word for “ king, supreme chief,” in Luganda is said to have been

originally “ Mukabya.” “ Oku-kabya ” means in Luganda "‘to make a person

cry or weep ”
: seeing the barbarities inflicted by the best kings of Uganda it

is not impossible that the etymology of the word “king”—“Mukabya”

—

is “one who causes people to weep” The word, however, is never heard

now, and for it has long since been substituted “Kabaka,” which is said

to mean emperor rather than king—that is to say, a monarch o^•er monarch s

:

“ -baka ” means “to catch, surprise, take unawares.” I do not know whether

there is any connection between the two words. “Ka-,” of course, is

merely a prefix. “Mubaka,” with a different prefix, means an envoy,

a messenger.

The kings of Uganda kept up their prestige, maintained their wealth,

and asserted their influence over the aristocracy by the continual raids

they made over the adjacent countries of Busoga, Bukedi, Unyoro, Toro,

Ankole, and even Ruanda. On the north-east they penetrated as raiders

as far as the western slopes of Mount Elgon. They stood in too great

dread of the Masai and Nandi to pursue their ravages any farther in that

direction. The limit of their power to the west at times was only the
wall of the Congo Forest. Mr. Lionel D^cle, in his extended explorations

of the country immediately north of Tanganyika, found in a village an
ancient Uganda shield, supposed to have been there about a hundred
years, and according to the traditions of the natives it was obtained from
one of the warriors of a Uganda expedition who fell in battle against the
people of Burundi, These powerful Negro kings maintained a certain
civilisation and a considerable amount of law and order in the territories

which they governed. But they put no limits to their lust and crueslty.

The precincts of their courts were constantly stained with human blood,
execution for perfectly trifling offences being a daily occurrence. Stanley
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relates how Mutesa, in the earlier years of his reign, when excited by

banana wine and irritable from one cause and another, would slake his

wrath by rushing in amongst his women and slashing them right and

left with a spear. Speke gives numerous instances of Mutesa’s leopard-

like ferocity, though, like his vile son, Mwanga, he was a physical coward.

Speke describes on one occasion how, when Mutesa and his w'ives were on

a picnic with him, and one of the most beautiful among them in the

gaiety of her heart offered her royal husband a nice ripe fruit which she

had plucked, he turned on her savagely for her familiarity, and commenced

beating her to death with a club. Speke, at the risk of his own life,

intervened and saved the woman
;
but his narrative abounds with similar

instances of reckless cruelty on the part of the Uganda despot. The Negro

worships force, and has a sneaking admiration for bloodshed. The kings

of Uganda came to be regarded at last as almost god-like, and the attitude

of their courtiers towards them was slavish to the last degree. Mwanga
might have been a Stuart for his debaucheries, his cruelties, and utter

faithlessness to those to whom he had passed his word. Perhaps he might

still have been king had not his vicious propensities taken a turn which

disgusted even his negro people, and made them fear that his precept and

example spreading widely among his imitative subjects might result in the

disappearance in time of the Uganda race.

The cruelty of despots always seems to engender politeness. The
freest nations are generally the rudest in manners. An Indian official

once remarked to the present writer that the excessive, deep-seated,

elaborate politeness of the natives of India was due to the 2,000 years’

^‘whacking” they had received from dynasty after dynasty of cruel

despots. So it has been in Uganda. The chiefs and people became

fastidiously prudish on the subject of clothing, and regarded a nude man
as an object of liorror. They prefen*ed in their language not to call a

spade a spade, but to substitute for any plain noun dealing with sex or

sexual intercourse the politest and vaguest of paraphrases. Yet the nation

was profoundly immoral, and the dances in vogue even at the present day

can te exceedingly indecent. But the race became, and remains, the

politest in Africa. The earlier travellers in Uganda have often dilated on

the elaborateness of Uganda greetings and the exaggeration of their

thanks. If a chief or a notable European gives a present, large or small,

to a Muganda, or confers on him the least of benefits, the latter will at

once kneel down, press his hands together, and wave the clasped hands up
and down, gasping out a rapid repetition of “ Neyanzi-ge ” (“ I praise or

thank very much ”) ;
or, if they are speaking for a number, “ Tweyanzi-g^

”

(‘‘We praise or thank exceedingly”). This exaggerated spirit of thankfulness

sometimes displays itself rather charmingly. The people are full of keen
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sympathy for any one who appreciates their country and its beauties.

Chiefs and peasants have frequently said to me, “Thank you for coming,”

“Thank you for having enjoyed yourself,” “Thank you for ha\-ing painted

such a nice picture,” “ Thank you for having slept well,” “ Thank you for

admiring those flowers.” “Thank you for having slapped my son” was

once said to me by the father of a hoy who, with most un-Uganda-

like impoliteness, had, when romping with another boy, dashed through

the verandah of my tent and upset a glass of water over my drawing.

Throughout all this elaboration of courtesy the Muganda retains a native

manliness, and the women a most winning conviction of their inherent

charms, which entirely rob their smiling faces, the gestures of their well-

kept hands, and their constant anticipations of one’s desii’es, of anything

like servility, just as they have adopted Christianity more whole-heartedly

than any Negro race existing, and yet I do not think I have once met

a Uganda hypocrite. Their chiefs are certainly native gentlemen who
possess a degree of tact which many Europeans might imitate. I do

not think I have ever been bored by a Muganda. If they come on a

visit, they rise to go at the right moment. When you are travelling

through their country, and arrive at a camp near* the residence of a big

chief, he would never dream of paying you a visit until he had first

ascertained that you had rested from yomr fatigue, and that his presence

would be agreeable.

Many of their salutations and greetings are somewhat elaborate.

Peasants passing one another who have frequently met will probably say

nothing but “Kulungi?” (“Is it well 5’”). But if two individuals have
not met for some considerable time, the following dialogue (with variations)

will take place ;

—

M. “ Otya ? ” or “ Otyano ? ” (“ How dost thou do ? ”)

N. “ Aa ” (“ No, no”—^this in deprecation). “ Otya? (“ How dost thotf,

do?”)

M. “Ye” (“Yes”). “Gwotyano?” (“How dost thou do?”)
N. “Kulungi” (“Well”).

JIf. “ Agafayo ” (“ W’hat news ? ”)

N. “Enungi” (“ Good news”).
M. “Aa.”

N. “Aa.”

M. “Urn!”
N. “Um!”

And so they go on, grunting at each other loudly, then in a lower key,
until at length they are scarcely audible, though the lips go on working.'
The Baganda are most particular about this interchange of grunts. It is
thought a gross rudeness to break off after merely grunting six times.
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Most of this time the grunters are crouching in a squatting attitude.

Another dialogue of greetings might be between an inferior and a superior,,

between master and servant. The servant will say: “Wasuz’ otya?”’

Q- How hast thou slept ? The master will reply : Obulnngi ” or

^‘Nasuze” (‘‘I have slept well”).

Another dialogue between equals may be as follows :

—

Q, “Erade?”, (‘'Art thou well?”)

A, “Erade” (“[I am] well”).

Q, “Nyo?” (“Very well?”)

A. “Nyo.”

Q. “Nyo ge?” (“Very well indeed?”)

A, “Nyo ge.”

Q. “ Mamu ?

A. “Mamu.”
When a person is going, or when it is desired to terminate an interview^

the following phrase is used :
“ Mase okukulaba

;
Genze ” (“ I have finished

seeing you, I am going”). The not very intelligible reply is “Weraba”
(“See yourself”). “Weraba” is the polite phrase for “Good-bye.”

“Wewao!” is a carter form of assent or dismissal. Simple expressions for

“Thank you” are “Webale” (“Bravo! well done!”), “Warapa” (“You
gave me ”), “ Ompade ” (“ You have given me ”). Equivalents of the English

woi'ds “sir” and “madam” would be “Sebo” addressed to a man, and
“Nyabo” addressed to a woman. A more familiar form of address would

be “Munange,” or “friend.” “Otya baba” (“ How do you do, my dear sir

or Lidy ? ”) is a greeting combining affectionate familiarity with respect.

It is usually a sign of respect in Uganda for men to remove their

head-coverings when they enter the presence of a superior or one whom
they dp not know very well, and this is done even though it means the

taking off of a turban with many folds. Women under like circumstances

will squat down on their “hunkers,” and softly clap the hands, bowing
the head at the same time.

With regard to marriage, the peasantry, or “Bakopi,” follow this

procedure : A man has generally ascertained that his advances will be

favourably received before he makes any definite move. If he meets the

girl, he asks permission to speak to her elder brother or uncle, and if

she consents the peasant buys two gourds full of native beer, and
repairs to her father’s house. The brother or male relative meets him
at the entrance to the enclosure that surrounds the house, takes the

beer, and conducts the suitor to the girl’s father. As soon as the beer

is disposed of, the father mentions certain articles that he should like

as a present, possibly 10,030 kauri shells, a goat, a bundle of salt,

and a few strips of bark-cloth. The suitor then retires and does the
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best be can to obtain the quantity of each article mentioned. If he

is a rich man, he will not take long, but in any case he must not

return for the bride before three days. This is the period universally

allowei for making her ready—that is, shaving her hair and anointing

her all over with oil. After a lapse of an interval ranging from

three days to a month and a half, the suitor returns with the shells

and other things, probably costing, all told, some 18s. to 20s. These

things are given to the father of the girl. At the same time, the

suitor must not have forgotten to bring a small calabash of beer for the

bride’s sister. When these things are handed over, a party is formed at

the father’s house and all proceed to the bridegroom’s house, beating

drums and singing. The afternoon, evening, and night are spent in

dancing and drinking beer. In the morning the party separates, and the

ceremony is finished, the bride remaining with her husband.

Marriage between cousins is forbidden to the Baganda. The wife’s

mother is under a serious ban in Uganda. She must not enter her

daughter’s house, and she must not speak to her son-in-law. Should they

meet accidentally on the path, she must turn aside and cover her head

with her clothes. If her wearing apparel is not sufficient to cover her

head, the exactions of etiquette may be met by sitting on the haunches

and covering the eyes and part of the face with the open hands. When
the son-in-law has passed, she may go on her way. She may pay a visit

to her daughter, but she cannot enter the house. She remains twenty

yards off; the daughter goes to her, and they sit and talk. If the son-

in-law is indoors, and not in view from outside, the mother-in-law may
shout “ Otya ” (that is, ‘‘ How dost thou ? ”) and the son-in-law may
answer her from inside the hut

;
but it would be a gross breach of etiquette

either to carry the conversation fuither, cr for the mother-in-law to look

in at the door, or her son-in-law to glance at her from within the hut.

The marriage of a noble with another noble’s daughter is modelled on
the peasant’s routine. If a chief wishes to marry a “ Mukope ” (or peasant)

girl, there is often a departure from routine, but foul play or violence in

such matters is now a thing of the past.

Even the “ Kahaka,” or king, follows the routine in the matter of sending
native beer to the girl’s father as the first step in contemplated matrimony

;

hut as a rule, in the past, the chiefs gave him their daughters willingly,

and if the daughters were given without any overtures on the part of the
Kabaka, then no beer was offered to the father of the girl. A peasant could
not offer his daughter directly to the Kabaka: she had to be passed to one
of the great chiefs, and thence she was taken to the royal household.
After a lapse of four or five years she might be allowed to return to her
father s house for a visit of froni three to four months, and on such occasion,
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if she was still in favour, the Kabaka was wont to behave very generously,

sending handsome presents of cattle and cloth to her parents.

The standing of the child depends very little, if anything, on the rank

of his mother. Kulabako, the mother of the present Kabaka, is a Mukopi
woman from Buddu. She is, nevertheless, a charming person, and one

cannot help admiring the easy and graceful way in which she bears herself

on great occasions.

The princess Nalinya is considered very pretty, and her native grace-

fulness is quite as remarkable as that of the queen-mother. Nalinya is a

daughter of king Karema. The princess Kamwanda is not so charming

as Nalinya. She is also a daughter of Karema. These princesses appear

to be not more than eleven or twelve years of age. They are slim of build,

tall, and graceful, and seem very much attached to their cousin, H.H. the

Kabaka (Daudi Chua).

By the new constitution the Kabaka comes of age at eighteen, and

will then draw a subvention at the rate of £1,500. During his minority

he draws £800 a year. The Uganda Administration has also made ample

provision for the queen-mother, the native ministers, and the junior

members of the royal house of Mutesa.

Divorce,—P'aithlessness on the part of the Kabaka’s wives was a serious

matter. The penalty w-as, both for the woman and the co-respondent (if

found), to be “ chopped up alive together that is, they were cut into little

pieces. This, of course, refers to the past. At the present time adultery

is dealt with by fines in the native court.

In some parts of Uganda the penalty is the whipping of the male

offender. On no account whatever can a woman be subjected to corporal

punishment, A wife is not discarded by her husband on account of faith-

lessness., Even if she contracts disease from promiscuous connection, and

temporarily leaves her husband’s house, she is taken back w'hen she wishes

to return, and the husband even brings the influence of her relations to

bear on her with the object of inducing her to return.

These formalities in regard to marriage are adhered to more or less

strictly in remote places at the present time
;
but near the more populous

settlements the girls and even women take an independent course of their

own. One frequently meets girls who say quite frankly, not that they

wish to be married, but that they have no husbands.

Birth ,—A wife is not delivered in her husband’s house. As the period

of pregnancy draws to a close, the husband borrows a neighbour’s house,

or he builds a temporary shed at a short distance from his own hut, and

some days before delivery the w-ife adjourns to the temporary quarters.

Her mother is called to attend her, and any other neighbouring women who
are skilled in obstetrics may be called in to assist. The mother-in-law
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remains witli her daughter for four days after the event, then she returns

home, and the wife comes back to her husband s house. The husband does

not visit his wife while she is absent from his hut : it would be a breach

of etiquette to do so.

There are no ceremonies, superstitious or otherwise, before or after the

birth of a child. A large percentage of Uganda women are childless, possibly

barren. When one woman has a second son it is considered a great event,

and there is a special drum beat to announce the fact to all whom it does

and does not concern. This drumming is called “ Ntujo,” and a joyful

husband may keep it up at his own door for a period of a month. The
“Ntujo” is a signal to all his friends to come and rejoice and drink beer

with him. A wife who has borne a second son must be presented with

nothing less than a new piece of bark-cloth, costing at least Is. 4r/., as a

recognition of her achievement.
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The paternal grandfather gives, a name to the child. This naming is

a very peculiar function. A great deal depends on the name given, and

there are certain foods forbidden to families bearing certain names. For

instance, if a child is called Liiavga, it must never eat the flesh of an

otter; a man named Mayavja cannot eat the flesh of a sheep; nor can

one who is called Katmda eat the Protopteriis (lung-fish). The prohibition

extends to the man’s descendants for ail time, but it does not include his

wife or wives. They may have a prohibition of their own inherited from

their father, but the sons or daughters are only involved in the prohibition

of their father ; the prohibition (if any) which applies to their mother

does not affect them. These restrictions regarding diet are no doubt

connected with the totem or sacred symbol of the clan (“ kika ”) to

which any person belongs.

A Muganda woman may not eat fowls. If she is a single woman, and

living in a house of her own, she may eat eggs; but if she marries, she

ceases by custom to eat eggs, though her husband may do so.

Mutton is also prohibited to all Muganda women. If they ate

forbidden food they would suffer something like a loss of caste, and they

assert that if either a man cr woman ate food which was forbidden by

caste, he or she would become covered with ulcers. In regard to beef or

veal, there is no name involving a prohibition. Any one may eat it.

Allusion has already been made in connection with Unyoro to the

fact that the people of Unyoro and - Uganda are divided into clans

which have as their totems—^these totems being sacred or heraldic

objects—^beasts, birds, reptiles, fishes, insects, or vegetables which in some

way or other are identified with the original founders of the clan. In

Uganda proper and its southern province of Buddu there are twenty-nine

clans with the following totems:

—

No. I.ngazida designation

1. Nsenene
2. Mamba

.

3. Fumbi .

4. Njovu .

5. STonge .

6. Ngo
7. Mporogoma .

8. Butiko .

9. Musd .

10. Enkima.

11. Mvubu . .

12. Kobi . .

English equivalent.

. Grasshopper.

. Lung-fish (Protoptencs).

, Lycaon dog (Cape hunting dog).

. Elephant.

. Otter.

. Leopard.

. Lion.

. Mushroom. ’

. Ground-rat, an octodont rodent {Thryoncmiys

swivderemanus)*

. White-nosed monkey {Cercopitheem petaurista or

rufoviridu),

. Hippopotamus. ,

. A creeping plant with a fruit like a chestnut or

potato.
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No. Luganda designation

13. Mpeu .

14. Ntalaganya .

15. Ngabi .

16. Mbogo .

17. Nyonyi.
18. Mbwa .

19. Kasimba
20. Lukindo
21. Kib^ . .

22. Enkedye
23. Endiga .

24. JTali

2o. Nombe*
26. Lugavwe
27. Engeye

.

28. Katumvuma

.

29. Mpindi .

English ec^uivnlent.

An oribi antelope.

Ce'phalophm antelope.

Bushbuck (Tragel us).

Buffalo.

Widow-bird ( Yid^ia, Penihetria, etc.).

Dog.

Serval cat.

Wild date palm.

Jackal.

Small fisli like whitebait fiy.

Sheep.

Crowned crane {Buddii only).

Ox {Buddu only).

Manis (the scaly ant-eater).

Colobus monkey.
A small flo-wering bush or shrub.

Haricot beans.

The word for “clan” in the singular is “kika,” and in the plural
“ bik^.” The name for “ totem ” is “ muziro.” “ Muzii'o ” means some-
thing tabooed, “something I avoid for medical or other reasons.’^
“ Muziro ’ is a fair translation of the American Indian word now' adopted
into English— “totem.” The most numerous, and at present the most
fashionable, clan is that of the “Mamba,” or lung-fish (Frotoxjterus).
There is no prohibition against a man marrying a woman of the same
clan as himself; on the contrary, it would seem as though they man*ied
a good deal within the clan, provided always that cousins may not
intermarry. Every family has its “kialo,” or place of origin, clearly WTitten
in the general memory of the nation, and villages are a good deal
associated with different clans, the residents in a village being generally
people of the same totem. The people of each clan hold their own
espemal totem sacred in so far as they will not willingly destroy or eat.

“Mamba” or lung-fish is appreciated as an article
oi diet, It will never be killed or eaten by a member of the Mamba elan.
The people of the “Njovu” or elephant clan, will refuse to injure this*
anim

,
and those who belong to the leopard or lion tribe will endeavour

to avoid killing leopards or lions.

In Uganda, as (I am beginning to believe) in many parts of Bantu
Airi^ there is a secret society of ghouls who join together at midnight.

^ disinterring and eating corpses. People cursed with

rnif
“ Uganda “Basezi.” The Basezi are chieflymet with (it IS said) on the coast of Buddu and in the Sese Islands.

“Id Bantu word for «ox>> surviving in the totem

fSour^i^ntf^' - ” Uruhyoro it has long since been dropped
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The society to which they belong is a secret one, and is naturally held h

great abhorrence by the saner majority. The natives of the Sese Island

have an ill fame among their fellow Baganda of the mainland as suspecte

cannibals. Cannibalism ” during late years has been so severely pu

down by the Baganda chiefs and sub-chiefs, whose administration of tb

Sese Islands has recently been strengthened by European support, that ;

is practically extinct there now; but many stories are still told of tb

ogreish feats of the Basese. It will be related how such and such

Musese would conceal himself in the foliage of a branch which overhun

a road, holding a heavily weighted spear upright in his hand ready 1

send it like a harpoon between the shoulders of an unsuspecting passe

by, whose body he would afterwards remove to his village and devoi

The Basese are accused of carrying off sick people into the bush ai

knocking them on the head so that they may not actually die of

malady, and thus render themselves less suited for consumption as foe

Monseigneur Streicher informs me that he knows a Musese peasant w'

killed his wife on the wedding night because she refused to cook t

thigh of a man buried the night before, which her husband had dug
as a toothsome morsel for his marriage supper.

Death,—When a native is sick for some time, and his case does i

yield to the treatment given by the local quacks or “basawo,” he

removed to another house, and other remedies are applied. Any frie

who has a recognised ‘‘ mixture ” of his own may bring it for trial on i

sick man. If the result is not satisfactory it is discontinued, and anotl

friend tries his mixture. And so on.

If the patient dies, the dead body is washed—not with water—but w
the spongy pulp of the stem of the banana-tree. Muhammadanised Bagai

wash their dead with water, but the real Uganda native always uses

pulp of banana stems.

If the dead man is the head of a family, a frame is made in

centre of his hut, and short pieces of banana stems (called “ Sanja ”)

placed across the frame, making a rude sorb of couch about eight

inches above the floor. Bark-cloth is spread on this framework,, and

corpse is stretched on this, and a few pieces of bark-cloth are spread <

it. The head wife, in case of her death, can also claim to have a fn

made in the centre of the hut, but the ordinary members of the fan

the sons or daughters or subsidiary wives, cannot be accorded this n

of distinction when they die. The head wife is called ** kabedya/'

corpse frame in the case of the junior members of the family must

erected along one of the side walls of the hut.

The period between death and interment varies from a few hours

few days. Generally, as soon as the relations are come together, the}
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a grave in the garden before the door of the hut, and the corpse, wrapped

up in bark-cloth (not in a coffin), is put in, and the whole covered up.

A little mound of earth is made on top, and then a layer of grass

(“Tete”), similar to what is strewn on the floors of houses, is laid over

the earth, and the cross pieces of banana stem from the frame (*‘Sanja”)

are laid transversely over all, and the burial is complete.

Weeping over the grave is quite common, even amongst the men.

After the burial a small hut may be built just beside the grave, and those

who wish to mourn bitterly live there for a month
;
other members of the

family and some of the relations live in the former house, and it is not usual

to break up the party before a month has passed. At the end of a month they

all disperse to their various homes.

At the end of another month all the relations gather together again, the

avowed object being “to make an heir,” or “Musika.” They^ bring beer

with them, and there is a special kind of dance and drum festival called

“Ngalobi,” which is proper for such occasion. The great Ngalobi is a

drum almost as tall as a man. The smaller one is called “ Mbutu.” The
Ngalobi song is as follows :

—

Ah ! ah ! ah ! ah ! ah ! ah 1

Kanwete nga imamba bweyaweta
<Let me bend [plunge] like a lung-fish when itplunges.)

Ah ! ah 1 ab ! ah 1 ah ! ah 1

Ah ! ah ! ah 1 ah ! ab ! ah 1

Kanwete nga imamba bweyaweta.
{Let me bend and plunge like a mamba (lung-fish)

when it plunges.)

These two lines are sung by the

leading drummer.

They are all dancing at the time

this song is being sung.

Repeated by all present.

The Ngalobi goes on till morning, when the period of mourning is

supposed to terminate, except in the case of powerful chiefs. The practice

of burying living people with the deceased has long since fallen into disuse,

though it was a practice in past times.

Laws of Succession.—In Uganda inheritance goes by election rather

than by prescribed right. On the morrow, after the Ngalobi or final

mourning festival, a mat or piece of hark-cloth is spread in front of the

house. The heir is elected from amongst the sons by the sons and daughters
of the deceased. The relations do not interfere in the selection. The heir,

or “ Musika,” may be the youngest or oldest or any of the sons^ The
individual chosen is usually he who has distinguished himself in any way
more than the other brothers. A daughter of the deceased cannot inherit

his house and garden or property. If there is no son then the brother of the
deceased or his nephew is selected.

.
ImmMiately after the selection is made,

the “ Musika” is called to sit oii: the inat or bark-clothj arid all the other
relations come iip and are introduced by ^:;he next in favour to the heir, as,
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for instance, This is your brother, this is your friend, this is your cousin,

this is so-and-so,” till all have been formally j)resented. And all who are

thus introduced henceforth acknowledge the man chosen to be “ Musika ”

as the heir and successor to the deceased.

The widows of the deceased do not become the wives of the heir. They
have a lien on the house and gardens, and he must build them huts, and in

return they till the gardens and cook his food. One of the uncles generally

sends a young daughter to live with the old women, but as this girl is cousin

of the heir he must not make any overtures to her. Cousins cannot enter the

same house, and must not eat out of the same dish. A man cannot marry

his cousin. The widows may receive the attentions of other men in their

new houses, and may marry without in any w’^ay consulting the wishes of

the heir. They are not allowed to enter his house, but they may cook his

food in their house and carry it to his door. If they marry there is no

offering of beer given to the heir, as there w’as to their fathers when they

were married originally.

The Eaganda are very quick at mastering and speaking other languages.

They have only begun to tackle English the last tw’o or three years, because

hitherto it did not lie within the policy adopted by the two missionary

societies that these people should be taught a European language. As

soon, however, as the missionaries realised how completely this ignorance

would shut off the intelligent Baganda from performing their due share in

the administration of their country under European supervision, they at

once set to w’ork to give lessons in English to those wrho desired to pass

beyond the elementary instruction in Luganda. The following extract from

my notebook may be of interest in this connection. It is in the hand-

writing of the prime minister of Uganda, Apolo Kagwa. He once made
a steamer voyage wdth me on the lake. Much of his spare time was spent

in writing in an exercise-book. He tore out a piece of this book one day

to assist me in noting down the names of the Baganda clans. On the reverse

side of my note I found this fragment in his own handwriting. This man
was patiently teaching himself English by means of a Luganda-English

exercise-book furnished to him by the Church Missionary Society :

—

“ I have tolled him and he refused ” (“ Namubulide nagana ”).

“Have you finish to eat?” (“Mumaze okulya?”).

“We have finished” (“Tumaze”).

The Baganda take readily to arithmetic, are wonderfully quick at

sums. Before European or Arab civilisation came anywhere near them they

had already developed the expressions for numerals in their own tongue

to a considerable degree. The calculation, is deoimaL They have words for

every multiple of ten up to twenty millions. For anything beyond twenty

millions they employ a word—“ akatabalika”—which means “beyond count.”

yOL, II, ^ 13
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It has always seemed to me a remarkable characteristic of the Negro

race, as contrasted with the Asiatic or the European, that beyond a slight

interest in the sun or moon so little notice was taken of the heavenly

bodies. I have never encountered a race of purely Negro blood that took

much interest in the stars. The Hottentots are said to have names for

the Pleiades and one or two other constellations, but these names seldom,

if ever, occur amongst Bantu or West African Negroes. The average

native of Uganda likewise takes little or no interest in the stars. They
know the constellation of the Great Bear, but their only name for it

means “six stars.” Orion they call “the three stars.” Sirius is simply

“ Munyenye,” or “ the star,” I believe they have names for Jupiter and

Venus, but I have not been able to find a native who could repeat

them to me.

Their knowledge of geography before the Arab and the European

came within their cognisance was very limited. On the north it extended

to the Acholi and Luru countries, beyond Lake Albert, and thence through

the Acholi and Lango tribes to Mount Elgon. They had perhaps a

glimmering knowledge, a vague legendary tradition, that far to the north-

east of Mount Elgon there was a big salt lake (Lake Rudolf), and beyond

that again a land—Galaland or Abyssinia—in vrhich people like their own

Bahima dwelt
;
otherwise their knowledge of an outer world did not extend

beyond the plateau occupied by the Nandi and Masai. South-west they

knew of the Unyamwezi country and of the existence of Lake Tanganyika.

Westwards their knowledge was entirely bounded by the great wall of the

Congo Forest. They were vaguely aware that the high peaks of the great

mountain ridge (Ruwenzori), which they called Oambctragara, were covered

with a mysterious white stuff. They had heard of or had seen the

active volcanoes of Ur/iufUmbiro and Kirunga, These were the bounds

of their knowledge before 1850, or 1848, when a runaway Baluch trader,

Isiau, from Zanzibar, took refuge in Uganda, and first enlightened its

king (Suna) as to the existence of other worlds outside the lands of the

Victoria Nyanza.

The love of music on the part of the Baganda has been insisted on

by many travellers. The musical scale adopted is generally the Pentatonic.

One air sung to a flute accompaniment I took down on the phonograph.

It had the following notation ;

—

^ Gw4 to - ya - kd - la 'NtS-bg ya- lubala di - ba to - ya • ko - la 'Ntfib^ ya mba - lii-a-a

(You who don’t work at Entebbe
!

(Go and) wear skins

!

You who don’t work at Entebbe! (Go and) wea-a-a-r . . .!.)
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The following specimens of some of the songs of Uganda were kindly

collected for me by Mr. J. F. Cunningham ;

—

Tk^vkslatiox.Okiginal.

A song of canoemen, when rowing or paddling.

Nsologumba* kanpitepite kuriyanja

Nsologumba olnilaita kunyanja

Nsologumba kanpitepite kunyanja

Nsologumba leka npitepite kunyanja

Nsologumba.

Song.

Bagala kutabala tebagala kuyomba
Bagala kutabala

Nkuwaire oniwenge siagala kuyomba
Bagala kutabala

Empingu yomuganda erigendevuma
Bagala kutabala.

Song.

Laba nkwesibide nsituse iizinya

Omutwe gunyinya in wanawatu
Alirwa

Laba nkwesibide nsituse omutwe
Gunyinya mwanawatu, Alirwa.

Song.

Senzige zirya ebiyalo zabiryanga
Muzewa muleke nezerira kazita
Zirya ndagala kyotolya okiwamuno
Emvunza twaziwa bigere.

Song.

Ndiba nzeAvonye.

Ezeinabenga ndiba nzewonye
Ndikubulira ndibatendera.

Song for the Finte. (A Bnsoga Song.)

Nkoba ntya bolese omugonero
Gwagwa muhgira
Nkoba, Waswa, mugonero.

A man without helpers, let me go up and
down on the lake.

A man without helpers, passing up and
down on the lake.

A helperless man, let me go up and down
on the lake.

A helperless man, let me go up and down
on the lake.

A man without heliiers.

Those w’ho want to go raiding do not want
to quarrel (among themselves)

;

They want to raid.

I give you beer
; 1 do not want to quarrel.

They want to fight. The fleet of canoes of

the Muganda hisses through the water
as it goes.

They want to go raiding.

Look, 1 have girded myself
; I have got

up, I have danced.

My head is shaking, my child Alirwa.

Look, I have girded myself ; I have got

up ; my head shakes, my child Alirwa.

The locusts have eaten up the gardens,

They have eaten them all up.

Where have you all gone ? You leave

them to eat, but after all they only eat

leaves. What you yourself do not eat

you give your friend.

We have given our feet to the '‘jigger’"

(burrowing flea).

If I escape from the w^ars of Mabenga, if

I escape

I will tell you, I will praise you.

What shall I say of those ^vho brought a
load ? It fell off on the road.

Waswa, I say, a load.

him* no
a “lan with no children, no one. to helj

him, no retainers. He has to do all iiis paddling , hiniedf.
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Original.

Song.

Namayanja ; kubakungoma erawe
Namayaiija : abazalakabaka bazala

Namayanja : kubakungoma erawe

Namayanja : azala Kabaka alilusaka

Namayanja

!

Song.

Anamwanganga anabani 1 ah 1 ah ! ah !

Entambazi teva kukyoto
Anamwanganga anabani.

Leka ntuke kugadi, ntuke wekoma
Leka ntuke wekoma ntuke wesula

Wova mukolokoni kyewerabira todira

-Leka ntuke mugadi.

Nsejere ziwerera sebawala balika eyo

Nkanda kubaita tebaitaba ensejere

Ziwerera.

Marriage Song.

Weroboli

Bwotya eniundu olizimbawawompa mailo^
Nkuloza ayisa omwenge ajagana

Abataiina nte mutinywaki
Mulimu atasiba nte

Balinywaki I

Translatjon.

Namayanja : beat the drum, let it speak
out.

Namayanja : those who bare the king
bare well.

Namayanja : beat the drum, let it speak
out.

Namayanja : she who bore the king is at

Lusaka (the queen-mother’s place is

called Lusaka).

Namayanja 1

Who will venture to go there 1 ah 1 ah

!

ah 1

The angry man will not leave the fire-

place.

Who will venture to go there ?

Let me get to the railway, let me reach

where it stops :

Let me reach where it stops
;
let me reach

where it rests.

When you are out of the chain gang you
do not go back for what you may have
forgotten.

Let me get to the railway.

The white ants are flying ; the girls who
are there

—

I shouted for them, they did not reply.

The ants are flying.

Choose what you like.

If you are afraid of fighting (guns), w^here

will you build ? If you give me an estate,

I will think of you as one who distributes

beer and swaggers.

You who have not cows, what will you

drink?

There are some who have no cows
;

What will they drink ?

* The author of this book is responsible for adding one word to the Uganda
vocabulary : mairo ” or “ mailo ” (the English ‘‘ mile ’0. This now means an “ estate.”

When the land settlement was taking place, the Special Commissioner often dealt

with claims in square mles^ half a square mile, and so forth- The native mind,

therefore, associated tke mile measurement, with the idea of a private estate.
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Original.

Song.

BANTU NEGROES

Tkanslatios'.

Tebawaya
Tebaja kuwaya awo ndide a kuiuere

Ndowozalwa nyimbye Abemengo tebaji

Kuwaya nyimbye abebyalo tebaja

knlima.

Marching Song.

Yakuba emundu ngagayala

Mukamawange katabazi sikyasenga

Basese nasenga Jumba ni Gabuiiga

Amaso gamyuka mwenywera omweiige.

Tugire tugende ewamukwenda
tweyauze ewamukwenda tweyanze ewa-

mugwanya
tweyanze, tweyanze, t^veyanze ewamuk-
wenda

tweyanze.

Olyokulya ewelwakuleta Tetoterotero ?

Namukolantya omufumbiro mukazikitunzi
Afumbye emere mbisi namukolantya
Olwokulya ewelwamuleta.

They do not speak.

They do not know how to converse. I

have eaten food.

Whom am I thinking of ? I lied to the

peojile q( Mengo.

They do not know how to converse. Those

in the gardens do not know how to

cultivate.

He fights despising his enemies.

My master, I shall never serve a bad

fighter.

Among the Basese I will serve Jumba
and Gabunga.

My eyes get red when I drink beer.

Let us go to the Mukwenda.
Let us i*eturn thanks at Mukwenda’s.

Let us return thanks at Mugwanya s.

Let us return thanks, return thanks,

return thanks at Mukwenda’s. Let us

return thanks.

It was food that brought you, TetoteroteroT'^

What am I to do 1 The cook, the wife of

Kitunzi, has cooked unripe food. What
am I to do with her ?

It was food that brought him.

The following illustrations of the myths and folk-lore and beast stories

of Uganda will be found of great interest. I am indebted to Mr. J. F.

Cunningham for their collection :

—

LFganda folk-lore is very extensive. Amongst the chiefs it is slightly tinged with
Christian and Muhammadan traditions, but the following stories were taken down
direct from x^ea-sants, the narrator receiving one rupee for each of them :

—

The Creation.

Kintu was the first man, and when he came from the unknown he found nothing
in Uganda—no food, no water, no animals, nothing but a blank. He had a cow
with him, and when he was hungry he drank her milk.

One day as he roamed about searching for something he saw two girls just
dropping down from Mugulu (Heaven, or the Above). He stopped. The girls also
stopped a long way off. They were Mugulu’s daughters, Kainbi and her sister. The
girls were much surprised, and Nambi said :

“ Sister, look at the two things over
thei*e. What can they be ? ,’’ The sister looked, but said nothing. Nambi continued

:

‘We never sawv anything .like them before. Just go down and see vvhat brings
things like these to such a place as the earth. -’

.

^

'

^ r
can; ]: ?^ replied the site those Lorhs i”
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“ Ohj I don’t mean that one
;

try the other.”

The sister then advanced a little way, and when Kintu saw her coining he also

advanced to meet her, whereon the sister ran back to Nainbi, and they both

prepared for flight. Kintu, however, did not continue the pursuit, but returned to

the cow.

After some time Nambi and her sister decided to come close to Kintu, and when
a hundred paces only separated them Nambi spoke to him.

“ Who are you ?
”

“I am Kintu.”

“And what is that,” pointing to the cow.

“That is my cow.”

Nambi and her sister withdrew to consider whether this could possibly be true.

They returned directly and asked :
“ We have never seen anything like you before

;

where did you come from ?
”

“I do not know.”

Kintu at this point milked some milk on to the palm of his left hand and

drank it.

“ What do you do that for ? ” asked Nambi.
“That’s my food,” replied Kintu.
“ We see no water here. What do yon drink “?

”

“I drink milk.”

The girls then retired for another conference, and Nambi confided to her sister

that she believed this was a man
;
nothing else could do such extraordinary things.

They returned to Kintu and submitted their decision, and Kintu said ;
“ Yes, I am a

man.”

Nambi then told him all about themselves, and suggested that he should

accompany them to Mugulu. Kintu agreed on condition that they also took his cow.

This they declined to do, and disappeared.

As soon as they arrived they told Mugulu that they had found a man and a cow.

“Where?” asked Mugulu.

“On the earth.”

“Not a real man, surely ? ” and Mugulu smiled as if he did not believe them, but

they suspected he knew all the time.

“ Oh yes, a real man. We know he is a real man because he wants food, and

when he is hungry he drags the udder of his cow% and squeezes out white juice,

which he drinks.”

“I shall make inquiries,”

“He is very nice,” said Nambi, “and I wanted to bring him up here. May I go

and fetch him?”
“ Leave the matter to me,” said Mugulu, and the girls withdrew.

Directly they had gone Mugulu called his sons and said :
“ Go to the earth and

test this story about a real man being there. Nambi says she saw a wild man and

a cow, and that the man drank the cow’s juice. Fetch the cow.”

The boys prepared to start at once.
“ Soka olinderira ” (“ Wait a bit ”), said Mugulu

;

“ I don’t want the man. He
will probably die when he sees you

;
the cow only.”

The boys arrived near Kintu’s resting-place, and he was asleep. They took the

cow and carried her off. When Kintu a\yoke he did not see the cow, but just then

he did not start in search of her, as he supposed she had only wahdered a short

distance. Presently he got hungry, and tried to find the cow;, but in vain. He
ultimately decided that the girls must have returned and stolen her, and he was
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very angry and liungiy. Ho used many ^vords not of ]>eaco, and he sat down and

pointed his nails and sharpened his teeth, hut there was in.) one with n hom to fight.

He then peeled the bark off a tree and sucked it, and thus he fed himself.

Next day Nambi saw Kintu’s cow as the boys arrived, and she exclaimed:

have stolen Kintu’s cow ! That cow was' his food and drink, and now what has he

to eat ? I like Kintu, if you do not. I shall go down to-morroAv, and if he is not

dead I shall bring him up here,” and she went and found Kintu.

“So they have taken away your cow?”

“Yes.”
“ And what have you been eating since ?

”

“I have been sucking* the bark of a tree.*'

“ Did you really do that ?
”

“ What else Avas there to do ?
”

“ Well, come with me to Mugulu and you shall have your cow given back to you.”

They went, and Kintu, when he arrived, saw a vast multitude of ].»eople and plenty

of bananas and fowls and goats and sheep—in fact, everything was there in plenty.

And the hoys, when they saw Nambi arrive with ivintu, said :
“ Let us tell our

father Mugulu,” and they went and told him, and Mugulu said :
“ Go and tell my chiefs

to build a big house without a door for the stranger Kintu.” The house was built,

and Kintu went into it,

Mugulu then gave the following lavish order :
“ My people, go and cook 10,000 dishes

of food, and roast 10,000 cows, and fill 10,000 vessels with beer, and give it to the

stranger. If he is a real man he will eat it, if not, then—the penalty is death.”

The food was prepared and taken to Kintu’s house. As there was no door, the

cj-owd put their shoulders to one side of the house and raised it up off the ground,

and put the food inside, and told Kintu that if he did not finish it all at a meal the

result would be death. They dropped down the side of the house again, and ^svaited

outside.

Kintu surveyed the mass of food with dismay, and then staited to walk round it,

muttering his feelings to himself. As he went round the heap his foot slipped into

a hole, and on examination he found that it was the opening of a cavern. “ Ha ! ha !

”

said he, “ this cave has a good appetite
;
let me feed it,” and he took the 10,0C0

measures of beer and spilled them in, laying the empty vessels on one side
;
then

the 10,000 carcases of roast cows were pitched into the cavern, and lastly the food

from the 10,000 baskets; and then he called to the people outside, after he had
closed the hole: “Haven’t you got a little more food out there?”

“No,” they replied. “Did we not give you enough?”
“Well, I suppose I must do with it, if you have nothing more cooked.”
“Have you finished it all?”

“Yes, yes. Come and take away the empty dishes.”

The crowd raised the side wall of the house, came inside, and asked Kintu
whether he really had disposed of the food. He assured them that he had, and
they with one accord cried out :

“ Then it is a man indeed !
” And they went direct

to Mugulu and told him that the stranger had finished his meal and asked for more.
Mugulu at first branded this statement as a falsehood, but on consideration he

believed it. He pondered for a moment, then taking up a copper axe he said to
his chiefs; “Take this to Kintu. Tell him I, want material to make a fire. Tell
him that Mugulu is old and cold, and that Mugulu does not burn wood for a fire.

Tell him I want stones, and tell him that he must cut up rocks with this cpp.per
axe and fetch the pieces and light me a fire. If he does then he may claim his
(!pw, Se may also have Nambi, and he cam return to the earth,' ^ \ .
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The chiefs went to Kintu and told him that Mugulu wanted a fire made of

stones, and that he must chop a rock with the copper axe.

Kintu suspected there was something wrong, but he spoke no words to that

effect. He put the axe on his shoulder and went out before they allowed the wall

to drop to the ground. He walked straight to a big rock, stood in front of it,

idaced the head of the axe on the rock, and rested his chin on the tip of the handle.

“It does not seem easy to cut,” said he to the axe.

“It is easy enough to me,” replied the axe; “just strike and see.”

Kintu struck the rock, and it splintered in all directions. He picked up the

pieces of rock, and went straight to Mugulu and said :
“ Here’s your firewood, Mugulu.

Do you want any more?”
Mugulu said ;

“ This is marvellous ! Go back to your house. It only remains now
for you to find your cow,” and Kintu went away.

Next morning the chiefs were called before Mugulu, and he said : “Take this bucket

to Kintu, and tell him to fetch water. Tell him that Mugulu does not drink anything

but dew, and if he is a man he is to fetch it quickly.”

Kintu received the bucket and the message, and again he suspected there was some-

thing wrong, and he said words within himself, but he spoke nothing to that eflect.

He took the bucket and went out, and he set it down on the grass, and he said to the

bucket: “This does not seem* very easy.” The Ijiicket replied: “It is easy enough

to me,” and when Kintu looked down he sa^v that the bucket was full of deAv. He took

it to Mugulu and said : “Here’s your drinking w^'ater, Mugulu. Do you want any

more ?
”

Mugulu said :
“ This is marvellous. Kintu, you are a prodigy. I am now satisfied

that you are a man indeed, and it only remains for you to get your cow. Whoever
took Kintu’s cow let him restore it.”

“ Your ow’ii sons stole my cow,” said Kintu.
“ if so,” replied Mugulu, “ drive all the cows here, and let Kintu pick out his cow if

she is amongst them.”

Ten thousand cows Avere brought in a herd. (It will be remembered that Nambi
and her sister assumed a fine astonishment at the “ horned thing ” when they first saw

Kintu’s cow, and yet this lai'ge herd had belonged to Mugulu all the time. It is, how-

ever, fatal to cross-examine the story-teller, as will be seen later on.)

Kintu stood near the herd in great perplexity, lost in thought, A hornet came and

sat on Kintu’s shoulder, and as Kintu gave no heed, the hornet prepared his sting and

drove it home.

Kintu struck at the hornet and missed him, and the hornet said :
“ Don’t strike, I’m

your friend.”

“ You have just bit me,” replied Kintu.

“It wasn’t a bite. Listen. You can never tell your cow amongst all that herd.

Just you wait until I fly out and sit on the shoulder of a cow'. That’s yours. Mark
her.” ,

The herd of 10,000 cows was driven past, hut the hornet did not move, and Kintu

said aloud :
“ My cow is not amongst them.”

Mugulu then ordered another herd to be brought, numbering twice as many cows

as the last herd
; but the hornet did not move, and Kintu said aloud :

“ My co%v is not

amongst them.”
'

The herdsmen drove the cows away, and another herd was brought, and the hornet

flew off and sat on the shoulder of a cow. Kintu. went forward and marked her.

“ That’s mine,” said he to Mugulu. The hornet then ffew to another, a young cow, and

Kintu went forward and marked her, and said :
“ That also is mine,” The hornet flew
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to a third, and Kintu went forward and marked this oi\e also, and said :
'' That is mine

also”

Mngulii said : “ Quite correct
;
your cow has had two calves since she arrived in

Heaven. You are a prodigy, Kintu. Take your cows, and take Nambi also, and go

back to the earth. Wait a bit.” Here Mxigulu called his servants and said to them ;

“ Go to my store and fetch one banana ]»lant. one potato, one bean, one Indian corn,

one ground-nut, and one hen.” The things were brought, and Miigniu then addressed

Kintu and Nambi :
“ Take these things with you

;
you may want them.” Then

addressing Kintu he said :
“ I must tell you that Nambi has a brother iianied Warumbe

(Disease or Death). He is mad and ruthless. At this moment he is not here, so you

had better start quickly before he returns. If he sees you he may wish to go with you,

and you are certain to quarrel.” Then to Nambi : Here is some millet to feed the

hen on the road down,* If you forget anything, don’t come back to fetch it. That is

all
;
you may go.”

Kintu and Nambi started, and when they were some distance on the .iourney

Nambi suddenly remembered that it was time to feed the hen. She asked Kintu for

the millet, but it was nowhere to be found, and now it was clear they had forgotten

it in the hurry of departure.

“I shall return and fetch it,” said Kintu.
“ No, no, you must not. Warumbe will have returned, and he will probably wish

to accompany us. I don’t want him, and you had better not return.”

But the hen is hungry, and we must feed it.”

“ Yes, it is,” assented Nambi.
Nambi remained where she was, and Kintu returned to Mugulu, and explained

that he had forgotten the millet. Mugulu was very angry at his having returned, and

Warumbe, who just then arrived, asked: “Where is Nambi?”
“She is gone to the earth with Kintu.”
“ Then I must come too,” said Warumbe (literally, “ Death ”).

After some hesitation Kintu agreed to this, and they returned together to

Nambi.
“Otya,” said Nambi.
“ Otya,” replied Kintu.
“ Hum.”
“Ham.”
“Hum.”
“Ham.”
“Hum.”
“Ham.”
Nambi then objected to Warumbe accompanying them

;
but he insisted, and finally

it was agreed that he should come for a time and stay with Nambi and Kintu.
They all three proceeded, and reached the earth at a place called Magongo in

Uganda, and they rested. Then the woman planted the banana and the Indian corn,

the bean and the ground-ilut, and there was a plentiful crop. In the course of time
three children were bom, and Warumbe claimed one of them.

“ Let me have this one,” said he to Kintu. “You have still two remaining.”
“ Oh, I cannot spare one of these, but later on, perhaps, I may be able to

spare one.”

Years passed by, and many more children were born, and Warumbe again begged
Kintu to give liina one. Kintu went round to all the children with thq object ob

Mugulu, ,never Emitted a detail.
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selecting one for Warumbe, and he finally returned and said :
“ Warumbe, 1 cannot

spare you one just yet
;
but later on, perhaps, I may be able to do so.”

“ When you had three you said the same thing. Now you have many, and still

refuse to give me one. Mark you, I shall now kill them all. Not to-day, not to-

morrow, not this year, not next year; but one by one I shall claim them all.”

Next day one child died, and Kintu charged Warumbe with the deed. Next day
again another died, and next day again another

;
and at last Kintu proposed to

return to Mugulu and tell him how Warumbe was killing all his children.

Kintu accordingly went to Mugulu and explained matters. Mugulu replied that he
had expected it. His original plan was that Kintu and Warumbe should not have

met. He told him that Warumbe was a madman, and that trouble would come of it

;

yet Kintu returned for the millet against the orders of Mugulu, and this was the

consequence.
“ However,” continued Mugulu, “I shall see what can be done.” And with that he

called his son Kaikuzi (literally, the “ Digger and said to him :
“ Go down and try

to bring me back W^arumbe.”

Kintu and Kaikuzi started off together, and when they arrived were greeted by
Nambi. She explained that in his absence Warumbe bad killed several more of

her sons. Kaikuzi called up Warumbe, and said :
“ Why are you killing all these

children ?
”

“I wanted one child badly to help me cook my food. I begged Kintu to give

me one. He refused. Now I shall kill them every one.”
“ Mugulu is angry, and he sent me down to recall you.”
“ I decline to leave here.”

“You are only a small man in comparison to me. I shall fetch you by force.”

With this they grappled, and a severe contest ensued. After a while Warumbe
slipped from Kaikuzi’s grasp, and ran into a hole in the ground. Kaikuzi started

to dig him out with his fingers, and succeeded in reaching him, but Warumbe dived

still deeper into the earth. Kaikuzi tried to dig him out again, and had almost

caught him when Warumbe sunk still further into the ground.
“ I’m tired now,” said Kaikuzi to Kintu, “ I will remain a few days, and have

another try to catch him,”

Kaikuzi then issued an order that there was to be two days’ silence in the earth,

and that Warumbe would come out of the ground to see what it meant. The people

were ordered to lay in two days’ provisions, and firewood and water, and not to go

out of doors to feed goats or cattle. This having been done, Kaikuzi went into the

ground to catch Warumbe, and pursued him for two days, and he forced Warumbe
out at a place called Tanda, At this place there were some children feeding goats,

and when they saw Warumbe they cried out, and the spell was broken, and Warumbe
returned again into the earth. Directly afterwards Kaikuzi appeared at the same place

and asked why the children had broken the silence. He was angry and disappointed,

and he said to Kintu that the people had broken his order, and that he would

concern himself no further with the recalling of Warumbe.
“I am tired now,” said Kaikuzi.

“Never mind him,” replied Kintu, “let Warumbe remain since you cannot

expel him. You may now go back to Mugulu, and 'webale’” (“thank you”).

Kaikuzi returned to Mugulu, and explained the whole circumstances.

“Very well,” said Mugulu, “let Warumbe stop there.”

And Warumbe remained.
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A SiH»KTSMAX.

Mpobe was a sportsman. As he sat in his iuu lie saw a inaii ai*]troaohin^* with

whom he had agreed to go ratting. M}x»ho failed his ilng, tied a be?]] his neck,

.and led him with a sling to where tlie rat.s were sup]»o.soii to ho. Some heaters went

on ahead and set up nets, but no rat.s wore hmml. The beaters then askevl M]>obe

to let his dog run loose in the grass, and he iuiiiiodiately ]jut uj* a rat, and it ran

straight for the nets, but the mesh was too largo aiid the rat got through and away.

The beaters then went home, but M}iobe ilecide<l to go on still I'artlior, as lie did not

wish to return empty-handed. Boon after he 'Started a vat. anil it ran into a cave.

The dog follow^ed it, and Mpobe followed tlie dog. 'fliey went a long way, and

ultimately Mpobe came to an open space, where there w'ere many }K'(»ple, and houses

and gardens, and he said to them ; friends, <lid you .see a dog following any

rats about. here?”

“Yes, we have,” they replied, “but they have passed on lower down”
“ In what direction ?

"

“Towards Mangao.”

Mpobe followed on, and came to a seat where a Dig Man sat, with rats on one

side and Mpobe’s dog on the other.

“Where do you come from?” asked the Big IMan.

V From my garden just above. I have sim])ly followed uiy dog. I heanl his bell,

and came on here.”

“ Do you know where you are now '?

”

“ No, not in the least.”

“Lucky for you. Now go back to your home, and remember that you must

tell no one where you have been or ’what you have seen. Not even your father, or

mother, or brother. If you tell, then I will come along and kill you. Here are

your rats, and here is your dog.”

“Webale,” said Mpobe (t.c., “Thank you”), and he went home.
Directly Mpobe arrived his wife got him food and said how glad she was that

he had returned. She asked a great many questions, all of which he answered, and
she waited thinking he would volunteer a statement as to where he had been.

“Where have you been these two days?” at last asked the wife.

“Oh, I have just been ratting in the forest,”

“And ?” queried the wife.

“That’s all,” replied the sportsman.
The wife knew there was something else untold, so she invited Mpobe’s father

to the house. The father cross- questioned Mpobe as to where he bad been, and
what he had eaten and whom he had seen, and what he did during every hour of

the two days he was absent
; but still Mpobe kept his secret.

The wife next invited Mpobe’s mother to the house, and the mother began
another series of questions, and so involved Mpobe that he had to own up.

“ I can’t tell you it all, or the Big Man will come and kill me, and you would
go and tell some one else.”

You don’t know^ me, my. son. I never tell anything. Just tell me the whole

merely thought it right to tell his wife, and the wife

u
^ mother, and the mother told her husband, and so on until evening, when

and ju^t as he w’as falling asleep a stern, gruff voice called,:

.^‘Mpol^j'Mpobel”

_ (When a inan iis called by his name, he ahvays replies

.

- ^ Muhammadan were walking ajongy and he knocked, his toe

,
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against a stone, he would cry out ‘‘Muhammad”; but if a Muganda met with an
accident, he would cry out instantly “Kabaka.”)

“ So you have told the secret,” said the Big Man
;
for it was he.

“I have only told my mother.”
“ That’s enough. Eat up all your food and property, and as soon as it is finished

I will come and kill you.”

“May I sell my son to buy a co^vv?”

“Yes.”

Mpobe bought the cow, killed her, salted the meat, and began to eat it, but in
very, very small pieces each day. At the end of a year the Big Man returned and
called out :

“ Mpobe, Mpobe !

”

“ Kabaka.”

“Have you eaten that cow?”
“No, not yet.”

“ Well, hurry up. I am coming along when it is quite finished.”

The cow was ultimately finished, and Mpobe ran off to a dense forest and hid
himself. As he lay asleep he heard the same call :

“ Mpobe, Mpobe !

”

“Kabaka.”
“Have you finished that cow yet?”

“Not quite. I have just a little left.”

“Ha, haha! You are hiding here; but there is no escape from me. I am
coming along directly.”

Mpobe left the forest and hid himself in caves, again lay down in rivers, went
into pits and caverns

;
but wherever he went the Big Man found him out and

called him. At last Mpobe saw it was no use trying to dodge him, and he said

;

“Let him come now, I hide no more. The cow is finished. I should not have

told the secret, and I am ready to die.”

Next night the Big Man came, and Mpobe was seen no more.

Kawekwa and Nakawekwa.

A man once lived at Ganga, near Kampala, and he had a son who never ate any

food. The son’s name was Kawekwa. Another man, on the other side of Ganga,

had a daughter Avho never ate food. Her name was Kakawekwa.
One day Kawekw’a heard this, and said he should like to see the girl. The girl

on the same day heard the story of the boy who did not require any food, and she

said she should like to see him.

Kawekwa travelled round the district and came to the girl’s house. He found

her at home, and he said :
“ Otya.” She replied ;

“ Otyano,” and asked him into the

house. She did not know who he was, but she w^ent to the banana garden and

pulled some fruit, and when it was ready she offered it to him, and he declined,

saying that he never ate food. He then asked her to eat it herself, and she said

she never ate food. And in this., way they guessed who each of them was. Then

her parents came in and the usual ceremony was gone through, and the marriage

was completed.

When the bride v:as brought home her father -came to visit her, and food was

prepared. Everything was ready but beer, and Kawekwa proposed to ^ to the

village to buy some; but his bride persuaded him not to go, as she feared some-

thing would happen to him. He did not go, and he remained at home many days.

One evening he heard drums beating in the villa^ge, and he heard the dancers
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singing, and he insisted on going, promising that he would not be long. He went,

and a fight arose, and Kawekwa was speared and killed. When the news was

brought to his wife she wept for many months and refused to l.>e consoled. One

night as she was crying in her hut Kawekwa returned from death and asked her

:

“Why do you weep so long and bitterly
T'

“Because I loved you so much,” she replied.

“ Then if you loved me so much, will you come -with me now ?

"

“Yes, yes; 111 come,” and she died.

It has now become a kind of proverb in Uganda :
“ Tokabye okuzukiza Kawekwa

wa Ganga”-“that is, “You cry as if you wished to wake Kaw’ekwa of Ganga.”

The Goat-Hert> axd the Leoparp.

A Muganda chief had many goats, and one slave l)oy. named Sikilya Alunaku,

to look after them. One night a leopard came and killed all the goats except one,

and the chief was angry, and blamed the boy for not herding them more carefully.

“You see,” said the chief, “there is only one left now. If you allow the leopard to

catch that one, I will cast you out and thro^v you to the leopard yourself.”

Sikilya Mundkn was very careful of how he watched the goat
;
he went with it

to feed every morning, stayed with it all day, returned home with it in the evening,

and took it into his house till the morning. He guarded it thus for many days.

At length the grass near his hut w’as eaten bare, and be led the goat to the

border of the forest, and tied it to a post where there was rich grass.

Towards sunset a leopard came to the edge of the jungle and looked out.
“ Go away,” said the boy

;
but the leopard merely crouched down. “ Go away,”

repeated the boy, “if you eat this goat my master will kill me, so go away.”
The leopard sprang out and seized the goat by the neck, and the boy seized it

by the legs, and they tugged for some time. At length the leopard dragged both

the boy and goat into the forest. Then they saw that the goat Avas dead, and they

sat down to rest, the leopard on one side of the carcase, and the boy on the other.
“ What did you mean by dragging it ? ” said the leopard.
“ What did you mean by dragging it ? ” retorted the boy.

“Are you not afraid that I may eat youU’
“No, I am not afraid any more. If I return to my master he will kill me now

tliat you have stolen his last goat.”
“ Kill you, will he ? You need not bother about him. For the future you will

remain with me in the forest, so set to Avork and build a hut.”

The leopard sat still over the goat whilst the boy built a hut, and then he asked
the boy :

“ Are you hungry ”

“Eh, Sebo” (“Yes, sir”).

“Well, we must get a fire. Creep out to a neighbouring garden, and bring me a
stick from the half-smouldering fire near the village.”

The boy did so, and came back.

“Have you got the firebrand?” asked the leopard, Avhen the boy came in vieAv.

“Eh, Sebo”
“Hurry up and make a fire, and I will give you a piece of the goat to roast.”
When the meat was cooked the boy ate it, and he told the leopard that it was

very
, good. He was 'so pleased that he thought it only fair to do a good turn to .

the . leopard. The ,b0y knew a certain ant-heap near the Gabunga’s
.

garden where
there were “Nswa ” (edible be. foundji . Nobody .else knew of this particular
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3
,
but in liis gratitude the boy decided to tell the leopard so that he might have

lare.

‘As a return for all this kindness/’ began the boy, “I will tell you some-

“ If it is about guns or spears, don’t tell me. I am always angry when 1 hear
guns.”

“ No, it is about food ” (“ Emeri ”).

“ Ah, food
;

yes, tell me quick, quick, quick.”

“There is an ant-heap near Gabunga’s garden, and
“ What ? Is there a goat there ?

”

“No, not a goat, but
”

“A sheep, then?”

“No, but
”

“Perhaps a dog, or a calf, or an antelope, or a ”

“No,” said the boy, “but *Nswa’” (white ants).

At this the leopard fainted with sheer rage. “ White ants !
” said he. “ White

ts! Obusa, bisasiro, vunda, gaga ”

(The interpreter here stopped the story-teller, and explained that these were very

dgar words, and even a leopard would not have used them, but that he had
me mad.)

The leopard went out and brought in a stone. Then he put it down by the fire,

id said to the boy :
“ I have something nice to tell you.”

“Have you?” replied the boy. “Then tell me quick.”

“It is about food,”

“Then tell me quick.”

“It is delicious,” continued the leopard, and he licked his lips and smiled.

“Oh!” gasped the boy, “where is it?”
“ Here it is,” said the leopard, and he handed him the stone. The boy angered

Qucli, and they spoke no more.

After a while the leopard remembered that he had promised to reconnoitre

iamswaga’s village that night, and started out. “ Weraba,” said he to the boy, and

le was gone. After a minute he returned and said :
“ Otya,” arid then, addressing

:he boy, said :
“ To-morrow morning you might take a piece of meat, and go round

:o some of the gardens near the village, and barter it for a cooking pot.”

“All right,” answered the boy, and the leopard went away.

Next morning he accordingly took a piece of meat, and went to a garden and

found a Avomaii hoeing. He held up the meat, and the woman asked him what he

wanted.

“I am trying to barter this foi a pot.”
* "

“Bring it here,” .said the woman. He brought it, and when the woman smelt it

she said it was good. She, then called to two girls who were in an adjoining garden,

and they came to where she stood.

“ What a nice boy !
” said one of the girls.

“Do you like him?” asked the mother.

“Yes.”

“Go first and fetch a pot to exchange for the meat.”

“ Oh, go for the pot yourself, mother. I want to ask him where he lives,”
^

The mother went to fetch the pot, and the girl askedi: “Where do you live?”

“ I have a hut in the forest.”

“ What is your name ?
”

“ Sikilya Mun^ku.”
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“ I must pay you a visit. No, listen. Come back here to-morrow, and I will

marry you.”

“Very well,” replied the boy.

The mother returned ^vith the pot, and the exchange was made. The boy

returned to his hut, and put the pot inside.
“ "What did you say to the boy while I was away ? ” asked the mother, when she

was alone with her daughter.

“Oh, I told him on no account to propose to mo —that if he did, 1 slioiiid

certainly refuse him.”
“ What did he say 1

”

“He said, ‘What a chaiming woman your mother is!’”

“He did, did he? I hope you asked him to come back to-morrow.”

“ He said he was coming to-morrow,” and the conversation came to au end.

The boy, as he sat outside his hut, heard a chomping and chewing going on

inside, so he guessed the leopard had returned. He went inside, and the leopard

said :
“ I see you have bought the pot.”

“ I have something nice to tell you,” said the boy, thinking of the girl’s proposal in

the garden.
“ Don’t, don’t, and ‘ webale ’ ” (“ thank you ”) said the leopard. He thought the boy

referred to the white ants again.

“ They were so nice and kind,” said the boy, “ I must tell you about them.”
“ Not whilst I live,” said the leopard, and again he uttered abusive words, meant

for the white ants.

“ I was talking to them just now, and one of them said

“ Have they learned to talk, then ?
”

“ Of course they have. One of them said she w^ould marry me to-morrow. Her
mother sold me the pot.”

“ Oh, I thought you were talking of the white ants.”
“ I guessed you misunderstood.”
“ Listen, I have something nice to tell said the leopard.
“ I know it, you are going to tell me about that stone again.”
“ No,” said the leopard. “ Look at this.” And he dragged out another goat from a

corner. “ That is Kamswaga’s best,” said he, “ Look at his horns, and see the size of

his head. I found him easily enough. He \vas wandering round, wanting to fight,

when I seized his neck and dragged him here. Take off his skin, and in the morning
take some of his flesh and go again to the women and buy some bananas to make beer.”

Next day the slave boy visited the garden, bought the bananas, and the girl came
home with him. The leopard returned late that night, and he w^as a little uneasy when
he heard voices in the hut. When the boy explained that it was a wife, he came in,

and a long talk followed, in which he advised Sikilya Mundku and his wife to go next
day out in the open country, build a reed house, and make a plot of tillage. This was
done, and as the soil w^as rich, a plentiful crop was the result. Other people, on seeing
the good crop, came and asked permission to build and cultivate adjoining plots, and
in course of time there were many people, and Sikilya Mundku was recognised as
“Mwami” (chief).

Some time after this the leopard paid a visit to the chief, and ordered him to make
a feast and have a beer dance. He added that he was to call in the people of the whole
village, and that they were to remain all ni^t in the chief’s house : the other houses
of the village were to he closed, and the doors tied with rope, and no one was to enter
them for that night. V. -

: .

The dance pTOeededij.and at midnight one man, who was* tipsy, left the chief’s house,
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«iicl went to a liouse in the village. He cut the rope and went in, and was surprised to

see the house full of leopards. The man raised his spear and threw it at the biggest,

shouting: “Have that for the Kabaka^’ (“king^’). The big leopard rolled over and
died. The tipsy man then returned and told the chief that he had killed a leopard.

The chief told him he had done wrong
;
that the leopard was his good friend

; had
cared for him like a father ; and that the man might just* as well have killed him
(the chief) as the leopard.

The dance broke up and the people retired. Directly after, the leopard, who had
risen from the dead, came and charged the chief with having disobeyed him. “ I found

you a worthless slave boys too small to eat, too weak to kill, and with a master Avho

had threatened to destroy you. I cared for you, and ultimately made you chief, and
now one of your people has speared me. I am done with you for ever. Go back to

your old master and be a slave boy again.*’

Having said this, the leopard spat on the ground, thrashed madly all round the hut,

and, w’ith a bitter snarl, left the house.

Then a great storm came up from Sese and knocked down the house. The villagers

stole the bananas
;
the goats and sheep and cows ran awny, and his wife and children

also ran awny, and when morning came there w'as nothing left but Sikilya Munfiku all

by himself!

The Hare and the Elephant.

A hare and an elephant went to a “htujo” (drum dance), and the hare stood

•still wdiilst the elephant danced. When it w’as over the hare said :
“ Mr. Elephant,

I can’t say I admire your dancing
;

there seems to be too much of you, and the

tlesh on your buttocks goes flop, flop, flop. Let^me cut off a few slices, and then

try. You wdll then dance as well as I do.”

The hare then cut oft' some huge slices and went home. The elephant also

went home, but he was in agony. At length he called a buffalo, and said :
“ Go

to the hare, and ask him to return my slices.”

The buffalo went, and w’as received by the hare, and told his message.

“ Were the slices not eaten on the road ? ” asked the hare.

“I heard they w’ere,” replied the buffalo.

Then the hare cooked some meat (it was really the slices of elephant) and

gave some to the buffalo. The buffalo thought it very tender, and asked where

he got it.

“ I got it at the bill Bikongoliro, not far from here, where I go occasionally to

hunt. Come hunting -with me to-day.”

So they w’eiit to hunt, and taking some nets set them up. The hare theii gave

the following instructions to the buffalo

;

“You remain here whilst I go into the grass. If you hear something come

buzzing ‘ zoooooooooooooo ’ hang down your head.”

The buffalo "waited, and then he heard “ zoooooooooooooo ” and hung dowm his

bead, and the hare struck the head, and the buffalo died. The hare skirined him,

and carried home the meat.

As the buffalo did not return, the elephant sent an antelope to ask the hare to

return his slices, but the hare disposed of him in the same way as in the case of

the buffalo, and carried home his meat,
,

The elephant sent a succession of messengers for . the slices, but not one of them

returned, with them or without them. ^
. .

,
The elephant then called up , a leopard, and said : “Go to Mr. Hare, and ask him

. VoL,. :ii.

'
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to return my slices. You are a strong mcsseng*>r. .tetcli both the liare and my

slices. I am very sore, and you must return 4Uiek]y if you wish to see me alive.

The leopard found the hare at home, and after tl'.e usual feeil oi meat tliey started

to hunt at Mount Bikongoliro, taking their nets.
^ ,

“Now,” said the hare, “you wait here whilst I go into the grass. It you hear

something come buzzing like ‘ zoooooooooooooo ' hang tUuMi \oui head.

The hare then went into the grass, and presently tlie leopard heard a buzzing

“ zoooooooooooooo,” but instead of hanging down his head he lield it up, and a Hg
stone just missed him. Then he stooped his head and }>reteiide<l he A\as dead. He

chuckled to himself :
“ Ha 1 ha 1 !Mr. Hare, so you meant to kill me with that stone .

I see now w'hat happened to the other messengers. The wretch killed them all Mitli

his ‘zoooooooooooooo.’ Never mind, Mr. Heire, just wait till

The hare emerged from the grass, and w'hen he saw* the lco]»ard lying prone he

laughed and jumped, and then scraped the ground. “ There goes another me.ssenger,

said he. “ The elephant wants his slices back. Well, let him want tliem. He has.

still got too many, but in any case those I cut off imyu’oveil him a good deal, and

now as they are all eaten up I cannot very well return them.”

The hare then gathered some grass and pieces of string, and made the leopard

into a bundle, ready to carry him off*.

“I should like to skin him just here,” said the hare, “if 1 had my knife. As*

it is, I must carry him a little way, then hide him in the forest, and run home and

bring iny knife.”

Having said this, he hoisted the leopard on his head and w’alked off with

him. The leopard was enjoying the ride on the hare’s head, and after having gone*

a little way he put forth his pa^v and gave the hare a deep scratch. He then

withdrew his paw% and lay quite still. The hare at once })ut down the bundle, and

understood how matters lay. He did not pretend that he knew, for he said :
“ Oh,,

there seems to have been a thorn in the bundle.” He then roi,)ed the bundle very

firmly, taking care to tie the paws strongly, and then, putting the bundle on his-

head, went along to a stretch of forest. He placed the leopard in the w’ood, and

went off to fetch his knife. Immediately he had gone the leopard tore open the

bundle, and sat up to wait for the hare’s return. “ Fll show him how to hunt, and

to say ‘ zoooooooooooooo ’ and to hold dowm his head. Fll show him how to cut slices-

oft* my friend the elephant ” He raised his head, and there was the hare in view^

returning with a knife; but on seeing the leopard alive he bolted, and ran into a-

hole in the ground, wdiere the leopard could not follow him.
“ Come out,” said the leopard, sniffing vainly at the hole.
“ Come in,” said the’ hare.

The leopard saw it was useless trying to coax the hare to come out, so he said

to a crow that sat on a branch just above the hole :
“ Mr. Crow, will you watch this:

hole whilst I run for some fire to burn the hare ouf?”
“ Yes,” replied the crow, “ but don’t be long aw^ay, as I have to go to my nest

at WakoU’s this evening.”

The leopard went for the fire, and the hare, having heard that the crow, was;

keeping watch, said : “You are very hungry, crow, I am certain —eh 'I
”

“Yes, very,” replied the crow.

“Are you fond of white ants, for, if you are, I have a lot of them down hereF
“Throw me some up, and Svebale’ ” (“thank you”).
“Come.near the hole, and I will.’’

,
.

:
The, crow came near.

“Now open your eyes and. mouth ^
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The crow opened his eyes and mouth, and just then the hare fiung a lot of dust
into them, and whilst the crow tried to remove the dust the hare ran away.

‘' What shall I do no\v?” said the crow, when he had finished taking the dust
out of his eyes. “ The leopard will be angry when he finds the hare gone, and I
am sure to catch it. Ha! ha I I have it. I will gather some ‘ntengo’ (pdsonous
fruit of one of the Solanacece, about the size of a potato apple) and put them into
the hare’s burrow-hole. When the leopard applies fire to the hole the ‘ ntengo ’ will

explode, and the leopard wnll think the hare has burst and died.”

The crow accordingly placed several “ntengo” in the hole, and after some time
the leopard arrived.

“ Have you still got him inside ? ” he asked.

‘Yes, sir.”

“Has he been saying anything?”
“Not a word.”

“Now then, hare,” said the leopard, “when you hear ‘200000000000000,’ hold
down your head. Uo you hear ?

”

No reply.

“You killed all the elephant’s messengers, just as you tried to kill me to-day;

but it is all finished now with you. When I say ‘ zoooooooooooooo ’ hang down
your head. Ha ! ha !

”

But the hare meantime was at home, making a hearty meal off the remainder of

the elephant steaks.

The district which bounds Uganda on the east is called Busoga, The
boundary is a very definite one; it is the course of the Victoria Nile

from Lake Victoria northwards to the great mai'shes and backwaters of

of Kioga. According to native tradition this country was formerly

inhabited by Nilotic Negroes of the Lango tribe, and also of the interesting

Elgumi race—the Elgumi being more allied in language and physique to

the Masai, In the extreme east of Busoga also there had taken refuge

remnants of one of the earliest of Bantu invasions of Negro Nileland—the

Masaba people—a few thousands of whom still dwell on the western fianks

and foot-hills of j\Iount Elgon. Into this country—the lakeward portions

of which were but thinly inhabited because of the density of the forests

—

there, broke some hundreds of years ago an invasion of Uganda people, or

at any rate of Negroes from the direction of Uganda who spoke, a dialect

of the Luganda language. These—after mingling with the Lango and

Elgumi, and absorbing, perhaps, a dwarfish element akin to the modem
Masaba—were the ancestors of the modern Basoga. People of the same

general stock and s]peaking the same dialect also occupied the large island

of Buvuma and all the islands along the north coast of the Victoria

Nyanza from the vicinity of Uganda to opposite the Sarnia Hills. It is a

point of some interest also to remark that the dialect of Busoga (Lusoga)

is more like the speech of the Sese Islands than that of Uganda.’ Both

the Basese and Basoga speak a language which is almost closer to Luganda
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than Lowland Scots is to English, hut. like tlie Seots tliah^ct of English,

it is rather more primitive and contains words oi an older tvpe.

In many respects the Basoga resendde the Eaganda so closely in

physique, manners, and customs that in (lescri])ing tlie latter 1 shall

consider that I have at the same time described the Basoga. with the

exception of such differences or special characteristics as are now pointed

out. The Bantu-speaking inhabitants of the Biisoga District repi-esent a

population of, perhaps. 500,OCO. Their country is in many ]>laces densely

forested, in marked contrast to the lands of Kavirondo, wliiiii ];>ouii(l it on

the east. The natives count in their forests no less than iifty-two good

timber trees; at least seven trees which produce bark-cloth, and three

trees and two lianas, or eree\)ers, yielding rubl)er. in the north-eastern

part of the administrative District of Busoga the Bantu-s[»eaking people

are more akin to the Banyoro than to the Baganda. This l'nyori> infusion

resulted in much of Busoga coming under the influence of the Hima
sovereigns of Unyoro

;
and for many years Busoga was alternately harried

by Unyoro and Uganda, each country seeking to assert its right to the

overlordship. Gradually Uganda became the paramount power, but the

Uganda chiefs so misused their privileges that when the political

organisation of the w’hole of the Protectorate was under re\dew it was

decided to exclude the District of Busoga from the territories allotted to

the Kingdom of Uganda, especially ns compensation was given to Uganda
ill other directions. The prestige of the Gala aristocracy of Unyoro,

however, lingered down almost to the present time, and whenever old

chiefs died, and new chiefs succeeded, eff'orts were always made to obtain

the investiture of the latter from the King of Unyoro. There has never

been any supreme ruler over Busoga, the country having been divided in

times past among a number of more or less powerful chiefs, some of whom
were Lnsoga-speaking, others in the north belonging to U nyoro and
Lango stock.

The. Busoga huts are far inferior. to the houses of Uganda, and offer

“much, less resemblance to them in architecture than do those of Unyoro
and Toro. The hut of the Basoga is usually a beehive dwelling, where the
thatched roof comes right down to the ground, leaving an opening about
three feet high as a doorway. Not even the chiefs’ houses are much
better. The men are the hut-builders, the women being given up to
agricultural pursuits. The huts contain no bedstead or raised platform as
a sleeping place. The Basoga simply pile up bark-cloths untii a rough
couch is made. The peasants in the country either sleep on the bare
floor or else arrange their bodies for sleep on the^- transverse poles of a
short, bro^ ladder. They sleep oh these poles with appaxeiit ease, though

.

in a craipped position, the. heels and haunches restiiig oh. the lowest, snin g
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3 back of the head on the third rung, while the second bar serves as a
pport to the back.

The articles of diet of the Easoga are slightly more varied than
longst the Baganda. In addition to the banana, which is the favourite

)d of those who dwell anywhere near the Victoria Nyanza, the country
ows the S'lveet potato, ground-

it, two or three kinds of beans,

sorghum, Theginin

the sorghum and eleusine

reals is principally used for

akiog beer. Tobacco is grown

excellent quality. The sugar-

me is cultivated,- and its stalks

e used for the sake of its sweet

ice, but no sugar is made from

The people also gvow’ a few

ims and some sesanium,. or

1-seed. They gather coffee from

le wild, bushes in the forest,

id in parts of the country

le cotton-plant is cultivated,

lOUgh I have not been able to

;certain that they spin this into

iread.

As domestic animals they

eep cattle of the humped, short-

orned type, small fat-tailed

leep, goats, and fowls. The
oat seen in Busoga is often of

le long-haired, Skye-terrier
”

/pe, already mentioned as comiing

•om the regions to the west

f the Upper Nile. The natives

owadays catch and tame the
. 380. A MUSOGA

oung of the grey jiarrot for

ile to Eui'opean or Swahili caravans. The people keep dogs, and some-

Lmes use them for hunting.

There is nothing remarkable about their ceremonies. The

dfe is simply purchased from her father by a present of live-stock,

Dgether with a few iron hoes, and perhaps two or three pots of beer.

amongst the peasants a wife may be purchased for a goat.

When a chief dies his grave is dug in his own house, and his body
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is laid in it wrapped up in bark-cloth. The coi*]»st* lies for live or

six days, until a large quantity of bark-cloth ca!i U* o<»llected from his

relations and adherents, and with this the grave is generally fiih^d up to

the surface. On the top of the bark-cloth earth is thiwn, leaving the
grave at last with a raised cover of beaten clay. The chiefs women live

in the house until the grave is complete. They tlien leave, and tlie hut
is shut up, and remains without any interference until eventually it falls

to pieces over the grave. ^Vhen an ordinary ]>easant dies, he or she is

generally buried in front of the dwelling inhalnteii during life.

In former days, before European influence ebanged any of the customs
of the country, when the chief of Biikole (one of tiie sub-di\isions of

Busoga) died, his successor (generallv Ids brother) despatidieil a large
number of warriors to range the country for miles round the chiefs
village and slay anjr person they met. During these raids every attempt
was made to capture a young man and a girl. Chi the second dav after
the chiefs death this couple was killed, their pudenda were removed,
and, together with those of a bull, were put into the inteiuor of a large
fetish drum called Kideye.” The hole in the drum through which this
disgusting tribute had been inserted was sewn u[>, and tlie drum was
beaten to announce the chiefs death. An embassy carrying news of the
death was sent to Unyoro,* and the embassy further carried with it, for
the information of the king of Unyoro, the name of the chiefs successor.
The king of Unyoro then sent his representatives to confirm the appoint-
ment of a new chief, and to give him a stool of authority and two
spears. WTien the new chief of Bukole had been formally installed, he
again sent out men to kill any one whom they might find

; and if no
victims could he discovered and despatched, the” force went on to fight
against some neighbouring chief; Until blood had been shed in this
manner the new chief and his subjects were expected to keep their heads
Slaved. Any one infringing- the order to shave the head was immediately
put to death, \ihen blood had been shed, then all the people were
invited to come and mourn for the deceased chief. The days of mourning
sometimes lasted for two months, and most seriously intei-rupted the
wor o

^
6 peasants in the fields. All this time the messengers from the

ung o nyoro remained in Bukole until they had received sufficiently
arge ;^esents to be taken back to Unyoro. These practices only ceased
when ^barega, the king of Unyoro, was driven out of his co4try by

Bntish fwces. They occurred with other chiefs of other sub-divisions
oi Busoga. It may be imagined, therefore, that the people, in this

Hamitk'rul^'^ofVnvo7n
reverence for, and dependence on,, the

and Vesterh parts of UganaTw^torlmfe^rpow^^^^
.the southern
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teet at any rate, have

itly gained by the

itution of a European

trol over the aclinini-

tion of their country
;

every time a chief

i in Busoga, blood-

d of a more or less

ous kind was suie

take place, and the

:)s not infrequently

fered from the ab-

ition of the peasants

XL all work during the

iod of mourning.

A curious custom still

lains in connection

h the death of a man
0 dies at some dis-

,ce from his home, and

ose body cannot there-

? be transported back

be buried in his own

.ise. The relatives of

1 deceased will march

two or three hours

o the bush, and come

ay with a branch or a

Lg reed. The straight

inch or reed stem is

m thrown on the

)und, and one of the

lations calls out

3 dead man’s name and
.

.

^ ^
^

rs: “’Ve have come to bring you home for burial.’ After this the

?d or stick is covered up with bark-cloth, and the relations march back

the dead man’s home carrying with them this substitute for^ *

they get near the village one of their number runs on ahead to

prise the neighbours that the dead man’s body is being broug
^

o

5 last home. The women then start wailing for the dead, and continue

•earning and shouting until the long stick wrapped up in a ;
bw

rk-cloth is deposited in the grave. ‘ The "rest of the cereihony is i en ic
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with that which follows the aetiuil th*|;osii itf a ror|is«» in its umha-
the house. In parts I:»ii.s>ga tiiere is the ioliiaving said to be
derived from the north; Tl^e head of a jun>»jn after vlearli is wasiied. and
the lips are daubed with oil.

In relifjion the Basoga are still niaitily ]jaguu. Kspooially is this

the case with the large island of Buviiiiia. '^ifviated ut^ar fiie hiith ti the
Nile between Uganda and Busoga, The natives tif ihivuina are fetish-

ridden and extremely superstitious. The tall, j.eakt'd h'tish imts and
tempies which are placed outside tiair settlenienrs hav(^ ahvadv been
described in Chapter II., and are illustrated here. i'In* following are tla?

names of the ba-liibare." or devils, worshipped in :

—

Iriikoina.

Isodzi;

Biivuma.

Kasota.

Wesege (dwells in a big tree).

Nainbaga (influences the “medicine^' kept in little horns).
Kitiko.

Meru.

Biiyegu.

Nabirie (presides over the birth of twins).

The principal spirits worshipped among the Basoffd are:

—

Nasamba.
Waluinbe.

'Waitambugwe:

Kintu.

Maganda.

Maero.

Bugingo.

Takwe;

Kisalumkaba,

Kirongo.

Luka-maembe;

Nalango,

Kitako.

Kalesa.

Duungu.
Nabisana.

Kigulu.

Kaliro.

Naigonilnva.

Lumbiii.

Kamiantumbe.
Kakua Kainbuzi.

ere are, of course, priests in Busoga who attend to the special
wois ip 0 each of these spirits. When a Musoga is anxious to obtain
any mg rom the supernatural agencies, he makes an offering at the
s mrie 0 one or more of the above-mentioned spirits. According to his
means emay give a hull, a goat, or a fowl, the amount of the gift also*
varying according to the importance of the spirit whose help is claimed

0 the request. Certain rivers in Busoga are connected
and are thought to be the homes of special

ormer y the Basoga punished severely the seduction of
a virgin. 3- iMn was convicted of feuch a crime, and the womanV,
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ras discovered he and she were sent at night time to Kalnba’s.

where they were tied to a tree. This tall spreading incense-

rs thought to he under the protection of a spirit called Kakua.
tzi. Next morning the erring couple were discovered by people

^ surrounding plantations, who released them. They were then

I to settle near the tree of the protecting spirit. Curiously

1
,
the Busoga also held in great abhorrence' anything like incest

st domestic animals—that is to say, they greatly disapproved of

nirse between a bull calf and its mother-cow, or between a bull

COW' that w'ere know'ii to be brother and sister. If this occurred,,

ill and COW' w'ere sent by night to a fetish tree and tied there,

ext morning the cliief of the district appropriated the animals and

I them to his ow’n use. The rain spirit of Busoga—a country

,
in spite of its dense forests, suffers more often from severe

hts than does Uganda—is a most important personage among the

Another imiDortant ‘4ubare” is Takwe, who dw'ells in the Biver

ve, and personifies that stream. If immomlity occurred between a

and a virgin, and as the result the girl became enceinte^ the lapse

morality was punished more severely than if nothing had. resulted

their intercourse. In this last case the guilty couple werei dragged

) the Biver Ntakw'e, stones w'ere tied to their ankles and legs, and,

tnpany w'ith a sacrificial sheep, they were thrown into the river to be

led. This custom was abolished even before European interveiition,,

reduced to the much milder penalty of a fine inflicted on the man.

ti other sub-divi-sions of Busoga than Bukole the same mutilations as

! described in connection with the fetish drum vrere inflicted oil a

and a girl in order to make a sacrifice to the sacred stream on the

don of a chiefs death. When this was done at Sibondo’s town the

ilated boy and girl w'ere afterwards thrown into the Biver Nagua as

C'ldfice to the water spirit.

Adth regard to the association of tall and remarkable trees with spirit-

Iiip, an eve-witness gives me the following account of what he saw

' the native tow'ii of Luba, in Western Busoga (near Fort Thruston).

tree w'hich is regarded as sacred in this locality was a lofty and

sualh^ fine species of Parinarium, Its cylindrical, glossy white trunk

to 100 feet in height before giving out branches. The tree wa^

•ounded by small fetish.huts and curious arcades and “extinguishers,

pendent umbrellas of straw. The Basoga at the time had been

ering fi'om hunger, as the dry season wras nearing its end and the

T crops W'ere not yet ripe. They came in canOes decorated as if on

arlike expedition, \he prow-s of the canoes being strung with wreathes of

vers (chiefly yellow acacia blossom). When the Occupants, of the canoes
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landed, they took off all rl<>thinL[, aiiu \vra]ti»*«i romhl ilieir anus and

necks ropes made of givm cn*t*| »*i> ainl An ivt'd at tlu* base of

the tree they coiiunenml tn dinwv wUh tii;’uros not unHk«‘ t]a»se of a

-quadrille, the dancing being aoeoni] ‘aided i»y .-nng." only. Mo drains or

-other xnstniments were played. AfttT dancing for a i*enain rime tliev

stopped, and a little girl was Imuigltt forward, arunn ton yoars ohi. Tliis

•child was laid out at tlie hast‘ of tlie tn-o tiauigh >}io was tt> lie

.sacrificed, and every detail of the >a<*rirn‘o wa- p.no throagh in mock
fashion. A slight incision was made in the chihi’s nei k. bur net Midi as

to seriously hiut her. She was tlieii caught aj» and thrown into tin* water

of the lake close at hand. Here a man was slant ling ready to save her

from being drowned. Tlie girl on whom thi> cenmiony was performed
was, my informant learnt, dedicated by nativt* custom to a lift* of

perpetual virginity.

The Basoga regard witli a certain df*gree of >u|ier>titious reverence

white bulls with black spots. These are ivgarded as sacrt.al cattle, and
•are allowed to w’ancler at will about the ihintat ions.

Christianity is now making some progress in tin* \vestt*rn part of
Busoga. Muhammadanism has but few adiierents. Nevevthel(*ss, Islam,
-coming from the Nile and from Zanzibar, lias imuh* several attempts at

proselytism in Busoga. The great idea of the ^Sudanese mutineers was to

-create a Muhammadan kingdom in Busoga in case rganda should prove
too hard a nut to crack. They would hereafter have established a
connection between the Aluhammadans on the Ipper Nile and those
who (would then have) commanded the northern shores of the ^"ictoi'ia

INyanza.

The Basoga have suffered terribly of late years from occasional
Jaminea and epidemics of disease. The famine^'-; have been due to
unusual droughts which have afflicted a country ordinarily blessed with

y to seventy inches of annual rain. The heavy rainfall however, is,

vicinity of the lake shores, and at distances of forty
or ty miles from the coast of the Victoria Nyanza the dense forest
yields to a prairie country where the sun’s rays are very scorching. The
least decrease in the rainfall below fifty inches is prejudicial to the
earing o the banana, and as the Basoga, like the Baganda, rely too
much on this easily produced food, when the banana fails they have not
su

^ 9^^^^ produce to fall back on. But the race is being
saved, and the: ravages^ of disease and famine made good in some districts,
y a. ±ew notable chiefs who are marvellous getters of children. The

resides near Port Thruston, and who was the
“sti'iment in the murder, of Bishop Haimington, is stiU a

g 8 man o. perhaps sixtjr, and has had. more than a. hundred
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stalwart each of whom has become the father of a large family; so

-that Luba, when he dies, will probably be the progenitor of a thousand

•children. Anotlier old chief of Nilotic race in the north, Liada, is now

past ninety, and is said to have been the father of a thousand children,

more or less. It has been, in fact, very much the custom in Busoga for

the chiefs who, being at all times well nourished, were well suited to he

‘•sires'"—to impress all the young women of the district into their harims.

After a girl liad borne one or two children the chief would marry her off

to his dependents or to his elder sons. Among the peasants infant

mortality is terrible. It is rare that a peasant woman succeeds in

rearing more than one child. The influence of the two missionary societies

in Busoga is restraining the excessive polygamy of the chiefs, and the

better conditions of life amoiig the common people which now prevail

under the European control of the country, are together equalising the

production of children, and will no doubt tend in time to a marked

increase in the population.

382. AN ALBINO CHILD IN BUSOGA
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\\] Kavihomvi. Masaua, K.rr.

The Bantu-!>peakmg Negroes to the east i»t‘ JUisoga. who dwell round

the north-eastern corner ot‘ the Vietoria Nvanza. on the western

flanks of Mount Elgon, and on and near the east coast of the ^’ictoria

Nyaiiza, south of Kavirondo Bay, luav perhaps he most conveniently

gi'ouped together under the general term of •• Kavirondo." This word has

a Bantu sound, but no one has yet been able to thnov any light on its

origin, or exactly to indicate the special ]«itch of ('ountry that it covers.

The natives use it (generally pronouncetl as Kafirontlo "), but perhai>s

only do so because they have picked it up friun Swahili caravans and

Europeans. The word ‘‘Kavirondo” probaldy appeared first on tlie maps
drawn by Mr. E. Cf. Raveiisteiu at the end of tlie ''.seventies from

information given to him by NIombasa missionaries, such as the late

Mr. Wakefield. It is certain that the Swahili and Arab earavan.s who
first reached the north-east coast of Lake Vietoria Nyanza came back with
the impression that the people in that direction were styled Kavirondo/’
and communicated these views to Mr. Wakefield. But 'as the few words
of Kavirondo which Mr. akefleld was able to (|Uote from these and other
sources showed the dialect to he closely related to tlie Acholi—a Nilotic

language it w’as considered that the Kavirondo were a Nilotic people,
aiid so in a, sense they are; for about half the so-called Kavirondo
country is inhabited by a race which is closely - allied to the Alum
and Lango (Aiiholi), from which they are only separated by about 100
miles of Bantu and Masai-speaking^ people. But Joseph Thomson, when
he reached the norfh-east corner of the Vietoria Nvanza in 1883

,
the

first of all Euro]peans to do so by way of Masailand, discovered to his
mrpnse that the northern Kavirondo spoke a language that was obviously
antt^ and was easily understood by his Swahili porters. On the whole,

It as best to accept the established word “ Kavirondo,” and to take it to

'

.
.

. i .

'
• •

'
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iiiclud0 till th0 ti'iiu‘s luairiy Ikihtu tue

north-west eoiwr of 3hmnt Kh^au ^n\ tlw n^'^viu i\m tia* <ionn:in iVniuiiT

on the east coast of Lake Vier»»ria Nyanx.i on thr s.nith. As will ke

pointed out in the next cliapter* the ht*>r *4r!it'ral nruie* k»r I'oe MlotiC

people who dwell in a ]»urt of the Kavlr^aolo I'nuntrv \< tha^ suir^oteil hv

Mr. Hohley— *' Ja-luo.*'

The dialects (divided into titr«v illMiiii’r >j*nk«ai ny tho ]icoplo

whom I group together as Kavintiidt» are lua < 11 !^“ Lanfu, hut aro in stane

respects more aivliaie even than Lugamla and I rnnyorit, I ho ,gron|» 0 ;

dialects spoken by the degraded and >iiniaii-iike Negroe:- <tn the western tianks

of Mount Elgon may perlui] s claim to be the nearest living iip[*ro;n*ii to the

original Bantu mother-tongue, tiunigh th.e Lnkvaijo of Kuwon/.ovi^ Lnganda.

and Eunyoro come very near to the same exalt eil
|
usiiion. The Musaba

people' of \Vest Elgon, who .s[>eak this extremely arebaie Ikintii language,

represent a little enclave of Bantu-speaking people (tlie lki]Kiho. Eangoko.

Bakonde, Bagesu, Basokwia. and Bosia), surruumled hy tribes of a totally

difiereiit physique and language, though their Kuviroiido liretiiren to the'

south are not more than thirty or forty miles distant. They are perhaps

the wildest people to be found anywhere within the limits of the Lganda

Protectorate. They are wilder even than the (’’ongo Dwarfs. <iuite recently

they were brought under subjection to some extent by an Uganda chief

who was employed to restore order in the country lietwcen the A’ictoria

Nile and Elgon, but even still there remains a section of this people

dwelling high up (at altitudes, pernaps, of T.OiJd ami 8,00d feet) on the

ridges surrounding the central crater of Elgon which in all probability

has never seen a European, and who would display hostility towards him

or any other stranger who came within its reach.

Directly the present writer saw^ these Alasaba folk he was struck with

the low and apish appearance that many of them pi*esented. Here and

there one distinguished amongst them the square-headed, better-looking type

of Nandi physiognomy, due, no doubt, to refugees from Nandi-speaking
countries having settled among these savages

;
but ordinarily the Alasaba.

people bear a strong resemblance to the Pygmy-Prognathous group on the

jwestem limits of Dganda.. Some 'who were seen, but who unfortunately
pould not he photographed, gave .considerable justification to the employment;
jqf the term '‘ape-like men.” They had strongly projecting superciliary

a,rches, low brows, fiat noses, long upper lips, and receding chins—stumpy
individuals irresistibly recalling the Congo Dwarfs, having the same flat

hoses, bulging nostrils, and long upper lips. There was nothing about these,

npt tibemselves recognise this name, which, is one applied to them by;
the )^ganda| and ys va -cony^i^^ group of wild mountain trib^-
that have HQ general' desi^ktion of
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people that suggested the MIe Negro, nor were they altogether of what is^

;tvled the West African type. I should think, on the whole, they repre-

sented the most primitive and fundamental Negro race of the continent

of which tlie Congo Fyginies are a biunch), crossed here and there witli

384. BAGESC (BAKOSDE, MASABA) OP WEST ELGON

a superior Nandi or Elgumi type; an aboriginal raoei in fact^ on ,
which,

many centuries ago the first Bantu invaders imp^ssed an arc aic. an u.

A comparison of the heads in Figs. 257 and 384 with the. he^s

Kavirondb, Nile Negroes, or Bagihida
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maybe found on I\[oant Elgon, In tto'.M* Ma>itba ]»oop!<* tis** is very

broad in its zygomatic* measnivnnuu—tiiat i> in >ay. irosn tla* edgv of one
•cheek-bone to tlie other. The cranial dexelojaiiout ndativtdy poor, Tiieiv

is much prognathism, a large a]^}»er Hj\ and rrireaiii^g chin. Tlie hands
are long, the feet are large and i‘him>y. Tise turn in. ami tlie shins
are much bowed. In the men there is a <‘t‘rfain atuuunr nf s<*rii])hv hair
about the face, but T did not notice in any exainph* tin* liody-liair whicli
is so evident in the Congo Dwarfs. The colour of t ‘noir >kin> rangos iVoni dark
chocolate to yelloAvish brown. The legs, however, are in»t dis|»ro|»ortionatelv

short, as they are among some of the forest Negnuc'; in t iie Semi iki Valiev.
Iseithev they nov (iny othet' of the Bciydo Kinsirnmlo vnxif in€*^e, nor do tin*

Masaba people (so far as I have seen) deconitt^ tite btidy trtih any j^affern of
scars or 'iceals. They have a wav occasionally of Imrning the skin with a
red-hot iron as a counier-irritant to paiiu and ttii> loaves tlie body with
irregular scars on the chest or back, but these are not innutdc'd as ornaments.
In some of them the face is as much wrinkhMl as it is iti an elderly Bush-
man. Those of the Masaba p)eo[)le that dwell more in contact with tlie

Kandi inhabitants of Elgon deck tbemselve.s with necklaces anil bracelets of
iron and ivory; but the poorer or more savage peo])le seemed to me to

^
ear nothing whatever in the shape of ornament, and logo almost entirely,

if not quite, naked. The “not quite ” is represtuited by a dirty piece of
bark-cloth slung over one shoulder, Init generally slung in such a way as to
serve the^ purposes of decency. This is pr«.d3ab'ly only due to the fact tliat
t le prudish Baganda, who have been administering tlieir country, have
insisted on all persons apiproaching the I'ganda settlements putting on a
sma amount of clothing. It was a curious fact among tliese people that

e more wild, savage, and degraded thev ap[!eared (as we advanced north-
wards), the more archaic became their Bantu dialect.

n the other hand, w^hat one might style the Kavirondo jjroYjer—the
peop es who dwell in the valley of the Nzoia River from near the south-east
cornel of Mount Elgon to the coast of the Victoria Nyanza—are, as a rule,
a au_ some race of negroes, exhibiting sometimes, espjecially among the

en, rea y beautiful physical proportions and statuesque forms. Here and

of
Negro races (and European, for the matter

PvD“
^ P

xev^ersions to an ugly and inferior type representing the
element which, formed the first stratum of the human

^ Kakumega chief, illus-

no<P
type with strongly developed brow^ridges, a flattened

hand Pi
Fominent wings, and a long upper lip. On the .

other -

teristic ff p c
34 exhibit comely specimens of Ne^oes, very charac-

iine
", we -proportioned^ and even, the.

, aegresses of this
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young and plump individuals, not far off our Eunjpoau ideals of well-

shaped women.

The Bantu Kavirondo do mi pmcftse cln'^tmcisian. They ttstiaUy

pull out the tico middle incisor ieeth in the lo*rer jaw. Botli the men
and the women do this. It is thought thtit if a man ivtains all his lower

incisor teeth he will be killed in \varlan\ and that if his wife has failed

to pull out her teeth it might eatise lu^r husband to perisVi. For the same
reason of averting ill fortune a woman cuts a number of rerfical slits in

the skin of her forehead, whicli leave small sears. Tiie women also, as a

means of securing good fortune for themselves and their husbands, make
a number of small incisions (u.sually in patterns) Irt the skin of the

abdomen^ into which they rub an irritant, so that huge weals (similar to

those described in connection witli the western Bantu) ris(* up into great

lumps of skin. A Kavirondo husband, before setting out to tight or

starting on a joinney attended with great risks, will probably make a
few extra incisions on his wife’s body as n innie-bonhear.'* But ordinarily

their bodies are kept freer from cicatrisation and similar attemjits at

ornamenting the skin than is the case with the peo]de in the western
part of the Uganda Protectorate. Among the Bantu Kavirondo the ear
is usually only pierced hi the lohe^ and a single large ear-ring is worn bv
both men and women.

Prior to the advent of Europeans almost no clothbig ivas worn, especially
by the males and the unmarried women. Even at the present dav, where
Euroi3ean influence has not made itself felt the men seldom specially
wear their small covering for purposes of decency

; they don skins slung
round one shoulder and worn over the side mid the back for warmth.
The men also adoim the upper arm, the wrist, and the leg below the
knee and above the ankle with coils of iron wire and bracelets and
circlets oi ivory. The women, if they can get them, will wear enormous
quantities of beads in necklaces. Both sexes usually w’ear a waist-belt of
heads, and the married women who have home children wear a lower
string

^

of beads, to which is attached a tiny little apron of leather
embroidered with beads, and also a long tail made of strings of fibre
derived from a marsh plant. The tiny apron in front is sometimes made
^ strings of the same fibre, instead of being a piece of leather sewn
^th beads. Very great importance is attached to this tiny square of
fibre or beadworic, and to the tail behind. if a maT^ of the same tribe
should Joucft this, the only covering worn by married woman, a great

Ms been commit^^ woman’s husband;^
is ir^de thaf> the
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about body covering they devote considerable pains to their he

Besides circlets of hippopotamus ivory they whl wear la^e tufts ’

ostrich fathers over the forehead, or shaggy plumes made ifroij

feathers, or the long tails of the: Cfem (Fidow ^



rllOT:^

ftj tfHjif’nhv i)r

sha]K\ whicii lliey wear

tKva:*iou>. Tiie^^e hats .

tinn‘s as imidi as tltree

I1u‘y are usnnily (»f bj

feniidatiniu ] flustered ei

teriov witli white ka«

possiidy varieirutiMl lyv i

]»attenis in l)laelv nmd.

are stuck into these h;

nieii ainone tlie northe

Kuviivuid(* are nnieli

orruiinciitirig tlieir Hl

patterns of v'hUi^, clajj

may wear clay stocking

the knee ur right np tl

there may be a se]>ani

of white clay right d

thigh, (hi this clay a ]

worked by a jfieoe of stic

removes the clay in, pli

leaves the dark skin

through. As already st

yoLing ^uomen before

ivear absolutely no
and in all the districts which have not been much visited by E
the men (except in cold weather) affect complete nudity. De;
because of, this neglect of clothing, they are, for negroes, a mo
disliking real indecency, and only giving w^ay to lewd actions
ceremonial dances, where indeed the intention is not immodest
pantomime is a kind of ritual, the meaning of which is perh
grasped by the dancer.

In some places near the lake shore, or w'herever else the nat
able to kill hippopotamuses, the tusks of the hippopotamus are,
very adroit manner that I have not been able to ascertain, cut
iiito longitudinal sections.’^ These are polished, and are worn
forehead as circlets or crescents of ivory. Iron rings are worn
thumb

.
and fingers.

The dwellings pi tie Bantu Kayirondo are round huts with a
thatched roof and a fmrly broad verandah round the body of ttle i

fouiidation of the structure is, of course, a circular

;
'

V”.'' 'r
• ^^thaps. filed- db^i to V':'' 'V'V'
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387. KAYIRONnO WOMAN, XZOTA RIVER
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sticks and wattle, and a roof frame made of slender poles or the midribs of

palm fronds strengthened with reed basketwork. The framework of the

roof, which is like a huge reversed funnel, is only lifted into position over

the round wall of the house when the latter has been plastered with mud,
and is fairly dry. The roof is then thatched with long grass. The verandah

of poles supports the outer rim of the roof, the thatch of which projects

sufficiently to shade this circular passage of raised clay. Portions of the

verandah are even enclosed by partitions, with an outer wall of reeds or

grass. Two equal-sized portions of the verandah are usually shut off in

this way on either side of the door. Within the partition on the right-

hand side is placed the grinding stone that the women use for rubbing

down grain into flour. The back half of the circular verandah is usually

open at the sides between the interstices of the poles.

On entering the hut it. will be seen that about one-fourth of its area

has been partitioned off at the back with sticks and reeds, to make a

sleeping place for goats.

Fowls also sleep inside

the hut in a big basket,

which is covered over at

night. This basket has

usually a long neck, and

stands very high. The
present writer has seen

the neat way in which

fowis put themselves to

bed. They jump on to

the rim of the basket and

then dive boldly down
through the neck into

the wider portion below,

where they remain in a

warm mass one on top

of the other. The floors

of these huts are, of

course, of clean, dry mud,
usually pretty hard, owing

to the heat of the fires,

which burn day and night.

There is usually no raised

bed for sleeping oh. Skins

are strewxi about the floors

for this jinrpose, : usually
388. KAVIEONDO MEN (SHOWINa pHNAHnoraAL; U^SIGNS IN Cil*At

ONWBj'Ws)'/
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389. Kx\V^RO^’DO MEN AN3 ? THEIR AJ)OUNMENTS

near relatives when visiting the hut do not go beyond th^ first fireplace,
wMch. IS near the dow. It would be a rp'eat h'each of good manners if
they s^ at the second fireplace, which is very nearly in the middle of the

® psople who are allowed this piivilege are the brothers and
SIS ers o the hut-owner, his wives, and his unmarried sons and daughters.

e us ands of his daughters or the wives of his sons are not allowed to
go o the innermost fireplace. If these rules are transgres.sed, the person
0 en mg ^ o kill a goat. All the occupants of the house then wear
sma 1 pieces of the skin of the sacrificed goat, and smear a little of theung on their chests. The furniture of a house usually consists of skins

coking-pots, water-pots, beer-pots, and big earthenware
ssels for containing dry grain. There is a large hollowed-out stone on

are
a small, round, and smooth boulder, which

are kept mthm the right-hand porch, for grinding com.

of
» l^o“se to himself, and a house for each

within a
tuts, belonging to a single family are enclosed

Tbis,.however, applies moreS eE f . ^ h<^h,. and: m ’thfwesferii slt^AofMounV El^
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outer toU. The huts of each family may be separated from their
neighbours by low fences of thorns or hedges of greenery. In the case
of all Kavirondo which lies between the Nzoia and Sio Eivers on the
south and the southern and western slopes of Elgon on the north, the
walled villages have a very remarkable appearance, and constantly sugoBst
to the European traveUer the notion that the walls are due to tealTing
given by some superior race from the north. On the outer side of this

390. A “mati^ hat”: kavibondo (ht kabuhega country)

inore or less circular wall of clay there is a deep moat, which inay be

bridged, over .opposite to every gate. The gaterays have jambs of hard
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^vood, across winch are laid at the sevt^nil stout Vieaius. The clay of

the wall is built up over the gateway till it risos into a peak. Some-

times the wooden frames of these entrances are rudely arched. They

are often high enough for a short man to pass thri;nigh without bending

bis head. In the south of Kavirondo the l»eople are content to surround

their villages by hedges^ which consist of thickly pliuded (doea mixed

with a euphorbia that has filamentous launches and an exceedingly acrid

white juice. The aloes are almost constantly in blossom. Tiudr leaves

are a pale green spotted with white, the stalks are dull crimson, and

the flowers bright coral red, so that this hedge, relieved here and there

with bright yellow-green euphorbia, gives the Kavirondo settlements a

391. PL\N OP A KAVIKONDO HOUSE

very bright setting. Close to the houses are the grain-stores-—lai'ge

baskets raised above the ground on posts with peaked roofs of thatch.

When access to them is required, the thatched roof is lifted off and the
grain taken out of the receptacle. In most of the Northern Kavirondo
villages tall masts may be seen erected at a slight slant. The upper
part of these poles is hung with small baskets that contfsdn decoy quails,
bnares are placed pn the ground round about the pole, and the wild
quails, being attracted by the cries of the decoy birds, are caught and
eaten.

The houses of the Masaba tribes of West Elgon merit a special
description : in some particulars. They are rather well built, are usually
thatched with baiia^ leaves, and have their sides .constructed of billets' 'of
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wood i)laced upright in a serried row. The roof is large and low spreading,

not very high at the apex (the hut of course is round) and with a very

low pitch. The apex of the roof is surmounted by a carved pole (often

stuck through an earthenware pot), and this pole is obviously a phallus.

Very frequently the pole is run through the skull of an antelope.

The cooking is done inside the house, and hy women. Only if a party

of Kavirondo is on the road and it is a case of force majmre will the

men do the cooking and make their kitchen in the open if no shelter is

obtainable. The cooking vessels, of course, are earthen pots. The food,

392. IN A KAVIRONDO VILLAGE

when cooked, is served up in small baskets. A father does not eat with

his sons, nor do brothers eat together; "women invariably partake of their

food after "the men have done. No woman "would eat with a man under

ordinary circumstances. They are rather more omnivorous than most
,
of

the other tribes in the Uganda Protectorate. A good deal of
.

^ain

(sorghum, eleusine, and maize) is cultivated, and the flour of sorghum is

a considerable staple in their diet. Bananas, beans, and peas are also

cultivated and eaten. It is said that the cultivation of the banana is on

the increase. .
,
At the time the present , writer passed through the

Kavirondo country he was .struck with the magnificent fields of sorghuM
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grain. This huge kind of millet^ which in the south is known as “Kaffir

corn ” and in the north as “ durra,*' is probably of Asiatic origin, though it

has developed several species or sub-species under cultivation in Africa.

It frequently grows to a height of twelve feet. The heads of grain are often

very brightly coloured, and as the colours vary among the plants in the same
field from rose-pink to ivory-white and chestnut-black a flourishing field

of sorghum is quite a handsome sight.- The grain of this sorghum is

ground into a coarse flour by means of the grinding stones. For some

reason this native flour, which

is often white and well ground,

is very unwholesome for Euro-

peans or Asiatics, almost in-

variably leading to diseases of

the bowels. It has been supposed

that this occmrs through the

manner in which the flour is

ground. Tiny, almost invisible

fragments of stone undoubtedly

join the flour as it is tiiturated,

and prove too much for the

digestion of any race but the

negro. Eleus^ine is largely re-

served for beei^making. Suga'i'^

cane is almost absent from the

Kavirondo country, honey with

this people taking the place of

sugar. Ground-nuts are grown

in the Kabarasi country in the

eastern part of Kavirondo.

The Bantu Kavirondo keep

cattle^ 8hee(p^ goats, foiols, and

a few dogs, Wonieoi do not

ecd fowls, sheep, or goats, and are not alloiued to driTik nxilk . ^ a

beverage, though they may use it in a kind of soup mixed with flour

or meat. In some instances chiefs do not eat sheep or fowls, People

of both sexes may eat the flesh of '^e serval cat, and many of them

will eat leopard meat. They devour most other' .birds And

the lion, vulture, crowned crane, and marabou stork. It is easy to under-:

stand their rejecting the last-named bird as an article of diet^ because

it is as filthy a scavenger as the vulture. Their respect for, the crowned

cramCf however, actu^Iy seems .to be due. to; admiration for its beapty, and

the bird jgt in lar^ge humlser^^ couhtry, where it is

394, GATE or A WALI^ TOWN
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practically protected. The ox kept is the humped, short-horned variety.

Butter is made from milk, and is often used as a dressing for \voimds.

The Kavirondo, especially in the valley of the Xzoia, htmt game with

the help of dogs, driving the wild animals before them into a widely

extended net, which consists of a long rope fastened in a rough semi-

circle to trees or long poles. From this rope Inuig down nuinerons

running nooses of string. These, at any rate, detain the creatures long

enough to enable the men to come up with and spear them. Tliey dig

]>its on the hanks of rivers

(covering the orifice with grass)

to catch hi])}>opotamuses as they

leave the water, and they also

rig u]^ over the hippopotamus

paths ropes and traps, by means
of which a passing hippo loosens

a heavily weighted hai*poon sus-

pended over tlie path, which

then plunges into his back.

Elephants are killed by a large

number of hunters surrounding

one of these animals and attack-

ing it with assegais. Fish (of

which the Kavirondo are ex-

tremely fond as an article of

diet) are angled for with rod

and line, and are also caught in

traps. In all the Kavirondo

rivers there are built up at in-

tervals two converging walls of

stone, which are carried out into

the bed of the stream at an angle

of about sixty degrees. The
small space between the two stone dykes is filled with ample fish-baskets.

The fish coming down-stream have their only exit blocked, and must,
perforce, fill the baskets. The snares for quails have already been *

mentioned. These are usually springes, with a noose of very fine string.

The Kavirondo are essentially an agricultural people. Both men and
women work in the fields with large iron hoes. As usual, their agriculture,
being of the ne^o order, has been destructive to forests, Tlie whole of
Kavirondo was once covered with dense forest of a rather West African
character, but trees

, are now scai’cely ever seen,
;

except in the river; y^lleys.
The people would; hew dqwh

.

&11 the, trees .the^^ could fell, and
, W

39$. AECHED GATEWAY OE A WALLED TOWN,
KAVIEONDO
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branches and trunks, mixing the ashes with the soil as manure. These

fires would often kill the bigger trees less easy to bring down by the

native axes, and in time these would die, decay, and fall. After the land

had borne two or three good crops it was abandoned and a fresh piece

opened up. The country, therefore, outside the plantations is mainly

396, PEAKS OP THE HOOPS OP THE MASABA HOUSES, WEST EWSON

ollhig downs covered with thick grass*

Jhich have to kia faUow for year3 are rectoed, tilled

.gain. It is strange that the Kavhoado, who, in many: respeck a^

M caxeM in
,
their agrieultur^ sho#,tipt

iahuriag tiie soil with .thh wfikh: of,:their payle-sbedj
ant

^ In Mdition to the food crops already mention^, tobacco and
.
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hemp are both cultivated, and both are smoked. Both sexes smoke

tobacco in pipes, and also take it in the form of snuff. Hemp is smoked

in a hubble-bubble pipe of a form foimd throughout Eastern Africa, which

398. TA^lE FEMALE OSTEICHES IN WUMIA’S VILLAGE, KAVIBONDO

is usually made out of a gourd. Only men and unmarriM women smoke

hemp, as it is thought to be injurious to women who are to bear children.

The Kavirondo cultivate the sesamum and make 'oil from its seeds, which

they bum in little clay laniips strongly resembling in form those of Egypt

and Eome.^
. .

If a chief has many cattle they usually sleep at night in a small

kraal within the enclosure of his village, and close to his own hut.

Favourite or valuable cows may, however, share a hut with their owner,

and a certain number of goats invariably do so. In Northern Kavirondo

circular sheep-folds with thatched roofs are alwhys made to contain sheep

in close proximity to the chiefs hdf. . Cattlei are killed ip, the following

manner: The ox is secured by a rope being itied round its neck; it is

then deftly felled by a blow from. a
,

club on the back of its skull, atter

* :The possession of these a of the Bantu

The
,
lamps ma,y be, like the blue

\’'\byyway:'of§omhhl^n,d.;^^^
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which its throat is cut. Goats trml hilled #V/ s^tfihcafloiL The
snout is seized and hnnly held until t!io creatiuv exj»ires from want of

breath. The Kavirondo are inordinately ftnnl tiudr eat tie. an<l a chief

will frequently bemoan the loss of one of his cows with more genuiiie

and heartfelt grief than he would display if ht' lost a wife or a eiiild.

Some of these people depart from ordinary iit^gro ^aistom in i>eing slightly

inclined to tame and domesticate birds ami l>easts. [ have already

mentioned that quails are kept in cages to decoy nthor (piails into the

snares. These little birds are carefully ftMl. uial will soinetiim's live for

several years in captivity. Grotmed oftmi lauint the proeincts of

Kavirondo villages, and are protected, if nor tame. One chief ke]Jt a

couple of hen ostriches in his village. Aiftctdiffre is carried on by most
of the Kavirondo, who take great trouble about housing tlndr l)ecs. In

districts where trees are scarce the hives (which are cylinders of wood or

bark) are placed on the roofs of the huts. The flavour of the honey is

often spoilt through a custom of boiling it, which is done (amongst other

reasons) to extract the wax mixed up in the lioney.

Before the advent of the British power the various dans and tribes

into which the Bantu Kavirondo are divided were constantly at war one
with the other. The Kavirondo also had to withstand attacks from the
Masai, Nandi, and Laiigo people, so tluit, althougli compared to other
peoples in the east and north of the Protectorate they may be termed
a ‘peaceful race of genial savages, they were still inured to warfare, and
could often turn out sturdy warriors. Tlieir weapons are s})ears with
rather long, flat blades without blood-courses, and also spears with a short,

leaf-shaped blade, bows and arrows, and wooden clul>s. Their broad-
bladed swords (tapering towards the hilt) were ja'obably Iwrrowed from
the Masai. The people speaking Kavirondo dialects on the islands
opposite the Nyala coast use slmgs, from which hurl stones with
great force. These slings are similar to the ones used by the Bavurna,
They did not usually poison their arrow^s, except in the chase, to kill the
larger beasts. Shields are a long oval {vide Fig. 399) made of stiff,

^lek leather, with a boss in front which is part of the handle behind.
The rim of the shield is turned back, and the shield is slightly convexm shape. Formerly the hide used was that of the buffalo, which animal
is now to all intents and purposes extinct in the Kavirondo country. The

(

^

t b
^)^ ^^*^de from ox hide or from the skin of the Ovycterdpihs

Of couise many of the Kavirondo now possess guns, and the introduction
of ttis weapon has largely modified their warfare. I should think it
tml^elyrm the last t^t, the .Kavirondo evesr .undeitpok pfifensite^^
agamst., tnte -on jtheir ;^^ers* They; wirp; ,o<?n1»n::t ind .;lpt;
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and their warfare was

almost entirely defensive

and inter-tribal, this last

taking the form of a

Corsican vendetta. If one

man murdered another,

he took care to flee as

fast as he could to the

country of another clan,

since he would have been

promptly w’aylaid and

despatched by the rela-

tions of his victim if

he remained in his own
district. If this had been

done, the incident was

regarded as closed
;

but,

supposing the murderer

to have run away and
to have remained out of

reach, the friends and

relations of the dead man
took no further steps to

avenge him—rather, in

fact, allowed the matter

to fall into oblivion.

They w’aited for the sons

of the fugitive (assuming

the murderer to have run

away before his boys had
attained manhood) to gi’ow

up. When the eldest of

these reached the age of

puberty
,
he would be

waylaid,and either speared

or beaten to death with

clubs. Should the

'1

399- WAHBIOBS AND SHTEILDS, kAViRONIX>

murderer, however, leave gi’own-up sons, there might still be a little delay

in striking the return blow;, but eventually /one. of these would be

selected for killing as a close to
.
the vendetta.

. V .

When a man ImB killed m^ his bead on hiif

return home, :and
,
bis; finends riib ine^dicine ” (generally the iung of goats)

. ,

-VOL. 'It
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over his body to i)revent the spirit of the deoeasod from worrying the man

by whom he has been slain. When peo[>h* are killed in warfare, the

victorious side endeavours to secure tlie bodies. Hie young warriors of

the tribe who are just beginning to bear arms are eneoiiragt*d to stab

the bodies repeatedly w'ith their spears so that they may become hardened

to the sight of death and blood.

The rivers of the Kavirondo country are not usually very navigable.

Where there are no bridges ferrying is done in large dug-onJ which

are obtained from the forests on the Nandi .Ksear[,)ment . Tliese dug-out

canoes are usually punted across or along a stream by poh‘s. The canoes

used on the lake by the Nyara folk, who are the westernmost inuneh of the

Kavirondo, resemble those of Uganda, but are less cleverly made. The

Kavirondo people do not shine as navigators. J-Jn revanche, they are better

hridge-bmlders perhaps than the other races of the Protectorate. Their

country, unlike Uganda, contains broad and turbulent streams, one or

two of which are very considerable rivers. These rivers are bridged in

two different ways. There is a suspension bridge cleverly slung from

a big tree on one bank to an equally big tree opposite. On either side

a ladder leads from the ground to the forking of the tree-trunk, from

which the suspended bridge hangs. These bridges are realiy composed

of huge ropes of twisted creepers, from which depends jierpendicularly

a network of bast on either side, and a footway of basketwork, over which

often thin planks and slabs of w’ood are placed. These suspension bridges

require constant care, owing to the rapidity with which the fibre of the

creeper-ropes rots. They are, therefore, dangerous and uncertain. The
other kind of bridge is made by driving two rows of stout piles into

the bed of the river from bank to bank, \Yith twm or three or more in-

tervals. The space between the i)iles is filled up with reedwork, grass,

stones, sticks, and mud until a rough kind of dyke, or barrier, crosses the
stream, with a sufficient number of intervals to allow of the water passing.

The ux^per surfe.ce of this dyke is made passable by logs being thrown
down on top of the rubbish. Logs also bridge the intervals, and in these
intervals fish-baskets are placed. It is difficult to tell sometimes which is

the main object in constructing these bridges—the maintenance of a fish

weir or the securing of safe transit across a crocodile-haunted stream. Some-
times these bridges are a zigzag series of stone dykes made of rough
masonry similar to the stone fish weirs.

Before the institution of a European Administration, the roads in
Kavirondo were nothing but the narrow African j>ath running from village
to village. However careful people may have been to bridge the streams,
pi to establish canoe ferries, they never made any ^teinpt to construct
caiisewayi ;oyer or ^ ejithljerant yegetation* ::
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Their were simplv made hv people walking single-file from one point

to another.

Tlieir itn.laslrlf's are simple. Salt is made by burning reeds and water-

plants, and passing water tbriUigh the ashes. The water is then boiled and

strained, and a rough grey salt istiie result. Iron ore is smelted in the hills,

and the Sainia Hills on the Iwderland between Kavirondo and Busoga yield

iron ore of excellent (pialiiy. Tlie Kavirondo blacksmiths use a bellows

which is made out of a whole log of wood converging to a point. This

point is inserted into a clay funnel. The log is really the section of the

trunk of a small tree cut above and below its bifurcation. The two biggest

branches are retained, and when the w’hole of the wood has been hollowed

out it gives a central pipe with two branches. At the end of the

openings of the Iranches a goat skin is loosely fastened. This skin is

puckered up into a point in the middle, to which is fastened the end of

a long, light stick. Each of these sticks being worked with a piston

action, the air is sent through the central tube and the clay nozzle*

into the glowing charcoal. Tiie chief things made out of the smelted

iron are spear-blades, hoes, axes, adzes, arrow-heads, finger-rings, knives,

and bells.

Pottery is made with a certain amount of skill from black and red

clay, but not much sense of beauty is displayed in the shapes, which

are common|>lace and purely utilitarian. Baskehvofk is amongst their

industries. It is plaited grass as a rule. I have not noticed any mats

in their possession, the people preferring to use skins. They will some-

times w'ear a huge ox hide wdiich is still very stiff, and has none of

the sup])leness of the beautifully dressed skins of Uganda. The only

manufacture of this kind which is in some ways peculiar to the whole

of the Kavirondo people from Elgon on the north to the Shashi country

on the south is a goat or sheep skin that has been made perfectly

supple on the under side by rubbing with fat and sand, while the hair

aspect has been boldly decorated with poker patterns doii® ^iih a red-hot

iron or glowing stick. Sometimes these patterns are cut with a knife.

In any case the eff'eet is striking and sometimes artistic, as the unbuint

hair stands up in bold relief against the pattern of smooth skin.

The Bantu Kavirondo are divided at the present day into a number

of very distinct tribes^ and these again are minutely sub-di\ided into

clans. Leaving out of consideration the isolated Ma^ba. people ^
western flanks of Elgon (whose language, though, akin to the Kavirondo

dialects, possesses remarkable and peculiai’ features of its ownj, the prinapa^

tribal divisions ot the.Kavirondo into, clans pr ianiilies are the

On the south-west there are the Banfalay who occupy the coun^^

between the Sarnia Hills and the Kiye^^^ coast at the mouth
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of the Nzoia River. Then there are the -I \v]a> tlwell between

the Yala River on the sonlh ami the Upper Sio *>11 tlu* ma'th, inhabiting

mainly the central valley of the Xzoia, The eastern brandies of this

last-named tribe call themselves Kalcmnegit, Ahtt-htniteu**. North-east of

the Awa-wanga is the large tribe of tl:e AhaAiifhtf (kiiosvn to the

Masai and to many Europeans as the Ketoi^h), The Kabarasi pt^ojile

extend their range to the southern flanks of Xhamt Klgon. South of the

Yala River there is a break in the distribution of the Kavirondo. caused

by the intrusion of the Nilotic tribe of tlie Ja-lui>. Ikintu-si soaking

Kavirondo begin to reappear in the Nvando Valley, near tlie head of

Kavirondo Bay, and stretch southwards fur a considtn-alde distance towards

the forest-clad heights west of the Luiubwa country and north of the

Mori River. In this southern extension tl;ey are known amongst

themselves as the Aba-kisii^ and near the \‘ictoria Nyanza as the Aira^

kisingiri. The Masai, however, call them Kosova. Finally, the eastern

coast-lands of the Victoria Nyanza. from the south side of the entrance

into Kavirondo Bay up to the German frontier, are occupietl Viy the

Awa-'ivare^ who include the Awa^im/a of Riisinga Island.

It would seem to me as though the clavs among the Kavirondo
Bantu jiossess totems or sacred auinuils or plants, but I have not been
able to ascertain that such is actually the case. Observers like Mr. Foaker
and Mr. Hobley (to both of whom I am rnueli indebted for information)

consider that the clans among these people are probably tlie descendants
of notable chiefs. In the previous chapter it was related how a wealthy
and virile chief like Luba amongst the Basoga could in some forty years
present his country with 1,000 stalwart descemiants, who already, no
doubt, class themselves apart as a separate ckm. It is easy to see,

therefore, how similar clans could arise in Kavirondo.
Among the Kavirondo %comen are in excess of meUj and the people

are natiu'ally inclined towards polygamy. It is highly improbable that
any woman goes to her death unmarried

\
for if no suitor asks for her in

the ordinary way, she will single out a man and offer herself to him
at a “reduced price,” The man would be hardly likely to refuse,
since a woman in that country is a first-class agricultural labourer. The
Kavirondo practise exogamy—that is to say, they endeavour not to
marry viithin their elan, but outside it. By those who know them, the
Kavirondo are stated to be much more moral than the other Negro
tribes of the Protectorate, or were so in the past before they became
corrupted by Swahili porters from the coast, Indians, and white men.
Until quite recently on the part of; a wife was punished with

Kabams^^Deo
the tribal name Aw^-rimi ” the Awa-wiinga ;and
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death, and death equally was meted out to young men and girls who

were found guilty of fornication. It was thought a shameful thing if .a

girl was not found to be a virgin on her wedding day.

Girls are often beiroihed at the age of six or seven, and the

intending husband makes rejiejited small presents to his future father-in-

law. As soon as the girl reaches womanhood she is handed over to her

husband. When this is done, or before it is done, the husband pays

over the remainder of the purchase-money. He then appears with his

relations to claim his bride, and if there is no opposition on the jDart of

an avaricious hither-iii-Iaw. the young woman accompanies him to the

house of one of her parents or one of his. Here, in the presence of a

large number of girls and 'women, he consummates the marriage. If the

girl shows herself to have been a virgin, he then takes her to bis own

home; but if otherwise, she is retmmed to her parents with great

contumely, and these last are obliged to send to the bridegroom not only

all the cattle, goats, hoes, etc., which he has paid by instalments, but to

pay him in addition an amount equal to the whole of his purchase-

money, as an acknowledgment of the disgrace brought on them by the

misconduct of their daughter.

There is a custom amongst the Kavirondo which would be very

distasteful to those in England who oppose marriage idth a deceased

wif^s sister. In this African Eden a man has the prescriptive right to be

offered the refusal one after the other of the younger sisters of his wife

or wives as they come to marriageable age; and these girls cannot be

handed over to other applicants until their brother-in-law has declined

them. If a woman dies without having borne children, the amount of her

purchase is supposed to be returned by the father to the widower unless

he consents to replace her by another daughter. If a woman is ill-treate

by her husband, she can return to her father, who then repays a portion

of her marriage gift. If the woman is to blame, she is usually replace y

one of her sisters. The price to be paid for a wife is generally consi

to be as follows : Forty hoes, twenty goats, and one cow, a present

given in instalments. More cows are paid if the girl is the aug
^

an important chief. If the bridegroom has not been previous y marne ,

the girl is led to the house of the unmanied men of the village, ana
_

is

there handed over to her husband. If the is already

new w’ife is given in charge of the preceding wife or wiiesi. ,
e

^
shows any reluctance to hand over the betroth^ ^

band of young men who capture her and bring her to

act is attempted during the daytime,: the young

and her brothers turn out to fight ®

girl screams a great deal and makes - many loud. -p?9. :
. :
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allows herself to be capturecL This net of violence is only reported

the giiTs father is avaricious. If a girl is not asked in niarriage, sh

often go off and offer herself to a man of anoiher village; and
accepts hei% her mother arrives after a few days and negotiates f

payment of a marriage gift. In the Kavinaulo country wonn
probably in excess of men, lloblev states that in sonn^' <

Kavirondo tribes, though the cattle of the marriage gift becam
property of the wife's father, all the cows to which they give hirt

supposed to belong to his son-in-law, and must be handetl n\ov to h

to his heirs after his death.

The women are prolijic, and the birth of hvim i:< not an unco
occurrence. Tliis is considered an extreimdy hulcy evmit, a

celebrated by an obscene dance, which, howevtu', is only lewd
stereoty^ped gestures, and does not. so far as 1 know, result in

immorality. The mother of twins must remain seven days in her
before crossing the threshold. After the birth of a cliild a goat is

and the mother eats some of the meat. A erv little other cercinonv
place, and if a single child is born the inotlier goes out again to he:

in the plantations three or four days after the event. There is

mortality amongst the children, and it frequently occurs that a ’

loses all her offspring one after the other. AN'hen this has been th
the next child that is bom of her is taken out at dawn and pku
the road, to be left there until a neighbour should pick it up and
it back. This office is usually performed by some friendlv woman w
a hint to walk in that direction. This woman must receive the

]

of a goat before she surrenders the child, of which she is hen
considered to be the foster-mother. Names may be employed indift’)

for a male or female child, a girl often taking her father’s name.
The Kaviiondo profess to be able to tell the sex of an unbori

if the mother is pregnant for the first time. If the cliild is going
a girl, the mother remains fat; if it is going to be a boy, she get:
If the mother has borne children before, her last child is watched
the mother is pregnant, and if this child be a boy and waxes tliii
the coming child will be a girl, or vice versa. But if the cominf

which has j^receded it, the pr€
child remains fat.

,

«n it' S'® i*' “ay be state
all the Bantu Kavirondo bury their dead, and do not expose them

^

and vultures. A chief or; a pei
import^ce isAu^ m the floor of his om^h po£ti

S the
may ebMly protrude above the
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beaten down. The expo><Hi heat! i,< tiien eovtavd with a large earthenware

2:>ot, and a waieh i:^ kejit over head hy the elder relations, who from time

to time renuive the pot and ascertain whether the flesh has disappeared.

When th(^ skull has been eoinpletelv cleaned by ants (who are useful

scavengers in tins respect), it i? carefully removed from the rest of the

skeleton and is Imriod ch>se to the hut. Later on the bones of the body

are all dug up thoroughly cleansed of flesh by insects), and

are reburied with great ceremony at one or other of the sacred burial

places (usually groves on the to]xs of hills where a few fine trees remain

as vestigtis of a. once universal forest). The body of a chief is wrapped in

the hide of an ox which lias been killed for his funeral feast. When an

orcliiiaiT man dies, his sons and l)n;)thers or his wives dig the grave in the

middle tif his hut. and the corpse is buried lying on its right side with

the legs doubled up. Tlie hut is not used afterwards. Women are buried

in the same way. A cliild is hnded near the door of its mother’s hut.

After the death of a married wcman her relations attend as scon as

possible, and expect when they arrive a small present from the widower.

The main object of their visit is to uml for the deceased, Ibis is done

after the death of any one excepting a young child for two days imme-

diately following the decease. Then, again, the Avomen wail every evening

after the first two days for three da^'s more, and this cry of sorrow (w;hich

is a doleful how'l) continues at intervals for some weeks afterwards. If a

chief of importance dies, bis death vill be mourned by wailing in the

morning and tlie evening for a whole year. A sign of mourning on

the part of these people is a cord of banana fibre worn round the neck

and waist.

Before a chief dies he chooses one of his sons to succeed him, in some

cases giving the son (or, if he be a child, his mother) a brass bracelet as

a sign of his Buccession to the chieftainship. When ah ordinary man

dies, his property is equally divided amongst his children. Ihe mother

of a grown-up son goes to live with her son vrhen she becomes a widow,

but if one of the wives of the deceased has only small chilcften, she is

taken to wife by her eldest stepson, who also adopts the children. An,

elderly widow who has no grown-up son goes to live with her

law, the brother of her deceased husband. A man, hoi?i’eyer, is fori Bn

to tcUce to wife his mothers sister,
.

his whqm^ howev^

endeavour to support. This axuii if

Inan^s mother, and be treated by him as analogous, to his mother.

Foaker considers the Bantu Kayirondo to be distinctly on the incrfeasOv

He points out that this incre^e was ^.che^k^^^

famihes, which were, the^ -r^^ draughts: ^ "^ , v

.'.conptry, by .the; jDf^di:,'’and;/btKet:ag^^y-e<f^
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a moi’e careful agi*iculture, the country r^hould support n very larije

lation, because the heavy rainfall on Elgon and on the Nandi P
should, by the streams and rivers it feeds in Ka\ irondo, make the irri

of crops perfectly easy in those ]tlains where the rainy season is sonn

uncertain. The fecundity and morality of the people are addi

reasons why the race should prosper. Ha}>pily the natiini remains

the present free from that scourge, syphilis, which has so cliecke

population of Uganda. The Kavirondo who live in the lower-lying

suffer very frequently from a mild form of umlarutl fever. Their a

of this disease usually last for about three days. Dymitertj attacks

wdien they leave their oto country, if the weather is wet and tlri

water is contaminated. They are also very subject to k

pox has ravaged them again and again, and they are eager t

vaccinated. Vaccination appears to preserve tliem from this disea

to cause them to take it very mildly. Although, as a rule, such a

looking race, they have not much stamina away from their own coi

They suffer terribly from cold when tliey are taken on to the I

Plateau or the upper part of ilount Elgon, and as porters, though
are very willing, they have nothing like the strength or enduran
'NVanyanaweiii or Baganda.

As regards native remedies for diseases, they liave salves for wo
but profess to have no medicine that will heal the large malarial ii

tor inflammation of the lungs or ])leurisy they jiierce a liole in the
until air escapes through it. In a few days they appear to be <

well, and simply dress the wound with butter. Seemingly they havi

professional medicine men, but are content with women doctors, w'Ik

called “ Ba-fumo. ’ Their therapeutics are very simple. They can i

salves for wounds out of the leaves of certain plants, but apart from
they attemj)t to cure most illnesses by putting pebbles in a gourd
rattling them over the head of the sick person until he is nearly deaft

If that fails to cure him, they cut off the head of a fowl or of a q
and hang it to a string round his neck, to be worn until the cur
effected.

Medicine amongst most Africans easily tails off into wiichcrafL
is of two kinds in Kavirondo: ‘^obufira^is a kind of white magic^ or

* This is a very interesting point. The singular of this word would be “ mufu
This is a widespread word all through East Africa, from Zanribar and the opp
coast-land down to the Zambezi and jacross the southern half of Africa to pari

«
perhaps the most widely spread Bantu w'ord mea

chief, Some have thought that this word was connected with , a root mea
j,D some Bantu languages vbut it would seem from this survival in sue)

archaic dialect as Kayirondb that meaning of, the: word was “ mcdi
main, just ^s the big i (jlflefo umong the Masai are, also the gr^t im^clne men^
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ii?e of hypnou^m a?i*i th«* ot

diviiiathn for irinooont
;

^^obukigo'* liTtlo oiM,' t[>an

or i?carmg j*etnlt* info ]y- lujoainiv

practices!. .Mr, HoMfy states tiiar the

Bantu Kavintudo }\racti>e trial f»>r witch-

craft by an fmJetd wLier; M*c»ns to

siinilar to the tirinkiiig of •*nava%i'‘ in

South Oiiirai Africa, tie cat:] j the dose

is seliioin sutlicient to cause death.

As to Oiu^ns, tiiey are c«>jn*inced

to tlic prosperity or bad hick of a

journey if at their dcjwutore a bird

cries out on tiieir right hand *ir tm

their left. The r<///d /rnie/ is fini

i

the left lucky. If a inau leaves liis

house in the early morning it» start

on a journey, lie says to the first

person he meets, *^Are you lucky or

unlucky?’' and if the person replies

“ rnlucky,” the trave!h»r should murn
to his dwelling. From ehikUKMxl n

person is known as lucky or unlucky.

Tliis ehuraeter is asc<»rtained in the

following manner: If a child comes into

a house on the earlv morning of a (lav

which turns out to be a fintiumte day,

they say the child is luckv, or vice vem%
and thus each individual in the com-
munity grows up with a reputation for being lucky or unlucky. If the

Jirst child of a young married couple is a gi^U very Iv^ky, so ih^t

very often a person starting on a journey will ask the first man he mee^,

“Was joor first child male or female?” If te replies “Male, the

traveller should return to hi,s home, as he has started
f

;

If a man on startmg for a journey strikes the big toe of his rig ^oo

twice against a stone or rcK)t, it is a
^ ^

the right toe and then the left, all ri^::
:

'

toe of his left foot twice running, the greatest gcK>d fubt^ ^ x

If, instead of meeting a single individual, a erovd^ are ^
no omen can be obtain^,

. T r
left side the female. In all the^ dihens^ 7’ ^

hay^.:ty ^ieateBt:'teh;;dn'';d&#»atf^^^
^
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.goat, or ox. The small intest int» is aiTuvtgetl so that it tails iutti thiee

coils, and from the emptiness or iiilnes> the n£te>tine in eaeh coil

deductions favourable or imfavourable art' dmwn, I'lie ehief oi each tribe

decides by such method? wlten the tavourahh* seastm ibr planting has

come, and no one plant? the fields nutil tlie ehiet anti tiie elders of the

tribe have decided tlnit the lucky period has £irrivt*d. lijey still believe

in who. in drv seastms, are eonsiiltt^ti. H fails, nt> one

goes to cultivate the plantation? on the day following th(‘ stt»rm. If a

house is struck by Jightniipj. it is abandoneth ainl in.> t>ne is aih)wed to

Teraove a single stick.

The northern Kavirondo appear to believe in the existence ol two gods

more important than the vague ancestral spirits whom tltey also p.rojdtiate.

‘These two deities are known a? Aivnfwa* and islnslu'ini Awafwa is the

chief of all the good spirit?, and Ishishenii is a sort of iUtvd. Cattle and

.goats are often sacrificed to Awafwa, the ceremony usually taking place

'On the gi'ave of some departed chief whose ]«n‘sonai int ercession may
induce Awafwa to bring rain or drive away .'sickness. The liuitu Kavi-

Tondo jjlimt stones in the ground near their houses, and at intervals kill

^ goat and pour out lihftions of gout's blood over these stones to the

memory of the spirits of their ancestors. They also pa\' reverence to the

deceased by building small huts in a village and sticking the feathers

•of fowls on the top of the roof of the tiny hut. Borne peopde also cut a

small door at the back of their own dwelling with tlie idea that in some

^^ay it assists the passage in and out of good ancestral spirits. So far as

they reason about the matter at all, they w*ould appear to disbelieve in

the continued life after death of unimportant persons. It is only chiefs or

head-men of importance w’hose spirits continue to exist after the death

of the bod}', and who in some way become part of the forces of nature.

Amongst curious customs may he mentioned the importance which is

.attached to the closing or leaving open of a door. It is considered a
"^ery had omen if a pjerson shuts the door of a house after him, leaving

•at the time any one behind inside the hut. In such a case a goat must
be sacrificed and eaten by the parties concerned to avert ill fate. If

^^an quarrels with his wife and she goes out of the hut, and the husband
then shuts the door behind her, this is equivalent to divorce, and the

woman returns to her own people at once.
In making peace after warfare or after personal quanrels, a goat or

as a sacrifice when it is people of the same tribe who have

|out.. The liver of the sacrificed animal is cooked and is divided

both sides, whose representatives eat the portion allotted to, theih>

pafea’’ n^ay simply mean “the dead/^ *tth6se who arey dead,”

of,all^^e one^ldhdlyj^ tribal ^^d^; ^ ^
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If tin*
'H'angi'rs tlu' 'i«i-

quisho.1 rarry oi.tniv.s ar.,! .u?. it :i. ''talf.

eaeh h.-l.i iv.-prct ivly fr..r.! i’.m hina I-**:. ..f rli.> .hvulal dy.

sweariiii^ }n-:u*e an>i nv^r ri,f* luiH tiH^y hold, >m\0 oi the

Kiiviroiiiin j.in.'.'a .i.-asi ..-r-'W .<:! t’n.' srfim4 b'twvrt! the mtgotmtHig

luirti^*^ whii>S {I'a.'-’ a.'i- g.'iniT •a:.

Tli.n- innv':.u! f-w -r 'i-.-f-'f -r rathyr if wmil.i hf more

cornvt III ,-av Jlusi nniv i>f i lau'c yn iicim as-i'rtamoii ; but Mr. Hobley

infm-m^ nmiiau tiioir .•Vv-'.-iv. .v|=,-cia!iy aK.uf li.’a.4.<. b fully elaborate

ns amousi ..tlu'r llantu
i

-f I gau.ia. I« fio-se stories the Orf/ckropus,

or Hilt I'oar. fri»:uu*iitiy

401. A KAVIBOSOO MUSICIAN, \MTH U’Bfc

Theirmusic isplaiiitive,and sometimes pretty.
401).

ments but drums aud a large lyre, of wbicb an illustotion S
As regards dancea, Aese are frequently held,

divisible into four or five kinds. There is dbe
jiature,:

the birth of twins in a village. This is Sfiid to e
^^ iHe ifti lie ^

though, as I have sdd before, the ob^pity
-^ thfe pedpioy

stereotypd gestures, and; not in SSd voiaen. sUhfiiy.

;theire', is. ’:a'‘'deatb,' dahcft.'v^hich-yis^

'Moad "person
thhfc ''a Mid 'kind'
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of dance is given after some kiml of sexual initiation eeremonv, a

men and women dance together,^ Each danct*r has a sti<*k iron

the bark has been removed in alternate rings. Ihe people ilam

circle, shake their shoulders, and shnvly revolve with abrupt mo'

and much stamping. After a wtHlding there is a danct» in wliich

alone perform. Finally, it is said that a daiuH* takes plaet* in sen

drought to propitiate the gtmd spirit and bring down rain.

In language the Kavirondo are closely allied to the ugly

402- A DANCE IN KAVIRONDO

people of West Elgon, but in physique they are almost typically h
so far as any Bantu type of Negro can be defined. They almost c»

entered their present habitat a long while ago from the north or

west. They did not, as Mr. Hobley thinks, advance to their prese:

from the south end of Lake Victoria, and the supposition on wlii

theory is based.—namely, special relationship between the Kaviron
Kinyamwezi dialects—is an incorrect one. All the Kavirondo diale

much more closely related to Luganda and Urunyoro than they

says “circumcis^^ but as tjie Kavirondo do not circur.
possrhly paeans soihe, cerwpny ponnect^^ the arrival at of



>v r.L'-: .v;' pa: r i?; ii, i»,vva;

represent the eas!ernni*i.>t wing t:»f the migiiiai Kaatw invader!? of the
countries between tlur Albert ami Vietoria Kvataas and Mount Elgon,

<>pen question at the present time wlv;*ther their prectxW the

Npotie Negi'oes (Acholi, Laiigo/eti\), or cmmts of the
Victoria Nyanza Imd l)een oeeapied by Baiitu-qieakiitg of whieli the

Kavirondo were the mathern ^eetioinu there foUowed a rush scmthwar# of
the Xiiotic tribe!*, an imjaetus whieh the to the wtO of

Ka\u^ondo, and caused tN Elguiiii (who sj^eak a kngi^ge^^U^
Mmi) to estabhsh theraseives^^ the Masalki of Blount; Elgon and

V/ .the,,Kavimdq ''IMaVVath^^



CHAPTER XV I II

XILOTIC XEa HOES

TPIE autlior of this book attein]»ts his of tho rlihVreH

types with considerable hesitancy. There vises up Indore 1

overpowering conviction that, although tiiere may he four or ii\

marked varieties of the typical Negro, siieciruens of all or most <

varieties may be found in nearly every negro tril)e. It is, tli

difficult to point to any one group of negroes wliioh slmre without d<

the same type of language, beliefs, manners, ami customs, and,

present to the observer, identical physical characterisation. He has

thus deprecatingly when discussing the Bantu type, for amonj
Bantu Negroes there are pieople sliort and simian, like the ugly

Dwarfs, and others tall and handsome, like the better type Oj

Manyema, or Kavirondo. Broadly speaking, the Negro race in Afri<

be divided into three main groups: (1) the Negro in general—

t

black man ranging from Abyssinia to Senegal and from Lake C
Cape Colony

; (2) the Congo Pygmy
;
and (3) the Hottentot -Bushin?

this chapter the present writer is again brought to consider the di

of connecting homogeneous physical traits with any one of those gti

small divisions of the Negro peoples which depend mainly on gro

of language or adventitious political circumstances. The Negroes
Nile basin, from the Victoria Nile and Albert Nyanza on the soi

the verge of the Nubians, Arabs, Abyssinians, and Galas on the
share a few peculiarities in common, and may he, perhaps, convei

classed together for the present purpose of discussing their pi

features, manners, and customs.

The bodily type of the true Nile Negro extends from the
frontiers of Abyssinia through the Bahr-al-Ghazal region to Bornu, p
even to the Central Niger, and from about 200 miles south of Kh
to tlae north-eastern shores of the Victoria Nyanza This type m
roughly described as follows: A head inclining to he broad rather
long, with, a slight pmtruding muzzle aiid retreating chin

;
cheek-

It is ^Isd -Very
,
similay:^^ the Hausa .an Sbiigiiai type ihtWest :Qenti^^ .
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which, besides exhibiting great breadth,

are particularly prominent just below

the outer angle of the eye. The nose

is very flat at its base between the

eyebrows, and the whole inner part of

the face between the eyebrows, cheek-

bones, and upper lip has a flattened

look, as though it had been “ sat on
”

wjien in a plastic condition. This

appearance is specially characteristic of

the women, who are usually hideously

ugly. The men are invariably better-

looking than the women, and where

there is a dash of Hamitic or Arab

blood in their veins, ancient or recent,

they develop a prominent bridge to the

nose and a better-shaped chin, which

relieves the face of its flatness. The

forehead bulges somewhat, and keeps

well in front of the brow ridges, which

are unusually prominent. There is a

distinct inclination to be tall and long-

limbed. The leg below the knee is ex-

ceptionally long, straight, and slim, with

very little development of calf. On

account of their long, thin legs, both

Heuglin and Schweinfurth compared them

to “ human storks.” As a rule there

is no tendency to handy legs, though

it is not uncommon to see the inner

side of each knee in close contact (when

a man is standing upright) with a wide

space between the legs just above the

ankle (vide back view in Fig, 406). There

is a tendency in. the gluteal muscles

to overlap the mtes excessively,; ^hich ,

gives the flgure sometimes , a slight ;

appearance of the Hottentot posterior-

.

This, however, is a feature more met
,

with in the women than , in the men.

As , a general rule it may be said

that •, the. M tribes; who Tiave; not- .

NEoao, ookboaoBO, wms®
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mingled much with the Bantu on the south or the Hainites on the north

have ugly features as compared with such statuestpie negroes as the better

•class of Kavirondoj Zulu, or kindred Bantu races. Though the figure,

how'ever, may be ugly fi*om a sculptor s jwint of view’ (it being sometimes

long and lackadaisical, at others square-shouldered and tliin-legged), the

men are powerfully built, and belong to a virile race. Where, as in

405. A BABI NE<JRO, GONDOKORO, WHITE NILE

the south of their domain, they have mingled with the Bantu, the Masai,
or Hamite, they become (in the male sex) a handsome people corporeally,
the good looks even extending sometimes to the lineaments of the face.
The colour of the skin is generally very dark: perhaps the blackest of
negroes are fouiid in this Nilotic group, which really stretches westwards
across the ^idan fe limits of the Nile basin. The hands and ,

feet; axe mnallj m^ll; the. arms;: are -long,' the : foream.
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407. A LOGBWARl (MADi) NEGRO (IVIIX.ED

RACE OF NILE NEGRO AND BANTU)

The Imir on tiu* lieail is tliat of tlie ordinary

negro type, and is fairly abundant, the

women being al^le to grow it in long strings

or plaits to tlie lengtli of nearly twelve

inches, llair is scTii]nilously removed from

all parts of the body.

^Vlieii free from ^Iidianiniadan influence,

twne of the Xile races clrai ]Most

of them. h(»wever. knock out tlie lov'cr

incisori^. This, hnwever, is not generally

done by the Bari am I I\ladi. Imt seeins to

be practically limited to the many tribes

who speak Nilotic languages of the wide-

spread Dinka-Acholi group. Some of the

Madi people—a group comprising many
tribes—score the cheeks with three or four

parallel longitudinal cuts, which give an

ugly, scarred appearance to the face
;
but

tliis is only done where they have come
under Nubian influence as slaves and soldiers.

In the Aliu‘u, who are a western branch

of the Aeholi, a pattern is sometimes made
on the brow 1.\v means of raised Itimiis of

skin. As a rule, the Eari, Aeholi, and

Lango men leave their skins undecorated

by cicatrisation. vSometimes, however, the

Aeholi men raise prominent cicatrices over

the temples or cheeks in wavy or zigzag

patterns. On the outer side of the thigh

and buttocks these raised scars are traced

in long scrolls of artistic design. The
Bari women raise scars of a herring-bone pattern on the upper arm
down from the shoulder to the inner aspect of the elbow.

In many of the tribes to the east and west of the Nile the lower lip is

pierced^ and a piece of polished quartz, sometimes three inches in length,

is inserted. The women in some tribes pierce the upper lip, and wear
through it a big brass ring, which is hung with beads. Among the Madi
this is done, or a small disc of wood is inserted in the upper lip, like the
‘‘ pelele.”

,
of the Babixa and Nyasaland natives. Some of the western

Aeholi tribes have a stone pencil not only through the lower lip, bnt^
another one placed in the upper lip. (This custom extends also, into the
Karamojo country, and examples may be seen in Figs. 406 and 4081) Some .
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of tho anti rlu* nunieroiis ear-rings of the Ja-luo

will ho tlo?;rrihoii lator when that tribe is dealt with. But nowhere

ainnng>t flit* true XiStitio }«oo{»Ie are the lobes of the ears widened into

hngt* a |»raetie<' w'liieh i> |:ecuiinrly characteristic of the Masai, and

of sui‘li triln'S as ;jrt\ or have become, affiliated to them bj descent,

coiKjuost. iw assnoiathm,

A very characteristic attitude of the Nilotic people riwks relationship

with or affinity to that race, wlicrever it is seen. This is a posture they

ado[)t when at rest. They stand erect on one leg, and, bending the other,

press the sole of its IVhit against the inner surface of the knee of the leg

wiiich serves .as a support. This is an attitude in which they will stand

for hours. »Schweinfurth remarked this pose among the Nyam-Nyam and

otlier tribes of the l^ahr-al-Gliaxal region. Eastwards and southwards it,

may be notitHMl among tlie Ja-liio (Kavirondo), the Nandi, Lumbwa, and

otlier non-Jhintu people,

who are to some extent

connected in origin with

the Negroes of the Nile.

The true Nilotic

Negroes may be divided

at the present day into

the ShiInk (or Sliuoli)^

Binka (Janrje)f Kiier,

Shanrjala, Chir^ Man-
davi, Janhara, Dyxtr

(Luo), Alara, Acholi

(Skuli), Lango, Umiro,

Kiimtcm, Jardiun, and

Ja-lm (Kavirondo) tribes

or peoples
;
and no doubt

this list leaves iinmen-

tioned many other tribal

designations belonging to

branches of the same stock

between the Nile, and

the western frontier of

Abyssinia ,* while affiliated

in language, in habits, cus-

toms, and to spnae extent

in bodily appearance, are

the : LTurJeanu^

grphp?./
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From a Ihicjuisfic point of view rhest* p,t‘ople fall into at least fo

divisions (not to mention otlier forms of sptMrh used by Nilotic Xegn
to the westward of the region under eunsideration ). rluee of wliieli'—

t

Nilotic (Dinka-Acholi), the XamV. and the Masai—aw distantly ivlat<

wliile the fourtii— — has lin]t‘ iueoinin

witli the Nilotic languages, but betrays son

409* A DINKA NILE NEGRO

what West African athnities in its phoneti

vocalnilary. ami grammar, and even ofters

very faint. [jcrlia[)s dispiitahh\ j-csfunblauce

the Ihmtu family. The languages sj>oken

the Dinka, Shiliik. Acholi. Alum. Lango. ai

Ja-luo are all closely allied. The sub-grot:

indeed, of the Aclioli (with its dialects

Alum, Lango, and Ja-luo) is |»ractically o;

language. According to native tradition, tl

Acholi section of the Nile peoples sw'ept dov

on the equatorial sections about the gre

lakes at no very remote period. It is, pe

haps, an open question which came first, tl

Bantu Negroes from the north-west or tl

Acholi Nile people from the north. I thin

on the whole, that the Bantu preceded tl

Nile Negi’oes in these regions. Another proble;

is the relationship between the Nile Negro<

and the Nandi and ^Nlasai tribes. The Masc
group of languages—which comprises the vei

distinct tongues of Bari, Latuka, Karamoj
Turkana, Silk, Elgiimi (Wamia), and Masai-
and the Nandi and a few broken dialed

ill the north of Ugogo, have an indisputahl

relationship in vocabulary and numerals wit

the Nilotic tongues. Yet the differences be

tween the two stocks are considerable, and th

differences, again, between the Bari suh-grouj

the Karainojo-Suk dialects, the Nandi, an
the Masai, are almost equal to the differenc

between German and Russian* In the Bari we find a people of typicE
^IJp-tic physique speaking one of the languages of the Masai gi*oup. I:

the Masai we see a race winch is negroid rather than Negro, and offer
but little resemblance physically to the Nile Negroes, though the Mass
language is remotely related* to Acholi and Dinka. Again, in the Karamoj
people we have a race which, according tp Dr, Shrubsall, is that of tb
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Bantu Negro stock, but which speaks in a slightly corrupted form a dialect

closely allied to the language of the Suk, the Suk again being negroes

near akin to the Masai, with a little less Hamitic blood in their veins.

The unwritten history of the present distribution of these tribes and
forms of speech, and of the race movements which brought about the
existing mixture of peoples, may be something like this: Imagine Negro
Nileland to have been peopled at one time by the Pygmy-Prognathous
group in the territories now comprised in the Uganda Protectorate, and
perhaps by a kindred race of stunted stature—

the ancestors of the Hottentots and Bushmen—
away to the east in what is now British East

Africa/"^ Into these regions came pouring some ^
I

three thousand years ago a horde of West African

Negroes speaking the mother-tongue of the Bantu

languages. The Bantu possibly came from the

north-'west, from the region along the water-parting

between the Congo and the Nile systems. The

rush of the Bantu carried them not only all over

the basin of the Upper Nile and Victoria Nyanza,

but they streamed away south-south-east towards

the coast of the Indian Ocean. From the north-

east, Hamitic people, of Caucasian stock tinged

with the Negro, trickled down slowly into the

northern territories of the Uganda Protectorate.

At one time, no doubt, these Hamites had only a

scattered population of Bantu (the Bantu having

previously absorbed the antecedent Congo Pygmies)

to deal Avith, They were received with reverence

by these then savage West African Negroes (the

Bantu), and mingled with them so much at first

as to create practically a new breed of Negro

such as we now style the Bantu. These Bantu

made, their first great expansion in the countries between the Victoria

and Albert Nyanzas. Strengthened and improved in mind and body by

this infiltration of Caucasian blood, they swej^t dowui over the southern

half of Africa, licking up and absorbing and exterminating the feebler

Pygmy races which had preceded them, and implanting thejr language

on other tribes of pure Negroes, This first outburst of Bantu energy

having spent its force to sorne extent, there came other people of allied

stock from the west (the Madi, for example), speaking languages which

* The dividing line between the two being drawn through the middle of Mount

Elgon down to the south-east corner of the Victoria Nyanza.

410. A DINKA
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in their origin may lia^

had some connectic

with the Bantu groiv

Then clownfrom the nort

came the ancestors «

the Nile Negroes, drive

south possibly by tl:

first determined Hamii

invasion of the Egyptia

Sudan and Abyssinn

The Nile Negroes swe]:

clue south, and in place

were checked and pre

foundly modified b

the thinner stream c

Hamitic immigrants (c

the Gala stock) who wer

continually enterin,

Negro Nileiand from th

noith-east . Some fusio:

in varying degrees be

tween the Hamite an<

the Nile Negro create(

the Masai and Side types

and temporary successe

of this powerful blenc

carried the modified Nih

languages (which w<

know now as the Masa

gi-oup) westwards as fai

as theBari country (where

the language became

tinged with West Africar.

phonology), and south-

wards deep into what is

now German East Africa. In the middle of Negro Nileiand a large sectior

of Bantu Negroes was stranded, and adopted a dialect of this Masai gi'ouf

(I refer to the Karamojo). Elsewhere, however, the constant stream oi

Nilotic Negroes following one another in waves of immigration carried

this Negro type and its language actually to the north-west coast of Lake
Albert (the Aluru) and to the north-east coast of the Victoria Nyanza
(the Ja-luo), The Ja-luo fragment of the great Nilotic invasion overlapped

41 1 * A BAEI NEGRO B'BOM BEDDEN, WHITE NILE
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the barrier of the Kavirondo Bantu and settled to the south of it. In
time the power of the Bantu Negroes revived, and the southward progress
of these Nile Negroes was checked. In recent years it is probable that
the Bantu race has gained ground in Busoga, while ’•the Bantu Kavirondo
have effectually cut off the Ja-luo from their Lango kinsmen.

412. A MADI CHIJSF, AOHOW miSTUICT, KILE PROVINCE

There is one feature that especially distinguishes Nile Negroes and

their modified offshoots, the Masai: this is nudity on the part of the men,
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and sometimes in both sexes. It would be inoi-e correct to sar, perba
not nudity, but a complete absence of any conventional ideas of decetr

413* an acholi (Nilotic) negro

Ihey really seem to be in that j)rimitiv’’e condition which, has not
;

associated feelings of shame with the concealment of the pudenda,
any rate on the part of the men; As in the Garden of Eden, thpy
not know that they are naked, and are perhaps in consequence much 1
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pnirient-minded than is the case among the clothed peoples. This was

the happy condition of man among the Greeks prior to the Eoman

conquest. It is still the ease among the.Amefic^ Indians in

of South America, and amongst, the Australian ahongmes. In

complete nudity, in the male is, with a fmy rm:e hxce.P^ Z jfbrid
the Nilotic Negroes, the pagan Hainites (Gala, and . Bahmn ), ,}
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mces between the Haniite and the Kile Negro, between the Hamite and

the Bantu, and a few Bantu races who are either very much under the

416. MADI WOMEN AT THEIE HAIK-DKESSINQ-

influence of neighbouring Masai or Gala tribes or have still retained in

South Centi'al Africa the impress of Bahima customs.*^

In their own homes in the depth of the forest the Dwarfs are said to

neglect coveidngs for decency in the men as in the women, but certainly

when they emerge from the forest into the villages of the agricultural

Negroes they are always observed to be wearing some small piece of haik-

cloth or skin or a bunch of leaves over the pudenda. Elsewhere in all

* The only Bantu tribes which formerly were, or at the present day ,are, without

feelings of shame in regard to the exposure of the person in the male are it

A-kamba, A-kikuyu, Wa-chaga, and other tribes in British East Afnca hving 111

close relations ivith the Masai or the Gala ;
the Kavirondo, who were similarly influenced

by the Nile Negroes; the Bakoiijo of Ruwenzori, who in_ this
,

Hima customs; the Barundi of North Tanganyika likewise; the Nkon e 11 es 0

the north end of Lake Nyasa ; the Mashiikiilumbwe and Baton^ of

Zambezi; and the Zulus of South and South CeiitFal Africa. In^the case o

Bantu tribes mentioned, except those of North

land, it is easy to understand how this preference for' nudity on the par o ,

may have arisen from ,
contact with Nilotic, Masai,

easy for. the same theory to explain it in the case the_ )¥an on
^

Zambezi, or the Zulu Negroes,, unless it be assumed that these races have rmgrate

. in relatively recent times from countries dominated by the Bamma.
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the regions of Africa visited by the writer of this book, or desc:

-other observers, a neglect of decency in the male has only been

^mong the Efik people of Old Calabar. The nudity of women is

417. MADI WOMAN POUNDING COBN IN A WOODEN MORTAR

question. In parts of West Africa between the Niger and the G
<especially on tbe Cameroons River, at Old Calabar, and in tbe
Delta) it is—or was—customary for young women to go about com]
•nude before they

,
are married. In Swaziland, until quite re<
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unmarried wonuu) auti vt*ry often matrons went stark naked. Even

amongst tlso jirudisii Ikiginuia. win) imu.le it a punishable offence at one-

time for a man to t‘X|!ose any |>art of his leg above the knee, the wives

of the king would attianl at his court perfectly miked. Among the-

418.. ALTJKU WOMAN AND OHILP JBOM
.

W.4.PEX1AI

Kavirondo all unmarried girls are completely nude, and althbugii vyoi^ea

who have become mothers are supposed ; to wear a tiny covering before

and behind,, they, very often completely neglect to do so, when in

own villages. Yet, as ; a general rule, among the Nile ,
Negroes, and stii

more markedly among the .Hamites and p^ples^ df^ stock, the
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women are particular about co;

cealing the pudenda, whereas tl

men are ostentatiously nake

The Baganda hold nudity in tl

male to be such an abhorre;

thing that for centuries th<

have referred with scorn ai

disgust to the Nile Negroes as tl

Ba-kedi,” or “ Naked Peoi^k

Speke includes all regions to tl

north and east of Uganda ai

Unyoro as “ Kidi ” (a misrende

ing of the root "4cedi”—••naked’

and to this day the word has b

come so rooted as a geographic

term that one of the distric

of the Uganda Protectorate

styled ‘‘Bukedi,” or the “Lai

of Nakedness.” This conditf

of male nudity extends nort

west to within some 200 miles

Khartum, or, in fact, wherev

the Nile Negroes of the Dink

Acholi stock inhabit the counti

The style of house built

the Nile Negroes is as charact(

istic of them as the attitude

standing on one leg. The h
is circular in shape, and the sic

may be made of reeds. Tlic

is great uniformity amongst t

Nile Negroes in the style of thatching their huts. Their houses are t

round beehives built of reeds or wattle and daub, but the peaked roof

a high one, extending over the framework of the house nearly to t

ground, and is thatched in a series of flounces. Wherever the Nile peo}

have carried their languages this “ flounced ” thatching appears^ with t

exception, perhaps, of Karamojo (where the people, being of Bantu orig:

appear to have retained the smooth-thatched huts) and among t

Ja-luo, whose houses are built just like those of the Bantu Kavironc

The Masai group, however, though allied in origin and language to t

Nile Negroes, does not adopt this style of thatch. As will be seen in t

next chapter, they either build houses like those of , the Bantu Negrc

419. ALURU WOaLU7 AND CHILD FROM WADELAI
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or, in the ease of the Masai proper, and perhaps of the cave-dwelling

tribes of Slount Elgon, low oblong dwellings with flat roofs. The Nile

421. LEXDU W03L1N (PBOBABLY OP MINED LENDU AND MADI STOCK) PROM
WEST COAST OP LAKE ALBERT

tribes build small granaries of wattle and daub, with a thatched rooi

similar to those existing throughout the greater part of Negro Africa,

The Bari, however, according to Major Delme Eadcliffe, build thatched

houses occasionally with a continuous descent of grass in the somewhat
untidy fashion of the Bantu Negroes. The Latiika people (who, though
somewhat akin to the Masai, nevertheless are Nilotic in many of theii

habits and customs) build funnel-shaped ‘‘ flounced ” roofs of great height.

Amongst the Acholi the frameWoi'k of house and roof is in one .piece;
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like a huge bamboo basket. They also add porches of wattle and daub
in front of the doors of their houses, somewhat like those of the forest

negroes in the Semliki Valley. The sketch plan in Fig. 423 will show

the general arrangement of the interior of an Acholi house. Above the

space where the grindstone is kept there is a platform of stout poles,

under the roof, w-here firewood is stacked. The sleeping dais is of hard

mud, and raised one foot above the level of the floor. The jars that are

placed round a portion of the wall are used to contain dried grain find

other articles of food or equipment. The fireplace is a narrow, semi-

circular trench. The interior of the walls in these Aclioli huts is daubed

with black mud, the surface being made remarkably smooth. On this

grey or black surface bold designs are painted in red, wliite, or pale

grey. These designs are either geometrical patterns or conventional

figures of men or beasts, such as the giraffe. The giraffe appears very

often in these decorations, and not infrequently the figure of a man is

placed just above the giraffe’s head. This indicates that the owner of

the hut has killed a giraffe.

A similarly arranged iritei’ior to that of the Acholi huts is met with

in slightly varying degree among the Aladi and Bari. The Bari people,

owing to various causes, have been of late mherable and poverty-stricken,

and are therefore inclined now to put up ramshackle dwellings of a very

,
VOL, IL
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423. GROUND PLAN OP AN ACHOLI HOUSE

low order of arcliitecture, with

interior arrangements showing

no attempt at comfort or order-

liness. The Acholi always make
beds of skins on the tot^ of the

raised sleeping jilatform, but

the Bari frequently sleep on

the bare mud.

Nearly all the Nile villages

are surrounded by thorn hedges.

In the Lango and Acholi

countries there is a good deal

of stockading with stout poles.

The jMadi dig a deej) trench

round their villages, throwing

up the earth on the inner side

into a parapet. All along the

top^of this
.

parapet is planted

a stout stockade of poles.

Outside the Madi villages there is always a smooth dancing place, in

the middle of which a flagstaff is planted.

The food of these Nile peoples is largely vegetable, and they are all

industrious agricidturists. They cultivate the red sorghum, and, to a

lesser extent, the white
;

the ground-nut (in very large quantities),

sesamum (the oil of which is much used), the eleusine grain, and also

a true millet which penetrates very rarely to the regions nearer the

Victoria Nyanza. They cultivate two or three kinds of beans and peas

like the Indian “dhal.” Sweet potatoes are abundantly grown in Lango,

wdiere there are as many as six different varieties. Maize is cultivated

in many parts, and pumpkins and gourds are universal. No sugar-

cane is met with. Most of the Nile peoples make much use in their

diet of wild fruits, which they obtain from the thin, scattered forests of

the open country. There is a wild vine the gi*apes of which are eaten.

Tobcicco is universally cultivated, but, when dry, it is mixed with cow-

dung, and this somewhat evil-smelling combination is smoked in pipes.

It is not taken as snuff excej^t amongst the Lango.

The Nile peoples, like most Central African Negroes, are very fond of

white ants as food when the males are in the winged stage.

The Bari do not hunt at all, except hippopotamuses, which they

attempt to spear in the water from rafts of ambatch. The Bari do a

great deal of fishing, and amongst other ways of procuring fish they visit

shallow <?reeks and inlets of rivers, cut off the neck of the inlet with a
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stockade, and then pass their s])ears repeatedly backwards and forwards

through the water, and in this way they slay largr* nunil)ers of a

mud-loving Ckromis. The other Nile peoples hunt with dogs, and attack

the game wdtli spears. The Acholi snrvound large areas with a succession

of nets, each about twenty yards long. When ratlier move than a semi-

circle has thus been netted in, a number of spearmen scpiat dowm along

the outer side of the nets wliile others rusli into tlm enclosure, set tire

to the herbage, and drive tlie game before them against the nets, wdiere

numbers of beasts are speared by tlie men aw'aiting their arrixal on the

otlier side of the net.

Not many of these Nile tribes keep fowls. All of tliem keep rjoats,

sheep, and cattle, the cfittle being invariably of the linmped zebu tyiie.

Not a few of tliese cattle from the Lango and Acholi countries have the

horns curiously crossed at their points. All these Nile tribes mix cow’s

urine with the milk when drinking the latter. Tliey also make butter

from milk, but use it chiefly as an ointment.

In ivarfave the Acholi use spears with a short, narrow blade, and
long, narrow shields made of giraffe, ox, or rhinoceros hide.^" The four

projecting corners of the shield are finished with small and elegant

knobs. The strong stick wdiich is fastened up and down along the inner

middle of the leather shields

projects at both ends. At the

top of the shield the projecting

portion is decorated with a large

pompon of black ostrich feathers.

The outer surface of the shield

is ornamented at regular in-

tervals with handsome little brass

knobs. Among the Lango, in

place of these brass knobs, there

are generally thin bands of iron.

The Alum, who dwell to the

north-west of Lake Albert, have

no spears, but fight with bows

and arrows. The Bari and

Latuka use spears only. The

Lango and Uiniro confine them-

selves chiefly to assegais, or

throwing-spears. None of these

people have swords like the

* In shape like those of the

Turkana. See Fig. 475. 424* Sudanese selunu fiued termites (white ants)
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Masai “sime,’' but generally carry short knives, and sometimes a knife

curved like a scimitar. They all of them possess knohkerries, or clubs.

Poor-looking dug-out cctiiocs are used on the rivers and lakes, but the

people generally prefer the mft made of ambatcli or papyrus bundles.

A good deal of clever haskehvork is made by the Bari, Latuka, and

Acholi. Most of these people work iron with the smelting furnace, forge,

and bellows already described in connection "with the Bantu races.

Their musical instru-

ments consist of antelope

or ox horns, drums, flutes,

and a small stringed in-

strument which is some-

thing like a zither. This

usually consists of the

shell of a tortoise covered

with a tight piece of

skin, over which ft\’e or

six strings are strained,

wdth a bridge in the

middle.

With regard to the

c 0nd i i i on of ih e i r

vjomen^ female chastity

before puberty is not

much regarded,' though

it is generally considered

reprehensible if more

than what might be

termed philandering
”

takes place between the

sexes. Adultery with a

married woman is re-

garded as a serious crime.

The marriage ceremony

is usually preceded by a more or less elaborate courtship, and the good-

will of the girl’s mother must be won by the making of repeated presents,

which may last o^^er a period of two or three years. There are no special

ceremonies or superstitions that accompany the birth of a child. Twins

are considered to be very lucky. The women are prolific, but infant

mortality is considerable, large numbers of children dying from malarial

fever. If a woman, has had three or four or more daughters before she

gives birth, to a . son (the people preferring male children to girls), the

425. HEA.D OF 13UKEDI OX AVITH CROSSED HORNS FROM LANGO
COUNTRY, CENTR.\L PROVINCE
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son under those conditions, when ho grows up. has attriinitod to him
:he marriage-price of his sisters, which becomes his own ])roperty. As

[“egards the naming of children, it is considei-ed very urducky to give a

good or well-sounding riarr.e at birth. (’hildrHii are tlierefore called by

contemptuous or even disgusting a]»pellations (“Piece of Dung’’ being a

not infrequent name), or are givcni the names of beasts, such as dog,

leopard, giraffe, and so forth.

After deatli women are seldom buried. Tlieir c*or]»ses are generally

thrown to the hyanas. Men, on the other hand, an.^ invfiriably buried,

and generally in a trench dug
outside the door of their house.

where their corpse is laid in a

sleeping position.

The peo[)le liave only the vaguest

notion of a God—in lact, some of

these tribes are said to have no

actual conception of an overvuling

Deity. There is some worship or

remembrance of ancestors amongst

them, chiefly evidenced by littl(‘

fetish temples— conical roofs of

thatch over a circle of upright

sticks—to be found in most of

the villages. Pound about these

temples tliey will tie long loops

of string, from whicli pieces of

grass bang downward s. Themed ic in

e

men are generally the chiefs. They

have iuucIl the same omens as those

that are described in the preceding

chapter among the Kavirondo.

The Acholi in their dances imitate

generally sing and dance at the sail

" KIl

\ CHIEF WEAIUNO A HELMET OV

KAUm SHELLS

beasts somewliat elaborately. They

le time, and the men carry small

drums under the arm, which they tap with the fingers.

The manners and customs of the Jct’-luo. a fragment of the Nilotic

peoples which is now isolated, are very similar to those of the Aluru (to

the north-west of the Albert Nyaiiza) and the Japalua (incorrectly called

“ Shefalu ”), who live in the northern part of Unyoro. It would seem,

indeed, as though at some time or other the Ja-luo of Southern Kavirondo

had not come down direct from tlie north-west, from the Lango country

where their nearest relations reside at the present day, but that ii large

tribe of Nilotic people closely allied to the Acholi and Lango had formerly
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iiibabitecl Noi’tlierii Unyoro (wli^r© a fragment of tliem remains), and that

the Bahima and their Bantu subjects drove this branch of the Nilotic

people across the Albert Nile to the north-west (where they remain as the

Aluru) and into Busoga (across the Victoria Nile) on the south-east.

From Busoga they appear to have been driven on by the Bantu right

through the Ka\'irondo countly until they finally settled and throve round

the shores of Kavirondo Bay, where they at present bear the name of

Ja-luo or Nyifwa. It is a remarkable fact that the Ja-luo to this day arc

!

427. A EAET MADE OF PAPYBOS BUNDLES, WHITE NILE

called by their Bantu neighbours “Abanyoro,” which would indicate that

this theory of their origin is correct.

The Ja-luo reside in fixed villages of from ten to fifty huts, which are

surrounded by hedges of aloe and euphorbia. Formerly they built mud
or stone walls round their settlements in imitation of the Bantu Kavirondo
to the north. But this is a custom which has now died out. The houses
are similar in appearance to those of the Bantu tribes around them, as is

the arrangement about the two fireplaces. Young unmarried girls usually

^

sleep together in one large hut under the care of an old woman. The
young men and boys of the village also sleep by themselves, genera.lly
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near the entrance to the village, so that they can watt-h over any att(on],it

to steal cattle. The hut which is directly opposite tlici gate of tlie village
is usually that of the [irincipal wife of the tillage hend-man. There is
much the same superstition as among the Bantu Kavirondo about shutting
the door of a house behind a person who has just left it.

°

Unmarried men go naked. Married men 'who have children wear a

42S. husband and wife, ja-llt

small of goat skin, which, though quite inadequate for purposes

of decency, is, nevertheless, a very important thing in <"tiquette; for a

married man with a child must on no account call on his mother-ir>la\v

without wearing this piece of goat skin. To call on her in a state of

absolute nudity would be regarded as a serious insult, only to be atoned

for by tbe payment of goats. Even if under the new dispensation a man



429- JA-LUO WOMEN ; TAILS AND APRONS

behind. When they go to visit another village, they don a goat skin slung
from the shoulder, upon which a curious and rather pretty pattern has
been burnt with h red-hot stick. When a woman is married, she puts on
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this tail behind and receives a present

from her husband. Afterwards it is con-

sidered very bad manners for a married

woman to serve food to lier husband

without putting on this tail On the

other hand, if the husband or any other

man should touch the married woman's

tail, it is considered that he wishes to

bewitch lier, and such an oft'ence must

be atoned for by the usual sacrifice of

a goat.

The Ja-luo pull out the incisors in

the lower jaw. It may also occur amongst

these peoi'de, as amongst the Lango

tribes to the north, that not only the four

incisors, but even the canines, are taken

out, at any I’ate from the inoutlis of

boys. They do not circumcise, nor do

they scar or tattoo their bodies, with the exception that women raise

three parallel lines of dots in a semi-circle on either side of the body,

the ends of the semi-circle meeting in front just below the navel, and

again on the backbone. If a man has killed an enemy in war, he pro-

pitiates his enemy’s spirit by shaving his head for three days alter his

return. Heads of men are also shaved in the pattern giva^ri in the

accompanying illustration (Fig, 4110).

The Ja-luo, together with tribes remotely allied in origin, such as the

Srdv and Lango, ornament the outer rim of the ear in a remarkable

manner. Al^out fifteen small holes are pierced along the edge of the

cartilage, and a flattened ring of brass (looking in shape rather like a

melon seed) is inserted. Hanging on the outer side of the brass ring is

a large blue glass bead. In the low’est hole towards the lobe a plain,

brass ring is inserted. Kegarding these blue beads Mr. Hobley writes

:

^*For a long time I thought these blue beads were ordinary trade heads

of the variety known as Mviketi’; but upon inquiry I found this idea,

was indignantly repudiated. It was explained to me that the beads were

picked up in the fields in the neighbourhood of the Maragolia Hills*'

after a heavy thunderstorm, and it was believed that they descended with

the rain.” Some of the chiefs also wear bits of jasper and chalcedony

with a fine circular hole. These beads were formerly of great value, and

were purchased at the rate of one cow per bead. They are said to

have been picked up in the same wa^^ Their name for these beads i&

* In North Kavirondo.

430. PATTKBX EKEliUEiSTLY SHAVED ON

MKK’S HKAUS (JA-LUO)
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“nyaluo.” It is thought by some authorities that these have wandered

down in past ages from the direction of Egypt—in fact, some of the

more northern Nilotic peojples declare that they came from the north or

north-ehst., I imagine that the original possessors of these beads niade

considerable settlements in ;
the , neighbourhood of the Slaragolia Hills



432. A JA-LUO MAN WITH EAK-UINGS

beads is, of course, quite inadequate for the. population, and many are

making up for the scarcity now by using the ordinary blue beads of

commerce.

The Ja-luo men often wear an armlet of threaded cylindrical wooden
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cks on the ii2')per part of the arm. The Avooden l>locks are coloured

with oxide of iron. A band strung with small pieces of wood
the same colour is sometimes worn round the forehead. Some of

married men wear a semi-circle of ivory on the foreliead, made of

I S2)lit canine teeth of the hi^^popotamus. (The tooth, however, I am
u'lned, is not sjilit, but gi'ound down until it is only an eighth of an

h thick.) Others wear the tusks of a wart-hog. The Ja-luo men. like

st of the tribes of Nilotic origin, fr*equently ado^jt a curious stork-like

.tude, standing on some hillock or ant-liill on one leg witli the other

bent and the sole of the foot apposed to the inner side of the knee

the leg on which the body is jjoised. They usually wear sandals of

:her when travelling.

The Ja-luo live much b}’' agricidiare. They cultivate sorghum, sv:eef

atoes, peas, beans, eleiisine, pumpkins, tobacco, and hemp. Salt is

de from the ashes of reeds. They eat practically all kinds of meat

e2:)t the hyfena. Young men eat leojiard in order to make tliein fierce

war. The crested crane is universally j)roteeted, and is never killed.

9 women do not eat fowls, and some women do not eat sheep or eggs,

ne eat hi2)popotainus, and some refuse that meat. 'Women do not

nk milk, but eat it cooked with food. They have a disagreeaWe

itom of mixing cows’ urine with the milk of the cow. The urine is

Dwed to stand a day or two in order to increase its flavour. The
)23le say that this admixture increases the amount of butter in the

Ik. They like the flavour, and think that it has ..medicinal value,

ey kill oxen by sticking a knife into the jugular \em. The head

LSt be pointed to the west during the operation, Shee];) and goats are

led in the same manner. Besides the flesh of fowls, cattle, sheep, and

its, they eat large quantities of fish, which they obtain from the rivers,

:1
,
above all, from the waters of the Victoria Nyanza.

Cooking is done entirely by women in earthen ijots inside the hut

on the \'erandah, and the food is served in little wicker baskets,

ther and sons eat together in a little sejjarate hut wliicli has o2)en

ies. Women eat sejmrately from the men inside their own houses.

They do not hunt much with dogs, but catch a good deal of game in

^falls. They will also attack the ele^Jiant with spears. Fish is caught

the Victoria Nyanza by means of large, conical wicker traps called

lema.” The 2)rocess is as follows; They bring two very long ropes, one

d of each of which is flrinly secured to the shore. One rope lies,

dghted, along the bottom under the W'ater, the
.
other floats on the

rface, but from it hangs a fringe of pai>yrus stalks! The two ropes

ove and below” correspond with its other, and are connected at intervals

th strings to ensure their coiTes2>ondence, w”hile the fringe of imj^yrus
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strips makes this arrangement into a kind of pliable fence. This, hy

means of canoes, is brought round through the water l)ack to tlie sliore

till it describes rather more than a semi-circle. The bringing round of

the rope serves to chase all the fish tliat are between it and the shore

towards the mouths of the big wickerwork traps which are placed in a

i-ow in the shallow water. The women, at the same time, walk up and

down dragging traps of smaller mesh, in wduch tliey collect numbers of

small fish. A good deal of fish-spearing takes place at night by torcli-

435- JA-LUO OUT FISHIKG IN KAVIKONDO BAY WITH SEINKS OF PAPYRUS STALKS

light. The Ja-luo fishermen state that they get the best hauls of fish

after a downpour of rain, Rcffts of ambatch wood similar to those in

use on ttie Nile are employed in laying out the nets. The Nyakach

people of the south shore of Kavirondo Bay fish to a great extent with

hook and line. The Ja-luo canoes are small dug-outs of poor appearance.

Ijarge quantities of fish are split and dried in the sun and sent inland

to exchange for game.

Both sexes smoke and chew tobacco, but only old men smoke hemp

through water-pipes. Boys and young men in the prime of Hie are not

allowed to smoke hemp, as it is thought injurious to their manhood.
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Both sexes drink the Zw wliirh is iiuitii* !-;;t si;.- wotuen

aever drink with the men. The women nnike sh.- '‘.e/,,-.

The men do not smelt iron, Init uutnin it in ]iiir Somi tV-isn iho liantu

at the age of ten or eleven, payment Ijeing made hy degree.^ over the

years elapsing between the betrothal and tlu* imrrriiif/i\ The girl is taken

by her unmarried girl companions to her husbanil's lioust;>. Tiie fatlier of

the gh‘1 kills' ah ox and takes the meat, together witli a iiuaiitity of

sorghum porridge, to the bridegroom’s house to provide a aY'i/iZ/n// feast-

On the following day the bridegroom's In-others, and his otlier wive.-<. if he

ba,s any, take the newly wedded wife hack to lier father's \illage, where

there is another great feast. The bridegroom does not attend. The father

of the girl next day presents his daughter whh a goat, and siie ivturn.s to

ber husband, who continues to make payments to his father-iu-law. The
total amount of the marriage payment may reach to six cows, or their

equivalent. If the man stops paying, his wife will leave liim and go hack

to her father’s village until the payments are resumed. If within a year

of the marriage the woman does not bear a child, the husband may stop

bis payments, but lie has no claim to the return of what has been already

paid, so long as his wife remains with him. If a wife dies without having
borne children, the amount paid for her is returned, unless the husband
a^i’ees to accept one of his cleceasecZ vAfes sisteo'^Sf for whom only a
small complimentary present is paid. If a woman refuses to stop with

ber husband, she is given to another man, and whatever this man
gives for her is paid over to her first husband. If a woman has a child

a^d is ill-treated, she may leave her husband, but must leave her child

behind with the father. If the child be a boy, when he grows up and
the mother gets old she generally returns to live with her son. If after,

a marriage has been an'anged an avaricious father is loth to part with his
daughter, the young man employs his . friends to yaylay thb .girl -in ;t^^^

<jaytime. . If, - koweyer, the girl after
^

cajpture • refuses ko -stop witih' bet
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husband and runs awaj, the amount which he has already paid on her

Dehalf is returned and the marriage is broken off. If a woman finds

jerself unmarried after a long period, it is customary for her to go to a

ihief or a rich man and state that she has come to stay and cook for him.

[n such case she is usually taken to wife, but a very small coiupliinentary

present is paid for her. Chiefs may have from ten to forty wives. Tlie

Ja-luo are, generally speaking, very moral. They do not intermarry in

436. EMl>TYINti THE J-'ISH-B^VSKETS (jA-LUO)

the same clan, but a man may marry the daughter of one who bears the

same name as himself.

The Ja-luo believe in a supo^eoiie God whom they call Chieng.^^ This,

however, is the same name as the sun. When a man comes out of his

house in the morning, he spits towards the east, and in the evening he

spits towards the west. If the sunset is extremely red, it is said to

indicate the approaching death of an important person. They believe that

after death the spirits of the departed go up to the sky. If a hailstorm

occurs, no one goes to "work in the fields on the following day. Shooting

stars are said to be a sign of w'ar. They believe that people can be killed

by vMchcTCvft, and that a wizard has only to show medicine* to a person

VOL. 11.
21

.
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in order to kill him. If a person is thought to be bewitched, the medicine

man concerned is caught and forced to remove the spell, afterwards being

punished by a fine. This kind of witchcraft^ however, is not thought to

be very serious. There is a deeper magic called jamkingo.’’ Amongst

the Gemi tribe this is practised by the blacksmiths. It is of the nature

of a secret society, and no doubt means secret poisoning. They ha\'e a

form of (Ti'^cleal called “kiviri.” A small pot of water is placed on the fire.

A little wimbi ” flour and a bit of medicine ” are put into the water.

If the water boils over, the man is guilty; if not, he is innocent. Another

ordeal is as follows : A gourd basin with a large hole cut in the bottom is

placed on a flat stone. Water is then poured into the calabash, the bottom

of which being, of course, not close-fitting to the stone, would permit ordinarily

of a leakage. But the medicine man who attends puts into the bottom

of the calabash crushed-up leaves of a kind of mimosa which, for a time

at least, stoj) the leakage and enable the calabash to be filled up with

water, the retention of the water by' the calabash proving the man to be

innocent. Another ordeal is arranged in this way : Dry flour is given to the

suspected person. If innocent, he can swallow’ it
;

if he is unable to

moisten the flour with his saliva and swallow’ it, he is shown to be guilty.

As regards omens : If a bird sings on the left-hand side as a inan

is starting on a journey, the journey, if for war, will be unlucky
;
but if

it be merely a peaceful visit, it will be a fortunate one. If the bird sings

on the right-hand side, it is a good omen for war, but a bad one for an

ordinary visit. If a cat crosses the road from right to left, it is a good

omen; if from left to right, bad. If a rat is seen on the road, and it

runs along the road ahead of the man, it is a good omen
;
but if it crosses

the road from one side to the other, it is an unlucky sign. If on a

journey a man strikes the little toe of either foot, it is a very bad sign;

if he strikes the big toe, it is propitious. If the eldest child cf a man
is a boy, and the man sets out to travel, it will be an unlucky sign if

the first person he meets is also a man. On the other hand, if his eldest

child is a girl, and he meets a woman when he starts on a journey, that

is likewise a bad sign. They profess to be able to foretell events by
divining, and the divination is exercised on the entrails of an ox or sheep.

They are a good deal given to prophesying. The chief Odua when quite

a lad prophesied the coming of the white man, and this at a time when
no white man had entered the country. They believe in rain-makers.

On the occasion of a birth the infant, if a boy, is kept inside the house
for four days; if a girl, for three days. When a birth takes place, the
female neighbours attend, and a goat is killed for the mother and the
other women.. No man is allowed in the hut until three or four days
have elapsed. The father of the child does not, eat or sleep again in the
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liut until the child begins to cut

its teeth. The mother does not go
out to cultivate for nine days after

the birth. If a woman has had
two children previously who have

died, she follows the same ceremony

a,s that described among the Bantu

Kavirondo. When the child has been

brought back by an old woman, it

is redeemed by the father, who then

bores the lobe of the right ear and

inserts an ear-ring of brass wire.

The child is thenceforth called ^‘Owiti,”

if a boy
;

if a girl, Awiti,” mean-
ing the child that has been thrown

away.” The old woman who picks up
the child is regarded as its foster-

mother. Twins are considered lucky,

though their arrival is attended by

a good many ceremonies and by pro-

pitiatory dances which are of an

obscene nature.

When a person dies, the coi'pse is

immediately taken out of the house.

If it be a woman, her brothers-in-law

dig the grave in the verandah of the

house. The corpse is buried on its

left side with the hand under the

head. In the case of a woman's death,

her relatives and friends come and

wail. Her husband presents each

-clan that attends with a goat. The

437. A MEDICINE IVLIN FKOJl NYAKAOH, SOUTH
SIDE OF KAVIKONDO KAY

mourners stay for three days. The hut in which a person has died is used

for a month. The neighbours then meet together and drink beer, and

tlie bouse is broken down. Upon the death of a man his brother digs

his grave, and he is buried in the house of his first wife, if she is still

living. If she is dead, lie is buried in the verandah of his own bouse.

JMen only wail for one day. After that only the women wail, at fii^t

for three days, and then at dawn for fifteen days.

As a sign of mourni/ug the women w^ear a string of banana fibre round

the forehead. They also wear a black tail fringed with white strings for

about a month. Others smear themselves with white earth. Relatives of
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a dead person shave their heads for three days after the death. The
eldest SOT] of the deceased sits on a stool outside the village, and has his

head shaved. If any one of importance dies, the neighbours do not

cultivate for three days after the death. If a big chief dies, all the

surrounding people collect at the village, and in such cases even hostilities

between clans are suspended, and all join in the funeral rites of the late

chief, even if he happens to be at war with some of his dependent clans.

In the case of the death of a chief, a new hut is built. The grave of the

chief is dug by his brother. A new ox hide is placed at the bottom of

the grave, and the head of the corpse is covered with a water-pot. Seeds

of every kind of gi*ain grown in the vicinity are put into the grave, but
sweet potatoes are excluded. The people dance and drink ^Hembo'* for ten

days, and slaughter many oxen. The men wail for ten days, but the women
wail every morning for a year. No one cultivates the fields for ten days.

When a man dies, his property goes to the brother, if the children are

small. If the eldest son is grown up, he takes the property and gives his

brothers a share, but a man is not allowed to take the amount paid by
any one who marries one of his sisters. This marriage payment goes to

the deceased father’s brothers. The brothers of the deceased take his wives,

but the eldest son probably takes the youngest wife of his deceased
father. When a chief dies, the son whom he has chosen succeeds him.
This successor is chosen really some years before the chief dies. The
successor divides the private property of the chief with his brothers.

When a warrior has killed a mcin in warfare^ he must (besides
shaving his head) catch a fowl and hang it round his neck head uppermost.
He must not enter his home village until this has been done. Whilst
the fowl is suspended to the man’s neck by the beak its head is severed
from the body, and the head is left hanging from the man’s neck. The
warrior then enters the village, and shortly afterwards prepares a big feast

to propitiate the man he has killed, so that his ghost may not give
trouble. If a house is struck by lightning^ and any one is killed inside,

the head-man of the village must obtain a male fowl of a red colour and
walk round the house holding up the fowl, three times. The house is

then broken up, and the wood is used for other purposes. When desiring
to raake peace with another tribe with whom they have been at war,
they kill a sheep and put part of it into a wooden mortar such as is

used for crushing grain. The representatives of each side then take out
pieces of the flesh and exchange them reciprocally. An old man belonging
to the side which has been worsted, and which is suing for peace, must
then go to the head village of the conqueror and proceed to sweep up the
caittle kraal. This is .accepted as a kind of submission. ' '

Like the Bantu Eavirondo, the Ja-luo are in the main a healthy people*
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They suffer not infrequently from imeumonia and otlier affections of the

lungs, and their remedy for these maladies is to pierce a hole in the
chest, and even to cut out a small piece of the inflamed lung. They
have an antidote for snake poison

;
remedus for diarrhiBa, constipation,

ulcers
;

salves for wounds
;

and ev'en drugs which are taken to avert

threatened rniscaniage. Venereal disease is practically unknown amongst
this people, which, although so indifferent to nudity, is yet too moral to

permit sexual intercourse with strangers.

Men and w’omen have the same names. Ihit in many instances,

438. THE GAME OP “UAO,” PLAYED ALL OVER EAST CENTRAL AFRICA. (THE PLAYERS

HERB ARE YAO SOLDIERS PROM BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA)

whereas the root of the name is the same, it is preceded by the vowel

0 ” in the case of a man, and “A ” in the case of a woman. For

instance, Opio ” is a male name, and Apio ” is a female name.

The games they play are few. There is the well-nigh universal game
of little compartments in which seeds or pebbles are put. Boys and

3mung men sometimes play a kind of hockey, knocking about a wooden ball.

After the return from a warlike expedition two out of every three cattle

go to the chief, who divides his share with his brothers, and also gi\’es a

special reward of cattle to any man who has particularly distinguished him-

self in war. To this hero a wife is often given for payment.



CHAPTER XIX

MASAI, TURKANA, SUE, NANDI, ETC.

rOHE remaining section of the Uganda population to be discussed in

JL this book is that otfshoot of the Nilotic stock which includes tlie

interesting Masai ^ people—a group of Africans rather isolated in their

physical characteristics—tfie gigantic Suk and Turkana, the elegant, fine-

featured Elgumi or Wamia, and the Nandi tribes. With them also may
be considered the negro Karainojo, with a Bantu physique and a language

closely related to Turkana; and the mongrel Andorobo, a nomad hunting

people speaking usually a dialect of Nandi, but composed of very mixed

physical types.

The present writer believes that the Masai represent an early mixture

between the Nilotic Negro and the Hainite (Gala-Somali). This blend of

peoples must have been isolated somewhere in the high mountains or

plateaux which lie between the Nile and the Karamojo country. Here the

ancestors of the Masai race were no doubt first located, and here the

Latuka—descendants of the ancestral Masai— still remain, speaking a

language that is closely allied to the Masai tongue. This ancient inter-

mixture between Hamite and Negro must have been a strong power

thousands of years ago in the mountainous region east of the White Nile

between Latitudes ‘3° and 5°. They subjugated a section of the Nilotic

Negroes (the Bari) and imposed on them a corrupt dialect of the Masai
stock (the Masai itself being a branch of the Nilotic family much modified

by Hamitic influence). Some tumultuous movement from the north,

possibly on the part of other Nilotic Negroes like the Dinka and Shiluk,

or else intertribal warfare or famine consequent on drought, drove the
ancestors of the modern Masai from the mountainous region east of the
White Nile in the direction of Mount Elgon and Lake Rudolf.

After a prolonged settlement on the lands lying between this great

extinct volcano and the south-west coasts of Lake Rudolf, the Masai
became divided into two groups—evidently not a very ancient division,

since both sections- epeak practically the -same language at the. presient

^ This word should be pronounced “ Ma's^i,” with a, strong accent on the first

syllable..'
'

' .

,

, .
.
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day. The more powerful of these divisions reverted to a wholly pastoral

life, a semi-nomad existence, and a devotion to cattle which caused them

to raid and ravish in all directions to obtain and maintain enormous herds.

The weaker Masai—subsequently to be known as the Burkeneji, (.twas’

Ngishu* (literally a contraction of Gwaso Engishu), Nyarusi (Enjamiisi f ),

Kwavi—lost the greater part of their oxen in the tribal war which took

place between the agricultural and pastoral sections. Some of the agricultural

j\Iasai remained living on the Gwas’ Ngishii Plateau (Eofiata Nyuki) till

they were expelled by the Nandi and forced to take refuge among the

Bantu Kavirondo. A branch of them (Essegelli) settled in tlie upper half

of the Nyando Valley between the Nandi and Lumbwa country, only to

be finally wiped out by these fiei'ce mountaineers. The Nyarusi clan of

agriculturists found a refuge at the south end of Lake Baringo. The
Burkeneji, who remain to this day the most primitive of all the Masai,

were driven by the Turkana-Suk some fifty years ago from the western

coast-lands of Lake Eudolf to the inhospitable country on the south and

south-east of that lake.

Meantime the pastoral Masai had taken possession of the southern

half of the Eift Valley, of the Laikipia Escarpment (which bounds that

valley to the north-east), and, in fact, of the greater part of inner East

Africa, from Ugogo and the Unyamwezi countries on the west and south

to Mount Kenya and Galaland on the north, and eastward to the

hundred-mile strip of more or less settled Bantu
.
country on the littoral

of the Indian Ocean. Prospering mightily and increasing in number.s by
reason of their valour and their dedication of all the young able-bodied

men of the tribe to fighting for at least twelve years of their manhood,
the pastoral Masai became the lords of East -Africa about seventy or eighty

years ago. When they invaded Eastern Africa, they probably found the

Nandi-Liimbwa people in possession of the plateau region west of the

Eift Valley
;
the Bantu in the plains and forests

;
and lingering remains

of the old Dwarf nomad tribes in the dense woods or more arid tracts, who
were allied to the South African Bushman or Hottentot, The ancestors

of the Nandi tribe to a great extent held their own against the Masai
invasion, but the Bantu only survived in the dense forests of Kikuyu and
in the lands bordering the Victoria Nyanza, the Indian Ocean, the slopes

of Kenya and Kilimanjaro, and in the somewhat arid Kamba country.
Not a few of these Bantu races, like the Wa-gogo, Wa-chaga, A-kikuyu,
and, to some extent, the A- kamba, have become thoroughly imbued with

* This name in Masai— “ Gwaso or Hw'aso Engishu ’’—means “Eiver (of) Cattle.”
It is now taken to refer to the uninhabited plateau region due east of Mount Elgon
and north of Nandi.

t .Enjdmiisi means ‘‘ wizards^^^
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the Masai methods and customs of warftwe. even thouirli they may still

retain their negro features and Eantu languages.

When the Maskat Arabs first commenced the trading ojierations which

led to their opening nj) the interior of Eastern Africa (alx>ur 1835), they

already found that the Masai were a serious obstacle. They were a proud

people, who would not stand the slightest bullying or maltreatment on the

part of the Arabs or their black mercenaries, and a few wholesale massacres of

Arab caravans by the Masai warriors gave the coast traders a dread (which

frequently degenerated into panic) of these lithe ligliters, armed with

spears of great length or great breadtli. In the earlier 'fifties of the

last century the Masai raided to within sight of the Island of Momba,sa.

Their successful progress in the north was checked by tlie (xala and
Somali, and by the avidity of the desert country north of tlie Tana lliver.

Southwards the Masai might have carried their raids towards Tanganyika
and Nyasa, hut they encountei-ed a tribe as warlike as themselves—the

-

Wa-hehe, who had been virilised by a slight intermixture of Zulu blood,

the result of a celebrated return to Central Africa on the part of a small

section of the Zulu people in the first decades of the nineteenth century.

The Masai probably reached their apogee about 1880. Since that time
they have greatly declined in numbers, power, and pugnacity, owing to

the repeated cattle ^dagnes that swept down through Eastern Africa and
destroyed so large a proportion of the cattle, which to the pastoral ]\iasai

were the one source of food. .Befoi*e this period, however, a section of

of them had, in raiding, retmiied to their original home on the Nandi
highlands, and had sorely cut , up the agricultural Masai—tlie Gwas^
Ngishu—who still remained there. Scattered bands of these vegetarian
INIasai took refuge at the south end of Lake Baringo and amongst their
Burkeneji brothers near Lake Rudolf, and even fled so far afield in their
panic as to reach parts of East Africa not far irom the Indian Ocean, such
as Taveita, at the eastern base of Kilimanjaro. These settlements of
agiicultural Masai in that direction were called by the Swahili traders
“ Kwavi,’ a name that no Masai can recognise or explain, but which has
been perpetuated owing to its adoption by Krapf. The furious attacks
of the !Nandi and Lumbw’a aided the extinction of the agricultural
Masai. That branch of them called the “ Segelli,” which was established
in the Upper Nyando Valley, was completely extinguished, and all the
villages on the Gwas’ Ngishii Plateau were destroyed, the remnant of the
Gwas Ngishu flying to the borders of Kavirondo.* At the present day,
therefore, the Masai are represented mainly by their pastoral section, which
still ranges over Eastern Africa from the equator to six or seven degrees

* They are now established in flourishing settlements, nnder the white man's
;

protection at the Eldama Ravine*
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south. The re-

niaiiider of the

race, which culti-

vates the soil

(keeping flocks

and herds as well),

is reduced to a

small but increas-

ing remnant of the

Owas' Ngishit^the

Nyarusi (or fehi-

jchiiusi) Masai at

the south end of

Lake Baringo, and

the perishing Bur-

kenejion the south

and south-east of

Lake Rudolf.

The true
3£asai as a race

are tall, luell-rnade

•people, slender
and lissom, with

no exaggerated

muscular develop-

ment, and little or

no tendency to

corpulence. They
are long limbed,

and the feet and

hands are re-

latively greater

than among Euro-

peans, though the

feet are smaller

and better formed

than among the

Bantu Negroes.

They have no
marked progna-

thism, and the

nose is sometimes
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almost Caucasian in shape, with a well-developed bridge and finely cut nr>striis.

The chin is well formed, and the cheek-bones are not ordinarily as bulging
as in the Nilotic Negro. The lips are sometime.^ prominent and much
everted. The front teeth in the jaw are long, and are occasionally

separated one from the other by a small space. The gum is often visilde

when the lips open, and the front teeth stick out. The mouth, in fact, is

the least pleasant feature in the face of a Masai, tlie rest of whose face is

sometimes modelled on cpiite a Caucasian plan. Almost all tlie men and

443. A ^TASAI WAUmOK (NAIVASHA)

most of the women knock out the two lower incisor teeth. Mr. Sidney Hinde

states that the reason given by the Masai for this practice is that tetanus

was once a scourge amongst them, and that it was found to be a com-

paratively simple matter to feed a man suffering from lockjaw if food

could be introduced through the gap caused by taking out two of his

lower incisor teeth. It may be this explanation has been invented recently

to explain a very ancient custom inherited by the Masai from the Nilotic

stock which ^vas their origin
;

for amongst these people the removal of the

lower incisor teeth is a very common practice. All the hair of the face

and body ig. plucked out in both sexes by means of iron tweezers, so that
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no male Masai is ever seen

witli beard ami moustaelie.

The liair of the head is

shaved by the women, and

by tlie married men who
have ceased to be warriors.

It is even removed in the

same way from the heads

of children
;

but when a

]\iasai youtli has reached

puberty, and is about to

become a warrior, he allows

the hair of his head to grow

as long as it will. Tugging
at the wool, and straighten-

ing it as far as he is able,

he plaits into it twisted

.... »
bast or thin strips of leeither.

In this way the hair, with

its artificial accompaniments, is plaited into a number of wisps,, and these,

coated with red clay and mutton fat, are gathered into pigtails, or

queues^ the largest of which hangs down over the back, while another

droops over the forehead, and there may be one over each ear. The ends
of these queues are tightly bound round with string, which, like all

the rest of the coiffure, is thickly coated with grease and ochre. The
whole of the body in the young warriors is constantly anointed with the

sanie proportion of reddish clay and fat, w’ith the result that they have
quite a raddled appearance, and look like statues in terra-cotta

;
for

everything about them may be coated with this preparation of a uniform
yellowish red. The Masai practise circumcision, and the clitoris in the
w’omen is excised. Eoth these operations take place just before j^i^herty,

between eight years and fifteen years of age. The circumcision of the
Masai has been described in Joseph Thomson's celebrated book. It may
be stated briefly that it differs from the same operation elsew'here in

Africa in that frcenuw is also cut, and that a portion of ihe prc&putiv/m
is drawn down below the glans, where it heals in a large excrescence of skin.

This is sometimes so tumid as to give the organ the appearance of being
provided with a double glans.

V The Masai men do not mar or d^ecorate their skins with patterns in
scctvs or in tuttooing

;
but I have noticed on the faces of the women in

the Ifaiyasha District that parallel lines, (see illustration) are apparently
burnt on. the ,skin round the eyes or on the forehead. , I could not
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ascertain whether this was done witli a recl-liot wire or by some ain'itl

juice, riie scars had a bluish look, and were intended to enhance the
brilliancy of tlie eye. The women ordinarily remove the eyelaslies and
the hair fi*om the eyebrows. In both sexes tlie auvs are terribly deformed
by piercing the lobe at an early age and inserting through the Ijole

larger and larger discs or rounded of wood. These are gmdualiv
increased in size until the lobe becomes a great loop of leathery skin.

445. MASAI ELDER WITH EL'R C.VPK

To this loop they attach ear-rings of fine iron chain or European nails and

screws, or depending coils of iron wire like catherine-wheels. The ear is

also pierced in the upper part of the conch, near what is called ‘‘Darwin’s

poitit.” From this hole also may depend loops of fine ix'on chain or strings

of beads. The men may wear bead necklaces and bead armlets. On the

upper part of the left arm, just below the deltoid muscle, is a tight

armlet of wood, which grips the flesh, and is furnished 'with two upright

projections. A string of charms, which may be pieces of smooth stone or
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of haxd, smooth wood of irregular size, is generallv worn round tire neck

by the men, who may also have a girdle round the waist comi>osed of a

string of beads with fine iron chains. Bracelets of iron wire or of ivory

may also be worn by the men on the wrists.

As regards clothing the two sexes differ eonsidei-ably. Women fi-om

girlhood to old age are usually clothed most scrupulously, though it is not

445. MASAI WOMAN OF NAIVASHA

considered improper to expose the bosom. Their garments were formerly

dressed hides which hung from the neck down to the knees, with a kind

of leather petticoat underneath. Nowadays many of the women dispense

with leather and wear voluminous pieces of calico from the coast. Old

meil generally wear a skin or a cloth cape over the
,

shoulders. Hitherto

men, old' and, young, of the Masai tribe have been .absolutely indifferent

a,s fcp whetiieE-s.uch coveri^ they wore . .answered purposes of decency.
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i

TliBy pvou I't? stylt'sl inii-ily liak**! in tins ivs’poct, t.

Iiav0 110V0V known tiiiMu to \m' i^’uut y fi nnv ife.''tiii’c ol i

incleiicacv. Voinig warriors h» ‘ha*ri«' .•'Watln* nmml

many yards of red oaliro a> they oan t iiuld of. ami will fuitl'

pieces of calico ovia' Their >hvMi|ih i> rayi's, liioy also wt

mantles of birds' in shapr and \nla!n«‘ like tin* fur ca

by coachiiien in cold wi-atla'r, A ^veat oirch' ol o.<trich plumes

worn roniui the lata*. hmi iioi'oratotl iio* Wiirlaiv, they tie i

long white hair tightly ’heh^w tia^ km-*', gou^'rally on one leg-

'This white liair is rithtT deriv.-d or iVom the ski

-colobus monkoy. S(>ni»' of the eastern Alasii tuake handsome ca]

black and white coloiai^ fur, wliicli are wnrti over the chest. I

girls may wear a few braeeh‘ts, hut as S"on le^ a young i\lasai ^

“ dito,’’ is about to marry, she lais euils of thick iron wire wound

legs (as in the illustration). Sin* will also wear armlets ami br.

this same wire, and perhaps an additional annh’t or two of ivor

-coils of the same thick iron wire may lu* worn rnmul the neck ii

to the ‘*catherine-wln el” la-imments ami \niei>iinteii strings of I

she may have round her neck a great fritige of leather thong?

..are fastened large beads. Soim* of their Mip)>lo heather gar:

charmingly sewn with beads a< tin <•« lining. The young me
-disdain sometimes to e!otin‘ themselves in vme of huge ch

hide, which may cover them from the tmek to tie* ankles. The

sandals of hide, especially when travelling.

The du’ell in(/js of the ,Ma<ai an* of two very distinct ki

agricultural Masai vvho an* still to l,»e found altout Elgon and

end of Baringo (there an* other relies of tliein in East Africa, :

etc.) build houses very like thos«:> of tb**ir Ihintu neighbours—

r

made with walls of reeds or sticks. ^urnu>Ull^ed by a coni

thatched roof. The cattlo-keeping Ma.'sai. on the contrary, build d

quite peculiar eoustruction, unlike those of any other Negro tri

are low. continuous houses (not more tlnm six feet in heig

may go round or nearly round the enclosure of the settlement.

flat-^roo/edf and are built of a frami.'wcu'k of sticks with strong

dividing the contivmous structure into .separate compartments

separate dwellings, each furnished with a low, oblong door. A
of brushwood is worked into the sidt*.s and roofs of these rows

to make a foundation which will retaiii the jAaster of mud an<

which is next applied. The mud and cow-dung is thickly laid

roofs, and is not -usually permeated by the rain, hi the

Masai thove arey in addition to the houses

.
and beans.; The walls of the
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are plastered with mud and eow-dnng. The \illages of both sections of

the Masai are surrounded bv fences. In the case of the agricultural

Masai these are strong palisades with openings at intervals that are

carefully guarded by doors made of huge hewn planks. With the x3astoral

Masai the hedge surrounding the settlement is of thorn bushes, and is

merely arranged so as to keep off wild beasts, the pastoral ]Masai not

having hitherto had occasion to fear the attacks of their fellow'-mem

Inside the villages there are one or more cattle kraals surroimcled by

independent hedges of thorns or sticks, and their enclosures are fenced in

for sheep and goats. Inside the continuous houses of the pastoral Masat

beds are made of brushwood neatly stacked and co\'ered with skins. The

.fireplace is simply a circle of stones. At night skins are hung over the

doorway (all the doorways in the houses of the pastoral ]\lasai are on

the inner side of the circle made by the continuous houses) in order to^

keep out the cold night air. The only furniture in the huts besides.

cookmg-j)ots and skins are long gourds used as milk vessels, half-gourds-

which are cups, and small three-legged stools cut out of a single block

of hard wood and used by the elder men to sit on.

The agricultural Masai live in their villages permanently. The-

pastoral Masai are inclined towards a semi-nomad existence, no doubt with

the intention of seeking fresh pasture for their cattle. They generally,,

however, range within certain prescribed districts. They will ofteni

abandon a settlement for a time, and have no objection to other persons

using it in their absence, providing they are ready to evacuate it without

having done any harm on the return of the original owmers. Formerly

the warriors among the pastoral Masai, from the time they reached the*

age of pnbeily until they retired from the warrior existence and became-

married men, lived in villages by themselves with their mothers and
sw^eethearts. The mothers 'kept house for them, and the young unmarried
women attended to very little else but pleasui'e, though they superintended!

the young calves which were left behind in the settlements when the-

cattle were driven out every morning to pasture. A few boys would hang
about these warrior villages, their presence being tolerated for their-

usefulness in herding cattle and milking cows and goats. With the
general break-up of the Masai system of pastoral life which has come-
about through the repeated cattle plagues and the European administration:

of their country, they are rapidly beginning to live more after the normal;
negro fashion, in villages inhabited alike b}^ married and unmarried
men, girls and married women. Every village elects a head-man, who-
settles all disputes and acts as leader of the warriors in case of any
fighting.

Neither, agricultural ..nor pastoral Masai aire hv/ntet's of game in the same*
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sense as tlie other Negro tribes of the Protectorate. The grown-up men?

never molest zebras, antelopes, or hai’mless wild beasts, though boys may
sometimes capture the fawns of gazelles, and are also given to the

450. HOUSES! OE THE AGKICULTURAL aiAS.U (ENJAMUSi)

shooting of birds with arrows, as birds’ feathers are required for certain

of their ceremonies or for the making of head-dresses or capes for the

warriors. The Masai, however, regard the buffalo, eland, and kudu (the

eland especially) as being closely related to their own cattle— in fact,

the buffalo they regard as simply the wild ox, and the eland as being a
thorough bovine. The buffalo is now nearly extinct in the countries

inhabited by the Masai, but in former times they would attack it with
spears (many warriors taking part in the hunt) and kill it in order to

obtain leather for making their shields. The eland and kudu are not far

off extinction also, but in former days the Masai ate the flesh of the eland
and killed the kudu in order to obtain the horns of the male, which are
in great request as trumpets. The pastoral Masai not only do not fish in

any of the lakes and rivers, but they regard fish as a most unwholesome
food. The agricultural Masai obtain fish by trapping and spearing, and
eat it in much the same way as do their Bantu neighbours. The
agricultural Masai also keep a few fowls, and eat them, together with
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their eggs
;
but fowls and eggs are absolutely eschewed by the pastoral

Masai, who never keep this domestic bird.

The domestic rmimoh of both divisions of this race are cattle, sheep,

goats, donkeys, and dogs. The cattle are of the humped zebu type, and

do not differ in any important respect from the other humped domestic

cattle of Eastern Africa. As the mainstay of their existence, the pastoral

Masai attach enormous importance to their herds of cattle
;
and these

animals, having been brought up from birth under the constant handling

of man, woman, and child, are extremely docile to their owners, with the

sole exception of milk-giving. Here the JMasai cow, as is so often the

case among the domestic cattle of Africa, is capricious, and, from a

European point of view, very tiresome. She will withhold her milk

invariably if the calf is not present to lier sight or sense of smell
;
yet

her senses are easily deceived, inasmuch as she will often yield milk

when a stuffed calf is held before her, even if it be little more than the

skin of the dead calf roughly filled out with straw. The milking of the

cows is usually done by the women twice a day, and generally in a

special building erected in the village—a building in which the young
calves are kept at night. In the warriors^ villages, however, milking is

451. A VILLAGE OF THE AGRICULTUBAL MASAI (eNJAMUSI)

sometimes done by the boys who herd the cattle,- and all Masai men
are adepts at milking both cows and goats, for which reason they are

much in request as herdsmen in the employ of Europeans. The Masai
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castrate their cattle when the yoimg bulls are arrived at maturity. An
interesting description of their procedure in this case is given by

Dr. J. E. Stordy (Grovernment Veterinary Surgeon) in the Veterinarian.’^

A barren cow is not an infrequent occurrence in the Masai herds, and

such animals are selected for fattening and slaughter, as their meat is

considered to be better eating than that of the bullocks. The milk is

generally kept in long, bottle-shaped gourds with leather covers. ]\Iilk

is’ always drunk fresh, and the gourds that contain it are. carefully

cleaned with burning grass or with a slightly acrid liquid made from the

leaves of a sage-like jdant. These methods of cleaning the gourd some-

times impart a flavour to the milk not altogether agreeable to the

452. MASAI CATTLE, NAKURO

European palate. The cattle are always branded with some mark peculiar
to the owner, who may also cut their ears in some special way so that
the. beast may be easily recognised as his own property. After coming
back from the pasture the cattle are carefully examined, generally in

close contact with a large smoky Are, so that the ticks may be removed
from their bodies. The cattle are perfectly amenable to small boys, who
usually act as the cowherds.

Ihe goats and sheep belong to the breeds common to so much of
Central Africa—the goat being small and plump, with short horns, while
the sheep are hairy, hornless, with drooping ears and fat tails, though

* October, 1900 .
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original Pygnay language.” P)Ut when, in the Congo Forest, I proceeded to

write down the ]\'Ibuba tongue, its close resemblance to the Pygmy language

291. A I^YGMY CHILD PROM MBOGA

became at once apparent. There do remain, it is true, a few words peculiar

to the Dwarfs, and these may constitute fragments of their aboriginal

speech. Of course, it might be argued that Mbuba was their original and

VOL. II. 5
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special language, and

that the Momfii and

Bambuba, in invading

Dwarf-land, may at one

time have been under

Dwarfthraldom, and have

acquired their speech,

just as a tribe of Bantu

people—the Berg Daina-

ras, in South-West
Africa—were conquered

by Hottentots, and have

spoken a Hottentot dia-

lect ever since. But

I cannot sup];)ort this

argument for several

reasons, one being that

the Dwarfs speak the

Mbuba language so im-

perfectly that it is as

impossible to suppose it

to be their original

tongue, from which

I

Mbuba and Momfu de-

veloped a much more

I

comprehensive idiom, as

!
it would be for a

I
Congo Dwarf to argue

;i
that because he found

; “mean” whites in

i America dwelling in a

prosperous Negro colony,

292. AN' ,MBUTE PYGMY

^

the Euglish they spoko

had been by them de-

veloped from the “ nigger ” dialect of “ Uncle Kemus.”

It is, of course, on the other hand, a hard thing to believe that prior to

the invasion of the great West Central African forest by the big black

agricultural Negroes, the Pygmy autochthones possessed no language but

inarticulate cries and gestures !
* Nevertheless, it would seem to be

* I was . much struck, and so were my Euroj)eaii companions, at the expressive

gestures used by the Pygmies in eking, out their conversation.. One often conversed
wdth them in gestures.
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tlie fat tail is not cavried to such a development as among the Bahima or

in Southern Africa. Great care is taken of the lambs and kids till they

are about a month old. They are suckled by their mothers twice a day,

454- MASAI SHaEP

but in the interval and during the night are usually kept apart in round,
beehive huts of open basketwork and thatched roofs, these huts being
raised on poles about two feet above the ground. W^hen the lambs and
kids grow older, they are allowed first of all to wander freely about the
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village during the davtiine, and when half grown usually accompany

their mothers to the pasture.

The ]Masai frequently [)Os:sess herds of c/orikeijs, and these are driven

in. at night within the thorn enclosure, though allowed otherwise to wander

about luihainpered inside the village. The ass of tlie JNIasai is tlie ordinarv'

wild ass (the origin of our domestic donkey) of North-Eastern Africa

{Eqmis t(fmiopiis)
;

indeed, it is almost impossible to see any difference

between the wild ass of Nubia and the Egy2>tiari Sudan and the domestic

455. MASAT DONKEYS

ass of the INIasai, which has now become the common domestic ass of

Eastern Africa and the Zanzibar coast-line. The African wild ass^ is a

large beast of a pinkish grey colour, with a whitish muzzle and black nose

and lips. The mane is black, and so are the tips and rims of the ears.

There is a black stripe all along the hack to the end of the tail, and

there is one broad stripe down each shoulder. Occasionally faint black

stripes are seen on the legs. This animal is more nearly related to the

wild asses of Asia than it is to the zebras of Africa. Its range in a wild

^ The Somaliland form is a distinct species which has no shoulder stripe, but

on the other hand, is distinctly barred on the legs with black stripes.
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state extends at the present clay from the coast of the Eed Sea westwai

far into the Sahara Desert towards Lake Chad, and is bounded on t

north by the southern frontier of Egypt proper, and on the sov

approximately by the fourth degree of noith latitude. The wild ass is the:

fore found within the northern limits of the Uganda Protectorate. T
Masai—themselves no domesticators of wild animals—obtained it from t

Nilotic races, and they from the Hamites, further noith. In all probabil

this ass was never domesticated by any Negro form of man, but by t

Hamites—tribes related to the Gala, the Somali, and the ancient Egypt!
The Masai, however, received it as a domestic animal, and carried it in th

wanderings far south into Unyamwezi, and eastwards towards the Zanzil

•coast. In Unyamwezi the African donkey found another home, and sprc

from there towards Nyasaland. From this form (of course, by way
Egypt) the domestic asses of the ivorld are mainly derived, though it

possible that in Western Asia there may have been some infusion of 1

blood of the wild asses of that region. The ]\Iasai use this donkey
carrying their effects when they move about from kraal to kraal.

Dogs are not much in evidence now in the Masai kraals. Althou
they are supposed to assist in warning the Masai of the approach of w
beasts, they are of little use in that respect, as, like most of the pri

•eared curs in Negro Africa, they cannot bark, but only make a desol

howling not easily distinguished from the noise of the jackals outside

The food of the pastoral Masai varies according to the sex and sta

of the individual. Women and old men obtain by barter flour and perh.

beans and green stuff. The young warriors subsist on nothing but ni

blood, and meat. The blood they obtain by regularly bleeding their cat

The oxen are bled in the following manner : A leather ligature is t

tightly round the throat. Below this bandage an arrow is shot in b;

warrior, and the shaft is generally blocked so that the arrow-head can

penetrate far beyond the vein. The arrow is pulled out and the bl
gushes forth. When enough blood has been collected in vessels,

•

ligature is removed and the orifice of the vein is stopped up by a p?
of co^v-dung and dust. The frothing blood is greedily drunk, and is

•only way in which the Masai Avarrior obtains the salt necessary to his w
being. Cows’ blood is often thought to be (and no doubt is) a cure
dysentery. ]\Iasai warriors may eat the flesh of oxen, sheep, goats,

eland. "I'liis meat is usually boiled in an earthenware pot, and sometii

* Men who are not poor in cattle and supplies of milk generally mix soiu
«weet milk with the blood and drink the two together. I was informed that <

poor men drink the unmixed blood, but I have frequently seen the young warr;
whether poor or rich, bleeding the cattle, and immediately afterw-ards draii
•calabashes full of frothing blood hot from the animal’s body.
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medicine derived from herbs is mixed with it. The ]\Iasai women ar

old married men eat pretty much what they lihe, and are allowed

smoke tobacco
;
but during pregnancy the women rarely touch me?,

consuming at that time enormous quantities of butter and milk. Th(

also, when in this condition, eat fat, and believe that these oily substanc

will lubricate the passages and make delivery easier. Hone^v is eaten 1

every one who can get it. By mixing a little w’ater with the honey «

intoxicating mead is made, which is much drunk by the old men.
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arrows, knobkeriies, and swords from a foot to eighteen inches long.

The swords, which are of a peculiar shape, like long and slender leaves-

—

very narrow towards the hilt or handle, and at their broadest close to the

tip— are called “ sime,” and are of widespread use throughout North-

Eastern Africa, where the tribes are of the same stock or have come

under the influence of the Nilotic and Masai peoples. The spear varies

in shape and size. There is a very short, broad-bladed type, which is

generally carried by the

youths. The warriors

among the Masai in the

Eift Valley and else-

where in the Uganda
Protectorate and the ad-

joining parts of British

East Africa carry a spear

wdth an extremely long

and narrow blade. The
head may be fully three

feet long. When it is

not carried for use, the

tip of the blade is

generally provided with

a small cap ornamented

with a tuft of black

feathers. The sword is

worn usually girt over

the right thigh in a

scabbard of leather. The
knobkerry is generally

twisted into the same

leather belt worn round

the abdomen. Bows and

arrows are more in use

by the agricultural Masai
;

amongst the pastoral people they are re-

legated to the boys, who use a smaller bow and arrow for shooting birds.

The Masai shield is very nearly an oval. It is made of ox hide or the

skin of the buffalo. A piece of vrood like the hooping of a cask, about

an inch wide, is sewn very tightly round the edge of the oval piece of

leather, while dowm the centre of the inside of the shield runs a broad

lath of wood. This in the middle is detached from the concave surface,

leaving a hollovr between, through which the hand of the warrior can

be passed. Nearly all Masai shields are painted; perhaps in the case of

457. A MASAI WARRIOB WITH LONG SPEAR
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some of the agricultural INJasai the leather surface is left uncovered with

colour. The colours used in painting these shields are red and white

(made from ferruginous clay and kaolin), and black (charcoal), and some-

times blue or yellowish brown, the source of these pigments being unknown
to me.^'^ The designs on the shields are most varied, and each clan or

tribal division has its own.

So many of the ]Masai having died througli civil wars and tlie results of

the cattle plague, some of these tribes or clans have dwindled to a few scattered

individuals. Among such a people as the Gwas' Xglshu jNIasai, who, though

still agriculturists, are to the full as brave and warlike as their pastoral

kinsmen, very diverse patterns of shield decoration may be met witli in

the same company of warriors, the result, no doubt, of refugees from

extinguished clans having joined them from time to time. The designs

on the shields of the Eastern Masai are well illustrated in Mr. Hinders

book, “The Last of the Masai.” Some of these designs are also found

within the Eift Valley. Others may be seen in my pliotographs. This

type of Masai shield, with the bold designs in black, white, and red,

extends to the south-east coast of the Victoria Nyaiiza (in common with

other Masai weapons), among the Shashi people, who, though a Bantu

tribe speaking a language related to Kinyamwezi, have nevertheless

adopted many Masai customs. The remarkable similarity also between

the shields of the Zulu and the Masai has frequently attracted the

attention of writers on Africa. The resemblance also extends to head-

dresses and the leg ornaments of white hair. It is possible that the Zulu

.
* Probably clays and ashes.
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tribe, which was of Central African origin, may have been at some

period of its migration in contact with the Masai, and have copied some

of the customs of that race, from which it differs absolutely in language.

The political restraint of British and German authority has practically

put an end to the raids of the Masai on the Bantu and Nandi negioes,

and has almost extinguished civil war amongst the jMasai tribes
;
thereforCy

unless they go to war as the auxiliaries of the Europeans (and of late

they have been more useful to the Uganda Administration as irregular

troops), the modem Masai have little chance of fighting. In former days,

before the Masai warriors, called El Morran,” started on an expedition,

they would fortify their courage with a war medicine, which was said to

be the bark of Acacia verragosa. This bark, when chewed, would make

them either frantic or stupefied, thus lulling any apprehensions. Once on

the w’ar-path, however, they were invariably brave, as public opinion

would probably visit any sign of cowardice with execution. The Masai

warriors would travel as much as fifty miles a day at a constant trot. In

old days they thought nothing of going 300 miles—evtm 500 miles—to

attack a people or a district which was supposed to be rich in cattle. They

would sometimes travel at night as well as in the daytime, but their

favourite time of attack was just at dawn. In the first ardour of battle

they would slay every man and boy with their huge spears, but women

were very rarely killed. It is stated that the Masai have generally been

in the habit of warning their enemies before making an attack on them,

but I certainly remember myself in 1884 having reported to me a great

many instances of the Masai round Kilimanjaro taking or attempting to

take Bantu villages wholly by surprise. No doubt in the case of tributary

people a warning would be sent first that the overdue tribute must be

paid up, and in the event of this notice remaining unheeded the warriors

would descend on the rebellious vassal.

The condition of ivomeoi among the Masai offers another curious

analogy to the Zulus. It is a condition which is not by any means

peculiar to the Masai, as was thought by earlier travellers, but is frequently

met with in other negro races showing no hear kinship to this people.

The Masai warrior ismot allowed by the elders of his tribe to marry until

he has reached about thirty years of age, and has accumulated a fair

amount of property, or else has so distinguished himself by his bravery as

to merit an early retirement. But from the time of his reaching puberty

till the date at which he is able to marry he is by no means willing to

live without the solace of female companionship. The young warrior,

soon after attaining manhood (when the hair of his head, frond having

been i)reviously close shaven, is now allowed to grow until it can he

* In the singular “01 Mbrani.”
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trained into pigtails), goes round the villages of the married people and
selects one or two little girls of from eight to thirteen years old. To the

mothers of the chosen damsels he makes numerous small presents, but

460. MASAI SHIELDS

does not give cattle or sheep, these being reserved for the marriage gift.

The mother raises little or no objection to his proposition if the girls like

him, and he then carries off one, two, or it may be three, to the warriors'
village or settlement. Here the young people indulge in sexual intercourse,
which is considered in no way to be immoral, because the girls are under
age, and therefore cannot conceive. When the girl is nearing womanhood,
she leaves the warrior and goes back to her mother, and soon after the
first menstruation the clitoris is excised, and the girl becomes a marriage-
able woman who must live morally henceforward.' If by chance a girl
remains with a warrior and conceives by him, no undue fuss is made,
though he may probably have to support the child, and may make up his
mind eventually to marry the girl. If, likewise, whilst the girl remains
unmarried she has intercourse with any man and bears an illegitimate
child, she does not incur much censure, and the matter is either settled
by her marrying her seducer, or by the intended husband condoning the
lapse, and taking over the child with the woman when he finally
marries her.

The young girls who live in the warriors* settlements have as agreeable
a time of it as can be provided Masai society. They are supplied with :

- food
;

tlm mothers ^ Jnen d0;^4
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themselves spend their time in dancing, singing, adorning themselves,

n.nd making love.

• After a woman is married—that is to say, is regularly bought by her

husband— she is supposed to remain faithful to him, though it is not at

^1 infrequent that a Masai may sanction her going with any man,
especially if he be a friend or a guest. If unfaithful without permission,

she might in old times have been clubbed to death, but as a general rule

a breach of the marriage covenant is atoned for by a payment on the part

of the adulterer. One way and another, by custom and by disposition,

it must, I think, be stated that the Masai women are very immoral.

Marriage is simply the selection of a likely girl by a retiring warrior,

and the handing over to her father of a number of cows, bullocks, goats,

sheejj, and small additional gifts of honey, goat skins, and perhaps iron

wire. After a girl is married she may not return to her father’s village

unless accompanied by her husband.

Nearly every old woman is a midwife, and husbands do not attend

461. MASAI .WASaiOBS

t>he deliveries of their w;ives
,
uiile§s there is some serious coniplicatip^^^

which threatens" danger whep^ ; iu; the husband,

medicine mail may be .called in- About a
,

year after the child is 6pw
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it is given a name. (Daring its infancy, if no name was given, the

mother called it by the name of its father’s father.) This individual

appellation, which is conferred on it with some ceremony, may possibly

be the name of the father, or it may be a name which has no direct

associations with any relation. If the child is its mother’s firstborn she

also takes its new name for her own. A goat and a cow are killed on

this occasion, at which are present most of the relations, and the flesh is

cooked and eaten by the family party. The undigested food from the

intestines of these animals is made up into “medicine,” and a little of

this is put into the child’s mouth. From that time forward until the

next name-change takes place both child and mother are called by this

new name. If the eldest child should die, the mother retains its name,

until she gives birth to another child, and, in like manner, a year after

the birth of this next child, she assumes the name which is given to it

at the family gathering. When a girl child is born, she is given her

mother’s name, which she retains until her marriage
;

then she is

renamed by her husband; and ever afterwards it is considered to entail

on her bad luck if she is addressed by the name of her girlhood. Of

course, as soon as she is a mother she again changes her name to that

which is bestowed on her eldest child a year after its birth
;

wdiile, if

she remains childless after some years of marriage, she assumes once

more the mother’s name which she bore as a child. Boys retain the

names given to them a year after birth all through their warriorhood,

but change them when they marry. After this change of name it is

likewise considered, in their case, a most unpropitious and unfriendly

thing to do to address them by the name they bore in their bachelor

days.

A dead man is never referred to by name, if possible. It is

considered so unlucky to do this that the action is equivalent to an
intentional desire to bring harm on the relatives of the deceased. If

any reference must be made to a dead person, it is generally by means
of a roundabout description, or by such terms as “ my brother,” “ my
father,” “my uncle,” “my sister.” Husbands and wives may with less

disastrous consequences refer to their dead partners by name, though
even this is done in a whisper and with reluctance. Amongst the living

there is a very intricate ceremony on the subject of addressing by name,
and a Masai of good manners would feel quite at home in the British

House of Commons, where much the same prejudice prevails. If you
wish to get at the real name borne by a Masai man, it is advisable to

ask one of his Mends standing by, who, in reply, will probably give you
the name of the man’s mother, if he be an eldest son and uninarried,
for in such case it tnust be identical . with the man’s own name. It is
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not considered unlucky if a person in speaking to you mentions your
name in your presence; it is the employment of the name in direct

address which is thought to bring ill luck. Any one who is asked

abruptly for his name probably gives that of his father, which may, of

course, also be his. A child would never address his father or mother
by name, but would call them “ father ” or mother.'' A married man
would also not call to his father- and mother-in-law by their names, but

would address them by an honorific title; a woman would simply call

her husband's parents “father” and “mother.” Boys may address other

boys and young girls by their names; but they must speak to all the

warriors as “ El Morran,” married or old woman as “ Koko,'' and old

married men as “Baba.” Women generally address old or married men
of any importance as “01 Baiyan” (“Elder”). A married man would

probably call out to a woman, not by name, but address her as “ En
gitok” (“Woman”). If a Masai bears the same name as a member of

his tribe who dies, he may change his own name to avoid ill luck.

Little hoys among the Masai are soon put to work at herding cattle

and making themselves generally useful. They are lean, lank little

shrimps at this stage, and receive a large share of cuifs and kicks, and not

overmuch food. Young hoys are classed as “Laiok” (singular, “Laioni”).

After circumcision, and before they become warriors, the youths are

“El Manila,” and sometimes “Selogunya,” or “shaven head.'’ As a rule

the cirawmcisioii of the boys takes place in numbers at a time. Boys

and youths between the ages of eight and fifteen may be operated on.

The elders of a district decide from time to time when a circumcision

ceremony is to take place. When a sufficient number of boys have been

gathered together, songs are sung, and there is a good deal of feasting, the

old men drinking much fermented mead, and often becoming very drunk.

For at least a month before the circumcision takes place the boys ha\'e

been out in the wilderness collecting honey, or purchasing it from the

mountain tribes. From the honey collected they have made mead with

the assistance of their mothers for the old men to drink during the

festivities. The operation of circumcision is generally performed by

skilled Andorobo, who are paid a goat each for their work. Each youth

that is circumcised* must produce an ox (which, of course, will be given

to him by his fether, or nearest male relative if his father is dead). The

flesh of the oxen is the foundation of the feasts which accompany the

ceremony. After circumcision the boys remain shut up in their mother’s

houses for four days, during which time they eat nothing but fat and

drink milk. They carefully shave their heads when going back into the

world.

The Masai, agricultural and pastoral, deal with their dead in a very
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summary manner. Unless the dead person is a male and a c

corpse is simply carried to a short distance from the village, an

the ground to be devoured by hyaenas, jackals, and vultures. The

presence of hysenas and the small Neophron and Necrosyrtes, and

Otogyps vultures round the Masai kraals is encouraged by this

and the Masai never actively interfere with these scavengers,

hysena should attempt—as they sometimes do—to enter a vii

carry off live-stock or children. Important chiefs, however, ai

and a year after the burial the eldest son or the appointed success

chief carefully removes the skull of the deceased, making at the sj

a sacrifice and a libation with the blood of a goat, some milk, {

honey. The skull is then carefully secreted by the son, whose
]

of it is understood to confirm him in power, and to impart to 1

of the wisdom of his predecessor. In several parts of the Bi

cairns of stones meet the eye. They mark the burial-places

chiefs, though there is probably no supreme chief of the M
buried in that direction.

Women are unable to inherit property. The property woulc

for them by their sons or brothers under special circumstance

the death of a Masai father his clothing and adornments are

destroyed, and his weapons are given to his sons, or are sold. I

son inherits all his property in cattle, sheep, and goats, and it i

him henceforth to support his mother and his step-motliers, ant

after his brothers and sisters.

As regards the diseases from which the Masai suffer, Dr. E
Government medical officer who has lived for some years amc
Masai of the Uganda Protectorate, sends me the following pj

Malarial fever is rarely met with amongst the Masai in the coi

which they are indigenous. These countries lie for the most pa]

healthier plateaux of East Africa. But if a Masai leaves this rela

grass-land either for the lower levels nearer the Indian Ocean <

rich forest-lands of Uganda, he is almost as liable to malarial fi

European. In the same way cases of blackwater fever amongst i

may occur when these people enter the forest regions of Centr

It is stated that the Masai cure themselves of malarial fever in

country by a decoction of cassia bark. They drink, at any
astringent potion made from the bark of some tree which belong

great leguminous order. They are most subject to smallpo
terrible scourge, which does not seem to have been , known to i

until about 1850 (or sixty years ago), has repeatedly swept thro
country, carrying off hundreds, even thousands^ at a time* In 18
the worst of the epidemics of smdlpox oceurredv and i)r. Bode
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that at Nairobi alone there were over 2,000 deaths. About this period a
Somali trader explained to the Masai of the Eift Valley and Nairobi the
principle of inoculation. Numbers of them voluntarily submitted to this

rude prophylactic measure, and went through, as a result, a mild form of

smallpox, which, however, in some cases, ended fatally. Since that time,

however, the Masai have thronged to the European doctor, wherever there

is one, to be vaccinated. I verily believe that but for the advent of the

European the pastoral Masai w’ould in a few years have become absolutely

extinct between smallpox and the *
cattle plague which induced famine.

Lung diseases are rare, the Masai having been inured from early youth to

extremes of heat and cold
;

but in this case it is rather the survival of

the fittest, as there is considerable mortality amongst the children. They
suffer much from intestinal wwms, chiefly from the T(jenia, or tape-worm,

and the Ascaria, or round-worm. Perhaps the malady which troubles them
most frequently is chronic ojDhthalmia. This by neglect leads in time to

cataract. The eye disease is spread from one Masai to another by the

millions of flies that follow the Masai wherever they go, attracted by the

cattle. As in Egypt, so in Masailand, it is no uncommon sight to see the

eyes of children bunged up, with flies feeding on the moisture, the child

making little or no attempt to get rid of the pests. They suffer much
fi-om sloughing ulcers (Phagedema) and from eczema, which is often due

to the swarms of head-lice. Dyspepsia and dysentery ai*e rarely met with

under normal conditions. Venereal diseases were unknown amongst them

until the Swahili traders and porters came on the scene, and even yet, in

spite of the immorality of their women, they are not seriously affected with

syphilis, as is the case with the Bantu tribes farther inland. It should,

however, he mentioned here that another cause of the stationary or

decreasing condition of the Masai population* seems to lie in an increasing

reluctance on the part of the men to settle down in the married state and

beget children. The women, stung by this indifference, drift away in

increasing numbers to the trading camps of the Swahilis or the Indian

coolies on the Uganda Eailvvay. It is said also that, like the Baganda

women, the Masai females are becoming increasingly sterile.

As regards remedies, the Masai possess several therapeutical and

empirical remedies. Of the last description are the small pieces of metal,

wood, or unclassified rubbish sewn up in skin bags, which are given to

them by the ‘‘Laibon,” or priest-doctor, and are worn round the neck oii a

chain or wire. They are, however, acquainted with roots, bark, leaves, and

sap of curative properties—astringents, laxatives, tonics, sudatories, and

excitants. These drugs are sometimes taken in milk, or are mixed with

the food (meat) which is being stewed or boiled.

With regard to surgery, they axe able in a rough-and-ready fasbidn to
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deal with the cure of wounds, the arresting of haemorrhage, and the

mending of broken bones. When a large wound has been inflicted, the

two sides are brought together by means of the long, white thorns of the

acacia, which are passed through the lips of the wound like needles. A
strip of fibre or bass is then wound round the exposed points of the

thorns on each side of the wound, just as a boot might be laced up.

Haemorrhage is arrested in the same way, or by ligatures, or pressing on

to the severed vein a poultice of cow-dung and dust. A fractured limb

is straightened as far as possible so that the broken ends of the bone may
come together, and is then tightly bandaged with long strips of hide.

When they are absolutely obliged to amputate a limb a tight ligature is

tied just above the line of amputation. The limb is then placed on a

hard, smooth log, and is deftly chopped off by the stroke of a sharp

Masai sword. Before the advent of the European the Masai would apply
butter to the stump to assist healing; but now they have such a belief

in that nauseous-smelling drug, iodoform, that they will send considerable

distances to a European doctor to obtain it for curing their wounds and
ulcers.

The medicine men of the Masai are not infrequently their chiefs.

The supreme chief of the whole race is almost invariably a powerful
medicine man,” These “ Laibon ” ^ (as they are called) are priests as well

as doctors. They are skilled in the interpretation of omens, in the
averting of ill luck, the bringing of rain, and the interpretation of
dreams.

The Masai have very little religion. They believe in a vague power of
the sky, whose name simply means ‘‘sky” (“Augai”t). Sometimes this
word is equally used to indicate rain, though there is also a special word
for the water descending from the sky (“Attasha”). The sky god is

sometimes invoked when a severe drought threatens ruin to the pastures.
On such an occasion as this the chief of the district will summon the
children of all the surrounding villages. They come in the evening, "just

after sunset, and stand in a circle, each child holding a bunch of grass.
Their mothers, who come with them, also hold grass in their hands.
The children then commence a long chant.

borne of the Masai hold that at the time when their race began there
were four deities ruling the world. One was black, and full of kindness
towards humanity

; another was white, but held himself more aloof—^was,
in fact, the god or goddess f of the Great Firmament. Then there was

* The word really is in the singular
; in the plural, El-aibon.

“STgai,” It is difificult to say, whether the root is
JNgai , or Gal, with the feminine article “En-” or “An-.”
t For ‘

y
be a word with a feminine sig^
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a grey god, who was wholly iodififereut to the welfare of huinanity; and
a red god, who was thoroughly bad. The black god was very huroan in

his attributes—and, in fact, was nothing but a glorified man, and the

ancestor of the Masai. They generally imagine that the black god
originally lived on the snowy summit of Mount Kenya, where the other

gods, pitying his loneliness, sent him a small boy as a companion.

When the boy grew up, he and the black god took to themselves wives

from amongst the surrounding Negro races, and so procreated the first

Masai men. Afterwards,

the grey and the red

gods became angry at

the increase of people on

the earth, and punished

the world with a terrible

drought and scorching

heat. The child-com-

panion of the black god,

who had grown up into

a man and w^as already

the father of several

Masai children, started

off for the sky to re-

monstrate with the
deities. A few days
afterwards he returned,

bringing copious rain

with him, and remained

henceforth on earth till

bis own death at a ripe

age. This child is sup-

posed to have been the

principal ancestor 'of the

Masai people, while his god-companion, the black deity, was the founder

of the royal house of the Sigirari tribe—represented at the present day

by two great chiefs, Lenana and Sendeyo, half-brothers, one of whom
lives on British territory near Nairobi, and the other within Grerman East

Africa. After the child had brought rain to the earth, the grey and

the red gods quarrelled with each other, and were killed. The black

god also died, after he had founded the reigning family; and now the

Masai only acknowledge the existence of one deity of supreme power and

vague attributes, the white god of the firmament, who often shows himself

strangely indifferent to the needs of humanity.

462. M.^AI CHIEF AND MEWOINE MAN (!CHE I.ATE TRREEE)
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The Masai do not believe in a fiditre life for women or common
people. Only chiefs and influential head-men possess any life beyond the

grave. It is thought that some of their more notable ancestors return

to earth in the shape of snakes—either pythons or cobras. The tribal

snakes of the Masai must be black because they the^mselves are dark

skinned. They believe that white snakes look after the welfare of

Europeans. These snakes certainly live in a half-tamed state in the

vicinity of large Masai villages, generally in holes or crevices. They are

supposed never to bite a member of the elan which they protect.; but

they are ready to kill the enemies of that clan and their cattle. When
a Masai marries, his wife has to be introduced to the tutelary snake of

the elan and rigorously ordered to i*ecognise it and never to harm it.

Even the children are taught to respect these reptiles. These snakes

sometimes take up their abode near water-holes, which, it is supposed,

they will defend against unlawful use on the part of strangers. The
fetish snake is often consulted by people in perplexity, though what

replies it is able to give must be left to the imagination. The snakes

are, however, really regarded with implicit belief as being the form in

which renowned ancestors have returned to this mundane existence.

The Masai also have a vague worship of trees, and regard grass as a

sacred symbol. When wishing to make peace or to deprecate the hostility

of man or god, a Masai plucks and holds in his band wisps of grass, or,

in default of grass, green leaves. The trees they particular!}^ reverence

are the ‘‘ subugo,’*' the hark of which has medical properties, and a species

of parasitic fig, which they call the “ retete.’’ These figs begin as a small

seedling with a slender, whitish stem growing at the roots of some tall

tree—a Khaya, Vitex, or Irachylobmm, Or the fig seedling may develop

from a crack high up in the tree-trunk from which it is to grow as a
parasite. Little by little the fig swells and grows, and throws out long,

snaky, whitish roots and branches, until by degrees it has enveloj)ed the

whole of the main trunk of its victim in glistening coils of glabrous

root and branch. Gradually these enveloping tentacles meet and coalesce,

until at last the whole of the trunk of the original tree is covered from
sight and absorbed by the now massive fig-tree, the branches of which
radiate in all directions, and sometimes in their loops and contorted
forms come quite close to the ground. The green figs, which grow
straight out of the trunk, are sometimes eaten by the boys and girls of
the Masai, and their seniors propitiate the tree by killing a goat, bringing
blood in a calabash, and pouring it but over the base of the tree-trunk,
about the branches of which also they will strew grass.

,
Grass and leaves,

in fact, occupy a prominent place in the Masai category of sacred things.
I have already mentioned that when or peaceful measures are to ;be
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indicated it is customary to hold grass or leaves in one’s right hand.
Grass is often laid between the forks of trees as a party of warriors
proceeds on an expedition, and grass is thrown after the warriors by their
sweethearts. The sorcerers and “Laibonok,” or priests, precede nearly
every mystic action by the plucking of grass.

Another superstitioiis custom to which the Masai formerly attached

much importance was the act of spitting. In marked contradistinction to
the prejudice against expectoration as a polite custom in European
societies, not only amongst the Masai, but in the allied Nandi and Sfik

peoples, to spit at a person is a very great compliment. The earlier

travellers in Masailand were astonished, when making friendship with old

]Masai chiefs and head-men, to be constantly spat at. When I entered

the Uganda Protectorate and met the Masai of the Rift Valley for the

first time, eveiw man, before extending his hand to me, would spit on

the palm. When they came into my temporary house at Naivasha Fort

they would spit to the north, east, south, and west before entering the

house. Every unknown object which they regard with reverence, such as

a passing train, is spat at. Newly bom children are spat on by every one

who sees them. They are, of course, being laughed out of the custom

now by the Swahilis and Indian coolies and the Europeans
;
and it must

be admitted that, however charming a race the Masai are in many respects,

they will lose none of their inherent charm by abandoning a practice which?-

except in parts of America and Southern Europe, is very justly regarded

with disgust.

Dancing among the Masai does not difier markedly from this exercise

and ritual in other races of Central Africa, There is the war-dance of the

warriors when returning from a successful expedition. This is, of course,

a mimic warfare, sometimes most amusing and interesting to the spectator*

The men will at times become so excited that the sham fight threatens

to degenerate into an angry scufBe. There are dances of a somewhat

indelicate nature which precede the circumcision ceremonies of boys and

girls, and dances which accompany the formal naming of a child. Barren

women, or women who have not succeeded in having children, paint , their

faces with pipeclay in the most hideous fashion till they look like skulls,

arm themselves with long sticks, and dance before a medicine man, or a.

big chief reputed to be a medicine man, in order that his remedies may

result in the longed-for child. These dances are a-lmost invariably accom-

panied by songs, and, in feet, one word in the Masai language—

“ os-singoHo ”—means “ song-dance
”

As regards music, have no musical instruments except drums.

They are very fond of singing, and the voices of the men occasionally are

a high and agreeable tenor ;
but mpre often, like most. Africans, the. mto
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sing in a disagreeable falsetto. The women’s voices, though powerful, are

extremely shrill— shriller than the highest soprano that ever made me
shudder in a European opera-house. It struck me that the Masai women
had extraordinary range of compass. They were able to produce very

deep contralto notes as easily as an upper C- Singing usually means a

chosen songster or songstress yelling a solo at the top of his or her voice,

and being accompanied by a chorus of men or maidens, women and men
often singing together. The chorus does not usually sing the same air

as the soloist, but an anti-strophe. I took down a record on my phonograph

of some of these Masai songs. One of these I have attempted to reduce

to our notation, and it is as follows:

—

Solo.

^

Chorus.

^ ^
-t

The Masai have few industHes. The smelting and forging of iron is

done for them usually by a helot tribe of smiths related to the Andorobo

and the Nandi, and generally called the Elgnnono. This people not only

smelts the iron (which is usually obtained as a rubble of ironstone from

the beds of rivers) by means of a clay furnace, heated with wood fuel and
worked with the usual African bellows; but beats out the pig iron with

hammers into spears, swords, tools, and ornaments. The Masai women
make a small amount of earthenware. The agricultural Masai are much
more industrious, and employ themselves in all the usual industries of

basket-weaving, mat-making, and other simple arts practised by the Bantu
Negroes, from whom, no doubt, they have learnt a good deal. The pastoral

Masai are greatly indebted to the Bantu and Nandi tribes for their

adornments and implements, though they are increasingly dependent on
the European, Asiatic, and Swahili traders for many of their requirements

in the way of iron and coxoper wire and beads. They must, in fact, have

adopted much of their present style of adornment in relatively recent

times, since they became acquainted with the manufactured goods of

Europe and Asia.

To the Andorobo they look to provide them with colobus monkey
skins and ostrich feathers, and perhaps with ivory.

About 150 years ago, as far as one may reckon by native tradition, the
pastoral Masai were well established in the country immediately to the
north of Kiliinanjaro. The Kikuyu held the (then) forest-clad heights
along the eastern escarpment of the Eiffc Valley, but the Masai throve
and ^beeame completely dotninant wherever the forest afforded uo refuge
to their foes.

^

About that time 0. pov^erful niedicine^or^ arose amongst-
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them called Kibebete, of the Sigirari tribe. This man brought together

under his rule most of the Masai clans of the pastoral section. With the

agricultural Masai to the north, between Elgon and Baringo, he had
nothing to do, and it was about this time that the enmity between the

two divisions of the Masai race began—an enmity which lasted until quite

recently, and very nearly resulted in the total extinction of the agricultural

section of the race. From Kibebete is descended Lenana, who is the

eldest surviving son of the great chief Mbatian. He has a brother,

fhf

.v:.
T’v''

_
€

463, A, MASAI FORGE AND BLACKSMITH (ENJAMUSI)

Sendeyo, who has quarrelled with him and set up as supreme chief over

the Masai on German territorv to the south of the British frontier.

In the mountainous region of Tarangole (which lies to the east of the

marshy Bari country, and is part of the long ridge of plateau and monn^in

which stretches with few interruptions in a north-westerly line from the

highlands east of the Victoria Nyanza to the triangle between the Spbat and

the White Nile) dwell the Latiika"^ who, it has been already observed,

are nearly related to the Masai in language, in physique, and in some

of their manners and customs. But the Latuka, early in the hktory

* This is Baker’s and Emin Pasha’s version of the name, which is possibly El Attikan

(cf. with El Tfikan, or Tfiken, the native name of the Kam^sia tribe of Nandi).
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of tbe Egyptian Sudan, became somewhat Arabised by the x\rabs and

Nubians, who, under the protection of Egypt, invaded these regions of t he

Upper Nile as slave- and ivory-traders some fifty years ago. The country

of the*Latuka was never formally conquered by Egypt, nor was it overrun

by the Dervishes after the Mahdi’s revolt. It may be said that during the

attenuated life of the Egyptian Administration under Emin Pasha, Latuka

preserved an attitude of friendly neutrality, which it continued to the

British Administration during and after the mutiny of the Sudanese

464. KARAMOJO PEOPLE

soldiers. It is a populous country, governed by powerful chiefs, who many
of them talk Arabic, and all of whom dress in Arab costume. A number of
the Latuka have adopted Islam. This, and their partiality for Arab clothing,

has tended to obscure their relationship to the nude and nomad Masai.
The fact remains, however, that pf all existing languages their dialect

approaches nearest to the tongue of the Masai
j
which, is separated from

them by many degrees of latitude aind longitude. I regret that alpne
^mpng the important the Uganda Prptectorate
Latuka finds; pls^ce i collected

, vocaSulanes^ v Stieh knowledge of
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their language as I possess is derived from

Emin Pasha’s article on the subject published

in the Zeitschrift fdr Ethnoloyie, Berlin, 1882.

The question is such an interesting one that I

trust the officials or missionaries of the Uganda
Protectorate may make haste to collect vocabu-

laries of Latuka before that language dies out

under the rivalry of Sudanese Arabic or of the

flourishing Acholi tongues to the south. What
would be interesting in this connection would

be to ascertain if Latuka were more arcahic

than Masai, both tongues being derived from a

stock which was a blend between the tongues

of the Nile Negroes and of the Hamitic Galas.

At present, from the little I know, it would

seem to me that Masai conies nearer to this

original blend than the tongue of Latuka, which

is slightly more corrupt. Tf this he the case^

the original birthplace of the Masai may have

been farther to the east or north-east than the

Latuka.

East of the I^atuka country there would

seem to be a belt of Nilotic people connecting

the Acholi tribes with their allies in race and

language, the Dinka or Janke,’^ To the east

and south-east, however, of this belt of Acholi

people is the Karamojo, or Karamoyo, country,

which extends north and south from the northern

flanks of Mount Elgon nearly to a level wdth

466. A KAKAMOJo WOMAN the north end of Lake Eudolf. The Karamojo
people physically are closely allied to the Bantu

Negroes, though in their cranial and facial characteristics they betray

an ancient intermixture with the Masai. The women, though quite of

the Negro type, have sometimes very fine figures, modelled a good deal

more according to the conventional ideas of beauty amongst Europeans,
They are broad at the hips, and have thick, well-shaped thighs and short,

straight legs from the knee to the ankle. The men are very like the
good-looking type of Bantu Negro. Sornetimes, however, they show traces

of Nilotic intermixture by the long, lanky figures, knock knees, and long,

thin, splayed legs. They are black of skin. There is a slight tendency

: * Jauke, or Dyanke, is the correct form, which the Sudanese Arabs have corrupted
.to JpiTika,.

' v,*
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voice on the penultimate syllable, anil lowering it again on the last. It

is almost a chant, and e.vpressed in musical notation would appear thus ;

—

Kti Jn ke ku

Their pronunciation is singularly sktcco.to, every syllahle being distinctly

and separately uttered in a voice which is iiearh^ always low and melodious..

The vowel sounds are broad and simple— a, C-, I, d, u, and ii (pronounced in

vulgar English spelling ah, ay, ee, oh.

aw, oo : ii is the' French u ). The
Dwarfs are singularly quick at picking

up languages. Those that stayed with

me at Entebbe in ItiOO arris ed in January

unable to rpeak any tongue but their

own Mbuba dialect. ^Yhen they left

Uganda to return to the Congo Forest

in May, they could all prattle in

KiSwahili and in Luganda, and we w^ei^e

able thus to converse with one another,

A little Dwarf woman who had resided

for some six years at Kampala amongst

the Swahili porters spoke perfect Kiswahili

with an absolute grammatical correctness.

Have the Pygmies any aboriginal

tongue of their own ? No clear sign

of it lias yet appeared. Travellers who
have written down the language spoken

by the forest Pygmies between Ruwen-
zori and the Cameroons, the Nyam-
Nyam country aud the Kasai, have only

succeeded in show’ing that the Dwarfs

spoke the language of their nearest neighbours among tiie big agricultural

Negroes. The language of Schweinfurtlrs Akka turned out to be onh^

Manbettu; Stauley’s, YVissmanu's, Wolf’s, Francois’s, Kund’s Pygmies

all talked the Bantu dialect, debased or archaic, of the Bantu Negroes-

among whom they dwelt. There remained, however, the Pygmies of the

Semliki and Upper Ituri forests, along the Nile-Coiigo water-parting. Dr..

Stuhlmaun collected a few of their w’ords, and thought for a moment he

had hit on the long-looked-for discovery of a Pygmy language, unlike any

of the neighbouring forms of speech, until he discovered the dialect the little

people were speaking was almost identical with the language of the hig-

289. A DWARl-’ WOMAN FROM THE BABIRA

COUNTRY
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agricultural Mbuba and ^lomfu Negroes, a forest race of not particularly low-

type which inhabits the crest of the Congo-Nile water-parting, from the

upper streams of the Kibale. (Welle) to the Beinliki Valley. I, in a measure,

290, A PYG3IY CHILD FROM MBOGA

repeated the same discovery and disappointment. I set myself to work to

write down the language spoken by the Pygmies of the Semliki Forest '

(knowing nothing then of: Dr^ Stuhlmann’s researches), and compiled the

long vocabulary which appears in Chapter XX. . Here, thbugVt^ • *;is the
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to prognathism. Like the
Nilotic and Masai peoples, they

are indifferent to the use of

clothes, and the men usually

go quite naked, wearing only

waist-belts and necklaces. The
lobe of the ear is pierced, and

so is the upper part of the rim.

Two or more brass rings are

worn through the lobe (which

is not, however, stretched down
to the shoulder, as in the

and from one to five

smaller brass rings are inserted

in the holes pierced through the

rim of the outer ear. They do

not as a rule affect much de-

coration of the body by means^

of cicatrices. Women may
occasionally have parallel rows,

of weals across the upper arm.

The women do not shave the

head universally, as is done
among the Masai and the Suk.

Ordinarily the wool is allowed

to groAv until it forms a smooth

cap of short hair over the top

of the head. Among the men
this “ cap-like ’’ appearance is

heightened by plastering the

head with a mixture of clay

and cow-dung. I have not seen

any attempt made to extend the

growth of hair into a chignonfh-

down the back as is done amongst

the Suk and Turkana, and occa-

sionally amongst the Nilotic

tribes to the west of Karamojo.

But the Karamojo fasten to a

peak in their hair-cap at-the back of the head a long string which falls down
perpendicularly over the back, lying just between the shoulder blades. The:

end of this string is decorated with fluffy balls of white, feathers, generallj

A SUK FROM NEAR LAKE SUGOTA
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the down of the marabou stork. A hair-cap is often stuck with ostrich

plumes, or may be further decorated with a huge pall of black feathers. The
Karamojo are industrious agi-iculturists, and are peaceful people wdth a lo\-e

of commerce. They have been often harried in times [)ast by the Tiirkana

on the east, the Nile tribes on tlie west, and outlying sections of the Nandi
on the south. Not mucli is known about their customs, but they are said

to be similar in some respects to those of the Bantu Negroes, of wliieh they

evidently form an outlying branch that has accepted from their conquerors

of ]\Iasai stock an early branch of the Masai language.

To the east of Karamojo, in the soinewliat arid countries along tlie

ivestern coast-lands of Lake Rudolf, and thence south-west over high

mountains and hot valleys to the north end of Lake Baringo, extends the

distribution of the gigantic T(trkann-So.k people. Tlie Turkana who
dwell to the west of Lake Rudolf are perhaps the tallest race living on

the globe’s surface. Tlie late Captain Wellby considered that in one

district the men presented an average of 7 leet in height. I met with

very tall men amongst the Silk, but I do not think the tallest exceeded

6 feet 6 inches. The colour of the skin in the Silk-Turkana group is

chocolate-brown. In their physiognomy they sometimes recall the Masai

very closely, but I have seen one or two examples with a cast of features

almost Caucasian.* The hair of the head, though abundant, is altogether a

Negro’s wool. On the whole, perhaps, their phyaiccd characteristics may,

together with their language, support tlie theory that the Turkana-Sfik

group of Negroes are the outcome of a mixture between the Masai stock

(which is a blend between the Haraite and the Negro) and the Nilotic

peoples such as the Acholi and Dinka.’" In their original migration the

* For the better understanding of these shades of definition of the varying blends

of the Negro with early Caucasian invaders of the Kile basin, I give the following

summary of my views :

—

A statement shoiving approxhnateln the proportions of the early Caucasian element

in the neyroid or JTeyro races of East Central Africa,

Name of Race or Stock, and Composition.
Provortion

(Cmicasmn) Biooil.

HimA (Hamite, allied to Gala, Somali, etc., Caucasian and original Negro) ^
Masai-Latuka (Hima and Nilotic Negro) . . . . . i to |

Suk-Tukkana-Elgumi (Masai and perhaps Gala with Nilotic aiijd J3antU)

Nilotic (a dash of Hima and Masai with much original Negro and a

little Pygmy and Bushman blood)

Bantu (West African Negro mainly, with a little absorption of Congo

Pygmy, and, on the east and south, Bushman, blood
;
powerfully

modified by Hima [Hamitic] intermixture in many tribes) . . . A to

West African Negro

'

j

Pygmy > Original Negro stocks None

Bushman (Hottentot) J
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jSIasai may liave stayed

for some time in the

vicinity of Lake
Rudolf, have imposed

their language (since

much changed), and
have pi'oduced the

present gigantic race

of Turkana and Sfik

by mingling with the

antecedent population

of Nilotic and Rantu
Negroes. It should

be noted that, accord-

ing to native tradition,

it is only some fifty

years ago since the

Burkeneji section of

the jNIasai were driven

from the Kerio Yalley

west of Lake Rudolf

by the Turkana-Suk.

The men among
the Suk and Turkana

aftect absolute nudity,

wearing at most a

small leather cape over

the shoulders. Their

women are not much
more clothed. As
among the Masai, the

women shave the head,

but the men, on the

contrary, cultivate the

hair of the head into 470. TWO TAtt, SUK ELDERS

enormous chignons.

They begin as youths by straining their woolly locks as far as they

can pull them out from the surface of the skull. They rub them

with grease, clay, and cow-dung, to straighten the hair and stiffen it

into a kind of Mi. This stiffening of fat, clay, and cow-dung thickly

coats the outer surface of the hair bag as it hangs down over the

neck. When a man dies, all the hair is carefully cut off his head. It is
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washed, and the cleaned felt resulting from this process is cut up and

divided among the man’s sons. These contributions are woven into the

growing chignon, and at last by means of these additions and by the

continued growth of the head-hair a huge bag is formed, which hangs low

down over the shoulders, reaching even to the loins. The hair chignon is

trained into a kind of bag, the opening to wliich is at the back, just

behind the nape of the neck. In this huge ])ag of felted hair (coated

471* A aSK CHIEF ITilOM NOBTH OF BAEINGO

with a paste of whitish clay)

are kept the few necessities of

life or treasures of the Suk man.

Herein he puts away and carries

about his fire-stick and drill, his

snuff, or a few beads. The outer

surface of the bag and the hair

on the top of the head are

decorated with ostrich feathers,

sometimes in wild profusion.

Occasionally the white feathers

of the ostrich are dyed yellow

or red by some process. Like

the Masai, the men seldom travel

without sandals of ox hide.

Among the Turkana the outer

onm of the mr-conch is pierced

from the top of the ear down
to the lobe with sometimes eight

holes, or as few as two. Through
these holes in the rim of the

ear are inserted brass or iron

rings. Coils of iron wire are

generally w’orn round the neck.

The wire is very thick, and com-
pels the wearer to hold his head
stifHy. In the Karamojo and
some of the Silk people the

'iinder^lip is pierced, and into

this hole is inserted either a

bird’s or a porcupine’s quill, or

a long, sharp tooth of some
beast, or a curved rod of brass.

,

The septum of the nose is pierced

in both men and women amongst



the Suk, and through the hole is inserted a brass ring, to which is fixed,

close up to the nose, a flat disc of brass about the size of a florin. Iron
ivdre is made into rings, which are worn on the upper arm, just under

472. A UUUUP or SUK. (showing tattooing on ahmk)

the deltoid muscle. Sometimes the Turkana wear on the right w’rist a

curious circular or semi-circular knife. This is a thin blade of steel

with a sharp edge on the outer side, but a blunt one on the side

nearest the body. It has a shape something like a very thick

crescent or quoit. This arrn-kuife is found frequently amongst the tribes

at the north end of Lake Eudolf. The Turkana warriors wear another

curious adornment on the right arm. It is a band of plaited leather

from which hangs a long string of the same substance,’ at the end of

which the long white hair of a cow’s tail, or of the colobus monkey, is

fastened in a tassel. Or the armlet may be of leather with long pendants

of chains. Festoons of chains or of leather may also be fixed to the leg

below the knee. The men sometimes tvear a curious weisi-brff of leather,

which over the buttocks has a breadth of six inches and decreases round

the abdomen to three. The edge of this leather girdle of goat skin is sewn

with
.
small beads, generally made of brass. The iron and steel of which
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so many of the Turkana ornaments are made is either of local manu-
facture or is obtained from the Karamojo tribes on the west. The
brass—since it existed in the country before the arrival of trading

caravans from the coast—must have found its way down by degrees from

Abyssinia. Old Turkana men sometimes dispense with the great hair bag
which is so common among the Suk, and instead comb out and straighten,

as far as possible, their own hair (which they encourage to grow as long

as possible), and gradually train this hair, without any artificial additions,

into a long, pendulous pod considerably over a foot long and only a few
inches broad. This pod of hair, like the huge felted bag, is adorned

with ostrich feathers, and terminates in a wdre tail. The Turkana chiefs,

or head-men often wear on top of their coiffure actual hats made of felted

human hair and adorned with kauri shells and brass beads. Some of the
young men make handsome caps, the outside of which is set with a large

number of short black ostrich feathers.

The skin in both the Turkana and Suk is decorated by a sort of

tattoo (see Fig. 472), in continuous lines or row's of spots round the
shoulders and upper arms and extending over to the chest. The women
generally onrament themselves in the same way over the stomach. These
marks do not appear to be made by raised scars, as is so common
elsewhere, but apparently by burning the skin, as the Masai women do,

with some acrid juice. The ivomen among the Turkana do not shave
their heads.^ Their hair is twisted into a number of tails, which hang
straight down over the forehead and at the back of the head. A kind of
bast is sometimes plaited in with the hair, to make these pigtails stiff.

The Turkana girls wear small leather aprons over the pudenda, decorated
round the edge with innumerable little circular discs of ostrich-egg shell.

From the waist-belt there also hangs at the back a long piece of dressed
leather, decorated round the edge with brass beads. The front aprons in
the married women are long both in front and behind. The women also-

wear rows of beads round the neck and girdles round the waist of the
small bones or teeth of antelopes and goats strung together

;
or the girdle

may be made of chains of iron or brass rings. The rings and discs in
the ears and septum of the nose are like those worn by the men. They
also stick the same quills or quill-shaped wires into their lower lips, and
wear rings and bracelets round their arms and ankles. The men often
wear girdles of large white beads or rounded segments of ostrich-egg shell
strung together.

The Turkana, apparently, do not circumcise* Sometimes, like the
Masai, they remove one of the lower incisors. The women occasionally wear

* Contrasting thus with the women of the Suk and Masai, who almost invariably
shave their head-hair.

.
-
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cloaks of dressed leather in addition to the aprons already mentioned. Tla^-

people of the agricultural section of the Sfik (which is that wliich inhabits

the mountains to the south-west of Lake Iludolf) occasionally shield

themselves from the cold by mantles of dressed skin, but as a rule the-

men wear much the same scanty clothing and the same adornments as

the Turkana. The Suk do circumcise—at least, circumcision is Yiractised

by that section of the Suk people dwelling near liake Baririgo and in

473. OSTRICH EtiCJ AND ANTELOPE “ KNUCKLE-BONE ” NECKLACES; TURKANA, RIVER KEHIO

the Upper Kerio Valley. Othenvise, with the exeei>tion of the Eeshiat.

people at the north end of Lake Rudolf; and of the Masu and Nandi,

none of the tribes of Nilotic origin or affinities have adopted this rite.

The Silk, like the Turkana, pierce the lower lip, and insert a quill-

shaped ornament. They wear much the same rings in their ears ^
Turkana. Ivory bracelets are sometimes seen in addition. The Silk

women sometimes shave the head, sometimes let the hair grow normally,

and others again—especially the unmarried girls—cut the hair very close

to the head on both sides, leaving a ridge like a cock’s comb, which runs
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the whole length of the head, from the forehead to the nape of the neck.

There is evidently a close affinity, not only in language,"^ but in physical

type, adornments of the body, manners, and customs, between the Suk and

Turkana, who might almost be described as one people. The Suk and

Turkana men carry about with them generalb’’ long tobacco receptacles

made of the horn of the oryx (Beisa) antelope, and a small—I might almost

write tiny—stool with three legs. This is really cut out of the forking

branch of a tree. It is about eight inches long, and is hollowed out for

sitting on (vide Fig. 474).

The houses of the IXirkana are usually ramshackle huts of the most

primitive description. The sides of these huts are made by sticking long,

smooth branches into the ground round a circle, and bending the upper

ends slightly inward.

On top of this is placed

a rough framework of

sticks or palm frond

stems, on which grass is

thrown and heaped with

little or no attempt at

thatching. The houses

of the Suk in the
mountains are rather

more elaborate
;
in fact,

theyresemble in material,

though not in shape, the

huts of the Sabei and

Masaba people on the

northern slopes of Mount
Elgon. The sides of the circular dwellings are made of long billets of

hewn wood fixed tightly in the ground close to one another. The roof

is tall and conical, like an extinguisher, and constructed of stalks of

sorghum.

Both Suk and Turkana are fond of tobacco, which they chew and take
as snuflf. They will eat almost anything, animal or vegetable, even the

fiesh of dogs. The vrestern Suk, who dwell in the mountains north of the
Nandi Plateau and south-east of the Karamojo country, are painstaking
ugricultm^ists, growing chiefly sorghum, pumpkins and gourds, eleusine,

sweet potatoes, beans, and tobacco. Their country is generally a little

too dry for bananas. The Turkana and the Suk dwelling in the plains
to the north of Baringo cultivate but little, owing to the capricious nature of

the rainfall and a constant succession of disastrous droughts with which the
^ Which, however, in the Shk shows considerable Nandi influence.
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lower-lying country between Enringo and tlie north end of Lake Rudolf

is afflicted. What little cultivation there is generally takes the form of

«orghum fields. The. Tuvkana make meal of the gingerbread-like rind

of the Duin palm fruits. The Dfim, or branding f{in-2>alin (Hyphwne
thebaica), which is so common in Upper Egypt and Nubia, extends its

range to the regions round Lake Rudolf, and thence, with a. great break of

plateau land, into Eastern Africa in the vicinity of Kilimanjaro, continuing

its range eastwards to the littoral of the Indian Ocean. It bears fi’uits

about the size of a large plum or aptde. Tlieso consist of a liard stone

with a thin, chestnut-coloured rind of sweetish substance su]>2)osed to

resemble gingerbread in taste.

The Turkana and the 2»i^^toral Sfik depend for their sustenance partly

on the fish of Lake Rudolf and the neighbouring brackish swamj>.s but

mainly on the [iroducts of their flocks and herds. The Turkaiia keep

•cattle of the luiinped variety, sheep and (joats, donkeys, and a few camels.

They have numerous yellow ymriah dogs. According to Count Teleki, tlie

few camels jiossessed by the Turkana have only been recently obtained by
them from the Burkeneji (Masai dwelling at the south end of Lake Rudolf),

wdio obtained them firnn the 8omali-like })eople to the east and north-east

of Lake Rudolf. The Turkana donkeys are, of course, the same as tliose

described in connection with the Masai. Their sheep very often have the

black heads and necks and white bodies characteristic of the slieej) of

Galaland and Southern Abyssinia. The Turkana and Sfik hunt elephants

in numbers, and used formerly to attack the buftalo in the same way,

though the latter animal is nearly extinct through the ravages of the

cattle 2>lague. They also lay snares f<->r osi.riche.s and ele2>hauts. The
last named are said to be caught in the following manner: Long strijis

of raw buffalo or ox hide are fastened together by secure knots until a

leather ro-pe of considerable length is made. One end of this is fitstened

fiiinly round the base of a big tree-ti-unk in one of the few river valleys

ill their country where the of ^ permanent water su2)ply creates

a forest growth. The other end of the long rojje is fitted with a big

running noose, and this noose is placed over the narrow path of mud or

sand down which the elephants must on their way to the water. If

it chances that an elephant j)uts his foot through the expanded noose,

the weight of its body will cause its foot to sink some distance into the

loose or muddy soil. The impetus of the animars body will tighten the

noose round his foot before he can lift, it uj), and so he is tied by the leg.

It seems incredible that an elephant can be detained against Lis will by

even a rope of leather, but the Turkana assert that such is the case. The.,

w^esteni pait of the Turkana country, inhospitable and wnterless as it seems,

swarms with eleiihants, who inhabit the dense forests of withered acacias.
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The iveapons of the Turkana and Suk consist of spears with small,

leaf-shaped Hades, the crescent-shaped knives worn on the wrist, a heavy-

wooden club shaped something like a boomerang (the heavy end being

often covered with a leather sheath), and bows and arrows. The shields

of both Suk and Turkana are of buffalo, ox, or giraffe hide, w'ith a stick

down the middle as a midrib. This

stick is bent to a shape something

like a bow, and the middle is either

scooped out or bent into a loop so as

to admit of the passage of the hand.

It is attached to the raw hide of the

shield by strong leather stitches or

lacing. The stick does not project

below the bottom of the shield, but

extends quite six inches above the

top, where it is decorated with a tuft

or plume of feathers, or a rosette of

vegetable fibre. The shape is long and

narrow, and the sides and ends are

rather concave, so that the four angles

project in points. The shield is not

of very large size compared to those

used by the Masai. It is an important

fact that this peculiarly shaped leather

shield is used all round the west, south,

and east sides of Lake Eudolf by

Turkana, Suk, Burkeneji Masai, and the

balf-Hamitic islanders of Elmolo. At

the north end of Lake Eudolf the

Eeshiat shield is very long and narrow,

and is made of basketwork.

The Suk and Turkana have very

few manufactures except the making
of weapons and ornaments of iron, brass,

leather, ostricli shells, etc. The pastoral

Suk and Turkana hardly ever make
pottery, but obtain it generally by trade from the tribes to the west and
north. They use gourds as milk vessels.

In their marriage and birth ciistoms they resemble the Masai to a

great extent, though they do not adopt* such a rigid custom of obliging

the warriors to remain unmarried or the iharried men* not. to indulge in

fighting.
,
Like the. Masai, they bury llittle children generally in the
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mother’s hut, place the bodies of ordinary folk out in the bush to be

devoured by hyienas, and bury their chiefs or principal medicine men
under cairns of stones. They liave much the same vague religious beliefs

in a sky god, in rain-making, witchcraft, and medicine. Tliey distinguish

between their medicine men (who wield great power) and their chiefs

—

that is to say, those chiefs who are elected to keep order or to direct

war. But very often the medicine man is a chief or header by virtue of

his power in medicine or in oeeiili arts.

Their style of dancing merits a little description. The men stand in

a semi-circle or in a liorsesboe formation. A certain numlier r>f performers

1

476. SUK D;VNOING

place themselves in a row within this horseshoe, and whilst the people of

the outer circle clat) their hands and sing, the selected band inside jumps
up and down, keeping the bod}^ perfectly stiff and erect, with the hands

pressed against the sides. They will sometimes jump quite a height into

the air. Other of their dances are accompanied by obscene gestures.

Their songs are like those of the Masai—a long wailing solo accompanied

by a rhythmical chorus singing in a low ke3^ Here is the notation of

one which I took down on the phonograph :

—

Solo. CHoutrs,
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The Turkana and Suk must have been one people not many centuries

ago. They are certainly the result of a mingling between the Masai

stock (when the latter existed in the countries to the north of the

Karamojo) and a Nile Negro race, with perhaps a clash of the Bantu.

When the Masai moved away south-south-east from their original home,

skirting the coast-lands to the west of Lake Eudolf, they were followed

up by the Turkana-Suk, who took their place, and who gradually drove

away the more or less pure-blooded Masai from any country to the wesi

of Lake Eudolf. It is possible that in the countries now occupied by the

477* SUK DANCING

Tuikana-Suk there w’ere vestiges of the same Dwarf race remaining whic
forms a marked element in the Andorobo and Elgunono, and whic
leappears in larger proportion in the poj^ulation to the north of Lak
Stephanie. This dwarfish, flat-faced type may be related to the Bnshme
and Hottentots of Soiith-M est Africa. In spite of the tall, stature of tb
a\erage Suk or Turkana, Count Teleki records having encountered seven
individuals—elderly men—who were not more than 4 feet 8 inches i

height.

Id the west and south-rwest of Mount Elgon, practically isolated froi

^ 5^6lati€>n€ by surrounding Nilotic and Bkiitu Wbes, aj
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the handsome: Elgiimi people, a race with black skins but often with

handsome Caucasian features. The Elgumi speak a language which is

related to Masai and Karamojo. They are singularly nude and do little to

adorn their heads or bodies. They are very fond of hunting and keep

many small dogs, but they are also agriculturists.

The remaining section to he dealt with of the peoples in the Uganda
Protectorate which are allied more to the Masai group than any other is^

478. SUK ABOUT TO DANCE. (NOTE THE LlJ»-KINa IN ONE MAN’s

UrPER L[P)

that which may be called genericallj Nandi. The Nandi, or properly

speaking the Nandiek,” are a .sturdy race of mountaineers which inhabits

portions of those uplands that are called the Nandi Plateau between the

slopes of. Mount Elgon on the north-east and the valley of the Nyando on

the south. Very closely allied with them are, the Lxvmbiva (who call

themselves “Sikisi”) and the Sotih bn the south, the Kamdsia (who call

themselves “El Tuken"’) on the north-east, the Elgeyo^ MuteL and Jajpttdeil

on the north-east, and the Mgonyi (L&ko^ Noma) and Sabei tribes on the
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north and south flanks of Mount Elgon, In addition, there are mouni

tribes allied to the Nandi in language on Mounts Debasien, Kainalii

and Moroto, in the middle of the Karainojo country. On the south, ag

.across the German frontier, in those sparsely populated steppes betw

the Man Escarpment and Ugogo, there are a few scattered tribe

479- A UANCE OF THE SUK PEOPLE. (NOTE THE FIGURES JUMPING IN

. THE air)

possibly offshoots of the Andorobo—who would appear to speak dial

akin to Nandi.

Closely related to the Nandi peoples (and the fact should be emphas
that the tribes enumerated above speak practically but one laiigu

with slight dialectal variations) are the Andorobo, and perhaps
Elgtinonp—two widely scattered helot nomad, races who have atta<
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forests of Equatorial Africa which in those days stretched from the western

slopes of the Nandi Escarpment right across the Congo basin to the

Atlantic Ocean. The Bushmen—like the Pygmies in Eastern Africa—were

exterminated with something approaching completeness by the Hamitic
invaders of North-East Africa, though traces of them still exist in the

neighbourhood of Lake Stephanie (the Doko people). But between
Galaland on the north and Cape Colony on the south we have some

484. AN ANDOROBO (SA^IE AS NO. 481)

evidence of their absorption by the Nilotie;"an:d Bantu Negroes in the
reverswns to their type which occur among all the East African peoples,
ihe Hottentots were no doubt the result of a fusion between the
Bushmen-Pygmies and a superior Negro race somewhere in East Africa.-
they, too, were forced to flee before the impact of stronger tribes, but

y follo'wed on the heels of their Bushmen predecessors they
roug

_

wit them the ox and sheep as domestic animals, and some
; races (.) of linguistic affinity with the Hamitic gi’pup of languages.



A Nandi.
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The Nilotic element in the Nandi must not be overlooked. Their

xnguage, though forming a distinct group of dialects, is obviously related

485. A N-iVNDI

to the Nilotic &mily, nearly as much as it is to the Turkana-Masai.

Much also in their manners and customs recalls the negro of the Nile-

A description of some of their characteristics in this respect may be

«



practice or custom is specially mentioned as peculiar to any one of the

divisions.

The Nandi peoples, , like the Nilotic Negroes
,
and the Masai, are quite

indiffermi to nudity ^ men, Glothing is only worn for warmth or
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for adornment, and not for pm-poses of decency. Capes or cloaks are
made of nicely dressed monkey, baboon, or byrax fur. The womm wear
garments like those of the Masai—of tanned leather. The skins which

487. TWO NANDI CHIEFS

are worn are well rubbed with grease, to make them thoroughly supple.

Young men usually go entirely naked, only the older ones wearing fur

cloaks oyer the shoulders. Young unmarried girls wear little more

clothing than a very small apron of leather ornamented with beads and
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tassels. Mamed women, as already observed, are draped in much the

same leather garments as the female Masai.

The Nandi peoples pTciGtis& civcuTiicisioUf but not in the style of the

488. A NANDI

Masai. The ditoTis is also excised in the women. Iron knives are used
for the operations

;
and circumcision ceremonies are important occasions,

taking place - every . few. years, whenever there are a large number of boys
in, the heighbourbood of a ppo ' age. On ^ these occasions the people



A KANDI
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assemble on the tops of hills round groves of big trees. PVasting and

dancing take place, and manj^ boys (about the age of fifteen) are

circumcised on the same day by medicine men skilled in the art. P!ach

lad pays a fee of one goat. They do not usually decorate their bodies

with any tattooing or cicatrisation. As tribal markings they bore two

small holes in the upper part of the rim of the ear. The lobe of the

490. A KAMASIA

ear is pierced, and widened by degrees till it hangs down as in Fig. 488,
The lobe is hung with bunches of iron chains, beads, or brass-headed
nails. The Andorobo insert through the lobe of the ear an extraordinary
wooden cylinder, with two long, upright handles, like a milking pot.

The Andorobo also pierce the upper part of the riin of the ear and pass
through the, hole a long rod ; of wood or metal (see Fig, 481). Th^
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Nandi, Lumbwa, and Elgon people ..nsually wear their hair short, but do
not necessarily shave the head in either men or women. The Sabei men
twist their hair into little bunches, which they load with iat and clay.

The Sabei men also hang to their locks of hair and to their ear-lobes

rather striking ornaments—neatly cut sections of large land-shells (vide

Fig. 492). The KaniEisia and Andorobo men dress their hair, as a rule,

just like the Masai, in pigtails
;
or else (like the Gwas’ Ngishu and

Burkeneji) in long strings. Some of the Karamojo, however, wear their

hair simply as it grows (like the Nandi). Others cut the hair very
short and wear over the head a cap of leather, not unlike in shape that
which was worn by the Norman knights when they were in undress.

The Nandi pull out the two middle incisors in the lower jaw, and a
chief or medicine man in addition has one of the upper incisors

removed. "When a warrior has killed a man, he paints one side of his

body with white clay and the other side with red, and keeps this colouring
on for four days. The men of Sabei wear ivory bracelets round the arm,
and necklaces of twisted brass or copper wire or thick iron wire. Some
of the iron necklaces are hung with long strings of very fine iron chain

—

beautiful pieces of workmanship. These adornments are very similar in
the Nandi, except that ivory is less worn. The Naiidi women often wear
brass wire coiled into discs, like Catherine-wheels, and dependent from
the ears or round the neck.

The Nandi, like the Lako and other tribes of Elgon, were much given
in times past to living in caves,

]

and, according to their traditions,
they followed in this respect the prognathous Negro or Pygmy tribes
whom they replaced. Nowadays all divisions of the Nandi-speaking people
build huts. The choellings of the Andorobo are of the most piimitive
description, recalling in shape those of the Congo Pygmies. They are
very small, and are made of sticks bent over in a semi-circle and covered
with heaps of grass and leaves. The Nandi, Lumbwa, and Lako build
much better houses, while the dwellings of the Sabei are like those of the
Masaba Bantu tribes alongside them. In Sabei the walls of the houses
are generally constructed of perpendicular slips or billets of wood. The
roof is large, and slopes almost down to the ground. The apex of the
roof is surmounted by a carved stick, which is sometimes phallic in
design. At other times this stick supports an earthenware pot, or the

* North Elgon.

^ western part of the Nandi country, on the western escarpment of the
JNancli Plateau, there are v4«t cave strongholds which were regarded by the Nandi
as impregnable until they were taken by Lieutenant-Colonel Evatt in the recent
JNandi Colons Evatt reported that some of these caves were sufficiently
large tb ha capable of hpldiug.3(^ -
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the coach, which is only about three and a lialf ieet high, 'riu^ furniture of

the huts consists more or less of cooking nten.<ils, ]K)ts of grain, and the

weapons of the occupant, if he be a male. Short r(nnid bilhds of wood are

used as pillows at the head of the slec‘piug places. Small children sleep in

the same hut as their parents till they reach the age of five or six years,

when a small hut is built for them near the parents’ dwelling. The huts

of the jNIutei and Elgeyo people are different in structure from those of the

Nandi. They exca^'ate a dwelling on tlie hillside (much as is done by

the cave-dwellers of Southern Tuni.s). The front of tliis artificial cave-

dwelling is filled up with thorn bushes.

The Sabei and South Elgon people live a great deal on the produce of

493. PLjUf OP NANDI INTEHIOR

tlieir banana crops. The rest of the Nandi peoples are all agriculturists,

and cultivate mainly sorghum, eleusine, sweet potatoes, pumpkins, and
tobacco. The Kam&sia wei’e formerly steady cultivators, but of late

years their country has been afflicted again and again with serious

droughts, and in many parts of the Kam&sia Hills the plantations aae

now abandoned, the people taking instead to a pastoral life, or becoming
entirely dependent on hunting for their food. The Andorobo never
cultivate, keep no domestic animals, and live entirely by the chase.
Their fevourite food is the flesh of. the colobus- monkey, which they
obtain from the dense forests on .the Nandi Plateau. All the Nandi
peoples, except, perhaps those of Mount Elgon, are great huni^s, and
all living creatures, ej^ept the crowned crane (which they spare , out of
^inira,Ii9n for its l^uty), hyfonas, Snakes, frogs, and carrion, birds. .

• They
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are ver}" fond of little piece.^ of raw meat which they cut oft* and devour

after killing an ox. As to the AiKloro])o. they an» quite eapalde of

eating a beast raw and whilst it is still warm-bioodecL An illustration

\vhich is given on ]>. 3 of Chapter I. show.s a party of Andorobo eating

494. HOUSE OP NOMA PEOPLE (ELQONYI), OP SOUTH EI^GON

up in. this feshion a female waterbuek, very much, no doubt, as our most

remote ancestors devoured slain bison 200,000 years ago.

AU these people, except perhaps those of Mount Elgon, are like the

in their tow of blood as an article of food. They periodically bleed

their cattle, and drink the blood hot, or else mix it with porridge. The

women' of all these tribes do not eat fowls, and neither meii nor vroinen eat

eggs. As amongst most negro inces, ;toe men feed alone, and the women

,-VOL. I'l.

.'V'
"

. V. : - % ;
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eat after the men have done. Honey is a most important article of diet of

all the Nandi-speaking people. In some districts they semi-domesticate the

wild bees by placing bark cylinders on trees for them to build in. From
honey is made an intoxicating mead. They also make a ivine from the

sap of the wild date* palm. Beer is made from the grain of eleusine and

sorghum. As a general rule fermented liquors are never drunk by the

young unmarried women or the young men. Both sexes and people of all

49$. HOUSE OF SABEI PEOPLE, NORTH ELGON (SIMILAR TO THE DWELLINGS OP THE M.-VSABA BANTU)

ages use tobacco in one form and another. The fighting men take snuffy

the old married men chew tobacco, and the old women smoke it. The
Lumbwa people make tobacco juice by keeping macerated tobacco leaves,

soaked in water in a goat horn slung round the neck. Closing one
nostril with a finger, they tilt the head on one side, and then pour the
liquid tobacco juice out of the horn into the other nostril. Both nostrils,

are then pinched for a few minutes, after which the liquid is allowed to
trickle out.

The nomad Andoroho people, besides killing innumerable c^^

monkeys in the dense woods of the Mau and
.
N^ahdi

.

poisoned arrows^ sally out into the plains of the Rfft Valleyy nr jrangA.

over the opposite hei^^ of X/aikipia, foUowihg rhp? te



attacking and slaying most of the big antelopes. They kill the elej^bant

very often by shooting into its leg at close quarters a harpoon with a

detachable and strongly poisoned head. The ])Owerful artow yjoison used

by the Andorobo, Kamasia, Nandi, and Masai is made from the leaves

and branches of Acocantherrt sehruiperi, Tlie leaves and bi’anches of

this small tree are broken

up and boiled for about

six hours. The liquid is

then strained and cleared

of the fragments of leaves

and bark. They con-

tinue to boil the poisoned

water until it is thick

and viscid, by which

time it has a pitch-like

appearance. The poison

is kept until it is granted

on sheets of bark. After

they have finished pre-

paring the poison they

carefully rub their hands

and bodies free from any

trace of it with the

fleshy, juicy leaves of a

kind of sage. The poison

is always kept high up

on the forks of trees out

of the reach of children,

and the poisoned arrows

are never kept in the

people’s huts, but are

stowed away in branches.

When a beast has been

shot with these arrows,

it dies very quickly. The

fleshjustround the arrow-
496. ACOC^i^mjSRA SCWMPIfRl

head is then cut out and thrown away, but all the rest of the beast is

eaten, and its blood is drunk.

All these peoples me dogs in hunting, and before starting for the chase

they are said to give their dogs a drug which makes them fierce. They

also catch birds with bird-lime. The Nandi go out in large numbers to

hunt, surround a herd of game in a circle, and then apjwoach the animals.
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near enough to kill them with arrow and spears. The people of N
stock who live on the verge of the Suk country use a noose as a g

snarCj which is similar to that employed by the Turkana. This noot

leather is carefully hidden in a narrow game track leading to water,

is poised on a wooden ring of a diameter sufficient to receive the foe

an elephant. Inside

circumference of

heavy wooden ring

fixed spikes of reed,

i

«hari) points of w

I

converge to the

of the ring. Under

llr^ ring the ground is <

fully hollowed.

^ creature—which ma
anything from an

,

phant to a gazelle

—

* through the

noose and down thr<

the

the

spikes keep the

ring on the foot, at

rate until the stru^

. animal
tightened the le£

noose round the fet

. The end of this lej
'

'-i

is either fast

rv'-v- fo a, very heavy Ic

.
wood or else to a ma
tree-trunk. Thecres

is thus more or less

497. “the fleshy, juicy leaves of a kind of sage” a prisoner until its hi

foes can come up
and despatch it with spears or poisoned arrows. Though this game t

is particularly characteristic of the northern Nandi, Suk, and Tui
people, it is lievertbeless found throughout Eastern Africa from S
dovm to the vicinity of Nyasaland.

game-pits. !A deep trem

dug; in ; a:;game path;^^ . sides converge somewhat at the. bottom. 3
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reeds are thrust into the upper edges like a gridiron. On these are laid

wisps of grass and twigs completely disguising the iiole and looking like
a smoothed path. The unwary animal plunges through this frail covering
and is hopelessly imprisoned in the wedge-shaped pit.

The Andorobo keep no ciomesiic animals but dogs. Tlie rest of tlie

Nandi-speaking people keep dogs, cattle^ sheep* and f/oats. The Nandi

498. SLIPS OF JJAKK USED FOH STOIUNG THE AUROW POISON, WHICH, LIKE

BLACK PITCH, COVEBS ONE OF THE HOLLOWKfx SLIPS

have donkeys. Some of these tribes keep fowls, but seldom eat them. The

Nandi employ their donkeys chiefly for carrying iron ore from the places

where it is dug out to the furnaces. Cattle are marked by their respective

owners. This is done by slitting the ears, or burning a line round the eye,

or curved lines round the body. Superfluous bulls are castrated. The

neck of the big breeding bull of the herd is generally hung with an iron

bell. Cattle are killed by a blow of th^ sword at the back of the neck.

Goats and sheep are held round the snout mit-il they dk of suffoeation.
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The shields of the Nandi. Lurnbwa, and Kanicisia are much like tin

of the Masai. Such is the case also with the Andorobo when they \

shields. The spears of the Kainasia. are both long and short. The lo

ones are exactly like the Masai spear. The Nandi of the west have snn

bladed, long-handled spears -which are like those of the Andorobo. 1

eastern Nandi have long, broad-bladed spears something like those of 1

eastern Masai. The Nandi generally stab with a spear instead of throwi

it. They also carry clubs like those of the Masai, and the same sha^

499»

A ZINGIBKRACEOUS ROOT WHICH YIELDS A THICK BIKD-LIME

USED-BY THE AXDOROBO FOR SMEARING BRANCHES, .tVND ARROW SHAFT WITH FEATHER?
ALSO{for gluing ON THE FEATHERS TO ARROAV-HEADS GLUED ON.

sw''ords with spatulate blades. All of these peoples use bows and arrc

Some of the Andorobo bows are nearly five feet in height. In the quiv

arrows, poisoned and unpoisoned, and of several different kinds of hea<

barbed or otherwise—are carried, together with the needful drills ;

slips of wood for making a fire by friction. All the Nandi-speaking pec

except the Andorobo. make pottm^y. It is rough and uhglazed, and

invariably inade by the women.
The men smdt ore and carry the pig-ihetal bn donk<$ys ,tp

'';:yari6iis;;Smi1thiesV^'^^ the'-Naridi: OQ.tint^''Vthe’rHacksi^
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done by Cwas Ngishu ]\fasai. The Nandi do a ceitain amount of clever
work in leather. Leather sheatlus are made for the long s^|»atulfite
swords, and these are stained red with some kind of birk, Tlie leather

500. AN ANDOKOBO GAMK-PIT, WITH (JRASS COVKRING BEMOVEO

garments already described are made with some skill, and are tastefully

Wdered with beads, kauris, or pieces of nietal.

The musical instrummts in use are the horns of aiitelof>es (which

are made into trumpets), drums, and a kind of sjither made of soft pieces

of wood fastened side by side. . A strip of bark is loosener! from each
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stick in the middle portion of its length, and forms a string, which is

drawn over the two small bridges. Their songs and dances are mneh
like those of the Masai.

The condition of women amongst these tribes is pretty much the

SOI. SWORD (“sIME”) and SCABBARD
AND LONG SPEAB OP EASTERN
ANDOROBO

same as with the pastoral Masai. The
immature girls live with the young fighting

men until they reach womanhood. If by

chance one of these unmarried girls has a

child by a warrior during this intercourse,

she strangles it as soon as it is born. In

such a case the young man who is the

father of the child must present the girl

wdth a goat, and also give another goat to

her father. MarHage is generally arranged

by the fiither and mother of the bridegroom,

who negotiate with the girl’s parents. The
price paid to the father of the bride among
the Nandi, is four goats, a fowl, and a cow.

Mr. Isaac, however, states that among the

w-ealthier Elgeyo the marriage fee is six

head of cattle and five goats. All the

Nandi-speaking tribes fi’eely intermarry with

each other and with the Masai, but not

with their Bantu neighbours, the Kavirondo.

As soon as the girl’s father has consented

to the match, the bridegroom proceeds to

his house, accompanied by his own parents.

Three days afterwards all the party return

to the bridegroom’s village, together with

the girl. Here they stay for three days,

while there is feasting and dancing. On
the third day a house which they have

been building is usually ready for the re-

* ception of the married couple, who then

ihoye into it. The marriage is not con-

summated until the couple take possession

of their own house. Should a woman prove barren, the marriage fee

paid to her father is returned, and she goes back to her own home.
The hirth of twins is considered lucky, but, at the same time, to be

rather a tempting of Providence
; and a , woman who hears twins must li\^^

away f^om her b^sband’s yillagie for s,some m on no' accpunt go
near- .the ..kraal -where '.the.: .cattle : 0-ne'-.".eQisr; hbw^yer,: 'is':'-'; specially
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set aside for her use, aud she drinks its milk. Children are trained with

a certain amount of discipline, and, like the ancient Persians, are taught

to draw the bow and speak the truth—in fact, amongst most of these

people it is thought very wicked to tell a lie, and it is believed that

God punishes lying by striking the untruthful person with lightning.

If a son refuses to

obey his father in i ^ -
, .

any serious matter, f A 4 A
.
A

|

the father solemnly :m w
|

strikes the son with 4 W %
his fur mantle. This 1 S i 1 I i

is equivalent to a « * 1 « .
1

;

most serious curse, B B M « B
and is supposed to J 1

be fatal to the son

unless he obtains for- -

giveness, which he

can only do by sacri- # '*

ficing a goat before .B 'M-

After a successful
•'•I

raid the elders of the
, 1 .® f :;; :| I ^

elan divide the spoil

(which is, of course,

cattle, sheep, and

goats), and the war-

riors so far respect
^

the old men that

they allow them to

take what they re-
^

quire from out of the

loot, while at least :

seven of the captured

cattle are sent to
,

;

the medicine man. sos. spears qp xhe k4m.\sia

When this has been
, , , xi.

done, the rest of the loot in live-stock is left to be snatched at by the

warriors. This proceeding results in a general mM4e, iu which nwai some-

times get killed by speM or club wounds.,
_

Among the Nandi the body of a dead perami is net Imned except in

the case of some big chief or medicine man, The ^irpse is carri^ away to

aA oi>en place, and Md out under a skin. No arms, food, or utensils ^
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placed beside the body. Where the burial of important chiefs takes place,

the interment is

503* A KAMASIA WARRIOR WITH LION’S SKIN HEAD-DRESS.

made in a t rench

dug in the cattle

kraal close to

the dead man^s

house. A l)ig

mound of cow-

dung is raised

over the grave,

and the top of

this mound is

thickly planted

\v i t h t h o r n
bushes. TheKa-
mdsia, Lmnbwa,
and Andorobo
agree with the

Nandi in not
burying the dead

unless they have

been very im-

portant persons

;

but the Nandi-

s|>eaking people

of Mount Elgon

and Elgeyo do

alford burial to

all who die, gen-

erallyplacing the

corpses in shallow

graves in the

middle of some

grove of trees.

Into the grave

is put with the

dead body a
calabash of milk and a packet of tobacco (in the case of the Elgeyo).
Other food-stuffs are used for this purpose in the Elgeyo country, where
there is little or ,no . .

V
The dead uiah amongst most of the^e people goes- to

his eldest brother,; who- also. W . all this wiveSj handln'g spear
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and other arms of the deceased to his nephevv, the eldest son. Hut- a cbiej

is succeeded in his power by his eldest son, and not liy his brother.

The Nandi have medicines or remedies for wounds, diarrlirea, dysentery
and chest complaints. These last are usually treated by cauterising \

small spot on the [)atient’s chest with the glowing end of a stick takei

m

S04. ARKOWS AND QUIVER, MBE-STIGK *\ND D»aU OV THE ANDO»OBO KAMASU

from the. fire. As a remedy for snake bites they give a fowl’s egg, whi<

is said to take away the effect <rf the poison. “Eain-makmg ” is large

practised in Kmn^isia, where the Nandi people go to buy medicine f

rain. The Kamfisia people know of a certain rcK)towhich, actording

their beliefe, possesses valuable properties. If t^is r^^ dry in
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house, it produces no rain; but if after a drought the root is thrown into

a ri'ver, or kept soaked within a large pot of water, rain is sure to fall

soon afterwards.

Justice is administered by the chiefs and elders among all these

people, with the exception, perhaps, of the irresponsible nomad Andoroko.

Among the Nandi cattle-stealing is punished by spearing to death. Their

laws regarding homicide are curious. If a man kills his own brother,

nothing is done to him; but if he kills another ' man who is not such a

near relation, the elders make him a fine of as much as twenty goats.

Among the Kam^sia theft is severely punished. The thief is fined a large

number of sheep and goats, and if he cannot pay he is beaten to death

with clubs. If he is able to pay the fine, however, he must still receive

a severe whipping
;
and this often leaves him mortally injured. Among

the Kamasia not only a murderer, but all his relations, suffer confiscation

of their entire stock of cattle, sheep, and goats. Adidtery entails little

or no punishment, and it is a common custom in that tribe for wives to

be lent to friends and guests. Among the Mutei, murder is a capital

ofifence, and the culprit is immediately executed with spears by the

w’arriors of the tribe. In a case of adultery it is only the woman who
is punished. She is beaten, and the man is let off. Theft is punished

by a severe beating, as well as by the confiscation of much of the live-

stock belonging to the thief. Among the Elgeyo, murder is not a capital

offence, and can be atoned for by a heavy fine. In this tribe the man
is punished by beating in a case of adultery, and the woman is let off

unless the co-respondent cannot be found and the woman refuses to give

his name, in which case she is severely beaten.

In all these countries the xvitch doctors are persons of very great

influence, and do a great deal of the detective work in tracing out crime

and leading to its punishment. The Nandi especially believe profoundly

in the powers of their medicine men, and follow them implicitly. They
believe that these wizards can kill people by mere will power and at a
distance of many miles. The position of a witch doctor is a hereditary

one, aiid a sort of caste of sorcerers has grown up in the Nandi country.

But only men, not women, can follow this profession.

When a witch doctor becomes the father of a son he generally
contrives to practise the following clumsy mystery : On the third night
after the son is born the baby disappears, and e\ ery one affects to bewail its

loss and to search for it ineffectually. At dawn it is found outside the
door of its mother's house with the tail of an ox tied round its neck (by
the father, of course). This, is a sign that the, child is intended to be a

ini^hy>shbstianc^^ ''dhiefly

'
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vegetable. He makes up amulets, whicli lie sells to warriors before going
to war, and which, if swallowed by them in ];x)rridge, are supposed tt» impart
reckless bra\'eiy. The witch doctor tells people when to commence plantijig

their crops
;
he obtains rain for them in seasons of drought

;
and it is

believed that he can bring on a liailstonn at will. Tliis last service is

rendered by him during a raid, so that his own people may drive off the

cattle while the enemy, from fear of the hail, keep insidti their huts. It

is also believed that at night a medicine man can detach liis head, which
goes off on a raid on its own account. Sometimes a medicine man
will come out of his house and shoot an arrow into one of the posts of

his verandah. Blood will then be seen to ooze from the post. This is

said to be the blood of -a cow belonging to the peoyile he is proposing

to raid. After drinking this blood on the following niglit liis liead is

believed to leave his body, and go off by itself to fetch the cow from

out of the enemy’s kraal. In the morning the strange cow is found

tied up outside his house. On occasions the medicine man orders the

people to go and dance under ce2i:ain big trees on the hill-tops. These

dances are acts of worship to the deity, and are supposed to ensure the

planting season resulting in good crops. The people also dance at weddings

and circumcision ceremonies.

Omens,—The Nandi have much the same bird omens about staitiug on

a journey as the Kavirondo. In starting on the journey it is a bad omen
for the bird to cry out on the right-hand side. , On the other hand, on

returning it is a good omen if the bird sings on the right hand, and bad

if it sings on the left. It is a very bad sign if a black snake crosses the

path. On the other hand, it is a very good sign if a rat crosses the road

in front of the traveller. If on the warpath one of the wai'riors strikes

the little toe of either foot against a stone, it is a good sign. They divine

by means of an examination of the entrails of fi’eshly killed goats. If an

ox with big horns is killed, the horns are fastened up over the door of the

cattle shed. No agricultural work is done the day aft-ev a hailstorm (as in

Kavirondo), or after an earthquake. If an ox is killed by lightning, the

meat must not be taken into the house, but be eaten in the bush.

All the Nandi-speaking races believe in a shf god^ who is of much

the same vague nature as the ^‘Angai of the Masai.
,

Perhaps, however,

the belief of these people in the personality of this deity is more exact

and trusting. Mr. Isaac states that the Mutei people of the Elgeyo

Escarpment offer up prayer to God every morning. They believe that

what they ask for in this way will be granted. He also informs me that

the Kam^sia make the following tribaP prayer to the I)eity in times of

adversity: The people meet together, bringing a sheep, some flour, and some

milk and honey. Three holes are then^ in the ground,^^^^^^^ for the oldest
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man of the tribe, one for the oldest woman, and one for a child. The

food is cooked and mixed together, and portions are given to the man,

woman, and child, who. bury it in the holes allotted to them. The

remainder of the sacrifice is then eaten by the old men of the tribe,

and while this is proceeding, the rest of the people pray very solemnly.

Among these people (as, no doubt, among all the Nandi stock) there is a

vague belief in ancestral spirits as well as in a central Deity. It is

thought that by burying this food in the ground the spirits of departed

chiefs, together with, perhaps, the omnipotent Deity, may eat the buried

food and accept the sacrifice of the tribe. The reason given to Mr. Isaac

by the natives for the selection of the old man and woman and the little

child was that the tribe intended to show that all its members from the

oldest to the youngest were united in approaching Grod with a petition.

The Nandi and Lumbwa go through elaborate ceremonies in the

making of peace after war. Some of the Nandi use a donkey’s skull,

which is alternately chopped with an axe by each of the parties who have

met to make peace. After this chopping, speeches are delivered in which

both sides ^^^clare that those who break the peace shall be destroyed

as the skull is being smashed. In some cases a human skull is used

instead, or a dog is cut in half (as is done amongst the Kavirondo),

or a whetstone is broken into pieces, or a small water-tortoise is beaten

to death with clubs.

The Lumbwa blunt and bend a spear, or throw” a spear into a river, as

a sign that hostilities are finished. About twenty-five years ago the Masai
made a great raid on the Lumbwa, and very severe fighting took place.

The Masai gained no great advantage, and sought for peace, which was
concluded by the interchange of a Lumbwa baby for a Masai baby, the

women who made the exchange rearing the interchanged infants. This
was thought to be the most permanent way that could be devised of

making a lasting peace. If there is a private quarrel between two
individuals in Lumbwa, and they wish to be reconciled, a cooking-pot full

of water is taken, and a number of dead flies and a dead rat are placed
in the pot. After speeches have been made the pot is solemnly broken by
the injured party, and! the water is supposed to represent the blood of the
ofiender, which will be spilt in like manner if he renews his aggression-
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LANGUAGHS

a
'^HE languages which are indigenous to the territories comprised within

- the political limits of the Uganda Protectorate in 1901 belong to>

the following stocks:—

1.

Masai-Turkana-Bari.

1. a. Nandi.

2.

Nilotic.

3.

Madi.

4.

Lendu.

5.

MbubarMomfu.

6.

Bantu.

For purposes of comparison I have added vocabularies of SmuiUf
Mumdu, and Makarka {NyamSyamy The last three languages are

spoken in the Uganda Protectorate by soldiers and traders, and by settlers

who have recently left their own lands to settle under British protection ^

but the countries to which these languages are at present indigenous

lie outside the limits of the Uganda Protectorate.

The Somali language is a Hamitic tongue, and is closely allied to the,

dialects which are spoken by the different Gala and Danakil tribes.

,

These Hamitic tongues offer some faint suggestion of distant relationship

to the language of the ancient Egyptians; perhaps a less disjmtable

connection with the
,
Semitic family. A glance at my vocabularies will

show that there is a slight but recognisable connection between the

Somali and the Masai-Turkana, the Nandi, and even some of the Nilotic

languages. In the case of the pure Nilotic tongues such as Dinka, Aluru,.

and Acholi, the influanee of Somali is almost non-existent, and such

words which may still offer resemblance in the vocabulary are probably

borrowed terms. In the case of the Masai and Nandi groups the con-,

nectibn is more obvious, and may well have arisen from some such cause

as that which r presume to have created the existingAlasai, Turkana, and

Nandi physicaU types—-namely, the ancient invasion of Nile countries

by Ethiopan races allied to . the Somali and Gala, the mixture of which

with the original 'Negro stock produced (among .other deyelopmentsj ' the

;

V .',,885
.

|nos. 1 and 2 are distantly connected in origin.
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ancestors of the Masai, Tuvkana, and Xaiidi. The Masai and kindred

groups display, on the other [hand, marked affinities with the Nilotic

stock. The Somali element in them is probably due to an original

mixture of races. The Somali is a sex-denoting language, but this feature

is not unknown in Negro Africa. Not to mention the liausa, which

betrays very distinct affinities with the Lybiaii (Jlerber) group of

languages, and which is spoken in the Western Sudan, the Bongo in

the Bahr-al-Ghazal has sex-denoting pronouns and suffixes. In some t>f

the Nilotic languages there is also a change or distinction in tiu* prefix

or pT'onominal particle. In the Masiii-Turkana group this grows into a

masculine and feminine distinguishing prefix or particle, which soinetiines

loses its distinct meaning of sex and indicates rather strong and weak,

large and small things. There are features in the Somali or Hainitio

group of tongues which recall the grammatical structure of the Bantu

languages, especially in regard to the verb; but on the other hand, there

is absolutely no I'esemblance in word-roots, and in many respects the

two groups of languages are widely different. Yet it would be a most

interesting solution to the mystery of the genesis of the Bantu languages

if one could show that they arose much as the Batitu jdiysical type was

formed, by the influence of Caucasian haU-breeds (such as the Ha mites)

acting on pure Negro stock. At the present time, however, there is no

real trace of this influence in regard to the Bantu, whereas there is

distinct evidence of linguistic influence, and possibly connection, between

the Somali language on the one hand, and the Nilotic and Masai

linguistic gi’oups on the other.

The Masai-Turkaxa-Bari constitutes a very loosely knit 'group of

languages, each of which, perhaps, resembles the other slightly more than

it approaches dialects outside this grouping. The nearest living relation

to the Masai tongue is Latuka (a word which would probably be spelt

El Atukan^). Latuka is spoken in the interior of the Bari District on

the high mountains between the Bari people on the west and tire Acholi

or Karamojo tribes on the east. The language next nearest to ilasai is

the Bari, spoken on both sides of the White Nile about Gondokoro, The
Bari people would appear to be a race allied in origin to the Madi or

some other group of Negroes speaking languages of West African affinities,

who were conquered by the ancestors of the Masai-Latuka, and had
imposed on them a variant of the early form of the Masai language. The
Bari, nevertheless, have retained in their speech words of an earlier tongue
and that remarkable feature of West African phonology, the guttural

labial—the “ kp ” and gb,” The Mgumi or Wamiii- langiiage, spoken

.
TiWs may have some ebhnection ^;^^^^ tSkeia, Which the
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to the west and south-west of Mount Elgon, also in some particulars offers

a resemblance to the Masai. Turkana and Karamojo come next in their

affinities. Turhana has a few more words in it betraying Hamitic
(Somali) affinities than the other languages of the same group. On the

other hand, the Karamojo people in their physical type are closely related

to the Bantu, and in the dialects they speak they use a few words which
are obviously survivals of some totally different language spoken by them
before they were conquered by the Masai race that imposed on them a

variant of the Turkana dialect. The Suh people, as might be imagined

from their geographical position, speak a language
. which is closely allied

to Turkana on the one hand and on' the other to Nandi. The sub-group

of Nandi languages (all of which are merely dialectal variations of one

common speech) is a very well marked one, but is sufficiently near to

Masai in its grammar and vocabulary to be classed as a sub-group and not

as an independent stock. Besides marked affinities in numerals (which may
be due to direct borrowing) and in some pronouns, most of the Masai languages

share with the Hamitic the same negative prefix “Ma-.” There are two

exceptions to this rule—Turkana, where the negative prefix is ‘‘Nye-,'*

and Bari, which uses the negative suffix ‘‘-ti” that is also characteristic

of Makarka, and of some of the Bantu tongues. One Nilotic language,

the Lango, would appear to have borrowed from the Masai or Hamitic

families both the negative particle ‘‘ Ma- and also some of its numerals,

such as the word for <^ten’’ (^'tomon”). This word for “ten” (“tomon,”
“ tama,” “ toban,” “ taman ”) is widespread amongst all, or nearly all,

the Hamitic languages and the tongues of the Masai group. Bari, it is

true, dep^,rts from its allies and retains an old word for ten (“puok”),

which no doubt comes from the Negro tongues to the west. There is an

obvious relationship between the Masai and the Nilotic tongues—

Skiluk {Shivolo), JDyiir, Shangala, AchoU, Alum (or Aluo\ Lango, mA
Ja-luo. This resemblance can be seen by consulting my vocabularies. It

is particularly noticeable in some of the numerals, such as the word for

“four,” a numeral not as likely to have been borrowed as ten. The

geographical range of the Nilotic family is considerable (as has been

described in Chapter XVIII.), but the different languages or dialects do

not vary as widely one from the other as is the case with the component

members of the Masai group. There is a constant prevalence, too, of

“Luo” as a tribal name. The Dyur, far up in the direction of the Bahr-

al-Ghazal, call themselves “ Luo.” The Aluru of the Albert Nyanza more

often pronounce their name “A-luo,” and this form appears again in the

north of Unyoro and among the Ja^luo of Kavirondo. Acholi also related

as a tribal name to (Shiluk). A marked phonetic peculiarity shared

-
* The real pronunciation of the tribat name of this people is “Dyange,”

,

'

: VOL. IL 'r
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in common between the Nilotic and some of the Masai and Nandi languages

is the stopped terminal consonant, chiefly a k ” or a “ t/' This has a sound

similar to the '‘silent -kaf’” in the Malay language. (Such place-names,

for instance, as Perak and Sarawak are really pronounced Peru', Sarawa’.)

The explosive in the terminal ‘*k'’ or ‘-f is not ]>ronouneed. In Masai,

and in a lesser degree in the languages of the same group, plurals are

formed by altering the termination of the words (generally into a suffix

ending in “-k,"’ ‘"-t,’' or “-in''), and also by a distinguishing article. In

some of the Nilotic languages there is apparently no way of indicating

the plural except by the use of a numeral, or the word “ many/' or by the

employment of a distinct w*ord in a pluml sense. But in some of the

Nilotic languages plurals are obtained by altering the termination of

the word.

The Madi group of languages offers that peculiar feature of West
African phonology, the guttural labial, the “kp,” “gb.” They also share

with the Manhettu^ Morafu^ Lencht^ and other independent stocks (with

which they have not the slightest connection otherwise) a peculiar trilling

of the “d^' -which is generally expressed by “dr.'’ Sometimes this peculiar

combination is best rendered by “dd,” the last of the “ d's” being pronounced

like the Arabic u^. In other respects their phonology offers a deceptive

resemblance to the Bantu tongues, but any attempt to trace a resemblance

or connection in the vocabularies is practically without result. It should,

however, be pointed out that they do offer marked approximation to the

Bantu group in their limited use of prefixes to indicate the plural sense of

words. These prefixes, however, appear to be confined to two forms— ba-”

and “ ma-.” There is no prefix used in a singular sense. “ ilva is a

child; ‘^mamva,” children. “Dilimhi” is a finger; “ madiliinbi,” fingers.

In its affinities the Madi seems to be distantly related to languages of

West Central Africa lying between the region of the Bahr-al-Ghazal and
the watershed of Lake Chad. It is, in fact, what I should call a West
African language, strongly resembling in its phonology the tongues of the

Lower Niger.

Mundu is one of those absolutely isolated languages which are at

present the despair of the philologist in Africa. I can trace no re-

semblance in its words to any other known African tongue. Much the

same may be said about Makarka (Nyam-Nyam), Lendu, and Mbuba-
Momfu. These, together with MAS^mE'rru, often suggest the Bantu
languages in their phonology, but offer little or no support to the theory

of any past resemblance by their approximation in word-roots, or nuiiaerals^

or grammar,

As has been already related^ the Pygmies of the Coagb Forest have no-:

fepemalEygmy. language >.
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they possessed any form of speech before their forests were invaded by 'Negro

races of a higher type. Possibly, however, they did use a language of their

own, and here and there traces of the original language may perhaps be met
with in peculiar words or defective pronunciation which they introduce

when speaking the tongues of tribes which now surround them. Anywhere
near the Uganda Protectorate the forest Pygmies speak dialects which

are related to one or other of the two following stocks: Mhiiha^ which,

together with its allied language, Momfu^ is of unclassified affinities;

and Kibirai which is a very debased Bantu language. The Dwarfs in

their pronunciation frequently replace consonants by a kind of faucal

gasp which is something like the Arabic “ ’Ain.” This is expressed in my
vocabularies by s.

The mystery of the Baktu languages still remains unsolved as regards the

parentage and the place of origin of this most remarkable of African

language groups. I may claim, I think, to have pushed oui‘ investigations

a little further, though perhaps the result of my researches leaves me, as

a student of the Bantu languages, i-ather more puzzled than I was a few

years ago, and less sure of my original theories. At the risk ofwearying such

of my readers as have been over the ground before, I will once more briefly

review the principal points of this Bantu question, with the excuse that

whereas most other African language groups are only of interest to the

philologist, the question of the Bantu languages is one with which even

statesmen may become concerned.

North of a line which starts on the west coast of Africa at the

Anglo-German frontier between the Cameroons and Old Calabar, and which

line then follows more or less roughly the fifth degree of north latitude,

the course of the Mubangi-Welle, the northern limits of the Congo Forest,

and a course drawn from the north end of Lake Albert Nyanza in a south-

easterly direction to the coast of the Indian Ocean—north of this line

the separate and independent language families in the northern two-thirds

of the African continent must number more than a hundred—a hundred

groups at least—each so separate from the other and without outside

affinities that any one of them might be Asiatic or American so far as

special African affinities were concerned.* South of the line which has

been defined in the foregoing sentence, instead of there being more than

a hundred languages families there are only two—the Bantu and the

* Only perhaps in one or two features in phonology is there any widespread

African “gloss” over these groups, wUiqh have not a feature in vocabulary or

grammar in common. The “ kpj” “gb ’’ guttural-labial is certainly a peculiar African

characteristic, found in no other tongues outside that continent,! and this guttural labial

extends right across Western and. Central Africa from the White Nile to the Gambia,

and from the Cameroons to Euwenzori, >
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BushmOj'iir‘HottentoL*‘ For all practical purposes, at the j)reseut day in

the southern third of Africa there is but one language tamily, tlie only

rival to the Bantu being the Bushman-Hottentot tongues, which, together

with the allied Saiidawi in East Africa, are spoken at most by 50,000

people at the present day, as against an approximate 40,000,000 who

speak Bantu languages. From the Cameroons on the west to Zanzibar

on the east, from the southern frontiers of Somaliland on tlie north to

Damaraland and Cape Colony on the south, 40,000,000—or it may even

be 50,000,000—of black men speak languages belonging to the Bantu

gi’oup, languages which are far more closely inter-related than is the case

in any other grouping of African forms of speech. The Bantu languages,

in fact, are rather more closely related one to the other—even in their

extreraest forms—than are the Aiyan languages. This is so much the

ease that a native of Zanzibar can very soon make himself understood on

the Congo, while a man of the Cameroons would not be long before he

grasped the vocabulary of the Zulu. This interesting fact must play a

certain part in the political development of Africa south of the fifth degree

of north latitude. The rapidity witu which the Kiswahili tongue of

Zanzibar—a very convenient, simple, and expressive form of Bantu speech

—

has spread far and wide over East Central Africa, and has even gained a

footing on the Congo, hints at the possibility of the Bantu Negroes at some

future time adopting a universal Bantu language for inter-communication.

Unless before then English, French, and Portuguese languages have got

such a firm hold on the Bantu populations in the English, German, French,

Belgian, and Portuguese spheres of inflnnce, the generalised type of Bantu

language which will grow up amongst the 40,000,000 of Bantu Negroes

may lead to a community of thought and belief and to a political league

against the white man. Missionaries—English, French, and German—are

still loth to teach the people among whom they dwell a European
language. This reluctance on their part is undoubtedly based on a dread

that by initiating the people into a means of communication with the

European world they will emancipate them too quickly from pastoral

control. But all the time that they delay to take this step Kiswahili

spreads, and the Bantu Negro, impelled by the inevitable course of events

to interest himself in regions beyond his tribal district, will, if he cannot

associate himself rapidly with European interests, begin to think and talk

of a Bantu nationality.

Most people who even know the word “Bantu” are aware that the

leading feature of this group of languages is the employment of pronominal

This is true for all practical purposes, but. in the eastern
,

part of the Bantu
language

,

field there is an incursion of the Nilotic families, which brings the Masai
. ,
and Nandi ;\gr€>ups dowh ai^s far, south as the sixth degree o| south, latitude. ^
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prefixes and the use of a “ concord ” in which a particle originally answering
to and identical with the prefix continually reappears through the sentence,

emphasising and “ locking ” the connection of the subject with the purport

of the sentence. Thus, in Luganda :

—

Omu-ti o»iw-vunsi (/wli (/w-nagwa
;

njagala o.^wteme.

It tree it rotten it there (that) it will fall
;

I wish (that) thou it cut down.
(That rotten tree will fall

;
I wish thee to cut it down.)

Throughout this sentence the prefix or particle (the two were once

identical in form) “ omu- ” or gu-,” corresponding with the prefix

governing the class of noun to which “ omu-ti ” (tree) belongs, constantly

appears in reference to the subject-object of the sentence— tree ”
: it the

tree,” “ it is rotten,” “ it is there,” “ it will fall,” etc. In the original Bantu

mother-tongue there must have been something like sixteen of these

prefixes, which, however, assumed a more ample form—^perhaps stretched

even to dissyllables—than they do at the present day, except in the most

archaic of the Bantu dialects. Among the living tongues, the staple

form of the Bantu prefixes in the purest forms of Bantu speech are as

follows :

—

Singular. Plural,

1. Umu (perhaps once Ngumu-) 2. Aba- (Baba).

3. Umu „ „ 4. Imi- (Ngimi).

5. Idi or Iri- (perhaps once Ndindi-) 6. Ania- (Ngama).

7. Iki- (perhaps once Kiki-) 8. Ibi- (Bibi).

9. In- .10. Itin- or Izin-

11. Udu- or Ulu- (Uru) (perhaps once Ndtindu) . . .12. Utu (Tutu-).

13. Aka- (perhaps once Kaka)
1^*. (Singular and plural sense.) Ubu (perhaps once Bubu-)

16. Uku
16. Apa '

. . .

In such languages as the tongues spoken round the shores of the

Victoria Nyanza and the Albert Nyanza; along the east and south coast

of Tanganyika, and at the north end of Lake Nyasa
;

in the Lower Congo

(200 years ago)
;

in parts of the Zambezi basin, and amongst the

Zulu-Kaffirs, the people frequently use (or used) the ampler form of the

prefix given in the foregoing list, which commences always with a vowel

(“Umu-” for instance, instead of “Mu-”). But it has not been clearly

shown even at the present day under what rules the fuller form “ Umu ”

is employed in preference to “ Mu-,” for instance. Perhaps it might be

said that the speakers use the fuller forms “Umu-,” “Aba-,” etc., when

they wish to be specially definite, and that the preliminar}^ vowel answers

almost to a definite article. The late Dr, Bleek (formerly Librarian at

Cape Town), who has been the only great authority on Bantu languages

up to the present time (he first invented the distinguishing name of
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Bantu, and died at the end of the ’sixtieji of the la^ir century lea\ing ii

great comparative grammar of these languages only one-third written ami

published)—Dr. Bleek, studying the full form.s of these Bantu jirefixes,

made a remarkable suggestion deduced from very little evidence. He

pointed out the curious want of corresiwndence in some cases between the

prefix and its paiticle. He noticed that the “ Ma-” prefix never. e.xcept

in certain degraded West African languages, has a eorresiionding “-ina-” as

particle, but on the contrary is followed in the .sentence by “(ia-' (“-ga-’ ),

“ Ya-,” or “ A-.” He also noticed that the “ ilu-” (third) prefix generally

has as a corresponding particle “ Cru-” or some degraded form of G-u-.’’

Finally he summed up his researches (he had \ery limited evidence to

go on) by declaring that the original form of Mu-” was “ Ngu-,” and of

‘Ma-,” “Nga-”; and that it would l^e found that the preliminai-y vowels

of the full form of the prefix were thus but the vestiges of a former

reduplication of the syllable. Thus (according to Bleek), the old form

of “Umu” would be “Ngungu-,” of “ Ma-” would be “Nganga-” etc.

Now when we go over again all the material which Dr. Bleek had before

him, we can only admit that this was a very remarkable and cleaiHsighted

theory; and it is a theor}' which is increasingly supiwrted by substH^uent

investigations. At the same time there still remain several i)oint.s of

difference to explain away. Although it was unquestionable that in most

of the Bantu languages the (third) “ Mu-” prefix had “ ttu ” as a corre-

sponding nominative prefix, while “Ma-” was likewise followefl by ‘Hia,”

still the fact remained that “-mu-” often answered to “ JIu-” (very seldom

to the third prefix, but almost always to the first) as an objective or

accusative particle, and nearly always did so in an adjectival caiwcity,*

while “ma” was sometimes the accusative and always the adjectival

particle of “ Ma-,” even though the nominative form of the i>article might
be “ga” or “ya.” Moreover both “Mu” and “Ma” seem to have Iwen
amongst the oldest prefixes, and even to have existed, and to exist .still,

in West Central African languages to the north of the Bantu line, which
are the only African tongues offering any resemblance whatever to Bantu.
“ Mu,” indeed, in early African forms of speech seems to have been the
sound meaning “one” and also “a person,” “a man,” while “JIa” not only
indicated water or liquid, but was frequently used in ubn-Bantu (as well
as in Bantu) languages as a kind of collective plural prefix indicating “a
company,” “a collection,” “a flood of things.”

Thus, in Luganda, omw-fo' is “ a tree ” (third prefix),

A,djectiyal prefix dmw- (oOTif-lungi = handsome ftreel).

;

Numeral^
Nominative

[
prefix “gn-”(o»i«t5^MmopMgwa; boateme).

,
Acbus^fave., ).

;
- :<TrTO^ . cut »#).'
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I think by a lucky accident a clue has been found to this enigma, I

have hit upon a discovery which would have delighted the soul of Dr.

Bleek—a solution for which he was groping in the early ’sixties. Until

quite recently no attention whatever was paid to the remarkable Bantu

dialects spoken on Mount Elgon and in Kavdrondo—indeed, a little more

than a year ago it would have been denied that any Bantu dialects were

spoken so far to the north as the western slopes of Mount Elgon. It was

not even known that Bantu forms of speech practically are spoken

completely round the coast of the Victoria Nyanza. When in the

’seventies of the last century the researches of the late Mr. Wakefield

and of Mr. E. G. Ravenstein revealed the existence of a Nilotic form of

speech in Southern Kavirondo on the north-east angle of the Victoria

Nyanza, it was too hastily assumed that the whole of the east coast of

this lake must be withdrawn from the Bantu domain. The credit of

upsetting this theory and of greatly enlarging our knowledge of Bantu

languages is due in the first instance to Mr. C. W. Hobley, the Sub-Com-

missioner of the Eastern Province of the Uganda Protectorate. When the

present writer came to Kavirondo at the beginning of 1901, Mr. Hobley

drew his attention to the fact that Bantu languages of an interesting

type were spoken on the west side of Mount Elgon (Masaba), and like-

wise that the eastern coast-lands of the Victoria Nyanza were inhabited

by people who spoke Bantu dialects, and not Nilotic or Nandi languages.

Mr. Hobley showed that even in the already known Kavirondo dialects

the tenth prefix (one which has long disappeared from Luganda and

Eunyoro) still existed. This is a statement which will leave ninety-nine

iQut^^yiy hundred readers perfectly cold. But possibly the hundredth

man will have a beating at the temples on learning this important fact

of the existence of the tenth prefix in the north-eastern corner of the

Bantu language field. My interest having been awakened by Mr. Hobley’s

remarks, I took an early opportunity when visiting the western side of

Elgon to collect vocabularies of tho dialect spoken there. I found amongst

many other interesting facts that these people employ Gumu-” and

^^Gama-” as the full and commonly used forms of the ‘‘Mu-” and “Ma-”

prefixes. In regard to the other prefixes also thesy, too, had a tendency to

duplication which would explain the preceding vowel that so puzzled Dr,

Bleek. Thus the ordinary “ Ba-” and “Bu-” prefixes were generally given

as “ Baba-” and “ Bubu-.” From these forms, by the degeneration due

to the slipshod pronunciation of the Negro, it is easy to show how the

abbreviated “ Aba-,” “ Ubu-,” “ Ba-,” and “ Bu-” arose, to degenerate

further in many Bantu dialects to “ A-,” and “ U-.” But the ‘‘Gumu-”.

and “ Gama-” in the living speech (Lukonde) of West Elgon to-day

.
throw much light on the origin of the first and. sixth prefixes. In their
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original form these possibly were “ Ngumu-” and “ Ngaiiia/' It is easy

to see how the forms “Ngumu” and “Ngama” can have given rise to

corresponding particles which in the nominative adhered to the “gu-'' or

“ ga-” form and in the adjectival or objective to the “ mu-” and “ nia-/'

These prefixes, therefore, at one time, were mostly dissyllables (‘‘Gumu-,"’

“ Baba-,” “ Ngumu-,” “ Ngimi-,” “ Ndindi-,” “ Ngama-,” etc., etc.), and they

were words which had a separate meaning of their own, either as

directives or demonstrative pronouns, as indications of sex, weakness,

littleness or greatness, and so on. In seeking, therefore, for signs of

relationship with the Bantu languages amongst other forms of African

speech, we must take into consideration what the fullest forms of these

prefixes probably were.

All that can be said at the present day in regard to the relationships

of the Bantu tongues is that in one or two numerals and a very few

word-roots, in the grammatical use of prefixes, and perhaps in general

phonology, there are signs of approximation to the tongues which are

spoken on the Lower Benue and Niger, in Yoruba, at the back of the

Gold Coast, and even perhaps to the languages of Sierra Leone. There

are also the same faint resemblances in the Madi group which is spoken

within the basin of the Bahr-al-Ghazal and the Upper Welle, and across

the equatorial Nile. On the other hand, in the conjugation of the verbs,

and especially in that most characteristic Bantu feature, the modification

of the sense of the verb by an alteration or extension of its terminal

syllable, there are, as a matter of fact, resemblances to the Bantu family

in the Hamitic languages—Somali, Gala—and even in the Semitic. At
the same time this feature in human speech does, no doubt,

quite independently (in Anglo-Saxon, English, and modern French, for

example). Broadly speaking, it must be confessed that we have not as

yet found any clue to the origin of the Bantu languages. At one time I

was disposed to think, on account of these vague affinities with the Uadi
languages, and even with Makarka and the languages of the Lower Benue,
that the original home of the Bantu Negroes was in the very heart of
Central Africa, in that district lying at the head-waters of the Shari, the
Bahr-al-Ghazal, and the Congo. I assumed that the ancestors of the
Bantu, driven by the attacks of other tribes from the north-west, had
quitted their original home to the north of the Mubangi River, had
skirted the northern limits of the great Congo Forest, and made their
first concentration somewhere between the Albert and Victoria Nyanzas
and the skirts of the Ruwenzori range. This may still prove to have

* A ot Ngiu^-,’ “ Ngan^a",” as predicted by Dn Bleek
; they may even have

been, as they aije now, merely and “Gama ”
; perhaps always “ Ngumu--”

'm.the third -.prefix/.; r'
'

' V
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been the case. At the same time we find the most archaic Bantu dialect,

in existence at the present day on the western slopes of Mount Elgon..’

The next most archaic dialect perhaps is Lukonjo of Southern Ruwenzori,.

but Lukonjo is run rather hard for this post of secondary pre-eminence by
Luganda and Eunyoro and by the Kiemba of Southern Tanganyika. It

\vould be easy now to fix on Mount Elgon as having been the hub of the

Bantu universe but for one detail, with which I am afraid I must weary

the two readers who may be still remaining in my audience. There is a

very marked feature in the bulk of the Bantu languages in the presence of

the syllable “ Pa-” as a place prefix. In the majority of the archaic Bantu
languages the “ Pa-” prefix is ahvays associated with locality. The oldest

Bantu word for “ place ” was “ apantu,” which was analogous to “ umuntu,”

a man, “ikintu,” a thing, etc. Now the consonant ‘‘p” is a very unstable

letter. It so easily degenerates between the human lips into “v,” ^‘f,” ‘‘w,”*

and ^‘h.” But in my own small researches into phonology I have never

known the ‘‘h” to develop into a ‘‘p.” Now throughout the Bantu languages

of the Uganda Protectorate the locative prefix is 'never “Pa-.” With the

exception only of the Luganda language it is invariably “Ha-.” In

Luganda, it is true, the “Pa-” prefix has become “Wa-,” which is, no

doubt, a less marked deterioration. It is, however, an almost omnipresent

feature in all the Bantu tongues round the shores of the Victoria Nyanza,

on Euwenzori, at the north end and west coast of Tanganyika, and even

through British East Africa close to the shores of the Indian Ocean,* that

the place prefix should never be “ Pa-” but. nearly always “ Ha-.”

Therefore all the Bantu languages to the south and west of this large
^

UTfeu. n'vliich retain “Pa-” or “Va-” as the locative prefix are in this*,

respect in a more archaic condition than the Bantu languages of the

Uganda Protectorate.!

Formerly the obstacle to my theories of locating the original home

of the Bantu race between the Victoria Nyanza and the White Nile lay

in the non-existence of the tenth (“ Iti- ” or “ Izi-”) prefix
;

but since I

have discovered this to exist in the languages of Kavirondo and of West

Elgon, and also in the Lukonjo of Euwenzori, there only remains the-

problem of the “ Pa- ” prefix to be solved ; and if this solution is not adverse

to the derivation of the Bantu tongues from the region now dwelt in by

the Baganda, Banyoro, and Kavirondo Negroes, we may be obliged te

change our views as to the ultimate source of the Bantu people and

language from West Africa to North-East Africa. Dr. Shrubsall has*

shown the Karamojo Negroes by their physical conformation to be of

* Except, interestingly enough, in Kikamba of Ukamba, where it is “Pa.”

t The “ Ha-” disease, if I may so style it, spreads westwards down the w;esfe

coast of Tanganyika and right across to the Upper Congo.
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Bantu stock, and although this race now speaks a language imposed on

it by Masai or Turkana conquerors, it is curious that in a few words, which

it seems to retain from an older dialect, it offers some slight approximation

to Bantu word-roots. The researches of Mr. Hobley and myself ha\'e

certainly shown that a great deal of Africa east and nortli-east of the

Victoria Nyanza, which until recently was thought to be entirely cut off

from the Bantu domain, is still inhabited by races speaking archaic Bantu

dialects. It would, therefore, seem that the races of Nandi, :\Iasai, and

Nilotic si)eech who now donoinate these countries politically are the remains

•of more or less recent invasions. It is quite possible that the former

inhabitants of the countries between the Victoria Nyanza and the south

'end of Lake Eudolf spoke Bantu languages, and this theory is further

supported by an examination of the place-names, many of wliich still

^remain remarkably Bantu in phonology.

I will now briefly pass in review the Bantu languages illustrated in

my vocabularies, and touch on their leading characteristics.

Kihira means “the language of the people of the forest,” and is

possibly an outside name. It is, however, more or less adopted as the

universal designation of their different dialects by the somewhat degraded

forest agricultural Negroes who dwell between the Semliki Valley and

Albertine Eift on the east, and the Upper Congo on the west, Kibira

dialects extend northwards until the Bantu language.s become extinguished

by the southward migration of the Slonifu. The dialect is an extremely

degraded one, and most of the Bantu prefixes are lost or dis|)ensed w'itli.

No doubt the Babira are the result of a recent mingling between the Bantu

.and Momfu invaders and the aboriginal Pygmy-Prognathous po|iJilatw=l<''~^

A large section of the Congo Dwarfs between the Upper Congo and the

Albertine Eift. Valley speak dialects of Kibira. The Lihvanuma and Lift aka
.are two Bantu languages in close proximity one to the other, but very

distinct in their features.

Kuamba f is spoken by the Baamba who inhabit the eastern banks
of the Lower Semliki and the northern and north-w^estern flanks of the

* “-bira” is a widespread root in the north-eastern Bantu tongues for “den.se forest.”

Ki-bira ” would be “ the forest language.”

+ An interesting point in the study of the Bantu languages is the variability of the
prefix which may be told off to indicate language. Over the greater i>art of this group
the seventh or “ Ki- ’’prefix is the one usually indicative of speech. Thus “ i/swabili

”

is a man of the coast-lands opposite Zanzibar, and “ jSTiswahili ” is the language he
.speaks. But in a few groups the “ Li- ” Ndi- ”) prefix is used to indicate language,
.as in Zibvanuma, In a few others the “ Ku- ” or fifteenth prefix (usually the infinitive
to verbs) is used for this purpose, as in Zw-amba, the language of the Za-amba.
Amongst all the other Bantu tongues clustering round the northern half of the
Victoria Ny^za the language preifix is “]^u- ” or V .
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Euwenzori range. The affinities of Kuamba are about equally divided

between the West and East African Bantu. Although the language is

spoken in actual proximity to the Runyoro and Lukonjo, it is remarkable

to notice that it has absolutely no more affinities with those forms of

speech than it displays to the Bantu languages in general. The same

may be said about Libvanuma, which, however, is only spoken on the

western side of the Semliki River and on the borderland of the Congo

Forest. Libvamcma has practically the same word for the numeral “ ten
”

as the Bambute Dwarfs (mini, mine). But it has apparently entirely

lost, or has never possessed, the widespread Bantu kumi. The Libvanuma
has as a negative particle ‘‘Si.” On the other hand, Kuamba uses

ATa-, Both these negative particles, together with the variant

Ta-‘, must have co-existed in the original group from which the

Bantu tongues started.

I took advantage of the presence in the LTganda Protectorate of porters

and ex-soldiers who had wandered thither from the regions of the Upper

Congo 'to write down vocabularies of the Mangala, Uingi, Upoto, and

other languages of the extreme Upper Congo—that is to say, of the

countries where the" Congo reaches its most northern bend. It is curious

to remark that in this case as we go westwards we improve in the typical

Bantu character of the language—that is to say, Mangala is less corrupt

than the other dialects which lie between it and the archaic Bantii

languages of Euwenzori and the Albertine Rift. But then the language

of the Lower Congo from Stanley Pool to the coast was formerly more

archaic, purer Bantu than is the Mangala language to-day. It is possible,

J^weve:^ that the languages of the Lower Congo and Loango came thither

from the south-west, curled northwards from that archaic stock at the

head-waters of the Zambezi, from which Ochi-herero (Damara) also emerged.

But the Mangala language may have reached its present site from the

east or north-east.

Next to the Lukonde and Lusokwia dialects of West Elgon the most

interesting Bantu language which 1 have here illustrated for the first time

is Lukonjo of Southern Euwenzori. This language in many respects answers

to the parent stock from which the Lukonjo and Runyoro dialects diverged.

.1 would draw the reader's attention to its possession of the tenth prefix

(Fsi-, Eeior), which has long since died out in Luganda and Runyoro.

On the other hand, Lukonjo apparently retains no trace of the archaic

Ka- negative particle. It only uses the unvarying Si’- as a negative

prefix. It has acquired a curious dislike to the Au- prefix, replacing it

often in the infinitives by EH (fifth prefix). Here and there, however,

it retains old Bantu roots which have been lost in Luganda and Runyoro.
,

Of the two, Runyoro is more archaic thm Luganda regards its
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word-roots and the forms of most of its prefixes, with tlie single t\\ee|)tion of

the sixteenth. In the case of the sixteenth—the Pa-'' prefix— i /aganda,

having retained the form has departed less from the original **Apa-”

than has the Eunyoro, where the sixteenth prefix has became ** Aha-." The
two languages are about as closely allied in form as 8[uiiiish and Italian,

In both there is a slight tendency (more marked in the j>n>nunciation of

the Hima aristocracy) to clip the vowel which must of necessity terminate

every word in a Bantu language. This is a cltange which is also taking

place in Zulu. In many respects Luganda and Eunyoro. in the full forms

of their word-roots, come nearest of living languages to the P>antu mother-

tongue. For the purpose of comparison vocabularies are given of tiie

language of Ruanda (the country between Lake Albert Edward and tlte

north end of Tanganyika) and Kahwavi, the language spoken on the north-

west coast of Tanganyika. Riunuht is in many respects a slightly

degenerated Eunyoro. Kahwari is a good average Bantu tongue, oounectedy

no doubt, pretty closely" with the Bunyoro-Luganda group, but also offering

rather remarkable resemblances to Kiswahili. Tlie Swahili language of

the east coast—as has long been known to real students of African

phonology—is not very closely allied to the surrounding Bantu dialects

(especially to the north of Zanzibar), than which it is in some respects more
archaic in vocabulary if slightly more corrujjt in regard to the prefixes.

It would almost seem as though the ance.'^tral tongue of tlu* Arabised
Swahili dialect was more related to the languages of northern and eastern

Tanganyika, and perhaps to the speech of the Kihva coast, than it is to

the indigenous East African dialects round its supposed places of origin

(Lamu, Zanzibar), -
_ m

The Kavirondo group of languages, which includes the arcliaic ilasaba
dialects of West Elgon, offers many interesting features to the student,
hiot a few old woi'd-roots lost in Luganda and Eunyoro turn up here, such
as the widespread word ‘‘nombe” for ‘‘ox.” The tenth prefix, as already
mentioned, reappears in the Kavirondo languages in the fonn of
or^ “Ci-. On the other hand, the ‘*Ki-” prefix often degenerates into
“Si- or “Si-,” and the ‘‘Ku-” to In fact, in most of these
tongues there is an increasing objection to the consonant “ k ” excej>t where
it replaces “g” or “t.” Elsewhere it degenerates into or to “

By a curious perversity, however, in most of these languages, except the

A ? feature, possessed in. common by Luganda, Eunyoro, Lukonjo,
and their allied dialects, and by Kuamba, Libvanuma, and Kibirh, that the old

^

* ox nombe ”) has been lost, and its place taken by *‘ ente,*^

T'
of the Nilotic languages, and no doubt was

c r V, tho early Hamitic invaders* “ JTombe'* reappears in
the lUangala of thejjppor Congp* It, also comes out again in the Kavirondo
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TMasaba dialects, “ Ga-” becomes “ Ka-.” There is also a tendency for “ t
”

to degenerate into

All things considered, with the present knowledge we possess I think

w-e may come to a preliminary conclusion that the territories of the Uganda
Protectorate were the seat of the first concentration of the Bantu Negro
and his peculiar development of speech. It is possible that in the noithern

part of these territories, now occupied by Nilotic-speaking peoj)les, there

dwelt a section of the West African Negro which, under poweiful influence

from the Hamitic north, developed a West African form of speech (akin

to some of the existing West African languages) into a tongue using

pronominal prefixes and their corresponding chain of particles, and

employing a change in the last syllable of verb-roots to modify, and

extend the meaning of the verb (a very “Hamitic” feature). Rapid

increase and a development of warlike energy no doubt carried the

ancestors of the Bantu in many directions away from their original home
in East Central Africa. They followed to some extent the line of least

resistance, and no doubt for a long time respected the barrier of the Congo

Forest. As their invasion proceeded westwards tow^ards the Gulf of Guinea,

the pioneers, carrying the Bantu forms of speech with them, got inevitably

much mixed with the antecedent West African Negro. Elsewhere in the

east and south they absorbed numbers of peoples of Dwarfish stock or of

Nilotic affinities. The ease with which bands of Zulus at the beginning

of the nineteenth century swept up in a few years from South Africa to

the vicinity of the Victoria Nyanza, and constituted themselves ruling

castes of peoples (in many cases implanting their language at the same

"tuHc^-y’^ws us how rapidly these race movements can be carried out.

Elsewhere I have given reasons for supposing that the Bantu invasion of

the southern third of Africa does not date further back than 2,000 years.

As the Bantu pioneers set forth on their original career southwards,

eastwards, and westwards, their original home in the valley or basin of

the Nile was occupied by modified types of West African Negroes, such

•as the Nyam-Nyam and Madi, and by various blends of the Nilotic stock

;

.so that at the present day the centre from which the Bantu arose to

conquer the southern third of Africa is now hidden from our researches by

this country having become the home of Negro peoples whose languages

betray no connection with the Bantu whom they have superseded.





OETHOGEAPHY EMPLOYED IN THESE VOCABULAEIES.

Roughly speahing^^ all Consonants are sounded as in English and all Vowels as in
Italian or Portuguese.

a sounds as ‘ a ’ in ‘ master,’ a as ‘ u ’ in

‘but.’

d sounds as ‘ a ’ in ‘ rather.’

e „
‘ e ’

5 ,
‘ met,’ ‘ berry.’

e „
‘ a ’ „

‘ cake,’ ‘ plate.’

i „ *i’ „ ‘hit,’ ‘fill.’

I „
‘ i ’

jj
‘ ravine,’ or ‘ ee ’ in ‘ feet.’

o „ ‘o’ „ ‘not,’ ‘Tbother.’

6 „ ‘o’ „ ‘store,’ or ‘aw’ in

‘bawl.’

© (Greek ‘ omega ’) sounds as ‘ o ’ in ‘bone,’

* cold.’

u sounds as ‘ u ’ in ‘ full,’ * put.’

u sounds as ‘ u ’ in ‘ rule,’ or ‘ oo ’ in ‘ fooL’

il sounds like the French ‘u’ or German
‘it.’

6 sounds like the German ‘ 6,* or like ‘ u ’

in ‘ hurt,’ or ‘ i ’ in ‘ dirt.’

ai sounds like ‘ i ’ in ‘ wine,’ or ‘ i ’ in ‘ bite.’'

au sounds like ‘ ow ’ in ‘ how.’

ea sounds like ‘ea’ in ‘bear,’ or ‘e’ in
‘ there,’ or ‘ a ’ in ‘ care.’

ei sounds like ‘ei’ in ‘vein,’ or 'ey’ in
‘ grey.’

oi sounds like ‘oi* in ‘join,’ or ‘oy’ in

‘boy.’

Among the consonants, h, d^f, hj, Z, m, s, v, %Oy y, and z are sounded as

in English
; c only is used for the English ‘ch’; g is always pronounced hard, as in

‘get,’ ‘give’
;

represents the nasal ‘n’ in ‘bang,’ ‘singer,’ and ‘ringing’; q is only

used for the strong Arabic ‘kof ’
;
hv represents the sound of ‘qu’

;
the Greek gamma

r, 7,
represents the guttural gh, the Arabic t {ghain) ; I « the faucal gasp of the

Arabic ’am
;
the Greek x represents hh, the Arabic C, the German and Scotch ch ;

h' gives the strong Arabic aspirate of C (double A)
; § is the English sh) 2 in ‘ azure ’

OT- FrencJ^ j ;
B d gives the sound of th in ‘this’; T t the sound of th in ‘think,’

‘ bath.^ P d is the Arabic «>. E r is the cerebral n ' shows where the accent falls

:

in the absence of any mark the accent falls on the penultimate syllable. A long vowel

is marked by and nasalisation by When \ and ^ or other terminal consonants

are thus crossed through it means they are only half pronounced. Many terminal'

consonants in Acholi, Bari, and other Nilotic tongues are not exploded, just as happens

with the “ silent kaf ” in Malay (in PeraZ;, Sardwa^). The Masai is very nasal, and has

a very strong o (aw) sound, "rhe Baamba attach ‘e’ to the ends of nouns constantly.

In Nandi t is sometimes indistinguishable from p. In Bambute the grave and acute

accents over the syllables convey the low and high itz sounds. PI, stands for

plural. In the Bantu languages the alternative plural prefix is often given without

the root, which is the same as in the singular. Thus ; Enti might be^*cow’ in the

singular. The addition of Ed- for the plural would mean that Edente was the full

plural form of the word. “Muntu; pi, Ba-” would stand for “ifww^w^one man;

Bantu == men,'' -ntu being the root for “human being.” stands for masculine;

^ for feminine.



The following are the dialects dealt with in these vocabularios, ajjpearing in nine

sets, paged as given below :

—

1. Somali
;

2. Turkana ; 3. Suk ; 4. Karainojo ;
n. 8. Karamojo or Kakisera ;

6. Elgiimi Pages 003 012

7. Masai; 8. Kgishn; 9. Bari; 10. Nandi and Elgoiny' : 11. Kainilsia

;

12. Dorabci) Pages 913-926

13. Acholi
;

14. Ja-luo ; 15. I.ango or Lukedi ; 16. Alum
;

17. Madi

;

18. Avukaya ... * Pages 927-935

19. Logbwari
;
20. Mundu ; 21. Makarka or Nyam-Nyaiu

;
22. I.endu, Lega or

Balega
; 23. Mbuba

;
24, Banibute (Dwarfs) .... Pages 936-045

25. Kibira or Kibila ; 26. Libvaniuna or Lihuku ; 27. Kuamba ;
28. Mafigala

:

29. Ilingi
;
30. Upeoto) . Pages 946-95S

51, Bomaiigi
;
32. Abudja

;
33. Abaluki

;
34. Olukonjo : 35. Oruiiyoro

Pages 950- 068

56. Urntoro
; 37. Oruhama

;
38. Drunyaruanda

;
39. Kibakabwari

;
40. Lusese

Pages 969-979

41. Luganda
; 42. Lns<»ga

;
43. Lunyara ; 44. Lukabarasi and Lnwan<^

;

45. Luwanga of Mumia’s Page.s 980-992

46. Lukonde (N.W. Elgon)
; 47. Luswkwia and Lugesu (Masaba)

; 48. Lusinga
or Ghula

;
49. Igizii

;
50. Kikuyu or Ikuyu .... Pages 993-1001

Special notes as to the districts in which these are spoken will be found at the
commencement of each set.



SOMALI. TTJRKANA. SUK. KAEAMOJO.
S. KAEAMOJO. ELOUMI.

Somali is spoken by the people of Somaliland, between the Gulf of Aden and the Ben
Adir coast and the vicinity of Lake Rudolf (Samburu and Rendile countries). It

is not clearly distinguishable froua ‘Gala.’ Gala being only a nickname for large

(generally heathen) sections of the Somali race. The dialect here represented is the

Somali of Berbera.

Turkana is spoken in the country north of Suk and west of Lake Rudolf.

SuK is spoken in the country between Lake Baringo, Sugota, Karamojo, and Turkana.

Karamojo is spoken in Karanioyo, or Karamojo. (Vide map of Districts).

S. Karamojo is spoken in Marcdto), S.W. Karamoyo, and is the Kakisera of the Masai.

Elgumi or Wamia is spoken in Elgumi, west of the W. slopes of Mount Elgon.

1

English,
j

Somali.
I

Turkana. St)K. Karamojo. S.

Karamojo.
Elgumi.

Ant
1

Quranjo) Selena Ictanunu

i i

Nikon

Termite ...
j

Ngadugot Toygon Siaddo)

I
Toygen

Antelope,

etc.— ^ !

Hartebeest
j

Sik
i
Etulia Pojen Omosomds

Gazelle 1

granti . . > Aul Nyagete Tyebligwe- Eddiri

i

1

NyAkulopo ti6n

„ thorn-
!

soni ... ! Dero)
;

!
I§edana

Oryx Desk!
1

Sagute

Kudu
1

Gwdir NyeyAvapet Amagata Atom
Eland 1 A curia

;
Adir Kipiitirri

Bushbuck . Deriayan Einusemus Tyemnereje Amori

Reedbuck
.

;

Eaircw I
Seran Kiat^ti

Waterbuck Ecoria
1

Oribi i Ekuswywan So

Madoqua . . Sakar©
i

Eluloii Tyebtergit Amiarai

Rhinoceros i Wil
j

Emwsin
i
Kopau Amcosin

Giraffe ...
,

Geri i Allokwa Aguri Aqali

Pallah
i ;

Ny^kulopo Tiamel STanya

Roan ......

;

Siegot®
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904 YOCABULAIMES

English. Somali. TI'RKANA. Sf K. K A HAMOJO.
K ARA M,i UO.

Elotmi.

Ape Dayerdada

Colobns ... Akapel iinen K ist" tv6 ( ’ila Ei’imwa

Arm , jOdet Lkan Ey\ E: Eugiiuni A«plu Akan
tOdetu, jL Aqaiii naiv

'

-- fff'n

anus

Arrow Falud

Fansfi)

Ekau KoDvah A male Ivioyot Ekoyw

Ass

Axe Jidib Kap Aih A.'l) Aeb
Jidibii, jH.

Jidibadij />/.

Baboon Dair Ecinn Afayos Eliialla {•k.‘OiU Awsin

Back Dabitrka Ekur Knrut A kawi Aipia Anabi't

Loins Aeirri

Banana Mils Kduhul AVaraiu (Jesirga Elliototo Alaburu
Beard Gat Egmuyin Tani6> •Sasat r* K}u*iu,‘k .Vpenok

Bee Sinni Sagam A (a Xicue Ec 111*11

Belly Alul Ebui Mu A yogi. Akogi AkAk

Eturak
Ahogi

Bird Siinbir .Motoin vSflili Al>iliken.*t Atoroip'jt

—u, pL Ciiili

Blood . Dig 5:akot Risen Al>anyt‘t Aqot, Ayot AqOt

Body . Jitka

Jitkega

S^akuan Porto ^Tguan Akwrui Akwan

Bone . Laf Ekolt Kowo A knit Aqoit Akwit

, Laffoj (2)/.)

Borassii.s

palm Koah
Bow . ransw Xyakaii Emale Ema)ldkoiny‘ Enial

:

—in, />/. Akan
Brains . Maskah' Alokoinya Koinyot f.wsiati Xyitini Itim
Breast . Qapsin Etau Ketiin ]?gisinni Kittina Ekisin
Brother .

;

AVallAl Nyekaku CebtenyC) Kwwkct), Egatoyah Anacrikene
—<B, id. Ka>kci>

Buffalo .
:
Lo) debadet Ekupirr Sougok Ektoswgwaii Egwdwgwan Ek<ii)sog\vau

Buttocks .. . Badclida

j

Barri

•Awwzin Tungd Sdbode Xgiio<tiwe<ti E\v<k)si

Canoe .
1

Sehfmat

;

! Huri

Nyagihwle Matemfita Akare Atuba Atakerr

Cat .
;
DinM SedokoSn Korinya

i

; Awalu
Cattle . ; Lo 1

BuU •
!

j

i
;
Emou

Chief . ! Garad
1

; Nyaka
j

Kiruokin
i
Baba

:
AqapwloJni

i Ajakdit
serUn
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English. Somali. Turkana. SUK. Karamojo. s.

Kaeahojo. Elgumi.

Child Elmo) Nyekaku Monu or Koko) Eko>ko> Ek6ko

„ (female)

Cloth

Harur, pL

Diir Elaii

Mond6,

alsoJTuno)

Ciebi, Cep
Nahga Elo)u Elcou Enahga

Cocoanut

palm
1

Country :

Narijin 1

Magalo) 1 Nyekwap Sfwoiny Alup A.lup,Ariata, Warret

Cow :

I

Lo, Sa? ?
j

Aiti Tai; tai Adg
Aduat

Aden Akiten

Crocodile ...
j

Jahaz

Ebero = ?

Ekinyafi

sagate == ?

Ktigu
„ manafiit

Aginyan

naberu, ?

Aginyan

naher®

Atinyaii

Date palm . . i

Wild date . j

Timirr

Balah Nyakacurie Sosion Erre Tatdngwon
Day ! Maalin Nakuare Kato>wet Nakuare Agwar Akenyanu

Daylight ...

Devil

Maalino),^)^.

1

Seitan

Nyokoloh

Atwana
: Asess

Kamm^
Akirii

Adeya
Naparan

Adeya Akiria

Dog Ei Kihok Kiikwi Eno>k liiok Ekihok

Donkey
Door

Eida, Eiii

pL
Edidik= ?

Doberr

Afaf

„epero= $

Amkit
Nyegetoret

Nyo)le

korketoi

(?)
Sigiria

Kukat

Sigirid

Ero)ta) Ep^tgg Ekek

Dream

—ill, pL
Dadap Nyamuron Kiru6tit6 Sfajo) Ejotoi Adj®

Drum. Durban To)nyo)u Togo or Eburr Edona Ataget

Ear Deg JTakit

Toko
Yit Sfaki Akit

At^nus

Akit

Egg
Dego, pL
Okhan Nyakelak Botin Sagadd Nabeye Abei

Elephant ... Moro)di Nyatom Felion Etom Etom Etom

Excrement..

—u, pi.

Harr Aciin Piyat M6dino Acin Acin

Eye Ind©, pi. Ekon Kon Icop Edoiny' Akon

Face

11, dng.

Wej Aku Tokoit

Agir (pi.)

Erede

Akonyen

(pi)

Ered Akininyirr

Fat Subak Akimnyet Mway Agimiet Agimiet Akinyet

Fear Bdyadin Nyaruliom Tighs Nayana Egwgon (Agatoriit

Finger Farr

Erukom
Akimwoyin

Tiggis

Morn Egimo>ji Egumcoin Ebcakorit

Fire

Faro), pi.

mb Akim
Moren
Ma? Akim Akim Akim

FisF Kalun Nyakedap Kaya CiSta Eqolea ]^sessi



906 Y0CABrLAn;n-:8

ENtiLISH. ' Somali. '

j

Foot 'Lug
lAigod,(ha/

Lugo), pi.

Forest Aiu

Fowl Tejad

Tejajffl, pL
Ghost Welif

Goat^ Ri

Eiw, pi.

lU didik $

God llahe

Grass Gedo)

Ground ?Id

Guinea-fowl
i
Tigiriii

Gun Binduq

Hair i
Tiinci)

Hand Gaiin

Head ilitdah'

j —io),

Heart GiilM

Heel Edepta

Hippopota-

mus .Jer

Honey Malilp

Horn Gestt), pL
1 Ges

Horse
:
Faras cJ

!

Genio $

House 1 Aqal

Hunger
|

Gaco)

Hyena ^ Waraba
Hyphgene

[

palm

Iron Birr

Island Gumbar
Ivory Fol

Knee ......... Jilip

Knife Middi

Ti:rka>^v.
:

SC‘K.

Akeju Kcl

Emone u:
Xabele Aluru

Elekes Ivainynn

Kakinne. Artan,

Akinno Sakato

Sorur
I

Aranya J

Akiru Elat

jTiin'a Susuon

Alup S^onyoiii

5ralu|»

Etapiiii Hafigavek

Ends Gitiwle

Etim
Gitole

Piition

Ekan Ey

Akii Mat, Afot

Etau Ramas

Atutunyoj Tutuin

EUk Alakan

Aft), Nyao : Kuinfit

Epurian Kiiiyey

Nyamkit,
;
Auftjle

1

Amkit i

' Eqol Go?

,

Ekurrw ! Kamei

1

Ebu Kaway

Etup Oron
Asowat,

KastawaF
Kamonai

Nyakibole Tortoren

Ekelkanya* Kelat

tom

Nyagipuk Kutun
Ekelen Ra»tuS

Kai:am»mu.
Kaijamo.ju.

Akejek Akrjn

Kngit<‘» Nikiit'»

"STgugunlit Kokni-Mit

Klokes Nyipara

A khie AginO

~ a fku'k

Agliya Akw it,

S'nnya S'inya

Alup Alfip

Siasesf Pugiipnk

Agwarra Atom

Itiin Xyiiim
N daba la

yiini o/’gani

Aqun

Aku .\ku

HsiiJpi Ezioiii

Amany’
Atutunyo) Atwtiityw

"\'okorr Fpirr
A(o Aa>
Sese Nikid

Issigiria ^’a«p»rri

;

Sigiria

Aqaji Aqayi
Akorrti)

Agorrc*)

Ebu Ebu

' Nakdgies

Ascowat Attwwdt

Egipwarr
: Egipwarr

Ekel laige ' Nigel aige

atom
J

atom

I

Akuh
! Aknii

* Ekeleil
,

; Ekeleil

Ki.urML

Akvjii

Anioui

Kkok^n’r

Aiiiiu*

Akiit

iiiya

Aiu]»
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English. Somali. Turkana. SUK. Karamojo. s.

Eabamojo.

Lake

Leg
Webi
Lug; Bug Amuro)

; T©ga Amurr© Apidit

Leopard Sabgl

egeju

Eris Meril Eris Erris
Lion Enatuny Notuny Enatuny' Enatuny'
Lips Debin Akotok Kote Aga>t©go> Agetuk

Magic
DSbSnu,j9Z.

Fal Ekapelan PSnin Camijd,miisi Agilamilam
Maize Hadiit Emumwa Pay Emumwa Araii

Male

Man Nin Etununan Kito

Bwa
Njo.

Egile

Etuhanan

Meat
Niman,

Hilip

Etona, pi.

Akirrin

Rk, pi.

Peny' Agirrih Agirrin

Monkey Dair Agwaku- Kenkenna Def© Aqadogot

Moon Dayah*

moroi

Elap Arawa Elap Elap

Mountain Bor Akumwwa Tuluo Agetare Agetare

Mouth Agedok Naliap Edogoie EdSgolS

Nail (of finger or toe) ... Eddg Ekomom Nwono Magerr Magerr

Name Magdl Ate Kainat Tsikit Lonok

Neck Kor, Qor Amorsen Kat Med© Amed©
Night Habein Eyep Oyuo; Awarra Akwarr

Nose S^n Akdme

Kalug-

woywo
Sorr Ehgume Ekume

Ox Loh Natuk Tit; Tuit NyadS

Palm wine or mead Nya© K©mat Nagwie NagwiS

Penis Qora; 5ora Atirit Perrat Sakan Atirit

Pig :

Qoreal, pi .

Dcofarr Ebitir Mulunjo Ebutirr Ebutirr

Pigeon lQ\i Akuri Ciporom Enkienyi Nikien

Place Dul Ekwap Nwoiny Umurr Ejok

Rain R5p Akiru Kar6bon A© ayai

:

Agirii

Rat Jir Agurien Murian
Agipi

Miri© Miri©

Rhinoceros Wil Em©sin Kopan Em©sin

Paver Doll' ;
Webi Anolol P©y, Pwey Er©t© Anolol

Road

(wide one)

WMdo), Jid

Akipi

Er6t Orr Er©t© Er©t©

Sheep La^j Id©. Amesek Kgcg Emesek Eme<tek

Shield Ga^an Nyaupwel Lono Eluad® Aiiplill

Sister Walase EpM Ceptenyd Apese Katofia

Skin San Ellau Sera, Sere Munyu
naberu

Amuiny'

Hide H^rg



908 VOCABULARIES

English.
I

!

Somali,
j

Turkana. SUK. Karamojo.
Karamojo.

Sky !

1

Dorur ! Edo) Poltu Naterra
|

Awi
Sleep I Hurdu

!
Ec«i)t(a Kiien

{

JTajo Naj®
Smoke Qiq

i

Eburr lyet ! Aburru • Aburru

Snake
|

Mitss
1
Emun Moroi Ngotim Emun

Son
i
Inanke

|

Sfedwe ^Slunu Nedwe Nedwe
Song

1

Gabae
j

Akimomor Tfmi
;

Inyetuku Edofia

Spear 1 Waran Ekwarra jTot Egwarra Egwarra

Star j Hedig
j

Egwarra

Etup Kogel Apotet Edsu
Stick Abela ! Topoy Agulit Ebela
Stone Dagitii' Emuru Koy

j

Ainuru
: Amuru

Sun Onili' Ekoloii Ases : Akolou Aqoloil

Tear Qhin Egiyo) Lo>g
1
Agiy® Agiy®

Testicles Henin, Eto) Tarkal
;
Isikida i Nyits

Thief.

Heniyo),p^.

:

Tiik
i

Epese
i

Tsoriu
1 Iinirri Ekokolfin

Tliigh Bfi)du
1 !

Kupes
j

Cabesso Amurrw
Thing W^h' STil^urr© Tugun i Niburr®
Thorn KodSth'

1

Eko)kwei i Katil, Kate

;

Akukwac? Akukwac?
Tobacco Buri Etaba Taba

|
Etaba Etaba

To-day Mata Nakwarna
|
lye

I Ngilct ; Titvae

Toe Sill . Akan i Morn
1

Mwoiy®
I Xyiinoyo)

Tongue ArrSp Enejep
I
S’aliep Aiiyep

! Auejep
Tooth Ilik, Ilkffl Engel

1

Kelat Engella Nyekiiill

Town Magalft) Nawi or wi i Nopop Loreye Lore

Tree Ged, Gedet

aiK)lon

Aketoi Ket Ingitd Augetd
Twins Matano> Saram Soltowa luimii Emil, Em®

Urine Kadi Alot

SaU
STol Srilkiiiia JrakttU

War Derir Ajore Luk, Luk6 Ajore Ajore
Wart hog Akumd Kubgoigoit Kumo) Arara
Water Piyo) Akipi P5ye Agipl Agipi
Whiteman * Ninsad, Gal Akucomba Kucoinba Ekiis Ekile
Wife Nak, Affo) Ab^ro Kork6 Aberu Aberu
Wind Dabtl Ekuywam Yomat Eguwam Eguwam

Witch Fai

Ekawam
Akabelan Ponin Siedda Agelamilto

Woman Inan Ekakct) Diebtd Apete ApSttS
„ young

Wood Habo) Aketoi
GiSbg

Knen Agetoi Agetd

Year
Korio

GU Agibord Penat Takani Niboro

Zebra
Guyfi),7)^.

Faru Etuk® Tyamarmar Etug®
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English. Somali. Turkana. SUK. Karamojo. s.

Kakamojo.

One Kay Epei Okono Apei Apei
Two T.Aba Nare Oyeil Nare Nare
Three Sadeh' Naiini Somok Naiini Nauni
Four Afar Neomwon Aawan N®mwon N®mwon
Five Sen Ekan Mut Ekan Nakan
Six Lely Ekanikapei Ekani kapei Anikapei
Seven Tbdwwa Ekani gave MiiP oyeh Kani kaarg

Eight Sedet Egaiigauni Gangauni Akanikauni
Nine Sagal Ekan kura- Ekan Kani kum-

won kumwon won
Ten Tobitn Tommon Tommon Atomon
Eleven Ivcobiyetca- Tommon ga Tommon ga Atomon

ban pel pei oyapei

Twelve Tommon ga Tommon ga

are are

Thirteen Tommon ga Tommon ga

uni uni

Fourteen Tommon Tommon
g'onwan g’onwan

Fifteen Tommon- Tommon
kankan omet

Twenty Labritan Tikitam Tiptem Atomdn
tommon afiarg

Thirty Sodditn Tommon i i2som Atomdn
i uni iuni

Forty g Afartan j

Tommon Tommon Atomon
onwan onwan iomwon

Fiftv Kontiin I'ommon
1

Tommon Atomdn
ekan 1 mut ikani

Sixty ’ Lihidan
i

Seventy Todobatan
i

1

Eighty Sidetan

Ninety Saga§en

Hundred
I

Boyol Pokol Pokol Toinon

tom6n

Thousand iKhn

1

I, me
1

An; Anega Aho Ane Eon

Thou, thee Adiga; Ku lyon Nyi lyoii

He EU® Cicin® L®g®

We.,.., Anakka Ekok Mu Sua, dua

You Idiiika Ellu Agwa ' Id:5wa

They Y^ga Ekui
j

Pucuno, 'Am^ga
'

i
i picuno



910 VOCABULARIES

EkOtLISH. Somali. ? Turkaxa. SCk. S. Karam^mo.

All Ciddi i Dfin Tnkt.l I hidan

This man ... Ni kan
j

Etona nan Liiguii at'ii'i Etofta nan

That man ... Ni ka
i

Etoha nokosi Lugun anyino nani igi

This tree ...

i

Ged kiln ! Aget oi

Liigiin awr*

Kk‘ti ) uo) Agvtoi ingu

That tree ... Ged kfi Logct oilct) Anyina kct
'

.. Vigvi

My house ... Ayal kaegi LokoVft) Ko-inyw At|ai kah

Thy house... kagi Lokoi-likalo) Ko-nvaiivi .. kwny'

His house... „ kba Lokoi-likani Ka-yiiiw,
,, kirya.

Our town ... Magal ledeni Nawi yakah

Ku-niunyi

Kat’ nnja

kiyeiya

l.nreyok

Your

country ... !Magal adini Xakwa pukC».si Kore gwa
ivtii'ini < 1 eojne

1 1 > see ) lore

Their

children... Harur twdi '

Nedwe (children)

akosi (their) Mono ca

k<>ny' —
country yonr

Nc‘<hve aknzi

Bad Wahiintai Eronno Ya : ITi Er< nnio

Female Didig Easiko) ; ejiero Poiyon

;

Aberu. hubern

Good Wanaksantai Edjok

'Syo.jffrrf/rh

Karfun Ejokk

Great

Waiiilksen
j

Weiai ! Hebol, Epol Wcd! Kapciit&ni

Little Wayeriai
1 Edep

Ekile

Maimeu Edit
Male Lab

1

Netat, Ekile
White sAdie, ;ad

j
Ebon Biel Nakwaniin

Here H^lkan i Ivanne me Negi^

Black Medu
1 Ekriunon T« Ekiriorn'm,

Plenty

1

BSdan Elallak Can

Xakii'ioin'm

Elallak
There Halka Eluana Qbino) Elliana
Where 1 Ali? Ngu&> 1

I

Yaiyai
No, not Didi; Maya Eduar Kacer !

Mum
I am NinsarS And Ane aca ('?)

„ good ...

I bring

Ani ninsare i

An akeni Ahw nesilo

Ane aca kariim

Ane kwpkau Eaw

I come „ imSn Ahci) abu
„ kwpu
Ane kahon Ebuni

I come not .

.

ImSn mayu Nyebuni Mwhunanye
|

Mam ebuni
I dance Oayaria Ebwlia Kedoho Kidohak

* .KTar or JTa, or Nya or Nyo, is tie feminine prefix in all the Turkana-Sak-Karambjo
tongues-: q/i Masai. In these tonnes the masculine particle is i- or e-.
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English. Somali. Turkana. SUk.

. y.

S. Karamojo.

I die Dintai Atuana Kame Atuana
I drink Abi Amasi iiluwan Amasi
I drank Amataiion Kwluanu (omutu Amatanen

= yesterday)

I drank not

.

Ma abiu Nyanyame Ma manye Mam emozi
I eat WaSuni Anyama Ane kaman Enyami
I eat not ... 5Uni mayu Kepoto tanyama Abkana kiama Mam enyami
I give An asin Nyesberu Ane k®k®nin Ainagine
I givetheo... An akusin Ainas K®tetan

>» iyofi

Ainak Kotenan
I gave him .

.

An asiye Kotanan (?) Nyese ainagine
I go Wa tSgSya Al®t Kgp6 El®zi
I went An ntggg Kilusiswa Kak®peca (?) Al®<ti, el®zi

I kill them .

.

An adil?e Aran (?) Kaparan (?) Arion
I know Wa togai Ayeni Ongetan Ayeni
I know not.. M® ®gi Nyayeni ao Mongetanye Mamu ayeni
Thou lovest

.

Ada ajel Acamet ficaminyi Taicamet
We make ... Wa samen Kesobake Kiyeca Kilemane borl
We say Wm or^n Kibalaytia Kelentec6 Kiriiar®

We sold not Ibin men® (sold) Nyakakparan Kame one nieci

He stinks ... Wa oreya Auri Kutoi Eb5tt

He steals ... Wii hadai Ekok®lan Gorin Ekok®lan
They laugh

.

Wa yosleyan Ekiy® Koguror Akieni
You weep ... I dinku wa ®esan Kalwme Kolocan Agw
Whyartthou Mahai Kainet erua Kigword idowa.

sleeping 1 . ®salianayan (you).

Where did

he go*? ... Hagu tgg^ ? Kewe niono Elodi ai ?

Who comes

in ? Ya s®gale Nai ilodi kai ?

What do you

say? Mahad lodai Ebalayayi ?

How do you

make palm Aiiiked usamesa Alemune ai

wine ? yamri nagwie?

What shall Kimadi d®a ny® ?

we drink? Mahain uabi ? (Drink we what?}

When art

thoucoming? Hadmadim^n? Ebuni ori ?

Give me
food ? Sorissi Yawake moiy*

Cut me a

small stick Q\ yer ijer Etube ebel adit

I want a Wahan d®naya Amuni gidi

little stone dagah yer ©k® (®q®)
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English.

Vhich (fowl) will you give

me?

le is inside the house

['he birds flew away
ie is taller than I

The parrot screams

?he rotten tree falls

]Jan you see me ?

sTo, I cannot

Somali.

Tejad dede yadissiu ?

Akai ka gudilusa kfijira

Simbr ti w'adwse

Issagu waega deri yahai

Kasuku idi wa kaelinesa

Ged ki jelesana dii;

Maye arkaisa ?

Maya
;
didi

S. KAKA MOJO.

Yeye kcoko) auare ?

]!?ale olei nakini (tliou hast

two fowls), ATC.

Ayeye aqai

Abelekeret a})ora)

Anu uviiana iyoh cd])o] i [ am
short, thou art tall)

E<tiemi ayou '?

Mamu acamet



MASAI. NGISHU.
KAMASIA.

BAEI.
DOEfiBn.

NANDI.

Masai is spoken in Naiposha (Naivaslia) district, and mucli of Masailand.

JJ'gisu is spoken in the Gwas’ Ngishu plateau.

Baei is spoken in the Bari country, on both sides of the White Nile.

Nanbi is spoken in Nandi, and with dialectic differences in Sotik, Lumbwa, Kaindsia-

Elgoiny', Elgeyo, Mutei and Sabei
;
in short, between North Elgon and the vicinity

of Lake Naivasha. [In the vocabularies, (E.) after a word indicates the Elgoiny'

(Elgon) dialect, and (L.) the Lumbwa (Sikisi).]

Kamasia is spoken in Kamasla, the Avestern part of the Baringo district.

DoEwBfii) is spoken by the wandering Andcorcdbo tribe in Eastern Africa. They inhabit

the Baringo, Slik(?), Nandi and Mau districts, and parts of the East Africa

Protectorate.

English, Masai. Naip. Baei. Nanbi. EamIsia
(TCkbn).

DoEoiBo).

Ant Endirango

Esemenja

Gasori Ta§a Pirejik Kimetet Luisusu

Termite ... Iriri Olosai Kona ToiyA

Terrgrg (E)

Embarnut

Antelope

—

Temnyeg®-Hartebeest Orkorikor Olguseroi Lcaba NyogSswa
set

Bastard

hartebeest

Gazella

Ebulelgutet

granti ...

„ thoM-

Olw^rgas Eriombut

Boni ... El oili El oiH

Kudu 01 malu Iriombut Oriombut

Eland Ilsirwa Bagba ' Sinuitd Sinoitd

Bushbuck

.

El muingu Kabo) Parkutel- Saramat

yande

Beedbuck

.

Erongo
1

1

Bore Iruguttie Erugutian •

det

Waterbuck Babu Kisomere Yapwano-
riat

Cdbus Olgipulugen

thomasi

Oribi Amptia Poinet Poinet

918
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English. Masai. ISTgisu.
>

•

Bari.
|

i

Xaxdi. Kamasia
(tckkx). ;

DoRo>Bco.

Antelope

—

Madoqua ..

Rhinoceros

Giraffe ...

Pallah

Oryx
Roan ante-

lope

Dnyker ...

Sunu
ilmuiny'

Ladokira-

gata

Oltarawit

Embutuwin

1

1

Endarawit

1

!

1

Kuri

1

!

j

Tewiretiet 1

Ekonde
Torewetiot

E Konde

Arm Engaina Engaina Kani : Ewiit, Eiit

(sing. Eiinek (pL)
Exit Wisto,

Rubeito
Arrow

Ass

Ambai

Os sigiria

Ambai Lawe Kotett

Kotiek (E)

Kote

6iyiie

Erutuet

Mwuk

Axe Ndcollo Ndo)llo Tullu Aynett

Awnek {id.)

Aiyuet

Baboon Olqaldes Lwtimi,

Lwtini

Jomitdl; McoSo)

Mcosconik

01 lotim Moset

Back
Banana

Engoiion
j

Olmaisnri
\

Engorioii

Bojtoite

Ividir Patet

Motot
Pate

'

Sowet

Beard Olniiinyei ! Olmunyei Kupirr Tainnet Tamne ^Tesiemdo
Bee Lotorok Lotoro Tceu Saganiek

Sakamek
Sagainek Sagainek

Belly jSTgwsoge P616 Moyet Moe i Moet
Bird Mot(onyi Tere’t Motonda

Motoh-

wek (pi.)

Giasambut

1

Kiabsainbot

Blood Os sargei As-sarge Rima Korotik Korotik Korotik
Body „ sessin

Q essessinw
1
Os-sessin Mugunyu Porto Porto Porto

Bone Oloitw

Eloik (pi.)

Oloito)

Eloik 0?;.)

Kutyu
Kcoy<o(pl.)

KOwet
K5ek(^ji.)

Kowet Kawet

Bow Angawu Angawu Dahga Kuahget

Kweanda
Koianda Kuianda

Brains El ogoinya El ogoinya Kwnyet
(L)

Kondet Gunyutiot Gunyutiot
Breast Qr rogo>

01 kina

01 kina Kina^t

Kina’ (pL)

Kinet

Kinaek(^^.)

KindSt Murungiit

Brother „ lalashe

Angargenna
Loha Semico Kitubkie

Kitupce
Kifiargenna Tubed



VOCABULxlEIES 915

English.
;

!

Masai. S'gisu.
1

Bari. Kandi. Kamasia
(Tuken).

DoRwBo).

Buffalo !

1

01 fi)sci)wan,

:

„ oisfi
{

i

j

i

Makorr Soet SumS El goiso

Buttocks ...
i „ gurttm > 01 giras

j

Puna nyu Sugulundd Suet Kerejiie

i „ otcBiiyekei 1 Kweitiondet
!

1
(i^)

Canoe ;
Emboyuwet Kibo)

Cat
!

Ambarie Ambarie Bagbfije Kiptuswet Keleleit^

Kelele

Osembet

Cattle STgisii Eilgi^u Kitcu Twya, Ceca Ta>ya, Ceca

Bull : 01 Siioni L’eiioni Kirgit Kirgit

„ (white) .

'

„ Snoni

Spor

Bullock '

„ giteu

Chief
:

Embatian

01 aitorieni

Lagwainani

Gorr

SToro,

Kiruagindet Kirnoginde Kirnogindet

Child i

i

Eukarai Lakwet

Anget

Lakw8 Lakwet

Alokbtit

JTaji {pi.)

Cloth
1
Anafika La?ba)(skin) Anget Anget

! Bongo Ngorie (L)

Colobus
1

01 goroi Weji Koroft Koroit Koroitet

Country
|

Ankop'’
i

j

K^dji Koret' S’ohonyg

Sioin

Jfwonyut

Cow 1
Efigeden

1

Eu kitefi Kiten Tetaigwoget Teta nawai Teta nawai

i leboh 1 Kitcu ipl)

Kiten duma

(?)

„ (milch).

Crocodile ... El ginyan Kinyo)

Teta kigei

Ktiibuie Kuibuiet

Date palm .

.

0’ sosian Wail Sosiondet Sosiondet

Day Ongollon

Emuto
Kawarie

Kawarie Kwadje Kemboi Kemoi Kaic, Pet

Daylight ... Damma Damma Paran Pet P§t

Devil 01 oiyirwa

„ niana-

Ninyira

MuMka
Musiot Kagom§
Musnek(p?.)

! nani
i

Doctor
1

„ leiboni 01 leiboni
1

Orgoyo lai-

(medi- (medicine- bon (medi-

i cine-man') man) • cine-man)

Dog i „ dia 1
. Diuh Seset Seset Noktd

Eldieii(«^.)! Sesenek(m.')

1

1

i
STwkta (L)

Donkey i ' • Kaino i
1 Sigiriet Sigirie



916 VOCABULARIES

English. Masai. STgisu. Bari. Xaniu.
Kamasia
(TCkkn).

DoUcalia).

Door Ekotoraji

Kiisugaii i

Kotokajf Katiimi Kuriiget Korkat Kurget

Dream Edatedata
i

Rube Kirndtin Kivue Omunyu
Drum Ululliil

j
Ululul Leri Getet Octet OetBt

Ear Ehgiok Eilgiari Cuat Idit

rtik (/-?.)
'

Idit Itit

Egg 01 mossori ; Ol-niossori TorB Koita, Koik Koita

ipl)

Kpwetonek

Elephant ... 01 laucjaiiia
|

01 lanq[aina
i

Tome Peliot

Peliondet L
t^eniandet,E

Pelioiide 1 idiot

Excrement.

.

Kgik (of

men) i

Modi (of
;

oxen)

Ngik

(of men)
Mo<ti

(of oxen)

Dohd Biek

Piek (L)

Piondo

Piek

Piek

Eye Angofio
1

iSTgoinyek

{pl)

Angofio

Ngoinyek

{PD

Kdnyen
Kone {[il)

Konda
Konyak( ///.')

Konda Konda

Face Ngomom Ngomom ; Ninyera

; Komon
Toget Toget Togoita

Fat Eelata Eelata Wele^ Mwaitfi Mwaita Mwaita
Fear Kuret Knjwni Koris Tinwe Kuret

Finger Orgimo-

jinno

!Morin iMornet

Morek
^lovne Morndt

Fire Ankiemma Kima Mat Mat Mat
Fish i2singirri Tcwmot Isuco Kariyfin Kaoy«:*

Foot Engaijo M<oko't Ivendo,

Keldo

Keliek,

Keldie(L)

Keidd Keidd

Forest En dim Mudi Timdo Timdd Timdd
Fowl El ugiingu Tcokore Xgokiet Xgokiet Xgokiet
Ghost Otopi'ywo(T} 01 oipi Atwan Miisiot Kagome Kame
Giraffe O’Ncolenyok

Ladokira-

gata

El jana

marai

Olado-

kiragada

Kurri Tombes

I

Toinbesie

; !

i !

1
i

j

1

!

Goat Enginne

Ndare(flock)

Kine
;

Artet

! Nego (flock)

i Artet

Ney6
j

GScdfc

God Afigai Diko)? Parak

Tororat (L)

Tororot Kopta

Grass Angcftdyett 01 kwjetd Kudi’t ' Susuet Siswe SusuS
Ground Ngulubwook K4

i

N6n<»nyek

liiwoiny’(E)

JTw^enwen

,

i

Sfwniyek



917YOCABULARIES

Enough. :masai. SoiSLT, Bari.
1

Nandi. KamAsia
(Tuken). DORcoBft).

Ground nut Lcodwa -

(ruinea-fowl Ngeresure Tapinu
i
Tergfeiat

Diriandet

Tergekiaii Tergekiat

Gun Entiol
i K^J
Bundukiija i Mat
Kipia

i atcombe
Giptulie Kibtulet

Hair El babet Kupirr Sumgik
Putek (E)

Sume '

Biitellc

Hand Andajr' La m«nya

.

Keni
Bubei

Bubeita

(L, E)

Bubefit B<»tiet

Head Andogoya Kiiwe Metit Metit Medit
Heart Elkipiu

;
Monyen
Teli (breast-

bone)

Puonik

1 Puoniondet

(L)

Puonik Puoniet

Heel Endiidunyu Bfioltokwa lo i Gutund6

mokut
Gutund6 TutundO

Hippopota- 01 maqau Yaro Magasta Mayauta Magauta
mils

Honey Annalfu Tceu Kumiat

Kuml (L)

Kumiandet

(E)

Kumiande Kiimniandet

Horn

Horse

Mo)warak

Mbarta

Ofnvara

Ongbwara
Kiiinet

i

KiiinSt Kuinet

House Afi kaji Kade Kot

Kota (E)

Kdt Kdt

Kuu'xor 01 laineyu Magorr Bubet

Putto (E)

Pusto Nemeut

Hvena

„ spotted. 0\ onad-

yenne
Gbord, Baro Kimaget

Kimagetiet

(L)

Magadiet(E)

1 Abeye
i

1

Abeyet

Hyplujfc.*ne

palm 01 tuqai i Getit

Iron Seiigenge
;

Will ' Magararia

: Segengeit

Tabokwe Tabokwet

Island Laxnaiigaile ; Tikan

i

;

Koriot Ku kwem-
beit

Momiwek

Ivory Elalla

longek

Elalla ol

dome
Kala

[

i

!
Keldet

i abelyot

„ -abelion-

! . det '(E)

Keldet

abelyot

KM



918 VOCABULAIUES

English. Masai. Ngisi'. lUui. Xanoi.
K A.MASI A

rrcKEN).
1 b

Jackal Es suyan r

Knee Afigono Koho Kibsor

K ibserit 1 1j

K ibserit Utnfnbi

Knife 01 laleni Wale Kwtua

Kfotuet (L)

r.wtuet

Kwtue iiotnet

Lake Tcupire

Leg Eugeju !Mokot Kelih'.t,

Kendo ( El

KeldtU Catet

Leopard ... 01 liiwa- 01 luwar«n. Kokil Yalduuget Yablnhget ^rvlilda

rugori inara Merindd (E)

Lion 01 hathin Kamiru i latiin (letfuido Notiunb')

Lips An gotuk Kott*) Kojtet K6>te Otft

Magic An talafioi Embanit Emani Pond it Pondit Tonit

Maize

Male
El paiyek El baek

T.alet

l^'k Vvk

Man 01 donani, Noto Oitd Cit«»,

Men El tonaria Pik I’ik

Meat Ngiri Lokbre Pendo Pendo Pendo,

( liam/hgiani
Monkey An naiij- W'edeki, Kererct Kereret Toigotet

Moon
kotuk Weji 8ibondit{K)

01 laba [jtL Yapa Arawet Arawet A ruwet
Labaitin)

Mountain ...
! 01 doinyo Mere Tulnet Tuliict Till not

El doinyo, Tiilua

pL Xagainet

Month Eh hejep.

01 oisotu

01 hejep

( h)

Kaliap

Mesit (E)

Naliep Neliepta

Nail (of fin- Modjine 8iyet Siyet Seyet
ger or toe)

'

Saiyet Pundd ( E)
Name i

» (my) ...
j

Ah garna Nadi, Kare
;

Kainet Cito Kainet,

Citd

Em murtn
Kare nya>

Neck 1 Muru’t
1

Kadet
i Kadet Katet

Night i Kawarie Kwaadje
|
Keinboi

:

Kemoi Koiinen
Nile

!

Eh gume
j

Tcupire
ii

Nose
1 Kume Berut

!

Serut Serfit
Ox i Eh gisu Kitefig

1

(see Cow) i

i

1

! Teta
:
Teta

„ (white).. 01 giteh

oibor

Palm wine Ennaishu Yawa
;
Maiyek Maiyuek

j
Komiat

or mead...

Parrot ......

Na inoqa

i Lokwe?
i

i

i
,

.



English.

Penisi

Pig

Pigeon

Place ..

Rain ..

Piat

Rhinoceros.

River

Road
8eod

Sheep

Shield

Sister

Skin

Sky

Sleep

Smoke

Snake

Son..

„ (my )

Spear

Star

Stick .........

Masai.

En jabo

01 bitirr

VOCABULAEIES

Seisr.
, Baei.

919

! Ro>

Uri

Nandi.

Pertet

Medit

I

(glans)

I Butiei

IVAMASIA
(Tuken).

Kebebe

Butiei

. En turkullu

!

j Lokwar'
1

Butieita (E)

1

Ceptuget Ceptuget
. Augob Kafc

! Koret Oret

. Attasha
I

Eret (E)

Ku Kiiddu, KArwWl Karobon
! Xgai Ro>bta(L,E) Koroita

. Nderwni Midzb
I

Muriat Muriande

. Enmny'

' Muriaiidet

(E)

1

. Ehwaso Eg\va«o
1 Golio Oinet Oin^, Uosto

E'gwaso

. Angoitoi :Kik6 Oret OrS
. El teuyat

i Keseranek Kagorr

. Eugerr
! Kabitio)

Seret (E)

Mehgit Mengit •

. El one
1

Puku Lonet Lonet
. Ahganai^ihai Tsa serni<i> Cebt6 nigi- Kitupce

, Erulaban Berikot

tupce

Mayatet Mayat^r

. Ahgai Augatambo Diksk
Seret (E)

Polik Folds

. Endya Enjw Toto

Poldet (L)

Pondet (E)

Aguruye Engeok

. Eniburuwo, Kaijurwt

GorCi (E)

lyetd, lyeto

Ruondo

lyet
El burro

; ! lyet (L, E)
. 01 la.sorai Mhnnil j Ei’enet Erenet

^
i :

. . Ehgarai Eh karei :

j Erenik (pi,)

: Noru nya
j
Lakwennu Lakwennu

- Engaraiai Lakwea na

nyu
' Os singoHo ;

'

^Y«let
' '1

Tiendh Tiend6
'

;
,

^

j
Nekwet (E)

, Er remet ? Embere Goro Notet Notet
I^kerr

J
El agerr Katserr Kaic^k Kogelek

Kece& (E)
,
- Eh udi

A'
.Kadinni . .1 Kiriikth Kirnktd

, \

./Eh.usidm'---!:
'

A'
Kiroit6(E)

'

^

:

' 7

‘ • ^ i" '

:'
.v - A;'''AA

DoEcaBw.

Barbet

Cawoyet

Sorgoit4

Noinyut

Karobon

Moriandet

Pek

Oret

Seseranek

KecSt

Lofiet

Kipttibce

Mayatet

Robta

Orue

Diet

Erenet

Lakwet

Tiend6

Ndtet

TabSek. :

Giruktd

'-25 V



920 YOCABULARIES

Englisb. i
Masai.

;

Sfoisu.

j

i

j

;

Stone
1

Os soit ! Ks soit

Sun ' Augoloii

Tear Legiyo El giyo
i

Testicles ... El clerege i

Thief I
01 oborixo ,

01 abur6)ni

Thigh I En gubis

Thing
i

„ dogi
|

Ent^ki

I

Dflogitin, ‘pl!\

Thorn
i
El giok& : 01 kegwai

; „ gigaret .

Tobacco
j

Or gumbao

!

To-day ' Taata ;

Toe jEl gimojinnol

! „ gimojik^i.;

Tongue i
01 ehejep

Tooth : Walale El lala

Elalla, pL ;

„ molar... Entakolla
;

Town or Manyata
'

settlement
|

(warriors’)|

Augan !

(tribal)
|

Tree 01 jata

Twins El mau

Urine En golak

Vagina

War En dyore

(or Jore)

^Varthog... Olgiiya

Water Efigare

Whiteman . Lesuhgu

Wife Engetok
En geduai

Bari. V ivTti K A STASIA

,
(Ti-kkn).

OnRojllo

STurupi Koita Koitu

Kofik ipf.)

(.Iota < El

Koitii

Kolon Asesta Asesta Asestn

5soletd Po-ya| »-ko ]\‘-yap-ko

Nwgit (E)

( laivt.-t

Toluto • Buguik Oolgvlik

Mfigiiyot.

MiiguikiEi

Dolgelik

Kohinit Corindet Coiiiule

Kuliesta Kuliesta

Avow

Sonyo

*\ita \ij)

.Kitb Duguk
Gito (E) Tuguk

Tugfik

Kikwa Katet Katet Katet

Taba Tumbato Tumate Tunmtet

Ameruii PuO nerani Koimen
.Kwjw nirawt
! / It’ i

Wfi

Torela

1 Uii,;

;

Moret Morne Morek

! Nyedep S'elyeta lSrelie]>ta

;
Jselye]da

ANfesit (E)

Nelieptii

i Kala : Kelek Kekle Kelek

i

j

Kadji

!

' Kaita

i

Kaita

Kadinni
1

Kietit
1

Kitit i Ketet

Yunwa
: Saraiuek

j

LOgwegoen
: !

^ Moisiek

Morek
Kwla

;

Sukusek : iSolek

; Mfi>go>let i Mfi)gtt)let

STolek

i JTmweru

j

Meru
or^ Luget

i Lug^

1

Lug^St

Udziiga
1

Toretj Tora Toret
1
Tomda

Pin iPek,P^ga(E); Pik
;
Pek

Latorr
}

Musungu 1 Combek
;
Musun^

i'Wate
.)
.Korket '

• '

| Korg^
'

Korget

I^akwa, nyo. rB;6rJ^iek(Li.]Sorufflek i

.(n^.ypfe) fKoi;g?MideO t.
, \



921TOCABrLAEIES

ENdLlSH. Masai. Nvusu. Bari. Nandi. IvAM-isiA

(TCken).
Doewbo.

Wind Es sessiwi ALasagut^ni, Kabiifio Koris Y’ome Korlsta

Kh :/ijabe (cold) Ik'omot (E)

(colii.)

'VVitcli i )1 labanani OMabanani • Emani Ponindot Poninde Or goyot

Woman • Wate Korgo Korgo Diebtb

youn.ij.

.

F.iidito Diet nadit ' Kiebtb

i
girl (little), (virgin)

Wood VA gC'k Kailen
: Kuenek Kuende Kuenek

Yam !

Year ()\ lari

Ei larim

Kiun Iwotet Iwotet Iwotet

Yostt*rday ... Nob' Am fit

Zebra ()1 huriko)
1

Sigiriet 01 loitigie Gelebet

One Obw im.\ ( releu
! Akenge Akenge

[

Agenge
nabo i f.)

Two Are Morek
1 Aeu Oeil Oen

Three Ojxuni w/oi. Afusala
, Swinw S®inok Somok

tm; { t\ )

Four 1 'fiwnn Nwan
, Allwan Anwan Afiwan

eonwan
Five Aluiet.iMdei Mukaim : Milt" Mut
Six Kile . Buken 'Lo,Kolio(IA L6 L6
Seven Nabiyifina Bnred Teissab

;
Tes.sab Tessab

Eisfht Isitit Biidok Sisi
i
Sisit Sisit

^iiie Nandw Boftwan Sokoi
;

Sokol Sogol

Ten Tomun i'uuk Tainan
:
Taman Taman

Eleven Tomoti obw Puoh oto
;
Taman i

Taman

geleii akagenge

;

agagenge

Twen tv ' Tidtain .
^lerah more Tiptem

1

Kutiptein, Tiptem

i Tiptem

Tbirtv Toninjii nni Pub meria Sosom i
Sosbm

musala i

Fortv Artaiii :
Meria uwan Artam

j

Artam

Fifty Onnoin , Pub ineriafi : Konom
i
Konom

nmkaua

Sixty .. otonion ) Bokol Bokol

Seventy «, oidkitam : „ akonom i „ akonom

Ei^rhtv ,, otomioni .. ; „ oen f „ oen

xn\l
1 ,

Ninety „ artaiii akaogoli „ aksogol

Hiiiidml ... lip Awidi ? Ppkol

1
. . 1

countless

Thpinwitl ... II} tompn . c.'ifetiapubk 1 Pokol' -
V; y;awidi'^^. V countless



922 VOCABrLAKlES

English. ^Lvsai. . BaK!. N \N!>L
Kam Ui.
(TC KKN

I, me Nano
^ Naln A I id And

Thou i Oye, ive Oh inyh hiye

He Elle Nadi N v*!'a'>

We Ivtak Ilifi At.vk Atevk

You Andai Nila ha .\kwf‘k Akwek
They Kolico Se kullu ('ll ( din

Others

All

Lekai

P%i, Boki Trdih Tokull

This man 01 douani elle . Nyr Id i “itniivi

That man 01 donaiii nyelde Nye hi It'Ui inji

This tree Enjata elle Kad Vii Kt*ti iivi

That tree „ anda Kuden paji'i Ketit neitn&i

My house Eu gaji ai Mede nyn Konv *anvu> Kodivu
Thy house

,, „ liniici)
,

Kadi 'u Kdt ap (*if<w Ko'we
His house ‘ „ lenye Katie afiadi Khny V.nyi
Our town Angah ah dur lika Kaita nyd
Your country Eh kobi nyi Jur lasd Kniein won
Their children „ gera ny^ Naji kah l..agwok

Bad Torouuo Anaron
eecua

Ya :

Female
,
Leboh Xakwan, (Afbioset. Kiabioset,

Good Seddai Sobilt

dunui

.\hnkbut

yuset

Mie

ydset

Karara

Great S:ipok Aihuna
Karain iK*

O! n

Little
1

K6te
i

Nadit
Megin ( E)

Miiuiih Minnih

Male
1

01 15
. Lnlnalet

Kisi<f I E)

Murel .Muren

White

Here
Black

Plenty

„ (many) .

There..........

Where ?

No,

Yes
I

Masai-

I

Eibor, epor,

j

Oibor (wi.),

i naipor (/,)

! Enne

I

Narok, orok
!

1
Kumok

Iddi^

Gore, kore
.

Aa ! Emme

Ara,;..

loi Masai

Muren
Xakwe Lei

Hilwa (E)

ix-i

iXi Yu Yfl

1

Alurwa Tui

Nyetoi (E)

Ta.i

1

Tore Cafi

(
(Jecaii

Gaft

Lodirr
;
Kejari

j

Pajd
;
Olin Yflu

Uagird ;Well
Nahtiban iAjeja

!

Ajeja

;..Mogu ayO'
;
Abo
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ExtSLISH.

I bving

1 conic*

I came

I come not

I clauco

I die

1 drink

I drank

I draidv not

I eat

I eat not . .

.

I give

I give you

1 gave him
I go

I went

I kill them

I know

I know not

Thon lovest

We make
We say

We sold not

He stinks ...

He steals ...

They laugh

You weep

art thou

sleeping?

Where did he go?..

^ OCABULARTES

Masai. Bari, Xandt. II
Eiiuni Aiao

*

Xan ju.jon Aibu Bofiu

Klwtn Alwtii po N iwne Xy®

!

Aiyowu

Me l*>tu Ma lu>tn „ ti: bwen Mo ny«nc* Mainy®ni

Ataranya .. IVjo) korc Katien Kotieii

Atwa ,, twan Ame Korii,Kaui^‘.

Atamata „ maiju Kile Kolu

Atoyo AtCDgO)
,,

Kasii
;
Kasir

Etu aoko „ ti maijn Macae : Maram ace

Eno>sa AiKdsa .. ayesii Awine

* Maseii

1

Kaani

Menos’
,, ti esu Marine !

Mavtoine

Kindyu, Ai^o „ tin Ak«uiu
1

Kag®nin

:

Killj’

;

Kinjo eye
!
Aij?o 'ye

‘ Jakwnin

ti gind<D Kak6>nin i Kayeg®nori

;
: ane

1
(?)

Kalo

Ai^ elle „ tin lape
|

Kakoji

: Ka;(®inn

1 Kokoci

;
Ai^mo „ Kowe

i
Kowe

Ai?om'
' « t®* i Kwowo

1
Kwowo

Kaar Kuli
;

Atara niiije
;
Na* rem

|

Kabar icek
1

Kabar ine

! ; lafehad
;

1

> Aiydlo)
'

Xan deden
|

Ar® (yar®, Ougen

j

Maiyolo)
1

?arw, kar®)i

5, ti den ! ^Maoiiget ! Maongen

1

Ainyorr D® dek?
1
Ac5me Ocomi

i Kintoberiwk
namu

j

Yi ik®k®n 1 Kioitoi Keioitoi

i
Kedyo) iya>k I Kedja) iyo> „ k®k®lia Kilena cek Koik-njoae
Kejo) i

1

Kimwoi (?)

1

1 Etu giinirift)

1 acek

„ akugbbral Magiwnacek Magionan
i Ekefm
1

Ettu Xadi
j

Samis Samis

Eburiyo Eburiyo

i
!

m®mon
j

Xadi kolanii Kacorr
Eburiifo

1
EkuAnni Kwekweni

\

Roiitus’ Eorori
' Ekwenni

1

(Ane nirore

j

Eshird ’ntai

! I 1=1 laugh)

JToro
j
Oo kinine Kairir (?)

Ainyo erora ?

i

!
:

gbwinyo
|

Dototonyo?! Kalia Kalia siru

Gaji Vnio ?

i. !

j

‘

:

! siinbair®?!

Sadi baen
j
Ke wan® ? Koi wand

atA>dai'
'
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English.

Who opens my
|

door 1

Who comes in? ...
|

What do you say ? !

How do you make
j

palm wine ?
j

What shall we
drink ^ i

When art thou

coming? !

Give me food
!

Cut me a small
|

stick
I

I want a little
|

stone
i

Which (fowl) will
j

you give me? ... i

He is inside the i

house

The birdsS flew

away
He is taller than I

The parrot screams :

I

The rotten tree
:

falls

Gan you see me?...

Ho, I cannot

That’s so !

I go

I go not

Thougoest .........

Thou gOest not ...

Masai. Krasr. Bahi. Xamh. K AM ASI A

CI’rKKx).

Ahaiel&jtu?

Ke.ifi iye I Idja iye

Enyontoberere

ntai ennaisu

na moka?
Enyokiokok ?

Kami paikiye

Ndyoge 'nda

Tuduhdge

ehQdigite

Aiyu ossoit kite

Gode luguugLini

anaiisoge nanu

Keti aji

Ei pirittyw el

inotonyi

Anado ato nanu
;

Eado te

I nan©

Iye aihorninu?

Emme maidim

Nesidya, neja

Han lajikwt

tuinit ?

X"yi lana Honi nywne Honi nycono

lulu fe.

Do ku liada?, He ua inye ! 1 le inenye

Yawa
takwaiida?

Hoto nieijii

naim !

. Do fo nanu ? K©iny©neau Kojiny©ne

au

Tikinnn On© am Piakegitoine

J

kinyo (./hoJ)

! Tuknki tore
i

Kehworeta

nanu

Nan dek

hurufit na-

dit

Do tin
;

dianan ^

eokore ?
|

Galad • Mite kot

donoto In’ Mite ulit.

kadi

Kwen
j

Kamwet
awiikan

|

oriti

Lo alo dio i Koi nendet

toiia
I

emone ;

kinankak;

Lokwek
biiiyd

Kodini

momon
adoro

Do darned

nan?

Nan ti bulol

Mi' kdt

Mi’ ulit

Kemi si nant!

j

Mwo muci ! Hetui (No!)

ane

Kowe ane

Ma© wendi

Kew’ enye
j

Mewendi
'...’hye-'
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AoniTlOXAl. W'oi-IBS AN]i> Sentences in Nandi.

es They know Inget iceke.

;

Come! Nyw I

i I know not Maonget.

io Thou knowest not ... Minget.

V He knows not Minget inne.

knowest ... We know not Mokinget.

ows Ye know not Neuyu mwonget.

low They know not Menget icek.

ow

Additional Words and Sentences in MasaI.

lip * Bring the old lady ... Awu andasat.

wn 1 Bring water Njwgi aiigare.

•wn I Elua.
j

I bought three slaves. Enj^anu essingan

It:..... Sommo I i I bought slaves

^ I
Awu

) ,

I Eayaki I

lat sheep Teyafia ol kirr

cl three ostriches Eatara ohole

erday I killed yesterday

essidai oktini.

ostriches three.

strich (is) haiid-

e : Elle essidai essnbai

is a) fine (one). . . Idde essubat.

up
!

Quick I . . . Esare sara

!

j (is) the road?.,. God’ angoitoi (or

Kod’ ongoitoi).

! (are) the Kod’ engetua? (or

len ? Kod’ aiioriok ?)

Iderly woman . . . Ariorion:-'.

I Ainyo ?

: to sleep Aiyu nairora.

II Amwi.
fe is ill (lit is ill Emwi eiigitokai (also

my) pron. eiigitoyai).

fe is dead Atwa engitogai.

is dead wife my.

it to seek Aiyu nanuraji oi-jani

icine .7 tvani to seek the medi-

cine (lit. the tree),

fe is pregnant... AtOmotaehgitayai.

dfe has given Etoiyi en^tokai

a (to) a child angar^.

r (an important

lyMdsaiwoinan) An dasat.

I brought home a

wife

I shall come to-

morrow

Thou wilt „ „

He will „ „
We shall „ „

5» »J J’

They,,

Who is coming ?

What are you saying

.

AVhat is the coast man
saying?

I say

Thou sayest

We say

They say

I finish

Go away to-day and

come to-morrow v*.

ogiini.

three.

Aturigwo) engitok

I bronght a tdfe

tanga iieiiye.

home here.

Nan el6>tu taisere.

I shall come to-

mOTTOtV.

lye elcatu taisere.

Nenye „ „

iy®g «

Andai „ „

Kollo elfi)bu or epa»nu

taisere.

Nai alwtu ?

Kedja.

Kedja alofombai.

Adyo) a-nanu.

say 1
Adyeo iye.

Kedjwiywk.,

we

„ kollo.

tlwy.

Edepe.

Sommo ataata
,

p’

go to-day dmd

conu
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Between Bolos or Polios

My brother is in the Eti ol lalasalui

house Is the hrnfh^' mfj

ajr>.

(in the) house.

Gently! Slowly! ... 'Aketi-’Aketi

!

Near Ktana.

The rain is near Htana pesanijai.

Thunder K.uurOi^ur 'ansxai.

Lightning ... i'wnh hngai.

Food Kuos.

Sali’tatjox

Q. Sojpa ? [Is it] well i

A. Ehwa (Ehpa) Well.

Q. Sa)ba or Stapa ol

baiyan ? [Is it] well, Elder ?

Q. Sa)ba or Swpa ol [Is it] well, young

moi'ani ? man '!

[1\» women].

Tagwenya efigetiia ! (/it. “laugh! ye

women
"

Ueply :

ol baiyan Well, O elder !



#

ACHOLI. JA-LUO (NYIF^VA). LANCxO on LUKEBL
ALURU. MAPI. AVUKAYA.

Aii'tfoLi is spoken in the Aeholi district, east of the Nile. [This name is written in the

book Acholi/' It is pronounced '‘Aeia>li,’* ‘‘Atsoli."]

Ja-lco (Nyifwa) is sj»oken in Kavirondo," the north-east coast-lands of Victoria Nyanza,

between Kavirondo Bay and Nzoia Eiver, and also to the south of Nyando Biver,

and along the east coast where not Bantu.

Lakgo or Lukedi is spoken in the Bukedi district.

Aluru is s}»oken in the country north and north-w’est of Lake Albert and west of the Nile.

>[Am is spoken mainly west of the White Nile, but also on the eastern bank, between

Wadelai and Dufile, and far to the westward into the Bahr el-Ghazal region and the

waters of the Weile-Mubangi.

Avukaya is spoken in the district of that name near the Nyara-nyam (Makarka) country

and Mundo.

English. Acholi. Ja-luo. Lango
(Ltjkeoi).

Alitru.
j

Madi.
j

'

I

Avukaya.

Ant Kudini Mwre Katalanu !Oba
I BS

Termite ... Nwen
White ant

.

Okwk, nwen Nwen Onya

!

dt26

Antelope—
Hartebeest Mugeyo
Eland Abvuri Amucen i Aforra i

Bushbuck

.

Bwda Akal
I

1 Leba
i

Eeeclbuck . |

Vore Aderet j Bore
Waterbuck

j

Apoli
j

Irugut Apori
i

Lebi

Pa Hall
1

i Siho
1

Hippo-
\

i

j

i

tragm,. Ria) Ek<ari
1 Kurri{?)

Colics
1

Enyimira

„ thoniasi jTil
1

Leza

Daimlu-
j

;

cm ; Fura
)

Miem
*

Kundro i ,

!

Lirtim- \
5

1

1

tragus \
>

1

'

.

j

' "

spekei Ic® J Ematet QzuIAu
Ape .........

f
i

i . Kni ’.ArTUg^v:':;-,,;

Colobus .

-
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KX(iLISU.

Ann

Hand
Aitosv

A^^s

Axe
Back

Baboon

Banana

Beard

Bee

Belly

Bird

Blood

Body

Bone

Boras.s, palm

Bow
Brains

Breast

Brother

Buffalo

Buttocks ...

Canoe

Cat

Cattle

Bull

Chief

Child

„ small

Children ...

„ female

Cloth

Country ...

Cow

Crocodile ...

Bate palm,

,

-wild ......

At'H'U.l. .lA'S.ro.
I.ANOm

' LrKVM r
A\ J VA'. Mmu.

Vmi

Bada

liat 1 »a I

Bar ari»'

1 >t !

Sin^v i in ; Qw -

arnj

Atrro Aseri

Kainyiuui

Vat \UVn K

Lo \A Tfriiu

Piera 1 ’'gtira)

Biiii

Par 1 ! i < >aii

l.oiv

Labcalci) Uidtci)!® Abudai Ikt-Vu!®

Tiga Ylr Tiio* Atikct Tlb'i

Kl Klty* Kir- Kt!i- Lan> 11

lya Kity- fyr* lya Ma:ri

Winyd Wenyo WiiiVo Ariiii^i

„ ainini

Bern Cl) Remo Heiuu lienn.) ArD
Konia Derula K«*in Kwina Bii: Mam
flcDgO) CW® SwgO)

i ®

StrtgO)

tido

Xufi

Itu

Atum .\trun Sol .\tuin Osu
Niet Obwong<j .\driuj Nb‘t rd/.r

Tunu Tunu Tun® Tuiui Wii

Oiiiera Qwadwa ^^'ad^va Nyauu’ra M mini pi

Jubi Jui J®bi .Iwbi ( )drii

Teva I'iera 51^ fiin Tore Xolvklri

Veya lyie Yede Igbcij

Ogwan agwanga Ajafui rhona f )io)

Diau Maiieri

H®at

inatiion

Diafi Dian Tien

Mold gw

iToii Ton Kuut Ton : Adjfi

PiUOt = 1

i
Ok pi =

king !

sultan

;

Latin Nyate Katen
|

]..atin ! Bara

;

1

'

i
i

i Baraiigwa

Baronzi
.

i

i

I

Baradinizi
Bono Lab®

1
Beru

1
Abono, hark

Bongo
1

Bongo

Pat®, Pae« Piny’ Penyi
i

Tua . El (gji)
Min Diah Dian

1 Dian Diau
I

Tien dre

Nyaa
Manen {pi.) Min diau iTidi nizi,?
Nyan', Akinyail Xyan Eyi'','

Otet Kud®
'

.

A VTK

hri

K;y;'}

t)-u]r

L'iiuilu

Tili’ni

Apr
A
Arrwn

.\v»;

Aniani

I:A\a

.Vudri

(‘su

CiniO

Iki

Aiwadr

: Dm
Alniiii

;
Diokok

Tiandn

;
Opi

I

Kninu

; Mva
i

i

f

I

Bongo

i Vft)

I

Ti andr
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KNtajsn. AriroLl. Ja-iauk LxSiio

( LuKElUk
AL^iil^ Mai>i. Aytkaya.

Day Kiau Xdalo Kieh

*

Diewor : Ini Xg®tei

Dayii^i'ht ... Tieno

Devil .Fog .Musango Wenyo Jok OrrT A,\'ori

1)0.1.^ ( rudk ( Jucok Giiok Gunk Otse Gke
iiii, ¥

Doiikev Kiina Kana KainO Kanyer

Door I )t>gola ])r>t Kika Kika Kotr Zoti

Dream l.eli YeklK*) Leko Yutft) Orobbi Abiabi

Drum Bvfil. Acorr Turn, Bui = Bill Viil Leri : Leri

ikingV)

Ear Ira iti Ite ;
It :

Bi Bi

Egg Tougweno) Ton gweno
1
Ton gweno

,
Ton gweno ! Ubele All bu

Eleitliant ... idr* Lietc
;
Liess

;
Liess Lea Onzego

E.vcrement.. Khet Kiet i
Kiet

i Ciet ;Ze :Ze •

Eye W’aua

'

Wan 1 Wau
1

i

1

Wana
I

MI
Alami (pi.)

iNifi

Face Kwok Waha
j

Wume i Wume Qri ; Nibale

Fat Mila Bor
1

Dd^lo) Ad® :i>o

Father \V"<»ra ! Papa Ui-u Ata , Ata

Fear Iludr Kirni i Yen •! Luru
j

NyurT (?)

Uri

: firi

Finger Gin Luwedu
1

fSiii > Sin Dilimbi (A>^. Driinbi ; ma-
1

1

1 »

Afadilimbi)
:

2^-

Fire i Halt’
;

Mate’ Afaty’ Maty’ Aiac : Alac Atci
;
Aci

Fish
;

Retc * :Retc ; Rgc E?bi Ebi

Foot , Tiana Tat tielw ‘ Opuny*
j

Tienda i’tl Ambap®nyu
Forest Tim Bunge Bun 1 Tim

:

Ai Gma
Fowl : Gweno Gweno Gweno ; Gweno AYi Aii

Ghost Tib<a Jucogi i Dzi 1 Jok Bali linri Odal ’endri

Giraffe Aduco-duo) ;

Goat Diel Diel iDiel Diel Inri
;

Nri

» iz>>¥

God Jok Kiefi Zok
, Jok Eri madi-i Qri

Grass Lum Lum Lum
! Lum Aise

1

Gma
Ground ' S'ora Lo)

;

Ldl>d
; Norn V® 1

A^®

„ nut
.
Ful Kalini

I

Alaido
j
Ful Surunboiidii Seremwendi

Guinea-fowl Awenu Awendo
I

AoamVL
1

Aoendfi) Opi
Gun Mundiiku

;
Bunde j Iduku ! Attim Buridtikiiya XIsu'''

Hair • Yerr Yh^dtc’ ; Yerr
;

Yukwit Bi Dribi

Band
1

Gina : Tatu
I

Isifi
,

'

i Siii Adu Dri

1

Yom^ pi. : luwedcD i

-
.

'

•

' .

'

r':.

" ' '

Head
;

Wiya
'

'
' Witc s Wits I'Wic A:';

Afadri ,

Heart.....
j

Kin hya
;
Aduiidu

1

. A i

JxidundeV ;Gg®
L-;, '."r

|:Cm"iy4' -.1
"A

f ih^spitriS lite^he H^ish'^wbrd'''f;:w - ^Vv.'’livA'AA
-''.'I .
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.1 Ai, rni . Mavl AvrK.vvA.

Ikel Of n\
•

u'.n i;f Ul!>‘ Ma

Tnr.> Ihli Kiuirr lino H uibi Arua

Hoi.ty Kit M «.ir kin- Mokit.' Ki Liinyri .\pr

Horn Tnur T^m Tuu Titni!’* 1 a Jo

Hoisv? Kap'.i Kill <*

Housf* At Oi i>t Dzo .h!•.». i iifo

Ainazuu,

Huiiirer Kr*t’ Kite, kk* iuts K Abiri Lob*

Hvina r/iuari < hidicgi r\liek Nn Ml if Labta^H

Iron f..fla Xyiiiyw Nyemyo ^y;l Odin Iowa

Ireland Xrim (.*ula <b»ro .Vfigopvveri

Ivory Lag^iiet Lak Uec Lake Hess IXik fiiec 1 .ea nisi X/.es?o si

Jackal ......

Knee Teona C’ohga Son (k>figa .Vdyfi Bii'"'

Knife
.

. Pala Pala Pala Pala Hi Lig®

Lake Nam
Leg . Tiena (,)g\vak Tiel Batnba Ptl Ibiba

Leopard . Kwat, ' Kuatc Kwilts Kwats 0?dw Ak=fge

Lion . LabuOr Bibui* Nu Umbovo Kbi Kilini

Lips . Doga Dr>k Bog Doge Ti Ti

: Mati (pi

A

#

Lungs
1

Obto ,

Magic .. Latal Ya Juok . KadziAvok Jok Ole IDie

Nawi (good
[

I

iiiedicine); !

Maize Anyuage Gdwma
j

Nyuage 1 ..Anyuage \ Xbwenui
Male •• •

j

i

1 Ago Ag®
Man '*

i

Dano Dano 1 Dane 1 Dano i Ba (person) Iki
;
Dede

! Dan\ pi.
1

Dzi, pL (people)

Meat ..
i
Riii<i«> 1 Riri<» Bin® Bin® Iza i Awa

Monkey...,'*•

!

Ayom i Oherr Ayom i Anyero 12ya Ndolu
Moon ...

1
Dui

i
Diiwe Dag j Dwi laba i Imba

Mountain

,

... 1 Got G5t Kidi Got Gbl ! Uni
Mouth ... ...

i
Duana Dll,l Bog 1

Doga Gbara
|

Tiele
Nail (of hn- Lu^ra Koguno Duet

1

Luet Tso xvra
j
Ony®g®

ger or toe)

Name NgiM Nyin Nyiiie Nyifiga Ru.
1

Eu
Neck i

Nut Niit
.

EmbS
i

Embela

T«k asnape.

Night...... Wprr iJtiehu Tieno Dieworr Ini Ngwtiji;,'

. Darkness

.

Mudfii)
' Em kurWia#

Nile .......... Namu ; Heri
Nose : 'Uma- Um,.; ; -UBa.

'
• Dm..- .
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oil toil!!! ..

Ox 1 Hr*u

’ru.*n r ^ =

Paiui will*: KrifjM

Parpst

(*>in

iV Kul

ilirv'-'ii Ay’iWrr

ria.'it S'l’niiifn*

iiain lv»t CUf

Eapliia palm

Kilt t lyw

Ri%*er Kuhi

Boiui Wafi ay ft)

Seed

Shoe'p... Horiiw

Shield rkuot

Sister Laniera

Skin Del

Hi.k Koma
Sky pwlo)

Sicfcp ‘ Nino

Smoke . Iro

Snake ..... . 'ruol

Son . Xatin

8ong Werr

8i»ear Toil

8tai* l.aeer

Stick Yilt^ Lot

Stone Latin kkli s
Licii

Vi\\

Wn^n

K*niiurt*

K<"»t

ly{“*o

Aura

lyo)

f.atc inv

Hombo
Kuet

Xyamem
Del

Pien

Malu
Neiuio

Auendo

Yiro

Tue!

Nyatena

Wir

Toil

Sulue

L<i>t

Sun
Sweet potato

Tear

Testicles ...

Thief

Thigh.. .......

Thing:..*.....

Thorn ......

Throat

Tobacco,^,....

To-:day:'..-J-

Kieil I

Cieu

rtgwau iPi^S
; Ma.na, Tonai Li^o

’ Kw6

;: Li® .-

rOk^.';

LA>>*vn

(LrKi:iu.*

Diail t?um

Kofio

Sul

Kill

i JSIO

Abi-do

Kot

Ao lu:. Maui. Avukava.

Vuw Awa

Diafi tuon Ti

Kouo

Cul

Kul

Aknru

Bedft)

Kot

Tngo{')
Uy6»

'

t)yo>

pi Wall pi

lyffl
Wail ay©

|

Komo : Korombo

Kuat :
Kw©t

Katninerc i N4mira

Kota : Den kuma

Male P©1©

Nino i Abutu

;
Iro j

YTr©

Tnol
1

Tuol

; Katin
1

Nyatlii

' Wen- , 1

Miel, Werr

iTm : Ton

j
Easerr i Ser©

;
Abiro 1 01<Bt

iKidi }

Kidi '

: Kleh

i'Kisok
;

1 Pl^wan’
'

1 Min ,

i Jaka»^
• Inv.',''

i Gimoro

:
[Khdo -'vV.

.j'l>upl

' ri^dawa'.;;,.-! .

iKawhoim

.Ifiih-
, ;

Ofcwt^

.m’'/

Sieii

Klta

Pigwah

&V0»

Pin: /
ak<j>dd

Taba"/-' ;

Baha ^

.Ii;a

: Edi

fzo)

Lokwara

\
Ikodi

i
Iza)gO

ildre

Abbii

Leti

Miiku

Mamvcoti

Marti

Bu ;
Gba

Odu

Atsika

Inni

Mabara

Lorigo

Adzu
Lelego

HwS
B8

.

Oriongwa

Ita

Toro

Mindr&
oany&Ola
Ogu .

Lemi /
atsi

Ttoba

^fyaddra/,

; Kamuri
’ Mweiii

j

Bana

: Odra

i Ausa

i
IZfiD

i

Atubu

; Vfi>, Angffl

iOzS

lldregoj

Orfi>

Leti

Kabiliki

Mak^gg^
Amamyupi
Ruba

Bu
Idu

tni

Mva
Mamva (pZ.)

Longo

Aju

Miinini

Kaniva

Itii

Kabaya
ls[y.indre

umulu:.

Ogu

,%a;-

'Udl'-j

^Taba;"
, =.

'Anr®-.'
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E>’tiusn. Ataiot.i,

#

I.ANtO*

U.i'KV.i'i'-.
j;r. M.\m.

Toe T,aiitJ tiaita ! S'X \ t ‘.'i.'ii i

Tongue ...... ^t.‘I »a .ci\ Lcwii .i'hbt.'

Tooth Lnya 1/tk ;

„ canine

inolnr XyajHifi )ak

.ak Ul<A

To^vn Diekai Mierr l>i« k Til frw I-’.:;

Tree Yfit Vat Yiit I'wi' ; Xwi

Uxx.-

Twins Knt Qw^k [Jut IJm Kmvuri
Trine Lat katv'

Vagina Xoin

La>s i:iD r.iruc

AVav

Wart hog ...

\loiny' ijiefi

Njiri

YI .\ii

:

I!..). < )d> .'{

Tzuku
Water Pi IH Pi Pi Kyi
White man . Makwar; Min^ungu Muiui M uudu

makwar
Ika

Wife Dayo Kiega 1 hlkw Oak to l/.i

Wind Yaino,Kovti) Yaiuci) Kovoj Vian<o Kri

Witch Latfil,

Kadjiboo

Jajuok Kiiilxiwok Jajt»k < )lo

Wontan

„ young...

Nyayo Xyako

Nutu

Dak®

,, na = iiiy

X yaktw liuD.oii

Wood Yen Tyiln Yien Yeti lazii

Y'am Kayera
duofi

Ndagu QgO) lletfl

Year

Zebra

^Vau

I.agware

Iga

Kainyina

Kale Vra sel Ai

i

One Akiel Aciel Dek Aciel Alo
Two ; Arid Areio > Arid 1 AriO Erl
Three Adek Adek Adek

i Adek
;
Xa

Four Auwen i u-Vnwen Auwen
1 Aiiwen i Stt

Five

Six

Abi
i

Abi’cel

Abity’ 1

Awuciel ^

Kany’ !

Ape !

Abi
j
To)U

Ab siel ! Azid
Seven Abi eri6 Abergo Wuario Abi Yd Tiidieri
Eight Aboro Aburo; Wuadek

|

Abom Ait6
Nine Abonwen Ongaciel : Wuauwen

:
Abon Yn Dritsald

Ten Apa A.par Toipon ! Axjar Mudri
Eleven Apa wi acel Apar ga ci^i ' akiek Ajjar a cel l>ri n’al6

Twelve*.*..,
-

: ga r^yp
'

.T. .V '
,

-

Avtk \v„\.

Luitiiivi

Si

l.c'ti

< Kit e

AjiV^nile

Iauijvu

Xjy[atrn

Okw
Kagniua

(Ui

< )koinva

Iza

1 ^Of4i

Ayw

Loki

: Ak')

:
Iri

i
Nfi

iBti

;
Kji

.

'

' •

i Njikaxia

!
Njigeleri

j

Njidalatja

I

IXjidilensa

;|,>Mudn

I' Mudiidi



\ ( H' A lU hAMl

AvrKAYA.

Vh

rir.'.riA

liris iiAv'K

VlriilA

|1aka<‘ei

Mu»iin

MnMi im

Nyailita

Xyatli alfi>

ihiW luuiiii

Xvatiivi

31nd*iit«ft Mudiiiji

T.,ri. Nyaditra

T\\l< man .

That man

This true

That tree

My house

Thy honsF

His house

Their hou

Our town

. All

. In

, Yin

Wau
.. Vn

Vbln

hUnt

rdut

.. Dana em

Xyireen

,,
Nyirekyn

Hana cu

... YiVte en

Yatie^fi burr

Ot paru

... Otperi

... Ot pare

^es :

Diek ahva

I Bi ye t?)

Xate lie

An
In

lyiu

Wiin

Cn
Abiuo

Ultits

An
In

l>hi

Wstn

Un
< Wabiiiw

; Seke

Ma?e Ma

Xyejde Mina

Nyel! ('»)
Gfl)lana (1)

i Aniii Amanw

i Anye i

Ai»hio>

Anyeinu('?)[Ga)laena

Amakbfii
j

KSkero

IMu-en. Ui^lca i^ye^

Sateca iNen'danw
;

A'our |.bi>ev;

countr)*.,.!

Their ;

cbil lien... 1
Latin Paje

Bad iKSV

Beinale ....;. j
l>ie1

Good;. .•;•:•

yad en6

Vat ica

Gda
Odi

Ode fiane

Ndala wa
panva

Iturwa

I tindu

Ifiatef .

1 Madako

jToflgo'

Yat ene -

Yat iseri

: Oda !

;

Oilane 0)
;

Ode !

;Diek alwa
|

;
Empi ny®

Kitin abino

Rate ;

Dako
:

''Berr;''

Bupn .

5 uongo:

I
Anyi i

ag<“cli

,1

i %we na

I

Pjo mas^

j

Djo madrh

i X)j5 mdri'fi

IBadjobadrie

j Ei amaie

I
V® nyaie

Fed!

„ na .

Jci> maka

„ mikadi

„
amidridi

Ang®
amakano-

Ang®.
amikan®

Bani -badrie Va goleka

Unz^ Onzi

Jzi

, L®SO/''
^

'AdiiWy- :

^ '

Badi,i®sd,ia?' . i

"Amba
'
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English.

Little tiling

.

Male

„ child

White

Here

Black

Plenty

There

Xoj not

I am
1 bring

I come

. 1 come not..

I dance

I die

I drink

I drank

I drank not

.

I eat

I eat not ...

I give

„ not ...

I give you...

I gave him..

I go .

I went

I kill them..

I know ......

1 know not..

i see

Thou lovest.

VOCABULAIU KS

Acholi.
{lAKV.inl

Ai.nu'. Maoi. .VVCKAYA.

*
Tatli toro

Nyok ( Maricud Tmm -ii'w t atlix ) Agw
Lacok ( ?)

A’gfc)

ifatarr Ilacar.

Dtbo

• Tarr Ihgwe .Mvonive

Piny' Kfi Pinye l)i;a

Macol Ratiu 8ol‘ Inni Ninyi
Poh '

To)t
;

Diits

:

Ketu

j

Pona \miii

Kya ! Ca

!

Kiica Xene Ndalu Nalena

. Pe I pe

!

A

An ma

Okwerokd Alekko Malekkw,

,
Itiko)

;
An nakel Akello Medzira Ma jela

' Abino An abirw
. Abino Ira {mp.) .Mamu Ma nyadi

;

.

I Amiello

TTkanabi

Atugo)

Akweroko(l)

: Aliel

Mamu kd

Manga to

Ma nikw

: Atodo At6 : Ato !

;

Madrakpw Ma drata

Amarro Amado Amato Maxuvua
;
Ma mva

;

Wuramarro Mado
j

j

;

Ainvua

dxine

! Ma mvuta

: « ko
,
Ukaniado

i

Alamabino
|

raato

Amvu ka>
, MS mvu kw

1
Acamo

!
Aciemo*^ Asamo Ma nya

;

Ma nyala

j

Acamo ko : Ukanacam Alabino
i

Anya kw
1

Ala nya kw
same

Ami Arnica Mia i

i Akwera Ma fe

T,^kanami
I

Ami dw Arnica 5in Ameno in Akw’e nyini Ma fe ta

I
midri

Ami oborre Nyoro ^la fe ta
arnica se .

Wacirri Adio Ma nyimu Ma nya
A cirr Aiadi Amwa Ma galeta

’nworo adzene
AnSyo Anegoge Afu kpa

1

Ma u fwela
Aneyo) Aiieyca Anira Mweni
Aneno

i

Aneyo ko

,

Akia 1

1

i

Ani k® MweniW
.Qherca

j

••

1

Hera

' eatest ^ IciemOf\ . he eats «. Opmrnt:. ..

-



VVH'.A Bri.AUlEJ^

T,. .Maw.

W". *
\\ f' I'V, 'i fic . .

\\ c >k.v . <

V'

Wt-.cii - -

\\ t‘
''>'

.

\Va a
'tt' . > ..

..

Th-> b-jCe Any^5

Yiii; f"5 . -
•

Why iiVi

WVif-n.' 'h*! h»’ i:-'''
'

Wlst'i Cf-.tj'.f *:%(*

W!ia?. th'* -i'iv ?

H(.‘W th'*

lit." at’ti'v'* V.. ..ai-wnfi

wti dviJ^k

Wk-n iirt lliott omiiuj 1

(Uve no- tVftl

I'ui nic H

1 want a

Wlil-h \fnwb will yon

givt.- me 1

He i* isji'i'le tlie UoU'^! •
The bir.% tlew away

He i? taller than I.

The parrot .wrcams ......

The rotten tree falk

Can you sec me ?

Xo. 1 cannot

That s.-w?

.Matruli vwea

! Aina le jw.;®

W'v--

1
' A5i.y '-'V'-

Ai«adzt::a km

Kofigu

' ‘ i t ^ Qptn

if'iv ;

Xite hie inenkiimaho !

.•\ia tiikatiyi !
^

Xihauo tHW'ionjol

Xiwacafio'^

Xitem nacii koto I

|

Wafutwa ftiadano 1 1

,
IhiTBkarasiiw'l

|

'i Mieciemw; "
1

;
Aiiol lilt maciek i

Aduarwki di nuithi

;

qwenorhanadiiaawail-

;

nimial

j

Xie'flt

i

WeByoorengo

i
Uburolfieai

I Ka-sakaiyitak

j Vat motop ogore pill
!

i Xiii yaio “^“0

j

Uyo, Atua>

,



m

LOGBWAEI. MUNDU. MAKAEKA. LE^fDU.

MBUBA. BAMBUTE.

Logbwari is spoken in tlie district of that name, S.W. of the Madi country (Lobari).

Mttndu is spoken to the N.W. of the ]Madi country.

Makaeka is spoken in Umbio(?), near the Eiver Danga and the Gunguru country. It

is a dialect of the widespread A-zande or “ I^yaiii-nyam ” language, (Bahr-al-Ghazal

and Upper Mubangi River).

Lendu is spoken in the country west of the I.ower Semliki and of Lake Albert. It is the

same as Lega.

Mbuba is spoken in the Congo Forest, west of the middle Semliki valley, in the country of

the Dwarfs. Mbuba is only a dialect of Moinfu, spoken between the rivers Aruwimi
and Upper Welle.

Bambute is only the dialect of Momfu spoken hy the Pygmies in the N.E. part of the

Congo Forest, west of the Semliki River.

English. Logbwari. Munbu. Makaeka
(Nyam-nyam).

Lendu,
Lega.

IMbuba
(Momfu).

Bambute
(Dwarf.s).

Ant Obu Totoi Aqye, Aqe Aiica Kasi

r

White ant

.

Onya Ba Maku
Antelope

—

Anya Ba Tiipi

Hartebeest Songoro

Eland Borke

Bushbuck.. J^gabi

Reedbuck

.

Berks

Waterbuck Nda
Damalis- Luba

cus Tagbwa
1

Ape Ahgd Bahto, Ngffr (trill) Tato (chim- UUi(?)

Bamu panzee)

(chimpanzee)

Colobus ... Walewa Mbilo

Arm Dri Kpa (explo- B€ro, Ber^
1

Letopwa Reohu Twii
1 sive before p)

Arrow ...... YS Kgze Agwanza Mbm Ajpi
1

Api
Axe Olo Gipi Mangwa Tsahi, Tiiampa

Lukaka,

Tuampa
Baboon Oleum Mbpro 'iSipba'

,



VOCABULAEIES 937

English.
’

Logbwaei. Mundh. Makaeka Lendu, Mbuba Bambute
(Nyam-ntam). Lega. (Momfu). (Dwaefs).

ack
;

1

OgSrS S'bora Gilie Madzupwa Baku Tau
anana

j

Abugft) Labolfi) Bo), Babw Tso tso Bwko BwfCD

1

(tree)

eard i Tibi
|

Sn Maengbwale Letsuka Gsi Qsg

1 Maingbwale

ee Leu Jacii} Ayegea Tai Meri Meri

elly A Bura Yule Lez Hegbe EsW, Ekbe
ird ! Area Lu Ajere Erie Qsa, Heosa £2sa

lood ' Are STgwote K6)le ?u Hum U5tn, Uktu
ody ’ Euba Kootara Potere Leronga Umba Ira

1

Murmariiba

>one i FAlak5 Biki Meme Zapa Inbi Asiiba

;orassus
;

palm Itu STgiri

Mbotolow Usfl P6r6 Sau Sibai Siba

Irains Onwe Mbesa Dndn Vui Utsu mune Ini

Ireast Ba Ka MciJmoni Ga(pZ.ziga) Ufo am
^

„ (man’s)! Bdgara Sfbodole Bu?bu Pagfl

brother Adi or Adri Nga5na Bladiali

(Sudanese

Gadi Uma tsu Usbe

Arabic)

Buffalo Odru Gbwa Bi^ (like Bai Bupi Tiipi

Er. him)

buttocks ... Ong6 Mura Rumbure Letaifo Tam Utagii

]:*aTioe Zabu Ban urn
I

Olokolo Zaza Tiiiya, Tla Nyamon Medi Urau (?)

Uattle Ti Yiti

Bull Ti; Ti

manigo)

Uhief Opi Mata Yuiiura Droti Mala Api akb^le

Dhild Mva Bambara se! Uligbia Mba Mangu
Niwo) (pL)

Ukbwe tili

31oth Bonya
Ango

Bongo
Gbau kpara

Rok5 Errri Lunde Rude

Country ... i
Minandu Twba Uba> EnS

GwaukwaraL Kuandu

Q!0''P7 , , ^ Ti ©ku Yiti, Yeyiti Lutsu gya Bure' Ba’te

nani Buram (pi.]

Orocodile ... Ki Ngondi Rlra Uraii UraSii

Date palm,

wild ...i.. JSTdende
,

Bukema Bueina

Pay Ini Bubitin Yulu
,

Ku? Bohusa B056 b6?5

Gba (date) Ubwe (/>^.).

Itfany dw
IM -

Grwmwfeme

,

•’ Bum du

,

Daylight ...

Devil'.. Ovi
'

':Mprg«»‘ Riiiye



938 VOCABULARIES

English. Logbwari. Mundu.
1

Makarka i

(NtAM-NYAM).;

Lendu, !

Lega.
Mbuba
(Momfu).

Bog
Donkey

!

Ocg
Kanyer

r

Bor©
i

Kanyer
;

1

Ango
1

Cici Ibu

Door Kakati
1

I

Munguti STbadima
i

Dzadzii Henza
Bi.iliDdi

Dream Orcobi
j

1

Marara

Maratoroto

:

Mireli L©tsi

Drum
1
Ari

;

Gembi Gazza Gidzu
; Utsi

Ear i Bi
!
J^5 G©je i Tule Lejipwa

,

Upi

Egg
1

All ogbw’e Parang©

Farafigo
j

Para kondO Bwi

ilufafere(0

Ab©b©

Elephant ...
|
Ewa lya

i
Mbara

;

l?au Vhu
Excrement i Ize Gipa Mile Wa Uta
Eye : Mi Jara Bangare Lejupwa

;

l^e

Face Andeti Gbwara
;

Pakpure Lenyo Ue r©l©

Fat

Father

Odd©

Ata

M«) :

Oba

Bakumba
i

Xzeme
Ce

,

Hora

Fear 1 Qri Coro
.

Mukagunde; Nyi 1 Obe
Finger 1 (inyofi Dzikpa

!

i

Ulinzagare 1
Gi ’ Heditsitse

Fire ! Aci Wa Uw^ ;
Kasu Ukbi

Fish :Ebi Si Ivake Auta : Hebi !

Foot

(sole)

Mogutuku
j

Kangaiidera Gidere

i Batulendiile;

Lekoko
j

Halil

Forest Ai ^ Go ; Bere Tso ! Ksehga
Fowl Aii

!
Ng© Konclw Au Habu

Ghost Ba endri
j

Ma Mipi 1

1 Balimo
Goat :. Indri

!
Meme Vusende Ndnr Merae

God Ad©g©
1 Mbdri Ziwo Nainwanga

Grass Aise
!

Go.
1

!

Mvua

i

Waka Ngala

Mus©bi
Ground

„ nut

j Inyaku

1

T©

Serembendi

Sente

Awande

Dzeli (earth) Hene (po=

bere)

Guiiiea-fowl Op^ Tea Nzengu Dai Ali©h©

Gun Usu Babar© Tu Sau Ekuba
Hair Dibi Sunju Mangille Ai Utsuhadi
Hand Ddi, dri Dzikpara Bere Letopwa Hedi,

Hamba

* This haine was applied, by Ae Pygi*des to donkeys, mulesj and>^e]?ra

horses. It is realljr the n«iine in their Iprefets for the

'inamma.l. " Okajd.'is';the^Mhaba.rende]ihg^of

BambCte
(Dwarfs).

ibu

Ofipi
*

Elasi

Idiidyi

Fee, Utse
' ITpi

Abobct)

V\\

U’ta

U?e;i

(Uehihi)

Ue

I

I2’ta

Adi’e’e

I Kediee

Vkbi
jEbi

! Adu

:

Itiidil

Abft)

Ada (^>

Alid'ida

Gara

Muswbi
• Sue

Kiraga (?)

-UliVO’a

Ekuba
Ucuadi

£u ; Adita’a

si "hnt jnot t(

er^d:gi^^n<
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English. Logbwari.
j

Mundu. Makarka
Kyam-nyam).

Lendu,
Lega.

Mbuba
(Momfu).

Bambute .

(Dwarfs).

Head Dri ! Nju Rilre
•

Lejukwa Ucu Ucu

Heart Masi i Tfir© i Nbodule ;
Tedza Biilu ehi Bulu e;i

i bagnnda

Heel ,

Hippopota- ;

1

i

Tambulci) Ndunt Lekwojuti Mutindi U’ti’di

Apfomus Arua
1

Kimbare Bagga Nya Apfo

Honey Anyu 1 Wo) Mgwofi- Tai Melinde Ipa
!

j

gwono

Horn Qja) ' Di Banga
!

Lidyo Hatsi Akbu
Ace (;i. ?) .

Horse Kosaui (Ar. S()Ii

hussan)

Twci
;
AiHouse Jo) Kanib© iBambu Dza Odza

•

Amajfi), pL

Hunger i

1

Abiri Tala Gomoro
Gomolo

Eu Huli Udi

Hyena Obogu L^pogu Zegge Nyau Mubiri Piti

Iron :
Ambe SS •. Benge Mbo Oka £e

Island Ef liroabw Pci (kpeu) NgSp^ Jajira (Ar.)

Ivory Ewasi Teya MSmS Zoku Duse UlsS

Knee !
Mak®ni<» Njdguta Rukusere Ledetai Bolp, iSbolo Bcorco

Knife,
;
Hi Maguruma Sape Dyu Ibo

’

U’f® •

Leg Ruba Lu MbOsftrS Leju Halu I’dja

Leopard !
Nyaga Sia Mama Gota Hati Au

Lion :

Kemi Kemi Mbdiibonfi)

Mbanguru -

j

|

i

i-ips :

Magic
I

Ti Komo Botoiibwale Letso Urigba Utigba

OIS Mdrie Mango Tsu Ukba U’kba

Ui
]!irIaizet^_.jL^ ... Nbdnu Nbeumu Nbaya Kwi Muuaa

Male K6moko

Man Ag«pi

Ba (people)

Okpwara Kumba Bale Aibo Acu; Api^

„ (this)...

Meat

Akumba,p^^ „ ratu

Ekbeacii

Iza So Pa§ia

i‘

' " '

Za Anu
\ (Ula-eat;

Anu

Moukey......

Moon

Arugu

ImU
;

Erugu

n ' Diwi
,

B^i

Re?pS

Remba TCelia

Baba
Mountain Era Da Mbia Ngau Bamba

Mouth ...... Tiale Gamura
,

Nail (6£ fin-

ger OP to^) Qny^fi

'Eiii:;:

KwjikpTO

JriiUu,

Pisinigpro

?iSl
;

•

RimpnO

-.Gore'
'J

Culu,

Leroto

Lecute

Hedi habco

Mab8

Hafu
Bphusa.

pere dere

Afu
. Etoni (l).
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English. Logbwarl Mcjnbu. Makaeka
(Nyam-nyam).'

Lendu,
Lega.

^fBUBA
(Momfu).

BambCte
(Dwarfs).

Nose"

Oil palm ...

Omvu
Kamuri 1

Ga
Moj kamuri

.

Yuln

Nboro Isa

Ox
Palm !

Palm wine i

Ra nyagfl)
j
Yiti Ngu Bnre aubi

Bukeina

Bute

or mead ...

' Ewa Fi Buda Ada Ainvii O’do)

Parrot 1 5fwo Kiikuru Kri Nduho A’ii

Penis i
Anja

j

Ti Kira Di Rede ..Tede

Pig
!

Ozzco Mba Zigbwa Jau Riko Ti M
Pigeon : Aluruna Mberifa Mbipa Ainam Pimo) Bunini
Place i

Yo)
;

So) Sente Daile Vhco

Rain i Oz5g<o Ag® Mai Ji Tib® ' Tibw
Rat

I

Idosgo) Z« Kuri Gyau Abeke AbeJe
River Aro) i Ngu Erne Dabu Ui

;

a’u

Geri Kadze Gfene Cuja Bofibcon Bwgbwii
Sheep ;

Shield

Kabila Kambiliki

Yora Ytira

Ceinbukwa Butama
Mburama
Hobi

BiUtania

Sister Manivoi NgaOna Dowile Singwalele-

gyau nani

Mwanibo

Skin Maruba ! Kora Potore Si Ihba Etad
Sky Bn Kpi Ario) Ra Haurinda .lilitida

Sleep Odu i Masikutii Mined Dll Ilei rbu
Smoke Aciga

1

Ngua Ngime Kwo Renu Ten ft

Snake Eni i Poro Uw6 Su Ua r’fi

Son

» (my) •••

Mva,Mamva; MbaraseW Gigude i !^^ango

Ledzarabwa: ^fadi

inangui

Ughe

Song
;

Eiigo Ci
1

Gbere Gyi Ocoani Ail ii

Spear

Spirit

Ajii Da Bas6
i

Kuna samba

Lai Rikpe Ti;pe.

Tikpe

Star Kacera Kofara i Nzungwe i Artau Redu ^ Bibi
Stick Pfi)ti, Pwoti

;

Ngua
1

Tsu FMa f«>ia

Ilwia

Ukba

Stone Era Teme i Urimbia Juu Hina ! Ina
Sun Etu Ea

;

Ulu Gi Oi ‘ Oi

; ,

Sweetpotato Mako) Kabaya f

Tear Mindre Ngura Aiime Dzuda iUudi
1
ofaU

Testicles ... Adcoga Yora Unde Kuka
I

Nb«»naehi
\ s ^

’

Thief...;.... Ogu Ti, Iroddi
:

i

Ihoka 1. Ilfiih$pe
' Thing;.;...... Afazto . Mufafere, Hlire : 1 tfdu
:T^

' '
'/

'
' 'kwelf

I".::
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English. Logbw^vsi. ’ MtJNDU. Makaeka
(Ntam-nyam)

Lendu,
Lega.

Mbuba
(Mompu).

Bambute
(Dwabps).

Tobacco Taba
: Taba Gunda Mbazz Taba fapa

To-dav Andr© He tikin Urusd N|u Qfala Bwani, Ob®
Toe ramva Koji lura

(leg child)'

Urindule Lekoja Halu tsetse Adu S’g

Tongue AdrS Ali Minare Leda Eetsu Etsu
Tooth Si |Tg Eindile Leku Use Use
Town Afig®

1

Kutejgwaa Nbi Mulambo Epi pigi

Tree ?... Pwti Ed Bangwa
Nyake

Tzu Unba
N /.

Doro

Twins :Oj»
;

Dadase Abi Zu Lei Waldg
Urine Odre < Ng6s« Irma i^zi Retsu Igba

War Adi ;G« Yura La Ude 6ro

Water
;

Eyi Ngu
, Erne Da Ui Cii

White man

.

^^lundooka

; Mundoiika

i Kufukufu
I

!

Abaramo Kakubale Muzungu Muziigii

Wife
!
Oku j

Woras^ Gidgsa Dzaya Madindolei

(my wife)

Dwl4

Wind Oil Gifi Uwegya Vi Dole, Ra'pe Taps

Witch OIS Murie Binza Tsflfl Uhba 6de(?)

Woman , Izanje MMa Gide Dzaya Dole Dole

Wood.,.-,... :ija Owa, TTa ly&e T.supwa Ukbi Okbl;

Yam Baka Bara Uru Ingana Igam4

Year

Zebra
;

Kina Ert GinMls^

Zauvwe

Ndfrf Saka
'

One ! A16 Biri Sa Di Edi Mwedi

Two |lri Gbwsu Ue Ru Agbe Elbe(Egbe)

Three :Na Bata Biata Bau Ecena Ecena

Four : Su
i

Bala Biama Tau Ecero Ecetso

EcSto

Five T®; Tan Burvi Bisiie Mbu Ecembo Eceb®

Six Azia Mwedia BatisI Za Manca Matca

Matya

Seven.........
1
Aziii L6rezi Batiue Arubwo Laludu Arudi

Larudii,

Eight.... A^ina Badzena Batihiata Lalo Rare

Nine AzisH Menewa Batibiama Deti 1 Minidii

Ten .........

,

MudrijAzitfi) Njukba Bawe De Avutsi Mini

Eleven ......

Twelve ......

„ dri hal© Njukbiri-

ngh«

„ hwesu

Tiborosa

Tibproue

Tsiti „ ki edi

r'Twehty Mttdiri, Tekehiri Bordr^ ,

’Toujuna Iki akbe

^.Thirty, 1

Muddina ' Teke bata
>
Bawe ^ibo- Baude „ etsena

rosS.
;

;
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English. Logbwari.
i

;

Mundu.
^

Makaeka
i

I'EXDc,

Nyam-ntam.). Lega.
!

Mbuba
(Momfu).

BambCte
(Dwarfs).

Forty Mudri su
i '

i

‘ Teke bala
j

Ziborowe
I

Taude Iki etsero

Fifty : » „ burvi : Bilwe : Mbude „ etsembo

j

! batesindisa,

Hundred
'

Toro iTeke njukpaj Borobilie Mlnvi Isu iihgwa

Thousand ... i

i

Borobilie

!

i

i 1

zindiborosil

I, rue
j

Ma Ra Miare Ma I'mu Maia

Thou
!
Mina i Demu M<» Yi Ini ?“(-»

He Me ! Deniuden Kcd Ca Ina ]i r.gbe (/)

We Amadi Desa Ani Li Bcoi liO)\

You Emidi
, Di dila lyu Ni Aduo) Alebolai

They ; Emi?dae i Hihe Canrii Ide ( )pr>o

All
,

Dji Dumini i Migumba Di di Boi Boi

„ men D© Aibo boi

„ things...
;

1 iMigumba dw Cdu boi

This man ... MifdS i Demu dela ! Kumba Ni culm Ibo lai .Veil lai

'

kore

That man ... ]\IiSdare
I

c Kumba Can lii Acii do
1 mudiore

This tree ... Fe dire Kyake sure Hu tsu Uuba lai rijl^a lai

That tree ...
|

„ da 5,re „ ediore Ca tsu li I>dr(» ie

My house ...
' Amajwdi Gid’ imaie

,
Le dzadza Madionzai Ai inaja laji

Thy house. .

.

Jomadidi Gikix)rale Ma dzadza Xiboonzai

His house...
I
Joininedi Gikpora ’ Caidzadza Xiboon-

! zaimli

Our country
:

Le toba

My country

.

Baduboi, Eue laji

baluboi Epi]>igi laji

Our town ... ‘ Amalico ; Kparanin(?) Mulanibo

1

i ya mubio
Your i .

!

country ...
; Amamididai Gimbiiii Hurni toba

Their i

1
; Fundru

children ... Mva dajeni Wilegigude: tonzaii ;Xhva) andidi

Bad
!

Oiyi
1

Mangate :
Xga?i ' li'nda, linda ; Iddu

Female
1 i2ku

1
Na- (prefix)! R«bo

Good....;....
1

1 . Kukahba La
!

Xgama ;
Ideba

i
-

!
i

i

'

:
liepa

Great Ambade ' Bakirehe
!
Dro

1
Ruiidu ! Ikairta iidii

Little Gdrwa Unjbaba i Zau
i
Bibingi

1
Efefegi

^
Kumba
'•'tei^kp, 4

; CiMale' -
.
v; ;

Ba- (prfefix) Batse . AilM
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English* : LoGBWAEI.
j

Makaeka Lendu, Mbuba Bambute
;(NYAM-NrAM). Lega. (MoMPtr). (Dwaefs).

Sick, ill (I aiii)
i

Minakaza-

kaza

White Emveru Pusie Aure Enba Itiibe

Here Ainga Afgla Amupi
Black

!
Eniam Bie Taitai Esa Esade

Plenty Ngehange Runtu Odiitiitu

,, (many) Tende Itudu
There

i

Yore
.

Canga Anduli Bobani

Pagani

Xo, not Denio) Oso, o’o Nzi, nza Mba Ebei
I am Mi

ngwa nako

good „ „ mba Ma lam

I bring
1
Me jiri ada Buiju Bameledani Ere lani

I come 1 „ nmdi M ye Aira Bamele Ere (im2x)

I come not
; „ niuko) Ma dangata Amara nza Mafigele Mageri api

I dance Mendaka Madejibeju Obe OTse

dogbere

T’iteI die : : Madabci) Mi pi, mi- Ba monde BwjOde

1 „ k<k>(wc^.) napi

Thou diest
.

Xambonde

He dies.^. Honde

I drink
1

Ma mvu „ nanyo Mbore Ba mamvu Mabv©
Abvw (1)

I drank
1

» ji da „ nyo(gba Nimbo Mamvu
i « yesterday) oisa (yes-

terday)

I drank not „ IBVUku Me nyong- Mamborinza Manga Magabvu

ogbwate amvu
IlotuI eat 1 „ nyade

j

„ nalila Ma nyunyu Ba manu
Ma’ilotu

I eat not
1

„ nyakfl) Meiingate Maror- Manga anu Ma gilStu

njunza

fits (imj)*)I give „ fera Menafeforo Ba mete

I give you — Mafe mini Meafeforo Maburnito Nini mete (fits mai

(thee)
.

taba *
give me
tobacco)

I gave Mm „ b<» Mefefokd Maburinge Inanimu

,
nito mete

rgO...-.ri^v.-—— ••••••••' Ma inu Me nandu Mara BamolO Amoro

i ':went ^ i - . .. andii Tirablb Bamu molp

them- . .>
'

. -Maldl'di;’;.'
'

j,
himio Nirati

''

Bamafoide

jilaina

y,;.''Mx5L'c)f'ro
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English.

I kill him
I know
I know not

I see

Thou lovest

We make
We say

We sold not

I sell

He stinks

I smell

He steals

I steal

I- laugh

They laugh

I weep

You weep

Why art thou sleeping ?

Where did he go ?

Who conies in 1

What do you say ?

How do you make palm
wine ?

What shall we drink ? ...

When art thou coming ?

Give me food

Cut me a small stick

I want a little stone

. Which (fowl) will you
give me? ..................

; , 'V j;,
;Sevi;8;:mside the house . v.

LoGBWAEI. !

i

Makaska
(Xyam-nyam).

Lekdu,
Lega.

Mbuba
(Momfu)-

•
j

1
Me himro ko

Ma ni ,, hinie Ma njati Ba menda

„ i
„ nongwte „ njalinza !Mungenda

1 Ba mu moro
: ^Sba motire nie(?) iXiinajidro Indanosa

Ani zioko Lederenje • Tomuhonza
Anagamba fin (?) Ledralo Tomu hirotso

]\fafimengate ? Ledzu- Aniamurfimongeka

rendza

ISIehbea (Eika=sell)

Kunafu Hidi man- Hangu
janguzi

Ba mu inaugu

Kiinadi?a Ni dubii Bali hi hoka

Ba mu mohoka
Ba mu inohfiDine

Inamania Candu Bale di iKame
degwoni :

Mumft>o’ba

Inakwara Nidte Aduo buninici>ba

nadudz

Dayamupiana(?) Niclte

naidiiro ? :

Adubo b^nini lei ?

;

'Wolindoor.Odin- Fungatira Abeigbohft>la> ?

i dakokwni

?

ngwalo ?

;

Dauru gim Hu naye ? Ai hiIasi abo ?

gbadima ?

Munaya Nidte Aitse bonasi
nacludra ?

„ bonabon
:

! lai'e ?

: Ani nyogine ? Lembo Adue ivamuhamvu
nadu ?

Muniye nigirina ?!
Nisi Adue ubonele

1 tenanae ? nini ?

1
Mu funia Bunyo Eti mune aune

1
i

manyu
1

i

Muye a dengua Kutsuzo Iri muni kburu
1 mato bibingie

i

i

Mi nadia wili Bujuzo Mumoasa hina
’! mbia mato bibingie

. Mufi bahondo Ni bate na,

fute * mati

m^bu
:

mi piiia aid^a

:

onssa eabe'.
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Englisii. '

Makarka
(Xyam-nyam). Lendu, Lega. Mbuba

(Momfu).

The birds dew awaj* Erie fafa Baliwsa hilale

He is taller than I Koj agizo Huti dada majulu

The parrot screams Kukum mwiya

kauini Kri de dzedze Ahu h®c6©banu

The rotten tree falls
i

Xgua mbafigati

sutti Tsu tudani kwone kwo Ba uhba hoda
The tree falls

Can you ^ee me-

Xgua ati

Mo ingo kabiriti Xi njane mangwa? Xango oro momue
Xo, I cannot Me ingo te Xza muranja ni nza Ba, mange kuba

Xo, not

% ^

Te

Apuitiiinal Woeds and Sentences in the Langhtage oe the Poeest Pygmies

(Bambute, Mulesb, Bagbira).

Bambi'te

There is no food to-day Aiiu ebi amue.

food there ismt to-day*

Ene^^ea (a dwaifs

name) is dead Enegea wde.

To die B<»;ode.

Come here 1 Ere la’pa iipi

come here here*

Tvo ears L^pi m ekpe.

ear& of two*

{.TO : Amoro

!

Strike I IlamL

‘Enegea ’eats bananas Enegea ab<»fi> wann.

„ hamms eats*

I eat bananas Haia ’bcaw emann.

J bananas eat.

P. eats bananas P* b«bft><a eiann.

„ hammas he mis.

We eat these bananas Bwiamuano bo»<»-te.

we eat bananas these.

Yes! *• B®-
: ^

Balese, or Mulese Dwarfs

Lips Utiji.

House Ai.

Hippopotamus Apoo.

L came ,

Ele mtia.

There is no food (food ) Anu ebi

there is not) j Odn epi

I don’t want Ma rnwhoj.

I don’t know Mongedza.

Man Acii, Api.

One man Api edi.

Twomen Acii wa ekbe.

Three men Acii ’etcena.

Ten men Acii wa niene.

Bagbira Dwarfs

Iron... Lufa.

Head Mu.

Hippopotamus Apfo.

Leppard .Mali,

Hyena.i.... Kau.

Honey................:*... Bui.
’



KIBIEA. LIBVANUMA oe LIHUKIT. KUAMBA.
MANGALA. ILINGI. UPfiTfl.

XiBiRA is spoken in the Congo Forest (Upper Ituri), on tlie Upper Arnwiini, and tlieiuv

southwards to near Stanley Falls. •

Libvanuma or Lihuku is spoken in the “Mboga'' or Toba country, south of ilulega,

west of Semliki, on the borders of the Congo Forest. Spoken l>y the Baliuku and
Babvanuma.

Kuamba is spoken in Northern Toro, on the N. and N.W. flanks of Ituwenzori, by tb.o

Baamba.

MaJJgala is spoken in Central and Northern Congoland, east of the confluence of the

Congo and Mubangi-Welle, up the Arubahgi for a hundred miles ; and also along

the Congo eastwards to near Ilingi. Mahgala is the language of the Bangala. It i.s

allied to the tongue of the Babahgi (Bayanzi) who travel westwards to Stanley Pool.

Ilingi and UpcaTw are spoken on the extreme northern reaches of tiie main Congo.

English,
j

Kibira.
, Libvanuma'
;

OR Lihckl-.
;

Kcamb.v. M-aSt^ala.

Ant

White ant

.

Antelope

—

Harteheest

Eland

Rhinoceros

Gobus

Oephalo-

phus ...

Tragela-

:
phus

j
Litanda

i
Banjako, />/. Nsombi Isombi

j

Matanda

i
Lago Bambiri- Ndouge Apuinbuyi

;
kota, jd, A pumbwe

I Bapumbwe,

I
^

:

Empare

Nd®i

Ivimakuru,

p/. Bi-

Gama-gama

Heyo

Mboloiigo

Ndumba
Lingungu

Mangungu,

pL
Mbuli

Bagboodi,

. Pl-

Mondonga *

Mindonga, ]

j

! lAww.
I

i
•

Nsombi

Apumbayi

i

1

i

j

i
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lCN*n*isfu KimiiA.
fjBVAXUMA'
oRLmrKr.; Kuamba. AIa^^gala. Ilingi.

'

Are

i 'oiv^bu." ...

Kika

Bakika. ^4,

Xgule
j

Ekitera

i Ebitera^pZ.

Xgeye EtikomO

Slukum-

bus®, Afi-

Miikum-

bus©, Afi-

*\i in Biizika.

riboko,

Mboinbo

Ekondo

Dekondo :

0^^.)

Kiltoko Libak© or

I“b©k©,AIa-,

pi

Lubwkw
Ma-

Arnav .\\>i Mwambe
Xyambe,/)^.

Kodoe Luk©k©
Nk©k©

Likongo

Axe .........

jVJur.nn

Kvuka. Anbtika

Maruka,/j/. Bafibaka, /d.

Siiko Ugbara

B®ka

Abura

Babiira Qd.)

Ikwkw, Tw- Lit6

iJaek Xycue Arukongu ; Mbiri Mwkundu
Mi-

Af©kundu

Mi-

BiimYtri Eb®ko Eb©go B6bg,Gbebe Likondo

Ma-

Dikondo

Be.u’d Xtlelu Biilelu
i
Ndern L©le D©I©le

lice sizi. Lib©ko
1

1

Xj©ld Njui P©ki

Bi-liy Soli’o.T^oro Bura
I
Soho Libum© Xebpas

fJinl Mbahu X©li, Ba-
1

Mburu^

Alburul

Alpiiiu Afpiiru

lSl.xt.l.*. Makio Aleniko Afagira Alakile Makile

Tk-ily jrbuln Ndutu
!

Kd|o Nj©t© L©l©p©

Bone Eakilo Law
1

Enkae

Magwo(*)/.)|

AI©kna, Afi- Alukua

Burai«?-ius

palm

Bern*

Ditiigu Tngu Mbuma,
Afombuma

Embiima
’

flange B©bi Teba Pitingb©

Afa-, pi

Litingb©©

F>rains Etjofiiro Efigoro Boiigo Bongougo j2b©ng©

Breasst Bei^, ekuba Ii-beIe,Ma- Bere Libele, Ala- Liioele, Afa-

Brother Xtubaini :
Mwanadem
iAIwana

r d©s© (our

;

;
jBanabatiem,

Alukimindi

amo

KdegOj

Ndeko

„ iiangai=

my

Afutaniba

!

,

Buffalo

:
V

'

: 2fgwende{?)

JOf.

Xdeob© Hjare Njale Erijale

Bull

Buttocks

-Muri kiiakt

MaSganda
lEkbtdata M^bo Saketa jyfasfiok©

I'-"
'

.» tiiagbOjW-
Bwato

• MatO'.-'

Watu
panoe i'Kwka Bongo

^

Mulinga
,

C/ilt' * **.
' V •

»

Enjap^a^^, ISQsiii^a ,
Kbud^k®

,

iikohd®k©

.;C
-

'

I’'/,

'

-

"

,

n-j." cS;': '

''''

^ '! v-' •

947

• UpwT®.

Mukum-
• bus©, Mi-

Iw©k©

M©k©

Likongo

Ik®k©

Mwkunda
Mi-

Bikbndo

L®le

Bwi

Lmro>

Ifuru

Makile,

LuSkg

Mukua

Mumbuma

L®k©ka)

Bbngoiig®

Diwele

M©kune

Enjale

Mas©k©

Watu

I Kond©k©:
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1

English. Kibbia.
Libvanuma
OR Lihuku.

Kuamba. 1

1

; 1

MaSGAL-A.. i lUNGI.
1

UPaTo).

Gats

Chief 'i

Banjang'vTa,

Maga 1

I

Ba-, xt-
j

Salie i Mft)-konji ' Ekunio) Mukonji

Child Mike Mwana

i

Mike ake
|

Ba-, pi.

Mwana Ofiwana ;^[wana

11 c?

Cloth !

1

Pongo

Mulenibe

Mwana sa

gule

Liibngo Enjongo Elainba, Bi- E.senja EtSww

„ (bark).

|

Country ...
1
Inzi, Endu

Naruta

Kungu Kiaro Mbuka Embuka ^Ibcoka
^

Cow ! Nte ! Bute Ente Slgonibe Ehgombe Mniya

Crocodile ... Ko)la Djene,

Bante

Empeyo Sgonde Engandu Kgonde

Date palm,
|

wild 1

! Ba-, pL

\
Miigima Ivigema

|
Mtottokft) Muttokea Mutci>kci>

Day Hie Nabutu Kilia MukorOjMi- Mubutu ITtu

Daylight ...
=

Devil

' !Namusc«)ti

iMtmveji, Ba- MulimOjBa” Ndoki
;

Mulimba Likundu

Dog Mbioa Emva Mbo>a Mbwa . Engauganya! Ml)wa

„ ?
:

Door Kukuku

Su enwa

Likuse

Xkali

yambua
Eikuku Ekukereke Ekukereke

#

Ekukereke

i

Doorway ... :

Dream '

Muna ku
mulungu

Dirwtci)

i
Mpume

j

Xdcati

Bikukereke,'

pi
Munokon-

:

dako

Di-ro)to),Ma-; Dilwto) Dilwtw

Drum Alende 1 Ebiba
1
Kirembe Ngwmo) :

Enduinba ]S^go)inft)

Ear Kitoi Ucwe
;
Kitoi Ditcoi, Ma- Ditwi, ]\ra- Ditwi, .Ma-

Dgg
, Leke

1

Macwi (^;Z.)

i Mukiri
i
Like Yala lyala Eyala

Elephant ...

i

i

!

Mbungu
j

Nikiri {pi)

Anjan'. Mbungu
Twyara, pi-

!
P>i-

Mbongo i Endamba
Biyala

Mbungu

Excrement.. Duu

Banjan',

Jwrna wa
anjan

Mutara

(JNume sa

mbungu
iTui

1

1

;

Tci>i . Lwttobi

;

Tcai

Eye Eso Liso
I

Iso

' Twtwbij^i.

Li§a),
'

Didis6> Lis6>

Leso
Miso {pi.)

I

1

i

Face
j

'Mesu, Miso
|

'Keiso Elenge
i Bubusco Elenge

Fat ..../. K^ba . I'Mena ! Man^noj Mafuta ! Mumiita Mritsi „

;
„

.

(an^al) i,;Majuta . iMazuta '

'
'

. \ '
'

• -'.V-;:.' j.-'-'-
.

' ' ' .'.'mV, -f. ',
' ' y
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English. Kibika.
Lbbvanuma
OE Lihitku.

1

Kuamba. Mangala. IuSgi. Upot©.

Fear Bcako Mthgon- &.I- Muhgun-

. goma guma

Finger Nzika Behgbe Mbuka Nsei Mii§ai Mu§ei

Bakbengbe, kibwko M©§ei, Mi

pi
M©saFire Ikala Gyara Musa ^ Moto Mwei^a

Fish Su Siwe Su i Insu Encu Ensu

Foot Kipe, Bata Egbata Kegu Ditambi Litambi Ditambi

• Etindi Degbata(?)^.)

LambaForest Sfkba Meli Mabiri Lamba
Djamba, pL

Mukunda

.Efik6k5F(fR-l Koko Kobo Koko Nk®k® Eak6k6

Ghost Nkete Aberi Mulimo M©liin© Ehketa Mwlim©

Goat Meme Meme Meme Ntaba Entaba Entawa

» c? Mpai wa Ntuli sa

meme meme
AkuhguGod Nkete Akuri Nyamwanga N^ongo Libanja

Grass Nsobe Ifugo Kasamere Dititi, Ma- Injani lemb©

Ground Dcudo) Etaka D©d© Nt®t© Mumbond© Ntcale

» nut Ekuna Djagare Ki©be Nguba Enguba %ua
Guinea-fowl Kanga Wanga Kanga Libongo Libongo Libongo

Gun
j

Bunduki Mugango Mugango Mbau Embau Embau

Hair
|

Kisamo Nduri Sikamo Nsui Insui Insui

Hand ! Ekako Igbata a

bakbengbe

Digbata,^.

Kegu Likata Dikanja Dikata

M®t©Head i
Muto
Nito {pi)

M©© M©t© Mum©t®

MutemaHeart i Egbondo Mutuma
Nittima

Mulema M®tima . Mutema ’

LitindiHeel Esoko EtindiHndi Kitindi Litindi Litindi

(ankle) ... Likese

Hippopota-

mus Asanda Ndubo Mbembwa Ngubu Ehgubu Hgilu

Honey Buki Libok© Njwki Ap©li Empule Mbuli

Horn Endika Libakara Ndeka Njeka Ifikaka Njeka

Horse Mundumbe Mpunda Mpunda Mpunda

House Endu Ekara

Dik^(jt)?.)

Ndabo Hdako Endak©
,

Endak©

„ (my) ... Ekara edem

Dikara di-

Hunger V**” Hza

dem(jt??.)

Tara Enja ,
.

Enjala Enjik)^
: Ehkoi.,:;

,,Hy^a. Embombo Miipiti, Ni* Empiti Mbdngulu

"Iron Hondo (?) •tirkd Ngua
,

; Ebehde#Bi- Vv'
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EngUSH. KiBIBA.
,

j

KUAMBA. MaSgALA. Ilingi.
I

Up<0T<».

Island _

i

: E-j«bafDi-iTuli Esanga, Bi -
, Esanga

1 Miisaiiga

Ivory
i

!

Denu I Minyo Mung&>l«t> Empembe
Mi-ngwlw,^)^.

1 Mmigwl®

i

Knee . Mwaku : Lulu Mekulii Libongo Libongo
1
Libongo

Knife

Lake

. Ngua
Mbako

i

Mwambe JIbako Mbeli

Ebale

Ebiuii

Enibanji

i
Et’ekft)

1

Bnlikw
Leg . Endingo

Mundi
Mutindi Kegu
Ma-tindi,^)/.

iktolo), Ma- L6>k6>la)
;

Ikcolfi)

i *

Leopard i Mali Kweyu Ngile Nkoi Enkoi ' Enkoi
Lips Ebumbo Munu

Ba-nuinu

Nanoko Etake, or

Eteke : Bi-

Engundi ' Eteke
•

Magic Elimba Mainadii Lemba Btokanga Enganga
: Eukafiga

Maize Mugusa
Tegibura

Mukusa Nkusa I\Iundenge Mupombi
i Mundenge
j

Male Mo)ko

Balcoko, pL
Gule

Bcogule

Mur<»k<i>

; Ba-murfii)kft>

0>/.)

Dwele
^lele, 2)1.

Olele 1 Duele

•

Man Mugba
,

Miimbi STba M«tii, Batii i}m6>tu ; Mwtw
Bagba, pL
Nba, Bakba

Bombi Baiiba (/)/.) Babatii
;

Bata

Meat Nyama Biito) Nyama Nyama Enyama
;
Nyaina

Monkey Tepe, Ba- rbom'
Mct)boniii

. Abula Enkeina Enkeina Ejjkema

Moon Amelua Uri Sniige Sanja

Basanja,^?/,

Ensonge Xgondo

Mountain ... Mamba
Kupa
ekbubu

Tiidii, Ba- Criisia Ekuba Litali Kkwba

Nail (of fin-

ger or toe)

^ Kole^ Ndara Kikulu

Bikulu
Eyala Eyala 35yala

Name
(my) —

Ino .

Inoinie

Liyo

Mayo
Dina

Malina
Lina Diriua Lina

Neck Kingo Emiro ^ Bikia Nkingo Ekingto > Nkiiigci>
Night.. Kill 0 Busi Kiria Butu Bwbutw Utu
Nose

Oil palm ...

,

X(Ct>la> Lulii Lula J lira

Dilebo

Lij«>l«

Dilebo

. J«t>lcd

Dilebo
Ox

Palm ^dne

Nte

;

„ iikale =
cow

(see Cow) Ngombi
mubali

Engombi
Icdleie

.

Engombi
Icolele

dr mead..

V

i-Liho'' -

I ^gaka Mwenge. Manna Hamaiiila
jParrot

j

Akukwa . .JJa-gagaf 1 Enkusii : 'Nkasii.. Enk^S^y
j

Ni- :
;

•

. :
.

Ntene . 'i-












